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Preface to ”Satellite Altimetry for Earth Sciences”

The history of satellite radar altimetry started at the end of the 1960s. The major goal of this new

type of sensor was to measure the shape of the Earth. The first altimeter onboard Skylab 3 (1973)

had a precision of 0.6 m on one-second-averaged measurements. Its data were mostly used for

marine geoid determination. As the technique improved, the accuracy of the one-second-averaged

measurement increased to 25 cm on GEOS-3 (1975–1978). This improvement allowed the detection

of the major oceanic currents and associated eddy fields. Seasat (1978) reached 0.05 m accuracy on

one-second-averaged measurements. In spite of its short 3-month time span, Seasat demonstrated the

potential of radar altimetry for the monitoring of the dynamic topography of the sea surface, which

varies from 0.1 m to more than 1 m for western boundary currents and eddies. This was followed by

the launch of Geosat (1985–1990) and ERS-1 (1991–2000) and then Topex/Poseidon (1992–2005) that

started the era of high-precision altimetry. Since then, satellite radar altimetry has commonly been

used in a growing number of applications in Earth sciences. For more details about radar altimetry,

see References [1,2].

This book contains reviews and recent advances of general interest in the use of remote sensing

for hydrology. It is divided by types of surface monitored. The first two contributions present the

benefits of the use of the Ka-band for radar altimetry in terms of measurement quality and scientific

applications over all types of surfaces. Then, the following contributions are presented over the

different types of surface which can be monitored using radar altimetry: Open ocean, coastal areas,

land surfaces, and sea ice. Each of these sub-sections is organized as follows: First, the results of

calibration/validation are reported, then radar echoes modeling, radar echoes classification, and

new algorithms for processing the radar echoes (e.g., retracking algorithms) are presented, and

eventually, scientific applications are detailed. Calibration/validation results include evolution of the

performances of high-precision radar altimetry missions operating in low resolution mode (LRM), as

well as the more recent radar altimetry missions operating in synthetic aperture radar (SAR) mode.

Improved corrections for the tropospheric delays allowing an improvement of the error balance

over the ocean, including coastal areas, are presented. Improvement of the height estimation using

new retracking algorithms is assessed over different surfaces. Several new applications of satellite

altimetry are also detailed, such as pycnocline depth, topography of the intertidal zone, or detection

of open water in sea-ice-covered regions.
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Abstract: The India-France SARAL/AltiKa mission is the first Ka-band altimetric mission dedicated
to oceanography. The mission objectives are primarily the observation of the oceanic mesoscales but
also include coastal oceanography, global and regional sea level monitoring, data assimilation, and
operational oceanography. The mission ended its nominal phase after 3 years in orbit and began a
new phase (drifting orbit) in July 2016. The objective of this paper is to provide a state of the art of the
achievements of the SARAL/AltiKa mission in terms of quality assessment and unique characteristics
of AltiKa data. It shows that the AltiKa data have similar accuracy at the centimeter level in term of
absolute water level whatever the method (from local to global) and the type of water surfaces (ocean
and lakes). It shows also that beyond the fact that AltiKa data quality meets the expectations and
initial mission requirements, the unique characteristics of the altimeter and the Ka-band offer unique
contributions in fields that were previously not fully foreseen.

Keywords: altimetry; Ka-band; data processing; calibration; validation
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1. Introduction

Launched in February 2013, the SARAL/AltiKa mission carries the first Ka-band altimeter ever
flown [1]. The primary mission objective is the observation of the oceanic mesoscales, as well as
coastal oceanography, global and regional sea level monitoring, data assimilation and operational
oceanography. Secondary objectives include ice sheet, sea ice and inland waters monitoring. In order
to continue the time series and to benefit from the existing mean sea surface, SARAL flew on the same
orbit as Envisat. The SARAL/AltiKa mission was considered as a “gap filler” between Envisat (lost in
April 2012) and Sentinel-3A (launched in February 2016) and has permitted to continue the sea level
measurements on the historical ground track of the ERS-1&2 and Envisat missions. The nominal phase
of the mission was planned to end three years after launch with an objective of five years. Since July
2016, SARAL/AltiKa has left its nominal orbit and entered in a Drifting Phase until its end of life.
This phase, seamless in term of accuracy, provides a larger data coverage (Figure 1). The new orbit
(altitude increased by 1 km) allows to improve the mean sea surface resolution but has been chosen to
maintain also a good temporal resolution (15–20 days) for mesoscale studies.

Figure 1. Blue: Repetitive orbit ground track. Red: Drifting orbit ground track.

SARAL/AltiKa’s main scientific objective is to provide data products to the oceanographic
research user community for studies to improve our knowledge of the ocean mesoscale variability,
thanks to the improvement in spatial and vertical resolution brought by SARAL/AltiKa. This main
scientific objective is divided into subthemes of mesoscale ocean dynamics: observations, theoretical
analyses, modelling, data assimilation, and so forth. This leads to an improvement of our
understanding of the climate system through its key ocean component and especially the role and
impact of mesoscale features on the climate variability at large spatial and temporal scales. It also
contributes to the study of coastal dynamics, which is important for many downstream applications
including operational oceanography, which seeks large amounts of in-situ and space-based data.

SARAL/AltiKa’s secondary objectives include the monitoring of the main continental water levels
(i.e., lakes, rivers, and enclosed seas), the monitoring of large-scale sea level variations, the observation
of polar oceans (thanks to the high inclination of its orbit), the analysis and forecast of wave and wind
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fields, the study of continental ice (thanks to the lower penetration in Ka-band) and sea ice, the access
to low rains climatology (enabled in counterpart to the sensitivity of Ka-band to clouds and low rains)
and the marine biogeochemistry (notably through the role of the meso- and submeso-scale physics).

The success of SARAL/AltiKa has been made possible by a very fruitful cooperation and efficient
joint work between ISRO and CNES and thanks to the highly valuable exchanges between scientists of
both countries. The objective of this paper is to highlights salient results in terms of quality assessment
and unique characteristics of AltiKa data made since the special issue published in 2015 (Marine
Geodesy, 38(S1):1, 2015, [2]). This paper is preceded by a companion paper focusing on the scientific
applications where more details about the SARAL/AltiKa mission and its payload are also given [3].
In the first section of this paper, we will focus on the quality assessment of water level through
Calibration and Validation and the second section will illustrate some unique contributions of Ka-band
information in AltiKa data.

2. Quality Assessment of Water Level through Calibration and Validation

The observation of rising mean sea levels over the Earth’s oceans using satellite altimetry has
helped inform and shape the debate on global climate change that has emerged over the last two
decades [4]. The ongoing monitoring of secular changes in global mean sea level with accuracy
tolerances of better than 1 mm/year remains a fundamental science goal within satellite altimetry
and represents one of the most challenging objectives in space geodesy. Central to this objective has
been the recognition that calibration and validation (cal/val) are vital components of the altimeter
measurement system technique. Cal/val defines a multi-disciplinary problem in and of itself, that
pushes the limits of available terrestrial, oceanographic and space based observational techniques.
Current estimates of regional and global change in mean sea level are only possible with careful
and ongoing calibration of altimeter missions. Cross calibration of past, current and future altimeter
missions will remain essential for continued sea-level studies.

During the last years, complementary altimetric missions operating concurrently have provided
the unprecedented ability to compare measurement systems by undertaking relative calibrations.
Studies have demonstrated through global statistics the power of such a technique [5,6]. Given the
technical challenges of operating spacecraft for many years in orbit, however, the ability to
cross-calibrate multiple missions in this manner cannot be assured. It reinforces the need for a
range of complementary calibration methodologies—including a geographically diverse array of in
situ absolute calibration sites that can assess changes to instrument behavior in near real time: such
facilities, as described in [7], provide in situ sea level measurements in the same reference frame than
the satellite altimetry ones and correct them from solid earth vertical motions.

The cal/val activities are focused not only on the important continuity between past, present and
future missions but also on the reliability between offshore, coastal and inland altimetric measurement.
The ability to sample varied geographically correlated errors and characterize them in an absolute
sense are significant benefits of a well-distributed set of calibration sites. There is no doubt, however,
that the “calibration task” requires a multifaceted approach, including both in situ calibration sites and
regional/global studies.

This section will provide metrics of the SARAL/AltiKa accuracy and precision through absolute
calibration sites (Section 2.1), global approach (Section 2.3) and an in between regional approach
(Section 2.2). The main achievement of the data quality assessment provided in this section is illustrated
in Figure 2 showing that AltiKa data have similar accuracy at the centimeter level in terms of absolute
water level whatever the method (from local to global) and the type of water surfaces (ocean and
lakes). This illustrates the improvement in altimetry in the last decade thanks to better processing
and geophysical corrections but more importantly thanks to new technology (Ka-band, SAR) that
paved the way of new frontiers in altimetry. Remaining differences from the various determinations
shown in Figure 2 illustrate the characteristics of the studied water level (open-ocean, coastal, inland)
but also the remaining errors coming from the methods used and the geodetic datum of each sites.
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Another important result is that cal/val activities over lakes are now at the same level of accuracy than
the ones performed over decades at historical calibration sites (Bass Strait, Corsica, Crete, and Harvest).

Figure 2. Left (this study): water level bias from Crete [8], Kavaratti (Section 2.1.1), Corsica
(Section 2.1.2, Lake Issykul (Section 2.1.3), the regional (Section 2.2) and global (Section 2.3) approaches.
The mean value of all the determinations is −54 mm with a standard deviation of 15 mm. Right [9]:
TOPEX, Jason and Sentinel-3A Sea Surface Height (SSH) biases from in situ calibration sites.

2.1. Water Level Calibration from Open-Ocean, Coastal and Inland Waters In Situ Absolute Calibration Sites

2.1.1. Kavaratti, Altimeters’ Calibration Site

The Kavaratti site gives an opportunity to do absolute calibration of altimeters over the tropical
region. This calibration site do not show altimeter land contamination since it is in the open ocean,
which gives it an added advantage. Kavaratti Island, is located southwest of Indian peninsula, ∼450 km
from the coast, as a platform of scientific observations, it has historic measurements from many Indian
scientific institutions (e.g., Survey of India specific to water level). Figure 3 represents the part of
Arabian Sea with Lakshadweep Islands at north and Maldives Islands at south. This permanent
facility in Kavaratti is situated near the ground tracks of TOPEX/Jason and SARAL/AltiKa missions.
The dedicated calibration facility at Kavaratti includes tide gauges, meteorological and oceanographic
instruments, and a bottom pressure recorder [10]. This site has long-term sea level measurement at the
tide gauge station TG1, which allows for the precise estimation of drift in sea surface height. The site
characterization and calibration experiment and its results can be found in [10].

The absolute calibration of SARAL/AtiKa is carried out for its 23 cycles at this site (Figure 4).
The determined absolute bias is −39.8 mm with standard deviation of 23.6 mm. In this AltiKa
calibration exercise we have not used any local high resolution tide models, also the effects of wind and
atmospheric pressures, and vertical land motion for the precise local geoid estimation are disregarded
in determining the absolute Sea Surface Height (SSH) bias. These results and the good agreement
with other in situ calibration sites shows that the location is robust and encourages us to continue
observations to carry out the absolute calibration of altimetric SSH. The errors in estimation of absolute
SARAL/AltiKa bias over this site will be improved through future field experiments.
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Figure 3. The large map shows the location of Kavaratti island (star) as well as the Jason-2 and
SARAL/AltiKa ground tracks. The insert is a zoom of Kavaratti: ISRO’s altimeter calibration site, has
dual radar tide gauge station and a bottom pressure recorder.

Figure 4. Absolute sea surface height bias of SARAL/AltiKa from cycle 1 to 23 using GDR-T products.

2.1.2. SARAL/AltiKa Absolute Calibration over Corsica during the Nominal and Drifting Phases

The geodetic Corsica site was set up in 1998 in order to perform altimeter calibration of the
TOPEX/Poseidon (T/P) mission and subsequently, Jason-1, OSTM/Jason-2 and Jason-3. The scope
of the site was widened in 2005 in order to undertake the calibration of the Envisat mission and
most recently of SARAL/AltiKa. In [11], we have presented the first results from the latter mission
using both indirect and direct calibration/validation approaches. The indirect approach utilizes a
coastal tide gauge and, as a consequence, the altimeter derived Sea Surface Height (SSH) needs to
be corrected for the geoid slope. The direct approach utilizes a novel GPS-based system deployed
offshore under the satellite ground track that permits a direct comparison with the altimeter derived
SSH. This latter approach has the advantage being able to be used without any specific infrastructure
and have permitted us to make measurements even during the period when the difficulties with the
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satellite reaction wheels did not permit the ground track to be accurately maintained (from March
2015 until the Drifting Phase in July 2016): this is illustrated in the bottom part of Figure 5 and the SSH
biases derived from those configurations (bold red circles) are in agreement with the whole time series.
Since the beginning of the Drifting Phase, SARAL/AltiKa have overflown the Corsica calibration sites
(Ajaccio and Senetosa) in different configurations illustrated in the right part of Figure 5. The SSH
biases have then been computed using Senetosa or Ajaccio tide gauges or even both (cycle 100/pass
735 and cycle 104/pass 677) when the satellite have overflown both geoid areas (shaded in purple on
Figure 5 maps). The results for these configurations (bold blue crosses in Figure 5) are also in very good
agreement with the whole time series, even in a configuration very close to the coast (∼3–4 km, cycle
100/pass 735). The overflights of both Senetosa and Ajaccio sites have permitted us to compare the
SSH bias from Ajaccio and Senetosa tide gauges and we found an offset of 30 mm which is due to an
issue in the absolute reference of Ajaccio tide gauge. This problem was identified in [11] and has been
solved recently. This is discussed in [12] in which we have performed the Sentinel-3A calibration over
both Senetosa and Ajaccio sites in a configuration close to the one encountered with SARAL/AltiKa
for cycle 104 and pass 677 (see Figure 5).

In conclusion, in this analysis, after correcting the 30 mm offset in the Ajaccio tide gauge
measurements, we demonstrate that using either indirect or direct calibration/validation approach
gives similar SSH bias, respectively −74 ± 4 mm and −69 ± 11 mm. Even during the Drifting Phase,
we can continue to monitor the SSH bias using both approaches with a good agreement compared to
the whole time series and a period close to the initial ones (46 days in average compared to the 35-day
repeat period in the nominal phase).

Figure 5. Sea Surface Height (SSH) bias time series for SARAL/AltiKa over Corsica for both direct
(GPS-zodiac, red circles) and indirect (tide gauges, blue crosses) approaches. The bold symbols
correspond to situations where the satellite was not overflying the calibration sites in a nominal
configuration.

2.1.3. Absolute Calibration, Validation of SARAL/AltiKa over the Lake Issykkul

SARAL/AltiKa is used over the continents to measure the water height changes of lakes and
rivers [1]. In order to determine the performances of altimeters over inland waters, a dedicated site
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of calibration/validation has been setup in 2004 over the lake Issykkul. Lake Issykkul (42–43◦N,
76–79◦E) is a large lake (6000 km2 of area extent) located in Kyrgyzstan in Central Asia. Initially
used as experimental site, thanks to promising first results obtained with TOPEX/Poseidon [13], the
Lake Issykkul became permanent cal/val site for several altimeters in orbit. It has served for Jason-1,
Jason-2, and Envisat with results coherent with other cal/val sites over the oceans [14,15]. The interest
of having cal/val sites over a lake is to benefit from specific conditions of inland water (no tides, no
inverse barometer) and to quantify the accuracy of altimeters to measure their water level changes.

Meanwhile, some corrections like the wet or dry tropospheric delay are not measured as accurately
as over the ocean. Using ground instrumentation over the lake Issykkul therefore helps quantifying
the error budget of altimeters over lakes in general. Since 2004, not less than 15 field campaigns have
been done over the Lake Issykkul. The full experimental design is given in [16] and is not described
here in details. In few words, it simply consists in measuring the water level changes along the track
of the satellite, due to the geoid’s gradient (which over the Lake Issykkul reaches several meters over
long distance) using a GPS kinematic survey on a boat following the satellite tracks. It allows us to
calculate the absolute bias of the altimeter.

First of all, the water level changes of the Lake Issykkul from 2013 to 2016 are calculated every
35 days using the altimetry data from the SARAL/AltiKa instrument. It is compared to the water level
changes measured at an historical floating tide gauge located on the north coast of the lake (providing
daily water level). It is also compared to hourly water level changes of the Lake measured by a radar
installed on the south east lake shoreline. These comparisons allow us to quantify the accuracy of
SARAL/AltiKa over the lake Issykkul in particular, which gives an order of magnitude of accuracy
of this instrument for large lakes in general. It confirms results obtained in [17] that SARAL/AltiKa
allows us to measure water level changes at very high accuracy (3.5 cm for lake Issykkul: Figure 6).

Figure 6. Water level of the lake Issykkul measured by SARAL/AltiKa, a radar and a tide gauge located
on respectively east and north coast of the lake, delivering hourly and daily data. RMS of differences
between SARAL/AltiKa and the in situ daily data is 3.5 cm.
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For specific calculation of altimeter bias of AltiKa, a GPS survey of the track number 554 has been
performed during a campaign done on 1 July 2014. The GPS vertical profile along this track is compared
to individual measurements of the altimeters over the first 15 cycles using in situ measurements for
all corrections:

- Wet and dry tropospheric delay using a permanent GPS and weather stations
- The GPS height antenna using a radar installed just below the GPS on the boat: see [16] for details.
- The in situ daily level changes for the correction of the hydrological signal from cycle 1 to cycle 15.

1 July 2014 is when the GPS survey was done and corresponds to cycle 14.
- The GINS [18] software was used for the calculation of the GPS 3D coordinates in PPP (Precise

Point Positioning) mode.

We then compare the GPS vertical coordinates along the track 554 with the individual
measurements of the lake altitude above the ellipsoid using AltiKa measurements. We thus
perform the calculation of the absolute bias using the ocean and the ice1-OCOG (Offset Centre Of
Gravity) retrackers:

- With the ocean retracker, the water level bias, which is averaged along the track 554 and using the
first 15 cycles of the satellite is given in Figure 7. The absolute bias obtained is: −52 ± 24 mm.

- With ice1-OCOG retracker, the water level bias, which is averaged along the track 554 and using
the first 15 cycles of the satellite, is given in Figure 8. The absolute bias obtained is: +34 ± 19 mm.

Figure 7. Differences between the GPS profiles and SARAL/AltiKa water altitude above the ellipsoid
with ocean retracker at reference points corresponding to the GPS points along the SARAL/AltiKa
track 554.
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Figure 8. Vertical profiles along the track 554. The altimetry profile is an average over 15 first cycles at
reference point corresponding to the GPS points of measurements. Ice1 retracker is represented.

2.2. Regional Calibration of SARAL/AltiKa Sea Surface Height in Corsica, at Harvest and at Bass Strait

In situ calibration of altimeter SSH is usually done at the vertical of a specific cal/val site by
direct comparison of the altimeter data with the in situ data. Given that most of the in situ calibration
sites (Harvest, Senetosa, Bass Strait and Gavdos) were specifically designed to be located under the
TOPEX/Jason orbit, the classical absolute calibration technique can only be used for satellites using
this orbit. The regional cal/val technique developed by Noveltis [19,20] aims to assess the altimeter
range bias both on satellite passes flying over the calibration site and on satellite passes located several
hundreds of kilometres away (Figure 9). In particular, it enables the monitoring of altimetry missions
that do not fly directly over the calibration sites, such as SARAL/AltiKa. In principle this technique
extends the single site approach to a wider regional scale, thus reinforcing the link between the local
and the global cal/val analyses.

The regional method is used to compute the SARAL/AltiKa altimeter biases at three historical
TOPEX/Jason-suite calibration sites: the Corsican calibration sites of Senetosa and Ajaccio, the
Californian site of Harvest and the Australian site of Bass Strait. These calibration sites are characterized
by very different ocean variabilities, which leads to various strategies in terms of corrections for the
altimeter SSH.

In Corsica, the ocean variability (from few days to seasons) is rather low (about 50 cm on
average), mainly governed by the wind and the atmospheric pressure variations, with low tidal
amplitudes (about 20 cm). However, the presence of small islands close to the sites of Ajaccio and
Senetosa can have an impact on the quality of the altimeter SSH and the associated corrections, in
particular the radiometer wet tropospheric correction. The wet tropospheric correction derived from
the ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts) model is thus used to correct
the SARAL/AltiKa SSH in Corsica. In addition, the altimeter and the in situ tide gauge observations
are corrected using respectively the COMAPI regional tidal model (Coastal Modeling for Altimetry
Product Improvement) [21] for the tides and a global hydrodynamic simulation provided by LEGOS
for the DAC (Dynamic Atmospheric Correction) effects [22]. In Harvest and Bass Strait, the ocean
variability is much higher than in Corsica (about 2.5 m), with large tidal amplitudes (about 1.5 m).
The FES2004 global tidal model [23] and the global DAC simulation is used to correct the altimeter and
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the in situ observations at both sites. In addition, the radiometer-derived wet tropospheric correction
is used to correct the altimeter SSH.

Figure 10 shows the crossover points considered for the computation of the regional
SARAL/AltiKa bias estimates at each calibration site. In Harvest and Bass Strait, the number of selected
crossover points is rather small in comparison to the number of available points. Large variability is
observed in the bias estimates at those surrounding crossover points and they are discarded from the
computation (see [19,20] for details). Some previous work on the Envisat mission in Bass Strait [24]
showed that using a more recent tidal model with higher resolution (FES2014 global tidal model, [25])
enables us to drastically reduce the variability at some of those points and to reintegrate them in the
computation in this specific region. The mean regional bias estimates at each calibration site are given
in Table 1. The standard deviation computed over the mean bias estimates at each crossover point is
given in the last column. This information shows that the variability of the bias estimates over the
considered crossover points is stable from one site to the other, in the order of 1 cm. However, the
mean bias estimates and the averaged standard deviation of the bias estimates strongly vary from one
site to the other, with mean variability of about 60 mm in Harvest and Bass Strait, twice larger than in
Corsica, which is directly linked to local conditions (open ocean with rough seas in Harvest and Bass
Strait, sheltered harbours with low ocean variabilities in Corsica). Even after correcting the 30 mm
offset in the Ajaccio tide gauge measurements (see Section 2.1.2) the 47 mm difference observed in
the bias estimates between Ajaccio and Senetosa, is for the moment unexplained and need further
investigation. However, the averaged SSH bias from Ajaccio and Senetosa is 61 mm and is close to
the values found from the absolute calibration study (see Section 2.1.2). Further investigation is also
needed to understand the ∼40 mm difference observed between the bias estimates in Corsica and the
estimates in Harvest and Bass Strait. It is more than probable that high precision regional tidal models
and dynamical atmospheric correction solutions would improve the computation of accurate altimeter
and in situ sea surface heights in these regions.

Figure 9. Generic diagram of the regional in situ calibration method. The points A and B represent
the crossover points between, respectively, the satellite altimeter tracks 1 and 2, and the tracks 2 and 3.
The tracks can belong to different altimeter missions. The in situ high resolution mean surface is used
to link the tide gauge (TG) measurements to the altimeter data, and the comparison is done at the point
C, located on this surface (adapted from [20]).
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Figure 10. Altimeter crossover points used for the SARAL/AltiKa regional bias estimate in Corsica
(a: Ajaccio in blue, Senetosa in orange), Harvest (b: green dots) and Bass Strait (c: green dots).
The SARAL/AltiKa and Jason-2 grounds tracks are shown respectively in yellow and red.

Table 1. SARAL/AltiKa regional bias estimates at each site. In Bass Strait, the in situ data available for
this study only covers the period until cycle 25.

SARAL/Altika Regional
Bias Estimates (mm)

Mean
(mm)

Std
(mm)

Nb of
Cycles

Nb of Xover
Points

Std over the
Xover Points (mm)

Senetosa (cycle 1–35) −84 ± 5 32 34 7 5
Ajaccio (cycle 1–35) −37 ± 6 36 33 6 13
Harvest (cycle 1–35) −19 ± 12 64 30 4 12

Bass Strait (cycle 1–25) −22 ± 11 56 24 5 13

2.3. Global Validation of SARAL/AltiKa Sea Surface Height over Ocean

Since the beginning, SARAL/AltiKa data shows a high quality and provides new information
with respect to the previous missions [5]. At high latitude, thanks to its orbit reaching 82◦, the
Arctic Ocean and ice caps are better covered. Near the coast, measurements are more numerous and
reliable [26] thanks to its high rate of 40 Hz (one point every 125 m along-track) and to its robust
tracking mode (DIODE/Median, except for cycles 10 to 17 in autonomous DIODE mode). Furthermore,
high frequency structures are better addressed, thanks to its Ka-band technology [27].

Its data availability is largely over the specification requirements, reaching 99.6% over oceans,
Safe Hold Mode periods included, compared to 99.3% on Jason-2. Over other surfaces, the coverage
is also very homogeneous as shown on Figure 11. Even the sensitivity of the Ka-band frequency to
rain has less impact than expected. Indeed, only 5% of measurements may be not achieved due to rain
rates > 1.5 mm/h according to geographic areas [28].
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Figure 11. Map of the percentage of available measurements over land on SARAL/AltiKa’s cycles 1 to 34.

The relative SSH bias compared to a zero reference of the TOPEX GMSL in 1993 (Global Mean Sea
Level, CMEMS 2018 standards (Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service)) is −82.3 mm
for SARAL/AltiKa, whereas Sentinel-3A stands for −3.9 mm, Jason-2 for −18.5 mm and Jason-3 for
−47.3 mm. Relative SSH bias and its evolution can also be derived from crossovers with a reference
mission (such as Jason ones); even if not based exactly on the same length of the time series, results
provided in [5] agree at the centimeter level with the ones presented here.

Its long-term stability as well, exceeds the mission requirements, featuring a very consistent mean
sea level with respect to the reference record, derived from a combination of TOPEX/Jason-1/Jason-2
time series [29]. SARAL/AltiKa GMSL’s shows a 4.8 mm/year evolution on this time period, thus
keeping pace with Jason-2 (4.4 mm/year). It is a very satisfying statistic knowing that the time series
for SARAL/AltiKa is still under 5 years which is the minimum period required to have a significant
trend, see Figure 12.

Figure 12. SARAL/AltiKa’s Global Mean Sea Level (red) compared to Jason-2 (blue) and the reference
one (green).
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As for crossovers analysis (see details in [5]), it demonstrates excellent performances, with
5.3 cm of standard deviation compared to 5.4 cm for Jason-2, using the radiometric correction [30].
This illustrates SARAL/AltiKa’s very good skills to resolve mesoscale signatures.

Finally, SARAL/AltiKa’s Ka-band frequency enables the resolution of small scales of ocean
dynamics (mesoscale). Thanks to its higher rate of 40 Hz and a smaller and statistically more
homogeneous footprint, its noise level is lower than Jason-2/3 (Figure 13). Provided the application of
a fine editing (for 20 Hz measurements: based on the Sea Level Anomaly coherence of consecutives
measurements) and a correction [31] dedicated to reduce correlated noise between altimeter range
and Significant Wave Height (SWH), it does even better than delay-doppler altimetry missions
such as Sentinel-3A. Smaller ocean scales are therefore observable notably around 35 km where
the spectral “bump” [32] is clearly reduced compared to "standard" use of the data (see Figure 1 in [3]
for comparison).

Figure 13. SARAL/AltiKa’s SLA power spectrum (green) compared to Jason-2 (blue) and Sentinel-3A
(red), with adapted editing and [31] correction for the three missions.

In conclusion, the SARAL/AltiKa mission performance remains excellent, compared to Jason-2,
Jason-3 and Sentinel-3A, from fine scale ocean dynamics to long-term stability. And its quality will
keep on improving, notably, thanks to several updates of geophysical corrections which are getting
ready for the future reprocessing (GDR-E (Geophysical Data Record)) planned for 2018. The benefits
of SARAL/AltiKa data to access the fine scale ocean dynamics are highlighted in our companion
paper [3].
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3. Unique Contributions of Ka-Band Information in AltiKa Data

The key feature of the altimetric payload has been the selection of Ka-band [27]. Using Ka-band
avoids the need for a second frequency to correct for the ionosphere delay and eases the sharing of the
antenna by the altimeter and the radiometer. The use of the Ka-band also allows the improvement of
the range measurement accuracy in a ratio close to 2 (30 cm compared to 47 cm for Jason Ku-band)
due to the use of a wider bandwidth and to a better pulse to pulse echo decorrelation. The higher
pulse repetition frequency (4 KHz compared with 2 KHz on Jason-2) also permits a better along-track
sampling of the surface. Moreover, the enhanced bandwidth (480 MHz compared with 320 MHz on
Jason-2) enables a better resolution of the range. Finally, Ka-band antenna aperture is reduced, which
limits the pollution within useful ground footprint. The known effect of rain on the Ka-band was such
to put some uncertainty on the full availability of data in some regions. In fact, the larger sensitivity to
small rates of rain was found to be less constraining than expected and in counterpart provides access
to low rains climatology [28].

Apart from the improved accuracy and resolution for the liquid water surfaces (ocean and
inland waters), the fact that AltiKa altimeter operates in Ka-band, which is higher than the previous
frequencies, offer new paths of investigation. The penetration depth in snow is theoretically reduced
from around 10 m in Ku-band to less than 1 m in Ka-band, such that the volume echo originates
from the near subsurface. Second, the sharper antenna aperture leads to a narrower leading edge that
reduces the impact of the ratio between surface and volume echoes of the height retrieval. Moreover,
the volume echo in the Ka-band results from the near subsurface layer and is mostly controlled by ice
grain size, unlike the Ku-band [33].

This section gives some illustrations of the unique characteristics of AltiKa instrument that offer
unique contributions in fields that where not fully foreseen. Section 3.1 will give insights of the increase
of resolution and data availability close to the coasts. Section 3.2 will focus on the Ka-band contribution
for altimetry over snow and ice. Section 3.3 will study the rain sensitivity and finally Section 3.4 will
give an original use of Ka-band measurements for studying the soil moisture.

3.1. Power Spectrum Density Analysis of SSH Signal from SARAL/AltiKa and Jason-2 (1 Hz) over Bay of Bengal

Indian coasts are vulnerable to high waves and rough sea conditions particularly during the
pre- and post-monsoon seasons due to the presence of extreme atmospheric events such as cyclones.
Unfortunately, wave models are still not mature enough to predict these waves due to the lack of
accurate initial conditions and correct physical parameterizations. With the availability of altimeter
data, assimilation of these data in numerical models is often found beneficial in improving the
accuracies of the model predictions. One very significant promising development, particularly for the
coastal regions, is the SARAL/AltiKa mission carrying onboard altimeter in the Ka-band and thus
offering high spatial resolution suitable for coastal studies and assimilation in coastal wave models.

Tracks in the full Bay of Bengal region for the concurrent period of SARAL/AltiKa and Jason-2
(March 2013–July 2016) were used and 1 Hz Sea Surface Height (SSH) spectrum of both altimeters was
studied. The Figure 14 shows the SSH spectrums of both the altimeters. Difference is noteworthy at
wave length less than 50 km. The higher slopes in the wave lengths below 50 km shows the spectrum
for SARAL/AltiKa have lesser noise than Jason-2 in this region. The power spectrum in the mesoscale
region (50 km–250 km) is also fitted with power law a*kb (k is wavenumber). The values of b for AltiKa
is −1.96 as compared to b = −1.79 for Jason-2. Above 50 km wave length, both SARAL/AltiKa and
Jason are comparable to each other. Also the approachability towards the coast has been studied using
the SARAL/AltiKa based ISRO Space Applications Center (SAC) coastal product and the Coastal and
Hydrology Altimetry product (PISTACH) product from Jason-2. Figure 15a shows the 20-Hz SWH
from Jason-2 towards the coast and Figure 15b shows 40-Hz SWH from SARAL/AltiKa. Clearly the
SARAL/AltiKa based coastal product provides more valid data in proximity to the coast that will help
to improve the coastal models.
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Figure 14. The power spectra of sea surface heights from SARAL/AltiKa and Jason-2 in Bay of Bengal.
Green line represents (1/50 km).

Figure 15. SWH from Jason-2 PISTACH product (left) and SAC coastal product (right) based on
AltiKa data.

3.2. Complementarity between Ku and Ka Measurements over Ice Sheet Surfaces

Exploiting Ka frequency properties over land ice or sea ice is of particular interest to better assess
the level of surfaces covered by ice or snow. Comparing measurements in Ku and Ka frequencies
allows us to understand and quantify the penetration properties of the radar waves. Over water
surfaces, Ku and Ka signals reflect at the air/water interface. It is commonly understood that in
presence of snow or ice, the radar wave penetrates the ice pack if its wavelength is larger than the snow
grain size (typically 0.5 mm but grain size depends on the temperature (snow metamorphism) and
snow accumulation). According to [34], higher temperatures cause the snow grains to grow quickly,
whereas higher accumulation rate causes them to slowly grow. Ku- and Ka-band wavelengths are
respectively 2.21 cm and 0.84 cm. The factors between signal wavelength and grain size are respectively
44 and 17 in Ku- and Ka-bands. For a given wavelength, according to Mie theory [35], the scattering
coefficient is conversely proportional to the radar wavelength at a power of 4. From Ku- to Ka-band,
the scattering coefficient consequently increases by a factor 55. This leads to a penetration depth over
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snow surface between 0.1 m and 0.3 m in Ka-band [36]. Analysis performed on the altimeter signal
acquired in Ku- and Ka-bands over the Antarctic ice sheet are consistent with this assumption.

To illustrate this theoretical introduction, we represent in Figure 16, the different penetration
effects in Ku- and Ka-bands by comparing mean waveforms computed over ocean (SWH = 1 m
± 20 cm and similar epochs) and at a cross-over over Lake Vostok [37]. This lake in Antarctic is
known to be quite perfectly flat, avoiding all effects induced by surface slopes (that can be different in
Ku- and Ka-bands due to the different antenna gain patterns of the two missions). Over ocean, for
SARAL/AltiKa (Ka-band) and Sentinel-3A (Ku-band in Pseudo-Low Resolution Mode), 1498 and 377
individual waveforms have been aggregated. Over Lake Vostok, for SARAL/AltiKa and Sentinel-3A,
1763 and 359 individual waveforms have been aggregated. We must note that waveforms have been
artificially aligned to be compared.

Figure 16. Mean SARAL/AltiKa (left) and Sentinel-3A (right) waveforms over ocean (blue) and Lake
Vostok (red).

It appears on the left plot of Figure 16 that ocean and land ice leading edges are quite identical
except for the very last points of the leading edge. Additional energy appears on the trailing edge
samples for ice returns. This clearly indicates that the radar signal has been backscattered in the
snow pack. However, considering that the distribution of energy in the leading edge is similar over
ocean and over land ice, we can assume that an unique reflective surface is responsible for the main
reflection (as for ocean) and that a retracking processing will provide the range corresponding to the
distance between the satellite and this reflective surface. This surface can be assumed to be at the
air/snow interface.

The plot on the right of Figure 16 shows that in Ku-band, returns are completely different over
ocean and land ice. Clearly, the red echo can be considered as the summation of different contributions
coming from different layers inside the snow pack, each contribution being attenuated depending on
the absorption characteristics of each layer. In these cases, determining a range indicating the position
of the main reflection (its distance from the radar) is very hard. If a threshold empirical retracker is
used, the value of the threshold arbitrarily determines the reflective surface inside the snowpack.

For a better comparison of Ku and Ka measurements over Lake Vostok, waveforms in both bands
are superimposed in Figure 17. The waveform acquired in Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) mode
(Sentinel-3A, Ku-band) has been added (in red). As for SARAL/AltiKa, Sentinel-3A SAR mode mean
echo over Lake Vostok presents a leading edge not impacted by penetration effects.
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Figure 17. Left: Mean SARAL/AltiKa (blue) and Sentinel-3A (SAR in red, P-LRM in green) waveforms
at a cross-over between SARAL/AltiKa and Sentinel-3A over Lake Vostok. Right: MODIS image of
Lake Vostok with SARAL/AltiKa and Sentinel-3A tracks locations.

This analysis illustrates the complementarity between Ku and Ka measurements over ice
sheet surfaces and the potential relevant information that could be retrieved by combining them.
Of particular interest is the snow thickness that could be derived from the exploitation of the Ku and
Ka waveform shapes, in particular their trailing edges.

Analysis of SARAL/AltiKa measurements over ice sheet have not only brought a new insight
of the radar measurements of the snowpack but also encourage the development of new algorithms
able to derive new parameters such as snow or ice pack properties. Scientific applications based on
Ka-band unique characteristics and complementarity with Ku-band over ice sheet, icebergs and sea ice
are developed in [3].

3.3. Impact of Rain on SARAL/AltiKa Measurements, a New Opportunity to Observe and Study the
Rainfall Climatology

Since the first developments of the SARAL/AltiKa mission, one of the major concerns has been
the Ka-band sensitivity to atmospheric conditions, and especially to atmospheric liquid water (both
rain and clouds). Hence, the instrument power and gain have been optimized in order to maximize the
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and to minimize atmospheric attenuation issues [27]. As a result, the data
loss over ocean is lower than anticipated (<0.1%) and the SNR is higher than the preflight expected
value (14 dB) thanks to margins taken in the altimeter link budget (see details in [27]). An example of
an AltiKa SNR map over ocean is provided in Figure 18 for cycle number 110, showing values varying
from 18 to 32 dB. The altimeter link budget is thus excellent and allows a full data coverage over ocean.

Despite the very low number of lost data, the high sensitivity of the Ka-band to atmospheric liquid
water (ten times larger than in Ku-band) impacts the altimeter waveform shape. AltiKa echoes are
attenuated and distorted by rain events of heavy clouds [38–40], as shown in Figure 19a. The waveform
amplitude is not only strongly attenuated but its shape is distorted, especially on the trailing edge
part of the waveform. The example shown in Figure 19a is collocated to WindSat and SSMIS-F16/F17
rainfall rate measurements indicating a rain rate of about 4.5 mm/h during this event.
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Figure 18. Map of Signal to Noise Ratio computed from standard MLE-4 estimates over ocean for cycle
number 110 (from 2017/06/19 to 2017/07/24).

Figure 19. (a) AltiKa waveforms corrected from Automatic Gain Control during a rain event, pass 121
cycle 5; (b) collocated rainfall rate from SSMI and WindSat measurement in grey and Matching Pursuit
flag in black [41].

Even if measurements are not lost during a rain event, the resulting waveform corruption may
degrade the retracker performances and the geophysical estimates [42]. Indeed, operational ocean
retrackers implemented in the ground segment are not designed to correctly process rain waveforms:
these retrackers consider that the altimeter waveform footprint contains homogeneous backscattering
properties. This is clearly not the case during rain events. As a result, the noise on each geophysical
estimate increases when SARAL/AltiKa is overflying a rain cell. Impact of rain pollution on the range
noise is illustrated in Figure 20. The collocation between SARAL/AltiKa and the WindSat/SSMIS
measurements has been performed accounting for a maximum time delay of 1 hour. A clear rain
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rate dependency of the altimeter range noise (about 0.35 cm/mm/h) can be observed. The other
geophysical estimates (significant wave height and backscattering coefficient) are impacted as well.
Recent developments (in particular the “Adaptive” retracker) have shown very promising results to
deal with such corrupted echoes [43].

Figure 20. Variations of range std against rain rate. Please note that the first bin corresponding to
dry measurements is truncated on the plot as it contains more than 70% of the measurement points.
The plain blue line is the mean of the range standard deviation and the dashed blue lines represent the
standard deviation for this mean. The green line is a linear regression of the mean (plain blue line).

The editing of altimeter data impacted by rain has been largely addressed in previous
studies [44–46] and different methods exist to identify rain measurements. In the SARAL/AltiKa
ground processing, the Matching Pursuit algorithm has been selected to flag rain data. This algorithm
is based on the analysis of the short scale variations of the off-nadir angle estimate to identify rain cells
in the SARAL/AltiKa measurements [41]. The performances of this algorithm have been assessed
in [28] and show that the Matching Pursuit algorithm combined with the radiometer Integrated Liquid
Water Content (ILWC) > 0.1 kg/m2 provide a good rain flag. A map of 1 Hz flagged points is shown in
Figure 21 illustrating the geographical distribution of the near 10% flagged measurements. As expected,
most of the flagged points over ocean are located in the Intertropical Convergence Zone which reflects
the global distribution of precipitations [47]. The comparison of the rain flag performances with
WindSat and SSMIS-F16/F17 rainfall rates has shown acceptable performances but studies have been
performed to improve and simplify rain flagging based on continuous wavelet transform. Results have
been presented in [48].

Flagging SARAL/AltiKa measurements corrupted by rain presents a new opportunity to observe
and study the rainfall climatology, seasonal and inter-annual variability. Moreover, the link between
the signal attenuation and the rainfall rate can be exploited to extract valuable information on rain
events. On-going studies seek to exploit Ka-band measurements to derive rain rate information,
coupling them with the brightness temperature measurements provided by the radiometers for
climatological monitoring.
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Figure 21. Percentage of 1 Hz flagged samples using the operational MP algorithm for which the ILWC
>0.1 kg/m2 for 1 year (cycles 100 to 110).

3.4. Relationship between Surface Soil Moisture and Radar Altimetry Backscattering Coefficients

Spatial and temporal variations of radar altimetry backscattering coefficients were related to the
dynamics of surface properties. In semi-arid areas, soil moisture drives several surface processes
including soil organic matter mineralization [49], vegetation productivity [50], land surface fluxes [51]
and land surface atmosphere interactions [52]. A first inversion of the surface soil moisture (SSM) from
the Ice-1 derived backscattering coefficients at Ku-band from Envisat RA-2 data was performed over
Sahelian savannahs in the Gourma region of Mali [53]. Due to the lower sensitivity of nadir-looking
altimeters to vegetation cover compared with side-looking SAR and scatterometers [54], higher
correlation was found between in-situ SSM measurements and altimetry (R = 0.88, [53]) than with
SAR (R = 0.85, [55]) and scatterometer (R = 0.63, [56]) backscattering coefficients over the sandy sites
of the same semi-arid study area. Using the 16 first available cycles of the SARAL/AltiKa mission,
the correlation is 0.88 between radar altimetry Ice-1 derived backscattering coefficients at Ka-band
and level-3 SSM products derived from the Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity satellite (SMOS) passive
microwave observations over Sahelian savannahs [57]. The results obtained were generally better than
the ones obtained using 3.5 times more numerous backscattering coefficients at Ku and C-bands from
Jason-2 during the same observation period or the ones obtained using backscattering coefficients at
Ku and S-bands from Envisat during its whole observation period (and comparing them to level-3
SSM products derived from AMSR-E) or passive microwave observations [57]. Time series of altimetry
backscattering coefficients (obtained using Ice-1 retracking algorithm) at Ka-band from SARAL/AltiKa
and Ku and C bands from Jason-2 are presented in Figure 22 from February 2013 to May 2016 over
Sudano-Sahelian savanahs. This period corresponds to the 35 cycles of SARAL/AltiKa on its nominal
orbit (and to cycles 169 to 291 of Jason-2). The backscattering level during the dry season decreases
as the frequency increases—around 22.5 dB at C-band, 17 dB at Ku-band, and between 5 dB and
6 dB at Ka-band—whereas the amplitude of variations increases with the frequency—up to 10 dB at
C-band, 20 dB at Ku-band and 30 dB at Ka-band. The larger dynamic of the backscattering coefficient at
Ka-band during the rainy season is a strong advantage to accurately monitor the time-variations of SSM
in semi-arid areas. Correlation coefficients between backscattering coefficients and SSM from SMOS
(derived using the approach from [58]) were computed on the common period of availability of the two
datasets, from February 2013 to May 2015. Due to the rapid response of SSM to rainfall—strong increase
after a rainfall event followed by a fast decrease due to evaporation—in semi-arid environments,
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correlation were re-estimated applying a three-day smoothing window to limit the effect of the
difference of acquisition time between altimeters and SMOS. Very similar results are obtained for both
ascending and descending tracks:

(i) R = 0.80 and 0.79 at Ka-band for SARAL/AltiKa tracks 0001 and 0846 respectively,
(ii) R = 0.58 and 0.54 at Ku-band for Jason-2 tracks 046 and 161 respectively,

(iii) R = 0.64 and 0.65 at C-band for Jason-2 tracks 046 and 161 respectively.

As the backscattering coefficient is linearly related to SSM over sand, better estimates of SSM can be
expected from the inversion of altimetry backscattering coefficient at Ka-band than at other frequency
bands commonly used in altimetry. In spite of the low temporal resolution of the SARAL/AltiKa
mission with its repeat-period of 35 days, altimetry-derived SSM at Ka-band would be useful for the
monitoring of the seasonal variations of this key variable along the altimeter tracks at high spatial
resolution (∼165 m using the high-frequency 40 Hz data) and could be used for the calibration and
validation of land-surface models and low resolution active (scatterometry) and passive (radiometry)
microwave-based products. The characteristics of the backscattering coefficient at Ka-band illustrated
in this study is also used to study the snow and ice state and important scientific results are given in [3].

Figure 22. Time-series of backscattering coefficient (dB) for (a) SARAL/AltiKa (Ka-band) 0001 (blue)
and 0846 (green) tracks and (b) Jason-2 (Ku and C-bands) 046 (blue and black) and 161 (light green
and red), of volumetric soil moisture (m3.m-3), from SMOS (blue) at SARAL/AltiKa (c) and Jason-2
(d) sites.

4. Conclusions

Altimetry has been dominated by the Ku-band since the beginning and strong fears about a
possible degradation by using Ka-band had limited the studies about launching a mission embarking
on such technology. Vincent et al. [36] demonstrated the feasibility of such an altimeter but also
importantly the need of higher resolution altimetry to address one of the most problematic features of
ocean circulation, the mesoscale eddies and fronts. These features are essential to understanding the
dynamics of ocean circulation on all space and time scales and theoretical studies of the cascade
of energy over scales from 100–1000 km have always suffered from the lack of high-resolution
observations. From [36] a Ka-band altimeter technology looked to be able to provide higher resolution
to help answering these key issues. Selecting the Ka-band allows a larger bandwidth (480 MHz),
which provides a vertical resolution of 0.3 m instead of 0.5 m in Ku-band. With such a resolution,
the altimeter is close to a beam limited one: there is no ‘plateau’ in the echo as in Ku-band, since it
strongly attenuates shortly after the leading edge, due to the small antenna aperture. This greatly
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reduces the pollution of ‘land gates’ into ‘ocean gates’, when considering land-sea transition areas.
Moreover, due to the smaller antenna beamwidth, the Brown echo has a sharper shape in Ka-band
than what is obtained with conventional Ku-band altimeters. Finally, the shorter decorrelation time of
sea echoes at Ka-band also enables to double the number of independent echoes per second compared
with Ku-band altimeters, allowing high frequency measurements (40 Hz, 20 Hz for Ku-band).

SARAL/AltiKa mission is the realization of the [36] study and in this paper we show that the
quality of its measurements meets and generally exceeds the expectation of the visionary designers
of this mission. Firstly, one of the main result is probably the fact that the AltiKa data quality and
accuracy are met at a similar level whatever the water surfaces and whatever the scale (Section 2).
This is demonstrated using global, regional or local methods and based on comparisons with various
external data (in situ, other altimetric missions). The precision is at least at the same level or even
better than for Ku-band for the open-oceans but improves substantially the along-track resolution
(e.g., Figure 13 or Figure 14). These results will continue to improve with the reprocessing in 2018
with upgraded standards (GDR-E). Moreover, the characteristics of the AltiKa instrument allows to
observe smaller water surfaces with equivalent precision and are of very great interest for coastal and
inland waters studies [3]. The benefits of this increase of precision and resolution are highlighted
through Science Applications of SARAL/Altika data [3]. Apart of these great achievements in term of
precision and resolution, the characteristics of the altimeter and the Ka-band offer unique contributions
in fields that where not fully foreseen. Before launch, concerns were raised about the sensitivity of
the Ka-band to rain events, leading to missing and invalid measurements. However, in practice,
the SARAL/AltiKa data return is remarkably high with few missing data (e.g., Figures 11 and 18).
In fact, the sensitivity of Ka-band measurements to rain may also lead to a way of estimating very light
rainfall over the oceans, for which we dramatically lack of information and which could lead to a great
improvement of our knowledge of the oceanic rain climatology. Another specificity of the Ka-band
is that electromagnetic wave penetration effects are minimized, which is particularly important over
continental ice surfaces. From Ku- to Ka- bands, the scattering coefficient is increased by a factor
55: volume scattering is then being clearly dominant over surface scattering and gives information
on snow or ice pack properties. Inversely, the radar wave extinction is also increased, leading to a
penetration depth over the snow surface between 0.1 m and 0.3 m (versus 2 to 10 m in Ku-band).
The altimetric observation and height restitution thus correspond to a thin subsurface layer and give
complementary information than the one given historically by the Ku-band (see Section 3.2 and [3]).
Finally, the spatial and temporal variations of Ka-band backscattering coefficients that are related to
the dynamics of surface properties, show valuable information for studying snow and ice state but also
surface soil moisture (e.g., Section 3.4). This last field of studies is at his infancy but results presented
in this paper are clearly encouraging.

With the upcoming Surface Water & Ocean Topography (SWOT) mission embarking on a Ku-band
nadir altimeter and a Ka-band interferometer (KaRIN) and the phase 0 of a new cryosphere satellite
mission (bi-frequency altimeter in Ku- and Ka-band) that is currently studied by CNES and ESA, it is
more than likely that SARAL/AltiKa Ka-band altimetric mission will continue to help preparing these
missions but also help to understand Ku-band better.
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Abstract: The India–France SARAL/AltiKa mission is the first Ka-band altimetric mission
dedicated primarily to oceanography. The mission objectives were firstly the observation of
the oceanic mesoscales but also global and regional sea level monitoring, including the coastal
zone, data assimilation, and operational oceanography. SARAL/AltiKa proved also to be a great
opportunity for inland waters applications, for observing ice sheet or icebergs, as well as for geodetic
investigations. The mission ended its nominal phase after three years in orbit and began a new phase
(drifting orbit) in July 2016. The objective of this paper is to highlight some of the most remarkable
achievements of the SARAL/AltiKa mission in terms of scientific applications. Compared to the
standard Ku-band altimetry measurements, the Ka-band provides substantial improvements in terms
of spatial resolution and data accuracy. We show here that this leads to remarkable advances in terms
of observation of the mesoscale and coastal ocean, waves, river water levels, ice sheets, icebergs, fine
scale bathymetry features as well as for the many related applications.
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1. Introduction

The India–France SARAL/AltiKa mission is the first Ka-band altimetric mission dedicated to
oceanography. SARAL was launched on 25 February 2013. Today, the SARAL/AltiKa mission is in
its fifth year, which means that it has reached its design life. The mission will continue as long as the
satellite and the ground segment continue to operate. The lifetime requirement of the AltiKa payload
was just three years, which has clearly been exceeded. The instruments are still in perfect conditions.

The SARAL satellite is composed of a spacecraft bus developed by the Indian Space Agency
(ISRO), and a payload developed by the French Space Agency (CNES). As its full name (SARAL
stands for “Satellite with ARgos and ALtiKa”) indicates, two missions are onboard the SARAL satellite:
The AltiKa altimeter component and ARGOS-3, the new generation of ARGOS instrument. For the
scientific applications discussed in this paper, we focus on AltiKa. The altimeter payload is composed of
the AltiKa altimeter-radiometer in Ka-band, a Doris system for precise orbit determination (POD), and a
Laser Retro-reflector Array instrument used for precise calibration of other POD instruments. AltiKa
is a nadir-looking altimeter in line with Poseidon-3 on-board Jason-3 and other existing altimeters,
but operates in a single frequency band: the Ka-band. It is the reduced ionosphere effects in Ka-band
that makes it possible to use a mono-frequency altimeter. The altimeter shares the antenna with a
bi-frequency radiometer required to correct the altimeter range for the wet troposphere path delay.
The SARAL satellite orbit is almost polar, sunsynchronous and with a 35-day repeat cycle. This is the
same orbit as Envisat with the initial motivation to continue the time series and to benefit from the
existing mean sea surface. Since March 2015, technical issues have been encountered on the reaction
wheels and this has led to the decision of relaxing the orbit. Then, after 4 July 2016, SARAL/AltiKa left
its repetitive orbit by beginning a new phase named “SARAL Drifting Phase” (SARAL-DP). The data
processing as well as data latency have not been changed. From this date, SARAL satellite does fly free
of station keeping maneuvers which means there is a drift between successive ground tracks which
are no more repetitive. The altimetry payload is operated nominally on the drifting orbit. The cycle
duration of 35 days is no longer kept but the orbit has been chosen to preserve anyway subcycles
within the range of 15 to 17 days quite relevant for mesoscale sampling.

For further information on SARAL/AltiKa, one can refer to introductory papers [1,2] and more
widely to the Special Issue of Marine Geodesy dedicated to this satellite [3].

Since the beginning of the SARAL/AltiKa mission, performances proved to be compliant with
nominal specifications with an overall observed performance for the sea surface height (SSH) RMS
of 3.4 cm, lower than the mission requirement of 4 cm (see also [4]). In general, SARAL/AltiKa
performances appear to be quite similar, and often better, than the Ku-band reference altimetric
satellites such as Jason-2. Before launch, concerns were raised about the sensitivity of the Ka-band to
rain events, leading to missing and invalid measurements. However, in practice, the SARAL/AltiKa
data return is remarkably high with few missing data. Over the ocean, the data coverage is greater
than 99.5%, which, once again, exceeds the mission requirements. SSH differences at crossovers is the
main metric to assess the overall performance of satellite altimetry missions. In this regard, the results
obtained from the SARAL/AltiKa mission are of the same order, or even better, as those obtained for
Jason-2 mission. The same result is obtained for the sea level anomalies (SLA): SARAL/AltiKa data
quality is as good (or even slightly better) as Jason-2. Another key factor for altimetry applications
is the spectral content of the data. AltiKa altimeter provides a signal-to-noise ratio which has never
been obtained before. Compared to Jason-2 and CryoSat-2 (SAR mode) data, the spectral content of
SARAL/AltiKa observations is largely improved for all wavelengths below 70 km. This is explained
by the much lower white noise, due to the excellent Ka-band retracking performances and also to
the 40 Hz measurement rate (higher than the standard 20 Hz on Jason-class and CryoSat-2 missions).
In conclusion, the mission performances widely confirm the nominal expectations in terms of accuracy,
data quality and data availability.

The mission objectives are the observation of the oceanic mesoscale dynamics, including the
coastal zone, but also the global and regional sea level monitoring, data assimilation and operational
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oceanography. It also includes the monitoring of the level of the main continental water bodies (lakes,
rivers, enclosed seas), of large-scale sea level variations, the observation of polar oceans (as a result
of the high inclination of its orbit), the analysis and forecast of wave and wind fields, the study of
continental ice and sea ice, the access to low rains climatology and the marine biogeochemistry (mostly
through improved mesoscale access).

Beyond the excellent quality of SARAL/AltiKa measurements, there are some specificities
that emerge from the Ka-band altimetry. Different scientific results illustrate these specificities.
The objectives of this paper are to give precise evidence of the main features of the SARAL/AltiKa that
are associated with the Ka-band. In a companion paper [4], we looked at the quality assessment
and specificities of AltiKa data. In the present paper, we focus more on the scientific aspects.
Rather naturally, the paper is organized following the main scientific applications of SARAL/AltiKa:
oceanography, hydrology, ice and geodesy. Some examples are given to illustrate some salient features
of today’s SARAL/AltiKa data with regard to standard altimetry: data accuracy allowing significant
advances in the field of ocean mesoscale studies and for operational applications, in coastal areas,
over ice, for inland waters and finally for geodesy.

2. The Ocean

As previously mentioned, SARAL/AltiKa’s main scientific objective is to provide data
products to the oceanographic community with the aim to improve our knowledge of the ocean
mesoscale variability, mainly associated to eddies, meandering currents, fronts, filaments and squirts.
The mesoscale variability refers to ocean signals with space scales of 50 km to 500 km and time scales
from a few days to a few months. The associated kinetic energy is at least an order of magnitude larger
than that of the mean circulation. It is now well recognized that the mesoscale processes are a key
component of the ocean circulation, shaping the mean currents, controlling the exchanges with the
atmosphere and the marine biogeochemistry, and clearly playing a major role in the way the ocean
participate to the climatic system.

The sea level measurements of SARAL/AltiKa are used in theoretical and observational studies,
modelling, data assimilation, etc. Because mesoscale and fine scale dynamical processes are particularly
important in the coastal ocean, the observational capabilities of SARAL/AltiKa are also expected to
bring an important contribution to the study of coastal dynamics. It is particularly important for many
downstream applications including operational oceanography which is fed by a large amounts of
in-situ and space-based data. Similar to previous altimeters, SARAL/AltiKa not only provide sea level
measurements, but also ocean wave observations through the significant wave height (SWH) parameter.
Ocean waves play a key role in ocean–atmosphere exchanges at the sea interface. It is essential to have
the most accurate knowledge possible of the sea state for climate and meteorological studies.

2.1. Observability of the Fine-Scale Ocean Dynamics

Technological advances in all of the recent satellite altimeter missions have improved their
signal-to-noise ratio, allowing us to observe finer-scale ocean processes with along-track altimeter data.
By calculating wavenumber spectra from along-track SSH anomalies from the recent missions, we have
been able to estimate the background noise levels of each mission, and the corresponding observable
ocean scales, where the signal-to-noise is greater than 1. This statistical estimate of the altimetric
noise and the observable scales has been performed over the global oceans using Jason-2 (Ku-band),
SARAL/AltiKa (Ka-band) and CryoSat-2 in low-resolution mode (LRM) by [5], and from Jason-2,
SARAL/AltiKa and Sentinel-3 in Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) mode by [6]. Regional analyses
have also been performed over the western Mediterranean Sea by [7] using Jason-2, SARAL/AltiKa
and CryoSat-2 SAR mode.

An example of the globally-averaged sea level anomaly (SLA) wavenumber spectra are shown in
Figure 1 from three missions with different technologies : Jason-2, SARAL/AltiKa and Sentinel-3 in
SAR mode [6]. All missions observe similar SLA spectral levels at scales larger than 100 km wavelength.
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At shorter scales, the SLA spectra are dominated by the error level of each missions. Jason-2 has a
higher mean noise level with a strong “bump” from 10 to 50 km wavelength due to surface roughness
inhomogeneities within its relatively large footprint, mainly from surface waves. SARAL/AltiKa has
the smallest noise at very short scales, but is also affected by the spectral “bump” at scales of 3–20 km
wavelength (note that standard data processing is applied here; with more sophisticated treatment,
these spectral bumps can be reduced without changing the hierarchy of satellite data quality for small
ocean scales [4]). Sentinel-3 in SAR mode has a significant reduction in the spectral bump and the
smallest error level at 10 km wavelength, with a different “red” noise spectrum. Both SARAL/AltiKa
and Sentinel-3 SAR data observe similar SSH variability down to scales of 40 km wavelength.

Each altimeter’s error field shows distinct seasonal and geographical variations, with higher
noise in winter due to the rougher sea state [5]. We have recently extended this work to analyse
SARAL/AltiKa over a longer three-year period when both missions were on a repeat groundtrack with
low mean sea surface errors. SARAL/AltiKa has relatively low 1 Hz noise, but still exhibits strong
seasonal variations in noise (Figure 2). The 1 Hz noise is higher in each hemisphere in the region of
highest winter waves, but also increases in the boundary currents due to wave-current interactions,
and in the tropics due to rain cells or calm water patches, all leading to inhomogeneities within the
footprint. In the western Mediterranean Sea, similar seasonal patterns were found [7] (not shown).

These statistical noise levels impact on the ocean scales we can observe. In the global ocean,
SARAL/AltiKa can observe scales of 30 km in the strong boundary currents and the tropics, reaching
70–80 km in the quieter eastern basin where the signal-to-noise ratio is low [5]. Conversely, the higher
noise of Jason-2 limits the observation scales: we can only resolve processes of 40–50 km in the western
boundary currents, and 80–100 km in the eastern basins. Note that these spectral wavelength limits
correspond to individual feature diameters of half that size, i.e., with SARAL/AltiKa we can detect
strong western boundary eddies down to 15 km diameter (30 km in wavelength). In the Mediterranean
Sea, where the Rossby radius is small, the difference between SARAL/AltiKa and Jason-class altimeters
is also striking [7]. In winter, when the mixed layers are deepest and the submesoscale is energetic,
all of the altimeter missions can observe wavelengths down to 40–50 km. In summer, when the
submesoscales are weaker, SARAL/AltiKa with its lower noise can detect ocean scales down to
35 km wavelength, whereas the higher noise from Jason-2 blocks the observation of scales less than
50–55 km wavelength.

The noise levels impacting on the observation of fine-scale dynamics depend on many factors,
including surface roughness from different wind–wave–swell conditions, impact from rain or other
geophysical corrections [5,8], and errors in the geoid or mean sea surface (MSS). Even with the new
generation of MSS products, when a satellite drifts off the long-term mean repeat track with its accurate
MSS, the error in SLA increases. Figure 3 shows the evolution of the SLA standard deviation, calculated
with respect to different MSS products, during a period when the SARAL/AltiKa mission drifted
from its long-term mean groundtrack (cycles 23–25, marked in gray, from [9]). The data have been
filtered to retain only short wavelengths less than 200 km, which have the largest gridded MSS errors.
The standard deviation for Jason-2 (in black) is calculated from the precise alongtrack MSS, whereas
for SARAL/AltiKa it is calculated with respect to different MSS models. Figure 3 highlights the lower
standard deviation of SARAL/AltiKa SLA compared to Jason, but even when the recent MSS models
are used with the most geodetic data included (MSS CNES_CLS15), the error increases during the
drifting orbit phase. Work is in progress to better understand and estimate these different geophysical
signals, in order to reduce their effects on the SLA noise.

Although SARAL/AltiKa and Jason-2 show a similar pattern in seasonal and geographical
variations of their noise, these studies quantify that the low background noise levels of SARAL/AltiKa
enable this mission to make the most precise estimates of the fine-scale ocean dynamics, in the open
ocean and regional and coastal seas. This is encouraging for further studies with SARAL/AltiKa ,
but also in the preparation for the future Ka-band wide-swath altimeter mission from NASA/CNES,
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the Surface Water Ocean Topography (SWOT) mission, whose lower noise should enable us to observed
even smaller ocean scales.

Figure 1. Globally-averaged wavenumber spectra of SSH anomalies (in m2/cpkm) from the highest
resolution along-track data for three different missions: Jason-2 20 Hz (J2 in green); SARAL/AltiKa
40 Hz (AL in blue); and Sentinel-3 20 Hz SAR (S3 in red). The spectral “bump” in Jason-2 and
SARAL/AltiKa data is due to surface roughness inhomogeneities within the footprint, mainly from
surface waves.

Figure 2. Geographical distribution of the 1 Hz noise level over the global oceans in: (upper panel)
June–August; and (lower panel) December–February. The noise is estimated from wavenumber
spectra averaged over 15◦×15◦ boxes, as a constant value fit over the wavelengths 14–30 km.
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Figure 3. Temporal evolution of the standard deviation of the SLA, along Jason-2 tracks (calculated
with respect to its alongtrack precise MSS in black) and along SARAL/AltiKa tracks (calculated with
respect to different gridded MSS products: MSS CNES_CLS15 (in red), CNES_CLS11 (in orange) and
DTU15 (in cyan). The SLA was high-pass filtered to keep only wavelengths shorter than 200 km.
Statistics are computed over a low variability and intense bathymetric gradients region in the northeast
Atlantic [20◦S, 0◦N; 30◦W, 0◦E]. The blue line shows the cross-track distance (in km; right axis) of the
SARAL/AltiKa tracks compared to their long-term repeat groundtrack; this distance increases sharply
during cycles C23, C24, and C25, marked in gray from 22 April 2015 onwards.

2.2. Observability of the Coastal Ocean Dynamics

Satellite altimetry represents a mature technology in the open ocean but its exploitation remains
an issue in the coastal ocean for different reasons. Land contamination in the altimeter footprint
lead to a signal which is much more complex to analyze than offshore and often lead to the rejection
of the altimetry measurements during the standard processing step. Geophysical corrections are
significantly less accurate in the coastal area. The radiometer measurements used to derive the
wet-troposphere correction becomes perturbed by land 25–50 km from the coast (depending on the
instrument). The coastal ocean dynamics have also shorter space and time scales than the scales of
open ocean dynamics which are mostly resolved by altimetry. Consequently, coastal altimetry data are
largely discarded in standard products distributed to users and then largely unexploited. However,
having as many accurate observations of the coastal ocean as possible is crucial for improving our
understanding and monitoring of physical ocean processes that impact a wide range of applications
(coastal area management, risk prevention, fisheries, marine safety and shipping, pollution, etc). In the
context of climate change, we need to observe and understand how the coastal sea level variations, in
particular extreme events such as storm surges, but also those associated to much lower time scales,
impact the coastal morphology (via erosion). In the last years, a lot of efforts have been dedicated in
the coastal altimetry community in order to extend the observational capabilities of altimeters always
closer to the coastline (e.g., http://www.coastalal.eu). The launch of the SARAL/AltiKa altimetry
mission, with an instrument able to provide accurate sea level measurements at a higher spatial
resolution and closer to the coastline, is a major step forward.

2.2.1. Observability of the Coastal OceanDynamics in the Central Mediterranean Sea

In a first illustration of the benefits of SARAL/AltiKa , we analyse if the improved altimetric
capabilities of SARAL/AltiKa that has been shown in different studies (e.g., [5,7]) can lead to the
detection of finer ocean scales in the Central Mediterranean Sea. In this area, the observation of the
different current branches by altimetry is particularly challenging due to their short width and high
space-time variability [10]. Figure 4 (left) shows an example of the wavenumber spectra calculated over
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the study area from both Jason-2 and SARAL/AltiKa along-track SSH. This very local result obtained
from a data set including coastal altimetry observations (unlike the studies mentioned above) confirms
what has already been obtained elsewhere. At wavelengths >80 km, SARAL/AltiKa and Jason-2 SLA
spectra are very similar. Below 80 km, the spectral energy of SARAL/AltiKa decreases significantly
more than for Jason-2. Using the same spectral analysis approach than [5,7] for different altimetry
tracks crossing the Central Mediterranean Sea, we deduce that the mesoscale observational limit
occurs around 46 km wavelength (for a 12–35 km estimated noise level) for Jason-2 and around 21 km
wavelengths (for a 12–18 km estimated noise level) for SARAL/AltiKa. These numbers are slightly
lower than the results obtained by [7] further north in the northwestern Mediterranean Sea, confirming
the strong dependency of the observational capability of altimetry missions to the level of mesoscale
energy. These results have been used to define for both altimetry missions the optimal spatial filtering
of alongtrack SLA: a low-pass Lanczos filter with a 21/45 km cutoff frequency for SARAL/Jason-2.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Libya 

Figure 4. (Left) Wavenumber spectra from SSH observed in the Central Mediterranean Sea along the
track 616 of SARAL/AltiKa (black) and along the track 135 of Jason-2 (pink); and (Right) comparisons
of SST (in ◦C) with SARAL/AltiKa track 616 (black) and Jason-2 track 135 (pink) crosstrack velocities
over the Tunisia-Lybian shelf for 18 July 2013. The SST pattern is derived from CMEMS products with
1/16◦ resolution. The 200 m isobath (in grey) is derived from the ETOPO2v1 database. The black
dashed circle indicates the location of the Sidra Gyre.

To illustrate the impact of the improved observational capability of SARAL/AltiKa in terms of
ocean circulation captured, the crosstrack absolute geostrophic velocities are computed from both the
filtered SARAL/AltiKa and Jason-2 sea level data, adding the mean dynamic topography provided by
AVISO to the SLA. They have then been compared to the information provided by high resolution
Level 3 sea surface temperature (SST) 2D fields. Figure 4 (right) illustrates an example of this qualitative
analysis. This zoom on the Tunisian-Libyan shelf for 18 July 2013 shows the presence of warmer waters
north of the Lybian continental margin. From [10,11], it corresponds to the anticyclonic Sidra Gyre
(black dashed circle), permanent feature of the regional circulation which advects warm and salty
Ionian water through a surface current flowing northwestward offshore Libya. This feature is observed
in both SARAL/AltiKa and Jason-2 current patterns but finer scales are derived from SARAL/AltiKa
data and the undulations in the corresponding higher resolution surface currents perfectly correspond
to the variations in the SST field.

Near the coast, on the Lybian shelf, the information provided by Jason-2 and SARAL/AltiKa
diverge. In Jason-2, the surface currents still flows northwestward, while a southeastward current vein
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is observed in SARAL/AltiKa. For this date, SST data indicate the presence of colder waters flowing
along the Libyan coast. They correspond to the AtlanticWaters advected Southeastward by the narrow
Atlantic Lybian Current along the Tunisian-Libyan continental slope (see [10,11]). This very coastal
current vein is captured by SARAL/AltiKa observations but not by Jason-2. This example shows how
the better mesoscale resolution of SARAL/AltiKa allow to observe new signals, even near the coast,
and then help to understand the fine-scale ocean dynamics.

2.2.2. SARAL-AltiKa Capabilities to Detect Coastal Currents: Comparisons With Jason-2 and HF
Radar Data

In a second example, we refer to measurements of the surface velocity from radar. Among the
various alternative sensors available, coastal High Frequency Radar is unique as it provides synoptic,
high frequency and high resolution data at the boundary between the ocean and the atmosphere [12].
Here, we build up on a previous study [13] aimed at evaluating SARAL/AltiKa data in the coastal
ocean (7–60 km from the shore). In that study, the altimeter performance was evaluated in the Ibiza
Channel (Western Mediterranean) by estimating geostrophic currents and comparing them to high
frequency (HF) radar surface velocities. Results showed that SARAL/AltiKa data were retrieved at
a distance of only 7 km from the coast. The derived velocities revealed coherent mesoscale features
with high temporal variability among the different cycles and with general reasonable agreement with
HF radar fields (correlations of 0.54, which are significant at the 95% confidence level). In the present
example, we also perform the comparison with Jason-2, whose track 187 crosses SARAL/AltiKa
track 16 in the vicinity of Ibiza Island (Figure 5). The period of study is 18 April 2013 to 8 May 2014.
The same processing as in [13] is applied for HF radar and as well as for both SARAL/AltiKa and
Jason-2 missions. Surface geostrophic velocities from altimetry are computed by finite differences
applied to the Absolute Dynamic Topography (ADT), which is obtained by adding SLA and the
SMDT-MED2014 Mean Dynamic Topography [14]).

We then compare the mean across-track velocities for every satellite cycle with the equivalent
interpolated HF radar vectors (3 days averages). As expected (Figure 5c,d) and due to the different
repetitive cycle of each mission, the number of cycles available during the study period for
SARAL/AltiKa is a factor of 3.5 less than for Jason-2. SARAL and HF radar mean velocities reveal a
consistent pattern raising to positive significant correlations of 0.74 (Table 1). On the contrary, in the
section sampled by Jason-2 (which is less than 10 km apart from SARAL/AltiKa ), the time series
are much noisier (both for radar and satellite) without a clear seasonal pattern. This translates in
an insignificant correlation between Jason-2 and HF radar observations. However, RMS differences
between satellite and HF radar velocities are of the same order (9 cm/s) for both missions. A more in
depth investigation is needed to interpret and understand these results. Further works should span
over a longer time period and interpret and extend the spatial coverage to an array of HF radars,
taking advantage of the recent initiative to establish a pan-European HF radar network [12].

Table 1. Statistics of the comparisons between HF radar and altimetric across-track geostrophic
velocities over the period comprised between 18 April 2013 and 8 May 2014. Twelve measurements
are used for SARAL/AltiKa (repeat cycle of 35 days) and 36 measurements are considered for Jason-2
(repeat cycle of 9.9156 days; note that several cycles were missing for Jason-2).
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Figure 5. (a) Area of study in the Western Mediterranean. Colour contours represent bottom bathymetry
and the white box corresponds to the area covered by the Ibiza HF radar shown in (b). (b) Coverage
of SOCIB HF radar in the Ibiza Channel. The vectors correspond to surface velocities derived from
HF radar (17 April 2013) field (three-day average). The colours are currents magnitude (in m/s).
SARAL/AltiKa track 16 and Jason-2 track 187 are overlaid. The dots correspond to the position
of the geostrophic velocity vectors derived from the altimeter missions. Note that the along-track
delayed-time data provided at CMEMS is filtered with a 42 km filter and sub-sampled every 14 km
(see details in [13]). (c) Comparison of the temporal variability of SARAL/AltiKa and HF radar mean
cross-track velocity. X-axis is the number of cycles. (d) The same as (c) but for Jason-2.

2.3. SARAL/AltiK a Data Into Operational Systems

Altimetry is one of the most important data sources for assimilation into operational models.
It provides global, real time, all-weather SSH measurements with high space and time resolution.
Sea level is directly related to ocean circulation through the geostrophic approximation but sea level is
also an integral of the ocean interior and is a strong constraint for inferring the 4D ocean circulation
through data assimilation. Altimeters also measure SWH, which is essential for operational wave
forecasting. High resolution from multiple altimeters is required to adequately represent ocean eddies
and associated currents in models. Only altimetry can constrain the 4D mesoscale circulation in ocean
models which is required for most operational oceanography applications.

There are very strong links between satellite oceanography and operational oceanography.
The development of operational oceanography has been mainly driven by the development of satellite
oceanography capabilities. The ability to observe the global ocean in near real time at high space
and time resolution is indeed a prerequisite to the development of global operational oceanography
and its applications. The first ocean parameter to be globally monitored from space was the SST on
board meteorological satellites in the late 1970s. It is, however, the advent of satellite altimetry in the
late 1980s that led the development of ocean data assimilation and global operational oceanography.
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The satellite altimetry community was also keen to develop further the use of altimetry and this
required an integrated approach merging satellite and in-situ observations with models.

2.3.1. SARAL/AltiK a Major Contributor to DUACS/CMEMS Multi-Mission Seal Level Products

For more than four years, SARAL/Altika products over ocean have been an important source
of information for operational oceanography systems both in terms of assimilation and validation.
Thanks to the efficiency of CNES and ISRO, the DUACS Sea Level system [15] was able to ingest
SARAL/AltiKa data from 1 July 2013 onward in NRT, and merged them with the other flying satellites
Jason-2, CryoSat-2 and HY-2A, to produce homogeneous set of Level 3 (along-track cross-calibrated
SLA) and Level 4 (L4) products (multiple sensors merged as maps or time series).

Figure 6 shows the relative contribution of each mission in the multi-altimeter L4 products.
This contribution (in %) is derived from a degrees of freedom of signal analysis described by [8].
During the first month, SARAL/AltiKa strongly contributes up to 40%, allowing us to mitigate
the loss of Jason-1 few months earlier. Its contribution decreases by ∼10% after the integration of
HY-2A but rose again after HY-2A is removed of the system due to quality issues. During its whole
repetitive period, SARAL/AltiKa was the second contributor, just after Jason-2 reference mission of
the DUACS system because of an unexpected availability over the data over ocean as well as a very
good timeliness of the OGDR and IGDR. With such a timeliness, and taking advantage of the “on the
fly” DUACS system improvement implemented in February 2013, operational oceanography centres
have been able since the beginning of the mission to access to homogeneous and cross calibrated
DUACS SARAL/AltiKa products within a few hours. Another reason of this high contribution is
the low noise level of SARAL/AltiKa enabled by its new Ka-band technology associated with its
small footprint. Indeed, the energy removed from SARAL/AltiKa data by the DUACS filtering
process is lower compared to what is removed from Jason-2 measurements by up to 20%. The good
operational performances and data quality, routinely assessed by Calval teams, has allowed us to
use SARAL/AltiKa in the fully operational Copernicus Marine Environment and Monitoring Service
(CMEMS) from May 2015 onwards. The L3 and L4 Sea Level products are available on the CMEMS
portal (http://marine.copernicus.eu/) for the whole SARAL/AltiKa period (2013–2017).

Regional CMEMS products (Mediterranean Sea, Arctic, European Shelves, etc.) particularly
benefit from SARAL/AltiKa inputs. The availability of data above 82◦ latitude allowed us to increase
the density of observation in the Arctic area, in complement to CryoSat-2. More measures have also
been available near the coast. It is highlighted in Figure 7, showing the increase of measurement use
to compute an Envisat/SARAL/AltiKa mean profile compared to an ERS-2/Envisat mean profile,
both profiles having been estimated using the same period length, 14 years. One can notice the data
gain in the coastal areas such as the Danish straits, where the availability of the previous missions
was poor. The coming reprocessed data DUACS DT2018 (CMEMS V4) will benefit from this new
mean profile, improving not only the products during the SARAL/AltiKa period, but also the full
ERS-1/ERS-2/Envisat period through the use of this new mean profile allowing a notably better
description of the coastal mesoscale.

After the end of the repetitive mission in July 2016, the degradation of the data quality due
to the lack of a precise MSS was strongly mitigated by the use of MSS_CNESCLS2015 [9], and the
contribution of SARAL/AltiKa in the DUACS system remain significant, though now lower than the
new Jason-3 and Sentinel-3A missions. However, the data now produced with this new orbit become
even still more interesting for the MSS studies as the sea level is now measured over uncharted tracks.
Next versions of MSS will benefits from these dataset, notably at 10–50 km wavelength all over the
ocean and on the coastal areas. This will eventually lower the error budget of the Sentinel-3-A and B
mission relying on these MSS, still reinforcing the crucial contribution of SARAL/AltiKa to the Sea
Level products.
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Figure 6. Relative contribution in percentage of each altimeter in the multi-mission NRT DUACS maps
during the 2013–2017 period and link with altimeter events. The contribution is derived from the
degrees of freedom of signal. The SARAL/AltiKa contribution is in blue, the plain curve corresponding
to the repetitive period and the dotted curve to the drifting period.

Figure 7. Relative increase in percentage of the number of point used to compute an
Envisat/SARAL/AltiKa mean profile relatively to the previous a ERS-2/Envisat mean profile over:
European Seas (left); and zooming over the Danish Straits (right).

2.3.2. Assimilation of SLA Data in the Mercator Ocean System

SARAL/AltiKa 35-day repeat orbit altimeter is well suited for the monitoring of mesoscale
variability and to complement Jason-series observations (e.g., [16]). Its low noise level due to the use
of Ka-band also allows a better resolution of along-track mesoscale signals [5]. SARAL/AltiKa thus
provides essential altimeter observations for global ocean analysis and forecasting. The along track
SARAL/AltiKa SLA observations has been successfully assimilated in the Mercator Ocean analysis
and forecasting systems since 31 July 2013, only five months after the satellite launch. We analyse
here its specific contribution in addition to other altimeters for global ocean analysis and forecasts.
The new Copernicus global ocean system at 1/12◦ benefits from important improvements that lead to
significant reduction of the analysis and forecast SLA errors. The observation errors for SST and SLA
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are now dynamically adjusted using an approach proposed by [17]. In 2015, SARAL/Altika diagnosed
SLA observation errors have a global mean RMS of 3.6 cm, comparable to the Jason-2 error but lower
than the one for HY-2A and CryoSat-2. This error estimate includes the mean dynamic topography,
model representativity and processing error. The lower values are around 2 cm in the centre of the
gyres but can reach more than 10 cm in high energetic regions, such as western boundary currents and
the Antarctic circumpolar current.

Observing System Evaluation (OSE) experiments, covering the year 2015, have been carried out
with this new system to assess the impact of an increase number of altimeters. Figure 8 shows
the relative reduction of the SSH forecast Mean Square Error (MSE) due to the assimilation of
SARAL/AltiKa ; Cryosat-2, Jason-2 and HY-2A being already assimilated. The impact is significant and
highly regionally dependent. Innovation (observation minus model forecast) statistics are computed
with Cryosat-2, Jason-2 and HY-2A data. The normalized SLA error difference between the experiment
without and with SARAL/AltiKa SLA assimilated reaches 40% at mid-latitudes, whereas, in the same
OSE but with the global 1/4◦ system, it reaches only 25% (not shown). This could be interpreted as
a need of a higher density of observation to constrain the smaller scales of the 1/12◦ ocean model
compared to the 1/4◦ system. The assimilation of SARAL/AltiKa SLA allows a gain of 0.8 day to get
the same level of forecast error but without SARAL/AltiKa. The comparison of the estimated surface
velocity fields in the different OSEs with subsurface drifters also shows an improvement with the
addition of SARAL/AltiKa, even if three altimeter data sets have already been assimilated.

Figure 8. Normalized Mean Square forecast Error difference in percentage between the experiments
assimilating three and four altimeter data sets under CryoSat-2, Jason-2 and HY-2A tracks with the
1/12◦ global system: (innov 3 alt)2 − (innov 4 alt)2 / (innov 3 alt)2 − SARAL/AltiKa being the
fourth altimeter.

2.3.3. Assimilation of SWH Data Into the Météo-France Operational Weather Forecast System

SARAL/AltiKa provides a very accurate SWH to improve the operational wave forecasting
of Météo-France. During the last three years of operational use of SARAL/AltiKa, it has been
demonstrated that the operational wave forecast is significantly improved for the global and regional
scales. In addition, SARAL/AltiKa plays an important role in the correction of sea state in coastal
zones. Figure 9 shows a snapshot of SWH from the operational Météo-France wave model (MFWAM)
of a resolution of 10 km and dedicated to European seas during the storm happened in March 2016.
The MFWAM model is routinely using SARAL/AltiKa, Jason-2 and CryoSat-2 altimeters wave data.
The Jason-2 track overlaid on the snapshot indicates the accurate forecast at the peak of the event on 27
March 2016 at 21:00 UTC. The SARAL/AltiKa wave data were also used efficiently in the validation of
high resolution coastal wave model of 200 m of resolution implemented at Météo-France. Figure 10
indicates a snapshot of SWH during the the storm of the 8 February 2016 which generated high waves
in the English channel near the French coasts at Cherbourg. The SARAL/AltiKa track passing over
the English channel and close to the French coast reveals the accurate forecast of the coastal model.
Moreover with SARAL/AltiKa the assimilation of small wave heights (less than 1 m) in regional
models MFWAM has been significantly improved for closed seas and lakes.
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Figure 9. SWH (in m) from the regional wave model MFWAM dedicated to European seas on
27 March 2016 at 21:00 (UTC). The model MFWAM is driven by wind forcing from the atmospheric
model of Météo-France ARPEGE (Action de Recherche pour Petite Echelle Grande Echelle) with a
resolution of 10 km. The Jason-2 track in the gulf of Biscay indicates SWH (in m) during the peak of the
event. SWH of more than 9 m was recorded off shore of the Brittany coast.

Figure 10. SWH (in m) in the English channel from the operational coastal model WaveWatch3 (WW3)
with unstructured grid of a resolution of 200 m during the event of 8 February 2016 at 06:00 UTC.
The model is driven by the wind forcing from the model ARPEGE. The SARAL/AltiKa track is overlaid
and indicates SWH (in m) at the peak of the event near the coast.
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2.4. Accuracy of SWH Data

The Comparative Analysis of Ku and Ka-Band Altimeters for Wave Observations

The measurements from both Ku- and Ka-band altimeters have been available concurrently.
This case presented here aims to evaluate the suitability of both frequencies for wave and inland
water studies. For this study the SARAL/AltiKa and Jason-2 data for year 2013 has been used.
NOAA National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) buoy data have been used extensively to validate both
SARAL/AltiKa and Jason-2 data individually for 2013. The SWH from both altimeters are collocated
with NDBC buoy data at spatial and temporal intervals of 25 km and 30 min, respectively. Analysis has
been carried out for various sea states and for the mid-latitude and tropical belts. The collocated points
where difference of altimeter and observation is larger than three times the standard deviation of the
difference are excluded from the analysis. The wave data for Cycle 4 from SARAL/AltiKa and Cycle
185 of Jason-2 have been analyzed over the Hudson’s Bay area of Canada. This is the second largest
bay in the world with average depth below 100 m and maximum depth of 270 m. The bathymetry of
this region is shown in Figure 11a . Most of the Ku band altimeters does not show data availability at
this shallow depth. Jason-2, for example, does not have data available over this region.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11. Availability of SWH data over very shallow depth from SARAL/Altika as compared to
Jason-2. The example is Hudson Bay, with average depth of 100 m and maximum depth of 270 m:
(a) bathymetry of Hudson Bay; (b) SWH from Jason-2; and (c) SWH from SARAL/AltiKa.
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However, with emergence of SARAL/AltiKa, scientific fraternity is fortunate to get the valuable
data from altimeter over this area. This opens the door to several applications for shallow waters
including dams and reservoirs using Ka-band altimetry. Apart from being excellent in shallow water,
Ka-band altimetry is known for its better approachability towards the coast. For example, over Indian
subcontinent, the SWH data across a transect along 18◦N has been shown in Figure 12 for Cycle 4 of
SARAL/AltiKa and Cycle 185 of Jason-2. Very clearly, for the coast at about 83.5◦E (marked by the
yellow line), the SARAL/AltiKa has much better approachability, up to 84.2◦E, as compared to Jason-2
(85.8◦E). The comparison of SARAL/AltiKa and Jason-2 with NDBC buoys clearly shows that in calm
and moderate sea conditions when SWH is between 0–2.5 m the performance of the SARAL/AltiKa is
better than Jason-2 (Figure 13). The comparison of SWH with buoy observations for mid-latitudes and
tropics clearly indicates that SARAL/AltiKa has excellent capabilities of observing waves for both the
belts (Figure 14).

Figure 12. Availability of valid SWH data from SARAL/Altika and Jason-2 for transect along 18◦N
showing better available data near coast marked by green line.

Figure 13. RMSE of SARAL/AltiKa and Jason-2 SWH with respect to buoy observed wave in various
sea state categorized on basis of SWH.
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Figure 14. RMSE of SARAL/Jason-2 SWH with respect to buoy observed wave in mid-latitude
(30–60◦N) and Tropics (0–30◦N).

3. Inland Waters

Worldwide, the number of operational ground stations for lake and river water levels and
discharge monitoring has continuously decreased since the 1970s. Meanwhile, satellite capabilities for
inland waters studies have emerged. In particular, many published studies have demonstrated that
satellite altimetry allows measuring accurately water level along rivers and lakes [18,19]. For rivers,
satellite altimetry has evolved from investigation of water height retrieval to the monitoring and
discharge estimations. For lakes, it has evolved to the monitoring of water storage change [20].
Recent research focuses on integrating altimetry with other remote sensing techniques and hydraulic
models to deal with key inland water resources issues such as flood (discharge, water spread and
volume), water level monitoring (even in highly braided/fragmented river systems), rating curve
generation for remote locations, reservoir operations, calibration of river/lake models, etc. Before it
moves to a drifting orbit, SARAL/AltiKa contributes to meeting the growing demand of altimetry
data for hydrological studies. Three examples of SARAL/Altika applications regarding rivers and
lakes are provided in the following.

3.1. Rivers

3.1.1. Comparative Analysis of Water Level Retrieval Using Ku and Ka-Band Altimeters Over
Brahmaputra River

Over inland water bodies, presence of sand bars, islands and vegetation contaminate radar return
echo. Hence, with narrow footprint in Ka-band, altimeters enhance the possibilities of better data
acquisition over the inland water bodies with multiple features. The decrease in time decorrelation
between successive echoes has increased the pulse repetition frequency to 4000 Hz in Ka-band as
compared to 2000 Hz with Ku-band altimeters. The limitation with higher frequency is that it has
higher rainfall attenuation with increasing rainfall intensity, although total data loss due to this is less
than 5%. In this study, river water levels were retrieved using Jason-2 and SARAL/AltiKa waveform
datasets over Brahmaputra river for 2013. Three passes of Jason-2 (track number 242, 53 and 166) over
the Brahmaputra river and nearby tracks of SARAL/AltiKa (track number 537, 810 and 438) were
selected (see Figure 15). Time of pass of SARAL/AltiKa tracks and nearby pass data of Jason-2 were
chosen. Beta parameter algorithm has been applied using the 20-Hz (Jason-2) and 40-Hz (AltiKa)
waveform datasets to retrieve the river water levels with respect to mean sea level. A comparative
analysis was carried out to assess the Ku-band vs. Ka-band altimetry performance for the river water
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level retrievals. Individual tracks were compared; it was found that SARAL/AltiKa performs slightly
better for the upstream tracks, i.e., 537 vs. 242 and 810 vs. 53. For the downstream track where braiding
pattern is high (track number 166, Jason-2 and 438, SARAL/AltiKa), Jason-2 performance decreased
sharply (RMSE 1.19 m, Jason-2 vs. 0.41, SARAL/AltiKa) as compared to SARAL/AltiKa. This may be
attributed due to higher band width (500 MHz) in Ka-band altimetry which provides shorter pulse
duration; hence increase the vertical range resolution (0.3 m) as well as spatial resolution. Figure 16a,b
presents the overall performance of the SARAL/AltiKa and Jason-2, respectively, taking into account
all three tracks. The improved accuracy over the braided rivers highlight the high frequency Ka-band
altimeter performance.

Figure 15. Brahmaputra river along with Jason-2 and SARAL/AltiKa tracks taken for the
comparative analysis.

a b

Figure 16. Overall relationship between observed versus retrieved water levels taking into account all
study tracks: (a) SARAL/AltiKa ; and Jason-2 (b).

3.1.2. Discharge Estimates in the Congo Basin From Validated SARAL/AltiKa Measurements

The Congo basin, with an average discharge of 40,600 m3/s and undergoing a 10% inter-annual
variability [21,22], is the second largest hydrological basin on Earth. However, it is also one of the least
monitored. Today, only a few tens of gauges still monitor the water level changes in the basin. In such
a context, satellite altimetry provides a complement of information of highest interest [23]. A limited
amount of works has been conducted to date to assess the quality of the SARAL/AltiKa data over
rivers [24–26]. In the present study, we use the ranges issued at 40 Hz by the ICE1 retracking algorithm
and applied the corrections for propagation in the atmosphere provided by global models such as
ECMWF and Global Ionosphere Maps (GIM). The segment of height profiles at the crossing between
the orbit ground track and a river reach (so called Virtual Stations) were subsequently processed with
the median value of manually selected measurements being finally computed as the water height.
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This procedure follows the results presented by [27,28] and has been widely used since then (see
reviews in [18,20]). Two methods are usually used to assess the quality of the altimetry-derived series
of water level: external comparison with in-situ gauge reading and internal comparison at cross-overs.

In the present study, we focus on the second method since the Congo basin is almost devoid of
gauges. In addition, fortunately, the SARAL orbit forms crossovers at 1.5 day time difference over
several rivers in the basin. Comparing water level measurements collected 1.5 days apart is not fully
satisfactory but the positive side is that the difference is a conservative (over)estimate of the true
measurement error since it includes the natural level variations. We selected 25 locations where the
ascending and descending passes cross a river reach at less than 20 km, the maximum distance that
we considered as relevant for a cross-over analysis. Within this dataset, the five cases correspond to
reaches less than 250 m in width and 15 to reaches wider than 500 m (Figure 17). The colour code in
Figure 17 stands for the standard deviation between the time series at the ascending and descending
passes. The cumulative distribution of the cycle-by-cycle difference between all the measurement
pairs (inset in Figure 17) shows that 90% of the measurement pairs present a difference in height
less than 25 cm. The present result is consistent with the 10–30 cm errors found by [24,25] in the
Ganga-Bramapoutra basin and by [26] in the Amazon basin. Noteworthy, there is no straightforward
relationship with the width of the reach.
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Figure 17. The Congo basin. The locations of the 350 SARAL/AltiKa Virtual Stations are shown with
black dots. The +1.595◦ and −1.677◦ parallels in red are where the SARAL/AltiKa orbit forms crossover
at 1.5 day temporal difference. The Virtual Stations used for the accuracy assessment at cross-overs
are coded according the standard deviation between the two SARAL/AltiKa series of water level
and the reach width, as recalled in the upper right inset. The cumulative histogram of the differences
between measurement pairs is shown in the lower right inset. The dotted bar outlines the value of
20 cm in difference achieved by 90% of the population of height pairs. An example of Envisat + Jason-2
+ SARAL/AltiKa discharge series on the Ubangui River derived from the rating curve established
combining SARAL/AltiKa levels and MGB discharge is presented in the left hand inset.
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One of the most important applications of water level measurements is their conversion into
discharge estimates. Discharge estimates were obtained through the following steps: (1) same as
first proposed by [29], compute distributed discharge between 2013 and mid-2014 by means of
the rain-discharge model of the Institute of Hydraulic Research of Brazil (MGB-IPH) fed with rain
fields from the JAXA/NASA Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) mission; (2) compute
height–discharge power laws compliant with the Manning equation; and (3) apply these rating curves
to the SARAL/AltiKa series to derive discharge series. An example of such a discharge series is
presented in the left hand inset of Figure 17. At this location on the Ubangui River, the Envisat/SARAL
orbit and the Jason-2 orbit form a crossover right over the Ubangui River. Thus, a long continuous
discharge series could be derived by applying the SARAL/AltiKa rating curve altogether to the
Envisat, Jason-2 and SARAL/AltiKa times series of water level.

Overall, SARAL/AltiKa altimetry shows to be a powerful tool to estimate water levels with errors
around 20 cm at more than 300 locations throughout the Congo basin, hence discharge in such a basin
almost devoid of ground monitoring.

3.2. Lakes

A Case Study of the Tibetan Lakes

The Tibetan plateau is known by climatologists as the “Third Pole”. It is located northeast of the
Himalayan mountain range and has an average altitude of more than 4000 m. The Tibetan Plateau
covers an area of 2.5 million square kilometres mainly made up of permafrost and covered by more
than 1000 lakes of sizes larger than 1 km2. Furthermore, the Tibetan Plateau is one of the regions of
the world most sensitive to climate change since the average increase in temperature over the last
few decades has been more than double the average for the rest of the Earth [30]. In such context,
it has been demonstrated in many studies that lakes level changes in time are essential variables to
track climate change impacts on water resources over the Tibetan plateau ([31], and many others).
For example, an increase in temperature leads to an increase in evaporation but also accelerates glacier
and permafrost thawing [32]. Changes in precipitation over long period of time also have direct impact
on water contained in lakes [33]. Moreover it has been also shown in several studies that the lake level
response time to climate change may be observable only over decades [20]. This has naturally placed
the satellite altimetry as a useful tool for studying these links between lakes and climate changes.
Due to its orbit the SARAL/AltiKa mission allows to monitor level changes on a large number of lakes
over the Tibetan Plateau. It has moreover a very high accuracy over lakes, much better than that of
Envisat or ERS-2 (placed on the same orbit) as shown in [34]. This is likely due to the choice of Ka
band allowing a significant reduction of the footprint, and of the small ionospheric effect on the range
measurement. The interest of this satellite is therefore significant since it allows extending the existing
time series on the lakes over the Tibetan Plateau and may exhibit long term changes in an improved
accuracy. Combining SARAL/Altika over lakes with other satellite altimeters is easily performed as a
result of overlapping time of observations as shown in Figure 18. Inter-satellite instrumental biases are
removed then to produce decadal level changes of lakes and thus observe and link the lake level with
climate change (Figures 19–21). From these results we may draw two main conclusions:

• The responses of lakes to climate changes are not the same from one lake to another one and
needs long term observations to be highlighted. For example, the Ziling lake which has grew
up during more than 15 years seems over the last years to reach an equilibrium state which
has been seen only with the SARAL/AltiKa measurements. It may be different for other lakes,
as seen in Figures 20 and 21. It has been shown in [20] that long term changes of lakes over
the Tibetan Plateau are highly variable and depend on regional climate change as well as the
lake’s bathymetry.
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• Only SARAL/AltiKa allows extracting short term variability of water level of these lakes, since the
other missions (ERS-2, Envisat, CryoSat-2, TOPEX/Poseidon, Jason-1 and Jason-2) were not precise
enough to show these seasonal variabilities.
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Figure 18. Tracks of satellite altimeters (black: ICESat; red: CryoSat-2; and white: ERS-2, Envisat and
SARAL/AltiKa ) over the Ziling Lake, one of the largest of the Tibetan Plateau (top); and water level
changes from each satellite before correcting from inter-satellite tracks from 1995 to 2016 (bottom).
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Figure 19. Water level change of the Ziling Lake from a multi-satellite data processing after removing
the inter-satellite biases. After a long period of increasing starting in 1999, the lake level has
stabilized in 2013/2014 (extracted from Hydroweb database http://hydroweb.theia-land.fr/ and
from SARAL/AltiKa data processing for the period 2013–2016).
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Figure 20. Water level change of the Namco lake from a multi-satellite data processing. After a long
period of increasing, the lake level has stabilized in 2006/2007 (extracted from Hydroweb database
http://hydroweb.theia-land.fr/ and from SARAL/AltiKa data processing for the period 2013–2016).
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Figure 21. Water level change of Ngoring-Co Lake from a multi-satellite data processing. The lake
was at equilibrium between 1992 and 2005 and has suddenly grown since 2006 to reach in a short
time a new equilibrium, which slightly decreased after 2013 (extracted from Hydroweb database
http://hydroweb.theia-land.fr/ and from SARAL/AltiKa data processing for the period 2013–2016).

4. Ice

For the last few decades, terrestrial ice has undergone large change and its survey is of a prime
importance for climate study. Altimetry is one of the most powerful tools for ice sheet mass balance,
sea ice thickness and iceberg detection studies. An altimeter operating in Ka- instead of Ku-band is far
from being insignificant for these studies. The decrease of penetration depth within the snow, from 2
to 12 m for the Ku-band to less than 1 m for the Ka-band ensures the measurement of the snow surface.
Moreover, the higher waveform rate and narrowed footprint of SARAL/AltiKa allows to better sample
the small scale features and to better track the elevation transition. It is suitable to map the surface
undulations or large crevasses above ice sheet or to detect leads on sea ice or small icebergs. Moreover,
SARAL/AltiKa being on the same historical 35-day orbit than ERS-1-2 and Envisat allows to extend
the survey for more than 20 years [35].

For sea ice, this phenomenon also seems to play a role but the major SARAL/AltiKa contribution
yields from the reduced antenna aperture and in higher spatial resolution than previous altimeters.
Indeed, the first echo is more likely to be at nadir decreasing influence of the off-nadir signal that often
affects the retrieval measurement. Some studies in this issue confirm the ability of SARAL/AltiKa
to detect leads and coastal polynyas as well as to represent spatial and temporal dynamics of water
openings. Moreover, a meaningful contribution is the high sensitivity of the Ka-band backscatter
to the snow and ice state, due to the altimeter wavelength. A few dB change may occur in a few
weeks for any kind of snow or ice surface, even in the central part of the Antarctica ice sheet. It is
observed in [36] a significant decrease of up to 15 dB at the end of ice season over Lake Baikal. The field
measurements acquired along the SARAL/AltiKa tracks in Spring 2013 and Spring 2014 allow to
suggest an important role of ice metamorphism and re-crystallisation.
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4.1. Ice Sheet

Monitoring of the Antarctic Ice Sheet

Altimetry is probably one of the most powerful tools for ice sheet observation. Our vision of the
Antarctic ice sheet has been deeply transformed since the launch of the ERS-1 satellite in 1991. With the
launch of ERS-2, Envisat and SARAL/AltiKa, the series of altimetric observations now provides
more than 20 years of continuous and homogeneous observations that allow monitoring of the shape
and volume of ice sheets. The topography deduced from altimetry is one of the relevant parameters
revealing the processes acting on ice sheet. Moreover, altimeter also provides other parameters
such as backscatter and waveform shape [4] that give information on the surface roughness or snow
pack characteristics.

The most surprising features of Ka-band observations above the Antarctica ice sheet is the very
large space and time variability of the backscatter. While the Ku-band variability was about 0.5 dB
over few cycles, it can reach 3 or 4 dB in Ka-band. This unexplained observation probably comes from
the small wavelength (0.8 cm instead of 2.3 cm) that is very sensitive to snow metamorphism such
as surface hoar. These structures are related to snow drift and sublimation and is one of the most
unknown of the polar snow. Thus, one of the major limitation of radar altimeter above ice sheet is the
penetration of the radar wave within the dry snowpack. For the classical Ku-band used by altimeters,
the penetration reaches a few m. The slightest changes of surface echo or of volume echo affect the
height retrieval. At the seasonal scale, the impact on height can be of few tens of centimetres. Moreover,
this penetration may induce a long term artificial change in height caused by either change in the
surface or snowpack properties. On the other hand, volume echo contains few interesting information
on snow stratification and on ice grain size, the two volume components of Ku band. [37] show that the
penetration depth in Ka-band is indeed between 50 cm and 1 m (see Figure 22). Moreover, they show
that the stratification of the snow pack does not play a role in the volume component, the scattering by
ice grain being the unique physics. The comparison between Ku and Ka-band may then correct from
the penetration error and help in retrieve some snowpack parameter.

Figure 22. Difference (in m) between Ka and Ku-band height from the Envisat and SARAL/AltiKa
altimeter over Antarctica. Due to the difference of penetration, in the central part, the Ku-band
elevation is indeed below the Ka one. Near the coast, the smaller antenna aperture of Ka-band yields
to a smaller slope error. In the West Antarctica sector, the negative pattern is due to the decrease of
surface topography between the time of Envisat and of SARAL/AltiKa .
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The characteristics of SARAL/AltiKa ensures a temporal stability of height retrieval that allows
to obtain elevation trends with a good confidence. We well map the impressive loss of outlet glaciers
of the West part of the continent. We are able to describe the large digging of Pine Island glacier from
ERS-1 to Envisat and now its large enlargement during SARAL/AltiKa period [2].

4.2. Icebergs

Altimeters are powerful tools to study icebergs, either small (<3 km in length) or large
(length > 16 km). Indeed, [38] demonstrated that small icebergs can produce a detectable signature in
high resolution altimeter waveforms, at least in sea ice free ocean. Their method enables to detect, and
to estimate the iceberg area from these signatures. The constraints on the method limit the detection to
icebergs between 0.1 km2 and 8 km2. Nine satellite altimetry missions have already been processed to
produce a 1992–present database of small iceberg location, area, volume and mean backscatter ([39,40]).
Monthly mean probability of presence, area and volume of ice over a regular polar (100 × 100 km2)
or geographical (1◦ × 2◦) grid are also available and are distributed on the Centre ERS d’Archivage
et de Traitement (CERSAT) website. The archive of SARAL/Altika has of course been processed
and is part of the database. Comparison of the detection results from classical Ku band altimeters
(such as Jason-series) showed that the SARAL/AltiKa higher waveform frequency of 40 Hz as well
as the smaller footprint significantly improves the detection of the smallest icebergs [40] and that
SARAL/AltiKa could be used as a reference to inter-calibrate the volume of ice estimates from the
different sensors.

Altimeter can also be used to measure the freeboard elevation profile of large icebergs [41,42].
Combining iceberg tracks from the National Ice Center (NIC) and the archives of three Ku band
altimeters, Jason-1, Jason-2 and Envisat, a database of the daily position, free-board profile, length,
width, area and volume of large icebergs covering the 2002–2012 period is presented in [42]. Compared
to Ku-band altimeters, the SARAL/AltiKa smaller footprint and higher waveform rate allows a better
estimation of the elevation and backscatter profiles over icebergs. Figures 23 and 24 compare Jason-2
and SARAL/AltiKa data over a large iceberg (C16) detected in the Weddell Sea. They present MODIS
images of the iceberg (Figures 23 and 24a) as well as the raw altimeter waveforms (Figures 23 and 24b)
and the waveforms repositioned using the altimeter tracker position to better show the iceberg
signature (Figures 23 and 24c). The iceberg elevation profile is estimated using a simple tracker based
on the detection for each waveform of the first occurrence (bin) of a power gradient larger than a given
threshold [42]. As the altimeter approaches the iceberg from the north near 65.3◦S, the tracker starts
to move up (Figures 23 and 24c,d) mitigating the sea and iceberg surfaces elevation as it can be seen.
As the tracker is not locked on the iceberg surface, the strong echo from the iceberg starts to appear in
the first gate of the waveforms, and then moves toward the nominal track point (0), while the echo
from the sea surface moves away from zero (Figures 23 and 24b). The length over which the altimeter
footprint contains both ocean and iceberg depends on the angle between the ground track and the
iceberg, and on the footprint size. SARAL/AltiKa smaller footprint (5.6 km vs. 8.6 km for the last
range bin) significantly reduces the transition length (see Figures 23 and 24d) by almost a factor 2
compared to Jason-2, especially for slanted angles. The 40 Hz waveform rate also combined with the
smaller footprint lead to a more rapid detection by the tracker of the elevation transition between ocean
and iceberg and iceberg and ocean. The detection of the iceberg edges although not perfect for slanted
angles is significantly better than that of Ku band altimeters. Furthermore, as SARAL/AltiKa footprint
is smaller, the probability that a waveform is not contaminated by ocean, i.e., that the elevation and
backscatter measurements are more precise, is higher than that for Ku band altimeters. This can be
clearly seen in Figures 23 and 24; whereas the SARAL/AltiKa backscatter clearly shows a decrease
associated to the iceberg slope (Figure 23d) and sharp jumps between ocean and icebergs, it is difficult
to identify the transition between iceberg and ocean for Jason-2.
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Figure 23. (a) MODIS image on 17 March 2013 17:34 UT and SARAL/AltiKa descending pass 102 Cycle
1 (17 March 2013 18:19UT). The red and blue dashed lines indicate the width of the first and last range
bins, respectively, and the green line the elevation profile. (b) SARAL/AltiKa waveforms over C16.
The dashed red lines indicate the iceberg limits from MODIS image. (c) Re-tracked waveforms using
the tracker position, the green line represents the tracker position and the red line the elevation profile
using a dedicated re-tracker. (d) Re-tracked elevation profile (green line), tracker position (dashed
green line) and measured backscatter (blue line).

Figure 24. (a) MODIS image on 20 March 2013 16:45 UT and Jason-2 descending pass 180 Cycle 173
(20 March 2013 12:48UT). The red and blue dashed lines indicate the width of the fist range and last
bins, respectively, and the green line the elevation profile. (b) Jason-2 waveforms over C16. The dashed
red lines indicate the iceberg limits from MODIS image. (c) Re-tracked waveforms using the tracker
position, the green line represents the tracker position and the red line the elevation profile using a
dedicated re-tracker. (d) Re-tracked elevation profile (green line), tracker position (dashed green line)
and measured backscatter (blue line).
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4.3. Sea Ice

Regarding sea ice surfaces, SARAL/AltiKa offers mainly two advantages relatively to
conventional Ku-band radar altimeters:

• First, its smaller footprint, higher vertical resolution (∼30 cm) and higher horizontal sampling
(∼180 m) allow a better discrimination between ice floes and open sea ice fractures (generally
referred to as leads), which strongly improves the measurement of sea level and freeboard
height. These improvements are somehow counter-balanced by the technical issue of waveform
saturation while the altimeter overflight surfaces with highly variable scattering. This effect
tends to degrade the range estimation during the approach phase of specular surfaces like leads.
However, the reactivity of the Attenuation Gain Controller can be easily corrected in future
altimeter version.

• The second advantage of SARAL/AltiKa lies on its higher radar frequency: Unlike Ku-band
radar altimeters, the Ka-band radar signal of AltiKa penetrates only part of the snowpack and
possibly less than 3 cm [43]. The latter study uses this difference of penetration depth between
Ku- and Ka-band altimeters to estimate a proxy of snow depth at the top of sea ice by combining
SARAL/AltiKa (Ka-band) and CryoSat-2/SIRAL (Ku-band) (Figure 25). As the uncertainty
related to the impact of snow depth on the freeboard-to-thickness conversion can be up to 100 %,
this opportunity of measuring snow depth from Ka- and Ku-band radar altimetry represents a real
breakthrough. In addition to the freeboard-to-thickness conversion, the snow depth measurement
could be of hight interest for the quantification of energy, transfer between the atmosphere and
the ocean as well as for the estimation of freshwater fluxes in the ocean.

The potential of combining Ka and Ku-band measurements to estimate snow depth at the top
of sea ice is currently further investigated. In particular, the CryoVex airborne campaign carried,
for the first time in March 2017, a Ka-band altimeter (Karen) in addition to the usual Ku-band altimeter
(ASIRAS). The analysis of these highly accurate and colocated measurements will allow to provide
more evidences on the interest of combining Ka and Ku band radar altimetry and could be a basis for
the development of future polar altimetric missions.

Figure 25. Maps of snow depth estimated from the combinaition of SARAL/AltiKa and
CryoSat-2/SIRAL for November 2013, December 2013 and January 2014 [43].

5. Geodesy

Satellite altimetry has also become an effective remote sensing technique with important
applications to geodesy [44]. Indeed, satellite altimetry has impact to geodesy by allowing mapping
and monitoring a major part of the Earth surface and to make improvements on the measurements of
the gravity field. The altimetric constellation with a number of successive and/or parallel missions with
different orbit configuration and sampling characteristics are very supportive of geodetic applications.
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The case of SARAL/AltiKa in its SARAL-DP configuration is of particular interest in this regard, as it
is covering the earth with a very fine resolution well suited.

Ability to Find Uncharted Seamounts

Seamounts—undersea mountains of volcanic origin—are obstacles to flow, sites of enhanced
mixing, habitat for fish, and possible hazards to submarines. Small seamounts are more common than
large ones. Wessel et al. [45] found that all seamounts 2000 meters tall and taller appeared to have been
found by the satellite altimeters of that time, but suggested that there might be as many as one hundred
thousand seamounts between 1000 and 2000 m tall that had escaped detection. Since only about eight
percent of the ocean floor has been sounded to one nautical mile resolution [46], the discovery of new
seamounts will come mainly from new satellite altimetry. However, small seamounts remain difficult
to find because they create only small anomalies in sea level (Figure 26). Smith [47] showed that the
AltiKa altimeter on SARAL/AltiKa has much better precision in sea level measurement than previous
Ku-band altimeters, and that this precision can be used to detect seamounts as small as 1 km tall.
Marks [48] showed that a sea surface height profile made from the temporal median of SARAL/AltiKa
repeat-track profiles can detect even smaller seamounts. It is now expected that SARAL’s new geodetic
mission will furnish data for finding many previously unknown seamounts. This will be a boon to
scientists modelling ocean flow and mixing, to marine biologists and commercial fishermen, and
perhaps also to navies that must navigate submarines.

Figure 26. The red line shows the ground track of a SARAL/AltiKa repeat cycle (pass number 0396)
over three small seamounts (in black circles). Seafloor topography is shown in the coloured image;
the detailed portion is covered by a multi-beam echo sounder survey that confirms the position and
height of the seamounts. Profiles along the red line in the previous image, showing: the sea floor
topography under the satellite track (top); and the sea surface height anomaly (bottom). Black curves
are individual results from each repeat cycle. The red curves are the median of all repeat cycles. The sea
surface height anomaly produced by the seamounts is only 5 to 10 cm high, but is detectable, thanks to
the better precision furnished by SARAL/AltiKa.

6. Conclusions

SARAL/AltiKa was launched on 25 February 2013. At the beginning, the SARAL/AltiKa mission
was strongly motivated by a necessity by the research and operational oceanographic communities
because of the need to fill the gap after the Envisat mission and before Jason-3 and Sentinel-3.
Indeed, these objectives were completely fulfilled. However, the SARAL/AltiKa altimeter is also,
and perhaps above all, the first oceanographic altimeter to use a high single frequency in Ka-band
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(35.75 GHz). A little less than five years after launch, the satellite and the instruments onboard
are performing well although the control of the reaction wheels appeared to be impossible at some
stage, end of 2015 and beginning of 2016, leading the leave of the exact 35 repeat orbit and a shift
to the Drifting Orbit Phase. Note this change had no impact of the quality and the availability of
the SARAL/AltiKa data but only on the time/space sampling. As of today, all components of the
altimetric system (i.e. AltiKa itself) are working properly.

Calibration and validation investigations have shown that the quality of the data meets the
expectations and initial mission requirements and this is still correct [4]. Since the launch, the quality
of all products appears to be continuously in line with the mission requirements. A large number of
scientific investigations have been undertaken and SARAL/AltiKa has become a fully-fledged member
of the altimetric constellation.

The advantages/drawbacks of the Ka-band summarize as follows:

• The higher frequency (35.75 GHz, to be compared to 13.5 GHz on Jason-2) leads to a smaller
footprint (8 km diameter, to be compared to 20 km on Jason-2 and to 15 km for Envisat) and thus a
better horizontal resolution.

• Ka-band allows to use a larger bandwidth (480 MHz to be compared to 320 MHz on Jason-2).
This 480 MHz bandwidth provides a high vertical resolution (0.3 m) which is better with respect
to other altimeters.

• The higher Pulse Repetition Frequency (4 kHz to be compared to 2 kHz on Jason-2) permits
a decorrelation time of sea echoes at Ka-band shorter than at Ku-band, then allowing a better
along-track sampling. This makes possible to increase significantly the number of independent
echoes per second compared with Ku-band altimeters.

• Ka-band is much less affected by the ionosphere than one operating at Ku-band. This low
ionospheric attenuation can even be considered as negligible, except for some exceptional
ionospheric situations. It discards the need for a dual-frequency altimeter.

• Ka-band provides a better estimation of sea surface roughness than at Ku-band. The 8 mm
wavelength in Ka-band is better suited to describing the slopes of small facets on the sea surface
(capillary waves, etc.) and gives a more accurate measurement of the backscatter coefficient over
calm or moderate seas, thus leading to a noise reduction of a factor of two compared to Jason-class
altimeters for wave heights greater than 1 m. Moreover, the specificities of the Ka-band backscatter
coefficient offer unique contributions in fields that where not foreseen (snow/ice morphology and
its temporal variability (Section 4), soil moisture [4], etc.).

• With Ka-band, there is a lower radar penetration of snow and ice: penetration of snowpack is less
than 3 cm for snow on sea ice and 1 m for continental ice, around ten times less than for Ku-band.
The altimetric observation and height restitution thus correspond to a thin subsurface layer.

• A possible drawback of Ka-band was that the attenuation due to water or water vapour in the
troposphere might affect Ka-band pulses in case of rain and increase significantlly the rate of
missing data for strong rain rates. In fact, this was not found to be true in practice and rain had
little influence on data availability and quality.

Regarding the oceans, SARAL/AltiKa provides an improved resolution of the SSH signal in
particular of the mesoscales. Regarding the along-track SSH spatial resolution SARAL/AltiKa provides
resolution down to 40–50 km wavelengths, whereas Jason and Envisat altimeters resolve down to
70–80 km wavelengths. Sentinel-3 SAR is still being analyzed, but it is suggested to also be resolved to
30–50 km wavelengths. The coastal oceans, directly benefit of the better discrimination in transition
zones as well as this improved resolution of the measurements. Progress has been made in reducing
the altimeter footprints and noise to approach closer to the coast, but also in processing algorithms,
corrections, and products for coastal applications. The improved coastal altimeter data and their
derived sea level and wind–wave data are being integrated into coastal observing systems. These data
provide essential monitoring for both research and operational applications, in these coastal regions
where in situ measurements are sparse.
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Regarding inland waters, SARAL/AltiKa definitely improves the quality of hydrology products
derived from satellite altimetry. Especially for water level time series over lakes and rivers it was
shown that SARAL/AltiKa dramatically improved the quality due to its smaller footprint and its
higher pulse repetition frequency. In particular, SARAL/AltiKa allows the access to smaller rivers
and lakes that were not “visible” with standard altimeters. The impact of clouds or precipitation on
the resulting water levels exists, but is not so strong that the data cannot be used for reliable and
accurate estimation of water level time series. With regard to Envisat for example, the waveform
disruption for SARAL/AltiKa for height estimation is better with SARAL/AltiKa. SARAL/AltiKa
has the potential to provide better water level heights until 6 km near to the lake shore than Envisat.
In addition, SARAL/AltiKa provides more homogenous water level heights over rivers than Envisat.

Regarding ice, the lesser radar penetration of snow is beneficial for various types of
measurements. The difference between Ka and Ku-band height provides a good proxy of snow
depth above sea ice that is a limitation to estimate ice thickness and is a climate indicator. Above ice
sheet it ensures a mean to better constrain the waveform models and invert snowpack characteristics.
Combined with a better spatial resolution, Ka-band in SAR mode for instance, would therefore allow
closer monitoring of sea and continental ice. As for inland waters applications, ice applications gave
evidence of the key importance of continuous observations along the same repeat orbit, as was possible
with ERS-2, Envisat and SARAL/AltiKa (during the nominal phase).

Regarding geodesy, it appears that AltiKa is an excellent altimeter for resolving short-wavelength
geoid anomalies. SARAL/AltiKa is now in its Drifting Phase, the dataset that would result would be a
boon to marine geophysics, bathymetric estimation, and seamount mapping. Seamount size-frequency
distribution models suggest that there may be as many as 105 seamounts between 1 and 2 km in height
that are uncharted and were not detected by previous Ku-band altimeters. During its Drifting Phase,
SARAL/AltiKa will surely find some of these.

A general observation is that the implementation of SARAL/AltiKa data into operational systems

has been extremely easy both into operational oceanography centres for the SSH signal and into
meteorological centres for the SWH in particular. It has also been the case for building databases of
various levels of sophistication, for example for AVISO that integrates SARAL/AltiKa data as well as
other altimeter data.

SARAL/AltiKa is in many respects a prototype of the altimetry of the future. SARAL/AltiKa
represents the beginning of a new class of altimeters operating at Ka-band frequency with a small
footprint and high pulse rate. The Ka-band is envisioned for several new altimetric satellite projects
(i.e. AltiCryo from CNES, CryoSat-3 and SKIM from ESA) and the chosen band for the upcoming
SWOT. It even opens more than previously the doors of interdisciplinarity. Indeed, the extended
capabilities that are offered by the Ka-band allow to open even more widely some new frontiers of
altimetry such as coastal oceanography, cryosphere, hydrology, beyond the traditional scope of the
open ocean investigations. Ka-band altimetry, with SARAL/AltiKa as the today’s most emblematic
declination, can be seen also as a step towards improved resolution altimetry and a preparation for the
NASA-CNES SWOT mission project and the KaRIN instrument (Ka-band Radar INterferometer).
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Abstract: Launched on 16 February 2016, Sentinel-3A (S3A) carries a two-band microwave radiometer
(MWR) similar to that of Envisat, and is aimed at the precise retrieval of the wet tropospheric
correction (WTC) through collocated measurements using the Synthetic Aperture Radar Altimeter
(SRAL) instrument. This study aims at presenting an independent assessment of the WTC derived
from the S3A MWR over the open and coastal ocean. Comparisons with other four MWRs show Root
Mean Square (RMS) differences (cm) of S3A with respect to these sensors of 1.0 (Global Precipitation
Measurement (GPM) Microwave Imager, GMI), 1.2 (Jason-2), 1.3 (Jason-3), and 1.5 (Satellite with
ARgos and ALtika (SARAL)). The linear fit with respect to these MWR shows scale factors close
to 1 and small offsets, indicating a good agreement between all these sensors. In spite of the short
analysis period of 10 months, a stable temporal evolution of the S3A WTC has been observed. In line
with the similar two-band instruments aboard previous European Space Agency (ESA) altimetric
missions, strong ice and land contamination can be observed, the latter mainly found up to 20–25 km
from the coast. Comparisons with the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) and an independent WTC derived only from third party data are also shown, indicating
good overall performance. However, improvements in both the retrieval algorithm and screening of
invalid MWR observations are desirable to achieve the quality of the equivalent WTC from Jason-3.
The outcome of this study is a deeper knowledge of the measurement capabilities and limitations of
the type of MWR aboard S3A and of the present WTC retrieval algorithms.

Keywords: Sentinel-3; satellite altimetry; microwave radiometer; wet tropospheric correction;
wet path delay; sensor calibration

1. Introduction

Starting with European Remote Sensing 1 (ERS-1) in 1991 and TOPography Experiment
(TOPEX)/Poseidon in 1992, satellite missions carrying radar altimeters have resulted in invaluable
continuous measurements being obtained over the ocean, ice, rivers and lakes for more than 25 years.
This has been made possible through the joint effort of various space agencies: the European
Space Agency (ESA), the Centre National d’Études Spatiales (CNES), European Organisation for
the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT), the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), and the Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO). ESA supported the
35-day repeat missions ERS-1 (1991), ERS-2 (1995), and Envisat (2002), the geodetic mission CryoSat-2
(2010), and more recently, the 27-day repeat mission Sentinel-3A (2016), the latter in collaboration
with EUMETSAT. Satellite with ARgos and ALtika (SARAL), a 35-day mission follow-up of Envisat,
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is a joint effort between the CNES and ISRO. Partly or in collaboration, NASA, NOAA, JPL,
CNES, and EUMETSAT have been responsible for the so-called reference 10-day repeat missions:
TOPEX/Poseidon (1991), Jason-1 (2002), Jason-2 (2008), and Jason-3 (2016) [1]. For a detailed and
update review of satellite altimetry, see e.g., [2].

These missions have been designed to provide complementary spatial and temporal resolutions,
allowing e.g., a better characterisation of the mesoscale oceanic circulation [3,4], the determination
of accurate global and regional sea level trends [5–9], and unprecedented observations over river,
lakes and reservoirs [10,11] as well as ice surfaces [12].

Satellite altimetry allows the determination of the height of e.g., the sea or lake surface above a
reference ellipsoid by means of the following equation [13]:

h = H − R = H − Robs − ΔR (1)

where H is the spacecraft height above a reference ellipsoid provided by precise orbit determination,
referred to as an International Terrestrial Reference Frame, Robs is the measured altimeter range
corrected for all instrument effects, and R is the corresponding range corrected for all instrument,
range, and geophysical effects. The term ΔR includes all corrections that need to be applied to the
observed range due to the signal propagation delay through the atmosphere, its interaction with the
sea surface and terms related with specific geophysical phenomena being given by Equation (2):

ΔR = ΔRdry + ΔRwet + ΔRiono + ΔRSSB + ΔRtides + ΔRDAC (2)

The first four terms in Equation (2) are the range corrections, accounting for the interaction of
the altimeter radar signal with the atmosphere (dry, wet and ionospheric corrections) and with the
sea surface (sea state bias). The last two terms refer to geophysical phenomena, dynamic atmospheric
correction, and tides (ocean, load, solid earth and pole tides), which should be removed if they are not
part of the signals of interest. A detailed description of the range and geophysical corrections can be
found e.g., in [13,14].

Equation (1) evidences that the determination of an accurate surface height requires the knowledge
of the spacecraft orbit, the range measurement, and of all correction terms in Equation (2) with the
same accuracy. Amidst these terms is the wet tropospheric correction (WTC), due to the water vapour
and liquid water content in the atmosphere. Since these variables have large space–time variability,
if not properly modelled, the WTC is one of the major sources of uncertainty in many satellite altimetry
applications [13,15,16].

Due to its variability, the most precise way to account for the WTC in satellite altimetry is by
means of collocated measurements from a microwave radiometer (MWR), obtained on the same
spacecraft. Two main types of radiometers have been deployed on the altimeter satellites: three-band
radiometers on board the reference missions and two-band radiometers on all ESA missions and
SARAL. Over the open ocean they provide accurate WTC retrievals within 1 cm [17].

The algorithms adopted in the WTC retrieval from the measured brightness temperatures (TBs)
in the various spectral bands have been designed for the open ocean, assuming a constant ocean
emissivity. In the presence of other surfaces such as land or ice, the measurements lay outside the
predicted validity interval and the observations become unusable. Moreover, these instruments possess
large footprints from 10 to 40 km depending on the frequency [18,19]. Therefore, in the coastal regions
they sense land well before the altimeter, originating bands of invalid measurements around the
coastline of a width of 10–40 km. In recent years, several methods have been developed to improve
the MWR-derived WTC in the coastal zones, extending the validity of the correction up to the coast.
An overview of these methods is given in [16].

Building directly on the proven heritage of ERS-1, ERS-2, and Envisat, launched on
16 February 2016, Sentinel-3A (S3A) carries a suite of innovative instruments that include [20]: (1) the
Sea and Land Surface Temperature Radiometer (SLSTR) based on Envisat’s Advanced Along Track
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Scanning Radiometer (AATSR), to determine global sea surface temperatures to an accuracy of better
than 0.3 K; the Ocean and Land Colour Instrument (OLCI), based on Envisat’s Medium Resolution
Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS), with 21 bands, (compared to 15 bands on MERIS), a design optimised
to minimise Sun-glint, and a resolution of 300 m over all surfaces; a dual-frequency (Ku and C-band)
advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar Altimeter (SRAL) developed from Envisat RA-2, CryoSat Synthetic
Aperture Interferometric Radar Altimeter (SIRAL) and Jason-2/Poseidon-3, providing accurate surface
topography measurements; and a microwave radiometer for accurate measurement of the wet pat
delay of the SRAL observations [20].

SRAL and the MWR constitute the topography package, providing accurate measurements of sea
surface height, significant wave height, and wind speed, essential for ocean forecasting systems and
climate monitoring. Accurate SRAL measurements also extend to sea-ice, ice sheets, rivers, and lakes.
Being the first altimeter mission to operate, globally, a radar altimeter in the SAR closed burst mode,
with an improved along track resolution of about 300 m [21], Sentinel-3A is a pioneer and challenging
mission in many aspects, pushing the experts of the various fields to the limit to tune the retrieval
algorithms to its instruments and exploit the derived geophysical parameters.

As mentioned above, amongst its suite of instruments, Sentinel-3A carries a dual channel
(23.8-GHz and 36.5-GHz) microwave radiometer aiming at the retrieval of the wet path delay,
which provides important support for the quality of the SRAL measurements. Due to their instrumental
characteristics and retrieval algorithms, the two-band MWRs deployed on ESA altimeter missions are
known for their good performance in the open ocean [22]. However, when they approach the coast,
the retrieval algorithm, which was designed for surfaces with ocean emissivity, generates very noisy
values, as the footprint encounters surfaces with different levels of emissivity. The same happens at
high latitudes in regions covered with ice [23,24].

This work aims at performing an independent assessment of S3A MWR-based WTC, in the open
and coastal ocean, in support of S3A data improvement and exploitation.

The validation is performed by means of comparisons with independent data sets namely: wet
path delays derived from the Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) Microwave Imager (GMI);
Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)-derived path delays determined at coastal stations; and wet
path delays from the MWR on board Jason-2 (J2), Jason-3 (J3), and SARAL/AltiKa. In addition,
the overall along-track performance is compared against independent estimates obtained from the
GNSS-derived Path Delay Plus (GPD+) algorithm [24] and from atmospheric models. From this
thorough analysis, a deeper knowledge of the measurement capabilities and limitations of the
dual-frequency radiometer aboard S3A and of the present WTC retrieval algorithms is expected.

This paper is organised in five sections. Section 2 describes the data sets and the methodology
used in the S3A WTC assessment. Section 3 describes the results obtained with the various datasets.
Finally, Sections 4 and 5 present the discussions of the results and conclusions, respectively.

2. Dataset Description

2.1. Sentinel-3 Data and the Radar Altimeter Database System (RADS)

Sentinel-3A flies in a near-polar Sun-synchronous orbit with a Local Time of the Descending
Node (LTDN) at 10:00 h. It has a high inclination of 98.65◦, altitude of about 814.5 km, a 27-day repeat
cycle (385 orbits per cycle), and 104-km inter-track spacing at the equator [20]. Sentinel-3B will be
on a similar orbit, with an 180◦ phase difference, the two satellites ensuring twice the spatial and
temporal coverage.

The Sentinel-3 data used in this study are from the Sentinel-3 Surface Topography Mission
(STM) Level-2 Non-Time Critical (NTC) products from the so-called “Spring 2017 Reprocessing
Campaign” [25,26]. The product reference is SRAL/MWR L2 Instrument Processing Facility (IPF)
(SM-2): version 06.07 from Processing Baseline 2.15. These data have been available in the Radar
Altimeter Database System (RADS, http://rads.tudelft.nl/rads/rads.shtml) [27] as reprocessed version
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1 (rep1), since mid-August 2017. In addition to the native S3A products, the website includes the orbit
and state-of-the-art range and geophysical corrections present in RADS for all other altimeter missions.
The data span approximately 10 months, from 15 June 2016 (cycle 05) to 15 April 2017 (cycle 16).

As mentioned above, Sentinel-3A MWR operates in two frequencies. The first, located at a
water vapour absorption line (23.8 GHz), is the primary water vapour sensing frequency; the second
(36.5 GHz) is an atmospheric window sensitive to surface emissivity and to cloud liquid water. In the
dual-frequency microwave radiometers, which do not include any low frequency channel, the effect
of surface roughness is often taken into account through the altimeter-derived wind speed or the
backscatter coefficient.

The relation between the measured brightness temperatures of the various MWR channels and
the wet path delay (WPD) or WTC has been empirically established by means of statistical regression
methods. Two main types of algorithms have been used in the retrieval of the WTC from the TB of the
various MWR channels: (1) a parametric log-linear algorithm adopted in the reference missions [17];
and (2) a neural network algorithm first developed for Envisat, later used in SARAL/AltiKa and
Sentinel-3 [28].

The function adopted in the retrieval of the WPD from the MWR brightness temperatures is
usually derived from TB simulations, obtained from a database of atmospheric and sea-surface
scenes using a radiative transfer model. Several databases can be used. Traditionally, in the ESA
missions the database is built from European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
analyses, while in the reference missions, it is usually built from radiosonde observations (for the
atmospheric profiles) and from microwave imaging radiometers such as the Special Sensor Microwave
Imager (SSM/I), the SSM/I Sounder (SSM/IS), or the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
(to provide sea-surface parameters) [29]. In summary, a WPD retrieval algorithm consists in the
empirical establishment of the inverse function to get the WPD from the simulated TB.

In [29], the parametric log-linear algorithm is compared with the neural network formalism.
These authors also analyse the advantages of the three-band MWR flying in the reference missions
versus the two-band MWR on board the ESA missions, as well as how well additional parameters
such as the backscatter coefficient can replace the missing third channel in the ESA missions.

The MWR-derived WTC present in this product has been computed by a neural network
algorithm based on five inputs [30]: brightness temperatures at 23.8 GHz and 36.5 GHz, Ku-band
ocean backscatter coefficient (not corrected for the atmospheric attenuation), sea surface temperature
(four seasonal tables, 2◦ resolution), and the lapse rate (decreasing rate of atmospheric temperature
with altitude, from a climatological table, 1◦ resolution) [30]. This algorithm is an evolution of the one
developed for Envisat that only used the first three inputs described above [28].

The S3A products also include composite wet tropospheric correction [30], based on both
radiometer and model-based corrections over areas where the radiometer WTC is missing or invalid
due to the proximity of land (coastal areas and/or radiometer gaps in open oceans) [30,31]. A first
assessment of this correction is also performed.

In the sea level anomaly (SLA) variance analyses performed in Section 3, S3A SRAL data and all
required range and geophysical corrections to compute SLA were extracted from RADS.

2.2. The Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) Microwave Imager (GMI)

The GMI is a dual-polarization, multi-channel, conical-scanning, passive microwave imaging
radiometer on board the GPM satellite, launched on 27 February 2014. GPM has a non-Sun-synchronous
orbit, at a mean altitude of 407 km and inclination of 65◦, covering the latitude band between ±65◦,
allowing a full sampling of the Earth approximately every 2 weeks. The orbit plane completes half
(180◦) a rotation relative to the Sun every 41.1 days. The spacecraft undergoes yaw manoeuvres every
~40 days to compensate for the Sun’s changing position and prevent the side of the spacecraft facing
the Sun from overheating [32].
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The GMI has been designed with a strict calibration accuracy requirement, enabling the instrument
to serve as a microwave radiometric standard. The GMI features, ensuring its high calibration accuracy,
include: protection of the hot load from Sun intrusion, noise diodes on the low-frequency channels for
a dual calibration system, and a reflective antenna coating [33].

The GMI data used in this study are gridded products of total column water vapour
(TCWV), in binary format provided by Remote Sensing Systems (RSS, http://www.remss.com/).
Two 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ global grids per day are provided, one containing the ascending and the other the
descending GPM passes. The RSS products based on the Version-8.2 algorithm and the Radiative
Transfer Model have been used [32].

As described in [34], the WTC has been computed from these TCWV products using the expression
by [35], deduced from temperature and humidity profiles from ECMWF model fields:

WTC = −
(

a0 + a1WV + a2WV2 + a3WV3
)

WV × 10−2 (3)

with a0 = 6.8544, a1 = −0.4377, a2 = 0.0714, and a3 = −0.0038. In Equation (3), WV is in centimetres,
as provided in the TCWV products, and WTC results are in metres.

In [24] the WTC derived from a previous version of these products (Version 7, V7) was compared
against the WTC derived from the SSM/IS on board the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program
satellite series F16 and F17. The SSM/IS sensors can be regarded as a reference, due to their stability and
independent calibration [36,37]. This comparison shows that the scale factor and offset between SSM/IS
and GMI are 0.99 and −0.26 cm, respectively, while the Root Mean Square (RMS) of the differences
between the two data sets is 0.79 cm and 0.77 cm, before and after the adjustment to SSM/IS, respectively.
According to RSS, the Version 8 (V8) brightness temperatures from GMI are slightly different from the
V7 brightness temperatures; however there are no significant differences between the V7 and V8 ocean
products. In the sequel, in this work the GMI V8.2 products have been adopted without applying any
calibration parameters. It should be noted that, in spite of the fact that SSM/IS are considered stable
sensors, the S3A WTC was not directly compared against the corresponding WTC derived from the
SSM/IS TCWV products, also available from RSS, since both S3A, F16, and F17 are in Sun-synchronous
orbits with a phase difference of 5–6 h (S3A/F16) and 3–5 h (S3A/F17).

2.3. Microwave Radiometers on Board Jason-2, Jason-3, and SARAL

Launched on 8 June 2008, the Ocean Surface Topography Mission (OSTM) Jason-2 carries the
Advanced Microwave Radiometer (AMR) operating at 18.7, 23.8 and 34 GHz. In comparison with the
dual-frequency MWR aboard the ESA missions, the additional low frequency channel improves the
WTC retrieval, particularly by adding the ability to reduce land effects near the coast [38].

During the first years of the mission, like its predecessors TOPEX/Poseidon and Jason-1, Jason-2
flew in the so-called reference orbit: non-Sun-synchronous, inclination of 66◦, altitude of 1336 km,
10-day repeat cycle (127 orbits per cycle), and 315 km inter-track spacing at the equator [39]. Jason-3 was
launched to the reference orbit on 17 January 2016. During the calibration phase of approximately
6 months (20 repeat cycles) it shared the same orbit with Jason-2, with a time difference of about
1 min. In October 2016, Jason-2 moved to the interleaved orbit (same characteristics but with the
ground tracks at half distance between those of the reference orbit) and later on, on 20 June 2017,
to a long-repeat orbit, at an altitude of roughly 1309.5 km.

Jason-3 carries the Advanced Microwave Radiometer 2 (AMR-2), which is similar to the AMR
but with improvements in instrument thermal control and stability [40]. Jason-3 is the first altimeter
mission to implement special spacecraft cold sky calibration manoeuvres (CSCMs), combined with
vicarious on-Earth ocean and land target references, for improving the long-term climate calibration of
the radiometer [41]. Currently, Jason-2 also performs routine CSCMs.

Launched on 25 February 2013, SARAL/AltiKa flies on the same orbit as ERS-2 and Envisat:
Sun-synchronous with an LTDN at 18:00 h and a Local Time of Ascending Node (LTAN) at 06:00 h.
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It has an inclination of 98.5◦, altitude of about 800 km, a 35-day repeat cycle (501 orbits per cycle),
and 80 km inter-track spacing at the equator [42]. SARAL caries the AltiKa instrument, provided by
CNES, consisting of a Ka-band altimeter and an embedded dual-frequency Microwave Radiometer
(23.8 GHz/37 GHz) similar to that of Envisat but with a smaller footprint (8 km in Ka-band and 12 km
in Ku-band) [19].

2.4. WTC from GNSS at Coastal Stations

Zenith total delays (ZTDs) from a network of 60 stations with a good global coverage have been
used. The details of this computation are given in [43], with only the main features being outlined
here. These stations have been chosen to cover the various regions of the world with different WTC
variability conditions (Figure 1) and to ensure that all zenith wet delays (ZWDs) have been obtained
using the same computation parameters, thus ensuring their long-term stability. All stations are located
near the coast, up to 100 km from the coast and with an orthometric height <1000 m. The second
condition aims at reducing the errors due to the height dependence of the WTC.

As illustrated in the background map of Figure 1, derived from ECMWF operational model fields,
the RMS of the WPD has a clear zonal dependence, ranging from only a few cm near the poles up
to 35 cm at low latitudes. The patterns of the RMS of WPD are dominated by the zonal dependence,
associated with the dependence of the WPD on temperature and the increase in water vapour in the
equatorial regions. The variance of the WPD (not shown) also has a strong dependency on latitude,
reaching a maximum near the tropics, over regions where the conditions for strong monsoons prevail,
and a minimum near the poles, where the content of water vapour in the atmosphere is minimal.
Maximum values occur in the Northern Hemisphere, where the Indian and Pacific oceans meet; in the
Southern Hemisphere, the highest variability is found northwards of Australia.

The GNSS provides accurate (4–6 mm) values of the ZTD, the sum of the dry and wet components
of the tropospheric delay, at station height, while the quantity of interest in this study is the zenith wet
delay (ZWD), symmetric with respect to the WTC, at sea (zero height) level. The latter is obtained from
the ZTD at station level by subtracting the dry correction or zenith hydrostatic delay (ZHD) derived from
the ECMWF sea-level pressure (SLP) field using the modified Saastamoinen model [44] and reducing
ZHD and ZWD fields to sea level using the expression by [45], with modifications introduced by [46].

It has been shown [46] that the hydrostatic component of the tropospheric delay can be estimated
from global grids of sea level pressure available from ECMWF models with an accuracy of 1 to 3 mm
at a global scale, provided an adequate model for the height dependence of atmospheric pressure is
adopted. Therefore, using ZHD computed from ECMWF model fields according to [46], the ZWD can
be determined from the GNSS with an accuracy greater than 1 cm.

Figure 1. Location of a set of 60 Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) stations used in this study
(adapted from [43]). The background map represents the Root Mean Square (RMS) of wet path delay
(WPD) in cm.
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2.5. GPD+ Wet Tropospheric Corrections

GNSS-derived Path Delay Plus (GPD+) provides wet tropospheric corrections derived by data
combination, using space–time objective analysis, of all available wet path delays in the neighbourhood
of a given point on the Earth. It has been designed: (1) to correct the WTC observations derived from
the on-board MWR flagged as invalid due to various error sources: contamination by land, ice or rain,
or instrument malfunction; and (2) to estimate improved WTC for satellites such as CryoSat-2, with no
on-board MWR, for which only the model-derived WTC was available. In the first case, for all points
with good MWR data, GPD+ keeps these values unchanged while for all invalid MWR measurements,
a new estimate is obtained from the available observations. In the second case, a new estimate is
obtained for all along-track points. Whenever the number of observations is null, GPD+ assumes the
value of the first guess, which is the WTC from an atmospheric model: ECMWF operational for the
most recent missions [47] and EMWF ReAnalysis (ERA) Interim for all missions with data prior to
2004 [23,24,48].

An important step in the GPD+ retrievals is the efficiency of the criteria to depict all invalid
observations. This is done by using various flags provided with satellite data, when available,
for example regarding the presence of land, ice, or rain in the radiometer footprint, or the distance
from coast. Moreover, statistical criteria are established based on the comparison of MWR values and
the corresponding model values, not only on the same point but also in the neighbouring along-track
points. Figure 2 illustrates the invalid MWR points for Sentinel-3A cycle 06 (28.6% of the total ocean
points). When only points with valid SLA are considered, the percentage of invalid MWR points varies,
from cycle to cycle, from 11% to 17%.

For this study, two types of GPD+ WTC have been computed for S3A: (1) using only third-party
data, i.e., wet path delays derived from a set of more than 800 GNSS stations and WTC from scanning
imaging MWRs on board various remote sensing missions, hereafter designated GPD1; and (2) using
all data including the S3A MWR measurements, provided they are valid, and only computing new
estimates for the invalid MWR points, hereafter named GPD2.

The available WTC observations used in the GPD+ estimations, spanning the S3A mission period,
include: valid observations from S3A´s on-board MWR; scanning imaging MWRs (SI-MWRs) from
11 different satellites; and GNSS-derived WTCs from more than 800 coastal stations.

Details on these data sets and on the GPD+ algorithm can be found in [24].

Figure 2. Sentinel-3A (S3A) points for cycle 06 with invalid microwave radiometer (MWR) observations:
green—land contamination; blue—ice contamination; pink—rain, outliers, or additional condition such
as all points above latitude 70◦N or below 70◦S.
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2.6. The ECMWF Atmospheric Model

The atmospheric model used in this study is the ECMWF operational model. Global 0.125◦ × 0.125
grids of three single-level atmospheric parameters (sea level pressure (SLP), surface temperature
(2-m temperature, 2T) and total column water vapour (TCWV)), available every 6 h have been used [49].

These model parameters are used both in the ZWD computations referred in Section 2.4 and to
determine a model derived WTC for each S3A along-track position by space–time interpolation from
the two closest grids, 6-h apart. In spite of its poor temporal sampling, the ECMWF model is used
from here on as an additional point of comparison.

3. Results

Section 3 presents the various analyses performed aimed at a detailed assessment of the
MWR-based wet tropospheric correction present on the Sentinel-3A products described in Section 2.1.
In this section only the results are presented, their full discussion being described in Section 4.

3.1. Comparison with Other Microwave Radiometers

This section presents the comparison of Sentinel-3A MWR with other microwave radiometers
on board the GMI, J2, J3 and SARAL. In these comparisons with other sensors, the wet path delay
(WPD, symmetric with respect to the WTC) has been used. Unless otherwise mentioned, all statistical
parameters detailed in this section (scale factor, offset, mean, and RMS of differences) refer to WPD.
This is done to facilitate the representation and interpretation of the results.

3.1.1. Comparison with GMI

For the comparison with GMI, match points between GPM and S3A with a time difference ΔT
< 45 min and within a distance ΔD < 50 km were computed. Only S3A points considered valid by
the GPD+ algorithm [24] have been used (see Section 2.5). These criteria aim at removing S3A MWR
observations contaminated by e.g., land, ice, rain, and outliers (Figure 2).

The use of match or collocated points is common practice in the comparison of a pair of sensors,
thus comparing the measurements from both sensors in points with a given space–time difference.
When analysing long periods of data, other approaches are possible such as e.g., in [50] where the
authors organised the data sets in monthly bin boxes of three degrees, claiming that this approach is
more favourable in e.g., the analyses of temporal variations of geophysical variables such as the WPD.
Considering the short time span of the S3A dataset under inspection, match points are considered in
this study.

Figure 3 illustrates the match points between GPM and S3A for the 10-month period of this
study. The colour scale represents WPD differences between GMI and S3A in cm. Red colours
mean that GMI measurements indicate wetter conditions than S3A, while blue colours indicate the
opposite. The overall mean and RMS of the differences WPD(GMI)-WPD(S3A) are 0.17 cm and 0.95 cm,
respectively (see Table 1).

Figure 4 illustrates the scattergram of the WPD from S3A against the WPD from the GMI (left)
and against WPD difference between the GMI and S3A (right), using the whole set of match points
(~219,000 points). The scale factor is 1.004 and the offset is 0.12 cm, indicating a very good overall
agreement between the two radiometers, with the GMI measurements indicating slightly wetter
conditions than S3A.

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the time evolution of the WPD from both sensors and the respective
differences. The top panel of Figure 5 represents the time evolution of the WPD from the GMI (blue)
and S3A (pink) while the bottom panel shows the corresponding WPD differences between the GMI
and S3A. A strong periodic signal of approximately 41 days (41.1 days) can be observed, due to GPM
orbit plane rotation with respect to the Sun. It can be seen that this periodic pattern is due to the
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changes in the spatial sampling of the match points with time (cf. Figures 5 and 7 and discussion in
Section 5).

When daily and 27-day RMS differences are computed (Figure 6), the same periodic pattern is
shown, now at 82 days, and seem stable.

Figure 3. Spatial coverage of match points between S3A and the Global Precipitation Measurement
(GPM) Microwave Imager (GMI) with time difference ΔT < 45 min and distance ΔD < 50 km, for S3A
cycles 05–16, used in this study (~219,000 points). Colour scale indicates WPD differences between the
GMI and S3A in cm.

Table 1. Statistical parameters of the comparison between the WPD from Sentinel-3A and other WPD
sources. ECMWF: European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts; GPD: GNSS-derived Path
Delay Plus; WTC: wet tropospheric correction; J2: Jason-2; J3: Jason-3; SARAL: Satellite with ARgos
and ALtika.

WTC/S3A Scale Factor Offset (cm) Mean Diff. (cm) RMS Diff. (cm)

GMI/S3A 1.004 0.115 0.171 0.947
J2/S3A 1.010 −0.660 −0.556 1.213
J3/S3A 1.012 −0.831 −0.698 1.292

SARAL/S3A 0.955 0.557 0.029 1.536
ECMWF/S3A 1.013 −0.086 0.098 1.256

GPD1/S3A 1.005 0.173 0.251 0.967

(a) (b)

Figure 4. (a) Wet path delay from S3A versus WPD from the GMI; (b) WPD from S3A versus WPD
differences between the GMI and S3A (~219,000 points).
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Figure 5. (Top panel): time evolution of the WPD from the GMI (blue) and S3A (pink); (Bottom Panel):
time evolution of WPD differences between the GMI and S3A for ascending passes (blue) and
descending passes (red). Colour bars refer to periods when the GMI/S3A match points are all located at
high latitudes (green points in Figure 7) or low latitudes (orange points in Figure 7) to which correspond
smaller or larger WPD variability.

Figure 6. Time evolution of the daily RMS of the WPD differences between the GMI and S3A.
The number of points is represented by “np”.
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Figure 7. Match points between the GMI and S3A. Colours correspond to different time periods,
indicated in Figure 5 by the corresponding colour bars.

3.1.2. Comparison with the MWR on Board Jason-2, Jason-3, and SARAL

To compare the WPD from S3A with that from Jason-2 (J2), Jason-3 (J3), and SARAL, the differences
between the corresponding WPD at the crossovers between these missions have been computed.
For this purpose, crossovers between S3A and Jason-2 and between S3A and Jason-3 with time
difference ΔT < 180 min have been computed. Note that both S3A and SARAL have Sun-synchronous
orbits, with S3A LTAN at 22:00 h (LTDN at 10:00 h), and SARAL LTAN at 06:00 h (LTDN at 18:00). Thus,
240 min (4 h) is the minimum time interval to get crossovers between the two missions at low latitudes.
With a 4-h difference, every ascending/descending S3A pass crosses a descending/ascending SARAL
track. If a smaller period is considered, crossovers are all located at high latitudes, the corresponding
values not being representative of the whole set of WTC variability conditions. For example, within a
time interval of 180 min, all crossovers are above latitude 40◦ and below latitude −40◦. In the sequel,
for SARAL crossovers with time difference ΔT < 240 min have been considered.

Figure 8 illustrates the spatial pattern of the WPD differences between J2, J3, SARAL, and S3A.
The mean and RMS differences between J2, J3, SARAL, and S3A are presented in Table 1. Mean values
are −0.56 cm, −0.70 cm and 0.03 cm, respectively, while the corresponding RMS are 1.21 cm, 1.29 cm,
and 1.54 cm. The overall agreement with J2 and J3 is better than with SARAL, somehow expected
since the crossovers with SARAL have a larger time difference.

Figure 9 shows the scattergrams of the WPD from S3A against the WPD from the various sensors
(left panels) as well as against the difference between the WPD from each sensor and that from S3A
(right panels). The scale factors and offsets for J2 and J3 are very similar: same scale factor (1.01)
and offsets of −0.66 cm and −0.83 cm, respectively. The scale factor for SARAL is slightly different
(0.96) with an offset of 0.56 cm. These scatterplots indicate that the best agreement is with J3 and the
worst is with SARAL, due to the large time difference between the S3A/SARAL crossover points.
Both Figures 8 and 9 indicate that J2 and J3 measure drier than S3A by about 0.6–0.8 cm, while SARAL
measurements indicate wetter conditions than S3A by about 0.6 cm.

Figure 10 depicts the time evolution of the WPD differences between J2, J3, SARAL and S3A (daily
and 27-day RMS values in centimetres). These results indicate that in spite of the small span of the
data, there is an overall agreement between all analysed sensors.
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Figure 8. (Top panel): Crossover points between J2 and S3A with ΔT < 180 min (~11,600 points);
(Middle panel): crossovers between J3 and the S3A with ΔT < 180 min (~12,600 points); (Bottom panel):
crossovers between SARAL and S3A with ΔT < 240 min (~13,700 points).
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Figure 9. (Left panels): WPD from S3A versus WPD from J2 (top), J3 (middle), and SARAL (bottom),
in cm; (Right panels): WPD from S3A versus WPD difference between J2 and S3A (top), between J3
and S3A (middle) and between SARAL and S3A (bottom).
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Figure 10. Time evolution of daily and 27-day RMS WPD differences between J2 and S3A (Top),
between J3 and S3A (Middle), and between SARAL and S3A (Bottom), in cm.
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3.2. Comparison with GNSS

Figure 11 shows the non-collocated comparison with the WTC derived at 60 GNSS stations,
as described in Section 2.4. In the comparisons with S3A MWR, only valid MWR observations,
except those related with the criterion for land contamination, have been selected. This means that the
observations flagged as invalid due to all other error sources (ice and rain contamination and outliers)
have been removed. In the comparisons with GPD+ all points have been used. For each epoch of the
S3A measurement, a WTC from each GNSS station is linearly interpolated in time. Then, the WTC
differences from all stations are binned in classes of distance from coast and the corresponding RMSs
are computed.

As the GNSS stations are over land and the MWR measurement points are over the ocean, the
distance from coast is also directly related with the distance between the points under comparison.
Therefore, the RMS differences between the WTC from either the S3A MWR or GPD+ generally
increase with the distance from coast, reaching a minimum at the maximum distance at which land
contamination occurs in the MWR observations. Differences between the WTC computed at GNSS
stations and derived from S3A MWR (or GPD+) are expected to increase as the distance to the GNSS
station increases, as both measurements start to become decorrelated.

The RMSs of the differences between the WTC from GNSS and the WTC from S3A MWR (or the
corresponding WPD) show that contamination is observed up to 20–25 km, in line with instrument
specifications, the RMS of differences at these distances being about 1.8 cm. On the other hand, no land
contamination is observed in the RMS of differences with respect to GPD+ (GPD1 mentioned above),
being always smaller than those with respect to the MWR by about 0.3 cm, reaching 1.2 cm near
the coast.

Figure 11. RMS differences between the WTC from the GNSS at coastal stations and the WTC from
the S3A MWR, in cm. The grey and red coloured bars represent the number of points in each class of
distance for GPD1 and the MWR, respectively.

3.3. Comparison with an Independent GPD+ WTC, ECMWF Operational Model and the Composite WTC

As mentioned in Section 2.5, two types of GPD+ WTC have been computed for S3A cycles 06 to
16: (1) GPD1—using only third-party data; and (2) GPD2—using all data including the S3A MWR.
GPD1 WTC can be used as an external dataset, allowing an independent assessment of the S3A WTC.
In the second case, GPD2 preserves the S3A MWR-derived WTC, whenever flagged as valid. Only new
estimates are computed for the invalid points, using all available observations. The comparison
between these two WTCs and between them and the S3A MWR-derived WTC (the latter comparison
being performed only at valid MWR observations) gives further insight into the quality of the MWR
observations, since it is performed using all S3A points and not only a subset (match points), as is the
case of the comparison with the other MWR sensors.
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Figure 12 shows an example where the different WTCs from S3A MWR, ECMWF operational
model, GPD1 (top) and GPD2 (bottom) are compared for S3A pass 340, cycle 06. Figure 13 shows the
corresponding plots for pass 462, same cycle. In these plots, only points with valid SLA are shown.
Ice, land, and rain contamination can be observed in the MWR-derived WTC, more pronounced in pass
462 than in pass 340. Figure 14 illustrates the spatial distribution of the RMS of the WPD differences
(cm) between GPD1 and S3A MWR for the whole period of study (cycles 05 to 16).

Figure 15 shows the time evolution of the RMS of the differences between the S3A MWR WTC
and those from GPD1 and ECMWF, only for the valid MWR points. Note that for these points, GPD2 is
equal to the MWR, so these differences are not shown.

Figure 12. WTC (in metres) for S3A pass 340, cycle 06: ECMWF Operational (blue), MWR (red) and
GPD (black, GPD1 in the top plot, GPD2 in the bottom plot) functions of latitude. The plot order is as
mentioned in this caption. Thus, whenever the blue points cannot be seen, they are overlaid by the red
and/or black points.

Figure 13. Cont.
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Figure 13. Same as in Figure 12 for S3A pass 462, cycle 06.

Figure 14. Spatial distribution of the RMS values of the WPD differences (cm) between GPD1 and the
S3A MWR, for cycles 05 to 16.

Figure 15. Time evolution of the RMS differences between the S3A MWR-based WTC and those from
GPD1 and ECMWF.

The left panel of Figure 16 presents the scatterplots of the WPD from S3A versus the WPD from
ECMWF (top) and GPD1 (bottom) in cm, while the right panel shows the corresponding scatterplots
against the WPD differences between ECMWF and S3A (top) and between GPD1 and S3A (bottom),
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evidencing the good agreement between all WPD, better with respect to GPD1 than to the model,
in line with the statistical parameters shown in Table 1.

Figure 16. (Left panels): WPD from S3A versus WPD from ECMWF (top) and GPD1 (bottom), in cm;
(Right panels): WPD from S3A versus WPD difference between ECMWF and S3A (top) and between
GPD1 and S3A (bottom).

Aiming at inspecting the impact of the S3A WTC on the computation of SRAL-derived sea level
anomalies in comparison with other WTC such as ECMWF, GPD1, and GPD2, various SLA variance
analyses have been performed that can be divided into: (1) SLA along-track variance differences
(weighted mean values per cycle and at collocated points, function of distance from coast and function
of latitude); and (2) SLA analysis at crossovers (weighted mean cycle values and spatial pattern).

For this purpose, SLA datasets are first derived, for each S3A cycle, using the different WTC
under comparison, a pair each time being compared. Then, for case (1), the difference between the
weighted variance of each SLA dataset, computed using all along-track points, is estimated for each
cycle. In addition, for the analysis of the SLA variance difference function of the distance from coast
and function of latitude, the variance of co-located along-track SLA measurements for the whole study
period and using each WTC is computed in bins of distance from the coast or latitude, respectively,
and the differences are computed. For case (2), crossovers are first estimated using a pair of SLA
datasets each time and the weighted variance of SLA differences is computed at cross-over points and
estimated for each cycle. Moreover, the variances of the SLA differences at crossovers are computed in
regular latitude × longitude grids (4◦ × 4◦) and subtracted. Crossovers with a time difference less than
14 days, the minimum period to obtain S3A crossovers at all latitude bands, have been considered.

The results are shown in Figures 17–21, their discussion being described in Section 4.
The S3A products used in this study also include the composite WTC. Although [26] indicates

that this correction is still not calibrated, a first assessment is also included here. Figure 22 depicts
some representative examples of S3A passes where this WTC is compared against those from
ECMWF, the MWR, and GPD2, showing that the present implementation of this correction evidences
significant problems.
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Figure 17. Spatial distribution of the weighted sea level anomaly (SLA) variance differences at
crossovers, for SLA datasets computed using the MWR- and ECMWF-derived WTC (Top) and those
using the WTC from the MWR and GPD1 (Bottom) for the period corresponding to S3A cycles 05 to 16.
Only points with valid observations have been used.

Figure 18. Cont.
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Figure 18. (Top panel): temporal evolution of weighted SLA variance differences at crossovers for
SLA datasets computed using the WTC from the S3A MWR and ECMWF (orange) and the WTC from
GPD1 and ECMWF (blue) using only points with a valid MWR; (Bottom panel): temporal evolution of
weighted SLA variance differences at crossovers between SLA datasets computed using the WTC from
GPD1 and that from ECMWF (blue) and between GPD2 and ECMWF (green), using all points with
valid SLA.

Figure 19. Temporal evolution of weighted along-track SLA variance differences for SLA datasets
computed using the WTC from the on-board MWR and from ECMWF (orange) and those from GPD1
and ECMWF (blue) for S3A (Top) and J3 (Bottom). Only points with a valid MWR have been used.
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Figure 20. (Top panel): variance differences of SLA versus latitude, for SLA datasets computed using
the WTC from the MWR and ECMWF (orange) and those from GPD1 and ECMWF (blue), over the
period of S3A cycles 05 to 16 and using only points with a valid MWR; (Bottom panel): variance
differences of SLA versus latitude between GPD1 and ECMWF (blue) and between GPD2 and ECMWF
(green), over the period of S3A cycles 05 to 16 using all points with valid SLA.

Figure 21. Variance differences of SLA versus distance from coast for SLA datasets computed using the
WTC from MWR and ECMWF (orange), those from GPD1 and ECMWF (blue) and those from GPD2
and ECMWF (green) over the period of S3A cycles 05 to 16. In the first case only valid MWR points
were selected while in the last two cases all points with valid SLA were considered
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Figure 22. From top to bottom and left to right: WTC (in metres) for S3A cycle 06 passes 041, 646,
660, and 670, as a function of latitude (degrees). Shown are: ECMWF Operational (blue), MWR (red),
GPD2 (black), and composite (green) WTC.

4. Discussion

This section presents a thorough discussion of the results presented in Section 3.
In terms of the global statistical parameters, GMI and Sentinel-3A agree very well, with mean and

RMS of WPD differences (WPD(GMI)–WPD(S3A)) of 0.17 cm and 0.95 cm, respectively. The overall
pattern of the WPD differences at match points shown in Figure 3 seems to indicate that at the low
latitudes, where the WPD is larger, GMI measures wetter than S3A, while at the extreme southern
latitudes, corresponding to regions of low WPD values, there is a tendency for GMI to measure drier
than S3A. However, the scale factor (1.004) and small offset (0.12 cm) reveal a very good overall match
between the two sensors, also demonstrated by the very small scatter of the scatter plot of the two
WPDs illustrated in Figure 4.

The most curious feature of the comparison between GMI and S3A is the observed strong periodic
pattern of 41 days. When analysing the way the spatial pattern of the match points changes with time
(Figures 5 and 6), it can be observed that there are periods for which all match points between the
two sensors are located only at high latitudes. An example of these periods is the one corresponding
to the green bar in Figure 5, to which the points with the same green colour in Figure 7 (all above
latitude 50◦N or below latitude 50◦S) correspond. During these periods, since the WPD at high
latitudes is low (only a few cm) and with low variability, the differences between the two sensors are
very small, with absolute values of less than 1 cm. On the contrary, during periods such as the one
corresponding to the orange bar in Figure 5, the match points are located at the low latitudes, between
±50◦ (orange points in Figure 6). Over these periods, the WPD reaches higher values (up to 40–50 cm)
and has larger variability, inducing larger differences between the two sensors. These results are a clear
demonstration of the impact of data sampling in this type of study, which, if not properly accounted
for, can lead to misinterpretations.

The authors of [26] report that the S3A MWR L1 brightness temperatures exhibit a difference
of up to 1 K between ascending and descending tracks for the 23.8-GHz channel, with unknown
origin. With a view to investigate if this potential bias can be observed in the current L2 products,
the differences WPD (GMI)—WPD(S3A) have been represented in the bottom panel of Figure 5
separately for ascending (in blue) and descending (in red) tracks. No significant differences can
be observed between the ascending and descending track differences. In terms of overall statistics,
the S3A WPD differences with respect to GMI for the ascending tracks are about 1 mm larger than
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those for the descending tracks (compare dark blue with dark red lines in the bottom panel of Figure 5).
This difference is too small, insignificant and cannot be related with the reported 1 K difference since
the latter can lead to WPD differences ranging from 0.2 cm to 1 cm.

In spite of the small analysis period, the RMS differences (between GMI and S3A) computed for
periods of the S3A cycles (27-day) evidence a long-term stable signal with an 82-day periodic pattern.
This pattern occurs due to the fact that S3A orbit is Sun-synchronous, while GPM orbit is not. Due to
its orbit characteristics, the GPM orbital plane takes 82 days to complete a full rotation with respect to
the Sun and therefore with respect to the S3A orbital plane, explaining the observed periodic signal.
In spite of these periodicities observed in the differences between GMI and the S3A MWR, due to the
fact that GMI is on a non-Sun-synchronous orbit with a 65◦ inclination, the number of match points
with S3A is larger than for example with any SSM/IS sensor, as these are on Sun-synchronous orbits,
out of phase with respect to the S3A orbit by 3–6 h.

The comparison with the radiometers on board J2 and J3 indicate that on average these sensors
measure drier than S3A by about 0.6–0.7 cm, while the RMS of the differences is within 1.2–1.3 cm.
The scale factor (1.01), the negative offset of −0.7 and −0.8 cm and the blue predominant colour in
the spatial pattern of the WPD differences shown in the top and medium panels of Figure 8 confirm
this tendency.

For SARAL, the results are a bit different. The RMS of the differences is larger (1.5 cm) which
can be explained by the fact that the crossover differences span a larger time interval (240 min versus
180 min used for J2 and J3). The scale factor of 0.96, offset of 0.6 cm, and the larger scatter observed in
Figure 8 (bottom panel) and 9 (bottom panel) indicate a slightly larger difference between these two
sensors, partly explained by the mentioned time difference between the corresponding crossovers.

The statistical parameters of the comparisons between S3A and the MWR aboard the other three
altimeter missions are in agreement with the results presented in [24] and further work by these
authors, comparing the same sensors with the SSM/I and SSM/IS sensors, which also indicate that J2
and J3 measure drier than the latter sensors by about 0.6 cm and 1 cm, respectively.

The time evolution of the daily and 27-day RMS differences between J2, J3, SARAL, and S3A
illustrated in Figure 10 indicates a stable behaviour of the Sentinel-3A radiometer with respect to
these sensors.

The comparisons with WTC derived at coastal GNSS stations show that land contamination can be
observed in the S3A MWR observations up to 20–25 km from the coast. At this distance, the RMS of the
differences between the WTC from S3A and the GNSS-derived ZWD is about 1.8 cm, increasing rapidly
towards the coast, a clear indication that in the band of 0 km up to 25 km the MWR observations are
not valid. On the contrary, no land contamination can be observed in the GPD1 WTC, derived solely
from third party data. This stresses the need for robust criteria to remove the land-contaminated
MWR observations and the important role of solutions such as GPD+ in providing valid WTC in the
coastal regions.

Section 3.3 presents an extensive comparison between the S3A WTC and various corrections:
GPD1 (from the GPD+ algorithm using only third party data), GPD2 (from the GPD+ algorithm,
preserving the valid S3A MWR observations), the ECMWF operational model, and the composite
WTC. In Figures 12 and 13, it can be observed that GPD1 and GPD2 are very similar, in spite of the
fact that GPD1 does not use any observations from the S3A on-board MWR. It can also be concluded
that, in regions with a valid MWR, the ECMWF operational model values are also very close, the main
difference being that some, though important, small scale features are missing. These figures are clear
illustration of typical S3A MWR-derived WTCs, where invalid observations can be observed near the
coast, at high latitudes and at low latitudes, associated with heavy rain events.

The spatial distribution of the RMS of WPD differences between GPD1 and S3A MWR for the
whole period of study (cycles 05 to 16), shown in Figure 14, indicates that the largest differences
between these two WTCs are associated with regions with the largest WTC variability and ocean
circulation patterns. Large differences also occur in some coastal regions, a possible indicator that
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some noisy MWR observations may still be present, in spite of the fact that all MWR measurements at
distances from coast less than 30 km have been removed.

Both the statistical parameters in Table 1 and Figure 16 evidence that the S3A WPD is closer to
GPD1 (RMS difference less than 1 cm) than to the ECMWF model (RMS difference 1.3 cm). The mean
values of these differences are very small (0.1 cm and 0.2 cm for the comparison with GPD1 and
ECMWF, respectively). The scale factors are both 1.01 and the offsets are also very small (0.2 cm,
−0.1 cm). The time evolution of these differences, shown as 27-day RMS values in Figure 15, is stable.

The better agreement of S3A MWR-derived WTC with GPD1 in comparison with the ECMWF
model is also observed in the scatterplots of Figure 16, where a smaller scatter can be observed for the
former WTC pair. The better agreement of the S3A MWR with GPD1 than with the ECMWF model is
explained by the fact that GPD1 WTC is also based on observations and the model has a poor temporal
sampling of 6 h.

Figures 17–21 present the assessment of the S3A MWR-based WTC by means of SLA variance
analysis. In this analysis, the WTC from S3A MWR, GPD1, and GPD2 are compared against the
ECMWF model. In this way, both the performance of each WTC with respect to this model and their
relative performance can be analysed.

The SLA variance analysis at crossovers presented in Figures 17 and 18 indicates that the S3A
MWR reduces the variance both with respect to ECMWF and GPD1 (Figure 18, top panel), the first
reduction being significant (mean cycle values of 1.1–1.5 cm2), while the latter (not shown, inferred
from Figure 18, top panel) is quite small (mean cycle values of 0.1–0.3 cm2). The same is observed
when comparing the performance of GPD1 and GPD2 against ECMWF (Figure 18, bottom panel).
GPD1 reduces the mean cycle variance by 0.8–1.4 cm2 while GPD2 reduces by 1.0–1.6 cm2. Note that
the comparisons involving the MWR only use the valid MWR points, while the comparisons involving
only GPD1 and GPD2 use all points with valid SLA.

While the results from the variance analysis at crossovers indicate that the S3A MWR consistently
reduces the SLA variance with respect to the WTC that only incorporates non-collocated radiometers
(GPD1) and that the latter increases the variance with respect to the GPD+ WTC that makes use of the
S3A MWR (GPD2), the same does not happen in along-track SLA variance analysis. In the along-track
SLA variance differences, computed cycle by cycle (Figure 19), in most cycles GPD1 leads to a slightly
larger SLA variance reduction with respect to ECMWF than the GPD WTC that incorporates the S3A
MWR (GPD2). This is also demonstrated in Figures 20 and 21, which present the along-track variance
differences in function of latitude and distance from coast, respectively. The top panel of Figure 20
shows that, in comparison with the MWR, GPD1 conducts to a slightly larger variance reduction
with respect to ECMWF, except for some high-latitude bands. The bottom panel of the same figure
shows that, in comparison with GPD2, with the exception of some high latitude bands, GPD1 also
leads to a slightly larger SLA variance reduction with respect to ECMWF. In the first comparison only
valid MWR points have been used, while in the latter all points with valid SLA have been analysed.
This result is more evident in the SLA variance analysis function of distance from coast (Figure 21)
where GPD1 consistently reduces the variance with respect to both MWR and GPD2.

This result is not expected since, in all previous analyses performed by the authors, the WTC
derived from observations of the on-board MWR always reduced the SLA variance with respect to
the WTC that only uses non-collocated observations, in all types of diagnoses and when only valid
MWR points are selected. As an example, the bottom panel of Figure 19 illustrates for J3 the same
variance analysis shown in the top panel for S3A, for the same period, proving that, contrary to S3A,
the J3 AMR-2 WTC is consistently better than that of GPD1. Similar results have been obtained for
Envisat, confirming that the GPD+ WTC that incorporates the valid observations from the Envisat
radiometer consistently reduces the SLA variance with respect to the correction that only uses third
party observations. These results indicate that although the overall performance of the S3A MWR
seems good, improvements are still required to retrieve a WTC with the quality of that for J3.
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In the latitude plots (Figure 20) some ice contamination can still be observed in the MWR-derived
WTC and GPD2, suggesting that more robust editing is still desirable in the polar regions. We recall
that a strong editing has already been performed by rejecting all MWR observations above latitude
70◦N and below 70◦S. Consequently, the preliminary version of the GPD+ WTC that makes use of the
on-board MWR (GPD2) can still be improved, even with the present MWR dataset.

The examination of the composite correction present on the analysed S3A products shows
that the implementation of this WTC still has serious problems, depicted in Figure 22. Moreover,
the correction is not present in a large percentage of points, e.g., 21% of the points with valid SLA for
cycle 06. Similar to the GPD+ WTC, the composite WTC aims at generating a continuous correction,
valid everywhere, including the coastal zones and high latitudes. Also, similar to the GPD2 type
of correction described in this paper, it also preserves the valid MWR values. The main difference
between GPD+ and the composite WTC is that, on every invalid point, the former retrieves a new
estimate by data combination of all available observations, while the latter uses the model values,
adjusted to the closest valid MWR points. This requires robust criteria to detect valid/invalid MWR
values, otherwise the model will be adjusted to spurious MWR observations, resulting in large biases
as shown e.g., in the bottom left panel of Figure 22 or straight lines as shown in the right panels of the
same figure. Similar behaviour has been observed, though in only a few occurrences, in the composite
correction present in the Archiving, Validation and Interpretation of Satellite Oceanographic data
(AVISO) Corrected Sea Surface Heights (CORSSH) products of TOPEX/Poseidon [23]. Due to potential
implementation problems and the fact that GPD+ use observations while the composite is solely based
on model values, it has been shown that the GPD type of WTC is a significant improvement with
respect to the composite WTC, particularly in the coastal zone [9,23].

5. Conclusions

This study presents an independent assessment of the wet tropospheric correction derived from
the two-band microwave radiometer deployed on Sentinel-3A, present on the L2 NTC products from
the “Spring 2017” Reprocessing Campaign”, Processing Baseline 2.15.

Studies such as this one play an important role in the improvement of altimeter-derived products,
as satellite-derived data improvement is a long and continuous process. Sentinel-3 is a challenging
mission in many aspects, with the research community having a long way to go to fully exploit the
capabilities of its instruments, in particular SRAL. Six years after its end of mission, Envisat data are still
being reprocessed and the reprocessing of TOPEX/Poseidon data has been delayed for several years.

Considering the relatively short time span of the dataset (10 months), the overall performance of
the S3A MWR seems stable, with no drifts or irregular behaviour having been observed. A pronounced
periodic signal has been observed in the differences with respect to GMI, due to the orbit configurations
of the spacecraft housing these sensors.

When considering the linear adjustment of S3A MWR-derived WPD to those from four different
sensors, scale factors very close to 1 have been obtained: GMI (1.00); J2 and J3 (1.11); and SARAL
(0.96). The corresponding values for the WTC are the same since WTC is symmetric to WPD. All WPD
offsets have absolute values of less than 1 cm: GMI (0.1 cm), J2 (−0.7 cm), J3 (−0.8 cm), and SARAL
(0.6 cm). The corresponding offsets for the WTC are symmetric to those for WPD. The mean WPD
differences have absolute values below 1 cm: GMI (0.2 cm), J2 (−0.6 cm), J3 (−0.7 cm) and SARAL
(0.0 cm), the mean WTC differences being the corresponding symmetric values. RMS WPD (or WTC)
differences (cm) of 0.95 (GMI), 1.3 (J2), 1.3 (J3), and 1.5 (SARAL) demonstrate a good agreement with
all these sensors, in particular with GMI.

The comparison with GNSS shows land contamination in the S3A MWR observations up to
20–25 km and RMS differences between S3A MWR WTC and GNSS-derived ZWD of 1.8 cm at these
distances. These results are in agreement with those found for the radiometers of other altimetric
missions, for which the corresponding RMSs of differences are 1.7–1.8 cm [43].
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Extensive comparison has been performed with the ECMWF model-derived WTC and two WTC
versions from the GPD+ algorithm: one using only third party data (GPD1) and another preserving
the valid S3A MWR points (GPD2). Direct WTC comparisons show small statistical parameters for the
differences between all these corrections. As expected, smaller RMS values have been observed for the
differences with respect to the GPD+ WTC (1 cm for GPD1) than for the differences with respect to
ECMWF (1.3 cm). The scale factors with respect to both GPD1 and ECMWF are 1.01 and both offsets
and mean differences have absolute values smaller than or equal to 0.2 cm.

As expected, all SLA variance analyses evidence a reduction of 1–2 cm2 of the SLA computed
with the S3A MWR WTC with respect to the ECMWF model, when mean cycle values are considered.
The SLA variance analysis at crossover points indicates a small (mean cycle values less than 0.5 cm2)
but consistent variance reduction with respect to GPD1, however, the opposite is observed in the
along-track variance analysis. This seems to suggest that improvements in both the retrieval algorithm
and the criteria used to detect valid/invalid MWR observations are required to achieve a WTC with
accuracy similar to the AMR-2 WTC for Jason-3. These results also highlight that the along-track
comparison with the GPD1 type of WTC provides complementary and very important insight into the
quality of the S3A MWR-derived WTC, not evident in the assessment against the other.

Similar to other dual-frequency radiometers on board the previous ESA missions, strong ice
and land contamination is observed, the former in particular making the establishment of validation
criteria for the MWR observations difficult at the high latitudes. Consequently, all observations with
latitude absolute values larger than 70◦ have been rejected.

The composite WTC present in the analysed products was revealed to have implementation
problems and was unsuitable for use, improvements being required in future versions of S3A data.

As a whole, this study contributes to a better knowledge of the wet path delay affecting satellite
altimeter observations. In spite of the good overall performance of the S3A MWR when compared
against other state-of-the-art radiometers, current limitations are also identified. Once a tuned
retrieval algorithm is achieved, meeting the state-of-the art performances of current and past similar
instruments, the inability of this type of radiometer to measure over non-ocean surfaces such as e.g.,
land, ice, or wetlands, prevent its use in these regions. Therefore, in regions where accurate satellite
altimetry measurements are of crucial importance such as coastal or inland water zones, and accurate
MWR-derived WTC retrieval is not possible, alternative methods such as the GPD+ type of corrections
must be used.

The GPD+ WTC solely based on third-party observations, together with microwave radiometers
on board other altimeter missions and GMI, were revealed to be very useful and independent tools
to validate the Sentinel-3 radiometer-based wet tropospheric correction. Future work includes the
monitoring of upcoming versions of this dataset and generation of updated versions of the GPD+ WTC
making use of ameliorated MWR data, which will contribute to the generation of an accurate version of
this important range correction for S3A SRAL measurements over the whole ocean, including coastal
zones and at high latitudes.

In regions such as coastal and continental water zones, radiometers with additional high-frequency
channels, such as the one being built for Jason-CS/Sentinel-6 [51] will provide smaller footprints,
of great relevance for resolution of smaller scales of variability of the WTC.

Over inland water regions and to some extent in coastal regions, the availability of tropospheric
corrections at high rate (frequency higher than 1 Hz), either from radiometers with smaller footprints
or from high-resolution atmospheric models is also of great relevance, in particular in the exploitation
of Sentinel-3 high-rate altimeter data. The advantage of having range corrections at a high rate applies
not only to the WTC but also to the dry component of the tropospheric path delay, the dry tropospheric
correction (DTC). In regions of sharp topography variations such as some steep coastal regions, lakes or
rivers, one of the factors with most impact on the retrieval of accurate tropospheric corrections is their
height dependence, particularly large for the DTC (1 cm per 40 m of height variation) [13].
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The future of tropospheric corrections for satellite altimetry includes: WTC from MWRs with
additional high-frequency channels and improved retrieval algorithms (over the open and coastal
ocean and over lakes); and WTC and DTC from high-resolution atmospheric models, both computed
at surface height using accurate Digital Elevation Models (DEM) or the altimeter-measured surface
height (over inland water regions). In all cases, high-rate (e.g., 20 Hz) corrections are desirable to
better account for spatial variability of km order or less, in particular the variability associated with
the surface height variations.
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Abstract: The French/Indian altimeter project Satellite with ARGOS and AltiKa (SARAL) completed
its nominal 3-year mission on the historical European Remote-sensing Satellite (ERS) orbit in Spring
2016. In order to extend the lifetime of the satellite as much as possible, the agencies in charge
of SARAL decided to initiate a so-called drifting phase where the satellite altitude is no longer
maintained. In this paper we describe how the ocean mesoscale sampling capability of SARAL has
been preserved during the drifting phase by initiating it at a specific altitude: the optimal starting
point was approximately 1 km above the historical ERS/ENVIronment SATellite (ENVISAT) orbit.
This strategy secured the ocean mesoscale sampling capability of SARAL drifting phase (DP) for
6 years or more. We also generalize these findings: any altimeter could follow SARAL’s drifting
phase strategy if their maneuvering capability is limited. Lastly, we explain how an altimetry mission
or an entire altimeter constellation could be operated without any form of altitude control: some
specific altitude bands (e.g., near 1230 km) guarantee a high-quality mesoscale sampling for years or
decades even if the altitude is not maintained.

Keywords: altimetry; orbit decay; drifting orbit; geodetic orbit

1. Introduction and Context

The Satellite with ARGOS and AltiKa (SARAL) mission was developed by CNES (Centre National
d’Etudes Spatiales) and ISRO (Indian Space Research Organization). Launched in 2013, the SARAL
satellite was primarily a gapfiller for the Advanced Research and Global Observation Satellite (ARGOS)
localization system and a Ka-band altimeter technology demonstrator (AltiKa). Verron et al. [1] and
Vincent et al. [2] recall that SARAL/AltiKa was initially designed as a response to the requirements
expressed by operational oceanography users to bridge the gap between the ENVIronment SATellite
(ENVISAT) and the Sentinel-3 altimeter missions. An important objective of AltiKa was to complement
the altimeter constellation and to help resolve large ocean mesoscale variability, i.e., scales ranging
from 150 to 500 km and 15 to 50 days [3]. SARAL/AltiKa was instrumental in providing the
ocean mesoscale sampling needed by operational systems such as AVISO [4] and the Copernicus
Marine Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS) [5]. Indeed, according to Chelton et al. [6] and
Pascual et al. [7], two operational altimeters are required to monitor ocean mesoscale variability in
delayed time, and up to four are needed in near real time.

Furthermore, Verron et al. [1,8] and Bonnefond et al. [9] recently reported that the Ka-band
demonstrator exhibited unprecedented altimeter precision for topography over the ocean, rivers and
lakes, and even over sea and land ice, as well as for wind and wave. This precision in turn led to
innovative user-products and new scientific findings (e.g., [10–15]). Thanks to this demonstrated
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scientific value, CNES and ISRO decided to extend the SARAL mission beyond the 3-year nominal
duration that was successfully completed in Spring 2016.

As reported by Bonnefond and Willis [16], SARAL exhibited an increasing need to reduce the
stress on its momentum wheels in order to extend the lifetime of the mission. This could be achieved
by limiting the orbit maintenance maneuvers. The agencies eventually decided that the best strategy
was to stop all orbit control maneuvers and to let the altitude decay naturally. This strategy is also
known as a drifting phase (DP). It was initiated in July 2016.

The main consequence of a DP was that the SARAL subsatellite track would rapidly drift away
from the historical ground track formerly used by the European Remote-sensing Satellite (ERS) and
ENVISAT missions. At this point it is important to highlight that the term “drift” refers to the evolution
of the nadir track (i.e., position of the altimeter measurement profile): SARAL DP is therefore very
different from the ENVISAT mission extension where the orbit was drifting but the nadir ground track
was relatively stable and composed of 431 orbits per 30-day cycle.

Sandwell et al. [17] have shown that using a drifting ground track could be extremely useful for the
marine geodesy community: the unprecedented precision of AltiKa could help resolve uncharted sea
mounts and sea floor topography. Improving marine geodesy products requires a so-called “geodetic
altimeter sampling”, i.e., a sampling pattern where the subsatellite tracks over a long period (e.g.,
one year) create a very dense grid with a resolution of 8 km or less. In practice, this can be achieved by
keeping precisely the satellite on a so-called “geodetic orbit”, i.e., an orbit with a very long exact repeat
cycle. This strategy was used for the Jason-1 Geodetic-Mission (GM) phase or the Jason-2 Long Repeat
Orbit (LRO) phase. For SARAL DP, there is no longer an exact repeat because the orbit altitude decays
continuously, yet the geodetic sampling of SARAL DP is naturally dense, albeit somewhat random
(discussed in Sections 3.4 and 4.1).

However, putting SARAL on such a drifting ground track raised the question of the new mesoscale
sampling capability (still a high priority for the mission). Dibarboure et al. [18] have shown that the
geodetic orbit used by Cryosat-2 is very poor when it comes to mesoscale monitoring: the orbit has
a monthly linear scanning pattern that leaves most of the ocean unobserved over a typical ocean
mesoscale decorrelation period of 15 days. On the other hand, Dibarboure et al. [19] demonstrated
that it could be possible to find geodetic orbits that were compatible with mesoscale monitoring:
this was achieved by including intermediate sub-cycles (defined in Section 2.1) that maximize the
ocean mesoscale sampling over a period of 15 to 20 days. But these studies were both carried out in
the context of a well-maintained altitude, and the mesoscale sampling properties of decaying orbits
has not been studied so far.

In this context, the objective of this paper is to demonstrate that it is possible to secure high-quality
ocean mesoscale sampling and good marine geodesy sampling for 6 years or more even with an
unmaintained decaying altitude. Sections 2 and 3 describe how the continuous evolution of the orbit
sub-cycles could be predicted to find mesoscale-friendly altitude bands where a decaying altitude
does not alter the altimeter sampling capability. In Section 4, the anticipated results are confirmed
with in-flight data from the first 18 months of SARAL DP. Lastly Section 5 generalizes the SARAL DP
findings to other altimeter missions.

2. Methodology Used to Prepare the Drifting Phase of SARAL

This section gives an overview of the methodology used in 2016 to define the drifting phase of
SARAL: Section 2.1 describes how to infer the quality of mesoscale sampling for a given altitude,
and Section 2.2 shows how we defined conservative scenarios to predict the altitude decay of SARAL
DP. These two essential inputs are then used in Section 3 to predict the evolution of the ocean mesoscale
sampling throughout the drifting phase, and to select the best starting point.
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2.1. Quality of Mesoscale Sampling and Orbit Sub-Cycles

To measure the quality of the mesoscale sampling for a given altitude, we analyze the distribution
of the satellite tracks in the longitude/time plane, following the methodology of Dibarboure et al. [19]
for Jason-1: in essence, the quality of mesoscale sampling is inferred by gauging when altimeter tracks
get too close in space or in time. Indeed, a single altimeter cannot resolve all the mesoscale space and
time scales [6], so it is essential to avoid duplications between adjoining tracks: if the satellite tracks
are too close, it means that a different region is not properly observed. Here, “too close” is measured in
the longitude/time plane because all satellite tracks have the same geometry. Furthermore, the metric
is based on mesoscale covariance models used by Ducet et al. [20] to build a multi-altimeter gridded
map of the ocean mesoscale. The covariance models are a statistical approximation of the size of
mesoscale features in space and time [21,22], i.e., a good description of when altimeter tracks are too
close and correlated.

Note that because SARAL is the only satellite of the 2016+ altimeter constellation that is near
the historical ERS/ENVISAT orbit, we only optimize its own sampling: we do not try to maximize
the combined sampling of the entire altimeter constellation: the ground track geometry and repeat
cycles of other altimeters are very different so the constellation-wide gain would be very small.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of the satellite tracks for the ERS/ENVISAT altitude originally
used by SARAL (approximately 780 km). Each black dot is one satellite track. The vertical alignment
of the black dots corresponds to the 35-day exact repeat cycle of this orbit. The grey circles are 150 km
by 15 days. This is an approximation of the decorrelation scale of mesoscale eddies at mid-latitudes.

Figure 1. Longitude of Advanced Research and Global Observation Satellite (ARGOS) and AltiKa
(SARAL/AltiKa) ascending tracks at 30◦N as a function of time (black dots). The grey circles are 150 km
by 15 days (typical decorrelation scale of ocean mesoscale). The red lines highlight the main orbit
sub-cycles (major: 3 days, 16 days, minor: 19 days) as well as the 35-day repeat cycle of the European
Remote-sensing Satellite (ERS)/ENVIronment SATellite (ENVISAT)/SARAL orbit.
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In other words, if two grey circles overlap, then the corresponding satellite tracks are too close in
space or in time: their measurements are highly correlated and in turn other regions of the space/time
plane are completely unobserved. As expected from Le Traon and Dibarboure [23], the ERS/ENVISAT
orbit is very good for mesoscale observation: the overlap between grey circles is almost non-existent
as they are well-scattered in the longitude/time plane.

In addition to the true repeat cycle (highlighted with two thick vertical red lines), the diagonal
alignment of grey circles in Figure 1 (thin red lines) shows the presence of orbital sub-cycles (SC).
Orbital sub-cycles are defined by Rees [24] as a period of near-repeat for Earth remote-sensing satellites.
The influence of SC in the context of altimetry missions is explained by Dibarboure et al. [19].

For the ERS/ENVISAT/SARAL altitude there are two dominant sub-cycles: 3 days and 16 days.
In practice, dominant sub-cycles could also be defined by their global coverage: a sub-cycle corresponds
to the time needed to collect a coverage that is globally homogeneous (e.g., 1000 km resolution after
3 days, or 180 km after 16 days). The 1002 tracks of the ERS/ENVISAT/SARAL repeat cycle are
composed of two interleaved 16-day periods and one 3-day period. A 19-day sub-cycle is also visible
in Figure 1: it is composed of a 16-day and a 3-day sub-cycle.

2.2. Predicting the Altitude Loss

Section 3.1 will show that the quality of the mesoscale sampling changes with the altitude and the
associated sub-cycles. To determine how the sampling will evolve throughout the drifting phase, it is
necessary to know how the altitude is likely to change in 3 years or more.

Like all low-earth orbit satellites, SARAL experiences an atmospheric drag force in a direction
opposite to the direction of its motion. This force slows down the satellite, which in turn decreases its
altitude. The drag force is given by Equation (1):

Fd =
1
2
·ρ·v·Cb (1)

where ρ is the atmospheric density, v is the satellite speed, and Cb the ballistic coefficient. Note that if
the orbit is circular, the speed of the satellite is constant and it is a function of the orbit altitude. For the
sake of simplicity, we here ignore that the satellite drag actually depends on the speed relative to the
atmosphere which in turn creates a modulation of the drag force with latitude: the effect on the ground
track geometry is extremely small and an analysis on the longitude of ascending node only requires
us to know the mean satellite drag over a long period of time. The ballistic coefficient Cb is given by
Equation (2) where Cx is the drag coefficient of the satellite, S is the area of the cross section surface in
the direction of flight, and m is the mass of the satellite. In practice the coefficients used for SARAL in
this study were estimated through an analysis of all the maneuvers performed by ISRO during the
3-year nominal mission.

Cb =
Cx·S

m
(2)

To get a projection of the altitude decay, it is necessary to have a prediction of the atmospheric
density. The density ρ as a function of the altitude h around a reference altitude h0 can be approximated
by a simple exponential with variable scale height H (Equation (3)). Here, the scale height depends
on the solar radio flux which is a proxy of the upper atmosphere density [25]. In practice, it is more
accurate to use more sophisticated atmosphere models (e.g., MSIS2000). These models also use solar
activity coefficient to parameterize the atmospheric density at all altitudes.

ρ = ρ0· e
h−h0

H (3)

In this study, we used the solar flux predictions from the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) Marshall Space Flight Center [26]. The solar flux prediction used to prepare
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the SARAL DP in 2016 is shown in Figure 2a. Using the atmosphere model and the measured ballistic
coefficient of SARAL, we obtain the altitude prediction in Figure 2b.

 

Figure 2. Panel (a) shows the solar flux prediction (unit: sfu, i.e., 10−22 W·m−2·Hz−1) used as an
input (from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Marshall Space Flight Center).
Panel (b) shows the altitude decay with respect to the original ERS/ENVISAT orbit for three solar
flux scenarios: 5-th percentile (weak solar activity), 50-th percentile (median solar activity) and 95-th
percentile (very intense solar activity).

The altitude decay is almost linear over one year, albeit modulated by the solar flux. To that
extent, panel (b) shows three predictions: one for the 5-th percentile (weak solar activity, weak altitude
decay), one for the 50-th percentile (median solar activity) and one for the 95-th percentile (strong
solar activity).

The average altitude decay ranges from 150 m to 300 m per year. To prepare the SARAL
drifting phase, we used a conservative value of 300 m/year (95-th percentile solar flux scenario):
with this strategy it was very likely that the altitude would decrease more slowly. In other words,
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the drifting phase SARAL DP could be as long as three times our conservative estimate from Section 3.3
(the observed solar fluxes where indeed weaker and close to the 5-th percentile value, as discussed in
Section 4.4).

3. Predictions Obtained to Define the Drifting Phase of SARAL

Based on the inputs from Section 2, the following sections explore the behavior of an unmaintained
orbit strategy for SARAL, and the consequence for its mesoscale sampling capability. These predictions
helped define the final strategy of the SARAL drifting phase. The observations after 18 months of
SARAL DP are discussed in Section 4.

3.1. Diversity of the Mesoscale Sampling Near the ERS Altitude

The SARAL DP strategy was designed for a baseline of 3 years (i.e., as long as nominal lifespan of
SARAL) with a backup scenario as long as 9 years (e.g., scenario where SARAL remains operational
as long as the TOPEX/Poseidon mission). Because of the unmaintained decaying altitude and our
conservative value of 300 m/year, the entire drifting phase could span over an altitude range of 1 km
(baseline) to 3 km (backup).

But the mesoscale sampling properties over such a range of altitude can be very different: Figure 3
shows the position of SARAL tracks in the longitude/time plane for 5 different altitudes near the ERS
orbit. Panel a in Figure 3 is 2 km above: it exhibits an exact 13-day repeat cycle and the 3-day sub-cycle
that exists for all orbits in this altitude range. In panel (a), mesoscale sampling is not as good as for the
ERS altitude because the 13-day repeat cycle is slightly too short: the grey circles are overlapping in
the vertical direction. This weakness is the same as for the TOPEX orbit [23].

Figure 3. Same as Figure 1 for 5 altitudes near the historical ERS orbit. Panel (a) is approximately
+2 km with respect to the ERS orbit. Panel (b) is approximately +1 km. Panel (c) is approximately
+0.5 km. Panel (d) is approximately −1.5 km. Panel (e) is approximately −2.5 km. The alignment of
gray circles (i.e., mesoscale-relevant orbit sub-cycles) is very different even though these 5 altitudes are
relatively close to the ERS orbit.
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Panel b in Figure 3 is 1 km above the ERS orbit. Here, the distribution of altimeter tracks in
the longitude/time plane is different: the grey circles are rotated clockwise with respect to panel (a).
The 13-day exact repeat of panel (a) has morphed into a 13-day sub-cycle and the 16-day sub-cycle has
appeared (the 16-day SC is a composition of the 13-day SC and one 3-day SC). As a result, the mesoscale
sampling is excellent at this altitude: the altimeter tracks are as far away from one another as possible,
and there is no overlap between them.

Figure 3c is 500 m above the ERS altitude. The grey circles are rotated clockwise with respect to
panel b in Figure 3, but the sampling capability is still excellent. The 16-day sub-cycle is very strong
(almost vertical, i.e., a true repeat cycle), and the 19-day sub-cycle starts to appear due to the clockwise
rotation (composition of a 16-day SC and a 3-day SC).

Panel d and panel e in Figure 3 are 1.5 km and 2.5 km below the SARAL altitude, respectively.
At these altitudes, the sub-cycles are longer than 20-days, and the grey circles are largely overlapping:
they are separated by less than 70 km and 3 days. The overlaps highlight the regions of the space and
time plane that are correlated (as defined in Section 2.1) with two or more altimeter measurements
in black. In panel (d) and panel (e), there is a large amount of overlap between adjoining circles;
the visible consequence is that there are large bands of the space/time plane which are not observed
whatsoever (not covered by grey circles). In essence, the nadir tracks are too close in space or in time
and the resulting duplication between altimeter measurements creates large blind regions elsewhere.

The poor mesoscale sampling in panel (d) and (e) is due to the clockwise rotation of the grey
circles in the longitude/time plane: they now align diagonally (very strong 3-day SC). This poor
sampling pattern is typically observed on CryoSat-2 [18].

To summarize, the 3 examples above the ERS/ENVISAT orbit are good for mesoscale sampling,
and it is preferable to stay between the current altitude and +1 km because the sampling at +2 km is
not as good. The other 2 examples below the ERS/ENVISAT orbit are progressively worse and should
be avoided because their SC are too long for mesoscale. But these are only a handful of examples,
and the satellite altitude will decay continuously and change the sub-cycles.

3.2. The Continuous Evolution of Sub-Cycles (SC)

To understand how the orbit sub-cycles would change when there is no station-keeping
maneuvers, we performed a long simulation starting 2-km above the ERS altitude and using the
300 m/year altitude decay obtained in Section 2.2. We chose to keep a constant altitude decay to show
how a 15-year SARAL DP (starting in summer 2016) would look like at all altitudes.

Figure 4 shows the longitude of all subsatellite tracks as the altitude decays. We highlighted the
altitudes studied in the 5 panels of Figure 3. The timeline goes from top to bottom (altitude decaying
with time, 1 km of altitude is approximately equivalent to 3 years) so here the rotation of the grey
circles discussed in Section 3.1 is counterclockwise: with this broader scale the rotation looks like
horizontal parabolas (highlighted as colored arrows).

This continuous parabola-shaped effect is created by the modulo between the duration of a satellite
revolution and the Earth rotation as seen by the satellite: a tiny change in the altitude also reduces the
revolution period and the new modulo rotates the altimeter tracks in the longitude/time plane.

This result is important for SARAL DP: all sub-cycles appear, strengthen, become a true repeat
cycle, weaken, and then disappear. More importantly this phenomenon occurs in a continuous way
and the large parabolas are approximately 1-km large in altitude: in other words, if we find one orbit
with good sampling properties, then there is also a 3-year time-frame where the sampling will be good
because the sub-cycles change only progressively.

Incidentally, Figure 4 shows that larger sub-cycles are composed of smaller sub-cycles. Most SC
can be decomposed as 1-day plus a given multiple of the 3-day sub-cycle (13, 16, 19, 22), but there are
also larger sub-cycles composed of shorter sub-cycles (e.g., the 35-day repeat of ERS is 16 + 16 + 3 or
16 + 19). This rather complex composition effect is interesting because if two altitudes are attractive
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and separated by 1–2 km, then all intermediate altitudes will be good for mesoscale because the grey
circle rotation seen in Figure 3 will ensure that the composition of intermediate sub-cycles is also good.

Figure 4. Simulated longitude of the AltiKa ascending tracks over a 15-year period. The simulation
starts 2 km above the ERS orbit and it decreases by approximately 300 m per year. The continuously
decreasing altitude transforms the orbit repeat cycle and sub-cycles (highlighted as colored parabolas):
the 3-day sub-cycle of this altitude range generates composite sub-cycles increasing by 3 days (e.g., 13,
16, 19, 22, 25, 28), and the intermediate sub-cycles compose higher level sub-cycles (e.g., 29-day from
13 and 16, or 35 from 16 and 19). The circle alignment of the 5 panels in Figure 3 is explained by the
colored parabolas.

As a result, the mesoscale-friendly altitudes aggregate in small bands that should be considered
for SARAL DP. This aggregation was already observed but not explained by Dibarboure et al. [19]
when they were looking for a good geodetic orbit for Jason-1.
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3.3. Finding a Good Starting Point for the SARAL Drifting Phase (DP)

Assuming a baseline duration of 3 years, SARAL DP requires a 1-km altitude range where the
sub-cycles are good for mesoscale. Figure 3 shows that sub-cycles ranging from 13 to 19 days are good
although 15 to 17 days is better. Lastly the altitude range should be as close to the ERS/ENVISAT
altitude as possible in order to avoid a strong maneuver when the drifting phase starts.

With all these constraints, Figure 4 shows that the best starting point for SARAL DP is
approximately 1 km above the ERS/ENVISAT orbit: Figure 3b,c showed that the starting and
intermediate altitudes yield an excellent sampling for mesoscale. After 3 years, SARAL/AltiKa
is back at the ERS/ENVISAT altitude where the sampling capability is still good. From 3 to 6 years
of drifting phase, the sampling is decent but sub-optimal due to the long 19-day SC. After 6 years,
the sampling degrades because the main SC is too long. Figure 5 gives an overview of the dominant
sub-cycles for all altitude as well as a qualitative index for mesoscale sampling.

Figure 5. Overview of the dominant sub-cycles for a 6-km altitude range near the historical ERS
orbit. The quality of mesoscale observation is controlled by some sub-cycles (15 to 19 days is better as
shown in Figure 3) so some altitude ranges are better than others (colored ellipses and right-hand-side
color bar).

3.4. Relaxed Altitude Control or No Control Whatsoever?

Assuming that SARAL/AltiKa is operated at least 3 years on the DP orbit, one might raise
the following question: is it better to keep a relaxed altitude control or to have no altitude control
whatsoever? E.g., one maneuver every 6–12 months to stay within 150–300 m of the altitude with an
optimal sampling pattern for ocean mesoscale. As discussed above, such a yearly maneuver would be
good but not essential for mesoscale for at least 3 years. But in this section we show that it would be
very detrimental to the geodetic sampling.

Indeed, Zhang and Sandwell [27] recall that geodesists use altimeter data collected over a very
long period (typically one year or more). They use these 1D altimeter datasets (subsatellite track)
to compute a series of 2D gridded parameters such as geoid models, mean sea surface models,
bathymetries, and gravity anomaly fields. For CryoSat-2 and Jason-1 GM (geodetic mission), the yearly
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cross-track resolution of altimeter tracks is of the order of 8 km at the equator. Thus, SARAL DP
becomes exceedingly useful if it can collect a regular geodetic grid of 8 km after one year and a
4 km grid after two years. Zhang and Sandwell [27] emphasize the benefit of a drifting phase longer
than 1.3 years, i.e., a cross-track resolution better than 6 km, to reveal a large number of uncharted
seamounts, and important tectonic features.

Figure 6a shows a simulation of the zonal distance (in km) of all altimeter tracks (equator crossing,
expressed as a distance with respect to the Greenwich meridian) after one year of SARAL DP: each track
is a small black tick and the histogram shows how many tracks (i.e., how many black ticks) are located
in each 8-km bin. Due to the uncontrolled altitude decay, the distribution is good albeit random with 0
to 3 satellite tracks per 8-km bin.

Figure 6. Simulated zonal distance (in km) of the equator crossing of ascending tracks after one year of
AltiKa drifting phase (DP) (black ticks) over a 2.7◦ longitude region. The grey histogram shows the
number of altimeter tracks in 8-km bins. Panel (a) is a simulation where the satellite altitude is not
maintained: the distribution of altimeter tracks is relatively random with 0 to 3 tracks in each 8-km bin).
Panel (b) is a simulation where the orbit altitude decay is mitigated with one maneuver in the middle
of the drifting phase: this maneuver single-handedly aggregates all altimeter tracks in 30-km bands
(typically 2 to 4 tracks per 8-km bin), leaving all the other regions completely unobserved (red circles).
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In other words, this prediction shows that one year of SARAL DP does not yield a perfect 8-km
geodetic grid since some grey bins are empty and other bins have up to 3 satellite track samples. But on
average, all regions are reasonably well covered, albeit with a somewhat random and irregular pattern.
This kind of random distribution was predicted for all regions and all solar flux scenarios.

In contrast, if a relaxed altitude control is performed, Figure 6b shows a very different picture.
In this scenario a single maneuver is performed after 5 months of simulation in order to pull back
SARAL to the altitude where the drifting phase was initiated. As a result, all the satellite tracks
are put together in small bands of 30-km, leaving 50% of the globe unobserved even after one year.
Assuming this pattern is repeated every 6 months, the geodetic dataset collected by AltiKa over the
global ocean is less attractive than in Panel (a) of Figure 6, where the random distribution ensures that
observation gaps are neither large nor systematic.

To summarize, as soon as the drifting phase starts, it is better for geodesy users to stop all
maneuvers altogether and to let the satellite drift. Assuming that emergency debris avoidance must be
performed, it is better to decrease the altitude than to increase it.

4. Observations after 18 Months of SARAL DP

The altitude of SARAL was successfully increased by 1 km in Summer 2016. The satellite has been
operated on a slowly decaying altitude for approximately 18 months at the time of writing. This section
gives an overview of the results obtained with in-flight data. Section 4.1 gives an overview of the
geodetic sampling collected so far, and Sections 4.2 and 4.3 present some results on ocean mesoscale.

4.1. Geodetic Sampling

As expected from Section 3.4 and Figure 6a, the most important change of the drifting phase is the
unprecedented cross-track resolution: Figure 7 shows the position of descending SARAL subsatellite
tracks during the 35-day repeat phase (panel a) and during the first 15 months of SARAL DP (panel b).
The longitude resolution of the historical ERS orbit was of the order 50 km at mid-latitudes. The cyclic
sampling left very large uncovered regions, even after Spring 2015 when SARAL departed up to 10 km
away from its nominal track for a brief period.

Figure 7. Position of the AltiKa measurements (1 Hz rate of the Geophysical Data Record product)
from descending passes over a period of 15 months in the Mediterranean Sea. Panel (a) is for the 35-day
repeat phase in 2015 and panel (b) is for the first 15 months of the drifting phase.
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In contrast, the SARAL DP coverage is very dense (panel b, Figure 7): after 15 months, the grid
resolution is approximately 4 km on average in this region. As discussed in Section 3.4, the geodetic
grid is also somewhat random and very irregular: it can locally range from 1 km to 15 km.

Sandwell et al. [28] report that this grid is now used to enhance the smallest scales of geoid
models and bathymetry fields in the open ocean. As more AltiKa measurements are collected, the local
resolution will keep increasing, albeit still in an irregular way.

4.2. Mesoscale Sampling

Because the altitude of SARAL was increased at the beginning of the drifting phase, its mesoscale
sampling has been modified as predicted in Section 3.3. Figure 8 shows the distribution of actual
SARAL/AltiKa ascending nodes in the longitude/time plane (same metric as the simulations of
Section 2 and Figure 1, but based on in-flight data). Panel (a) is for the 35-day repeat phase and panel
(b) is for December 2017 after 18 months of SARAL DP. Each black dot is one satellite track, and the
grey circles are their area of influence (high correlation) for large ocean mesoscale.

Figure 8. Same as Figure 1 for actual AltiKa data. Panel (a) is for the 35-day repeat phase in 2015 and
panel (b) is December 2017 during the drifting phase.

Figure 8b shows that the distribution of SARAL DP tracks is consistent with the simulations from
Figure 3, and more specifically with case #B. After 18-months the new phase of SARAL/AltiKa still
provides a good sampling capability where each track/measurement minimizes the correlation with
adjoining tracks.

More interestingly, the weight of SARAL/AltiKa in the Copernicus Marine Environment
Monitoring Service [5] is routinely monitored in the frame of the operational production of
multi-altimeter maps [22]: Figure 9 shows the evolution of the mean contribution of each altimeter used
by the Optimal Interpolator. The interpolator is derived from Ducet et al. [20] and Le Traon et al. [21].
The global contribution of each satellite is measured using Degrees of Freedom of Signal following the
methodology of Dibarboure et al. [29].

Figure 9a shows the contribution of SARAL/AltiKa in an idealized configuration where only the
sampling change is taken into account. From September 2015 to June 2016, SARAL is on the historical
35-day orbit and its contribution is of the same order as Jason-2, i.e., substantially more than CryoSat-2.
The weaker score of CryoSat-2 is consistent with findings from Dibarboure et al. [18]. Still, SARAL is
slightly below Jason-2 by a couple of points on average. In contrast, after July 2016, SARAL DP is
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strictly equal to Jason-2: changing the altitude by +1 km slightly improved the sampling capability of
AltiKa as predicted in Section 3.3.

Figure 9. Relative contribution (%) of each altimeter to the multi-altimeter maps of the sea-level
thematic assembly center of Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS) from
September 2015 to July 2017. Panel (a) measures the impact of SARAL DP sampling change only
(the measurement error is assumed to be constant between the 35-day and the drifting phase). Panel (b)
accounts for both the sampling change the increased error (sub-optimal mean sea surface model along
the new uncharted orbit).

4.3. Impact of the Mean Sea Surface Error

An important component of the accuracy of altimetry products is the reference surface used
to transform the Level-2 altimeter sea surface height (SSH) into Level-3 sea-level anomalies (SLA).
Dibarboure et al. [18,19] have shown the difference between repeat orbits such as the 35-day orbit
originally used for SARAL, and geodetic or non-repeat orbits such as SARAL DP.

The former can use a precise mean sea surface height (also known as mean profile) based on
more than 2 decades of SSH from ERS-1 to SARAL: it is a very precise local estimate of the mean sea
surface (MSS). In contrast, non-repeat missions rely on a global gridded MSS model which is slightly
less accurate.
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Pujol et al. [30] have measured the error of recent gridded MSS models using independent
measurements from SARAL DP, HY-2A and Sentinel-3A. The error along uncharted tracks was shown
to explain up to 30% of the total SLA variance for wavelengths ranging from 30 km to 100 km.

To that extent, Figure 9a is only an idealized view of the change between the 35-day phase and
the drifting phase, because it does not account for the larger SLA error when a gridded MSS reference
must be used in place of the precise 20-year mean profile. In contrast, Figure 9b takes into account both
aspects of the orbit change: the slightly increased sampling capability and the additional MSS error.

The overall contribution of AltiKa decreases by approximately 6 points and in turn the relative
contributions of other missions increase. Still, SARAL remains a strong contributor of the CMEMS
system, including when both Jason-3 and Jason-2 plus Sentinel-3A are active. This is notably visible
during the CryoSat-2 or Jason-2 data outages where the contribution of AltiKa exhibits some peaks as
high a +5 to 7 points.

4.4. Evolution of the SARAL Altitude

After 18 months of drifting phase, the altitude of SARAL has decreased by less than 150 m. This is
approximately the 5th percentile curve of the simulations from Figure 2, i.e., three times less than
our conservative simulations of Figure 4 which was based on the 95th percentile scenario of the 2016
predictions. Thanks to a particularly weak solar activity, SARAL remains on the upper range of the
desirable altitudes of Figure 5 (blue region, 16-day sub-cycle). In other words, the mesoscale sampling
capability of SARAL/AltiKa will remain good for many years, and substantially longer than predicted
by the conservative simulations.

5. Discussion: Using an Unmaintained Altitude with Other Altimeters

5.1. Generalizing the SARAL DP Strategy

SARAL/AltiKa is the first altimeter to be operated on an unmaintained decaying altitude.
But other altimeters could use the same strategy in the future. There are essentially three reasons to
use this kind of orbit in the context of radar altimetry:

• Platform ageing: if controlling the satellite’s altitude becomes difficult or risky, it might be better
to simply stop maneuvers altogether after the satellite is put on a well-chosen initial altitude.

• Simpler operations: keeping the satellite on its nominal orbit requires periodic operations (e.g.,
every 2 to 4 weeks for ERS and Jason altitudes). Letting the altitude decay naturally in a
mesoscale-friendly altitude range might reduce the manpower needed for routine operations.
While it is not significant for a single altimeter above 900 km, this strategy could be attractive
for lower orbits (e.g., 500 km) or for altimeter constellations (e.g., 5+ satellites) because more
manpower is required, and because each maneuver creates a small data gap or temporary
degradation (e.g., discontinuity in precise orbit determination). Limiting the maneuvers to debris
avoidance could reduce the operation cost of such a low-altitude constellation.

• Saving fuel: most of the satellite fuel is used during launch (to reach the nominal orbit) and
for de-orbitation. Using a decaying altitude and avoiding station keeping maneuvers would
save only a small amount of fuel. But for some satellites that experience major launch events,
it is sometimes necessary to consume more fuel than anticipated (e.g., CryoSat-2 was injected
relatively far away from its nominal altitude). In this situation, using a decaying altitude might be
a backup scenario able to extend the satellite lifespan by saving fuel for the final de-orbitation.

To summarize, the SARAL DP decaying altitude strategy could be used for other altimeters in the
future: as a new mission phase when the satellite suffers from ageing anomalies, as a backup orbit
after launch anomalies, or for a dedicated mission/constellation put specifically at an altitude where
the maintenance effort is limited.
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In the following section, we expand the methodology and the results of Section 3 to determine
automatically all the altitude ranges that are compatible with an SARAL DP strategy.

5.2. Methodology Addition

In Figure 3, we observed very different ocean mesoscale sampling properties. We used the overlap
between grey circles as a way to detect poor orbits. This can be automated with the very simple
correlation model (Equation (4)) used by Dibarboure et al. [19] for Jason-1.

C(dx, dt) = e
−k·( dx2

r2
x
+ ∂t2

r2
t
)

(4)

Here rx and rt are the spatial and temporal decorrelation radiuses of Section 2.1, and k is arbitrarily
set to yield a correlation of 0.5 on the edge of the rx/rt circle. By computing C(dx, dt) where dx and
dt is the space and time distance between two altimeter tracks, it is possible to approximate the
correlation between the datasets. Sensitivity tests show that the type of function and parameter k do
not significantly impact the following results.

For a given altitude, we compute the position of all altimeter tracks in the space/time place over
50 days (i.e., complete mesoscale decorrelation), we pick one arbitrary track and we search for all
possible neighbors in a space/time bubble. Then we keep the 5 non-aligned tracks with the highest
correlation as they define the sub-cycles for this altitude. Pruning aligned tracks from this list is
important: to illustrate, with a 3-day SC, we want to detect only the closest track aligned in this
direction because 6, 9 and 12 days are only repeats of this SC (they are not separate sub-cycles because
they all follow the same alignment).

This computation gives not only the list of dominant sub-cycles (e.g., 3 and 16 for the
ERS/ENVISAT sub-cycles) but also all minor sub-cycles (e.g., 19-day SC visible in Figure 1) and
the true repeat cycle (e.g., 35 days for ERS/ENVISAT). For each sub-cycle, we also have the correlation
which indicates if this sub-cycle yields independent or correlated satellite tracks. If the correlation is
too high for any SC, then the altitude is not attractive to observe mesoscale. If the correlation is low
for all SC, then it is a good orbit candidate: it is worthy of more in-depth analyses not discussed in
this paper.

5.3. Finding Good Altitude Ranges

We performed this computation for all altitudes from 300 km to 1500 km with an increment of
30 m. We used a threshold of C = 0.5 to reject mesoscale-unfriendly altitudes. Then we aggregated all
valid orbits in altitude bands to determine how large these bands were.

Figure 10 shows the result near the ERS/ENVISAT altitude. Panel (a) of Figure 10, shows the
correlation C for each altitude (each sub-cycle is displayed with a different color), and panel (b) of
Figure 10, shows the valid (green) and invalid (red) regions based on our threshold (if any sub-cycle
has a correlation C > 0.5 the altitude is in red). Panel (b) also highlights the 5 cases shown in Figure 3.
This representation illustrates how the qualitative overlap discussed in previous sections is now
quantified with this metric. The main green region in Panel (b) corresponds to the altitude selected by
CNES and ISRO for SARAL DP.

5.4. Mesoscale-Friendly Altitude Bands for Unmaintained Altimeters

Figure 11 shows all the valid altitude bands found for the ERS/ENVISAT inclination.
We performed sensitivity tests with the inclination of various altimetry missions (GEOSAT, Jason,
Sentinel-3) that yielded similar results: the good/bad altitude ranges are translated but their properties
are essentially the same.
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Figure 10. Quality of the mesoscale observation as a function of the altitude. For each altitude,
we analyze the alignment of altimeter tracks in the space/time plane. Then we compute their correlation
for ocean mesoscales. Each alignment is a sub-cycle and we can determine which sub-cycle contributes
positively or negatively to the quality of mesoscale observation at this altitude (panel (a)). In panel (b),
we separate favorable (green) from undesirable (red) altitudes by looking at the maximal correlation
of each orbit sub-cycle. This metric corresponds to the overlap between the grey circles in Figure 1.
The 5 orbit cases shown in Figure 3 and the ERS/ENVISAT altitude are highlighted in panel (b).

Figure 11. Length of the valid altitude bands (green regions from Figure 10b) for all altitudes and the
inclination of the ERS orbit. Each dot in panel (a) is one green altitude range where the mesoscale
correlation is always lower than 0.5. Panel (b) shows the associated distribution.
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On average, they are rather thin (from 500 m to 1500 m) but a small fraction can be 2 to 3 km large.
This finding is consistent with observations from Dibarboure et al. [19]: their orbit candidates for the
so-called Extension-Of-Life phase of Jason-1 were found to be aggregated in thin altitude bands. In the
case of SARAL DP there is a 2-km sweet spot just near the historical ERS/ENVISAT orbit: these larger
bands are uncommon.

Furthermore Figure 11 also shows the existence of altitude bands as large as 9 km. These exceptional
occurrences always come in pairs. This is explained by Figure 12: the longest valid altitude ranges are
generally located symmetrically near the altitude of a very short repeat cycle. The black rectangles
of panel (a) of Figure 12, on each side of the purple bell-shaped curve highlight are where valid
altitude ranges are located. Panel (b) of Figure 12, is a zoom of the plain black rectangle of panel (a):
it shows that the composition of a very short sub-cycle and multiple mesoscale-friendly sub-cycles
minimizes ocean mesoscale duplication (i.e., the maximal correlation between adjoining satellite
tracks). The validity of the altitude range is shown in green in panel (c) of Figure 12, the largest valid
altitude band range from 1227 to 1236 km. The dashed black rectangle of panel (a) also contains a
second valid range (essentially an upside-down mirror of panel (b)). The same dual/mirror pattern
can be observed for most of the long valid ranges in Figure 11a.

Figure 12. Same as Figure 10a from 1200 to 1300 km (panel (a)) and near 1230 km (panel (b)). In panel
(c), we separate favorable (green) from undesirable (red) altitudes by looking at the maximal correlation
of each orbit sub-cycle for the altitude range of panel (b). The altitude range in panel (b) and panel (c)
corresponds to the plain rectangle of panel (a) and where the longest valid altitude range was found.

The 9-km bands are located above 1200 km where the atmospheric drag is very weak. To that
extent, a dedicated altimeter mission parked at this altitude would have a great mesoscale sampling
for decades. In practice, 1200 km could be too high for at least three reasons: aggressive radiation
environment for the satellite, difficult to de-orbit at the end of the mission, unfavorable signal-to-noise
ratio for the altimeter (e.g., possibly incompatible with a very small satellite).

In contrast, one could envision a low-cost, low-maintenance altimeter near 600 km for the
following reasons:

• The lower altitude would better protect the satellite from radiations.
• The satellite de-orbitation would be easier (e.g., good for a small satellite).
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• Altitudes lower than 700 km are attractive because the space debris density is lower: in turn one
could anticipate fewer collision avoidance maneuvers (simpler operations)

• Lower altitudes yield a slightly better signal-to-noise ratio for the altimeter (less electrical power
needed, i.e., also good for a small satellite).

Nevertheless, at 600 km the atmospheric drag increases exponentially (Figure 13). Even if there is a
4.5 km valid altimeter band that could host such as dedicated mission, the altitude of a SARAL-looking
satellite would decay approximately 10 times faster than the 300 m/year of SARAL. To be viable,
the platform should be specifically designed to minimize the atmospheric drag with an aerodynamic
profile (e.g., smaller and compact solar arrays like Cryosat-2). The lifespan of the mission could also be
extended by a handful of maneuvers (e.g., every couple of years) that would reset the altitude decay
and start over a new maneuver-free cycle.

Such a low-cost and low-maintenance altimeter mission would be relevant in the context of
low-cost constellations (e.g., 4 to 10 satellites): if all satellites are located at the same altitude in one
sun-synchronous orbit plane, the altitude of all altimeters decays in a coherent way. With this scenario,
the sampling capability of the entire constellation remains good throughout the entire altitude decay.
In essence, this concept is a fire-and-forget constellation of small altimetry satellites whose orbit
maintenance is limited to debris avoidance.

 

Figure 13. Approximate altitude loss (m/year) for an arbitrary satellite as a function of the initial
altitude (km). Three scenarios are provided: three solar flux scenarios: 5-th percentile (weak solar
activity, dashed), 50-th percentile (median solar activity, plain) and 95-th percentile (intense solar
activity, dotted).

6. Conclusions

In this paper we showed that it is possible for altimeter missions to keep a good mesoscale
sampling for years even if their altitude is not actively maintained and even if it decays due to the
atmospheric drag. This strategy has been successfully applied on SARAL/AltiKa during the so-called
drifting phase that was initiated in early July 2016 by ISRO and CNES.
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Eighteen months later, SARAL DP has demonstrated the benefits of this strategy: reducing the
maneuvers has made it possible to extend the satellite lifetime (less stress on momentum wheels),
and the new DP orbit provides an enhanced sampling capability of ocean mesoscale, as well as
precious measurements to improve marine geodesy references fields (e.g., bathymetry, geoid or mean
sea surface).

For SARAL, the optimal starting point of the drifting phase was approximately 1 km above the
historical ERS/ENVISAT orbit. Thanks to a continuously evolving combination of the 13, 16 and
19-day sub-cycles, the mesoscale sampling capability of SARAL DP has been secured for 6 years
or more.

More generally, this strategy can be used for any altimeter (e.g., Jason-3 or Sentinel-3), for instance
if the satellite maneuvering capability is limited by onboard ageing anomalies. As long as the satellite
is put at the top of a favorable altitude range, the decaying altitude will not degrade the mesoscale
sampling capability of the altimeter. It is possible to find mesoscale-friendly altitudes at all altitudes
from 500 km to 1500 km.

We also identified a small list of larger mesoscale-friendly altitude bands where one could park
a full-fledged drifting altimetry mission, or an entire altimeter constellation. In these sweet spots,
the quality of mesoscale sampling is guaranteed for a very long time even if the altitude is not
maintained. Near 1230 km, there are two very large altitude bands (9 km each) where an unmaintained
altimeter would yield a good and stable mesoscale sampling for decades. At 600 km two large altitude
ranges (4.5 km each) makes it possible to envision a low-cost/low-maintenance small altimeter satellite
(good SNR, easy de-orbitation, orbit control limited to debris avoidance).
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Abstract: The accuracy and resolution of the marine gravity field derived from multisatellite altimeter
data sets mainly depend on the corresponding range precision and spatial distribution. Here, we
preliminarily investigate the performance of HY-2A altimeter data by analyzing cross-mission sea
surface height discrepancies with SARAL/AltiKa and calculating correlation coefficients with respect
to tide gauge measurements. We also explore the improved range precision that can be achieved
using a two-pass weighted least squares retracker which was proposed for the purpose of optimal
gravity field recovery. Firstly, both the exact repetitive mission and the geodetic mission for HY-2A
provide new track orientations and different data coverage for recovering the marine gravity field,
and these dense geographical distributions are more greatly attributed to the geodetic mission in
recent years. Secondly, HY-2A provides reliable sea surface height measurements based on exterior
verifications by SARAL/AltiKa geophysical data records and tide gauge measurements, although
the accuracy level is slightly lower than SARAL/AltiKa. Another more exciting finding is that the
statistics of along-track sea surface heights in one-second intervals show that the two-pass retracking
does further improve the range precision by a factor of 1.6 with respect to 20 Hz retracked results in
sensor data records. In conclusion, the HY-2A mission can substantially improve the global accuracy
and resolution of the marine gravity field and will reveal new tectonic features such as microplates,
abyssal hill fabric, and new uncharted seamounts on the ocean floor.

Keywords: HY-2A; waveform retracking; range precision; marine gravity

1. Introduction

Satellite radar altimetry has been proven an effective tool for recovering the marine gravity
field relying on its advantages of spatial scale, sustained operation at any time, and relatively low
cost with respect to traditional shipboard instruments. Dozens of regional or global marine gravity
field models have been published during the past 40 years based on the accumulated multisatellite
altimeter data sets, especially those with nonrepetitive ground tracks [1–8]. The recovered marine
gravity accuracy mainly depends on the data quality and the dense geographical distribution of
satellite altimeters, while the range precision can be further improved by postprocessing techniques
(e.g., waveform retracking, path delay correction modeling, and crossover adjustment). By contrast,
the spatial distributions (e.g., adjacent intervals and orientations) of ground tracks are objectively
determined in accordance with selected orbital parameters for multisatellite altimeter missions.
Therefore, the resolution of a recovered marine gravity field is limited to the altimeter data density,
especially along the cross-track directions.
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A variety of particular processing techniques, such as the waveform retrackers and low-pass
filters, are mostly discussed and adopted in previous marine gravity studies for obtaining improved
altimeter measurements [9–11]. Moreover, the altimeter data sets from geodetic missions (GMs)
provide high-density coverage that is crucial for recovering high-resolution marine gravity fields and
thus play a more important role than data from exact repetitive missions (ERMs) [12], and the ERM
data sets show remarkable advantages in oceanic operational applications. In addition, the ERM data
sets should also be used for the construction of gravity fields as these repeated profiles have improved
signal-to-noise by averaging nonunique, repetitive cycles. The diverse orientations of ground tracks
are satisfied by four series of altimeter satellites with different orbit inclinations for 66◦, 92◦, 98.5◦

and 108◦, respectively. The near polar orbital altimeter has a larger global coverage scope which is
closer to the north and south poles, but has poor performances in obtaining the east components of
vertical deflection at low-latitude zones. By contrast, the designed inclinations with bigger difference
to 90◦ provide altimeter measurements with complementary features and all these different orbital
inclinations make the solution of vertical deflection components more stable in marine gravity recovery
studies [3].

HY-2A, China’s first satellite for exploring the oceanic dynamic environment, was successfully
launched on 16 August 2011 and the corresponding data sets were operationally distributed by China’s
National Satellite Ocean Application Service (NSOAS) since October 2011. The major payload of the
HY-2A satellite is a dual-frequency radar altimeter operating at both Ku and C band for acquiring
geophysical parameters such as sea surface height (SSH), significant wave height (SWH), and wind
speed (WS) over sea surface. Firstly, HY-2A provides different orientations of ground tracks since its
planned orbital inclination is 99.34◦ and the planned repetitive period is almost 14 days during the
early stage of designed life, which are obviously different from other altimeter satellites [13]. Secondly,
the geodetic mission phase (~168 days) with drifting orbits planned during the end stage of design
life provides another gratifying aspect of denser spatial coverage for marine gravity recovery studies
(Table 1). In summary, HY-2A has a great potential for enhancing the resolution and accuracy of the
marine gravity field as long as the accuracy of SSH observations maintains an acceptable level for
about several centimeters. Fortunately, the previous studies have verified that HY-2A has a similar
performance to Jason-2 in foundation of cross calibration and crossover analysis, indicating that SSH
observations have an accuracy of 6~8 cm or so [14–17], and meet the normal requirement of oceanic
scientific researches and applications. However, most of the previous studies only focus on Interim
Geophysical Data Record (IGDR) data, but the suitable waveform retrackers that can bring further
improvement for SSH accuracy were poorly discussed before. Besides, HY-2A has a significantly lower
application rate in the altimetry community compared to other typical missions, even lower than the
afterward missions such as SARAL/AltiKa, Jason-3, and Sentinel-3A.

Under this circumstance, this paper will focus on two issues: (1) Whether the performance of
HY-2A is reliable. The validation will be processed by comparing with the in situ time series of tide
gauge measurements and by calculating the multimission crossover differences with contemporary
missions; (2) Whether the range precision of HY-2A can be further improved by application of a
two-pass weighted least squares retracker which was proposed by Sandwell and Smith (2005) for
the purpose of optimal gravity field recovery. Previous studies have also shown that this two-pass
approach successfully improves the range precision by a factor of ~1.5 for most conventional altimeters
operating on both Ku-band and Ka-band [18–20]. If the HY-2A range precision also benefits from this
two-pass retracking method, then there can be a potential dramatic enhancement in global marine
gravity recovery relying on its geodetic mapping orbit.
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Table 1. HY-2A mission specifications.

HY-2A

Mission duration 16 August 2011–present
Size 8.56 m × 4.55 m × 3.185 m
Mass ≤1575 kg

Orbit type Sun-synchronous orbit
Altitude 971~973 km

Inclination 99.34◦

Repeat period ~14 days, ~168 days
Mode Pulse-limited

Footprint size 2~10 km
Frequency 13.58 GHz. 5.2 GHz

Chirp bandwidth(Ku) 320 MHz/80 MHz/20 MHz
Chirp bandwidth(C) 160 MHz

2. HY-2A Data Description

The HY-2A, China’s first oceanic satellite for exploring the dynamic environment with a radar
altimeter on board, has been running operationally in orbit for more than 6 years since it was launched
from Taiyuan on 16 August 2011. This satellite repeats its ground track as planned with a repetitive
period of ~14 days for the first 4.5 years or so, while a geodetic mission with drifted ground tracks
for each subcycle is operating currently since March 2016. All the level 2 products of HY-2A are
administrated and distributed by NSOAS. Fortunately, we have successfully obtained most of the
HY-2A Sensor Data Records (SDRs) including 20 Hz waveforms since January 2014 to April 2017
by official application from NSOAS (http://www.nsoas.gov.cn/). The specific information for the
acquired HY-2A data sets is listed in Table 2.

Table 2. The general information for each cycle of acquired HY-2A altimeter data sets (‘E’ and ‘G’
indicates HY-2A data from ERM and GM, respectively).

Cycle Time Scope Data Quantity Cycle Time Scope Data Quantity

E059 2013.12.21–2014.01.04 386 passes E074 2014.07.19–2014.07.28 273 passes
E060 2014.01.04–2014.01.18 386 passes E075 2014.08.03–2014.08.16 336 passes
E061 2014.01.18–2014.02.01 386 passes E109 2015.11.21–2015.12.04 201 passes
E062 2014.02.01–2014.02.15 386 passes E110 2015.12.07–2015.12.19 301 passes
E063 2014.02.15–2014.03.01 386 passes E111 2015.12.19–2016.01.02 386 passes
E064 2014.03.01–2014.03.15 386 passes E112 2016.01.02–2016.01.16 324 passes
E065 2014.03.15–2014.03.29 363 passes E113 2016.01.16–2016.01.28 223 passes
E066 2014.03.29–2014.04.12 386 passes E114 2016.01.30–2016.02.13 308 passes
E067 2014.04.12–2014.04.26 386 passes E115 2016.02.13–2016.02.27 386 passes
E068 2014.04.26–2014.05.10 386 passes E116 2016.02.27–2016.03.12 307 passes
E069 2014.05.10–2014.05.24 334 passes E117 2016.03.12–2016.03.15 108 passes
E070 2014.05.24–2014.06.07 386 passes Geodetic Mission
E071 2014.06.07–2014.06.21 386 passes G001 2016.03.24–2016.09.08 4542 passes
E072 2014.06.21–2014.07.05 376 passes G002 2016.09.08–2017.02.23 4630 passes
E073 2014.07.05–2014.07.19 386 passes G003 2017.02.23–2017.05.10 2030 passes

This paper focuses on the performance of HY-2A data, either the retracked measurements
in level 2 products or the corresponding results of the two-pass waveform retracker. The spatial
coverage is another crucial factor for evaluating altimetry data except for the common focus on range
precision. Accordingly, the geographical distributions of HY-2A ground tracks were firstly analyzed
over southeastern China seas by selecting the Cycle_E115 (from 13 February 2016 to 27 February 2016,
‘E’ represents ERM) and Cycle_G001 (from 24 March 2016 to 8 September 2016, ‘G’ represents GM)
of HY-2A data. As shown in Figure 1, the HY-2A ERM data with a repetitive period of 14 days show
significantly different ground tracks (red lines) over research regions compared with other typical
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altimeter missions, such as Jason-1/10 days (yellow lines), Jason-1 tandem with drifted intermediate
orbit/10 days (orange lines), Geosat/17 days (purple lines), Envisat/35 days (blue lines), Envisat/30
days (green lines) and CryoSat-2/369 days (olive lines). The insert maps on the right side show
magnified distributions within the black rectangular boxes for these indistinguishable tracks. The blue
lines also represent the ground tracks of 35-day repeated orbit for ERS-1, ERS-2, and SARAL/AltiKa,
while T/P, Jason-2, and Jason-3 have similar repetitive periods and geographical tracks with Jason-1
and its tandem mission. As shown in Figure 2, HY-2A GM data indeed has denser ground tracks
(yellow lines) compared with ERM data (red lines) over the same research areas (subgraph), while
a magnification of the local region within a blue rectangular box is also executed for giving better
contrast effects.

 

Figure 1. Distribution of multisatellite altimetry data over Research Region (HY-2A/ERM: red;
Jason-1/ERM: yellow; Jason-1 Tandem/ERM: orange; Geosat/ERM: purple; Envisat/35 days: blue;
Envisat/30 days: green; CryoSat-2/369 days: olive).

 

Figure 2. Distribution of HY-2A data over locally magnified region and research area (ERM: red;
GM: yellow).
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According to Sandwell and Smith’s previous study [3], two or more satellites with different orbital
inclinations and repetitive periods provide more stable computation of vertical deflections due to
their diverse track orientations and intersections. Figure 1 proves that HY-2A ERM data is a great
supplement to providing diverse track orientations of multisatellite materials for recovering marine
gravity fields, while Figure 2 further verifies that the latest operation of HY-2A geodetic mission has
brought denser data coverage. Under the premise of not considering the factor of range precision
temporarily, there is enough reason to believe that HY-2A may potentially bring improvement of
resolution for multisatellite, altimeter-derived marine gravity fields. Consequently, another crucial
factor that directly relates to marine gravity recovery is the range precision of HY-2A and this study
accordingly focuses on evaluating the performance of HY-2A measurements originally provided in
level 2 products, which will be discussed in Section 3. Additionally, the two-pass retracker which was
verified to be commonly effective for pulse-limited altimeter missions will be further investigated
for HY-2A on evaluating whether the purpose of lower noise level is achieved. The procedures of
estimating parameters and assessing performance are separately discussed in Sections 4 and 5.

3. Initial Assessment of HY-2A Measurement

3.1. Multi-Mission Crossover Analysis

Measurements from radar altimetry missions are classically validated at regional to global scales
using relative calibration approaches based on statistical analysis at crossover points intra- and
intermissions. Honestly, the smaller difference for intramission situation indicates better stability and
internal conforming accuracy for onboard instruments while those crossover discrepancies between
multimissions are more reliable for evaluating the range precision between altimetry measurements.
Accordingly, we planned to firstly assess the HY-2A performance by analyzing crossover discrepancies
with another typical high-precision mission. Meanwhile, the crossover difference for intramission
situation is also considered for evaluating inner coincidence.

The satellite mission SARAL/AltiKa (hereafter referred as SARAL), which was launched in
March 2013 by the Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales (CNES) and the Indian Space Research
Organization (ISRO), shows outstanding performance in providing high-precision measurements
due to the following improvements. SARAL operates at Ka-band frequency (35.75 GHz) and has a
relatively small pulse-limited footprint and beam width in contrast to traditional Ku-band altimeters,
which should decrease the contamination from bright off-nadir reflection. Furthermore, the relatively
large bandwidth of SARAL allows a better vertical range sampling (~31 cm) than for Ku-band radar
altimeters (~47 cm) which should strongly improve the determination of range [21–23]. Consequently,
the SARAL geophysical data record (GDR) from cycle 1 to 12 was used as calibration data in this study,
which is a homogeneous data set corresponding to more than one year (14 March 2013 to 8 May 2014).

Returning to the theory of crossover methodology, the validity requires that SSH measurements
be entirely corrected from all ocean variability between the intersected passes of altimeters, while these
SSH variations are caused by ocean tide, solid earth tide, barometer tide and wind effects. Therefore,
the relevant environmental and geophysical corrections of the altimeter range measurements have
been applied to calculating SSH. These corrections include dry and wet tropospheric path delay,
ionospheric correction, sea state bias, ocean tide, solid earth tide, pole tide, high frequencies wind
effect, and inverted barometer correction. All these corrections are provided in GDR products for
HY-2A and SARAL, respectively, and no extra updating procedure is applied in this study. The specific
information is listed in Table 3. Besides, the incompletely constrained time-varying effects of ocean
surface will inevitably affect the crossover discrepancies for either intra- and intermissions. As a
result, crossover differences with and without time limit need to be respectively considered during
the statistical procedure. We selected the HY-2A data sets from E059 to E068 among the cross-mission
validation based on the chosen SARAL data in order to ensure the overlap of measuring time.
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Table 3. List of parameters used to estimate the SSH for both HY-2A and SARAL missions.

Contrastive Parameters HY-2A SARAL

Cycle range 59–68 1–12
Time scope 2013.12.21–2014.5.10 2013.3.14–2014.5.8

Dry troposphere correction ECMWF ECMWF
Wet troposphere correction Radiometer Radiometer

Ionospheric correction Dual-frequency GIM
Sea state bias NSOAS empirical solution NOAA empirical solution

Ocean tide GOT00.2 GOT4.8
Solid earth tide Cartwright and Tayler tables Cartwright and Tayler tables

Pole tide Wahr [24] Wahr [24]
Inverted barometer correction ECMWF ECMWF
High-frequency fluctuations Mog2D model Mog2D model

Mean sea surface NSOAS gridding solution MSS_CNES_CLS_2011

Based on the procedures mentioned before, along-track SSH measurements are calculated for
both HY-2A and SARAL missions. The HY-2A/HY-2A and SARAL/SARAL crossover points are
respectively determined by fitting ground tracks of sample data, while the crossovers are defined as
the positions where each satellite crosses its own ground position. In addition, the crossover points
for intermissions are defined as the positions where HY-2A and SARAL cross the same sea surface
position. To sum up, the geographical distributions of HY-2A data (red lines), SARAL data (blue lines),
HY-2A/HY-2A (blue dots), SARAL/SARAL (red dots), and HY-2A/SARAL (green dots) crossovers
are shown in Figure 3.

 

Figure 3. Distribution of HY-2A and SARAL altimetry data and corresponding crossover points intra-
and intermissions (Red line: HY-2A data; Blue line: SARAL data; Blue dots: crossover points for HY-2A
itself; Red dots: crossover points for SARAL itself; Green dots: crossover points for HY-2A and SARAL
intermissions).

Following the calculated positions of crossover points, the minimum, maximum, mean, and
root-mean-square (RMS) values of crossover discrepancies are computed between corresponding
ascending and descending passes over ocean surfaces without and with time limits of 1, 2, 5 and 10
days, respectively. The specific results are listed in Table 4, which indicate that the measurements
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within the shortest time limits have the best coincidence under each situation. The differences between
GOT00 and GOT4.8 might be as large as a centimeter level and influential in comparing SSH between
HY-2A and SARAL. Consequently, we use the GOT-e 4.7 model (http://web.cecs.pdx.edu/~zaron/
pub/GOT-e.html), which contains GOT-compatible grids and provides more valid values to cover
the shoreline, for updating corresponding ocean tide corrections for both missions. The intermission
crossover analysis is thus executed twice and the statistical information is listed in Table 5. HY-2A
has a valid but slightly worse performance than SARAL according to crossover analysis for either
intramission or intermission situations. Besides the close measuring time, the uniform GOT-e model
also reduces the SSH discrepancies for intermissions. A preliminary conclusion is drawn that the
accuracy of HY-2A measurements is around ~10 cm while the inherent uncertainty of SARAL is taken
into account. This validation initially implies that HY-2A is capable of investigating marine gravity
anomalies due to the new data coverage and reliable range precision.

Table 4. Statistical information of crossover differences under intramission situations. Unit: m.

Time
Limit

HY-2A SARAL

Num Min Max Mean RMS Num Min Max Mean RMS

– 5136 −0.995 0.998 0.083 0.232 32146 −0.976 0.893 0.016 0.142
≤10 days 816 −0.979 0.841 0.096 0.182 2937 −0.607 0.732 0.017 0.082
≤5 days 442 −0.931 0.841 0.090 0.177 1468 −0.255 0.297 0.016 0.071
≤2 days 242 −0.899 0.841 0.086 0.170 557 −0.232 0.279 0.014 0.062
≤1 day 143 −0.664 0.608 0.095 0.148 371 −0.196 0.279 0.015 0.061

Table 5. Statistical information of crossover differences under intermission situation (‘HY’ and ‘SA’
represent HY-2A and SARAL, ‘OTC’ for ocean tide correction, while ‘_A’ and ‘_D’ denote ascending
and descending passes, respectively). Unit: m.

Mission Time Limit
OTC in GDR Updated OTC with GOT-e

Num Min Max Mean RMS Num Min Max Mean RMS

HY_A & SA_D
– 13,784 −0.998 0.958 0.191 0.250 13,216 −0.999 0.980 0.070 0.199

≤1 day 131 −0.804 0.543 0.242 0.140 127 −0.942 0.406 0.097 0.139

HY_D & SA_A
– 11,590 −0.999 0.917 0.100 0.206 11,302 −0.999 0.782 −0.029 0.190

≤1 day 100 −0.868 0.641 0.092 0.151 99 −0.999 0.321 −0.046 0.155

HY_A & SA_A
– 418 −0.993 0.650 0.209 0.226 396 −0.993 0.515 0.081 0.181

≤1 day 5 0.041 0.439 0.222 0.162 5 −0.097 0.312 0.087 0.165

HY_D & SA_D
– 359 −0.992 0.951 0.124 0.224 349 −0.717 0.802 −0.0002 0.201

≤1 day 3 0.047 0.419 0.175 0.211 3 −0.078 0.294 0.046 0.210

HY & SA
– 26,151 −0.999 0.958 0.150 0.235 25,263 −0.999 0.980 0.024 0.201

≤1 day 239 −0.868 0.641 0.178 0.184 234 −0.999 0.406 0.035 0.175

3.2. Validation with Tide Gauge Measurements

Besides the classical cross-mission validation, another well-known method is that sea surface
heights from radar altimetry missions and in situ sea level measurements from tide gauges serve as
each other’s buddy check. Consequently, we explored the performance of HY-2A observations in
this section by comparing with time series of in situ sea level at tide gauge stations. Simultaneously,
the 12 cycles of SARAL data were also evaluated during this procedure as a comparison. Nevertheless,
the HY-2A time series were extended to 16 August 2014 (E075) because we wanted to involve the time
series for as long as possible. This validation needed time overlap between altimetric measurements
and in situ data series rather than between the two altimetric missions, while a significant data
interruption happened to HY-2A after Cycle_E075.
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Radar altimeters provide SSH observations, which need to be referenced and corrected from
geophysical signals to provide sea level anomalies (SLA) compared with in situ measurements [25].
Therefore, the item of mean sea surface provided in level 2 products needs to be subtracted on the
basis of calculating SSH as described in Section 3.1, after which along-track SLA series are obtained.
We used valid-only satellite altimetry measurements relying on the quality flags and recommended
data editing criteria in handbooks for both missions. The SLA series were then averaged onto a regular
1◦ × 1◦ grid, with a temporal resampling corresponding to data intervals at half a month [26].

The University of Hawaii Sea Level Center (UHSLC) offers tide gauge data with two levels of
quality control (QC), where more rigorous QC requires more effort and a greater time lag. The Research
Quality Data (RQD) sets received thorough QC and were considered to be the final science-ready
data set, while the RQD were released 1–2 years after data was received from the data originators
by UHSLC. Consequently, this RQD obtained via ftp://ftp.soest.hawaii.edu/uhslc/rqds was used
for evaluating the performance of HY-2A measurements in this study. Although the spatial coverage
of tide gauges is limited to coastal areas or isolated islands in the open ocean, the tide gauges will
sample the ocean every hour, while at a given point, the satellite altimetry sampling is higher than
ten days. The RQD is maintained by Pat Caldwell [27] and archived as the NOAA Joint Archive for
Mean Sea Level (JAMSL) and only available from the UHSLC at hourly and daily resolution in order
to avoid confusion with monthly data provided by the Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level (PSMSL).
Consequently, the daily RQD was used for validation and a preprocessing procedure was applied to
high-frequency in situ measurements for resampling a time series at the low frequency of altimetry
data in 15-day intervals.

Based on the acquired global RQD sets and time span for two altimeter missions, 292 tide gauge
stations (red dots in Figure 4) were probably for validation as only these in situ data series span across
the period from 2013 to 2015, while 6 stations (yellow stars in Figure 4) among them were initially
chosen for validation. All these 6 stations are located at the isolated islands over the open ocean
and their geographical distributions represent the most situations over open oceans. The specific
information for the chosen tide gauges is listed in Table 6.

 

Figure 4. The 6 tide gauge stations (yellow stars) considered in this study. Red dots denote 292 tide
gauge stations that span across the period from 2013 to 2015.
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Table 6. Specific information of tide gauges in this study and corresponding correlation parameter
(CI: Completeness index or percentage of data span without missing data; QC-YEARS: years which
have received quality control).

Station Latitude Longitude QC-YEARS CI Country Contributor
Correlation Coefficient

SARAL HY-2A

Majuro-B 07◦–07◦N 171◦–22◦E 1993–2016 98 Rep. Marshall I. Nat. Tidal Ctr., BOM 0.8079 0.9572
Gan 00◦–41◦S 073◦–09◦E 1987–2015 93 Rep. of Maldives UH Sea Level Center 0.8224 0.7606

Palmeira C.Verde 16◦–45◦N 022◦–59◦W 2000–2015 92 Portugal UH Sea Level Cente 0.6278 0.5135
Adak Alaska 51◦–52◦N 176◦–38◦W 1950–2016 92 USA National Ocean Service 0.4677 0.6054

Rikitea 23◦–08◦S 134◦–57◦W 1969–2015 93 French Polynesia UH Sea Level Center 0.8859 0.4982
Santa Cruz 00◦–45◦S 090◦–19◦W 1978–2015 96 Ecuador UH Sea Level Center 0.9016 0.9281

Los Angeles, CA 33◦–43◦N 118◦–16◦W 1923–2016 99 USA National Ocean Service 0.6589 0.6276
Cape May, NJ 38◦–58◦N 074◦–58◦W 1965–2016 91 USA National Ocean Service 0.8171 0.7386

Ko Lak 11◦–48◦N 099◦–49◦E 1985–2017 95 Thailand Naval Hydro. Dept. 0.9157 0.9407
Hong Kong-B 22◦–18◦N 114◦–13◦E 1986–2016 99 China HK Observatory 0.8045 0.1467

After resampling the tide gauge time series, a set of correlation coefficients between the altimetry
grids and the in situ records were computed. The maximum correlation is found at four 1◦ × 1◦ grid
points and corresponding satellite altimetry time series are then extracted for plotting collation maps.
The maps are shown in Figure 5 and corresponding correlation coefficients for altimetry and in situ
series are listed in Table 6. The average values of correlation coefficients are respectively, 0.71 and 0.75
for HY-2A and SARAL. Both the missions provide valid performance due to our numerical test and
the agreement is slightly better for in situ/SARAL than for in situ/HY-2A.

Figure 5. Comparison of HY-2A and SARAL SLA series with tide gauge sea level series at 6 stations
(Red: SARAL; Green: TG for SARAL; Blue: HY-2A; Purple: TG for HY-2A).

We also calculated the correlation coefficients for the tide gauge sites used for validation in
the recent published studies [28,29]. Four UHSLC sites (Los Angeles, CA; Cape May, NJ; Ko Lak;
Hong Kong) with required data series were selected due to the time-scope repetition with HY-2A and
SARAL. The specific information for these sites is also listed in Table 6. Slightly larger average values
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of correlation coefficients are obtained for HY-2A (0.76) and SARAL (0.79), respectively, while the
Hong Kong station is excluded for statistics due to the serious data loss which occurred at surrounding
areas for HY-2A. We can draw a similar conclusion that the HY-2A altimeter provides valid sea surface
height measurements but at a slightly lower accuracy level than SARAL. Although HY-2A provides
noisier measurements than SARAL according to cross-mission analysis and verification with in situ
tide gauge measurements, we also found the reliable side of HY-2A data and the explorer procedure
about the two-pass waveform retracker for the purpose of gravity recovery is accordingly reasonable
and necessary.

4. Two-Pass Retracker for HY-2A

4.1. Theory of Two-Pass Retracker

Another major objective of our analysis is to evaluate whether the precision of HY-2A range
measurements are further improved by using a two-pass waveform retracker which was proposed
by Sandwell and Smith [9] initially and has already proven to be effective for other pulse-limited
altimeter missions [19,20]. It is well known that waveform retracking is an effective and mature
technique for solving limitations of data contamination by distribution of land or islands and diverse
algorithms are developed either on empirical statistics or fitting functions for raw waveforms. Over
the open ocean, the typical shapes of raw waveforms are well matched by the Brown [30] model
with five parameters: arrival time, rise time, amplitude, square of the antenna mispointing angle,
and thermal noise. The most concerning parameter for applications in marine gravity recovery is the
arrival time, which provides an estimate of distance between the satellite and the instantaneous sea
surface. In addition, the rise time and amplitude should also be set as variables for each raw waveform
under any situations, while the thermal noise and square of the antenna mispointing angle can be
treated as constant parameters for common waveforms obtained over open oceans.

Owing to the relationship between the errors in retracked estimates of arrival time and rise
time [31], one effective approach to improving the precision of the arrival time is to fix the rise time
parameter to a predetermined value based on surrounding waveforms. This can be accomplished with
the two-pass retracking method where the waveforms are first fitted by the three-parameter Brown
model (arrival time, rise time, and amplitude) with invariable constants describing thermal noise and
antenna mispointing angles. The rise time parameter is then smoothed along-track, before retracking
the waveforms a second time using a two-parameter Brown model (arrival time and amplitude) with
the rise time being fixed to the along-track smoothed value [9]. Either the former three parameters
or the latter two parameters will be solved during the weighted least squaring procedure, while the
determination of the constants for describing thermal noise and antenna mispointing angles is critical
before the two-pass model fitting procedure. The parameters and procedures involved in the two-pass
retracker are deduced from the principle and power model of radar echoes over ocean surfaces.

The returned signal of conventional pulse-limited radar altimeters is proportional to the
illuminated area scaled by the off-nadir roll-off of antenna gain pattern [30]. We are only interested in
the slopes of SSH when using vertical deflection as an intermediate variable for recovering marine
gravity field, and the constant offset with long-wave characteristics can be ignored accordingly. We also
consider the case where the antenna bore sight is normally pointed to nadir. Under these simplifying
assumptions, the power in the returned waveform can be modeled as following Equation (1), where A
is the amplitude, t0 is the arrival time, t is time for each sample gate, σ is the effective pulse length,
and α is the trailing edge decay factor [32]. The effective pulse length σ can be calculated from two
factors σ2 = σh

2 + σp
2. The σh is the broadening of the pulse due to the interaction of ocean waves

σh = SWH/2c, where c is the transferring speed of radar signals. The σp = 0.513τp is the standard
deviation of the length of the outgoing pulse where τp = 1/B and B represents the chirp bandwidth for
HY-2A (Ku: 320 MHz/80 MHz/20 MHz; C: 160 MHz). Three bandwidths for chirp signals are adopted
in Model Compatible Tracker (MCT): the 320 MHz signal is arranged for oceanic measurement while
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80 MHz is for the coastal zone, and the 20 MHz is for land or ice coverage. The trailing edge decay
factor α mostly depends on the square of off-nadir pointing angle and can be treated as a constant
value for HY-2A. Therefore, the fitting model has only three parameters [A, t0, σh] to be solved by
using the weighted least squares approach, while the constant value α should be predetermined.

M(t) =
A
2
[1 + er f (

t − t0√
2σ

)]exp[−α(t − t0)] (1)

X2 =
N

∑
i=1

[
Pi − M(ti − t0 · σh · A)

Wi
] (2)

Wi =
Pi + P0√

K
(3)

The chi-square measure of the misfit between the returned power samples Pi and the model
estimate M(ti) for the corresponding time ti is formulated as Equation (2), where N is the number of
gates (time samples) in the waveform, and Wi is the uncertainty assigned to each sample and given by
Equation (3), where K is the number of statistically independent return echoes that were averaged to
produce the waveform data records and P0 is the power offset value reflecting the thermal noise level
of the instrument. K = 96 is empirically determined for HY-2A as this mission collects ocean data at
a pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of 1~4 kHz and similarly provides 20 Hz products in contrast to
other altimeter missions [19]. P0 will be given further discussion for selecting the optimal option in
Section 4.2 although the results of the weighted least squares approach are largely insensitive to the
numerical values for both K and P0 [9].

In summary, the three parameters [A, t0, σh] can be firstly calculated through an iterative weighted
least squares approach once the numerical values of α and P0 are given previously. Besides, a threshold
retracker is also introduced to provide an initial estimate of t0 to accelerate the iterative process, while
the corresponding threshold value is defined with respect to the cumulative sum of waveform power
and should be predetermined as well. Secondly, the rise time parameter about SWH is smoothed
along-track using a low-pass filter having a 0.5 gain at a full wavelength of 90 km [9,19]. The final step
of the two-pass retracker is to process the raw waveforms again by fixing the rise time parameter to
the smoothed value and only solving for the parameters of arrival time and amplitude. Based on the
theory and procedures of the two-pass retracker mentioned before, we will discuss how to determine
the corresponding parameters in the next section.

4.2. Parameter Determination

The typical shapes of HY-2A waveforms over the open ocean are also well matched by the
Brown model similar to other Ku-band missions. By contrast, both HY-2A and Jason-1 waveforms
have equally spaced gates or samples although the counts are 128 and 104, respectively. Both sets of
waveforms have a low noise power level prior to the sharp arrival of the main pulse, which starts to
show up around gate 30~32. Besides, HY-2A waveforms have relatively steeper trailing edge decays
and corresponding parameters describing waveform tail should be adjusted. The special deformed
waveforms over sea ice-covered areas, large lakes, or land areas are not discussed in this paper as we
focus on the performance of the two-pass retracker for optimal gravity field recovery over open ocean
areas. Consequently, we initially assume that the two-pass retracker is still effective for this China
altimetry mission and accordingly determine the adjusted parameters for fitting HY-2A echoes.

As discussed in the theory section, we began the analysis for the two-pass retracker with five
unknown parameters [A, t0, σh] and [α, P0]. The first three parameters need to be calculated by
using the weighted least squares approach, while the latter items should be predetermined once the
objective waveform samples are sufficient. In addition, a threshold value needs to be predetermined
for providing an initial estimate of t0 to accelerate the iterative process. The determination of [α, P0]
and the threshold value was discussed on the basis of HY-2A waveform samples from Cycle_E115.
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Two descending passes labeled 222 and 260, respectively, were further selected for determining optimal
parameters. Moreover, the screening criteria of valid results during the retracking procedure were
also involved.

Firstly, α is a crucial parameter for fitting the waveforms, and the two-pass retracker is more
sensitive to α than P0 and threshold value [20]. The factor α depends mostly on the square of off-nadir
pointing angle with a small order of magnitude and can be treated as a constant value for HY-2A.
Based on the sampled passes, we gathered a number of successfully fitted waveform records and
mean misfit values between original powers and modeled results respectively when using several
typical values of α within the range of 0.005 and 0.015. Then we repeated this evaluation by sweeping
through values of α at steps of 1.0 × 10−4 within range of 0.009 and 0.012. A best-fit α value of 0.0105
was approximately determined by considering both the valid records and misfit values for HY-2A.
Meanwhile, the best-fit α values for different altimeter missions determined by previous studies are
listed in Table 7 for summarization [18–20].

Table 7. The summarized best-fit α values for different satellite altimeter missions.

Mission Geosat ERS-1 Envisat T/P Jason-1
CryoSat-2

LRM
CryoSat-2
SAR/SIN

SARAL HY-2A

α value 0.006 0.022 0.09 0.0058 0.013 0.00744 0.0351 0.0105

Secondly, we investigated the relationship between waveform fitting results and the parameter
P0 describing the background noise level caused by temperature-dependent thermal noise in the
receiver of the satellite altimeter. The magnitude of P0 depends on the engineering characteristics of
the altimeter and varies from the automatic gain control settings. Generally, P0 can be either treated
as a constant or empirically estimated through mean values or sum values of echo power for the
first several sample gates [19,33]. 5 is used in this study for avoiding the false estimation due to
complicated waveforms. Considering that the model-fitting results using the weighted least squares
approach are largely insensitive to the numerical values of P0, we treated P0 as a constant similarly
following the previous studies about ERS-1, Jason-1, and SARAL [19,20]. Besides, the power value for
each gate is scaled by an arbitrary value of 3.3 × 106 to convert the original integers to floating point
numbers and this scale value is completely irrelevant to the two-pass retracking procedure. Fortunately,
the inheritance numerical value of P0 from Jason-1 (5500) is still reliable for HY-2A waveforms under
the selected scale value (3.3 × 106) because the ratios between the background noise level and the
maximum power of echoes are similar for both missions.

Thirdly, a threshold value with respect to the cumulative sum of waveform power needs to
be predetermined for providing an initial estimate of t0 to accelerate the iterative process. Actually,
the two-pass retracking results through iterative fitting are largely insensitive to the threshold value
according to our experiments. Accordingly, we determined the optimal threshold value by minimizing
the difference with respect to the results of the threshold retracker developed by Davis [34] for an exact
initial objective gate, which leads to a valid threshold value of 0.015 for HY-2A.

Further discussion is needed about seriously deformed waveforms that will get unreliable results
after the retracking procedure once the predetermined parameters [α, P0] are given. Accordingly, we
developed a waveform editing criteria based on estimated parameters [A, σh] as well as the fits to the
waveforms executed. The editing threshold was established by constructing histograms of amplitude,
chi-square misfit, and SWH versus standard deviation of the arrival time parameter. For HY-2A, valid
waveforms should have model amplitudes within the range of 40,000–80,000, while the chi-squared
misfit measurement should not exceed 800. The majority values of chi-squared misfit measurement
are distributed within the range of 350~800 for valid retracked results. We also removed waveforms
having SWH outside of the range 0.3–10 m for excluding observations over extremely unusual sea
state conditions. Considering the robustness of the threshold retracker, we adopted the estimated
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results by the predetermined threshold instead when the HY-2A waveform records failed the editing
criteria of the two-pass retracker.

While the predetermined parameters, threshold value, and waveform editing criteria were given,
the results of the least squares fit of model waveforms and original waveform shapes are shown
in Figure 6 for typical values of chi-squared misfit measurements. After examining thousands of
waveforms over a range of sea states, we generally found that the fit to the HY-2A data is visually
good, which suggested that the predetermined parameters were reliable. In accordance with the
analysis by Garcia et al. [19], we also found a significant improvement (~5%) in the 20-Hz range
precision if the least squares analysis was performed on three adjacent waveforms simultaneously,
assigning the two outlier waveforms 1/2 the weight of the central waveform. Further enlargement of
this three-waveform window did not reduce the range noise but increased processing time.

Once the two-pass retracker with three parameters [A, t0, σh] to be solved in the first step was
optimized for selected constant parameters [α, P0] and threshold value, we retracked the complete
Cycle_E115 with the full three-parameter model and corresponding waveform editing criteria. Then
the rise time parameter was low-pass filtered with its 0.5 gain at a full wavelength of 90 km. The final
step was to retrack the waveforms by fixing the rise time parameter to the smoothed value and only
solving the parameter of the arrival time and amplitude.

Figure 6. Least squares fit of model waveform of HY-2A for predetermined parameters (Blue:
normalized waveform in SDR; Red: Modeled waveform of two-pass retracker).

5. Discussion

To assess the noise level of HY-2A data by the two-pass retracker, we performed a statistical
analysis on the retracked SSH values (altitude minus range). All the corrections for path delay and
geophysical environment were considered using items supplied by level 2 products. The noise was
estimated as the standard deviation of the SSH with respect to the mean difference from the EIGEN6C4
model computed over a 1-second interval. The EIGEN6C4 model was used to account for areas
of very steep geoid gradient where there could be a significant height variation (>20 mm) over the
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7-km distance that the ground track moves in one second. This involved the provided 20 estimates
corresponding to the HY-2A sampling rate along ground tracks.

Figure 7 shows the noise levels for the HY-2A sample pass labeled 260 in Cycle_E115. The noise
level in the solved arrival time from the waveform leading edge should increase along with enhancing
SWH and we plotted the noise level versus SWH thusly. Figure 7 also shows three independent
estimates of noise level: the initial estimates derived from the retracked range measurement in SDR
(red dots), the estimates from 3-parameter retracking (green dots), and ultimate 2-parameter retracking
(blue dots), respectively. Additionally, the solid smoothed curves in the subgraph below with three
corresponding colors are median averages of these estimates in 0.5-m SWH bins. The noise levels
of three-parameter solutions and retracked results in SDR are at a similar level, while the latter is
slightly superior. One more important finding is that the noise level of two-parameter retracked
data is significantly lower than that for three-parameter solutions. Under the typical conditions of
2-m SWH, mean values of standard deviation for SDR, 3-parameter, and 2-parameter results are,
respectively, 66.3, 67.1 and 40.9 mm for HY-2A, which is comparable to typical altimeter missions.
The values for 3-parameter and 2-parameter retracked Jason-1 are, respectively, 75.9 and 46.4 mm,
while CryoSat-2 LRM results are 64.7 and 42.7 mm [19]. This also demonstrates that the 2-parameter
retracking decreases the noise level by a factor of 1.6 with respect to 3-parameter retracking, which is
very close to the expected noise reduction of 1.57 based on the Monte Carlo simulation [9].

Figure 7. Standard deviation of retracked height with respect to EIGEN6C4 for HY-2A (Red—sensor
data record; Green—3-parameter retracking; Blue—2-parameter retracking).

Spectral analysis is another effective way of analyzing the signal and noise ratio in the altimeter
observations. On the basis of the Welch method [35], the power spectral density of along-track SSH
for 3-parameter and 2-parameter retracked HY-2A data were respectively estimated using MATLAB
and shown in Figure 8a. Both spectra show a rapid increase in power for wavelengths greater than
10 km and both the 3- and 2-parameter show a white noise level at wavelengths less than about 5 km.
To highlight the differences between the two spectra, we calculated the spectra of the difference series
between them as shown in Figure 8b. The increase in the difference spectra for wavelengths shorter
than 90 km simply reflects the wavelength over which the SWH is smoothed between the two steps
of iterative retracking procedures. At longer wavelengths, both the 3- and 2-parameter retrackers
provide the same height measurement because the profiles contain the same SWH signal. The “hump”
in the difference spectra between the wavelengths of 90 and ~5 km is also seen in spectra of two-pass
retracked data from other pulse-limited altimeter missions [19,20]. This also demonstrates the band of
wavelengths where two-pass retracking provides the most benefit [9].
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Figure 8. (a) Power spectral density of along-track retracked height from 3-parameter (blue) and
2-parameter (red) model for HY-2A data; (b) Power spectral density of along-track retracked height
difference between 3-parameter and 2-parameter model for HY-2A. Wavelength range of spectral hump
within 5–90 km is marked by vertical dashed lines.

The discrepancy at crossover points is another important index factor for assessing the accuracy
of inner coincidence for altimeter SSH observations as mentioned before. Based on the HY-2A SDR
data from Cycle_E115 over the southeastern China seas (100◦~140◦E, 0◦~40◦N), the statistic values of
discrepancy at crossover points for three retracked results (SDR; 3-parameter and 2-parameter) are
listed in Table 8, while the corrections for path delay and geophysical environment are also considered
using items supplied by level 2 products. In addition, the corresponding results for Jason-1 GM data
from Cycle500 are similarly calculated for comparison.

Table 8. Statistics of the SSH discrepancy at crossover points over southeastern China seas for HY-2A
(Cycle_E115) and Jason-1 (Cycle500) sample data Unit: m.

Mission Retracker Description Crossover Points Min Max MEAN RMS

HY-2A

No retracker 125 −0.984 0.958 −0.287 0.412
SDR—MLE4 125 −0.985 0.833 −0.280 0.391
3-parameter 125 −0.975 0.916 −0.290 0.389
2-parameter 125 −0.918 0.630 −0.272 0.377

Jason-1
GM

No retracker 126 −1.996 1.031 0.026 0.439
SDR—MLE3 126 −0.713 0.547 0.048 0.191
3-parameter 126 −0.531 1.286 0.072 0.230
2-parameter 126 −0.446 1.006 0.066 0.208

Table 8 indicates that all the three retracked results show improvement with respect to results
without any retracker, and more remarkable for Jason-1. Moreover, the ultimate retracked results
derived from the 2-parameter model are slightly superior to that of the 3-parameter model for both
missions, which proves that the second iterative fitting procedure with smoothed SWH values as
priority information does bring improvement for range precisions. In addition, the larger discrepancies
may lead to an initial conclusion that the precision of HY-2A SSH is slightly lower than Jason-1 data,
which is consistent with the previous conclusion in Section 3. Nevertheless, the accuracy improvement
by the two-pass retracker was verified for both missions and fortunately HY-2A can potentially
calculate sea surface slopes at a similar accuracy level with respect to Jason-1 GM data due to the
statistics of standard deviation over a 1-second interval.
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Figure 9. Comparison of range correction series for two-pass retracker and DW-TR retracker (Green:
Two-pass retracker 1st step; Red: Two-pass retracker, 2nd step; Blue: DW-TR results).

We also introduced the DW-TR retracker proposed by Huang et al. [28] for comparison based on
the same sequence of HY-2A waveforms. The sample data (Cycle_E075 Pass_001) is located at the
Gulf of Alaska and contains 535 waveforms with an offshore distance of less than ~200 km. The range
corrections for the sample data with respect to corresponding offshore distances are plotted in Figure 9.
The comparison shows that the correlation coefficient is large (0.92) for typical waveforms with offshore
distance larger than 50 km, and it dramatically declines to ~0.10 for contaminated waveforms with
offshore distances less than 50 km. The two-pass retracker pays more attention to optimal gravity
recovery over the open ocean, while the DW-TR retracker focuses mostly on the coastal applications.
As a result, we can initially draw the conclusion that the two-pass waveform retracker is valid over the
open ocean.

Moreover, the 2nd-step of the two-pass retracker (red lines) got a closer result with DW-TR
retracker than the 1st step. It’s hard to evaluate which retracker is more accurate relying on the current
comparison. However, the accuracy improvement between the two steps of the retracker is detectable
if we take the DW-TR result as reference. This improvement is also verified three other ways described
before, STD calculation, power spectral density estimation, and crossover analysis. It’s reasonable to
draw the conclusion that the two-pass retracker can bring range precision enhancement for HY-2A.

6. Conclusions

The validation activities represent an essential part of describing HY-2A altimetry data quality
assessment and allow a quick feedback to operational teams and users in the altimetry community.
Based on the investigations performed in this study, HY-2A firstly provides unique data coverage
over ocean regions within 80◦N and 80◦S according to its specific orbital parameters with respect to
other altimetric missions. Secondly, HY-2A provides reliable measurements in level 2 products based
on the analysis of the multimission crossover discrepancies and the exterior verification with tide
gauge measurement series. Thirdly, the two-pass retracker does bring improvement of HY-2A range
precision and significant decline of noise level by a factor of 1.6, similar to previous pulse-limited
altimeter missions.
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In spite of the declined accuracy level of SSH observations with respect to SARAL based on
our analysis, the along-track variances over a 1-second interval for retracked HY-2A results stay at
a comparable level with respect to other missions (e.g., Jason-1/GM, CryoSat-2/LRM), which is an
indicator for calculating reliable sea surface slopes. Additionally, the new data coverage due to HY2A’s
individual orbital parameters may provide detective signals over somewhere unreached previously.
Therefore, the accumulation of HY-2A data, especially for the GM phase recently, provides a great
opportunity to explore the finer structure of marine gravity fields.

Almost 5 years ago, marine gravity fields having accuracies of 3~5 mGal (e.g., S&S V18 [18] and
DNSC08 [11]) were based primarily on dense track coverage from 18 months of Geosat data from
geodetic missions collected in the early 1990s and 12 months of European Remote-Sensing Satellite-1
(ERS-1/GM) data collected in 1995~1996. Over the last five years, the latest global mainstream marine
gravity model such as DTU13 [36] and V23.1 [37] have got precision breakthrough at 1~3 mGal
which mainly benefits from new missions with nonrepetitive ground tracks such as Jason-1/GM and
CryoSat-2/369d. Moreover, both the orbits of SARAL and HY-2A satellites began to drift by up to
10 km from their initial 35-day track and 14-day track, respectively, and resulted in several cycles of
altimeter data for new ocean coverage. Consequently, there are enough reasons to believe that the
objective of 1-mGal accuracy and 1-minute resolution for the global marine gravity field is accessible
in the recent future. Besides, the next big step in gravity field improvement may come with the higher
range precision and finer resolution provided by the planned SWOT mission, which is scheduled for
launch in 2020 [38].
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Abstract: Satellite altimeters can capture storm surges generated by typhoons and tropical storms,
if the satellite flies over at the right time. In this study, we show TOPEX/Poseidon altimeter-observed
storm surge features off Southeast China on 10 October 1994 during Typhoon Seth. We then use a
three-dimensional, barotropic, finite-volume community ocean model (FVCOM) to simulate storm
surges. An innovative aspect is that satellite data are used to calibrate the storm surge model
to improve model performance, by adjusting model wind forcing fields (the National Center for
Environment Prediction (NCEP) reanalysis product) in reference to the typhoon best-track data.
The calibration reduces the along-track root-mean-square (RMS) difference between model and
altimetric data from 0.15 to 0.10 m. It also reduces the RMS temporal difference from 0.21 to 0.18 m
between the model results and independent tide-gauge data at Xiamen. In particular, the calibrated
model produces a peak storm surge of 1.01 m at 6:00 10 October 1994 at Xiamen, agreeing with
tide-gauge data; while the peak storm surge with the NCEP forcing is 0.71 m only. We further show
that the interaction between storm surges and astronomical tides contributes to the peak storm surge
by 34% and that the storm surge propagates southwestward as a coastally-trapped Kelvin wave.

Keywords: storm surge; satellite altimetry; calibration; numerical modelling; FVCOM

1. Introduction

Storm surges, generated by extreme wind stress acting on shallow, continental shelf seas, can lead
to severe coastal floods, particularly when they coincide with a high astronomic tide [1]. They can
result in devastating economic and social impacts, including loss of life, damage to property and
disruption of essential services [2–5]. As climate changes, coastal areas are becoming increasingly more
vulnerable to storm surges [4]. To mitigate loss of life and damage to property by storm surges, great
efforts have been made in monitoring and forecasting storm surges, such as enhancing tide-gauge
networks, integrating satellite observations and improving numerical prediction of storm surge and
inundation [6].

In recent years, some studies have indicated that satellite altimetry is capable of observing and
studying storm surge features. Scharroo et al. showed that Geosat follow-on sea level anomalies
reached 90 cm at the coast of the Gulf of Mexico during Hurricane Katrina [7]. Han et al. clearly
showed the utility of satellite altimetry in observing and understanding storm surges, complementing
tide-gauge observations for the analysis of storm surge characteristics and for the validation and
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improvement of storm surge models [4]. Lillibridge et al. reported that the storm surge caused by
Hurricane Sandy was captured by the HaiYang-2A (HY-2A) satellite [8]. Recently, Chen et al. showed
a detailed analysis of HY-2A satellite observations combined with tide-gauge data during the passage
of Sandy. For this event, Montauk’s tide-gauge recorded a maximum surge of 173 cm, and HY-2A
showed positive sea-level anomalies of about 183 cm during the storm event. Further analysis suggests
that the continental shelf wave generated during the passage of Sandy and observed by altimetry and
tide-gauges has a propagating speed of 6.5 m/s [6]. The SARAL/Altika altimeter captured a storm
surge event in the North Sea during Cyclone Xaver in December 2013 [9]. Han et al. studied storm surge
features in the Gulf of Mexico during Hurricane Isaac, as observed by Jason-1 and Jason-2 altimeters
and tide-gauge data, showing the utility of the constellation of altimeter missions and prospects of the
upcoming Surface Water and Ocean Topography (SWOT) mission [10]. These studies have shown that
satellite altimetry is very useful for observing and understanding features of storm surges. They have
also indicated that it is highly opportunistic for a single satellite altimetry mission to capture storm
surges due to infrequent sampling. Satellite altimetry does not provide along-coast sea surface height
distribution. On the other hand, there are a few recent studies on using satellite altimetry data to
improve storm surge simulation through data assimilation [11–13]. These studies [11–13] showed the
positive impacts and challenges of assimilating altimetry data on storm surge hindcasts and forecasts
in the Gulf of Venice.

Typhoons often cause storm surges off the eastern and southern coasts of China in summer
and fall, for example along the coast of Fujian. Taiwan Strait, connecting the South China Sea and
the East China Sea (Figure 1), is a shallow water area between Fujian and Taiwan, with an average
depth of about 60 m [14]. The tide is very strong and dominated by semi-diurnal constituents [14–16].
Storm surge models have been developed for Taiwan Strait and adjacent waters [16,17]. According to
previous studies, the interaction between tide and storm surge is notable, especially in shallow waters
where tidal range is large [18–20]. In spite of the fact that the region is often hit by typhoons and storm
surges, there has been little literature reporting on storm surges observed by satellite altimetry.

Figure 1. Map showing the study area off Southeast China with bathymetric contours in meters.
Typhoon Seth’s track and locations at specific times are shown as blue lines and red dots. The red line
is the TOPEX/Poseidon (T/P) satellite ground track. Pingtan (PT), Xiamen (XM) and Dongshan (DS)
tide stations are marked by circles. The Dachen (DC) weather station is also depicted (red triangle).
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In this study, we use TOPEX/Poseidon (T/P) satellite altimetry observations to show cross-shelf
variation of Typhoon Seth storm surge off Southeast China on 10 October 1994. The T/P satellite
ground track had a pass nearby Xiamen at 05:46 UTC on 10 October 1994 (Figure 1), when Typhoon
Seth was located close to the southeastern coast of China. We then apply a state-of-the-art finite-volume
community ocean model (FVCOM) [21] to simulate and understand the Typhoon Seth storm surge off
Southeast China. The novel aspect of this study is using satellite altimetry observations to calibrate the
storm surge model by adjusting the model wind forcing fields. We further integrate the T/P satellite
altimetry with the simulated results from the calibrated model to investigate features of the storm
surge. Note that storm surges are not only the sea level rises directly forced by wind stress and/or
low atmospheric pressure, but also coastally-trapped free propagating signals generated remotely by
storms. On 1 October 1994, Seth started in an area near the Marshall Islands and then strengthened into
a strong typhoon on 7 October moving northwestward east of Taiwan. As it moved through the Ryukyu
Islands, winds gusted to 110 knots (200 km/h). At 00:00 on 10 October, it turned northeastward.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe altimetry data, tide-gauge data,
the FVCOM model and its setup, as well as the model calibration procedure. Section 3 evaluates and
calibrates the model results against observations. Section 4 discusses tide-surge interactions and the
mechanisms of storm surge propagation. We provide conclusions in Section 5.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. T/P Data

The T/P satellite was launched on 10 August 1992. We have used 1-Hz altimetric sea surface height
anomalies along a T/P satellite ground track (Track 88) nearby Xiamen, Fujian province (Figure 1).
The T/P data were obtained from the Centre for Topographic studies of the Ocean and Hydrosphere
(CTOH) X-TRACK product. The altimetric sea surface height anomalies are corrected for ionospheric
and tropospheric delays, sea state bias, as well as ocean, solid Earth and pole tides. Inverse barometer
or high-frequency dynamic corrections are not applied. The X-TRACK product starts from Geophysical
Data Record (GDR) data, with enhancement in geophysical corrections (e.g., the ionospheric correction
and the wet tropospheric correction) and thus has more valid data points than a standard GDR product
in coastal regions [22]. The X-TRACK sea surface height anomalies are referenced to the mean sea
surface calculated from the along-track T/P, Jason-1 and Jason-2 data from 1993 to 2015.

2.2. Tide-Gauge Data

Hourly sea level data at Xiamen (Figure 1) for 1994 are obtained from the University of Hawaii Sea
Level Center (UHLSC, http://uhslc.soest.hawaii.edu/). Inverse barometer correction is not applied,
since we are interested in storm surge. Harmonic analysis including 59 tidal constituents is carried out
to retrieve tidal constants [23]. We subtract the tide height predicted using the retrieved tidal constants
from the hourly sea level data to produce non-tidal sea level anomalies.

2.3. FVCOM (3.2.1) Ocean Circulation Model

The model used in this study is FVCOM, which has the advantages of horizontal grid flexibility
and computational efficiency [21]. Thus, this model is highly suitable for the present study area with an
irregular complex coastline, reaching from shallow waters to the steep topography of the shelf break.

The model domain covers the eastern and southern coast of China and the adjacent deep ocean
(Figure 2). With 29,235 unequally-spaced nodes and 56,534 elements, the horizontal grid has a typical
resolution of 10 km over the shelf and 2–5 km along the coast and shelf edge. Vertically, 11 levels are
uniformly distributed. We use bottom topography from the Earth Topography 1-arc-minute gridded
global relief (ETOPO1) dataset [24]. The bathymetry was smoothed to improve the model stability.
This technique limits the depth difference for three vertices at each triangle. On the basis of the
Courant–Friedrichs–Levy (CFL) numerical stability condition, model equations are solved with an
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integration time step of 2 s for the external mode and an internal to external mode ratio of 10. We use
the quadratic bottom friction formulation, with a minimum drag coefficient of 0.0025 [21].

 

Figure 2. Mesh with 29,235 nodes in the waters off the eastern and southern coast of China. The fine
grid resolution is around 2 km along the Taiwan Strait coast.

The model is forced by winds and air pressure at the sea surface. We used 6-hourly, 10-m, 0.25◦

by 0.25◦ wind stress and sea level pressure of the National Center for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP), from NCAR’s RAD (National Center for Atmospheric Research, Research Data Archive,
http://rda.ucar.edu/datasets) over the entire computational domain. Tidal heights for the eight main
tidal constituents (semi-diurnal (M2, S2, N2 and K2) and diurnal (K1, O1, P1 and Q1)) predicted by
OTIS (OSU Tidal Inversion Software) were specified along the open boundaries [25].

The model sea level and velocity were initialized from zero. The model reaches an approximate
dynamic equilibrium after running for 15 days. The results from 26 September to 18 October 1994 were
analyzed to examine the storm surge.

We carry out the model runs for tide forcing only, for wind forcing only and for tide and wind
forcing simultaneously. The non-tidal sea level anomalies were obtained by subtracting the tide level
of the model run for tide forcing only from the total sea level of the model run for tide and wind
forcing simultaneously.

2.4. Modification of NCEP Winds

A good quality wind field is essential for storm surge calculations [11–13]. However, the wind
field from the atmospheric reanalysis product usually underestimates the maximum sustainable wind
of hurricanes and typhoons. Various approaches have been used to adjust reanalysis winds in the
vicinity of the storm center, for example, by fitting the analytical cyclone model of Holland [26,27]
within the radius of maximum wind (RMW) and then blending the analytical model wind with the
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reanalysis wind field. In this study, we follow their approach, except for not fitting the analytical
model. Ignoring the asymmetry of the typhoon, we modify the NCEP wind fields as follows:

Vw = (
r

RMW
× ntimes +

RMW − r
RMW

)× VNCEP, 0 ≤ r ≤ RMW (1)

Vw = (
r − RMW
3 × RMW

+
4 × RMW − r

3 × RMW
× ntimes)× VNCEP, RMW < r ≤ 4 × RMW (2)

Vw = VNCEP, r > 4 × RMW (3)

where r is the radial distance from the typhoon center, VNCEP is the background wind speed and
ntimes is a parameter to be modified. When ntimes equals 1, the formulas give the original NCEP wind.
We calculate the maximum wind radial distance using the NCEP wind data with the center location
provided by the Typhoon Online of China (http://www.typhoon.gov.cn/). Then, the maximum wind
radial distance was treated as the RMW to construct the horizontal wind fields, neglecting asymmetry.
We modify the wind forcing using Equations (1) to (3) for the period from 9 October to 11 October,
by choosing the ntimes = 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5, respectively.

2.5. Calibration of the Stom Surge Model against Altimetry Data

De-tided model sea surface heights forced by the NCEP and modified winds are interpolated on
to the satellite ground track at the time (05:46 UTC on 10 October 1994) of the satellite passing, one
cycle before and one cycle after. To eliminate the impacts of the mean sea surface height difference
between the altimetric and model results on the storm surge comparison, we first calculate an average
from Cycle 75 (07:48 UTC, 30 September 1994) and 77 (03:44 UTC, 20 October 1994) and then subtract
the average from sea surface height of Cycle 76. This procedure is applied to the model and altimetric
results, respectively. We calculate the root-mean–square (RMS) difference between the altimetric and
model results for each ntimes. The run with the smallest RMS difference is chosen as the baseline case.

3. Results

3.1. Simulated Tides

The simulated co-tidal chart for the dominant constituent M2 constituent (Figure 3) in the study
region agrees generally with the observation-based co-tidal chart in Fang et al. (2004). As can be
seen, the M2 tide enhances significantly in Taiwan Strait, with an amplitude greater than 2 m. At the
Xiamen (XM) tide-gauge station, the simulated major semi-diurnal and diurnal tidal constituents and
shallow-water constituents agree well with the observations (Table 1). The good agreement of the
model tides with observations (especially for the shallow-water constituents) suggests that the bottom
friction formulation used in the present model is reasonable.

Table 1. Comparison of the amplitude (m) and phase (◦) between that simulated and observed at XM.

Tide Simulated Amplitude Observed Amplitude Simulated Phase Observed Phase

Q1 0.06 0.05 120 125
O1 0.30 0.28 128 140
P1 0.11 0.11 162 172
K1 0.35 0.34 163 175
N2 0.30 0.37 112 129
M2 1.67 1.85 132 148
S2 0.52 0.54 169 194
K2 0.14 0.15 156 192

MN4 0.03 0.03 266 289
M4 0.09 0.08 282 309

MS4 0.06 0.05 319 353
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Figure 3. M2 co-tidal and co-phase charts from FVCOM. The red and black lines show the phase lag
(in degrees relative to Beijing local time (UT + 8 h)) and amplitude (in centimeters), respectively.

3.2. Comparison of Model Storm Surge under NCEP Winds with Tide-Gauge Data

The de-tided model sea surface heights are interpolated to the Xiamen tide-gauge station. Forced
by the NCEP wind only, the model significantly underestimates the peak storm surge (Figure 4).
The peak storm surge is 1.01 m from the tide-gauge data, but 0.71 m only from the model result,
an underestimate of 0.3 m (30%). On the other hand, the model captures the timing of the peak storm
surge well, suggesting that both the timing of the NECP wind evolution and the model storm surge
propagation speed are realistic. Note that the pole tide is not removed from the tide-gauge storm surge.
However, the pole tide is small in magnitude (<1 cm) at the time, and its impact is negligible in the
present study.

 

Figure 4. Sea level anomalies comparison between observations and simulations at Xiamen.
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3.3. Storm Surge from T/P Observations

The altimetric sea surface height anomalies during Typhoon Seth (Cycle 76, 10 October 1994)
increase rapidly from the shelf break (at 22.3◦N where the 200-m isobath is located) toward the
coast of Fujian (Figure 5). Quality altimetric data are unavailable within about 50 km from the coast.
The altimetric sea surface height anomalies reach 0.7 m at the location closest to the coast. In contrast,
the altimetric sea surface height anomalies have much smaller cross-shelf variations before (Cycle 75)
and after (Cycle 77) Typhoon Seth.

Figure 5. Altimetric sea surface height anomalies along Track 88 observed by T/P. Blue: Cycle 76
during Typhoon Seth. Red: Cycle 75. Black: Cycle 77. CTOH, Centre for Topographic studies of the
Ocean and Hydrosphere. SLA, Sea Level Anomalies.

3.4. Comparison of Model Storm Surge under NCEP Winds with T/P Observations

We can see a significant difference between the altimetric and model results, with the model
underestimation (Figure 6). Over the continental shelf inshore of 22.3◦N, the difference represents the
model underestimation of storm surge. The root-mean-square (RMS) difference is 0.15 m (Table 2).
In the deep waters offshore of 22.3◦N, the difference may in part be attributed to missing baroclinic
ocean processes in the present barotropic model, which are present in the altimeter observations.
The deep-water region is dynamically complex, with seasonally-varying slope currents, mesoscale
eddies and Kuroshio intrusion currents [28]. There may be trapped waves propagating along the
shelf break.

Table 2. RMS difference of non-tidal sea level anomalies between the model and T/P observations.

RMS (22.3 to 23.55◦N)

NCEP 0.15 m
modified by 1.1 0.13 m
modified by 1.2 0.11 m
modified by 1.3 0.10 m
modified by 1.4 0.11 m
modified by 1.5 0.12 m
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Figure 6. De-tided altimetric and model surface height anomalies for Cycle 76 during Hurricane Seth,
relative to those averaged for Cycle 75 and 77.

3.5. Calibration against Altimetric Observations

Because the model forced by the NCEP wind and tide is able to well reproduce major tidal
constituents and the shallow-water tidal constituents (see Section 3.1), we can conclude that the
model underestimation of the coastal storm surge magnitude is not caused by the bottom friction
parameterization. Also because the model captures the timing of the peak storm surge well, we can
consider both the timing of the NECP wind evolution and the model storm surge propagation speed
realistic. On the other hand, upon examining the NCEP wind speed, we find that the maximum NCEP
wind is much lower than the maximum sustained wind of the best-track data. For example, at 6:00
10 October 1994, the maximum NCEP wind is 30.33 m/s. Therefore, we modify the wind forcing
using Equations (1)–(3) for the period from 9 October to 11 October, by choosing the ntimes = 1.1, 1.2,
1.3, 1.4 and 1.5, respectively. Table 3 shows the differences in the maximum wind speed between the
modified results and best-track data. The RMS difference of the maximum wind speed between the
modified wind fields and best-track data is smallest at ntimes = 1.3 (about 2 m/s), while it is about
10 m/s between the NCEP and observed wind fields (Table 4). Figure 7 shows the wind patterns before
and after the modification at 6:00 10 October 10 1994. A further evaluation of the NCEP and modified
wind fields against independent weather station data was made at Dachen (Table 5). The results show
the smallest mean and RMS differences at ntimes = 1.3 − 1.4.

Table 3. Comparison of the maximum wind speed (m/s) between the NCEP, modified and best-track
wind fields.

9 October, T12 9 October, T18 10 October, T00 10 October, T06 10 October, T12 10 October, T18 11 October, T00

NCEP 33 31 29 30 27 22 22
Modified by 1.1 36 34 32 33 30 24 25
Modified by 1.2 40 38 34 36 32 27 27
Modified by 1.3 43 41 37 39 35 29 29
Modified by 1.4 46 44 40 42 38 31 31
Modified by 1.5 49 47 43 45 40 33 33

best-track 45 40 40 40 35 30 30
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Table 4. RMS difference in maximum wind speed (m/s) between best-track and modified winds from
12:00 9 October to 00:00 11 October. For NCEP winds, ntimes = 1.0.

ntimes NCEP 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5

RMS 9.6 6.7 3.9 1.6 2.1 4.5

Figure 7. Comparison between the modified and NCEP wind field at 06:00, 10 October.

Table 5. NCEP, modified (ntimes = 1.1 to 1.5) and observed wind speed (m/s) at Dachen from 12:00
9 October to 00:00 11 October.

ntimes 9 October, T12 9 October, T18 10 October, T00 10 October, T06 10 October, T12 10 October, T18 11 October, T00 Mean

NCEP 8.9 13.1 15.0 19.1 13.6 14.9 11.9 13.8
1.1 8.9 13.3 15.9 20.5 14.8 16.3 12.8 14.6
1.2 8.9 13.3 16.7 21.9 15.9 17.7 13.7 15.4
1.3 8.9 13.5 17.5 23.4 17.1 19.1 14.6 16.3
1.4 8.9 13.7 18.3 24.9 18.2 20.6 15.5 17.2
1.5 8.9 13.8 19.1 26.3 19.4 21.9 16.4 18.0

Dachen 9.3 12.0 14.0 22 25.0 22 12 16.6

The model results with the modified wind forcing show improved agreement of the model storm
surge over the continental shelf inshore of 22.3◦N with altimetric data as the ntimes increases from one
(Figure 6). The best agreement reaches when ntimes is 1.3, with the RMS difference reduced to 0.10 m
(Table 2).

Finally, we use tide-gauge data as an independent verification of the calibration. When forced by
the modified wind (1.3-times the NCEP wind fields) that produces the nearly best agreement with the
T/P observations, the model storm surge achieves the best agreement with tide-gauge data at Xiamen
(Table 6, Figure 4), in terms of the RMS difference and the peak surge magnitude. Therefore, we choose
the model run forced by both the tide and the 1.3-times the NCEP wind fields as the baseline run for
further discussion in the next section.

Table 6. RMS difference of non-tidal sea level anomalies between the model and tide-gauge
observations at Xiamen.

RMS

NCEP 0.21 m
modified by 1.1 0.19 m
modified by 1.2 0.18 m
modified by 1.3 0.18 m
modified by 1.4 0.19 m
modified by 1.5 0.21 m
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4. Discussion

4.1. Effect of Tide-Surge Nonlinear Interactions

Both model results and tide-gauge data show a significant 12-h oscillation in non-tidal sea level
anomalies at the Xiamen tide-gauge station. To understand this oscillation, we have run a model
simulation without tides. The model run without tides does not show the 12-h oscillation at all
(Figure 8). Therefore, the 12-h oscillation is associated with the nonlinear interactions between the
wind-driven storm surge and the tides. The tide-surge interactions in Taiwan Strait were discussed
by Zhang et al. (2010) [17], attributable mainly to the bottom friction and advection. In addition,
the highest surge of 0.70 m in the simulation without tides occurs about 1 h earlier. At the time of the
peak storm surge, the non-linear interactions contribute by 0.34 m (Figure 8) and the pure wind effects
by 0.67 m.

Figure 8. Non-tidal sea surface height anomalies at Xiamen from tide-gauge observations, from the
model run forced by the National Center for Atmospheric (NCAR) wind modified by 1.3-times and
from the model run forced by both the tide and the NACR wind modified by 1.3-times.

The sea level anomalies due to the nonlinear interactions are negatively correlated with the tide
height, that is high tides tend to reduce storm surge and vice versa (Figure 9). The peak positive and
negative nonlinear effects are behind the low and high tides, respectively, suggesting that the nonlinear
interactions are mainly associated with the bottom friction. The correlation coefficients from 06:00
8 October to 06:00 12 October are −0.46 (p < 0.001) at both XM and Pingtan (PT). A numerical study by
Rego and Li. [2010] showed a similar relationship between surge and tides in the Gulf of Mexico [29].
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(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Sea surface height anomalies due to the tide-surge nonlinear interactions and tidal height at
(a) XM and (b) PT. The model is forced by both the tide and the NCEP wind modified by 1.3-times.

4.2. Storm Surge as a Coastally-Trapped Kelvin Wave

The de-tided model sea level anomalies from 03:00 to 08:00 on 10 October 1994 (Figure 10)
indicate a storm surge generated along the coast of Fujian, when the typhoon was located northeast
of Taiwan. They also showed a southwestward propagation of storm surge. The sea level anomalies
were relatively high near the Pingtan tide-gauge station at 03:00 on 10 October (Figure 10a). The high
sea level anomalies propagated southwestward, arriving at the Xiamen tide-gauge station at 06:00
(Figure 10d) and at the Dongshan tide-gauge station 2 h later.

 

Figure 10. (a–f) show temporal change of the model non-tidal sea surface height anomalies and the
forcing wind fields at 03:00, 04:00, 05:00, 06:00, 07:00 and 08:00 on 10 October. The model run is forced
by both the tide and the NCEP wind modified by 1.3-times.
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The coastally-trapped waves are often generated by a passing storm, which propagate along the
coast with the coastline on its right in the Northern Hemisphere. We analyze the correlation of the
simulated sea level anomalies at Pingtan, Xiamen and Dongshan. Xiamen is used as the reference.
The lagged correlation coefficients are calculated and shown in Figure 11. The correlation results
indicate that it takes 3 h for the storm surge wave to travel from Pingtan to Xiamen and 2 h from
Xiamen to Dongshan (Figure 11). The distance between Pingtan and Xiamen is 217 km and between
Xiamen and Dongshan is 145 km. Therefore, the propagation speed of the coastally-trapped wave is
~20 m/s, which is consistent with the propagation speed (23 m/s) of the Kelvin wave based on an
averaged depth of Taiwan Strait.

 

Figure 11. The lagged correlation coefficients of the model non-tidal sea surface height anomalies
between PT and XM (blue) and between DS and XM (green). Negative values in the time lag mean the
former station leading the latter for each pair. The model run is forced by both the tide and the NCEP
wind modified by 1.3-times.

Several previous studies [4,6,10,30,31] have shown that storm surges propagate as first-mode
barotropic continental shelf waves. In our case, we calculate the dispersion relationship for a
continental shelf wave across a section aligned with the T/P track (Figure 1), based on the barotropic
continental shelf wave theory [32]. A continental shelf wave must have a period longer than the local
inertial period, which is 29 h at 24.37◦N. The dispersion relationship shows that the phase speed of the
first-mode continental shelf wave for this area must be less than 8 m/s (Figure 12). The storm surge
signal during Seth has a dominant period of 12 h (shorter than the shortest possible period of 29 h for
a continental shelf wave) and a propagating phase speed of ~20 m/s (greater than the greatest possible
phase speed of 8 m/s for a continental shelf wave); therefore, it is impossible for it to be a continental
shelf wave.
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Figure 12. (a) The dispersion relationship estimated for the first-mode continental shelf wave in the
coastal area nearby the T/P ground track; (b) the corresponding wave speed curve.

4.3. Strength and Limitation

In the present study, the calibrated model produced the storm surge in good agreement with
the tide-gauge observations. The study points to the usefulness of altimetric data in improving
storm surge modelling, with its cross-shore information making up for the limitation of a one-time
single profile. Such an altimetric profile would be particularly useful for regions lacking tide-gauge
observations. The model results are used to explain the impacts of tide-surge interactions and the
alongshore propagation of storm surge. However, the altimeter data are used to adjust the wind
forcing in an ad hoc way, instead of being dynamically assimilated into the storm surge model. Though
the underestimation of typhoon winds in the reanalysis product is a general issue, the degree of
underestimation varies storm by storm and is difficult to generalize. We also recognize that the present
study provides one single case only. More cases are needed to demonstrate the improvements from a
statistical perspective in the future.

The present study adjusts the wind forcing field in reference to the typhoon best-track data to
minimize model-altimetry mismatch. This approach is simple and is proven to work well with the
pre-determination that the underestimation of Typhoon Seth wind speed by the NCEP product is the
main cause of the model deficiency. Some recent studies [11–13] have used another approach that
uses altimetry to improve initial conditions and scatterometry to correct wind fields. Their approach
corrects the bias of the global model wind field in reference to scatterometer winds and dynamically
assimilates altimetric sea level data to provide a realistic initial state to begin the model simulation.
Therefore, the latter approach, though methodologically complex and computationally more expensive,
is of more general use and thus is to be pursued in the future.
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5. Conclusions

A 3D, barotropic, finite-volume coastal ocean model was developed to simulate and study the
storm surge along the southeastern China during Typhoon Seth in October 1994. A novel aspect is that
the model storm surge was calibrated against a TOPEX/Poseidon observed cross-shelf storm surge
profile, by adjusting the model wind forcing fields in reference to the typhoon best-track data. Through
the calibration process, we determined the baseline wind forcing fields, i.e., 1.3-times the NCEP wind
fields, which agree approximately with the best-track data for the maximum sustained speed while
have a spatial structure similar to the NCEP wind fields.

The model results from the baseline wind fields reduce the along-track RMS difference between
the model and altimetric data from 0.16 m to 0.09 m. It reduces the RMS temporal difference from
0.21 m to 0.18 m between model and tide-gauge data at Xiamen. In particular, the baseline model
produces a peak storm surge of 1.01 m at 6:00 10 October 1994 at Xiamen, agreeing with tide-gauge data.
The model results also show that the nonlinear interactions between the storm surge and astronomical
tides contribute to the peak storm surge by 34% and that the storm surge propagates southwestward
as a coastally-trapped Kelvin wave.
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Abstract: The climatological monthly gridded World Ocean Atlas 2013 temperature and salinity data
and satellite altimeter sea level anomaly data are used to build two altimeter-derived high-resolution
real-time upper layer thickness products based on a highly simplified two-layer ocean model of the
South China Sea. One product uses the proportional relationship between the sea level anomaly
and upper layer thickness anomaly. The other one adds a modified component (η′

M) to account for
the barotropic and thermodynamic processes that are neglected in the former product. The upper
layer thickness, in this work, represents the depth of the main pycnocline, which is defined as the
thickness from the sea surface to the 25 kg/m3 isopycnal depth. The mean upper layer thickness in
the semi-closed South China Sea is ~120 m and the mean reduced gravity is ~0.073 m/s2, which is
about one order of magnitude larger than the value obtained in the open deep ocean. The long-term
temperature observations from three moored buoys, the conductivity-temperature-depth profiles
from three joint cruises, and the Argo measurements from 2006 to 2015 are used to compare and
evaluate these two upper layer thickness products. It shows that adding the η′

M component is
necessary to simulate the upper layer thickness in some situations, especially in summer and fall in
the northern South China Sea.

Keywords: upper layer thickness; satellite altimeter; two-layer ocean model; South China Sea

1. Introduction

The development of satellite remote sensing technology has enabled the retrieval of
high-resolution, real-time, global information on the ocean. However, remote sensors can only “see”
the sea surface. To infer underwater information using remote sensing data, one of the simplest and
most used ways is to use the two-layer ocean model [1]. This model simplifies the stratified ocean to a
two-layer homogeneous fluid, regarding the main pycnocline as the interface and the main pycnocline
depth as the upper layer thickness (ULT). With the two-layer ocean model, one can easily derive the
ULT, and the barotropic mode and first baroclinic mode of the circulation using satellite altimeter sea
level anomaly (SLA) data.

The altimeter-derived ULT and circulation products are widely used in various areas for different
purposes. Garzoli et al. [2] monitored the upper layer transport in the southeastern Atlantic Ocean;
Sainz-Trapaga et al. [3] identified the Kuroshio Extension, its bifurcation, and its northern branch;
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Goni and Wainer [4] investigated the variability of the Brazil Current front. After adding satellite sea
surface temperature (SST) data to the two-layer ocean model, Shay et al. [5] estimated upper layer
thermal structure and upper layer heat content, and then studied the effects of a warm oceanic feature
associated with Hurricane Opal. Following Shay et al. [5], Pun et al. [6] improved typhoon intensity
forecasts and analyzed the spatial and temporal errors in the western North Pacific Ocean with the
satellite-derived upper layer heat content. Vertical thermal structure and upper-ocean heat content
from satellite remote sensing data had also been obtained by combining climatological hydrographic
data and the two-layer ocean model (e.g., [7–9]). Most of the studies mentioned above were for the
open ocean. Lin et al. [10] were the first to use altimeter data and the two-layer ocean model to study
the spatial and temporal variation of ULT in the semi-closed South China Sea.

The SLA changes through mainly three processes: barotropic motions, the vertical Ekman
pumping of the main pycnocline and the near-surface density flux above the seasonal pycnocline [11].
The Ekman pumping of the main pycnocline is the most important process, and the other two are
usually one order of magnitude smaller than that of the main pycnocline fluctuations in the open
ocean. The altimeter-derived ULT product based on the two-layer ocean model is mainly dependent
on the proportional relationship between the SLA and main pycnocline fluctuations. As with previous
studies in the open ocean, the effects of barotropic motions and near-surface density flux on the
variability of SLA were not discussed in the work of Lin et al. [10]. However, these factors may play a
more important role in the semi-closed South China Sea. The South China Sea is the largest marginal
sea in the Northwest Pacific. Its mean depth is ~1200 m and maximum depth is ~5000 m, with a
diamond-shaped deep basin oriented along the northeast-southwest direction (Figure 1). The SLA
and upper layer circulation in the South China Sea have strong seasonal variability that is primarily
driven by the monsoon wind [12–14]. The coastal regions show a higher seasonal sea level cycle than
deep water (e.g., [15,16]). Liu et al. [17] found that the seasonal variability of the SLA is forced mainly
by surface wind curl, and secondarily (about 20%) by surface net heat flux. They concluded that the
surface net heat flux can obviously change the seasonal variability of the SLA, especially in the central
South China Sea, by expanding/contracting the water column in the mixed layer, and the influence of
the surface net heat flux is much stronger than for the open ocean. Cheng and Qi [18] argued that on
seasonal time scales the baroclinic component to a great extent explains the SLA over the deep part of
the South China Sea basin, whereas the barotropic component has a significant contribution to the SLA
over shallow water areas in the South China Sea.

In the present study, instead of the historical ocean profiles, the gridded data is used to derive the
altimeter-derived ULT products in the South China Sea. We first get the high-resolution (0.25◦ × 0.25◦)
altimeter-derived ULT products and give a comprehensive assessment of the ULT products with
multifarious in situ observations. A monthly varied modified component is first introduced into the
two-layer ocean model to examine the effects of the barotropic component and near-surface density
flux on the ULT products in the South China Sea. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
the data. Section 3 introduces the methodology. Section 4 determines the product parameters. Section 5
evaluates the products with different in situ datasets. Section 6 discusses the physical mechanisms of
the modified component. Finally, we give our conclusions and discussions in Section 7.
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Figure 1. Bottom topography of the South China Sea. The locations of three ATLAS buoys SCS1
(18◦5.9′N, 115◦35.8′E), SCS2 (15◦20.6′N, 114◦57.3′E), SCS3 (12◦58.5′N, 114◦24.5′E) are indicated
by red stars.

2. Data

Two datasets are used to derive the ULT product in the South China Sea. The first is the
climatological monthly temperature and salinity data at standard depth levels with a horizontal
resolution of 0.25◦ both in longitude and latitude taken from the World Ocean Atlas 2013 [19].
The second is the daily and climatological monthly delayed-time level 4 gridded SLA products
from multi-satellite observation provided by Archiving, Validation and Interpretation of Satellite
Oceanographic Data (AVISO [20], version 5.1). The SLA data have the same spatial resolution as the
World Ocean Atlas 2013 and have been modified for various atmospheric, tidal and instrumental
corrections [21,22].

Three different kinds of in situ datasets are used to validate and evaluate the ULT product.
The first dataset consists of measurements from three autonomous temperature line acquisition system
(ATLAS) buoys (named SCS1, SCS2 and SCS3), deployed by the Institute of Oceanography, Taiwan
University during the South China Sea Monsoon Experiment, whose locations are shown in Figure 1.
The temporal spans are from 17 April 1997 to 9 April 1999 for SCS1, from 11 April 1998 to 10 April 1999
for SCS2, and from 12 April 1998 to 10 April 1999 for SCS3. The temporal resolution is 10 min, and the
measurement depth is 1 m, 25 m, 50 m, 75 m, 100 m, 125 m, 150 m, 200 m, 250 m, 300 m and 500 m.

The Argo measurements available in the South China Sea from 2006 to 2015 (Figure 2a)
are provided by the US Global Ocean Data Assimilation Experiment (USGODAE [23]).
The conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) probe data from three joint cruises in July 1998 (from
4 June to 21 July 1998), August 2000 (from 2 August to 3 September 2000) and May 2004 (from 29 April
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to 25 May 2004) are provided by the South China Sea Institute of Oceanology of the Chinese Academy
of Sciences. These three cruises include 133, 189 and 143 different CTD casts, respectively (Figure 2b).
These data are widely used in South China Sea studies (e.g., [24,25]).

Figure 2. Distribution of (a) Argo measurements from 2006 to 2015 and (b) CTD data of three joint cruises
investigation in July 1998 (blue triangles), August 2000 (red points) and May 2004 (golden squares).

3. Methods

The ocean bottom pressure (Po) is the sum of the sea surface atmospheric pressure (Pa) and the
weight per unit area of the water column:

Po = Pa + g
∫ η

−D
ρdz (1)

where D is the mean ocean depth, η represents the sea surface height above geoid, g is the gravitational
acceleration, and ρ is sea water density. According to the Boussinesq approximation, Equation (1) can
be further approximated by

Po = Pa + g
∫ 0

−D
ρdz + gρ0η (2)

where ρ0 is the mean density of the ocean, which is equal to 1025 kg/m3 in this study. The fluctuating
ocean bottom pressure (P′

o) is caused by the variability of atmospheric pressure, the density fluctuations
under the mean sea surface and the SLA (η′):

P′
o = P′

a + g
∫ 0

−D
ρ′dz + gρ0η′ (3)

Now η′ can be partitioned into barotropic (η′
b) and steric components (η′

s):

η′ = η′
b + η′

s. (4)
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The barotropic component changes as a result of internal mass redistribution in the ocean or
water-mass flux, which are directly correlated with ocean bottom pressure, or changes as a result of
the variability of atmospheric pressure:

η′
b =

P′
a − P′

o

gρ0
. (5)

The steric component, also called the baroclinic component, changes depending on the seawater
density of the water column but corresponds neither to ocean bottom pressure nor to sea surface
atmospheric pressure:

η′
s = − 1

ρ0

∫ 0

−D
ρ′dz. (6)

According to Gill and Niiler [11], the steric height anomaly, η′
s, is produced mainly by the

variability of vertical Ekman pumping of the main pycnocline and near-surface density flux above
the seasonal pycnocline.

The ocean is continuously stratified, with a sharp vertical density gradient in the pycnocline.
The two-layer model, proposed by Goni et al. [1], simplifies the stratified ocean as a two-layer
homogeneous fluid, regarding the main pycnocline depth as the interface. Let the thicknesses and
densities of the upper and lower layer be h1, ρ1, h2, and ρ2, respectively. The sea surface height is then

η = h1 + h2 − D, (7)

and the ocean bottom pressure is then

Po = Pa + gρ1h1 + gρ2h2 (8)

Combining Equations (7) and (8) yields:

η = εh1 + B, (9)

where
ε = (ρ2 − ρ1)/ρ2, (10)

and
B =

Po − Pa

gρ2
− D =

ρ1

ρ2
h1 + h2 − D. (11)

The fluctuating part of Equation (9) is

η′ = εh′1 + B′. (12)

As one can see, B′ has the same meaning as η′
b in Equation (4), and varies with the variabilities of

the ocean bottom pressure and sea surface atmospheric pressure. On the other hand, the εh′1 has the
same meaning as η′

s in Equation (4), and this illustrates that the steric component of the SLA in the
two-layer ocean model is only caused by the fluctuations of the interface (main pycnocline). However,
the effect of near-surface density flux is not considered in this model.

Generally speaking, the lower layer thickness in the deep ocean is much larger than that of
the upper layer. If it is further assumed that the lower layer is infinitely deep and the fluid in the
lower layer is stagnant, the model can be referred to as a 1.5-layer reduced gravity model. In the
1.5-layer reduced gravity model, the barotropic component, B′, is negligible and the SLA is equal to
the baroclinic component and proportional to the ULT anomaly (ULTA), h′1 [3]. Letting η′

ULT denote
the part of SLA that is proportional to the ULTA, then we have

η′(t) = η′
ULT(t) = εh′1(t). (13)
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As a result, the real-time ULT product can be derived from the corresponding altimeter data:

h1(t) = h1 + h′1(t) = h1 +
1
ε

η′(t), (14)

where h1 represents the climatological mean ULT. Both h1 and ε can be calculated from the World Ocean
Atlas 2013 data. The 1.5-layer reduced gravity model is widely used in simulating the upper-ocean
circulation in the South China Sea (e.g., [26–28]).

Equation (14) only considers the proportional relationship between the SLA and ULTA. However,
the barotropic and sea surface thermodynamic processes will change the SLA, while having little effect
on the main pycnocline fluctuations. They will break the proportional relationship between the SLA
and ULTA and bring error into the altimeter-derived ULT product based on Equation (14). To consider
the effects of these processes, we add a modified component η′

M, and then η′ can be divided into two
parts η′

ULT and η′
M:

η′(t) = η′
ULT(t) + η′

M(t). (15)

The climatological monthly η′
ULT can be derived from h′1 based on Equation (13). The h′1 is

calculated from the World Ocean Atlas data. Then the climatological monthly η′
M can be produced by

subtracting the World Ocean Atlas-derived η′
ULT from the η′, which is obtained from the climatological

monthly altimeter data. Then the real-time ULT product can be obtained with the daily altimeter data
by regarding the climatological monthly η′

M as a background field:

h1(t) = h1 +
1
ε

η′
ULT(t) = h1 +

1
ε
(η′(t)− η′

M(t)). (16)

4. Parameter Determination

To get the altimeter-derived ULT products, the first step is to determine the interface of the
two-layer ocean model. Given that the effect of salinity on the density is smaller than the effect of
temperature, previous investigators usually choose the depth of a certain isotherm as the interface
to correspond to the main thermocline depth (e.g., [1–4]). After analyzing the in situ hydrographic
data from the World Ocean Database 2005, Lin et al. [10] found the 16 ◦C isotherm has a better linear
correlation with the SLA than those at 12 ◦C, 14 ◦C, 18 ◦C, or 20 ◦C, and thus used the depth of the
16 ◦C isotherm as the interface of the South China Sea. In our study, from the climatological mean
temperature and density profiles over the South China Sea region derived from the World Ocean Atlas
2013 (Figure 3a), one can see that the thermocline and pycnocline depths are nearly the same in the
South China Sea. Both are mainly located between 50 m and 200 m. Around this depth range, different
isotherms and isopycnals depths (Figure 3a) are adopted to calculate the climatological monthly ULT
and ULTA using the World Ocean Atlas 2013 data. All available spatial and temporal ULTA values in
the South China Sea are compared with the corresponding SLA (Figure 3b,c). The spatial grid pixels
are excluded when the water depth is shallower than 300 m (Figure 1) because of the inapplicability
of the two-layer ocean model in the continental shelf area. The correlation coefficients between the
SLA and ULTA reach a maximum when choosing the 20 ◦C isotherm or 25 kg/m3 isopycnal. Both
the maximum correlation coefficients are ~0.77 and the corresponding depths of these two choices
are ~120 m (Figure 3a). The strong similarity suggests that the salinity effect is weak. The 25 kg/m3

isopycnal depth will be used to represent the ULT in the remainder of this paper. The 20 ◦C isotherm
depth is adopted to represent the ULT only when the ULT product is validated with the ATLAS buoys’
data, because the ATLAS buoys lack salinity data.
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Figure 3. (a) The mean temperature (blue) and density (red) profile in the South China Sea derived
from the World Ocean Atlas 2013. The correlation coefficient between the SLA and ULTA calculated
by different (b) temperature and (c) density. The stars indicate where the maximum correlation
coefficients appear.

Figure 4 shows the comparison of the correlation between the SLA and ULTA in different seasons.
The winter, spring, summer and fall values correspond here to January, April, July and October,
respectively. The correlation coefficient is high (beyond 95% t-test confidence interval) throughout
the year. The mean correlation coefficient is 0.76 ± 0.07. The maximum correlation coefficient is 0.86
which happens in spring (Figure 4b), and the minimum is 0.72 in summer (Figure 4c).

 

Figure 4. The scatter plots of SLA and ULTA calculated by 25 kg/m3 isopycnal in January, April, July
and October (a–d). The line of best fit is represented by the red dashed line.
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After determining the interface of the two-layer ocean model, the climatological mean h1, ρ1, ρ2

and ε can be calculated from the World Ocean Atlas 2013 data. Figure 5a illustrates the climatological
mean ULT, h1, in the South China Sea. The mean ULT is ~120 m and becomes thicker toward the
east. There are two eddy-like thinner ULT areas at 18◦N, 118◦E and 14◦N, 111◦E, corresponding to the
cold eddy northwest of the Luzon Island [13,29] and the cold eddy off the Vietnamese coast [27,30],
respectively. Figure 5b shows that the distribution of ε in the South China Sea. ε increases gradually
from the northwest to southeast South China Sea, with the values between 7.0 × 10−3 and 7.8 × 10−3

in most of our study area. For the regions near the continental shelf edge, the ε rapidly decreases
to ~5.0 × 10−3. Around the Nansha Islands, ε also decreases rapidly. The reduced gravity g′ can be
estimated by multiplying ε by the gravitational acceleration. This gives g′ ~0.073 m/s2 in the South
China Sea, which is about one order of magnitude larger than the value obtained in the open deep
ocean (e.g., [1,2]).

Figure 5. Climatological mean (a) ULT (CI: 5 m) and (b) ε (×10−3) in the South China Sea derived from
the World Ocean Atlas 2013.

The first row of Figure 6 shows the climatological seasonal variation of η′, SLA. In winter, η′ is
negative in most of the South China Sea, and reaches a minimum in the northeastern South China
Sea. This is mainly due to the reinforcement of the cold eddy northwest of the Luzon Island. η′

gradually increases in spring and reaches a maximum in the northeastern South China Sea in summer.
Then η′ decreases in fall and starts another cycle. The maximum seasonal variability of η′ in the
northeastern South China Sea suggests that the cold eddy northwest of the Luzon Island dominates
the seasonal variability of the η′ in the South China Sea. The monsoon is thought to be the primary
force for the seasonal shift of the cold eddy and η′ [16]. The seasonal variability of η′

ULT (second
row in Figure 6) shows great similarity to η′, except that η′

ULT is smaller than η′ in the northeastern
South China Sea and larger than η′ in the north central part of the South China Sea in winter. In summer
and fall, η′

ULT is smaller than η′ in the north central, northwestern and southern South China Sea.
These differences can be clearly illustrated by the seasonal variability of η′

M (third row in Figure 6).
Figure 7a shows the correlation coefficient between the monthly η′ and η′

ULT . A significant positive
correlation exists between 10◦N and 15◦N in the northeastern South China Sea, while in the north
central, northwestern and southern South China Sea, the positive correlation is weak and even turns
into a negative correlation in the north central and northwestern South China Sea. On the other hand,
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the correlation coefficient between η′ and η′
M (Figure 7b) is relatively high where the positive correlation

between η′ and η′
ULT is lower. Interestingly, the region where the higher positive correlation between

η′
M and η′

M occurs is exactly the area where one can find the larger ratio of the standard deviation
between η′

M and η′
ULT (Figure 7c), which shows the relative importance of these two components in

the seasonal variability amplitude of η′. It can be concluded that the proportional relationship between
η′ and h′1 is stronger and one can get an accurate ULT product based on Equation (14) between 10◦N
and 15◦N and in the northeastern South China Sea. However, in the north central, northwestern and
southern South China Sea, η′

M becomes important, and one must derive the ULT product according to
Equation (16) instead of Equation (14).

Figure 6. Seasonal variability of η′, η′
ULT and η′

M (CI: 0.1 m).

Figure 7. Spatial distributions of correlation coefficient between the monthly η′ (a) with η′
ULT and

(b) with η′
M. Shading in (a,b) indicates correlation beyond 95% confidence level; (c) The ratio of the

standard deviation between η′
M and η′

ULT . The ratio larger than 1 is shaded in (c).
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5. Product Evaluation

After identifying the parameters, one can easily get the altimeter-derived real-time ULT products
based on Equations (14) and (16), respectively. These two products are compared and evaluated with
different in situ observations.

The Argo-data-derived ULTs are directly obtained through computing the 25 kg/m3 isopycnal
depth at each Argo profile. Then the gridded altimeter-derived ULTs were interpolated to Argo profile
locations to compare with the Argo-data-derived ULTs. The Argo measurements in the South China
Sea are separated into the part north of 15◦N and the part between 10◦N and 15◦N, because the
relative importance of η′

ULT and η′
M is quite different in these two areas and the Argo data are very

scarce in the southern South China Sea (Figure 2a). Figure 8 shows the comparison of the mean bias
and root-mean-square error (RMSE) between the altimeter-derived and Argo-data-derived ULT in
these two areas based on the two methods. Overall, the biases are positive, which indicate that the
altimeter-derived products always overestimate the ULT directly calculated by the Argo observations.
The overestimation can be somewhat reduced after considering η′

M. At the same time, the RMSE also
achieves a certain degree of reduction. The bias and RMSE for the region north of 15◦N are obviously
larger than those between 10◦N and 15◦N. Specifically, without considering η′

M, the maximum bias
(~12 m) and maximum RMSE (more than 15 m) can be found in summer and fall for the region north of
15◦N. After adding η′

M, the bias is reduced to less than 3 m and the RMSE decreases by more than 27%.
The situations are the same for the region between 10◦N and 15◦N, except that the bias and RMSE and
the improvements after considering η′

M are relatively smaller than those north of 15◦N. These results
correspond to the large positive η′

M in summer and fall (third row in Figure 6) and prove the relative
importance of η′

M in summer and fall, especially in the northern South China Sea. However, in winter
and spring, the improvements are very limited after considering η′

M.

Figure 8. Bias and RMSE (Unit: m) between the altimeter-derived and Argo-data-derived ULT for the
South China Sea (a) north of 15◦N and (b) between 10◦N and 15◦N.

The CTD data collected during three joint cruises are used to validate the altimeter-derived
ULT products. Figure 9 shows the differences between altimeter-derived and cruise-data-derived
ULTs for these three cruises. The ULT differences at each station are derived in the same way as the
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Argo profile. Results for the first two cruises are shown in the first two columns of Figure 9. They
are during the summer and fall and cover nearly all the South China Sea. The altimeter-derived
products, which neglect η′

M, evidently overestimate the cruise-data-derived ULT in these two cruises,
especially in the north central, northwestern and southern South China Sea. After considering η′

M,
the overestimations are substantially reduced, and the RMSE are reduced from 11.8 m and 14.5 m to
8.6 m and 11.7 m, respectively for the cruise in July 1998 and August 2000. The reduction rate of the
RMSE for these two cruises is about 27% and 19%, respectively. However, both the altimeter-derived
products underestimate the cruise-data-derived ULT off the southeast coast of Vietnam in August
2000 (second column in Figure 9). That may be because of the effects of an anticyclonic eddy, which is
part of a dipole eddy pair associated with the summer eastward jet (e.g., [14,26,27,31,32]). The details
still need further study. Furthermore, η′

M has a very limited influence on ULT products for the cruise
in May 2004 (third column in Figure 9), and this agrees with previous studies that η′

M is very small
(Figure 6) and the improvements are very limited after considering η′

M in spring (Figure 8b).
Next, we validate the two satellite-derived products with the data of the three ATLAS buoys in

the South China Sea (Figure 10). The SCS1 is located in the northern South China Sea (Figure 1) where
the relative importance of η′

M reaches its maximum (Figure 7c). The correlation coefficient and RMSE
between the time series of ULT derived from the altimeter without considering η′

M and from the SCS1
is 0.54 m and 15.2 m. The altimeter-derived product obviously overestimates the buoy-derived ULT
during the summer and fall. Consistent with our expectations, these overestimations are markedly
reduced after considering η′

M. The new product fits very well with the buoy-derived ULT, especially
in summer and fall. The correlation coefficient rises to 0.81, and the RMSE decreases to 9.6 m. These
results confirm the important role of η′

M in simulating the ULT in the northern South China Sea in
summer and fall. For the buoys SCS2 and SCS3, when η′

M is neglected, the altimeter-derived products
correspond well with the buoy-derived ULT. Their correlation coefficient is 0.91 and 0.69, and their
RMSE is 9.7 m and 8.1 m for SCS2 and SCS3, respectively. After considering η′

M, the time series are
basically the same (Figure 10b,c), which is consistent with the result that the effects of η′

M are smaller
in the middle of the South China Sea (Figure 7c).

Figure 9. Spatial distribution of differences (Units: m) between altimeter-derived and cruise-data-derived
ULT in July 1998 (left), August 2000 (middle) and May 2004 (right) without η′M (up) and with η′M (down).
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Figure 10. (a–c) Time series of buoy-data-derived ULT (blue dashed line), altimeter-derived ULT
without η′

M (red solid line) and with η′
M (black solid line). The locations of three ATLAS buoys are

marked in Figure 1.

6. Physical Mechanisms of the Modified Component

It is worth discussing the physical mechanisms that control η′
M. According to Gill and Niiler [11],

the wind can affect η′ in two ways: by changing the bottom pressure through barotropic motions and
by changing the main thermocline through vertical Ekman pumping. In addition, the surface density
flux can affect the near-surface steric height anomaly by changing the density in the mixed layer.
Therefore, η′

ULT looks to be mainly under the control of baroclinic dynamics and η′
M is dominated by

barotropic processes and the near-surface baroclinic thermodynamic processes. By comparing the
1.5-layer baroclinic planetary wave model and the barotropic Sverdrup model, Liu et al. [17] noted
that the seasonal variability of η′ in the South China Sea is mainly determined by surface wind curl on
baroclinic Rossby waves and the barotropic contribution is very small. They also find that the surface
steric height anomaly in the upper 50 m, which is controlled by surface heat flux forcing, contributes
~20% of the total steric height anomaly. According to Liu et al. [17], the surface steric height anomaly
in the upper 50 m can be calculated as:

η′
50 = − 1

ρ0

∫ 0

−50 m
ρ′dz, (17)

in the same way as Equation (6). The differences between η′
s and η′

50 represent the baroclinic dynamics
component of η′, which is mainly correlated with the main thermocline variability. Liu et al. [17] also
mentioned that the barotropic component of η′ can be calculated by subtracting η′

s from the altimeter
η′ if both are exact.

Figure 11 shows the seasonal variability of the total steric height anomaly (η′
WOA), the surface

steric height anomaly (η′
WOA50), and the baroclinic dynamics component of η′ (η′

WOAULT) measured
by the World Ocean Atlas 2013. Figure 11 also illustrates the seasonal variability of the barotropic
component of η′ (η′

BT) calculated by subtracting η′
WOA from η′ (first row in Figure 6). The major

seasonal features of η′
WOA and η′

WOAULT agree well with η′ and η′
ULT (Figure 6), which suggests that

the seasonal variability of the SLA is dominated by the baroclinic part, especially by the baroclinic
dynamic processes. The seasonal variability of η′

WOA50 is relatively small, and mainly manifests
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as negative anomalies (smaller than −0.02 m) in winter and spring and positive anomalies (larger
than 0.02 m) in summer and fall in the northern South China Sea. In the same way as Figure 7c,
the relative importance of η′

WOA50, η′
BT , and η′

WOAULT is shown by comparing their standard deviation
(Figure 12). From Figure 12a, η′

WOA50 is found to be more important than η′
WOAULT only in the north

central part of the South China Sea. This position is exactly where the buoy SCS1 is located and the
maximum ratio of the standard deviation between η′

M and η′
ULT is found. This demonstrates that,

in this region, the variability of η′
M can be partly explained as the effects of surface thermodynamic

processes. The surface heat flux expands/contracts the water column in the mixed layer and brings
a positive/negative η′

M in summer/winter, especially in the northern South China Sea. Comparing
with η′

WOA50, η′
BT plays a more important role. η′

BT shows high positive values (larger than 0.05 m)
in the northeastern South China Sea in winter, in the southern South China Sea in spring, and in
the western South China Sea in summer and fall. The seasonal variability of η′

BT is the same as, but
weaker than, η′

M. Besides the north central part of the South China Sea, the ratio of the standard
deviation between η′

BT and η′
WOAULT is more than 1 in the northwestern and southern South China

Sea (Figure 12b). After combining η′
WOA50 and η′

BT , the ratio of the standard deviation between the
combined effect and η′

WOAULT (Figure 12c) fits very well with that between η′
M and η′

ULT (Figure 7c).
This confirms that η′

M is mainly under the control of the combined effect of surface thermodynamic
and barotropic processes. However, whether the differences between η′

WOA and satellite-derived η′

can represent the barotropic component is still open to discussion. The differences may also include the
effects of the time inconsistency of these two datasets. The Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment
(GRACE) [33,34] will be included to discuss the seasonal variability of the barotropic component in
future work.

Figure 11. Seasonal variability of η′
WOA, η′

WOA50, η′
WOAULT and η′

BT .
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Figure 12. The ratio of the standard deviation (a) between η′
WOA50 and η′

WOAULT ; (b) between η′
BT and

η′
WOAULT ; and (c) between η′

WOA50 + η′
BT and η′

WOAULT . The ratio larger than 1 is shaded.

7. Conclusions and Discussion

The climatological monthly gridded temperature and salinity and SLA data are used to quantify
the background field parameters of Equations (14) and (16) based on a highly simplified two-layer
ocean model. The first method considers that the SLA is directly proportional to the ULTA, and the
other separates SLA into two parts: the component proportional to ULTA, η′

ULT , and the modified
component η′

M, which can correct the difference between η′ and η′
ULT introduced by other physical

processes. With these equations, one can derive two real-time ULT products using the SLA data.
As far as we know, this is the first time to have obtained the altimeter-derived ULT products with
gridded World Ocean Atlas 2013 data. Compared to the former products (2◦ × 2◦) derived from the
site data (e.g., [10]), the new products have higher resolution (0.25◦ × 0.25◦) and thus can identify the
ULT structures at smaller scales.

The 25 kg/m3 isopycnal depth is chosen as the representation of the ULT after comparing different
choices. The alternative choice is the 20 ◦C isotherm depth due to the salinity effect being weak. In the
South China Sea, the mean ULT is ~120 m, and there are two obvious eddy-like thinner ULT areas
corresponding to two cold eddies. The mean reduced gravity is ~0.073 m/s2, which is about one
order of magnitude larger than the value obtained in the open deep ocean. Both η′ and η′

ULT display
a clear seasonal variability and their variability shows great similarity, except in the north central,
northwestern and southern South China Sea, where the η′

M has higher correlation with η′ and larger
standard deviation relative to η′

ULT .
Three different in situ observations are used to compare and evaluate these two ULT products.

Both the high-resolution altimeter-derived products satisfactorily simulate the ULT in the South China
Sea. The range of the RMSE is from less than 10 m to ~15 m in different evaluations. The monthly
varied η′

M is firstly introduced into the two-layer ocean model. We found that η′
M is really necessary to

correct the overestimation in summer and fall reported by the altimeter-derived ULT product without
considering η′

M, especially in the northern South China Sea. However, in winter and spring, and in the
middle South China Sea, the corrective action of η′

M is limited. Nevertheless, it is comforting to see that
the bias and RMSE is relatively small in these situations even if without η′

M. The in situ observations in
the South China Sea south of 10◦N were too few to evaluate the satellite-derived ULT product. Finally,
the physical mechanisms of η′

M are found to be mainly under the control of the combined effect of
barotropic and surface thermodynamic processes.
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Abstract: The 3D geostrophic currents and the associated volume transport (VT) can be estimated
from the GOCE and Altimetry satellite data and in-situ temperature and salinity profiles measured by
the Argo floats. We do so for the Southern Ocean between 20◦S and 65◦S with their time variability
down to the depth of 1975 m (in 58 layers) over the 11-year period of 2004–2014. The results depict
the Southern Ocean circulation where a zonal Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) interacts with a
meridional thermohaline circulation. The VT reproduces the polar front and the subantarctic front of
the ACC, as well as the large scale and mesoscale currents in the Southern Ocean. Our estimates for
the Agulhas current and the East Australia currents are also quantitatively comparable with results
from other approaches in the literature based on in-situ data. For ACC, the estimated VT at the Drake
Passage is 185 Sv for the norm of the time average VT, or 202 Sv for the mean of the norms of the
monthly VT, which are larger than previous estimations (ranging from 134 to 175 Sv). The estimate is
potentially reconciled when only the zonal transport is considered (181 Sv). The Drake Passage total
VT appears to be quite stable during the studied period, unlike its (dominant) zonal and meridional
components which show higher variability that mostly compensate each other. The spatially averaged
ACC VT shows per 1◦ width in the main stream a mean value of 29.6 Sv or 35.8 Sv (depending on the
method used), an annual signal with an amplitude of 0.33 ± 0.06 Sv that peaks in early April, with no
significant semi-annual signals nor linear trend. Water transports of barotropic and baroclinic origin
have been isolated in the VT series showing that 75% of transport is barotropic and the remaining
25% baroclinic, while the variability and annual signal in the ACC is fully barotropic.

Keywords: ocean geostrophy; water volume transport; satellite geodesy; space gravity; altimetry;
Argo; Southern Ocean; ACC

1. Introduction

Physical forces acting on a body of water in the Navier-Stokes equation of motion include gravity,
friction, Coriolis, and pressure gradient. In the oceans, dependent on the forces involved in the
particular situation under consideration, different horizontal currents arise when wind stress is exerted
on the sea surface. That balanced by the Coriolis force include the geostrophic and the Ekman flows.
The geostrophic currents arise when the pressure gradient is balanced by the Coriolis force. It acts to
the left (right) to the velocity direction in the southern (northern) hemisphere. The Ekman currents
occur when the frictional force plays a significant role; its motion at the surface is 45◦ to the left (right)
of the wind, while the total mass transport including all depths moves 90◦ to the left (right) on average.
Ekman transport moves water mass to a side of the wind, which generates a pressure gradient that
ultimately forms a geostrophic flow. Thus the two currents are not completely independent.

This study focuses on the geostrophic currents of the Southern Ocean. Historically, surface
currents have been studied from ship drifter data [1], whereas the associated volume transport
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were inferred from in situ measurements of bottom [2], buoy or moored instruments [3], drifts
and current meter records [4], hydrographic measurements [5], shipboard acoustic Doppler current
profiler [6], and temperature (T) and salinity (S) climatological profiles [7]. In modern times, remote
sensing instruments on board satellites opened new methodologies to observe currents. Wunsch
and Gaposchkin [8] estimated the global geostrophic currents from hydrographic and altimetric sea
level data, along with a modeled geoid. However, the necessary measurements were not accurate
enough until decades later. The required quality of sea surface height (SSH) measurements was
obtained in the early 1990s with the launch of the TOPEX/Poseidon (T/P) altimetric satellite [9].
The hydrographic measurements started to become continuous and globally monitored with the
deployment of free-drifting profiling floats of the Argo project since 2000 [10]. In the meantime,
the space gravity missions as GRACE and GOCE greatly improved the determination of the Earth’s
geoid [11]. Presently, the combined processing of these new datasets allows the estimation of not
only the global ocean surface geostrophic currents but also the three-dimensional (3D) structures
with depth.

Cadden et al. [12] obtained promising results by combining climatological T/S profiles and
altimetric SSH measurements with a GRACE-derived geoid. Mulet et al. [13] studied the Atlantic
Meridional Overturning Circulation by the Wunsch and Gaposchkin’s method combining altimetric
SSH, sea surface temperature, climatological Argo data, and a GRACE-based geoid. Kosempa and
Chambers [14] obtained 3D geostrophic velocity fields combining satellite altimetry, a GRACE-based
geoid and Argo T/S profiles. Their results were favorably compared to estimated currents at 1000 dbar
based on Argo float trajectories. For the first time, geostrophic volume transport fields of the Southern
Ocean have been obtained from their 3D geostrophy, where a significant correlation is evident between
the average zonal transport over the entire Indian Ocean basin and the Antarctic Annual Oscillation at
low frequencies. In this work we will use a GOCE-derived geoid, which is a notable advancement in
precision and resolution over the GRACE based geoids .

The Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) arises as the principal current when studying the
geostrophic currents of the Southern Ocean. The mightiest and longest current not blocked by
continents and connecting the Pacific, Atlantic and Indian oceans, it consists of two varying main
fronts, which from north to south are the Subantarctic Front, and the Polar Front (Figure 1). Closer to
Antarctica there is a third and weaker Southern Front. Adjacent to the coast there are two deep-reaching
cyclonic gyres located at the Weddell and Ross Seas (Figure 1), and a third gyre between 80◦E and
90◦E of longitude (not shown in Figure 1). They are considered to bring ACC water near the cold
continental coast to form deep waters [15]. It is worth noting that the ACC presents a net loss of heat
to the atmosphere, that thermally isolates the cold Antarctic waters from the subtropical warm ones.
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Figure 1. Schematic map of major currents in the southern hemisphere oceans south of 20◦S, showing
the two major cores of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), the Subantarctic Front and the Polar
Front. (F is short for front, C for current and G for gyre). Depths shallower than 3500 m are shaded.
Reproduced with permission from Rintoul et al. [16].

Without global satellite coverage, the study of the ACC has been limited to the analysis of the
currents at two passages. One is located south of Tasmania, where volume transports around 147
sverdrups (Sv = 106 m3/s or 109 kg/s of flux) have been reported [17,18]. The second is the Drake
Passage to the south of South America. The mean flow there varies between 134 to 140 Sv [2,5,19,20],
while recent studies have considerably upped these estimates to 173–175 Sv [3,7].

In this study we shall calculate the 3D geostrophic currents and the associated volume transport
(VT) using the SSH from a monthly merged solution from several altimetric missions, a geoid model
from the GOCE mission, and the Argo monthly T/S profiles. We shall do so for the Southern Ocean
between 20◦S and 65◦S at 58 depths from near surface to 1975 m depth for the 11-year period of
2004–2014.

2. Methodology

The geostrophic flow in the ocean can be estimated based on the combination of space and in situ
data [8]. We do so using altimetric and gravity measurements from satellites, and in situ data from the
Argo floats. To this end, we first define the Absolute Dynamic Topography (ADT) and the Relative
Dynamic Topography (RDT) as follows:

ADT(x, y, t) = SSH(x, y, t)− N(x, y), (1)

RDT(x, y, z, t) =
1

g(y)

∫ 0

P(z)

dP
ρ(x, y, z, t)

, (2)

where N represents a time-averaged geoid, x denotes the longitude, y the latitude, z depth, t time,
g the latitude-dependent gravitational acceleration, P(z) the pressure at depth z (in Pascal units), and ρ

the density. We obtain the density from the ocean T, S, and pressure via the state Equation of Seawater
from the Gibbs Seawater Oceanography Toolbox [21].
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For the surface geostrophic currents, zonal speed (positive eastward) us and the meridional speed
(positive northward) vs follow from the geostrophic equation, i.e., the balance between the pressure
gradient force and the Coriolis force at the surface:

us(x, y, t) = − g(y)
f

∂ADT
∂y

(x, y, t),

(3)

vs(x, y, t) =
g(y)

f
∂ADT

∂x
(x, y, t),

where f = 2ω sin y is the Coriolis parameter depending on ω, the angular rate of Earth’s rotation.
The surface geostrophic current provides the boundary value for the geostrophic current at any depth
z = zi according to:

us(x, y, t) = − g(y)
f

∂RDT
∂y

(x, y, zi, t) + u(x, y, zi, t),

(4)

vs(x, y, t) =
g(y)

f
∂RDT

∂x
(x, y, zi, t) + v(x, y, zi, t).

Substitution and expansion of Equations (3) and (4) allow one to calculate the geostrophic current
at depth zi from the geostrophic surface current and the spatial gradients of ADT and RDT (at depth zi):

u(x, y, zi, t) = − g(y)
f

(

∂ADT
∂y

(x, y, t)− ∂RDT
∂y

(x, y, zi, t)
)

,

(5)

v(x, y, zi, t) =
g(y)

f

(

∂ADT
∂x

(x, y, t)− ∂RDT
∂x

(x, y, zi, t)
)

.

Estimating the geostrophic currents at several depths yields the three dimensional geostrophic
flow, hereafter referred to as 3D geostrophy.

The volume of water transport at a cell of a regular grid from the surface to a depth D by the
geostrophic flow can be estimated integrating vertically the 3D geostrophy from z = −D to z = 0,
and multiplying the result by the width of the cell perpendicular to the transport as follows:

VTu(x, y, t) = wNS ·
∫ 0

−D
u(x, y, z, t)dz,

(6)

VTv(x, y, t) = wEW(y) ·
∫ 0

−D
v(x, y, z, t)dz.

where wNS (wEW) is the North-South (East-West) width of the grid cell. Note that in a regular grid
wEW depends on latitude y, unlike wNS. Besides, both components of the VT depend on the depth of
integration D. Units of volume transport are Sverdrups.

3. Data

3.1. Sea Surface Height

Sea level maps are provided by the CCI-Sea Level Project (http://www.esa-sealevel-cci.org) as
a monthly merged solution from several altimetry satellites (Jason 1&2, Topex/Poseidon, Envisat,
ERS1&2, GFO) for the time span 1993/01/01 to 2014/12/31, with a spatial resolution of 0.25 degrees.
These maps are given as anomalies with respect to the DTU10-MSS mean sea surface where all
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recommended geophysical and atmospheric corrections are applied. This version of the product is
Version 1.1. The product can be found in “ESA Sea Level CCI project team (2016): ESA Sea Level
Climate Change Initiative (Sea Level CCI): Time series of gridded Sea Level Anomalies (SLA). Centre
for Environmental Data Analysis”, downloaded in 06/2016. http://catalogue.ceda.ac.uk/uuid/
682e9b455aae4f8fb2275580e8e21f1f (See [22] for further details).

3.2. Mean Sea Surface, Geoid, and Mean Dynamic Topography

A high-resolution mean sea surface model, DTU13MSS, computed by the Danish National Space
Center [23] based on two decades of multi-mission satellite altimeters from nine different satellites has
been used. By combining it with the geoid EIGEN-6C3, a high resolution global combined gravity field
model based on the 4th release of the GOCE Direct Approach (see [24] for details), the DTU13MDT
mean dynamic topography model was derived. Note that EIGEN-6C3 is a combined geoid model
that also uses GRACE data and to reduce the applied filter it also assimilates surface gravity data
based on satellite altimetry (mainly DTU10GRA). Andersen et al. [23] demonstrated that the Mean
Dynamic Topography (MDT) DTU13MDT combined with DTU13MSS can be used to derive realistic
geostrophic currents comparable to oceanographic derived MDT. Both data sets are available via
ftp.space.dtu.dk/DTU13.

3.3. Temperature and Salinity Profiles from Argo Data

We use the Roemmich - Gilson Argo Climatology data [25] (data provided by SCRIPPS available
at http://sio-argo.ucsd.edu/RG_Climatology.html, downloaded in April 2018). Data are 1◦× 1◦

regular monthly grids at 58 depths from near surface to 1975 m. They are estimated via weighted
least-squares fit to the nearest 100 Argo-only T and S profiles. We take the time period 2004–2014 since
at 2004 the number of Argo profiling floats reached 1000, and the southern limit of 65◦S because that is
the Argo spatial coverage limit.

3.4. Simulated Geostrophic Currents from ECCO Model

We shall compare our results against the output of the ECCO Model Version 4 Release 3 [26,27],
for the overlapping period 2004–2014. This version of the model assimilates both in situ (T and S
profiles, including Argo’s), and satellite remote sensing measurements including sea surface height
from altimetry missions, sea surface T and S, sea-ice concentration, and ocean bottom pressure from
GRACE mission. Further details can be found at https://ecco.jpl.nasa.gov/products/all/. One of
the outputs is the simulated surface currents as monthly maps with a spatial resolution of 0.5◦× 0.5◦,
which are reduced to 1◦× 1◦ for comparison with our estimate. To obtain the gestrophic component of
the ECCO Surface Currents we subtracted the Ekman component of the Surface Currents as obtained
from GEKCO2 product [28]. The Ekman component was computed from remote-sensing altimeter and
scatterometer data sets, and is distributed by the CERSAT as daily Ekman Surface Currents maps with a
spatial resolution of 0.25◦× 0.25◦. Maps are reduced to monthly 1◦× 1◦ maps for comparison. In order
to derive the RDT at different depths (see Equation (2)) we use ECCO T and S profiles at 37 depths
down to 1975 m. From the RDT we derive the 3D geostrophic currents following the methodology of
Section 2.

3.5. In-Situ Observations from Drifters

To validate the estimated surface geostrophic currents, their mean will be compared with in-situ
measurements provided by drifting buoys. Here we use an annual climatology for the near-surface
geostrophic currents from drifter buoys provided by the Global Drifter Program (www.aoml.noaa.gov,
Version number: 3.1. Created on: 9 March 2018). A more detailed description of the data can be found
in [29,30].
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4. Results and Discussion

4.1. 3D Geostrophic Currents

The 3D geostrophic currents are computed according to Equation (5) at 58 depths from near surface
to 1975 m depth for the period 2004–2014. We have computed the ADT and the velocities at the surface
with a spacial resolution of 0.25◦, whereas, for the RDT, the maximum spatial resolution is 1◦. Thus, the
3D geostrophy is provided at 1◦ spatial resolution, but surface currents velocities have been computed
at 0.25◦. Note, that since the geostrophic velocity is based on the spatial gradient, its determinable
speed at each point is affected by the spatial resolution of the data sets. The time-averaged zonal
and meridional velocities at different depths are shown in Figures 2 and 3, while Figure 4 shows
the mean of geostrophic current speed at the same depths. The latter is estimated as the Euclidean
norm of the zonal and meridional components of the current. Note that the blank spots increase by
depths due to the bathymetry. Furthermore, in Figure 3 we can discern approximately every three
degrees meridional stripes that seem to be an artefact due to some of the processing of the data to
produce the ADT. It likely comes from the assimilation of GRACE data in the used geoid, since GRACE
has a polar orbit and meridional stripes are characteristic of unfiltered GRACE data (see e.g., [31]).
Note that this noise is not observable in the geoid itself but comes out when it is combined with the
SHH and we compute the partial derivatives to obtain the surface geostrophic currents. In any case,
the noise only affects the meridional component, which in most of the cases is residual with respect
to the zonal component in the studied region. This figures clearly illustrate geostrophic currents
being strongest near the surface, whose strength decays with depth. The Subantartic and Polar fronts
are clearly identified, showing a primary eastward component. The alternation of northward and
southward components of the currents reveals the presence of eddies. Considering the ‘ACC region’
as contoured in Section 4.3 (see further details below), we obtain a mean (latitude weighted) speed
at the region at different depths of 22.4 ± 0.2 cm/s (2.5 m), 19.7 ± 0.1 cm/s (500 m), 17 ± 0.1 cm/s
(1000 m), 15.2 ± 0.1 cm/s (1500 m), and 14 ± 0.1 cm/s (1975 m). A mean decrease from the surface
to 1975 m of 3.8 cm/s is observed, but in areas of maximum intensity this decrease reaches values
over 25 cm/s, from which more than half (around 13 cm/s) takes place within the first 500 m depth, in
both zonal and meridional components. The ACC also extends bellow the surface with decreasing
strength, nevertheless it still reaches values as large as 30 cm/s at 1975 m, which is in good agreement
with previous studies [32]. Note that besides ACC, the 3D geostrophy estimated here agrees well with
the general current pattern of the Southern Ocean depicted in Figure 1, showing comparable current
systems. For example, the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence region in the southwestern Atlantic basin can
be observed with values ranging from 30 cm/s to 15 cm/s at 1975 m. The Agulhas Current, which
is the warm shallow western boundary current of the southwest Indian Ocean, and the Benghela
Current, which is the cold eastern boundary current of the southeast Atlantic Ocean, are very clear at
all depths: a westward current can be seen from south Madagascar, becoming south-westward along
the east coast of South Africa, and then moving eastward leaving the coast, while a west-northern
current transports cold water from Antartica along the western South Africa coast. The northern part
of the Ross Sea Gyre between 180◦E and 120◦W can also be recognized.
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Figure 2. 2004–2014 Mean zonal geostrophic current at depths of: (a) 500 m, (b) 1000 m, (c) 1500 m,
and (d) 1975 m. Positive (red) values represent eastward direction while negative (blue) westward.
The zonal geostrophic currents reach values up to 60 cm/s (the color scale is saturated at 50 cm/s to
better resolve the interrelation between different depths).

Figure 3. Cont.
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Figure 3. Same as Figure 2, but for the mean meridional Geostrophic current (color saturated at
20 cm/s).

Figure 4. Same as Figure 2, but for the mean speed of the geostrophic current (color saturated at
65 cm/s).
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4.2. Comparison with Simulated ECCO geoStrophic Currents and In-Situ Surface Currents Observations

We compare the 3D geostrophic currents derived from GOCE, altimetry, and Argo data for the
region [65◦S, 20◦S] with the 3D Geostrophic currents from the ocean circulation model ECCO that
assimilates in situ and satellite measurements (see Section 3.4). Note that, unlike ECCO, in this
study we use a GOCE geoid which is independent from altimetry. For validation purposes, we also
compare the two products with in situ observations derived from satellite-tracked surface drifting
buoy observations [29] from which we remove the Eckam component in the same way as before
(see Section 3.4). We will limit our validation to mean surface currents as only the time averaged
velocities are available although the drifters currents uses data for the period 1979–2015.

Figure 5 shows the mean speed of the surface geostrophic currents from the three data sets: this
study (GOCE and altimetry based), ECCO products, and Drifters. Our results and drifters show a
remarkable good agreement whereas the ECCO value over the Southern Ocean presents much lower
speeds (around 50% lower, note the different ranges of the color bar for Figure 5b). Considering
the complex representation of the velocities u + iv, where u and v are the zonal and meridional
components, we can obtain the complex correlation coefficient as described by Kundu [33] whose
magnitude gives the overall measure of correlation and whose phase gives the average relative
displacement or veering between the two velocity maps. For the velocities from this study and the
drifters, the complex correlation coefficient is 0.78 with a mean angular offset of veering of 3◦. While
for the surface currents from ECCO and drifters, the complex correlation coefficient is slightly lower,
at 0.69, though with a smaller relative shift of 0.9◦, but notice that the angular offset of veering is
more significant the higher the correlation is. Quantitatively our study suggests that the ECCO based
approach significantly under-estimates the current variabilities while our approach produces a more
realistic estimate closer to the direct drifter observations at least for the mean values. The two indirect
methods use similar altimetric data, thus the improvement in our study illustrates the utility of an
independent GOCE-derived geoid.

Figure 5. Cont.
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Figure 5. Mean surface geostrophic currents from (a) this study (GOCE and altimetry based), (b) ECCO,
and (c) drifters. Note the different ranges of the color bar.

Figure 6 shows the mean speed variations from surface down to 1975 m depth for the 3D
geostrophic currents from this study (GOCE, Altimetry, and Argo based), compared to those from
ECCO products. Again the patterns are quite similar, but with lower intensities in the ECCO about
30%; the latter produces a lower intensity variation also by depths. Figure 6a also shows higher values
in certain regions of the ACC, particularly south of Africa. Note that these variations with depth with
respect to the surface depend on the RDT and not on the reference surface current.

Figure 6. Differences of mean speed from geostrophic currents at 1975 m vs. 2.5 m of depth: (a) this
study (GOCE, Altimetry and Argo based) ; (b) from ECCO model.

For comparison, Figure 7 shows the time series of the zonal geostrophic current speeds at 1000 m
depth at two different locations characterized by very different current intensities. The first location is
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(40◦S, 138◦E), south of Australia and north of the subtropical front, where zonal currents are small,
and shows a mean zonal speed of 0.1 ± 0.2 cm/s, with standard deviation of 2.4 cm/s. The second
location is (51◦S, 148◦E), south of Tasmania close to the polar front, where the currents are expected to
be large. The mean zonal speed there is estimated to be 12 ± 0.8 cm/s with a standard deviation of
8.8 cm/s. The zonal speed at these two locations has also been studied by [14], following a similar
methodology but using a GRACE derived geoid. For the overlapping time period (2004–2012), the time
series variability is similar to that reported by [14], but intensities obtained by our approach at the
second location are considerably larger. That is in agreement with previous studies (e.g., [34–38]) that
reported how GOCE geoid enhances the estimate of geostrophic circulation over the GRACE geoid in
providing more detailed patterns and higher intensities closer to in-situ observations. The dotted lines
are the zonal speed at 1000 m as estimated from the ECCO model, which again under-estimates it.

Figure 7. Time series of zonal speed at 1000 m depth at two localities as a function of time (2004–2014):
Red curve for (40◦S, 138◦E) in South Australia (Point1), and black curve for (51◦S, 148◦E) south of
Tasmania (Point 2). Solid lines are our results, dotted lines are those from the ECCO Model.

4.3. Volume Transports

The 3D integrated zonal and meridional VT are evaluated according to Equation 6 (see Section 2),
with the limit of integration going from 1975 m depth to the surface. Following [39] we define the
barotropic transport as the portion of VT due to a water column moving uniformly as fast as the
bottom current, and baroclinic transport as the part of VT with respect to the barotropic transport,
so that the geostrophic VT is the sum of the two. The time averaged VT for the period 2004–2014 is
shown in Figure 8 in two different ways. Arrows in Figure 8a are the mean VT vectors, while the
colored background shows their Euclidean norm, where the color scale is saturated at 80 Sv (maximum
values can reach 129 Sv) for better visualization. On the other hand, Figure 8b gives the mean of the
monthly VT vector norms map. In this case the maximum values reach 141 Sv, and the color scale
saturated at 100 Sv. The ‘ACC region’ is defined as the grid points in Figure 8b with values above 20
Sv (some isolated points, likely outliers, have been edited out).

As expected, the VT patterns are similar to those from the geostrophic currents. In particular,
ACC can be clearly identified as the dominant current. The eastward component is driving the
transport, with some alternating north-south departures produced by eddies. In some areas, as in the
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south of Africa, the subantarctic and polar fronts can be discerned. The mean of the monthly VT vector
norms in 1◦ grid cell width reaches values from 10.5 Sv at a few points to 141 Sv, with a mean value
35.8 ± 0.5 Sv. On the other hand, the norm of the mean vectors is 29.6 ± 0.4 Sv per 1◦ grid cell width,
from which 22.6 ± 0.3 Sv is of barotropic origin and 7.1 ± 0.1 Sv is baroclinic transport. Hereafter, we
will call the Euclidean norm of the mean VT vectors the total VT. Figure 9 shows the time evolution
in the ACC region of the zonal, meridional, and total VT, for both the barotropic and the baroclinic
components and their sum. Note that these values refer to the VT per 1◦ grid cell. So, for any section
along a meridian, the mean zonal VT at a given time can be estimated multiplying the zonal value at
Figure 9 at such time by the number of grid points at the given section. A time average of the volume
transport at those sections can be found later in this section. Besides, as the mean number of grid
points per meridional section is 10, it can be inferred that the mean VT for this kind of section is 296 Sv.
The total VT as shown in Figure 9 is indistinguishable from the zonal component. Approximatively
75% of the mean VT is barotropic, while the remaining 25% is baroclinic. However, the variability
of the VT is entirely driven by the barotropic transport. In particular, the VT (and the barotropic
component) shows an annual signal of 0.33 ± 0.06 Sv fully driven by the barotropic transport, reaching
the maximum on about 8 April. The annual signal explains a 32% of the standard deviation of the
signal for total VT. The semiannual signal and the linear trends are not significantly different from
zero. Temporally, the total VT and the total barotropic transport show an oscillation with a period
of 2–3 years. On the other hand, the mean meridional VT in the ACC (see Figure 9b) shows a mean
value of −0.6 ± 0.2 Sv, which means a southward transport. Around 70% of the meridional mean ACC
transport is barotropic and 30% is baroclinic, its variability driven by the barotropic transport. None of
them display significant annual, semiannual or linear trends, although a decadal oscillation seems to
be discernible.

Figure 8. 2004–2014 mean geostrophic volume transport: (a) Arrows are the mean vectors, and the
color represents their norms. (The color scale is saturated at 80 Sv, maximum values can reach 129 Sv);
(b) Mean of the monthly vector norms. The ACC region is outlined in black, the Drake Passage in red,
and the regions considered for the Agulhas, Brazil-Malvinas and East Australia currents are outlined
in orange. The color scale is saturated at 100 Sv, maximum values can reach 141 Sv. Units are Sv.

Of great interest in the ACC is the Drake Passage (red line in Figure 8b), the narrowest part of
the current, which is also one of the most studied areas in the Southern Ocean with a large amount
of in situ data. The VT in the Drake Passage is estimated by simply adding the VT vectors at the
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Drake Passage grid points (red line in Figure 8b, a total of 6 grid cells). Our estimation considering the
mean of the monthly VT vector norms is 202.7 Sv, with a standard deviation of 32.4, while considering
the total VT (norm) of the mean vector is 185.2 Sv. This estimate is quite a bit larger than those
reported in the literature, which range from 134 to 141 Sv (e.g., [5,19,20]), and more recently between
173.3 ± 11 Sv [3] and 175 ± 5 Sv [7]. The differences are apparently reduced when only the zonal
component is considered, which shows a mean value of 181.5 Sv with a standard deviation of 43.9 Sv.
The origin of this discrepancy is not clear, and will be discussed later. Figure 10a shows the temporal
variation of the total VT through the Drake Passage. It shows a big discrepancy from the mean total
VT of the ACC (Figure 9); the latter shows an annual signal that is absent in the Drake Passage, whose
interannual variability shown by the 12-month running means is not similar either. The total VT at
the Drake Passage is quite stable during the period; only a slight increase of around 15 Sv is shown
between 2011–2012. Yet the signal varies from year to year; for example, the mean signal is 193 Sv in
2007, and 220 Sv in 2011. In any case, the total VT at Drake Passage is quite stable while considerable
variability can be observed in the (dominant) zonal and (relatively small) meridional components
(Figure 10a). The meridional component is much smaller at a mean value of 36.5 Sv and a standard
deviation of 22.2 Sv. The two components’ variability are highly correlated with a (negative) coefficient
of −0.86, as can be seen in Figure 10b. They largely add to each other to form a relatively steady
total VT. When the total VT is decomposed in the perpendicular and parallel directions of the Drake
Passage, the mentioned variability exists only in the parallel direction, which could be interpreted as a
small oscillation on the main direction of the total VT.

Figure 9. Volume transport in the ACC region per 1◦ grid cell: (a) zonal (thin curves) and total (squares)
VT; (b) mean meridional (thin curves) VT. Barotropic transport in blue, baroclinic transport in magenta,
and their sum (barotropic+baroclinic) in red. Thick curves are 12-months running means. Note that
these values refer to the VT per unit cross-section area. Units are Sv.

The barotropic and baroclinic components of the VT at Drake Passage is shown in Figure 10c,d.
The former accounts for about 80% of the VT, while the latter accounts for the remaining 20%. As in the
ACC, the variability of VT at Drake Passage is entirely related to barotropic transport. Note that the
VT and the barotropic transport show similar standard deviations for all components, and a significant
correlation coefficient of 0.98. The baroclinic transport shows standard deviations 10 times smaller,
and correlation coefficients between 0.3 and 0.4.

Other major current systems apart from the ACC are clearly observed in Figure 8b. Three of them
are outlined in the orange box in the map: the Brazil-Malvinas current ([53.5◦S, 30.5◦S] × [300.5◦E,
310.5◦E]), the Agulhas current ([38.5◦S, 25.5◦S] × [19.5◦E, 35.5◦E]), and the East Australian current
[40.5◦S, 25.5◦S] × [150.5◦E, 160.5◦E]. In all cases the currents are selected as the grid points with speeds
above 20 Sv. The Brazil-Malvinas current shows a mean of the VT vector norms of 39.4 ± 0.7 Sv, and a
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total VT of 23.3 ± 0.8 Sv. The Agulhas current shows a mean of the VT vector norms of 60.1 ± 2.6 Sv,
and a total VT of 35.5 ± 2.8 Sv. In the southern part of the Agulhas system, near the coast in the region
delimited by 31.5◦S–32.5◦S, and 30.5◦E–31.5◦E the water flows southward along the coast, and we
have a southward meridional transport of 68.9 Sv, which is close to the 69.7 Sv reported in [40] or
the 76 Sv in [41]. Note the differences with both approaches: results in Bryden et al. [40] are based
on one year data (1995) from an array of six moorings, which are extrapolated to the whole area and
integrated from 0 to 2400 m depth, and in Donohue et al. [41] are based on data from only the first
half of 1995, while our results combine 11 years of satellite data (not includeding 1995) in 1◦× 1◦ fields
integrated from 0 to 1975 m. The East Australian current shows a mean of the VT vector norms of
47.9 ± 1.7 Sv, and a total VT of 13.4 ± 0.8 Sv. In the smaller region located at 27◦S from 153.4–155◦E
a southward transport of 15.8 ± 10.5 Sv above 2000 m was reported by Sloyan et al. [42], based on
data from a mooring array between April 2012 and August 2013. Since the time period overlaps with
ours, we computed the mean meridional VT for the same region and time period, and we obtain a
southward VT of 14.7 ± 7 Sv. The two studies yield very similar VT estimates, which is remarkable
keeping in mind the different nature of the data sets. The agreements corroborate that the estimated
VT is robust for the Agulhas and East Australian currents.

Figure 10. VT at Drake Passage. (a) Mean zonal (red), meridional (black), and total VT (blue).
(b) Anomalies with respect to the mean of zonal and negative meridional signals in (a). (c) Same
as (a) but for the barotropic transport. (d) Same as (a) but for the baroclinic transport. Thick curves
are 12-months running means. The sign of the meridional component is reversed to better show its
correlation with the zonal component.
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In Figure 11, by time averaging and integration latitudinally for the whole region (65◦S–20◦S,
Figure 11a), and the ACC region (Figure 11b), we obtain a longitudinal series of VT and the zonal
and meridional components for the Southern Ocean and the ACC. Dotted curves represent the same
analysis for barotropic VT. The VT in both regions is clearly dominated by its zonal component, and it
is mainly due to barotropic transport. We can clearly identify the three more prominent peaks in the
zonal and total VT in Figure 11a with the major local currents, and those roughly delimit the three
ocean basins. Around 30◦E we find the first peak corresponding to the Agulhas current, from there
we are in the Indian Ocean, where we can observe the highest VT until around 115◦E. The Australian
continent goes from that point to 150◦E. In that section the Southern Ocean narrows and the transport
remains lower. Then, VT suddenly picks up at the location of the East Australia current around 150◦E.
From that point we are in the Pacific Ocean until around 285◦E, where the Southern Ocean narrows
even more at Drake Passage, and that is more or less where the Pacific Ocean connects to the Atlantic
Ocean. Around 300◦E the peak observed corresponds to the Malvinas current, and the Atlantic Ocean
goes from there to 30◦E. As expected, at each basin, the VT transport decays from west to east. Thus,
the three prominent minima in the zonal and total VT correspond to three choke points of the ACC:
the south of Australia between 120◦E and 150◦E, New Zealand between 170◦E and 180◦E, and the
Drake Passage between 280◦E and 300◦E. The longitudinal structure of the ACC is similar to that of
the whole region, although less pronounced, with the exception of the maximum VT south of Africa,
where an almost maximum meridional VT occurs from north to south (Figures 11b and 8a). In any
case, it seems that the zonal VT drives the low frequency (in latitude) variability of the total VT, and
the meridional VT drives the high frequency (also in latitude). This high variability in the meridional
component is due to eddies structures.

Figure 11. The time-averaged total VT (solid blue curve) and the zonal (solid red curve) and meridional
(solid black curve) components of VT. (a) Whole region (65◦S to 20◦S), and (b) ACC region (as outlined
in Figure 8b). Dotted curves are the same but for barotropic transport.

5. Conclusions

The 3D geostrophic currents and the associated volume transport in the Southern Ocean can be
estimated based on data from satellites (altimetric SSH, and a GOCE-based geoid) and Argo floats.
The use of an independent geoid from the altimetric SSH is of paramount importance for to better
ocean circulations, and the utility of a geoid derived from GOCE is a notable advancement in precision
and resolution over those based on the GRACE geoid in previous studies [12–14]. We directly combine
the enhanced knowledge of the surface circulation provided by the latest release of GOCE data in
combination with altimetry, with in-situ observations of the sub-surface Argo floats to obtain more
accurate estimates of the 3D sub-surface geostrophic currents. The results are given as monthly maps
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from the surface down to 1975 m depth containing 58 layers. The analyzed region comprises the
Southern ocean between 20◦S and 65◦S, and the time period is 2004–2014. The obtained results clearly
depict the currents structure in the Southern Ocean. They are quantitatively compared with previous
studies, but it is unable to reproduce the Ross and Weddel Gyres due to the limitation of the Argo
data. Surface currents are in remarkably good agreement with those from the drifter observations.
Comparisons with output from the ECCO model that also assimilates altimetry SSH and Argo data
(among others) but that lacks an independent geoid, evidences that the surface geostrophic currents
and their decrease in strength by depths, are greatly underestimated in ECCO.

From the estimated 3D geostrophy we obtain the VT that we analyze for the whole region, and in
particular for the ACC, showing quite similar behaviour in terms of variability and components
contribution. Global estimates of the VT allow us to analyze the ACC as a whole, which is not possible
when studying a section of the ACC as the Drake Passage. For the ACC, the signal shows a mean
value for each 1◦ cell width, depending on the method used, of 29.6 (the norm of mean VT) or 35.8 Sv
(the mean of VT norms). The baroclinic and barotropic components of the VT are such that 75% of
the total transport is barotropic which supports the importance of an independent precise geoid in its
determination. Nevertheless, in this study we show the dominance of the barotropic component for the
ACC which does not necessary hold in other current systems. The ACC VT presents an annual signal
with 0.33 ± 0.06 Sv amplitude that peaks in early April (97◦ ± 11◦), and no significant semi-annual
signals or linear trend. The annual signal is of barotropic origin, while the baroclinic annual signal
is essentially absent. At Drake Passage, our mean geostrophic VT estimate is 181 Sv for the zonal
component, 185 Sv for the norm of the time averaged VT vector, and 202 Sv for the mean of the norms
of the monthly VT. These estimates are quite a bit larger than the usual mean values reported in the
literature. The methodology and data used being different, assessing possible systematic errors in
the VT estimation awaits further research. However, the agreement observed in the Agulhas and the
East Australia currents suggests that an overestimation, if it existed, would not have a uniform effect
everywhere. Griesel et al. [43] evaluated four different MDT products for the ACC transport, that
make use of GRACE satellite gravity for the geoid. They concluded that they all imply an unrealistic
lack of mass conservation, which would lead to an overestimation for the ACC transport. As such, the
effect of accounting for an ocean mass balance constraint requires further research. Understanding
these discrepancies will help to improve the future methodologies. The total VT at the Drake Passage
is relatively stable during the studied period, unlike its zonal and meridional components that show
variabilities that cancel each other in the total VT, implying that the transport vector oscillates around
its mean direction, remaining quasi constant in magnitude.

In summary, the combination of altimetry, space gravimetry missions, and in situ Argo
measurements, which are in a state of maturity, has confirmed their capability to yield realistic
geostrophic current and VT estimates up to 1975 m depth. This new approach enables the possibility
of new studies in oceanography at global scales.
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Abstract: Monitoring changes in coastal sea levels is necessary given the impacts of climate change.
Information on the sea level and its changes are important parameters in connection to climate change
processes. In this study, radar altimetry data from successive satellite missions, European Remote
Sensing-2 (ERS-2), Jason-1, Envisat, Jason-2, and Satellite with ARgos and ALtiKa (SARAL), were
used to measure sea surface heights (SSH). Altimetry-derived SSH was validated for the southern Bay
of Biscay, using records from seven tide gauges located along the French Atlantic coast. More detailed
comparisons were performed at La Rochelle, as this was the only tide gauge whose records covered
the entire observation period for the different radar altimetry missions. The results of the comparison
between the altimetry-based and in-situ SSH, recorded from zero to five kilometers away from the
coast, had root mean square errors (RMSE) ranging from 0.08 m to 0.21 m, 0.17 m to 0.34 m, 0.1 m
to 0.29 m, 0.18 m to 0.9 m, and 0.22 m to 0.89 m for SARAL, Jason-2, Jason-1, ENVISAT, and ERS-2,
respectively. Comparing the missions on the same orbit, ENVISAT had better results than ERS-2,
which can be accounted for by the improvements in the sensor mode of operation, whereas the better
results obtained using SARAL are related to the first-time use of the Ka-band for an altimetry sensor.
For Jason-1 and Jason-2, improvements were found in the ocean retracking algorithm (MLE-4 against
MLE-3), and also in the bi-frequency ionosphere and radiometer wet troposphere corrections. Close to
the shore, the use of model-based ionosphere (GIM) and wet troposphere (ECMWF) corrections, as
applied to land surfaces, reduced the error on the SSH estimates.

Keywords: sea surface height; coastal altimetry; validation; tide gauge

1. Introduction

Satellite altimetry is a radar technique detailing the topography of the earth’s surface based on
the measurement of the distance between the satellite and the surface, derived from the two-way
travel time of an electromagnetic wave emitted by the altimeter, or altimeter range and the precise
knowledge of the satellite orbit [1,2]. The primary objectives of satellite radar altimetry are to measure
the marine geoid, ocean currents, and sea level variability. In the coastal zones, sea level data retrieval
and interpretation is particularly complex. This is due to the interaction of the radar signal with
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land topography [3–6], geophysical corrections becoming inaccurate or incorrect when land surfaces
are encompassed by the footprint of altimeters and radiometers [7], and to the short time scales and
small spatial scales of the coastal dynamics [8] that are only partly sampled by the different altimeter
missions, even when used in conjunction. Advances were made in altimeter instrument design with
the development and launch of the Ka-band AltiKa instrument with on-board Satellite with ARgos
and ALtiKa (SARAL). The use of this higher frequency reduces noise and has a smaller radar footprint
in the images than in those obtained with the classical Ku-band instruments [9]. As a result, the
coastal band is reduced where echoes are impacted by the presence of land. The launches of the first
altimeters using the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) technique [10], SIRAL on-board Cryosat-2 and
SRAL on-board Sentinel-3, allowed more reliable observations in coastal areas. In parallel, advances
were made in the development of new processing algorithms, corrections, and products for coastal
applications of radar altimetry [11–14].

In this study, a comparison was completed of the most-used altimetry missions for monitoring
the dynamic topography of the ocean surface, Jason-1, Jason-2, ERS-2, Envisat, and SARAL on their
nominal tracks, operating in Low Resolution Mode (LRM) along the Atlantic coast of the Bay of
Biscay (42–48◦N, 0–10◦W) from 1993 to 2015. Compared to the permanent calibration facilities or
Calibration/Validation (Cal/Val) sites, parts of the ESA Earth Observation ground segment are located
in Corsica, the Western Mediterranean Sea at the Harvest platform [15], the Eastern Pacific Ocean
in Gavdos [16], the Eastern Mediterranean Sea [17], and the Bass Strait, between Australia and
Tasmania [18]. Our goal was to evaluate the quality of altimeter-based sea surface heights (SSH).
Our study had two main interests: to be well-instrumented with the presence of seven tide gauges
in close proximity to eight altimeter tracks from five altimetry missions (Figure 1), and to investigate
different tidal conditions than the classical altimetry Cal/Val sites. In contrast to the Corsica and
Gavdos Mediterranean sites that are in semi-diurnal micro-tidal environments, the Harvest platform
on the Pacific coast of California and the Bass Strait site between Australia and Tasmania are in mixed
semi-diurnal macro and micro-tidal environments, respectively. The Bay of Biscay study area is in a
semi-diurnal macro-tidal environment [19–21].

The error in the SSH retrieval from radar altimetry is caused by two main components:
the ionosphere and wet troposphere corrections. For all satellites, the Ionosphere Correction (IC),
due to electron content in the ionosphere, is obtained either by the bi-frequency altimeters, in Ku
and C bands for T/P, Jason-1/2, and in Ku and S bands for Envisat, or from the electronic content
of the ionosphere, such as the Global Ionospheric Maps (GIM) [22], available after 1998, or the New
Ionospheric Climatology 2009 (NIC 09) [23] for mono-frequency altimeters such as ERS-2 or SARAL.
The Wet Troposphere Correction (WTC), due to liquid water in the atmosphere, is derived either from
radiometer measurements present on altimetry satellites or from meteorological model outputs, such
as the ones made available by the European Center for Medium Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF).
Bi-frequency and radiometer-based corrections are used over the ocean even in coastal areas.

This study assessed the altimetry-based SSH in terms of number of observations, bias, root mean
square error (RMSE), and correlation coefficient, for almost all the missions that were in orbit between
1993 and 2015, using records from seven tide gauges located along the French Atlantic coast in the
southern Bay of Biscay. Contrary to what is commonly performed when using radar altimetry in
coastal areas, the performance was assessed for different combinations of corrections applied to the
altimeter range available in the Geophysical Data Records (GDR). A detailed analysis of the impact of
these corrections on the accuracy of the altimetry-based SSH was performed at the La Rochelle tide
gauge because this tide gauge is the only one that covers the entire observation period for the different
radar altimetry missions.
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2. Datasets and Study Area

2.1. Radar Altimetry Data

The radar altimetry data used in this study was obtained from the high precision altimetry
missions launched after 1992 with the exception of Topex/Poseidon and Geosat Follow-On. Figure 1
shows a timeline of the different missions. The data were made available by the Centre de Topographie
de l’Océan et de l’Hydrosphère (CTOH [24]). Altimetry data from all satellites were corrected for
the classical propagation and geophysical corrections needed from the coast, including instrumental,
ionosphere, wet and dry troposphere, sea state bias, solid earth, and pole tide corrections.

Figure 1. Timeline for radar altimeters used in our study (modified from [25]).

2.1.1. Jason-1

This mission was launched in December 2001 by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) and the Centre national d’études spatiales (CNES) to ensure continuity of
the oceanographic observations provided by the Topex/Poseidon mission. The Jason-1 payload is
composed of the Poseidon-2 altimeter operating at Ku (13.575 GHz) and C (5.3 GHz) bands, a microwave
radiometer, and a triple system for precise orbit determination [26] Jason-1 orbits at an average altitude
of 1336 km, with an inclination of 66◦, on a 10-day repeating cycle. Observations along the ground track
of all ocean and continental surfaces from these altimeters are collected from 66◦N to 66◦S.

2.1.2. Jason-2

The Jason-2 mission was launched on 20 June 2008 as a co-operation between CNES, EUMESAT,
NASA, and The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Its payload is mostly
composed of the Poseidon-3 radar altimeter from CNES, the Advanced Microwave Radiometer (AMR)
from JPL/NASA, and a triple system for precise orbit determination: the real-time tracking system
Détermination Immédiate d’Orbite par Doris Embarqué (DIODE) of the Doppler Orbitography by
Radiopositioning Integrated on Satellite (DORIS) instrument from CNES, a Global Positioning System
(GPS) receiver and a Laser Reflector Array (LRA) from NASA. Jason-1 and Jason-2 share the same orbit
of 1336 km above the earth, with a cycle time of 10 days. Poseidon-3 radar altimeter is a two-frequency
solid-state altimeter that accurately measures the distance between the satellite and the surface (range).
It also provides ionospheric delay corrections over the ocean with a precision of about 2 cm, operating
at Ku (13.575 GHz) and C (5.3 GHz) bands [25,27].
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2.1.3. ERS-2

European Remote Sensing-2 (ERS-2) was launched in 1995 by the European Space Agency (ESA)
as an ERS-1 follow-up mission, designed to study the earth’s environment. The satellite carries,
among other instruments, a radar altimeter (RA) operating at Ku-band (13.8 GHz), developed for
measuring the height of the ocean, land, and ice caps. ERS-2 orbits at an average altitude of 790 km,
with an inclination of 98.54◦, on a sun-synchronous orbit with a 35-day repeating cycle. It provides
observations of the earth’s surface, including ocean, land, and ice caps, from 82.4◦N to 82.4◦S. This orbit
was formerly used by the ERS-1 mission, with an equatorial ground-track spacing of about 85 km.
ERS-2 data are available from 17 May 1995 to 9 August 2010. After 22 June 2003, the dataset coverage
is limited to ground station visibility.

2.1.4. Envisat

The Envisat mission was launched on 1 March 2002 by ESA, carrying 10 instruments including
the advanced radar altimeter (RA-2). Envisat was based on the on-board sensor on the ERS-1 and
2 satellites. RA-2 was a nadir-looking pulse-limited radar altimeter operating at two frequencies at the
Ku (13.575 GHz), as ERS-1 and 2, and S (3.2 GHz) bands. The goal was to collect radar altimetry data
over ocean, land, and ice caps [26,28] Envisat remained on its nominal orbit until October 2010 and its
mission ended 8 April 2012. RA-2 stopped operating correctly at S-band in January 2008. Its initial
orbital characteristics were the same as for ERS-2.

2.1.5. SARAL/AltiKa

The SARAL mission was launched on 25 February 2013. SARAL is collaboration between CNES
and Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO). Its payload included the AltiKa radar altimeter and
bi-frequency radiometer, and a triple system for precise orbit determination: the real-time tracking
system DIODE of DORIS instrument, a Laser Reflector Array (LRA), and the Advance Research and
Global Observation Satellite (ARGOS-3). The AltiKa radar altimeter is a solid-state mono-frequency
altimeter that provides accurate range measurements and is the first altimeter to operate Ka-band
(35.75 GHz). Formerly, the SARAL orbit was used by ERS-1 and 2 and Envisat, with an equatorial
ground-track spacing of about 85 km [9], and a 35-day repeating cycle. It was placed on a drifting orbit
as of 7 April 2016.

2.2. Tide Gauge Records

The tidal data used in this study was obtained from records of tide gauges SSH from the French
Réseaux de référence des observations marégraphiques (REFMAR) networks [29]. We used data from
7 tide gauge stations located along the southwestern coast of France (Table 1; Figure 1). The SSH data
were provided at 10-min intervals and were referenced to the Institut Géographique National 1969
(IGN69) ellipsoid. For comparison with the altimetry data, the difference between the two reference
systems (ZH/GRS80 in Table 1) was calibrated at the 7 station tide gauges. We used daily Mean Sea
Surface (MSS) from 1995 to 2016, available on Système d’Observation du Niveau des Eaux Littorales
(SONEL) networks (www.sonel.org), obtained from different tidal filters (e.g., Doodson filter and
Demerliac filter) to reduce the tidal effects. Several such linear filters compute the daily mean sea
levels [27,30].

2.3. Study Area

The study area is located along the Atlantic coast in the Bay of Biscay (42–48◦N, 0–10◦W), an
extension of the Atlantic Ocean, off the western coast of Europe, bordered by France and Spain. In
this area, the continental shelf is narrow in the south (~30 km) and extends to 180 km in the north [31].
The oceanic circulation is characterized by the presence of a large-scale gyre, the Iberian Poleward
Current (IPC) [29,32] These characteristics, combined with a seasonal wind regime [30,33] and a
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large amount of fresh water from river discharges [31,34], drive a complex system of coastal currents,
mesoscale eddies, local upwellings, and internal tide [33,35].

In the study area, five passes of ERS-2/Envisat/SARAL were available (Figure 2a), three
descending passes (#0360, #0818, #0274), and two ascending passes (#0945, #0859). Three Jason-1 and
Jason-2 passes, two descending (#70, #248), and an ascending pass (#213) were available.

 

Figure 2. Google Earth image of the study area (a) with superposition of theoretical traces altimetry.
Jason-1 and Jason-2 tracks are represented with red lines and ERS-2, Envisat, and SARAL tracks with
yellow lines; (b) detail near La Rochelle tide gauge with Jason-1 and Jason-2 tracks in red lines and
ERS-2, Envisat, and SARAL tracks in yellow.

Envisat and ERS-2 altimetry heights are referenced to the WGS 84 ellipsoid, and Jason-1 and 2 and
SARAL are relative to the Topex/Poseidon ellipsoid. The corrections applied to the different sensors,
contained in the Envisat, ERS-2, Jason-1 and 2, and SARAL GDR standard data products are listed in
Table 2.
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3. Methods

3.1. SSH from Altimetry

The absolute calibration technique is required in the determination of the absolute altimeter bias.
This technique requires simultaneous measurements of SSHin situ by an altimeter in the same terrestrial
reference frame at the exact same location or comparison point. The absolute altimeter bias (Biasaltimeter)
is estimated as follows [33,36]:

Biasaltimeter = SSHaltimeter − SSHin situ − Δhgeoid (1)

where SSHaltimeter and SSHin situ are the SSH estimated from the altimeter and in situ measurements,
respectively, and Δhgeoid represents the difference in geoid heights between the tide gauge and the
altimeter measurement locations. A negative bias indicates that the measure of the SSH by the
altimeter is underestimated; either the altimeter range is being overestimated, or the orbit is biased
downwards [6]. The SSH from the altimeter is given as [2,37]:

SSHaltimeter = H −
(

R + ∑ ΔRenvironmental + ∑ ΔRgeophysical

)

(2)

where H is the height of the center of the mass of the satellite above the ellipsoid, estimated using the
Precise Orbit Determination (POD) technique; R is the nadir altimeter range from the center of the
mass of the satellite to the sea surface while considering instrumental corrections; and ∑ ΔRenvironmental

and ∑ ΔRgeophysical are the sum of the environmental and geophysical corrections applied to the range,
respectively. The environmental corrections are composed of the following contributions:

∑ ΔRenvironmental = ΔRion + ΔRdry + ΔRwet + ΔRSSB (3)

where ΔRion is the atmospheric refraction range delay due to the free electron content associated with
the dielectric properties of the ionosphere, ΔRdry is the atmospheric refraction range delay due to the
dry gas component of the troposphere, ΔRwet is the atmospheric refraction range delay due to the
water vapor and the cloud liquid water content of the troposphere, and ΔRSSB is the range correction
caused by the various effects of the sea surface roughness within the radar footprint. This is known as
sea state bias (SSB) and is the sum of electromagnetic (EM), skew, and tracker biases. The geophysical
corrections are composed of the following contributions:

∑ ΔRgeophysical = ΔRload + ΔRsolid Earth + ΔRpole + ΔRatm (4)

where ΔRload, ΔRsolid Earth ΔRpole, and ΔRatm are the corrections accounting for crustal vertical motions
due to the solid earth, pole tides, and rapid fluctuations of the atmosphere, respectively.

The leveling of the tide gauge precisely determines the ellipsoidal height (H0) of the gauge zero as:

SSHin situ = h + H0 (5)

where h is the instantaneous stage value in the gauge record at time t. H0 values are provided by
REFMAR (Table 1).

3.2. SSH Processing and Editing

Altimetry SSH was obtained using the Multi-mission Altimetry Processing Software
(MAPS) [35,38]. This software computes high frequency SSH referenced to the WGS84 ellipsoid along
the altimeter tracks from the altimeter range and a set of corrections chosen by the user. The range can
be any of the ranges available in the GDR from different retracking algorithms. MAPS allows a refined
selection of the valid altimetry data to build several virtual stations where a SSH time series over the
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ocean [39] or water levels over rivers and estuaries [38,40,41] can be constructed. The altimetry-based
SSH were automatically computed along the track by MAPS at a 20-Hz frequency rate (i.e., ~0.35 km
along the track) for Envisat, ERS-2, Jason-1, and Jason-2, and at 40 Hz (i.e., ~0.18 km along the
track) for SARAL. Many different retracking algorithms are used to measure the waveforms applied
to the Brown model. Range values suitable for deriving SSH were retracked using the Maximum
Likelihood Estimator (MLE) retracking algorithm for all altimeters [42] The MLE3 algorithm [43]
estimates with three degrees of freedom: range, significant wave height, and power, whereas the MLE4
algorithm [41,44] estimates four degrees of freedom including the three previous plus the slope of the
waveform trailing edge. We used both algorithms and compared them in this study. Data processing
involved three main steps: a coarse delineation of the study area using Google Earth, a refined selection
of the valid altimetry data through visual inspection, and the computation of the SSH time series using
all the valid points selected by the user. The average altimetry-based SSH was computed for each cycle
using the median and the mean of the selected altimetry heights, along with their respective deviation,
meaning their mean absolute and standard deviations, respectively.

3.3. Comparisons between Altimetry-Based and In Situ-Based SSH

Based on the availability of the altimetry data, the comparison with in-situ SSH, including number
of cycles, bias, root means square errors (RMSE), and correlation coefficient (R), was performed
using satellite data with open ocean conditions at distances between 5 km and 50 km from the coast.
Depending on the frequency of sampling of each tide gauge, the maximum time-lag between in situ
records and altimetry data was lower than 10 min for any measurement considered (Section 2.2).

3.4. Comparisons of the Atmosphere Delays over the Open Ocean

Bias and RMSE were compared between model-based and bi-frequency ionosphere corrections.
Model-based and radiometer-derived wet troposphere corrections were performed over the entire Bay
of Biscay. According to a prior study [42,45] the comparisons were performed in along-track cells 7 km
in length (i.e., 1-Hz). More details about their definition during the complete observation period of
each altimetry mission, whose data were used in this study, are available in previous reports [40,46].

4. Results

Comparisons between altimetry-based SSH and tide gauge records were performed at seven
locations (Table 1) along the French Atlantic coast between La Rochelle and Bayonne under eight
altimetry tracks (Figure 2). We will present the results for the La Rochelle tide gauge as the in situ data
records exhibit a longer period of common availability with the altimetry missions than the other tide
gauges, and two altimeter tracks, ascending and descending, were available for each altimetry mission.
Similar results were obtained from the other tide gauges.

4.1. Multi-Missions Comparisons over the French Southern Part of the Bay of Biscay

The metrics compared between the altimetry-based SSH, estimated zero and five kilometers from
the coast, and SSH measured by the tide gauge were: number of cycle observations (N), bias, standard
deviation (SD), root mean square error (RMSE), and correlation coefficient (R) for the different SSH
values. The results are outlined in Table 3 for all the tide gauges present along the French Atlantic coast
of the southern part of the Bay of Biscay. The best results were obtained with SARAL (R > 0.99 and
RMSE < 0.20 m) among all the tide gauges. Excellent agreement was found using Jason-1 (R > 0.9 and
RMSE < 0.15 m for the majority of the time) and Jason-2 (R > 0.9 and RMSE < 0.20 m for the majority
of the time). Lower but good agreement was found using Envisat (R > 0.7 for the majority of the time
and RMSE < 0.21 m). For ERS-2, the quality of the SSH retrieval was variable.
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Table 3. Comparisons of distance to the gauge, number of cycle observations (N), bias, root mean
square error (RMSE), SD, and the correlation coefficient (R) from zero to five kilometers away from
the coast for all tide gauge stations present along the French Atlantic coast of the southern part of the
Bay of Biscay for ERS-2, Jason-1, Envisat, Jason-2, and SARAL. The ionosphere and wet troposphere
corrections were derived from the Global Ionospheric Maps (GIM) and European Center for Medium
Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) models, respectively.

Altimeter Station Altimetry Track Distance Alt/Gauge (km) N Bias (m) RMSE (m) SD (m) R

La Rochelle 818 5.8 13 −0.6 1.4 1.05 0.41
ERS-2 La Rochelle 859 5.4 25 −0.65 0.22 1.45 0.99

Bayonne Boucau 274 3.0 21 −1.00 0.89 1.05 0.51

La Rochelle 70 8.8 97 −0.81 0.29 0.98 0.93
Jason-1 La Rochelle 213 16.8 61 −0.73 0.21 0.71 0.97

Bayonne Boucau 248 24.3 25 −0.94 0.15 1.00 0.99
Saint Jean de Luz Socoa 248 5.4 35 −0.77 0.10 1.00 0.996

La Rochelle 818 5.8 77 0.37 0.90 1.00 0.73
La Rochelle 859 5.4 76 0.49 0.18 1.15 0.99

Envisat Bayonne Boucau 274 3.0 42 −0.07 0.77 0.99 0.67
Saint Jean de Luz Socoa 274 6.2 51 −0.17 0.63 0.99 0.8

Les Sables d’Olonne 360 6.6 38 0.25 0.84 0.97 0.7

La Rochelle 70 8.8 150 −0.30 0.19 0.99 0.99
La Rochelle 213 16.8 37 −1.20 0.21 1.27 0.91

Bayonne Boucau 248 24.3 118 −0.65 0.34 1.03 0.93

Jason-2 Saint Jean de Luz Socoa 248 5.4 84 −0.78 0.33 1.03 0.92
Les Sables d’Olonne 70 7.0 111 −0.67 0.17 0.99 0.98

Ile d’Aix 213 29.0 14 −1.1 0.27 1.27 0.83
Ile d’Aix 70 2.88 58 −0.37 0.21 1.44 0.98

La Rochelle 818 5.8 25 −0.29 0.19 0.98 0.99
La Rochelle 859 5.4 26 −0.28 0.13 1.22 0.99

Bayonne Boucau 274 3.0 26 −0.83 0.12 0.94 0.99
SARAL Saint Jean de Luz Socoa 274 6.2 14 −0.80 0.12 0.94 0.996

Les Sables d’Olonne 360 6.6 14 −0.35 0.08 1.12 0.998
Ile d’Aix 818 13.7 22 −0.37 0.21 0.98 0.995
Ile d’Aix 859 4.7 22 −0.47 0.14 1.22 0.99

4.2. Multi-Mission Comparisons at La Rochelle Tide Gauge

The site of La Rochelle was chosen for comparisons between tide gauge records and
altimetry-based SSH because the tide gauge records cover the entire observation period for the
different radar altimetry missions. For all missions in this study, we considered one ascending track
and one descending track. These data were compared with the La Rochelle data in terms of N, bias,
SD, RMSE, and R for the different SSH values computed using all possible combinations of ocean
ranges varying from zero to five kilometers to the coast (Table 4). The considerable bias between
altimetry and the tide gauge five kilometers from the coast is explained, in Section 3.1, by the slope
of the geoid relative to the ellipsoid. To highlight the differences between the sensors, we present
the results for the SSH estimates obtained from the GIM model for the ionosphere correction and the
model-based wet troposphere correction. Therefore, the complete ERS-2 record was not used; only
the data acquired from 30 November 1998 (cycle 37) to 11 August 2003 (cycle 85) was used since the
release of the GIM-based ionosphere correction.

The comparison results between the tide gauge records and the altimetry-based SSH from five
kilometers from the coast are presented in Figure 3 for Jason-1 and Jason-2 data, and in Figure 4 for ERS-2,
Envisat, and SARAL data. The quality of the results is strongly impacted by the direction of the satellite
groundtrack. The results differ between the tracks where the acquisitions were performed first on the
ocean and then on the land and the opposite situation. Descending track 70 passes over the Bay of Biscay
for 24.5 km between the mainland and Ré Island, and then for another 37.3 km between Ré Island and the
mainland, whereas ascending track 213 passes from the ocean to Ré Island and then for 12.4 km from Ré

Island to the mainland (Figure 2b). For the Jason-2 data, the number of valid cycles is higher along the
descending track, with 60% of 250, cycles than along the ascending track with only 15%. Therefore, even
though the descending track 70 passes from land to ocean, the results obtained for this track, the RMSE of
0.19 m and R of 0.99, are better than those of the ascending track with a RMSE of 0.21 m and a R of 0.91
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(Figure 3a,b). For the Jason-1 data, the number of valid cycles is higher along the descending track, with
37% of 259 cycles, than along the ascending track with only 24% valid. Accurate results were obtained for
the ascending track with a RMSE of 0.21 m and a R of 0.97, which are better than those of the descending
track, with a RMSE of 0.29 m and a R value of 0.93. Both were statistically representative with more than
50 samples or cycles (Figure 3c,d). The differences between the satellites (Figure 3) could account for the
disparity in tracking mode between the closed-loop Poseidon-2 tracker onboard Jason-1 and the open
loop (DIODE/digital elevation model) Poseidon-3 tracker mode onboard Jason-2 [44,47].

The impact of the retracking algorithm was also analyzed. The results of the comparisons between
the tide gauge records and the Jason-2 track 213 altimetry-based SSH at La Rochelle, with the two
available ocean retracking algorithms (MLE-4 and MLE-3), are presented in Figure S1 for distances
varying from 0 to 50 km from the coast. The results show that within the zero to five kilometer zone,
only 15% of cycles are valid. Furthermore, the SSH derived from altimetry over five kilometers from
the coast is affected not only by less reliable geophysical and environmental corrections, but it is also
influenced by the land. The RMSE and R obtained were 0.33 m and 0.8, respectively, using MLE-3, and
0.21 m and 0.91, respectively, using MLE-4.

Figure 4 shows the comparison results for ERS-2, Envisat, and SARAL virtual stations at La
Rochelle. Large differences were observed between ascending track 859 and descending track 818 for
all missions. As seen in Figure 1b, descending track 818 passes over the Bay of Biscay for 13.5 km
between the mainland and Ré Island, and then for another 13.5 km between Ré Island and Oléron Island.
Ascending track 859 passes over the Bay of Biscay for 40 km from la Tremblade over the mainland
to Ré Island. For ERS-2 data, more valid cycles were found along the ascending track with 51% of
49 cycles, compared to the descending track with only 27% (Figure 4a,b). These results indicate that
many cycles are affected by tracking loss effects. Much better results were obtained for the ascending
track, with a RMSE of 0.22 m and a R of 0.99, than for the descending track with a RMSE of 1.4 m
and a R of 0.41. This poor result can be accounted for by the low cycle number (N = 13), which is not
statistically representative.

Table 4. Comparisons between altimetry-based SSH and in-situ SSH in La Rochelle from zero to five
kilometers away from the coast (N, bias, RMSE, SD, and R) for ascending and descending tracks of
sERS-2, Jason-1, Jason-2, Envisat, and SARAL satellites, and for various ionospheric and tropospheric
corrections including GIM, bi-frequency, and model-based wet troposphere.

Altimeter
Correction Descending Track Ascending Track

Iono-Wet
Tropo

N
Bias
(m)

RMSE
(m)

SD
(m)

R N
Bias
(m)

RMSE
(m)

SD
(m)

R

Nic09-Rad 9 0.32 1.3 1.12 0.54 33 −0.40 0.21 1.41 0.99
GIM-Rad 8 0.25 1.3 1.08 0.52 25 −0.42 0.24 1.43 0.99

ERS-2 Nic09-Mod 14 –0.53 1.4 1.11 0.42 37 −0.68 0.22 1.40 0.99
GIM-Mod 13 –0.6 1.4 1.05 0.41 25 −0.65 0.22 1.45 0.99

Bi-Rad 144 −0.36 0.46 0.98 0.92 56 −0.78 0.29 1.01 0.94
Bi-Mod 97 −0.81 0.46 1.01 0.82 54 −0.75 0.28 1.05 0.94

Jason-1 GIM-Rad 154 −0.28 0.37 1.00 0.95 84 −0.73 0.18 0.70 0.98
GIM-Mod 97 −0.81 0.29 0.98 0.93 61 −0.73 0.21 0.71 0.97

Bi-Rad 77 0.6 0.9 1.00 0.73 76 0.63 0.19 1.17 0.99
Bi-Mod 77 0.49 0.9 1.00 0.73 76 0.58 0.18 1.14 0.99

Envisat GIM-Rad 77 0.59 0.9 0.99 0.73 76 0.63 0.19 1.19 0.99
GIM-Mod 77 0.37 0.9 1.00 0.73 76 0.49 0.18 1.15 0.99

Bi-Rad 119 −0.61 0.2 1.02 0.97 22 −1.20 0.26 0.75 0.86
Jason-2 Bi-Mod 119 −0.61 0.2 1.01 0.97 22 −1.20 0.26 0.75 0.85
(MLE-3) GIM-Rad 132 −0.54 0.22 0.99 0.98 42 −1.30 0.33 0.91 0.81

GIM-Mod 132 −0.54 0.21 0.99 0.98 42 −1.30 0.33 0.91 0.80

Bi-Rad 142 −0.31 0.36 0.99 0.95 31 −1.20 0.23 0.90 0.89
Jason-2 Bi-Mod 142 −0.31 0.36 0.99 0.95 31 −1.20 0.23 0.90 0.89
(MLE-4) GIM-Rad 150 −0.30 0.19 0.99 0.99 37 −1.20 0.2 1.27 0.91

GIM-Mod 150 −0.30 0.19 0.99 0.99 37 −1.20 0.21 1.27 0.91

SARAL GIM-Rad 25 −0.29 0.19 0.99 0.99 26 −0.28 0.13 1.22 0.99
GIM-Mod 25 −0.29 0.19 0.98 0.99 26 −0.28 0.13 1.22 0.99
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Figure 3. Comparisons between in situ and altimeter-based sea level anomalies in La Rochelle for
(a,b) Jason-2 and (c,d) Jason-1 for descending track 70 and ascending track 213. The ionosphere and
wet troposphere corrections were derived from GIM and ECMWF models, respectively.

More data were acquired in the 330 MHz Ku chirp bandwidth acquisition mode (ocean mode
with a 30-m window size) than in the 82.5 MHz Ku chirp bandwidth acquisition mode (ice mode
with a 116-m window size) along the 818 ERS-2 descending track and the 859 ERS-2 ascending track.
This could account for the low accuracy of the ERS-2 SSH measurement and the considerable loss
of data. The number of valid cycles obtained for Envisat on the ascending and descending tracks
were close to 77 cycles accounting for 82% of the total. However, the results obtained for the 859
Envisat ascending track, with a RMSE of 0.18 m and a R of 0.99, were better than those for the 818
Envisat descending track, with a RMSE of 0.9 m and a R of 0.73 (Figure 4c,d). Along the 859 Envisat
ascending track, the data were acquired in the 320 MHz Ku chirp bandwidth acquisition mode with a
64-m window size. Along the 818 Envisat descending track, the data were acquired in both the 320
and 80 MHz Ku chirp bandwidth acquisition modes with 64- and 256-m window sizes, respectively,
over land, and in the 320 MHz bandwidth over open ocean. Over the study area, the altimeter
switched between these two modes, accounting for both the data loss and the decrease in accuracy.
Similar results were found in the Gironde Estuary [38,41]. Better results were obtained using SARAL
data, with a RMSE of 0.19 m and a R value of 0.99 for the 818 descending track, and a RMSE of 0.13 m
and a R of 0.99 for the 859 ascending track. The number of valid cycles obtained for SARAL was 92%
of the total for both the ascending and descending tracks (Figure 4e,f). This result can be accounted
for by the larger effective footprint radius of ERS-2 and Envisat at Ku-band than the one of SARAL at
Ka-band, and the surrounding lands along the track are encompassed in the scene observed by the
altimeter. Therefore, the number of valid cycles for the SARAL altimeter are greater than the number
of valid cycles with ERS-2 and Envisat. If these results are confirmed, we can attribute this accuracy
to the smaller effective footprint at Ka-band. Radar echoes are less affected by the presence of land
surrounding the study area.
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Figure 4. Comparisons between in situ and altimeter-based sea level anomalies in La Rochelle for
(a,b) ERS-2; (c,d) Envisat; and (e,f) SARAL for descending track 0818 and ascending track 0859.
The ionosphere and wet troposphere corrections were derived from GIM and ECMWF models, respectively.

4.3. Comparisons of Atmosphere Corrections over the Open Ocean

4.3.1. Comparisons of Bi-Frequency and Model-Based Ionospheric Corrections

The bias and RMSE for the ionosphere corrections from bi-frequency measurements and GIM
model for Jason-1, Envisat, and Jason-2 using the MLE-3 and MLE-4 retracking algorithms are
presented in Table 4 and Figures 5 and 6, Figures S2 and S3, respectively, over the entire southern
Bay of Biscay. Low biases and RMSE, lower than 0.03 m and 0.05 m, respectively, are found when the
distance to the coast is more than 25 km, except for a limited number of locations along the track where
the bias reaches 0.1 to 0.2 m, and RMSE reaches up to 0.3 to 0.5 m for Envisat. The Jason-1 and Jason-2
missions exhibit very low variation differences in the ionosphere corrections along the tracks far from
the shore. To reduce this variability, ionosphere corrections were smoothed on distances of several
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tenths of kilometers. Conversely, a larger variability was observed along the Envisat tracks. Biases and
RMSE increased when closer to the shore, reaching several tenths of centimeters. Envisat stopped
operating properly at S-band in January 2008, meaning that only the GIM-based ionosphere correction
was available until the end of Envisat’s scientific mission in October 2010 along the nominal orbit and
April 2012 on the drifting orbit.

Figure 5. Comparison between ionosphere corrections from bi-frequency measurements and the GIM
model for Jason-1: (a) bias and (b) RMSE.

Bi-frequency along-track profiles and model-based ionospheric corrections (GIM for all the
missions and NIC09 for ERS-2) within 50 km of the coast are presented in Figure 7 for Jason-2
and Jason-1 (track 70), and Envisat and ERS-2 (track 859). Larger discrepancies were observed
closer to the coast, reaching 0.25 m for Jason-1 when averaged over the entire observation period.
Lower differences, less than 0.10 m, were observed using Jason-2 and less than 0.03 m for Envisat on
average. Nevertheless, individual differences up to one meter were observed for distances from the coast,
to less than 10 km between model-based and bi-frequency ionosphere corrections. Minute differences
were observed between the two ionosphere correction models when compared over their common
period of availability.

Due to the footprint size of the altimeter and the different frequencies used, land areas were
encompassed in the image. As the radar electromagnetic wave can penetrate land surfaces with
a different penetration depth, depending on the frequency and other parameters such as soil type,
moisture, and roughness. For Jason-2, Jason-1 (track 213), and Envisat (track 818), within 50 km of
the coast near La Rochelle, the bi-frequency-based ionospheric correction cannot be used within five
kilometers of the coast, due to land contamination [45,48] (Figure 7). On the contrary, the model-based
ionosphere correction presents quite stable values, in the range of a few centimeters, for the entire
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observation period. For ERS-2, both GIM- and NIC09-based ionospheric corrections can be used within
five kilometers of the coast (Figure 7).

Figure 6. Comparison between the ionosphere corrections from bi-frequency measurements and the
GIM model for Envisat: (a) bias and (b) RMSE.

 

Figure 7. Difference between the ionosphere corrections from GIM and bi-frequency measurements for
Jason-1 (light blue), Jason-2 (blue), and Envisat (yellow), and between GIM and Nic09 for ERS-2 (green)
over La Rochelle within 50 km of the coast.
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4.3.2. Wet Tropospheric Correction Comparison between Radiometers and ECMWF Model

Bias and RMSE for the wet troposphere corrections from radiometer measurements and the ECMWF
model for Jason-1, Envisat, Jason-2, and SARAL are presented in Figures 8 and 9 and Figures S4–S6,
respectively, for the entire southern Bay of Biscay. Over the open ocean, the difference between WTC
derived from the ECMWF model and radiometers is negligible. Within a short distance from the coast
(<25 km), both bias and RMSE increase. They remain quite small for Jason-1 (Figure 8) and Jason-2
(Figure S5) missions (lower than 0.05 m), and increase up to −0.4 m and 0.2 m for ERS-2 (Figure S4),
−0.3 m and 0.2 m for Envisat (Figure 9), and −0.15 m and 0.05 m for SARAL (Figure S6), respectively.

As mentioned previously, due to the footprint size in the different frequencies used by the
radiometers, land areas are encompassed in the tracks. The brightness temperatures measured in
the different frequencies are affected by the presence of land in the footprint of the radiometer [11].
Corrections based on the deconvolution technique have allowed the removal of the land contribution
from the signal measured by the radiometer [46,49] to provide reliable corrections up to five kilometers
from the coast, as with Jason-2 (Figure S5).

 

 

Figure 8. Comparison between wet troposphere corrections from radiometer measurements and the
CMWF model for Jason-1b (a) Bias and (b) RMSE.

Considering the tracks of Jason-1 and Jason-2 (track 213), and ERS-2, Envisat, and SARAL (track
818) are within 50 km of the coast near La Rochelle, the improvement in the quality of the wet
troposphere correction is visible (Figure 10). The wet troposphere correction derived from the ECMWF
model output, considered as a reference, is quite stable against time and along the tracks. A clear
improvement is observed between Jason-1, with an almost constant bias of five centimeters along the
50 km stretch, and Jason-2, with almost no bias up to 10–15 km from the coast that reaches 0.03 m
at the coast, and also between ERS-2 with a small negative bias that increases from 20–25 km from
the coast to reach −0.20 m at the coast, Envisat with almost no bias up to 10–15 km from the coast
that reaches −0.13 m at the coast, and SARAL with almost no bias up to 10–15 km from the coast that
reaches −0.06 m at the coast.
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Figure 9. Comparison between wet troposphere corrections from radiometer measurements and the
ECMWF model for Envisat: (a) bias and (b) RMSE.

 

Figure 10. Difference between wet troposphere corrections from ECMWF and radiometer measurements
for Jason-1 (light blue), Jason-2 (blue), ERS-2 (green), Envisat (yellow), and SARAL (red).
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5. Discussion

Despite a decrease in the accuracy when approaching the coast, radar altimetry measurements can
be used for monitoring the sea surface height close to the shore. The comparisons made with tide gauge
records from stations located along the French Atlantic coast in the southern Bay of Biscay showed
that the accuracy of the SSH estimates increased for the more recent missions on the 35-day repeating
orbit from ERS-2 to SARAL, whereas similar results were observed between Jason-1 and Jason-2 on
the 10-day repeating period orbit (Tables 3 and 4). Compared to ERS-2, Envisat benefits from having
more acquisitions in ocean mode, at a higher bandwidth frequency mode, that allows a more accurate
determination for the middle of the leading edge, and therefore for the altimeter range. SARAL, the
first mission to operate at Ka-band, benefits from its smaller footprint (~8 km) [9,50] compared to
all the previous altimetry missions (i.e., ~20 km for Jason-2 and ~15 km for Envisat) to obtain better
estimates in terms of R (higher than 0.99), and the majority of the time, in terms of RMSE (generally
lower than 0.2 m) (Table 3). In this study, if the RMSE values were large, the results presented here
were obtained very close to the coast in a macro-tidal environment where the standard deviation of
the SSH was generally higher than one meter (Tables 3 and 4). As seen in Figure S1, for a distance
more than 10 km from the coast, the results obtained were similar to what was found at the Cal/Val
sites. Better results in terms of R and RMSE were obtained when the altimeter ground-track passed
from the ocean to land (e.g., track 859 of ERS-2, Envisat, and SARAL). Due to the complexity of the
environment under the Jason-1 and Jason-2 tracks around the La Rochelle tide gauge, with the presence
of Ré and Oléron islands, no similar conclusion was obtained. Comparisons were performed not only
using classical bi-frequency-based ionosphere corrections and radiometer-derived wet troposphere
corrections, as measurements were performed over open ocean, but also using corrections derived
from model outputs over land, including GIM for the ionosphere and ECMWF for the wet troposphere.
The analysis of these different types of corrections showed very good agreement over open ocean but
more discrepancies for distances less than 25 km from the coast. However, these results were variable
depending on the mission. This latter result shows that model-based ionosphere and wet troposphere
corrections could be used for homogeneous long-term altimetry-based SSH from multiple missions,
especially given the loss of the secondary frequency, as for Envisat. The deconvolution technique used
to filter out the land contribution in the radiometer measurements enables the use of this correction
up to the coast in the case of Jason-2 (Figure 10). Efforts to homogenize the corrections are needed
to build long term records of altimetry-based SSH. In the near future, the Pertuis Charentais region,
encompassed in a few tenths of kilometers by four tide gauge stations (La Rochelle, l’Ile d’Aix, La
Cotinière, and Le Chapus) could be the first Cal/Val site located along the Atlantic coast. This group of
stations benefit from numerous ascending and descending tracks from all the high-precision altimetry
missions including Cryosat-2, Sentinel-3A, and the future Sentinel-3B. These stations also have a large
diversity in their sea state due to their configuration in the open ocean, away from Ré and Oléron
islands and the coastal part between these islands and the shore.

6. Conclusions

This study provides a thorough assessment of the performance of radar altimetry-based SSH for
all the missions in orbit from ERS-2 to SARAL with the exception of Geosat Follow-On. From all the
retracking algorithms, MLE-4 provided the most accurate estimates, especially for distances less than
10 km from the coast. The most recent missions, whose data were considered in this study, showed
a clear improvement in the quality of the altimetry-derived SSH data. Results of the comparisons
between in situ and Jason-2-based SSH within five kilometers of the coast had a good RMSE, lower
than 0.34 m. As the descending track of ERS-2 and Envisat passes from land to ocean, the RMSE
obtained was higher compared to the same in situ tide gauges, 1.4 m and 0.9 m, respectively. Due to
the large footprint size of Envisat and ERS-2 (18 km), land areas were encompassed, thereby reducing
accuracy. The best RMSE was less than 0.21 m for the SSH derived from the SARAL altimeter and the in
situ tide gauge at the same nine locations. The comparison statistics showed that the SARAL altimeter
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provides better results than other missions over the coastal area. This is due to both improvements in
the processing algorithms (MLE-4 vs. MLE-3) and the use of the Ka-band for AltiKa onboard SARAL
that is characterized by a smaller footprint that enables obtaining valid range estimates closer to the
shore than when using the classical Ku-band.

This study showed that model-based corrections of the ionosphere (GIM) and wet troposphere
(ECMWF) delays provide more realistic estimates close to the shore than the bi-frequency-based
ionosphere and radiometer-based wet troposphere corrections that are generally used. Besides, these
model-based corrections provide very similar values as the instrumental corrections over the open
ocean, demonstrating their potential for building homogenous long term datasets.

Better estimates of SSH are likely to be provided by Jason-3, launched 17 January 2016, which can
operate in open-loop mode, taking into account a priori ranges from a digital elevation model (DEM)
and Sentinel-3, launched 16 February 2016. Sentinel-3 is the first altimeter with a high-resolution mode,
also known as Synthetic Aperture Radar mode (SAR), on a repetitive orbit and that can also operate in
open-loop. This can increase the number of independent measurements over coastal areas, ice sheet
margins, land, and inland waters. The new-era coastal altimetry satellites are becoming an important
part of coastal ocean observing systems [47,51].

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/10/1/93/s1.
Figure S1: Comparisons between in situ and SSH Jason-2 trace 213 in La Rochelle as a function of the distance
from the coast with method MLE-3 and MLE-4. (a) Bias, (b) RMSE, (c) Number of observations, (d) Correlation
coefficients R, Figure S2: Comparison between ionosphere corrections from bi-frequency measurements using
MLE-4 retracking algorithm and GIM model for Jason-2 (a) Bias, (b) RMSE, Figure S3. Comparison between
ionosphere corrections from bi-frequency measurements using MLE-3 retracking algorithm and GIM model
for Jason-2 (a) Bias, (b) RMSE , Figure S4: Comparison between wet troposphere corrections from radiometer
measurements and ECMWF model for ERS-2 (a) Bias, (b) RMSE, Figure S5: Comparison between wet troposphere
corrections from radiometer measurements and ECMWF model for Jason-2 (a) Bias, (b) RMSE, Figure S6:
Comparison between wet troposphere corrections from radiometer measurements and ECMWF model for
SARAL (a) Bias, (b) RMSE.
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Abstract: Initially developed to monitor the performance of TOPEX/Poseidon and to follow the
Jason legacy satellite altimeters at Senetosa Cape, Corsica, this calibration/validation site has been
extended to include a new location at Ajaccio. This addition enables the site to monitor Envisat and
ERS missions, CryoSat-2 and, more recently, the SARAL/AltiKa mission and Sentinel-3A satellites.
Sentinel-3A and CryoSat-2 carry altimeters that use a synthetic aperture radar (SAR) mode that
is different to the conventional pulse-bandwidth limited altimeters often termed “low resolution
mode” (LRM). The aim of this study is to characterize the sea surface height (SSH) bias of the new
SAR altimeter instruments and to demonstrate the improvement of data quality close to the coast.
Moreover, some passes of Sentinel-3A and CryoSat-2 overfly both Senetosa and Ajaccio with only a
few seconds time difference, allowing us to evaluate the reliability and homogeneity of both ground
sites in term of geodetic datum. The Sentinel-3A and CryoSat-2 SSH biases for the SAR mode are
respectively +22 ± 7 mm and −73 ± 5 mm (for CryoSat-2 baseline C products). The results show
that the stability of the SAR SSH bias time series is better than standard LRM altimetry. Moreover,
compared to standard LRM data, for which the measurements closer than ~10 km from the coast
were generally unusable, SAR mode altimeters provide measurements that are reliable at less than
few hundred meters from the coast.

Keywords: altimetry; SAR; calibration; validation

1. Introduction

The Corsica geodetic facilities that are located both at Senetosa Cape for the TOPEX/Poseidon
(T/P) and Jason satellite ground tracks and near Ajaccio for the Envisat satellite ground tracks
have been developed to calibrate successive satellite altimeters in an absolute sense. Since 1998,
the successful calibration process used to calibrate many oceanographic satellite altimeter missions
has been regularly updated, see details in [1–3].
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One of the main issues in comparing offshore altimetric sea surface height (SSH) measurements
together with in-situ tide gauge data is taking into account the geoid slope (of several cm/km) over
distances of tens of kilometers between both locations. As discussed in [4], other factors including
ocean dynamics and tidal differences, impact the comparisons with independent coastal in situ
measurements, but are negligible in such areas and within the short distance in our study (less than
20 km). A specific Global Positioning System (GPS) campaign was conducted in 1999 in order to
determine a geoid map of about 20 km long and 5.4 km wide centered on the T/P and Jason satellite’s
ground track #085 at the Senetosa Cape site [4]. In addition, a second campaign was conducted in
2005 in the Ajaccio area under the Envisat ground track #130 (Figure 1) [5,6]. Both local geoids are the
key datum for the absolute calibration of the satellite altimeters. Indeed, any distortion or systematic
errors between offshore and tide gauge locations will cause a systematic error in the absolute SSH bias.
From this point of view, the calibration process also requires accurate vertical offsets to be determined
for each individual tide gauge in use. In order to achieve and maintain accuracy at the level of just a
few millimeters or even less, geodetic campaigns must be carried out regularly in order to check or to
eventually update such offsets.

 

Figure 1. Left: General configuration of the Corsica calibration site with all of the satellite altimeter
missions ground tracks that have been monitored since 1998 (the black frame on the left bottom
corresponds to the zoom on the right map). Right: zoom on Ajaccio and Senetosa sites with Sentinel-3A
(red) and CryoSat-2 (grey) tracks. The red rectangles highlight the CryoSat-2 pass #4794 that crosses
the Senetosa and Ajaccio sites (see Section 0). The yellow rectangle shows the area that is discussed in
Section 0 for pass #2426 (see Figure 8c).

The present paper focuses on the calibration of both the Sentinel-3A and CryoSat-2 missions
using the same facilities and similar data processing. Sentinel-3A has a 27-day repeat cycle, where
CryoSat-2 has a repeat cycle of 369 days and a 30-day sub-cycle; this repetition allows them to perform
the absolute calibration over the Senetosa and Ajaccio area on a monthly basis for both satellites.
Due to the configuration of Sentinel-3A repeat ground track and some CryoSat-2 passes, each altimeter
overflies both the Senetosa and Ajaccio sites with a time delay of about five seconds corresponding
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to a distance of about 37 km (Figure 1). As a consequence, it allows us to determine two SSH biases
for each mission that should be equivalent considering that, most of the time, the sea state conditions
at both sites are almost identical due to the short time delay and the short distance between sites.
From the analysis of all available calibration passes, systematic differences can be related to errors
in the geodetic references or in the situ data. For T/P-Jason and ERS-Envisat-SARAL/AltiKa this
was difficult to determine as each altimeter mission overflew only a single site, Senetosa or Ajaccio
respectively. Since July 2016, the SARAL/AltiKa mission is in a drifting orbit phase allowing a similar
study to the one presented here that is discussed in [7].

In this paper we first present the data and the methodology (Section 0). In the results section,
Section 0, we present a re-processing of the Ajaccio tide gauge data following a re-analysis of the Global
Positioning System (GPS) surveys that are used to monitor the location and any vertical movement of
the tide gauges (Section 0). This resulted in an updated datum and a −30 mm vertical correction to the
tide-gauge-derived SSH that is used in the calibration process of all the missions calibrated using the
Ajaccio tide gauge data. The two following sections, 0 and 0, are then dedicated to the analysis of the
Sentinel-3A [8] and CryoSat-2 [9] SSH biases, respectively.

2. Data and Methodology

2.1. Data

The data sets used for Sentinel-3 and CryoSat-2 are described below.

Sentinel-3A:

• Data sources: S3-PDGS (payload data ground segment) reprocessing 2017, Non-Time Critical
(NTC) products: cycle 5–19, processing baseline 2.15 [10]. The processing baseline (PB) 2.15
consists of the following processors: SRAL L1 IPF V6.11, MWR L1 IPF V6.04, SRAL L2 IPF V6.07.

• Sentinel-3A SRAL (Ku/C Radar Altimeter) processing for SAR and Pseudo LRM (PLRM) and
applied corrections

� Standard processing: dual-frequency ionosphere measurement and wet troposphere
radiometry. In this study, we also compared the dual frequency ionosphere measurements
with the global ionosphere maps model (GIM), together with a comparison of the
wet troposphere radiometer measurements with the wet troposphere model from
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)). The chosen wet
correction for the model corresponds to the field that is computed at sea level
(MOD_WET_TROPO_COR_ZERO_ALTITUDE)

� Dry troposphere
� Sea state bias (SSB)
� Solid, loading and pole tides

• In situ data

� Ajaccio: Service Hydrographique et Océanographique de la Marine (SHOM) radar tide
gauge data in real time

� Senetosa: pressure tide gauges (data retrieved end of July 2017)

CryoSat-2:

• Data sources: from SARvatore service at ESA G-POD (https://gpod.eo.esa.int/services/
CRYOSAT_SAR/) using baseline B products with two different retrackers. It is important to
note that this product does not correspond to the current baseline C products processed by the
CryoSat-2 payload data ground segment (PDGS), the main difference being the correction of a
known range bias of 673 mm:
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� SAMOSA2 retracker (default): The SAMOSA (SAR Altimetry MOde Studies and
Applications) model [11] has been implemented in its first-order formulation (SAMOSA2)
in a retracker as in [12]. This retracker uses a look-up table to mitigate the effect of the
model’s approximation of the squared PTR (point target response) with a Gaussian curve,
it implements a stack masking for the Doppler beams padded to zero and has in principle
no enhancement in the coastal zone.

� SAMOSA+ retracker (the SAMOSA2 model tailored for inland water, sea ice and the
coastal zone domain): in the case of SAMOSA+, the open ocean SAMOSA [11] model
and retracker [13] has been implemented in the retracking scheme with two significant
additions [12]: The first one concerns the selection of the first-guess epoch. This is not
selected as the position of the waveform peak but as the position of the moving correlation
peak in 20 consecutive waveforms (after aligning them for tracker shift). The rationale
behind this choice is to attempt to mitigate the typical off-ranging effect in coastal data.
The second concerns the treatment of land-contaminated waveforms. In case waveforms
are not contaminated by land, the SAMOSA model was used with the mean square slope
set to zero, i.e., as in [13], whereas in the case of land contaminated waveforms, we used
a dual step retracking: in the first step, the SWH is still estimated as in [13], while in
the second step, the SWH was set to zero and the third free parameter in the retracking
becomes the mean square slope. The output of this second step is the range and the
amplitude Pu (retracked waveform amplitude, see Equation (22) in [12]).

• Cryosat-2 SIRAL (synthetic aperture interferometric radar altimeter) data processing for SAR and
applied corrections

� Dry troposphere
� Wet troposphere from ECMWF model
� Ionosphere from GIM
� Sea state bias = 3.5% of SWH
� Solid, loading and pole tides

• In situ data

� Ajaccio: SHOM radar tide gauge data in real time
� Senetosa: pressure tide gauges (data retrieved end of July 2017)

2.2. Methodology

The main difference in the processing in this study, compared to previous studies [1–3,6], is the
difference in the footprint area in over which the geoid height is interpolated. In the case of LRM (low
resolution mode, e.g., Jason missions), the footprint is defined as a circle using the significant wave
height to define the diameter [14], while in the case of SAR (synthetic aperture radar, e.g., Sentinel-3A)
the footprint is defined as a rectangle with a width of 300 m along-track and a length across-track that
is also a function of SWH with the same formula as LRM (see Figure 5 or Figure 8 for an illustration).

Our standard processing of the SSH bias uses (when available) the wet tropospheric correction
derived from the radiometer in addition to the ionospheric correction derived from the dual frequency
of the altimeter. We performed a comparison with numerical weather prediction (NWP) model
corrections that are available in the products for the wet troposphere and the ionosphere corrections,
from ECMWF and GIM respectively (see Section 0).

3. Results

3.1. Solving the Vertical Offset in the Ajaccio Tide-Gauge-Derived SSH

In [3] we showed that there was an anomalous SSH bias of −30.5 ± 4.5 mm between the Ajaccio
tide gauge and our GPS-based sea level measurements. We thus retrieved the GPS data from recent
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surveys performed in 2013, 2014 and 2015 and computed new height differences between the antenna
reference point (ARP) of the permanent receiver (AJAC) and the fundamental marker close to the
tide gauge (G). This processing was done in baseline mode with the GAMIT software [15] and the
results are shown in Table 1. The standard errors of the individual determinations range from 0.2 to
1.1 mm mainly due to the number of days of observation. It provides a much more coherent weighted
mean value of 50.0371 m, rather than the 2005 reference, with a standard error of the weighted mean of
0.4 mm (Table 1), thus changing our historical reference by 18.3 mm.

Additionally, during the deployment of the Ajaccio tide gauge in 2012, the Service Hydrographique
et Océanographique de la Marine (SHOM) performed SSH observations with a contact gauge and
determined a 13.0 mm bias (standard deviation of 3.6 mm) which was introduced as a “calibration
offset” into the tide gauge system. We decided to remove this quantity from the instrument and by
adding it to the new correction (of 18.3 mm); the total systematic error of the tide gauge SHH has
been established to be 31.4 mm. This is in very good agreement with the SSH bias observed between
the Ajaccio tide gauge and our GPS-based sea level measurements (of −30.5 ± 4.5 mm [3]). We then
changed our datum to a rounded offset of −30 mm in the tide gauge SSH. The results presented in this
paper take this correction into account.

Another geodetic survey is planned for next year to confirm the height difference between the
ARP of the permanent receiver (AJAC) and the fundamental marker close to the tide gauge (G), but we
are already very confident in the current result given the 0.4 mm standard error.

Table 1. Height differences between permanent Global Positioning System (GPS) (AJAC) and tide
gauge (G) at Ajaccio (in m).

Year Reference Used AJAC-G Number of Days

2005 50.0188 ± 0.0100
2013 50.0386 ± 0.0011 2
2014 50.0360 ± 0.0010 3
2015 50.0370 ± 0.0002 7

Average 50.0371 ± 0.0004

3.2. Sentinel-3A SSH Calibration and Corrections Validation

The Sentinel-3A ascending pass #741 overflies the Senetosa site and ~5 s later the Ajaccio site.
For the first time this allows us to compare the SSH biases, which can be independently determined at
both locations, and then to assess geodetic references together with in-situ measurements. Launched
on February 16th 2016, Sentinel-3A was in a ground-segment ramp-up phase during the first months
with different versions of the IPF (instrument processing facilities) making the different cycles difficult
to compare. Thanks to a reprocessing campaign [10] completed in September 2017 by the respective
ESA and EUMETSAT agencies for cycles 5–19 (June 2016 to July 2017) with the same Processing
Baseline 2.15, it is now possible to analyze a homogeneous set of data using the Non-Time Critical
(NTC) product. We thus analyzed and compared the two modes which are used to derive the sea
surface height from the radar measurements: (i) the SAR (synthetic aperture radar) mode and (ii) the
PLRM (pseudo LRM) mode that mimics the classic LRM. A complete description of the products used
and the processing options is given in Section 0.

Concerning the ionospheric correction, both the dual-frequency altimeter derived and the GIM model
were averaged over a distance of ~140 km centered on the geoid area of Senetosa and Ajaccio (slightly
shifted by ~14 km for Senetosa to avoid measurements over Sardinia). The results presented in Figure 2
show good consistency between the instrument and GIM model in terms of bias (+6 mm) and stability
(5–6 mm). Moreover, the results from either the Senetosa or Ajaccio sites show good consistency.

Concerning the wet tropospheric correction deduced from the satellite radiometer, we have
reduced the land contamination (as the radiometer has a large footprint) by filtering to keep the
non-contaminated signal within our area of study. The selected corrections are linearly interpolated
with an outlier rejection at 3-σ up to the edges of the study area. They are then considered as a
constant for both Senetosa and Ajaccio processing. The Senetosa interpolation area was used for
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both the Senetosa and Ajaccio sites (Figure 3) because in this area the radiometer is almost not
contaminated by land. The permanent GPS receiver at Senetosa and Ajaccio also allows us to compute
the wet tropospheric corrections at these locations. Recently, Collecte Localisation Satellites (CLS) have
developed an algorithm to reduce the land contamination in coastal conditions (available for cycle five
to 15) [16]. The three wet tropospheric corrections were compared and the differences are shown in
Figure 2. We note that the radiometer wet tropospheric correction provided in the products appears
to be biased on average (Senetosa and Ajaccio) by −17.5 mm compared to the model and −20.5 mm
compared to the GPS. The differences between the two sites are very small (3–5 mm). The ~−20 mm
bias is probably due to a remaining land contamination in the radiometer footprint. The analysis of
the new radiometer correction developed by CLS to limit this effect shows better agreement with the
correction derived from GPS. On the same time series (cycle 5–15), the bias is not only reduced by
15 mm in average but the standard deviation is also improved by 2 mm in average (Table 2).

Figure 2. Sentinel-3A corrections differences at the Senetosa (left) and Ajaccio (right) calibration sites.
Ionospheric correction differences in the upper panels. Wet tropospheric correction differences in the
lower panels.

 

Figure 3. Map of the Sentinel-3A configuration: the shaded areas correspond to the locations where
the wet tropospheric correction (radiometer and model) is interpolated.
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A second study of the wet tropospheric correction was conducted using the Ajaccio interpolation
area (Figure 3) that should be more sensitive to land contamination compared to Senetosa. All the
other parameters are identical to the standard processing performed for Ajaccio. Figure 4 shows that,
in this case, the wet tropospheric correction is biased by −79 mm (light blue) using the Ajaccio GPS
wet tropospheric correction as a reference. The 59 mm increase in the difference between using the
Ajaccio and Senetosa interpolation areas illustrates the challenge to fully remove land contamination
in the radiometer footprint in such complex coastal areas. In this case, the CLS correction clearly
provides a great improvement even though a residual bias of −14 mm still exists (orange). In addition,
the differences between the wet tropospheric corrections deduced from both the Senetosa and Ajaccio
GPS data (~37 km separation distance and only five seconds time lag for a typical satellite overpass) are
given. It is worth noting that, if the corrections are equivalent (+1 mm) on average, the dispersion of
12 mm certainly reflects different meteorological conditions at both sites at the same time. We conclude
and confirm that it is very important to use GPS measurements as close as possible to satellite
radiometer data when computing wet tropospheric correction terms.

Table 2. Wet tropospheric correction differences on the common cycles (5–15) (in mm).

Radiometer-GPS

Mean σ

Senetosa
Standard product −23 16

CLS −8 13
Ajaccio

Standard product −20 17
CLS −5 16

 

Figure 4. Sentinel-3A wet tropospheric correction differences at Ajaccio (using the Ajaccio interpolation
area). Wet tropospheric correction in the upper panel: derived from satellite microwave radiometer
using the Senetosa interpolation area (dark blue), radiometer using the Ajaccio interpolation area (light
blue), GPS from Ajaccio (light green), GPS from Senetosa (dark green), radiometer (from Collecte
Localisation Satellites (CLS)) using the Senetosa interpolation area (red) and radiometer (from CLS)
using the Ajaccio interpolation area (orange). Wet tropospheric correction differences in the lower
panel: reference is always the wet tropospheric correction from the Ajaccio GPS and same color code is
used for the corrections being compared.
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Finally, we also compared the corrections derived from the satellite instruments (radiometer and
altimeter) using either SAR or PLRM processing. We found very small differences (<1 mm) that are
caused by range differences between these two processing schemes. Finally, we compared the sea state
bias corrections for SAR and PLRM that, for the moment, use the same correction tables: there are few
millimeter differences originating from significant wave height (SWH) and wind speed differences,
as the waveform shapes are different for SAR and PLRM.

The SSH calibration was performed independently at Ajaccio and Senetosa using respectively
a radar tide gauge and three pressure tide gauges. Figure 5 illustrates the process used that is
detailed in [3]. We recall that by convention the SSH bias corresponds to the difference (SSHaltimetry –
SSHtide gauge). This process was first carried out without taking into account the Ajaccio tide gauge
SSH offset (see Section 0); a 26 mm offset clearly appears in the averaged results (−5 mm for Ajaccio
and +21 mm for Senetosa) highlighting that the Ajaccio offset is clearly detectable by our absolute SSH
calibration process. As a result, the Ajaccio tide gauge SSH time series were corrected by −30 mm,
definitively. In Figure 5, the insert in green illustrates the improvement brought by SAR processed
data. Indeed, when overflying the small Sanguinaires islands, only 2–3 data look bad and can be
easily detected and rejected using a simple 3-σ criteria (circled crosses). For comparison with LRM
in the same area, all the Envisat data that were at a distance less than 10 km from the coast were
eliminated [6]. However, it is important to note that the areas used to perform the calibration (blue
boxes in Figure 5) are far enough (>10 km) to avoid any land contamination for the altimeter, except
maybe in PLRM mode in the Ajaccio area.

Figure 5. Example of sea surface height (SSH) bias processing for Sentinel-3A in synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) mode (pass 741, cycle 8). For each independent processing (Ajaccio, top/Senetosa, bottom)
the upper plot shows ±4 s of altimeter SSH series around the point of closest approach (PCA). The lower
plots show the selected SSH (inside the geoid area) that are corrected from the geoid height differences
between the SSH location and the tide gauge locations.
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The Figure 6 upper plots shows the SSH bias time series for SAR and PLRM respectively at
Senetosa (left) and Ajaccio (right), while the lower plots show the differences (SAR-PLRM) either
for “orbit-range” only or total SSH bias (“orbit-range + corrections”). The Ajaccio time series looks
slightly noisier for SAR and much more so for PLRM compared to the Senetosa time series. This can
be explained by more possible land contamination in the radar footprint in the Ajaccio area (e.g., the
Capu di Muro and Sanguinaires islands, see Figure 5). The very good consistency of the “orbit-range”
and “SSH bias” differences indicates that the correction differences between SAR and PLRM are very
small, as explained previously. They are mainly due to SSB differences because SWH and wind speed
estimations are different between SAR and PLRM processing. For the moment, the SSB model in
the product is the same for SAR and PLRM. An improvement in terms of consistency is foreseen by
the further tuning of SSB models for both SAR and PLRM, instead of using the same model. Thus,
the main difference is due to range estimation that is different in SAR and PLRM processing.

Figure 6. Sentinel-3A SSH bias time series from Senetosa (left) and Ajaccio (right). The upper panels
show the time series for SAR (black crosses) and Pseudo LRM (PLRM) (red diamonds). The lower
panels show the differences between SAR and PLRM for the “orbit-range” (green circles) and the total
SSH bias (blue squares).

For each cycle, we have computed the averaged SSH bias from both Senetosa and Ajaccio
independently (see the time series in Figure 7). First, it shows that the SSH bias for SAR is very stable
with a standard deviation of 24 mm. Concerning the PLRM, as expected due to data processing issues
(reconstruction of pseudo LRM waveforms from original SAR measurements that make the PLRM
measurements noisier than real LRM), the standard deviation of 42 mm is higher than the classical LRM
missions (e.g., 38 and 37 mm for Jason-1 and Jason-2 respectively [2]). Second, the 13 mm difference
in the SSH bias between SAR and PLRM comes mainly from the differences in the altimeter range.
From the entire data set (13 cycles), our best estimate of the SSH bias for Sentinel-3A is then:

- Sentinel-3A SAR: +22 ± 7 mm
- Sentinel-3A PLRM: +9 ± 12 mm

Recent studies using the transponder installed in Crete show that the SAR range bias is
0 ± 12 mm [17] and 8 ± 12 mm [18], so our results are in very good agreement because most of
the SSH bias (+22 mm) originates from the radiometer wet tropospheric correction.
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Figure 7. Average of Senetosa and Ajaccio Sentinel-3A SSH biases for both SAR and PLRM (upper
panel). The lower panel shows the differences between SAR and PLRM for the “orbit-range” (green
circles) and the total SSH bias (blue squares).

3.3. CryoSat-2 SSH Calibration

Some of the CryoSat-2 altimeter passes overfly the Senetosa or Ajaccio facilities (or both).
These passes are listed on Figure 1 (with their relative orbit number). In this study, we analyzed
all these overflights with the same methodology as used for Sentinel-3A. In terms of our data set,
we used the SARvatore service [19], which is part of the European Space Agency (ESA) grid processing
on demand (G-POD) service. G-POD allows us to select an area and then process all of the L1a (FBR,
full bit rate) data available to provide L2 products. It is possible to choose different options, but we
have left all the options as default values. G-POD uses the SAMOSA2 retracker as default. However,
another retracking approach tailored for coastal zones [11,12] was also available (SAMOSA+, SAR
altimetry mode studies and applications) and we generated a separate set of data using this option.
The different processing schemes were then used to analyze their impact on the SSH bias: SAMOSA2
for one set and SAMOSA+ for the other. The details on the data sets are given Section 0.

The configurations of the overflights are different from one CryoSat-2 ground track pattern to
another (see Figure 1 right) but most of them have data very close to the coast (a few hundred meters,
see Table 3). Descending pass #2426 is particularly interesting because the closest data is at ~1400 m
from the M4/M5 tide gauges at Senetosa. Figure 8 illustrates the quality of the data for cycle 1 and
the improvement for some data when using SAMOSA+ retracking. For the data before the point of
closest approach (PCA), the SSH from SAMOSA+ decreases and appears more homogeneous with
the rest of the time series (marked by green arrows in Figure 8a,b): one measurement at only 400 m
across-track from the coast has been clearly improved even with about 37% of the footprint on land
(marked by red arrows in Figure 8). However, most importantly, all the data immediately after the
coastline (in time after the PCA, because it is a descending track) are of very good quality (marked by
blue arrows in Figure 8) and do not look contaminated by land effects even with the classic SAMOSA2
retracker. This is clearly linked to the small area of the footprint for SAR in comparison with LRM.
In this example, the footprint is a rectangle with a width of 300 m along-track and a length across-track
of 3000 m (see white rectangle area in Figure 8c).
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Figure 8. Example of retracking improvement for pass #2426 cycle 001. The upper panels of (a,b) show
the altimeter SSH (crosses) without geoid correction, while the lower ones show the altimeter SSH after
geoid correction (stars with error bars). An automatic outlier detection is performed and the rejected
data are circled. (a) Corresponds to the G-POD standard retracking (SAMOSA2) while (b) corresponds
to the improved retracking (SAMOSA+ is the SAMOSA2 model tailored for inland water, sea ice and
coastal zone domains). (c) Shows a zoom of the data locations (circles) very close to the coast; the white
rectangle represents the SAR footprint for one data; the black lines correspond to the Catamaran-GPS
tracks [4] that were used to map the Senetosa geoid (colored map in background).

Table 3 provides the details of the SSH calibration for each pass and for the two retrackings
used, and Figure 9 illustrates the time series of these SSH biases. Two passes in the Ajaccio area were
not used because too few data were in the geoid area (#3563 and #5308, see Figure 1). The standard
deviations of the individual mean SSH bias were respectively 14.6 mm and 14.0 mm for SAMOSA2 and
SAMOSA+. This shows a small improvement for SAMOSA+, but if the same computation is done only
for the “coastal” passes (#4077, #4794 and #2426), the standard deviations are this time respectively
15.2 mm and 12.5 mm. SAMOSA+ clearly improved the SSH when very close to the coast, avoiding
some outliers even in the time series (see data circled in red in Figure 9 for pass #4794 at Ajaccio).
The mean SSH bias for Senetosa and Ajaccio was −746 mm for both SAMOSA2 and SAMOSA+, but the
overall standard deviation of the time series was improved by ~13 mm with SAMOSA+ (

√
(292–262)).

The CryoSat-2 SSH bias is then:

- CryoSat-2 SAMOSA2: −746 ± 5.5 mm (−73 ± 5.5 mm for baseline C)
- CryoSat-2 SAMOSA+: −746 ± 5.0 mm (−73 ± 5.0 mm for baseline C)

We were unable to find in the literature another value of the CryoSat-2 absolute SSH bias (using
sea level in situ measurements), but our results look very coherent with the updated Svalbard
transponder result [20]: 722 ± 6 mm (standard deviation of 29 mm, baseline B, before correcting
the 673 mm known range bias). It is worth noting that the 24 mm remaining difference between these
two determinations can be due to the geophysical corrections, and notably that the SSB is not affecting
the transponder processing.

For pass #4794, overflying both the Senetosa and Ajaccio facilities, we computed the averaged
time series in the same way as for the Sentinel-3A pass shown in Figure 7. This is presented in Figure 10,
where the average SSH bias from the Ajaccio and Senetosa overflights (5 s time lag and 37 km distance)
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showed a very low standard deviation (15 mm for SAMOSA+ and 17 mm for SAMOSA2) and a
bias very close to the global average: −740 mm for SAMOSA+ and −741 mm for SAMOSA2 vs.
−746 mm for the global average (for both SAMOSA+ and SAMOSA2). For comparison, with a similar
configuration, the standard deviation over 13 cycles for Sentinel-3A was 24 mm.

Table 3. Details of the SSH biases for each pass and for the two retrackers (SAMOSA2 and SAMOSA+).

Passes
SAMOSA2 SAMOSA+

Comment
Mean (mm) σ (mm) Number of Cycles Mean (mm) σ (mm) Number of Cycles

Ajaccio
3563 NA NA NA NA NA NA Coastal *
4077 −746 32 5 −743 30 5 Coastal *
4794 −727 36 5 −731 24 5 Coastal *
5308 NA NA NA NA NA NA Coastal *

Average −736 33 10 −737 26 10
Senetosa

0681 −766 17 5 −768 14 4 d > 3 km
1195 −733 23 3 −733 23 3 d > 8 km
2426 −757 36 4 −756 35 4 Coastal *
4794 −742 26 6 −746 23 6 d > 13 km

Average −751 27 18 −751 26 17
Total −746 29 28 −746 26 27

* Coastal means that we take the measurements up to the coast; for the others the distance “d” is the closest
measurement to the coast.

(a) (b)

Figure 9. Time series of the CryoSat-2 SSH biases for each pass and the averages from Ajaccio, Senetosa
and both (dash black line): (a) corresponds to the G-POD standard retracking (SAMOSA2) while
(b) corresponds to the improved retracking (SAMOSA+) tuned for coastal, inland waters and ice.

 

Figure 10. Example of pass #4794 with a configuration « à la » Sentinel-3A from which the SSH biases
from Ajaccio and Senetosa were averaged (using SAMOSA+).
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4. Discussion and Conclusions

The configuration of the Sentinel-3A and CryoSat-2 passes allowed us to cross-compare the results
obtained independently from both the Senetosa and Ajaccio sites. Our results confirm previous results
that were obtained from SARAL/AltiKa together with GPS-based sea level measurements [3]. The SSH
measured by the Ajaccio tide gauge is biased by ~30 mm and our present study shows the origin of
this offset. By taking into account this offset, we compared results from the Senetosa and Ajaccio sites
for both the Sentinel-3A and CryoSat-2 altimeters. For the Sentinel-3A the site-difference between
Senetosa and Ajaccio was −4 mm (21–25 mm, see Figure 6) while for CryoSat-2 the difference was
−14 mm ((−751)–(−737) mm, see Figure 9 from SAMOSA+ results). These comparisons show that
no significant systematic error remains in the geodetic datum or in situ measurements. This is a very
important result that gives us confidence also for the historical calibrations performed independently
at each site. However, differences still exist at the millimeter level between the SSH bias obtained at the
Senetosa and Ajaccio sites for Sentinel-3A and CryoSat-2 (respectively −4 and −14 mm). This probably
reflects some remaining errors in the altimeter measurement system (coastal contamination, sea state
bias, . . . ) and/or in the local geodetic datum of both the Senetosa and Ajaccio sites. Finally,
our analysis of the wet tropospheric corrections available for the Sentinel-3A calibration showed
that the effect of land contamination on the radiometer was ~−20 mm, which is actually the main part
of the SSH bias (+22 ± 7 mm). In terms of the range itself, we can consider that SAR measurement
system on Sentinel-3A as “unbiased”. For CryoSat-2, it is important to recall that the product used
from G-POD is based on baseline B, so to be comparable to the current baseline C, one must remove
the known range bias of 673 mm to the SSH biases determined in this study: when using baseline C
products, the CryoSat-2 SSH bias is −73 ± 5 mm. Last but not least, the SSH biases for both Sentinel-3A
and CryoSat-2 were compared to the range biases determined with transponders located respectively
in Crete and Svalbard, and the remaining differences (respectively 22 mm and 24 mm) between these
two determinations can be due to geodetic datum errors or geophysical corrections and, notably, the
sea state bias that is not affecting transponder processing. This is probably the first time in altimetry
that the results from transponders and in situ SSH calibration agree at this level of accuracy.
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Abstract: Since the launch of the first altimetry satellites, ocean tide models have been improved
dramatically for deep and shallow waters. However, issues are still found for areas of great interest for
climate change investigations: the coastal regions. The purpose of this study is to analyze the influence
of the ALES coastal retracker on tide modeling in these regions with respect to a standard open ocean
retracker. The approach used to compute the tidal constituents is an updated and along-track version
of the Empirical Ocean Tide model developed at DGFI-TUM. The major constituents are derived from
a least-square harmonic analysis of sea level residuals based on the FES2014 tide model. The results
obtained with ALES are compared with the ones estimated with the standard product. A lower
fitting error is found for the ALES solution, especially for distances closer than 20 km from the
coast. In comparison with in situ data, the root mean squared error computed with ALES can reach
an improvement larger than 2 cm at single locations, with an average impact of over 10% for tidal
constituents K2, O1, and P1. For Q1, the improvement is over 25%. It was observed that improvements
to the root-sum squares are larger for distances closer than 10 km to the coast, independently on the
sea state. Finally, the performance of the solutions changes according to the satellite’s flight direction:
for tracks approaching land from open ocean root mean square differences larger than 1 cm are found
in comparison to tracks going from land to ocean.

Keywords: ocean tides; coastal altimetry; ALES retracker

1. Introduction

The ability to predict tides in coastal areas is of crucial importance for our society. In certain
regions, tidal events combined with extreme meteorological conditions are responsible for severe
flooding and consequent environmental issues. Another critical function of tide models is related
to ocean satellite altimetry: altimetric measurements need to be corrected for tidal signal in order to
separate the tidal-related variability of sea level from the anomalies coming from the ocean dynamic
topography. Therefore, more accurate tide models result in more reliable altimetric sea level retrievals.
During the last decades, improvements in oceanographic models and observation techniques brought
remarkable results in tide monitoring and prediction. A fundamental benefit comes from satellite
altimetry, which provides global-scale sea-level observations with an accuracy of few centimeters [1].
These measurements are mainly exploited in modern tide models as constraint for hydrodynamic
modeling, or to empirically derive tidal information from satellite sea-level time-series. As described
by [2], after the exploitation of satellite data TOPEX/Poseidon (launched in 1992) tide models showed
an enhancement of approximately 5 cm over the previous models. However, significant errors for
the major constituents M2 and S2 were found at high latitudes [3]. Also, low accuracy was observed
in shallow waters, where tidal constituents are highly dependent on bathymetry and the shape of
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the oceanic shelf [4]. Major efforts in these areas brought a dramatic progress for shallow-water
tides, with a consequent larger agreement among different models, and a clear improvement on the
single constituents [5]. However, lower performances were observed in coastal regions, resulting in
large discrepancies among the models. For models assimilating satellite measurements such situation
may be due to a poor availability and quality of altimetric data, highly influenced by the presence
of land [6], patches of water at very low sea state within the altimeter footprint [7], or ice [8].
In these areas, the returned echo assumes shapes that are considerably different from the typical
open ocean radar return and therefore the signal needs to be fitted with a dedicated algorithm (called
retracker). Exploiting these recent advances in data pre-processing, some dedicated coastal products
are currently available [9].

The purpose of this paper is to assess the influence of a tailored coastal retracking method on the
quality of an ocean tide model, which is an important step towards more oceanographic applications
of coastal altimetry [10]. In other words, we want to quantify the difference at the coast between
tidal constituents estimated with a dedicated coastal retracker and the same constituents derived
with an ordinary open ocean retracker. The coastal retracker used for this experiment is the Adaptive
Leading Edge Subwaveform (ALES) retracker. The reliability of this retracker has been proven in
a number of applications such as the regional estimation of the seasonal cycle and trend of the sea
level [11,12]. Moreover, improvements in areas with a complex macrotidal regimes were validated
in [13]. The approach applied to derive the tidal constituents represents a prototype of the new
Empirical Ocean Tide (EOT) model. This model takes advantage of the most recent altimetric products,
with focus on coastal performances. The model scheme follows the former EOT11a approach [3]:
residual tidal constituents are derived on a least-squares-based harmonic analysis applied to Sea Level
Anomalies (SLA). In this case, an along-track solution was preferred compared to the classical grids
in order to study the evolution of the performances and the impact of the retrackers with respect
to the distance to the coast. The data used for the model are illustrated in Section 2 together with
a brief description of the ALES retracker and the in situ dataset used for the comparison of the models
(Sections 2.1 and 2.2). A more detailed explanation of the tide model approach can be found in Section 3.
In Section 4 the methods used for the model comparison are shown, and in Section 5 the results are
presented and discussed. Finally, in Section 6 the conclusions and future work are described.

2. Dataset Description

2.1. Altimeter Dataset

In this study, high-rate observations from Jason-1 and Jason-2 missions were used. The high-rate
(20 Hz) data allow a ground spatial resolution of circa 350 m along-track, which was preferred
over low-rate (1-Hz) products for this dedicated investigation over coastal areas. The data were
extracted from the DGFI-TUM’s Open Altimeter Database (OpenADB: https://openadb.dgfi.tum.de),
which contains the original Sensor Geophysical Data Records (SGDR) and derived high-level products.
Version SGDR-E is available in OpenADB for Jason-1, while for Jason-2 version SGDR-D was used.
For the two missions only data provided during the reference orbit phase are included, obtaining
a continuous time-series of 14 years, from January 2002 until February 2016. In order to compute the
tidal constants, values of Sea Level Anomalies (SLA) are needed. At each point, SLA are calculated
according to [14]:

SLA = H − R − hMSS − hgeo (1)

where H is the orbital height of the satellite, R is the range, hMSS is the height of the Mean Sea
Surface (MSS), and hgeo is the sum of the heights of all the geophysical corrections. The MSS and the
geophysical corrections applied for both missions are listed in Table 1. SLA values are additionally
flagged with the following criteria:
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• −2.5 m ≤ SLA ≤ 2.5 m [3]
• SWH < 11 m [15]
• 7 dB < BS < 30 dB [15]
• Distance to coast >3 km

where SWH is the Significant Wave Height and BS is the backscatter coefficient. Note that the
backscatter coefficient is commonly defined in literature as σ0, however in this case BS is used to avoid
ambiguities with the unit-weight variance (see Section 4). The tidal correction plays an important role
in this investigation. The rationale behind the EOT approach consists of the following steps:

1. Application of a pre-existing tide model to correct the SLA
2. Estimation of residual periodic components associated with tides in the corrected SLA
3. Estimation of a new tide correction to adjust and improve the original FES2014 solution

Details on this procedure are given in Section 3. The pre-existing tide model used to correct SLAs
is the Finite Element Solution 2014 (FES2014) and it is characterized by new high-resolution and coastal
features, essential basis for a coast-dedicated tide model. According to the range used, two experiments
are defined in this study: SGDR and ALES. The first uses the range obtained from the ocean retracker
of the standard product. This is based on the MLE4 algorithm which adopts the Brown-Hayne (BH)
functional form [16,17]. The BH models the expected reflected radar signal from the ocean surface
and is considered to be suboptimal in the coastal zone. The second is based on the ALES retracker
which restricts the application of BH to only a portion of the fitted radar echo (selected according to
a first estimation of the sea state) in order to guarantee the precision of the measurement also in the
open ocean, while avoiding spurious reflections typical of the coastal zone. The SSB correction applied
depends on the range used. For both the retracking algorithms, the estimates of SSB are also provided.
In particular, the ALES SSB is computed using the same SSB model of the SGDR [18] applied to the
20-Hz estimations of SWH and Wind Speed from ALES. This strategy has already been validated with
in situ data in [19].

Table 1. List of corrections used to compute Sea Level Anomalies for this study.

Correction Model Reference

Mean Sea Surface DTU15MSS Andersen et al. [20]
Inverse barometer Dynamic Atmospheric Correction (DAC) Carrère et al. [21]

Wet and Dry troposphere ECMWF ECMWF [22]
Ionosphere NOAA Ionosphere Climatology 2009 (NIC09) Scharroo and Smith [23]

Ocean and Load tide FES2014 Carrère et al. [24]
Solid Earth and Pole Tide IERS Conventions 2003 McCarthy and Petit [25]

ALES Sea State Bias ALES Passaro et al. [19,26]
SGDR Sea State Bias SGDR AVISO/PODAAC [15]

2.2. Tide Gauge Dataset

The harmonic constants resulting from the along-track model are compared against in situ data
at the coast. These data were taken from the Global Extreme Sea Level Analysis (GESLA) dataset,
which is a unique-format collection of different datasets containing high-frequency (every one hour)
sea-level measurements [27]. The harmonic constants used for the comparison were computed via the
least-squares method, following e.g., [13]. Within this dataset, tide gauges were selected according to
the following criteria:

• Maximum distance to satellite track: 50 km.
• GESLA data already assimilated in FES2014 model (Cancet, personal communication) are discarded.
• Stations near estuaries are discarded. Exceptions for fjords (e.g., Finnish and Canadian coasts).
• Final manual screening on the selected stations: tide gauges with timeseries shorter than one year

are discarded while part of the timeseries containing doubtful offsets are not considered.
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For each site, one or two crossing tracks were found, obtaining a total of 85 tracks for 70 tide
gauges. Their locations are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Location of the in situ data used in this work.

3. Tide Model Approach

The method used to compute the tidal constants is based on version 11a of DGFI-TUM’s EOT
model. For this work, the tidal analysis was based on Jason-1 and Jason-2 missions only, and an
along-track solution was chosen. The approach is described in detail hereafter.

3.1. Selection of the Nodes

In the first step, the tracks of interest were selected according to the position of the tide gauges.
The points along track at which the tidal constants were computed (also called nodes) are placed on
the reference points belonging to the CTOH Topex/Poseidon nominal path (see acknowledgements),
with a distance of circa 7 km between two nodes. Each node represents the center of a circular area
of influence with radius (ψmax) 15 km. All the SLA observations located within this area are selected
for the tidal analysis. In order to account for the different behavior of SLAs, every observation i is
weighted with a Gaussian function inversely proportional to its distance from the node ψi [3]:

wi = e−βψ2
i (2)

where wi is the value of the weight, ψ is the distance between the observation and the node, and β is
defined as:

β =
ln 2
τ2 (3)

with τ = 0.4ψmax. The quantity τ is called half-weight width and determines the steepness of the
Gaussian function. Namely, it defines the distance from the node for which the weight has value 0.5;
in this case the value of τ is 6 km. In Figure 2, the node configuration together with the weighting
representation is shown.
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Figure 2. Scheme of the nodes and weighting process. From left to right: the nodes (pale blue) are
located over the CTOH track points (red) with a distance of 7 km. For each node a circular area
of interest is defined (green), and all the SLA observations (crosses) within this area are selected.
The observations are weighted with a Gaussian function dependent on the distance from the node.

3.2. Computation of Tidal Constituents

After collecting the SLA observations, the components of the residual tide signal are computed
for the main constituents: M2, N2, S2, K2, K1, O1, P1, and Q1. The solution is estimated by a weighted
least-squares approach. The unweighted fitting equation for an observation i can be written as [28]:

SLAi = mj + a · ti +
n

∑
k=1

(

Ak cos Pk · fk cos (θk + uk) + Ak sin Pk · fk sin (θk + uk)

)

(4)

Together with the tidal elements, also the j-th mission offset mj and the slope a—coming from
the SLA time series at the node—are calculated [29]. The summation represents the sum of the
n tidal constituents which are defined by the amplitude Ak, the phase Pk, and the given astronomical
arguments summarized by the symbol θk, dependent on the time of the observation ti. The nodal
corrections fk and uk are also given, and can be obtained according to [30]. Ak cos Pk and Ak sin Pk are
respectively the unknown coefficients of the in-phase and quadrature components and characterize
the residual signal of constituent k. All the known right-hand-side elements of Equation (4) are used to
form the design matrix of the least-squares approach. In this study, the weight matrix is diagonal and is
filled with the weights of the SLAs computed with Equation (2). In combination with the least-squares
estimation, a Variance Component Estimation (VCE) is also applied [3]. The VCE is used to weight the
contribution of the different missions following the iterative procedure described in e.g., [31]. Finally,
the residuals are added to the FES2014 constituents in order to obtain a full tidal signal, from which
the amplitude and phase are derived.

4. Evaluation Methods

The different performances between the derived tide models are compared against the GESLA in
situ data by computing the Root-Mean-Square difference (RMS) of their harmonic constants. For a k-th
constituent, the RMS is computed as:

RMSk =

√

(AM cos PM − AT cos PT)2 + (AM sin PM − AT sin PT)2

2
(5)
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where AM and PM are the amplitude and phase of one solution (SGDR or ALES) for that constituent,
and AT and PT the ones given by the tide gauge observations. The absolute RMS difference between
the SGDR and the ALES solution is written as ΔRMSk = RMSk,SGDR − RMSk,ALES and is measured in
cm. The relative RMS difference is also shown, which is described as:

ΔRMSk[%] =
ΔRMSk

RMSk,SGDR
· 100 (6)

This difference is expressed in percentage and indicates the relative improvement or worsening
of the ALES solution with respect to the SGDR results. For an overall performance, the Root-Sum
Squared (RSS) of the available n constituents is also calculated:

RSS =

√

n

∑
k=1

RMSk
2 (7)

Both ΔRMSk and RSS quantities are estimated for all the nodes along-track. In particular, results
for the closest node to the tide gauge of interest (henceforth CNTG) are also considered, as they would
represent the accuracies with respect to the coastal true values. To highlight the discrepancies among
the ALES and SGDR solutions, it was chosen to express the results in terms of absolute differences,
such as:

ΔRSS = RSSSGDR − RSSALES (8)

A positive ΔRSS corresponds to higher RSS for the SGDR solutions, and therefore an improvement
of ALES solutions with respect to a model using an ordinary retracker. Finally, the internal quality
of the models is compared using σ0, the unit-weight variance of the least-squares fit, and is inversely
proportional to the number of observations [32]. The larger is σ0, the higher is the uncertainty of
the fitting.

5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Number of Observations

One of the most advantageous features of ALES retracker is the large amount of valid coastal
measurements available along track. In this work this benefit is shown in terms of observations
available for each node. In Figure 3 the difference between the number of observations of ALES and
the ones retrieved with SGDR are displayed. This difference is expressed as: Δobs, i.e., observations of
ALES minus observations of SGDR. Each dot represents a node along the tracks, plotted against the
distance to the coast. The red markers highlight the positive values, that is, the nodes for which ALES
provides a larger amount of data with respect to SGDR. The blue dots are used for the negative values.
An interesting, yet expected behavior is observed for values below 20 km from the coast: far more
observations are available with ALES while approaching the coast, with some exceptions for few points.

5.2. Fitting Uncertainty

An analogous comparison is shown for the variable σ0, that represents the quality of the least
squares fit. In Figure 4a the difference at each node between the σ0 computed for the SGDR solutions
and σ0 obtained from ALES is shown. A positive value on the Y the change. -axis (red dots) corresponds
to a larger fitting error for the SGDR solutions, and negative values (blue dots) for the contrary. From the
plot it is clear that in most cases an improvement for σ0 is achieved with ALES, with exception for few
coastal points. The dependence of σ0 on the number of observations may explain the smaller errors
for ALES. However, from Figure 4b one can notice that large improvements in σ0 are reached also for
a lower amount of data. On the other hand, the few cases with larger internal errors may be found at
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nodes with more data availability. These special cases, which accounts for only the 1.5% of the cases,
may be justified by residual erroneous estimations in the ALES data, which were not identified by the
outliers analysis.

Figure 3. Difference in the number of observations between ALES and SGDR at each node against the
distance to coast. The blue dots show the cases for which less observations are available for ALES,
while the red dots correspond to a larger amount of data for ALES.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Difference of σ0 values between SGDR minus ALES at each node against the distance to coast
(a), and against difference in number of observations between ALES and SGDR (b).

5.3. Comparison Against In Situ Data

In this Section the results are compared in terms of RMS and RSS differences against in situ data.
The first paragraph gives an overview of the results; the second paragraph discusses the dependency
of the results on distance to coast, distance to tide gauge, track direction, and SWH.

5.3.1. General Results

In Figure 5, the spatial distribution of the absolute differences ΔRSS are shown. The differences
are computed for the CNTG, for all the 85 tracks. In general, improvements are found for 66
tracks, with an average of 0.4 cm and a maximum value of 1.9 cm. The red dots indicate the
highest improvements for the ALES solutions, which are located unevenly between Europe and the
American continent.These higher values may be due to improvements to only few single constituents.
This can be observed in Figure 6, where the absolute ΔRMS of the closest nodes to the tide gauge
of interest are plotted against the longitude of the in situ site. The plot is divided in three rows
for an easier visualization, and the ΔRMS of each tidal constant is color-coded according to the
legend. An example of large improvements for single constituents can be seen at Prince Rupert,
western Canada, or Ringhals, Sweden (respectively longitudes: −130.32◦ and 12.11◦), where the values
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of ΔRMS for M2 and S2 for Prince Rupert, or Q1 and O1 are larger than 2.5 cm. In contrast, there are
locations such as La Union, El Salvador, and Swansea, UK (longitudes −87.82◦ and −3.98◦) where
the ALES solution shows a loss in performance—again differences larger than 2.5 cm—for constituent
M2. The RMS differences for all the 85 tracks are summarized in Table 2. The average values were
computed using the single RMS values obtained at each site, at the CNTG. A mean improvement of
2 mm can be measured for the ALES solutions with respect to SGDR. It is important to stress that in
the global average, results based on ALES are superior to results based on SGDR for every constituent.
For K2, O1 and P1 the improvement is over 10%. For Q1, the improvement is over 25%. For larger
RMS (such as M2 and S2) a minor effect of ALES is observed for the relative differences.

Table 2. Average of RMS for major constituents for the closest points to the tide gauges. The values
are expressed in cm. The last column shows the relative difference between the two solutions.

Constituents RMSALES (cm) RMSSGDR (cm) ∆RMS (%)

M2 8.0 8.2 2.4
N2 2.1 2.3 8.7
S2 3.5 3.7 5.4
K2 1.4 1.6 12.5
K1 2.1 2.2 4.5
O1 1.4 1.6 12.5
Q1 0.8 1.1 27.3
P1 1.2 1.4 14.3

Figure 5. Geographical distribution of the ΔRSS (in cm) for the closest nodes to the tide gauge of interest.

5.3.2. Study of the Dependencies

Also in this section, the CNTGs are used to study the performances of the two retracker solutions.
It must be pointed out that the CNTGs may not coincide with the closest points to the coast, as they
depend on the position of the track with respect to land. For this reason, it was chosen to analyze the
ΔRSS values against the distance to coast (Figure 7a) as well as against the distance to the tide gauge of
interest (Figure 7b). The first plot shows not only that the nodes are mostly concentrated within 10 km
to the coast, but also that improvements with ALES larger than 0.5 cm occur for nodes closer than
5 km. On the other hand, no visible dependency is observed between the values of ΔRSS and their
distance from the tide gauge: in fact, the same improvements over 0.5 cm appear also for distances
above 20 km. The dependency on the distance to the coast is also shown for the ΔRMS of the single
constituents, Figure 8. Within 10 km from the coast, improvements below 2 cm can be found for all
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constituents. Larger variability is observed for the major constituents, and single values can reach e.g.,
±5 cm for M2 and ±3 cm for S2.

Figure 6. Difference of RMS for major constituents at the CNTG. The values are plotted against the
longitude of their location.

(a) (b)

Figure 7. Difference of RSS against distance to coast (a) and tide gauge (b) in km. The values are shown
for the closest nodes to the tide gauge of interest.
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Figure 8. Absolute ΔRMS of major constituents at the CNTG. The values are plotted against the
distance to the coast (in km).

Another aspect analyzed is the influence of the track direction on the results, because the
performance of a retracker may change whether the satellite approaches land from ocean or flies
from ocean to land, as well as if there is a bay (case: land-ocean-land) or the coast is parallel to the
track (case: parallel to land). These results are shown in Table 3. The four main headers indicate
the track position and the number of tracks used for the RMS average. The RSS computed from
the RMS averages for each case are also displayed in the last row of the table. In general, lower
values are found for the ALES solution, with exception of few constituents. An interesting result
regards the transition land/ocean (i.e., the first four columns): both SGDR and ALES solutions show a
higher performance for all constituents for the case ocean-to-land, against the land-to-ocean results,
reaching differences larger than 1 cm for single constituents. This can be seen also from the averaged
RSS, which show discrepancies of 26 mm between the ALES solutions and 21 mm for SGDR. This
situation may be justified by a different behavior of the on-board tracker according to the flight
direction, which may consequently influence the performance of the retrackers [7]. A clear example is
presented in Figure 9, where the RMS of constituent M2, computed for the ALES solution, is plotted
for the nodes of tracks 111 and 92. Track 111 is ascending, and it goes from ocean to land, while track
92 is descending, going from land to ocean. It can be observed, that even though few nodes at track
92 are closer to the tide gauge, they still show a larger RMS with respect to nodes belonging to track
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111. Moreover, larger discrepancies are found between ALES and SGDR for the case ocean-to-land, for
which RSS values differ of 6 mm against 1 mm in the land-to-ocean case. Unfortunately, for the cases
land-ocean-land and parallel-to-land only few tracks were available. However, from both the single
RMS and the RSS values similar performance is found between ALES and SGDR solutions.

Table 3. Average of RMS computed for major constituents at the closest points to the tide gauges.
The averages are computed after dividing the tracks according to their position with respect to the
coast. The values are in cm.

Constituents
Land to Ocean: 30 Ocean to Land: 34 Land-Ocean-Land: 15 Parallel to Land: 6

RMSALES RMSSGDR RMSALES RMSSGDR RMSALES RMSSGDR RMSALES RMSSGDR

M2 6.6 6.9 4.8 5.0 19.3 19.2 4.6 4.7
N2 1.7 1.8 1.3 1.6 4.8 5.2 1.4 1.4
S2 3.1 3.2 2.1 2.4 7.7 7.8 2.6 2.5
K2 1.2 1.3 1.0 1.3 2.8 2.9 1.7 1.7
K1 1.9 1.9 1.4 1.5 3.8 4.2 2.2 2.2
O1 1.2 1.3 1.0 1.3 2.5 2.7 1.6 1.6
Q1 0.8 0.9 0.7 1.0 1.3 1.8 0.9 1.0
P1 1.5 1.7 0.7 0.9 1.9 1.9 1.1 1.2

RSS 8.4 8.5 5.8 6.4 22.1 22.8 6.5 6.6

Figure 9. RMS values for M2 constituent computed with ALES solutions for tracks 111 (ascending)
and 92 (descending). The tracks face the tide gauge station of Helsinki (diamond-shape marker).
The nodes of each track are represented by the round markers and the color shows the value of the
RMS with respect to the tide gauge, in cm.

Finally, the sea state dependency is shown for the absolute ΔRSS. It was chosen to represent the
sea state as the average of the SWH at each node, plus its standard deviation. The SWH values are
taken from the ALES product. While the improvement of the ALES data for calm sea states (<2.5 m) is
expected [33], the available literature concerning data quality in comparison with SGDR for wavy seas
is still scarce. Indeed, from Figure 10, relevant improvements (>0.5 cm) are observed for sea states
within 2.5 m, while only few examples are available for high states. However, ΔRMS > 1 cm are found
above 3 m, showing no sensitive relation between the sea state and the data analyzed.
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Figure 10. ΔRSS absolute values for the closest node to the tide gauge against the sea state, represented
as the averaged SWH computed at each node plus its standard deviation.

6. Conclusions and Outlook

In this work, we have tested the impact of a coast-dedicated retracker on the estimation of ocean
tidal constituents. The experiment aimed to compare tidal constants computed with the standard SGDR
product against the ALES coastal retracker. The tidal constituents were derived on nodes defined along
Jason satellites’ tracks, applying the method of weighted least-squares on SLA which were previously
corrected for the FES2014 tide model. The results were compared with in situ observations in terms
of RMS and RSS values. It was shown that with ALES an increased number of sea level retrievals
were available at each node, especially at distances closer than 20 km from the coast. The largest
improvements are detected at distances within 10 km to the coast, independently from the geographical
location and the sea state. A similar behavior was detected for the least-squares fitting error, which also
show no clear dependency on the number of observations. In addition, no evident dependency is
found for the RMS improvements to the distance to the tide gauges. The general ΔRSS results over the
track nodes showed an average improvement of 0.4 cm for 66 tracks. However, the averaged RMS
suggest a mean impact of few mm for all tidal constants. The ΔRMS highlighted a positive impact of
ALES for single constituents, which can reach values >2.5 cm.

The RMS averages were presented after dividing the results according to the satellite’s flight
direction. From this experiment it was possible to see that the performance of both solutions change
according to the track direction. The transition ocean-to-land shows smaller RMS for both ALES and
SGDR solutions, and for all constituents. Single differences may exceed 1 cm when compared with
land-to-ocean solutions.

In conclusion, improvements independent from the node position, together with a lower fitting
error and a large data availability, make ALES a favorable choice for coastal tidal analysis. Indeed,
the retracker will be exploited within the the new version of the EOT model. However, future research
should be extended to minor tidal constituents, as well as dedicated regional analyses.

The improvements shown in this study were found despite the ALES retracking strategy was
only applied in the residual analysis of the EOT procedure, while the original FES2014 model, which
corrects for most of the tidal variability, is still based on SGDR data. We expect therefore that the
use of ALES data could bring a decisive improvement in coastal tide modeling if used as a data
source to estimate the full tidal component of the sea level variability. Finally, we recommend further
investigations aimed to quantify the impact of additional altimetric corrections on the tidal estimation
at the coast and to promote more oceanographic applications of coastal altimetry data.
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Abstract: It is widely believed that altimetry-derived sea surface heights (SSHs) in coastal zones are
seriously degraded due to land contamination in altimeter waveforms from non-marine surfaces
or due to inhomogeneous sea state conditions. Spurious peaks superimposed in radar waveforms
adversely impact waveform retracking and hence require tailored algorithms to mitigate this problem.
Here, we present an improved method to decontaminate coastal waveforms based on the waveform
modification concept. SSHs within 10 km offshore are calculated from Jason-2 data by a 20% threshold
retracker using decontaminated waveforms (DW-TR) and compared with those using original
waveforms and modified waveforms in four study regions. We then compare our results with
retracked SSHs in the sensor geophysical data record (SGDR) and with the state-of-the-art PISTACH
(Prototype Innovant de Système de Traitement pour les Applications Côtières et l’Hydrologie) and
ALES (Adaptive Leading Edge Subwaveform) products. Our result indicates that the DW-TR is
the most robust retracker in the 0–10 km coastal band and provides consistent accuracy up to 1 km
away from the coastline. In the four test regions, the DW-TR retracker outperforms other retrackers,
with the smallest averaged standard deviations at 15 cm and 20 cm, as compared against the EGM08
(Earth Gravitational Model 2008) geoid model and tide gauge data, respectively. For the SGDR
products, only the ICE retracker provides competitive SSHs for coastal applications. Subwaveform
retrackers such as ICE3, RED3 and ALES perform well beyond 8 km offshore, but seriously degrade
in the 0–8 km strip along the coast.

Keywords: coastal altimetry; sea surface height; Jason-2; waveform retracking
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1. Introduction

Satellite radar altimetry is a powerful technology for remotely sensing physical properties of
global oceans. Sea surface heights (SSHs) are the primary product of altimetry, which have greatly
benefited studies of extensive scientific issues in geodesy, oceanography, geophysics and many other
disciplines [1]. Despite the remarkable success of altimetry in the open ocean, which can provide SSHs
with an accuracy of several centimeters, altimetry-derived SSHs in coastal zones are severely degraded
due to inherent limitations of this technique [2–4]. The Altimeter emits pulse-limited radar signals
and receives echoes from illuminated Earth surfaces in nadir. The distance from satellite to the sea
surface covered by the radar footprint, referred to as the range, is measured by tracking the received
waveform. Hence, SSH can be derived by subtracting the range from satellite altitude. In coastal zones,
altimeter waveforms show diversely complex shapes because of land in the footprint and complicated
sea state conditions [5,6]. In this case, erroneous range measurements might be delivered by on-board
retrackers, which are designed for normal waveforms in the open ocean. In addition, inaccurate
media and geophysical corrections such as atmospheric delay corrections, tides, sea state bias (SSB),
etc., are non-negligible factors for the poor quality of coastal SSHs [7–9]. These corrections are more
complex near the coast and it is considerably more difficult to improve them.

Coastal regions play a very important role in the geographical and economical support of human
society, and therefore the coastal environment is subject to great pressure from human activities [10].
High quality and dense sampling of geospatial and environmental information is expected not
only for coastal management but also for scientific research, e.g., [11]. The increasing demands
of coastal applications have motivated excellent efforts in the altimetry community to improve coastal
applicability, including proposing new altimetry concepts (Ka-band altimetry [12], delay-Doppler
altimetry [13,14], wide-swath altimetry [15], GNSS altimetry [16], constellations of altimeters [17])
and reprocessing conventional altimeter data [18–20]. In the last decade, a series of projects were
supported by some space agencies and research institutions, aiming to retrieve valid altimeter data as
close as possible to the coast. Hereafter a few data sets have been available for coastal applications,
such as PISTACH (Prototype Innovant de Système de Traitement pour les Applications Côtières et
l’Hydrologie) as well as coastal and hydrology altimetry data products [21], COASTALT [22] and
X-TRACK [23]. There is increasing consensus that coastal altimetry is a critically important yet
challenging discipline.

The endeavor in coastal altimetry consists of refining auxiliary corrections and retracking
waveforms [4,20], which are performed to tackle the aforementioned factors degrading conventional
altimeter data near the coasts. A summary of the significant achievements was given in [24], including
improvements in waveform retracking, tropospheric corrections, tide models, and dynamic atmosphere
corrections. There are also some studies on SSB correction, aiming at better modelling the error
induced by ocean surface waves, whitecaps and foam [25–29]. Among these improvements, waveform
retracking is getting considerable attention in recent years, because of its evident effect on the
enhancement of altimeter measurements.

The waveform retracking technique was originally designed for post-processing open ocean
radar waveforms. The Brown mathematical model [30] is used to fit ocean waveforms in order to
refine parameters related to reflective surfaces, referred to as OCEAN retracker. For waveforms over
mixed surfaces, a threshold retracker (TR) was developed [31] for specular or multi-peak shapes.
This approach determines retracked gate using a preset percentage of maximum echo power. Later,
several revised algorithms based on TR were proposed for coastal applications, and successfully
validated in some case studies. For instance, Hwang et al. [32] presented an improved threshold
retracker (ITR) and verified better performance than the OCEAN and TR methods using Geosat
geodetic mission (GM) altimeter data around Taiwan. Another modified threshold retracker (MTR)
was applied to Jason-2 data over California coastal ocean, which could filter the pre-leading edge
bumps [33]. This kind of retracker extracts subwaveform in order to avoid superimposed signals from
non-marine surfaces by detecting the apparent leading edge. Similarly, assuming waveforms contain
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a portion unaffected by land effects, a series of subwaveform retrackers have been developed [34–38].
Some other approaches that use refined model-based retrackers, such as Brown plus specular peak
model [39] and the Brown with asymmetric Gaussian peak (BAGP) model [6], were developed to
conform peaky altimetric waveforms that occupy a large percentage of coastal areas. In addition,
some researchers developed adaptive retracking systems by applying an optimal retracker for various
characteristic shapes, on the basis of waveform classification [36,38,40–42]. Although these retrackers
contribute enormously to coastal SSH retrievals with better accuracy and shortened coastal gaps,
handling coastal waveforms within 10 km of the shore is still a thorny issue [2,38,43].

The major obstacle for coastal waveform retracking is due to the diversity and complexity
of coastal waveforms. According to the classification of the coastal waveforms within PISTACH
processing [21], the percentage of typical ocean waveforms starts decreasing around 10 km away
from the coast, whilst the quantity of waveforms with the shape of the Brown plus anomalous
peaks rapidly increases. More than a quarter of the waveforms do not obey the Brown model at the
distance of 8 km off the shoreline [6]. Within 5 km away from the shoreline, the peaky waveforms
outnumber the ocean waveforms. Anomalous peaks in waveforms might cause an overestimation of
some waveform parameters for empirical retrackers or make model-based retracker failure. In order
to purify waveforms, a waveform modification (WM) concept was presented by Tseng et al. [43].
In their study, they proposed an algorithm to modify polluted coastal waveforms before retracking.
By retracking modified waveforms, it was demonstrated in four cases in North America that SSHs in
1–7 km coastal zone had smaller root mean square error (RMSE) than those from retracking original
waveforms, comparing with the in-situ tide gauge data. However, shifted leading edges might be
misjudged as spurious peaks and then distorted in their procedure, if the selected reference waveform
is not representative (further discussion given in Section 3.1). Another issue is that an interpolation for
amending outlier gates might induce noise from adjacent gates.

In this paper, an alternative strategy for decontaminating waveforms is presented in order to
overcome these defects of the WM method. We revise the criterion for selecting reference waveforms,
and directly set the outliers as null value rather than amending them by interpolation, i.e., the detected
spurious gates would not be taken into consideration in the retracking procedure. The performance
of this new approach is evaluated in four coastal regions within 10 km offshore using Jason-2 data.
The article is structured as follows. The study regions and dataset used in the present study are
described in Section 2. In Section 3, the WM method is reviewed and a modified algorithm is proposed.
The strategy for computation and evaluation of the retracked SSHs is also introduced in this section.
The retracked SSHs by various retrackers are validated using geoidal heights and tide gauge data in
Section 4. Further discussions about our results are presented in Section 5. Finally, some conclusions
and recommendations are summarized in Section 6.

2. Materials and Study Regions

2.1. Jason-2 Altimeter Data

The Ocean Surface Topography Mission (OSTM)/Jason-2 satellite, launched in June 2008, is
an international mission between the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the
Central National d’Etudes Spatiales (CNES), the National Oceanic and Atmosphere Administration
(NOAA) and the European Organization for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT).
One vital objective of Jason-2 is to extend the time series of SSH observations beyond TOPEX/Poseidon
(T/P) and Jason-1 by more than two decades. As a successor to T/P and Jason-1, Jason-2 not
only inherited the characteristics of its predecessors: a similar payload (Poseidon altimeter) and
an identical orbit (inclination: ~66◦; revisit period: ~10 days), but also made some improvements
in instruments, data processing and algorithms. For instance, the Poseidon-3 altimeter on Jason-2
has a lower instrumental noise and adopts a better tracking algorithm for land and ice surface than
preceding generations of Poseidon altimeters [44]. These improvements are expected to increase the
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accuracy of sea surface height measurement to about 2.5 cm [45]. A detailed description of Jason-2
mission is referred to in [46].

The Jason-2 sensor geophysical data record (SGDR) product version d (JA2-GPS-PdP) provided
by AVISO (Archiving, Validation and Interpretation of Satellite Oceanographic data)/CNES was used
in this study. This dataset is a reprocessed delivery product, containing waveforms and all relevant
corrections needed to retrieve SSHs. The waveform information is required for ground post-processing
(i.e., retracking). Originally, the Jason-2 altimeter receives about 2060 elementary echoes per second.
In order to reduce the thermal and speckle noise, waveforms are produced at a 20 Hz rate by averaging
elementary echoes over 50 ms on board [44]. Detailed description of waveform sampling is suggested
to refer [47]. Each waveform in SGDR comprises 104 sampling gates with an on-board tracking gate
at #32.5. In addition to the operating tracker ranges, three types of retracked ranges calculated by
OCEAN (MLE4), MLE3, and ICE retrackers, are included in SGDR [48].

For comparison, we employed the coastal and hydrology altimetry products released by the
Collecte Localisation Satellites (CLS) in the frame of the PISTACH project. The PISTACH project is
funded by CNES, aiming to improve Jason-2 altimetry data over coastal areas and continental waters.
The PISTACH products are divided into two categories: one for coastal applications and the other
for hydrology. Coastal products cover the whole ocean and a 25-km fringe over land. Hydrology
products cover all continents plus a 25-km band over coastal ocean. Four alternative ranges are
available in PISTACH products, namely, ICE1, ICE3, RED3 and OCE3 [21]. Therein, the ICE1 retracker,
as well as the ICE retracker in SGDR, is based on the Offset Center of Gravity (OCOG) method [49],
which determines range epoch by the first sample in which power is larger than 30% of the COG
amplitude. The ICE3 retracker has the same principle as the ICE1 retracker, but only part of the samples
around the main leading edge is taken into computation. The RED3 method retracks parameters
with a maximum likelihood estimator in a small window selected in the same way as ICE3 retracker.
The OCE3 range is obtained by applying the classical MLE3 retracker to filtered waveforms by singular
value decomposition filtering.

2.2. Study Regions

Four study regions with different relief and sea state conditions were selected in order to evaluate
the SSHs retrieved by various retrackers (Figure 1). Characteristics of the coast have a great effect on
the shape of altimeter waveforms [50]. Complex topography will decrease the amount of recognizable
waveforms in the coast area. Region (a) is located near the NOAA gauge station in Los Angeles,
west coast of US. Ocean bottom elevation has a sudden drop near to 5 km offshore, with a relatively
smooth slope between 0–4 km and 6–10 km. Region (b), neighboring to Cap May at the east coast of US,
has the most gradual variation in topography and the shallowest water depth among the four study
regions. Region (c) is at the south of Madeira Island, Portugal. In this region, the coastal topography is
composed of a mountain ridge and the ocean depth sharply drops by 2000 m within 4 km. In contrast,
water depth is also very shallow (<22 m) in region (d). Different from other regions, region (d) has
a small angle between satellite track and coastline, which lengthens the effect of land contamination
and results in a great number of waveforms deviating from the Brown model.
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Figure 1. Study regions: (a) Los Angeles, CA, USA; (b) Cape May, NJ, USA; (c) Funchal, Madeira
Island, Portugal; (d) Ko Lak, Prachuap Khiri Khan, Thailand. Red line denotes ground track of Jason-2
satellite. Orientation of the pass tag over the red line implies flight direction of the satellite. Evaluated
data are located within the rectangle with the white dashed line. Gauge station is marked as the white
pentacle with black edge. Topography is extracted from the digital elevation model SRTM30-plus [51].
Interpolated along-track ocean depth within 0–10 km offshore is plotted in the sub-panel.

In each study region, there is a Jason-2 pass and a vicinal tide gauge station. These four track
segments used in this study consist of two approaching and two leaving land, corresponding to
ascending and descending passes respectively. The flight direction of the satellite is denoted by the
orientation of the pass tag in Figure 1. A brief introduction to the Jason-2 data used in the four study
locations is given in Table 1. Cycles of altimeter data used in the study are selected according to the
time span of available gauge data. The tide gauge data are downloaded from the University of Hawaii
Sea Level Center (UHSLC). The hourly research quality data are used, which are the final science-ready
dataset released 1–2 years after raw data are received by UHSLC [52].

Table 1. Brief introduction to Jason-2 data in each study region.

Region Pass Cycle 1 Time Span Direction

Los Angeles, USA 119 2-238(234) July 2008–December 2014 Ascending, approaching land
Cape May, USA 228 2-238(234) July 2008–December 2014 Descending, leaving land

Funchal, Portugal 061 2-202(196) July 2008–December 2013 Ascending, approaching land
Ko Lak, Thailand 242 2-262(260) July 2008–December 2014 Descending, leaving land

1 The figures in parentheses refer to the number of available cycles.
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3. Methodologies

3.1. Recapitulation of the WM Technique

WM is a statistical approach to trim off anomalous peaks of land contamination in the stacked
waveforms [43]. An empirical criterion is exploited to detect the spurious peaks, and then the
corresponding gates are amended by a 2-D interpolation from neighboring nodes. Firstly, the averaged
waveform over deeper oceans is calculated as a reference waveform for each pass. Secondly,
the residual waveform is defined as the following Equation (1), i.e., subtracting the reference from the
original waveform.

ΔPn = Pn − Pre f (1)

where Pn, ΔPn are the n-th original waveform and the corresponding residual, Pre f is the reference
waveform. If the i-th gate value ΔPn(i) in the residual waveform fulfills the criterion given in
Equation (2), the original waveform sampling Pn(i) related to the i-th gate will be judged as an outlier.

|ΔPn(i)| > 2σn (2)

where σn is the standard deviation of the n-th residual waveform. Finally, the outlier is replaced by the
interpolated value from the neighboring samples in the current waveform and its adjacent waveforms.

The crucial point of the WM method is the selection of the reference waveform. An averaged
waveform within 20–30 km of the coast is treated as an ocean waveform, of which the midpoint of
the leading edge is very close to the nominal tracking gate. Tseng et al. [43] used it as the reference
to detect spurious gates with contaminations from non-marine surfaces and achieved good results
in most cases. However, there is one possibility when the leading edge of the waveform migrates far
away from the nominal tracking gate. It often happens in the transition zone between land and sea.
In this case, the reference waveform might lose its representativeness and bring about worse results.
It can explain why the WM method had no improvement for SSHs within 0.5–1 km of the shoreline.
Figure 2 demonstrates a failed case of the WM method near Cape May, NJ, USA, which is also the study
region of Case 1 in [43]. It can be seen that original waveforms (Figure 2a) begin to shift at a latitude of
38.83◦ compared to waveforms over deeper ocean. These waveforms form an apparent bump between
38.85◦ and 38.90◦. The shift causes large residuals near the nominal tracking gate for these waveforms
(see Figure 2b) and subsequently misleads the judgment of contaminated gates. The leading edge in
modified waveforms would be seriously distorted as a result (Figure 2c).

There is also a potential problem in repairing outliers. Nearby gates of the detected outliers
have a high probability of being polluted by land effect, but their amplitudes are not enough to be
judged as anomalies. Therefore, interpolation from nearby gates might not completely remove the
anomalous peaks.
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Figure 2. Failed case of coastal waveform modification illustrated by Jason-2 pass #228, cycle #50, near
Cape May, NJ, USA. White dashed line shows the nominal tracking gate. The upper boundary in
latitude indicates the coastline. Waveforms along with latitude are color-coded by waveform sampling
power. (a) Original waveforms; (b) Absolute residual waveforms relative to the mean waveform over
20–30 km offshore; (c) Modified waveforms.

3.2. Waveform Decontamination

To avoid the abovementioned problems, three revisions for the WM method were made in this
study. Here, the revised procedure is referred to as waveform decontamination (WD), to distinguish it
from the WM. Firstly, we substituted the averaged waveform within 20 km of the coast as the reference
waveform for the mean waveform between 20–30 km. Secondly, the standard deviation (σn) of the
individual waveform was replaced with the root mean square (RMS) of all residual waveforms in the
study region

RMS =

√

∑
N
n=1 ∑

M
i=1 ΔP2

n(i)
NM

(3)

where N is the total number of waveforms in the study region, M is the number of waveform sampling
gates (104 for Jason-2). By applying the new criterion, spurious gates were detected as in the WM
method. Finally, outliers were directly set to null value in our procedure, instead of being repaired in
the WM.

The first two revisions make the criterion for outlier detection more tolerant of the waveform
shift. This is because the reference waveform and RMS used in the WD contain information of
coastal waveforms to be modified, and therefore are more representative of these waveforms than
those in the WM. The third revision we made is aiming to avoid errors induced by interpolation.
These modifications are helpful to reduce the misjudgment of outliers and the risk of waveform
distortion after amending. An example in Figure 3 shows the improvement after these revisions.
The leading edge of the observed waveform (black curve with dots in Figure 3a) deviates from that of
the reference waveform for the WM (blue curve in Figure 3a). This phase shift causes extreme residuals
at two sampling gates on the leading edge (see Figure 3b). Therefore, these gates will be misjudged as
anomalous samples by the WM. In contrast, the misjudgment does not happen in the case of the WD.
This is because the reference waveform for the WD (red curve in Figure 3a) has a much gentle leading
edge, which intersects the leading edge of the observed waveform. Meanwhile, the RMS computed
using Equation (3) is larger than σn used in Equation (2), since the RMS contains contribution from
shifted waveforms in the study area.
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Figure 3. Comparison between waveform modification (WM) and waveform decontamination (WD)
in the case of Figure 2. Reference waveforms for the two methods are shown in (a). The blue one
is used in the WM, averaged within 20–30 km offshore. The red one is used in the WD, averaged
between 0–20 km offshore. The black curve with dots is the observed waveform at latitude 38.84◦.
Its corresponding residual waveforms are shown in (b). The blue circles and the red triangles denote
anomalous samples detected by WM and WD, respectively.

3.3. Computation and Evaluation of the Retracked SSHs

In order to test the efficiency of the WD method, 20% TR was used to retrack the original
waveforms (Ori-TR), modified waveforms (MW-TR) and decontaminated waveforms (DW-TR),
respectively. Because the decontaminated waveform may contain null values, traditional formula of
TR to determine the retracked gate should be slightly reformed as

Gr = Gl +
Th − Pl

Pk − Pl
· (Gk − Gl) (4)

where Gr is the retracked gate, Th is the threshold level, Gk is the first gate with power exceeding
Th, Gl is the first non-null gate before Gk, Pk and Pl are the power at gate Gk and Gl , respectively.
The threshold level Th is computed using

Th = T0 + th · (Pmax − T0) (5)

where T0 is the thermal noise which is determined by averaging the power in the first five gates,
th is the threshold (20% in the present study), Pmax is the maximum power of a waveform. Then the
retracked range correction is calculated using the offset between the retracked gate and the nominal
tracking gate multiplied by the one way range corresponding to the sampling interval.

After waveform retracking correction, the media and geophysical corrections were included to
correct range estimations. All atmosphere corrections used in this study were model-derived values.
The dry and wet troposphere corrections were calculated using climate models from the European
Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). The ionosphere corrections were derived from
the Global Ionospheric Maps (GIM). The ocean/solid earth/pole tide corrections were computed using
FES2004, Cartwright and Taylor tidal potential, Equilibrium model, respectively [45]. These corrections
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were provided both in SGDR and in PISTACH. The SSB corrections and the dynamic atmosphere
corrections we used in this study were retrieved from the PISTACH product. The SSB corrections
associated with OCEAN retracker in PISTACH had the smallest number of default values, and hence
were applied to the other retracked SSHs.

Two methods were employed to evaluate the retracked SSHs. First, along-track SSHs were
compared to their corresponding geoidal heights derived from EGM2008 model [53]. The standard
deviation (SD) of difference between along-track SSHs and geoidal heights was computed, which can
be used to assess the variability of the along-track SSHs during each cycle. Second, the SSHs were
compared to nearby tide gauge data. In order to evaluate the altimeter-derived SSHs using in-situ
sea level, tidal corrections were removed from the SSHs. Selecting the gauge station as the reference
point, the SSH time series were determined by correcting the geoid differences between locations of
measurements and gauge station. To avoid datum differences between altimeter measurements and
in-situ observations, the temporal mean value in the time series was removed. Since the sampling
interval of the altimeter-derived SSH time series is only ~10 days, the in-situ sea level was linearly
interpolated at each epoch of altimetry observations from the hourly sampling of gauge level data.
Finally, the SD and correlation coefficient between altimeter and in-situ time series were computed.

4. Results

In order to retain as many measurements as possible, no data editing was performed on SGDR
and PISTACH products. Nine retrackers were compared in this study, including three retrackers (ICE,
OCEAN, MLE3) from SGDR, three retrackers (ICE3, OCE3, RED3) from PISTACH, and three retrackers
(Ori-TR, MW-TR, DW-TR) performed in this study. Table 2 lists the 20 Hz data availability of various
retrackers within 10 km of the shoreline in four study regions. It should be noted that the distance
to the coastline was approximately represented by the along-track distance to the point where the
satellite ground track crosses the coastline. The data availability rates of OCEAN and OCE3 are very
low in the coastal area. OCE3 only successfully retracked 54% waveforms, which is equivalent to the
percentage of ocean waveforms classified in PISTACH. In the following discussion, the OCE3 retracker
was not taken into account due to its low data availability. It should be clarified that all retrackers were
applied to the 0–20 km coastal band, although this study focuses on an area within 10 km offshore.

Table 2. Data availability of various retrackers within 10 km offshore in each study region.

Region 20 Hz Data (pt) Ocean Waveform (%)
Retracker (%)

ICE OCEAN MLE3 ICE3 OCE3 RED3 Ori-TR MW-TR DW-TR

Los Angeles 8082 57 100 92 100 99 57 97 100 100 100
Cape May 8265 74 100 97 100 100 74 99 100 100 100
Funchal 6746 53 100 70 100 100 52 100 100 100 100
Ko Lak 8569 30 100 66 100 99 30 88 100 100 100

Mean 7916 54 100 81 100 99 54 96 100 100 100

4.1. Comparison to Geoid

The SDs of the difference between various retracked along-track SSHs and geoid within 10 km
away from the coastline are computed for all cycles after discarding crude measurements by a 3σ
de-outlier process. Figure 4 shows histograms of the SDs in the four study regions. Table 3 presents
the mean SDs before and after removing outliered cycles (>3σ) and corresponding improvement
percentage (IMP) [32] relative to the non-retracked SSHs. The SD after removing outliered cycles is
denoted as Cal. SD in Table 3 and the following table. The highest precision and the maximum IMPs
are indicated by underlined numbers. The percentages of valid data and numbers of invalid cycles are
also tabulated in Table 3.
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Figure 4. Histograms for standard deviations of various retracked sea surface heights (SSHs) relative to
geoid in four study regions: (a) Los Angeles, (b) Cape May, (c) Funchal, (d) Ko Lak. All available cycles
are included for statistical analysis. Only frequencies of standard deviations less than 1 m are plotted
with the step of 0.2 m. Retrackers are represented by different colors shown in the upmost legend.

It is notable that DW-TR exhibits better performance than the other retrackers. In overall
average, DW-TR preserves most of data points (97%) and achieves the largest improvement, which is
about 82% and 89% before and after the calibration, respectively. It exceeds two 30% threshold
retrackers, ICE and ICE3, by 5% and 15% in accuracy, respectively. For the same 20% threshold
retrackers, DW-TR outperforms Ori-TR by 9% and MW-TR by 34%. It indicates that the waveform
decontamination procedure can efficiently reduce the superimposed noise in coastal waveforms.
Overall, three model-based retrackers (OCEAN, MLE3 and RED3) have more data loss and less
improvement in accuracy than threshold retrackers. In region (a), OCEAN and MLE3 retracked results
are even worse than the non-retracked SSHs. Obviously, the redundant peaks in waveforms will cause
the fitted waveform using the Brown model to deviate seriously from the actual waveform. Although
RED3 applies a window to filter the waveform, its improvement is not significant.

Histograms in Figure 4 also illustrate that DW-TR is the most robust retracker. For the DW-TR
retracked SSHs, more than 85% of cycles have the SD <0.2 m in all the four cases. The OCEAN retracker
is less robust compared to the other retrackers. It can be found over region (a) and (d) that the precision
of OCEAN retracked measurements is larger than 0.8 m for more than 50% of cycles. Furthermore,
frequency of high precision (<0.2 m) cycles for MW-TR is relatively less than the other retrackers.
It is particularly evident in region (b). This result indicates that the precision of MW-TR retracked
measurements in many cycles deteriorate after waveform modification.
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Table 3. Mean standard deviation of the difference between retracked along-track SSHs and geoid
within 10 km offshore in four study regions.

Region (a): Los Angeles

Retracker ICE OCEAN MLE3 ICE3 RED3 Ori-TR MW-TR DW-TR
SD (cm)/IMP (%) 32/68 128/−28 120/−20 56/44 94/6 46/54 39/61 25/75

Cal. SD (cm)/IMP (%) 20/79 109/−15 103/−8 35/63 63/34 29/69 35/63 18/81
Valid data (%) 96 77 97 94 92 95 99 97
Invalid cycle 5 2 5 9 7 8 1 1

Region (b): Cape May

Retracker ICE OCEAN MLE3 ICE3 RED3 Ori-TR MW-TR DW-TR
SD (cm)/IMP (%) 36/82 85/58 64/68 31/85 59/71 32/84 117/42 31/85

Cal. SD (cm)/IMP (%) 15/92 64/67 56/71 16/92 34/82 17/91 94/51 17/91
Valid data (%) 97 85 98 96 93 97 97 97
Invalid cycle 1 3 2 5 2 2 1 1

Region (c): Funchal

Retracker ICE OCEAN MLE3 ICE3 RED3 Ori-TR MW-TR DW-TR
SD (cm)/IMP (%) 30/68 26/73 21/78 10/89 17/82 14/85 64/33 14/85

Cal. SD (cm)/IMP (%) 10/89 18/81 14/85 9/90 13/86 9/90 61/34 9/90
Valid data (%) 96 69 96 99 97 99 99 99
Invalid cycle 6 6 6 1 5 1 1 1

Region (d): Ko Lak

Retracker ICE OCEAN MLE3 ICE3 RED3 Ori-TR MW-TR DW-TR
SD (cm)/IMP (%) 77/60 135/30 71/63 118/39 107/45 86/55 71/63 35/82

Cal. SD (cm)/IMP (%) 49/74 127/33 60/68 93/51 72/62 56/70 57/70 16/92
Valid data (%) 95 53 97 96 84 94 96 94
Invalid cycle 9 3 6 4 11 10 8 14

Average over Four Regions

Retracker ICE OCEAN MLE3 ICE3 RED3 Ori-TR MW-TR DW-TR
SD (cm)/IMP (%) 44/70 94/33 69/47 54/64 69/51 45/70 73/50 26/82

Cal. SD (cm)/IMP (%) 24/84 80/42 58/54 38/74 46/66 28/80 62/55 15/89
Valid data (%) 96 71 97 96 92 96 98 97
Invalid cycle 5.3 3.5 4.8 4.8 6.3 5.3 2.8 4.3

4.2. Comparison to Tide Gauge Data

Figure 5 shows an example of coastal (0–10 km) SSH variation from each retrackers in region (a).
Temporal mean is subtracted from each time series, referring to as height anomaly. It is obvious that the
measurements from SGDR and PISTACH products are much noisy than those of DW-TR with respect
to tide gauge. In Figure 5a, the OCEAN and MLE3 retracked SSHs are apparently more dispersed than
the ICE results. Figure 5b illustrates that the SSHs from ICE3 and RED3 in many cycles are largely
deviated from the gauge data. Figure 5c presents the results from three 20% threshold retrackers using
original, modified and decontaminated waveforms, respectively. The retracked results by DW-TR are
most consistent with the gauge data. It is evident that a number of deviated cycles exist in the time
series estimated by MW-TR.

The statistical results of comparison over the four study regions are summarized in Table 4.
The results show, on average, DW-TR yields the smallest SDs and the highest IMPs. It also obtains
the largest number of valid data and the smallest number of invalid cycles. Furthermore, DW-TR
presents the highest correlation between height anomaly and tide gauge. It is the only retracker with
a mean correlation coefficient higher than 0.9. Compared to Ori-TR, DW-TR achieves 40% (50–30 cm)
improvement before calibration and 33% (30–20 cm) after calibration, whilst a decrease in accuracy
from MW-TR is observed. MW-TR is better than Ori-TR only in region (d). Concerning retrackers in
SGDR and PISTACH products, ICE performs with greater stability than the other retrackers. In some
cases (e.g., near Cape May coast), ICE provides comparable results to DW-TR. Negative IMPs appear
in some cases for OCEAN, MLE3, ICE3 and RED3, indicating that these retrackers are unreliable.
Although the PISTACH retrackers are developed for coastal applications, their performance should be
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evaluated case by case. For instance, the results of ICE3 are better in region (c), but worse in the other
regions than those of the ICE retracker.

Table 4. Statistics of various retracked SSHs within 10 km offshore compared with tide gauge in
each region.

Region (a): Los Angeles

Retracker ICE OCEAN MLE3 ICE3 RED3 Ori-TR MW-TR DW-TR
SD (cm)/IMP (%) 34/65 69/31 103/−4 55/44 58/41 41/59 46/53 22/78

Cal. SD (cm)/IMP (%) 21/76 55/37 76/13 35/60 34/61 24/72 37/57 17/81
Valid data (%) 98 76 97 95 92 98 98 97
Invalid cycles 3 4 6 6 7 6 6 1

Correlation 0.89 0.6 0.43 0.77 0.75 0.82 0.7 0.95

Region (b): Cape May

Retracker ICE OCEAN MLE3 ICE3 RED3 Ori-TR MW-TR DW-TR
SD (cm)/IMP (%) 33/56 88/−19 82/−10 41/45 71/4 36/51 50/32 35/53

Cal. SD (cm)/IMP (%) 22/63 46/23 44/26 24/60 26/57 23/62 39/35 22/63
Valid data (%) 97 85 97 97 93 97 97 97
Invalid cycles 1 1 3 2 1 1 1 1

Correlation 0.92 0.65 0.69 0.9 0.89 0.92 0.73 0.92

Region (c): Funchal

Retracker ICE OCEAN MLE3 ICE3 RED3 Ori-TR MW-TR DW-TR
SD (cm)/IMP (%) 51/36 39/51 24/69 16/80 17/78 27/66 41/48 14/82

Cal. SD (cm)/IMP (%) 18/68 19/65 15/72 16/71 16/71 13/76 35/37 13/76
Valid data (%) 98 76 97 95 92 98 98 97
Invalid cycles 25 24 24 22 23 22 24 22

Correlation 0.9 0.93 0.93 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.83 0.98

Region (d): Ko Lak

Retracker ICE OCEAN MLE3 ICE3 RED3 Ori-TR MW-TR DW-TR
SD (cm)/IMP (%) 89/6 143/−51 94/1 133/−41 122/−29 94/0 56/41 49/49

Cal. SD (cm)/IMP (%) 57/36 113/−27 75/15 104/−17 56/36 58/34 36/60 27/70
Valid data (%) 91 51 94 91 81 91 92 92
Invalid cycles 20 15 17 17 20 21 18 18

Correlation 0.67 0.47 0.61 0.58 0.72 0.64 0.76 0.84

Average over Four Regions

Retracker ICE OCEAN MLE3 ICE3 RED3 Ori-TR MW-TR DW-TR
SD (cm)/IMP (%) 52/41 85/3 76/14 61/32 67/24 50/44 48/44 30/66

Cal. SD (cm)/IMP (%) 30/61 58/25 53/32 45/44 33/56 30/56 37/47 20/73
Valid data (%) 96 72 96 95 90 96 96 96
Invalid cycles 12.3 11 12.5 11.8 12.8 12.5 12.3 10.5

Correlation 0.85 0.66 0.67 0.81 0.83 0.84 0.76 0.92
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Figure 5. Coastal (0–10 km) SSH variation from different retrackers: (a) Sensor geophysical data
record (SGDR) retrackers; (b) Prototype Innovant de Système de Traitement pour les Applications
Côtières et l’Hydrologie (PISTACH) retrackers; (c) 20% threshold retrackers using original, modified
and decontaminated waveforms near Los Angeles gauge station. Black line denotes tide gauge data.

In order to assess how close each retracker can extend precise measurements to the coastline,
the SDs and correlation coefficients over each 1-km band within 20 km of the shoreline are computed,
which are shown in Figure 6 in terms of along-track distance. It can be seen that DW-TR achieves the
smallest SDs and the highest correlation in all cases within 10 km of the shoreline, whilst performing as
well as OCEAN, ICE, and Ori-TR in the 10–20 km zone. It can extend measurements to 1 km offshore
with nearly consistent accuracy and data gaps as well as high correlation, except for in region (d).
There is a peninsula extruding toward the middle segment of the selected satellite track in region (d),
which results in large error and low correlation at an along-track distance of 4–6 km. As expected,
the performance of OCEAN gets worse when approaching the coast. Data gaps in each band within
10 km for different retrackers are illustrated in Figure 7. From 7 km, the number of invalid cycles for
OCEAN is significantly larger than those of other retrackers. Although the OCEAN retracker achieves
high accuracy in area very near close to the coast sometimes, it is based on very huge data gaps as
displayed in Figure 7.
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Figure 6. Along-track standard deviations (left column) and correlation coefficients (right column)
between various retracked SSHs and tide gauge within 20 km offshore. Each node is computed
using the SSHs within the corresponding zone of 1 km in width. Study region is arranged in row:
(a,b) Los Angeles, (c,d) Cape May, (e,f) Funchal, (g,h) Ko Lak.

 

Figure 7. Invalid cycles for different retrackers over each 1-km band within 10 km offshore in four
study regions: (a) Los Angeles, (b) Cape May, (c) Funchal, (d) Ko Lak. Color legend is the same as
Figure 4.
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5. Discussion

5.1. Negative Effects of Contaminations in Coastal Waveforms on Retrackers

Comparison results in Section 4 demonstrate the inefficiency of Brown-model-based retrackers
(OCEAN, MLE3, RED3 and OCE3) for coastal altimetry. Obviously, the estimates from the maximum
likelihood estimator applied to the Brown model cannot accurately reproduce the variations of the
coastal waveform, due to the superimposed echoes from non-marine surfaces [6]. On the other
hand, the contamination in coastal waveform may disturb the estimation of waveform amplitude,
and then lead to unreliable retracked SSHs from empirical retrackers [43]. In general, SSHs will be
underestimated by OCOG and threshold retrackers due to the anomalous peaks. It can explain why
the empirical retrackers (ICE, ICE3 and Ori-TR) using original waveforms have inconsistent accuracy
along the distance to the coast (see Figure 6), and have a relatively large number of invalid cycles (see
Tables 3 and 4).

The subwaveform technique may improve the precision of altimeter observations. But it is difficult
to accurately extract the subwaveform, when there are multiple peaks or an excessive peak in the
waveform. Anomalous peaks may mislead the judgment of the leading edge, thus resulting in seriously
deviated height estimations. This is the reason that the ICE3 and RED3 retrackers, which retrack portion
samples of the waveform, show worse performance and less valid data in some cases. To further
discuss the performance of subwaveform retrackers in coastal area, we analyzed the state-of-the-art
ALES (Adaptive Leading Edge Subwaveform) product in the four study regions. ALES picks out
subwaveform including the leading edge using an adaptive window, and models it with the classic
Brown model by means of least square estimation [38]. According to the result in Figure 8, ALES works
effectively to about 8 km offshore. The best case is near Ko Lak, Thailand, where SSHs from ALES
have much higher accuracy than those from DW-TR up to 4 km offshore. However, the ALES outputs
show significant degradation over areas very close to land. The same result was found around the
Tsushima Island in Japan [54]. Apparently, ALES does not completely overcome the difficult problem
of accurate subwaveform extraction in coastal ocean.

Figure 8. Cont.
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Figure 8. Standard deviation (a) correlation coefficient (b) valid data percentile (c) and invalid cycle
number (d) of ALES product (blue) in the four study regions. For comparison, the results of DW-TR
(red) are also shown in the figure.

5.2. Improvement of the WD with Respect to the WM

In nature, the effect of the WM and the WD is not to improve the retracking algorithm, but to
purify waveforms. It is similar to the subwaveform technique to some extent. The subwaveform
approach excludes polluted samples by selecting part of each waveform, while the modification
procedure is designed to detect and remedy spurious samples by some empirical methods.

As pointed out in Section 3.1, shifts of the leading edges of the waveforms will cause the failure
of the WM procedure. In ocean-land or land-ocean transition zones, these shifts will be frequently
introduced by the tracker algorithm, which is based on the determination of the center of gravity of
the waveform energy [55]. Most of sampling gates in the shifted leading edges will be misjudged
as outliers by the WM method (see Figure 9). Therefore, retracking modified waveforms does not
achieve similar average accuracy compared to retracking original waveforms over the four test regions.
From Figure 9, it can be seen that outliers detected by the WD are much less than those by the WM.
The WD method presented in this paper successfully overcomes the insufficiency of WM. All results
validate the highest performance of the DW-TR retracker which is based on purified waveforms by
the WD.

 

Figure 9. Percentage of detected outliers at each sampling gate in the four study regions for the WM
(solid curves) and for the WD (solid curve with dot). The black dashed line shows the location of the
nominal tracking gate.
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5.3. Bias Analysis

Biases between DW-TR, Ori-TR and OCEAN retrackers were estimated for each region, presented
in Table 5. Biases were computed by averaging differences between two retracked SSH sets within
13–20 km where correlation coefficients were higher than 0.9 for the three retrackers and for the four
considered regions. Biases of DW-TR and Ori-TR relative to OCEAN are of the same order of 65
to 78 cm, with standard deviation of the order of 6 to 11 cm. Biases between DW-TR and Ori-TR
are of the order of 1 cm with standard deviation less than 2 cm. It implies that the WD method
proposed in this paper will not induce a significant bias into the SSH estimations. The bias between
DW-TR and OCEAN is mainly a result of the difference between the 20% threshold retracker and the
OCEAN retracker. Therefore, for operational applications covering a larger area, the WD method can
still improve the accuracy of SSHs without significant biases, if the same retracker is employed for
retracking decontaminated waveforms in coastal regions and original waveforms in open oceans.

Table 5. Mean biases with standard deviation between retracked SSHs by DW-TR, Ori-TR and OCEAN.
Biases were estimated using along-track points within the 13–20 km band where correlation coefficient
with tide gauge was higher than 0.9 for the three retrackers and for the four regions.

Region (a) Region (b) Region (c) Region (d)

DW-TR–OCEAN (cm) 72.6 ± 11.9 73 ± 6.5 78 ± 11.8 65.7 ± 6.9
Ori-TR–OCEAN (cm) 72.9 ± 11.7 71.9 ± 6.3 77.6 ± 10.8 65 ± 8.2
DW-TR–Ori-TR (cm) 0.2 ± 1.1 1.4 ± 1.2 0.5 ± 1.7 1.3 ± 1.9

5.4. Test for Tracks Paralleling or Crossing Intricate Coastlines

To test the ability of our proposed method in more complicated situations, experiments were
performed for three more tracks passing through areas with different types of coastlines. The first track
with a length of about 100 km is taken from pass 229, which is nearly parallel to the northwest coast
of Indonesia (the bottom in Figure 10). There is an island in the south end of this track. Maximum
distance to land is less than 20 km. The second track from pass 228 is located near the Delta Amacuro in
Venezuela (the middle in Figure 10). A 65 km long segment is truncated in which the longest distance
to land is about 11 km. Many small islands distribute on the side of the track where the river estuary is.
The third one is a 45-km-long track from pass 242, located in the Singapore Strait. There are lots of
islands on both sides of the track. The farthest distance away from land is less than 5 km, and then
almost every waveform on this track contains land contamination.

Since tide gauge data are not available, we compared the sea level anomaly (SLA) from DW-TR to
those from ICE, ALES and Ori-TR retrackers. Figure 10 shows examples of SLA profiles from different
retrackers. For all cases, reference waveform used in the WD was averaged using all waveforms in
the selected track. It can be seen that DW-TR shows robust performance in three cases. For pass 229,
the performance of ALES and DW-TR is better than those of ICE and Ori-TR retrackers. ICE and
Ori-TR suffer from large errors in the region close to the tongue at a latitude of about 1.2◦. Obviously,
anomalous peaks cause the sea level to be underestimated by ICE and Ori-TR. The subwaveform
technique and the WD process can exclude or remove anomalous peaks well in this case. For pass
228, four retrackers work well except at both ends of the track where the satellite nadirs are much
closer to coastline. Compared to other retrackers, the DW-TR obtains a relatively larger number of
reasonable SLAs where the distance to land is less than 5 km. In the case of pass 242, the performance
of ICE, Ori-TR and ALES becomes worse, while the DW-TR still keeps high effectivity and reliability.
Comparisons of SLAs by the DW-TR with those by the Ori-TR further confirm that the WD may not
produce a significant bias.
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Figure 10. Sea level anomaly profiles of Jason-2 altimetry along pass 242 from cycle 46 (upper), pass 228
from cycle 91 (middle), and pass 229 from cycle 136 (bottom), which cross different types of coastlines.
Tracks (the red parts are used here) and coastlines are shown in the right.

5.5. Issues for Further Research

Although the WD method was validated in several regions in this study, more validations are
needed for future global coastal applications since coastal situations are so complicated and quite
different everywhere. It is worth mentioning the important role of the reference waveform for the WD.
The impact of the reference waveform and it optimal determination might be worthy of further study.
No strict rule for the selection of the reference waveform is given in this study. But it should be kept in
mind that the reference waveform has to contain information of coastal waveforms to be modified.

It is difficult to accurately detect all contaminated samples in a waveform in a simple way.
Underestimation of SLA at both ends of track 228 in Figure 10 implies that there are still some
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anomalous peaks remained after the WD. Therefore, there is certainly room for improvement of outlier
detection. Realigning along-track waveforms [39,54] before the WD might be a good way to further
improve outlier detection, which is under investigation.

It should be emphasized that we used the same SSB corrections for all the retracked SSHs,
which might induce some errors. The SSB is the sum of electromagnetic bias, skewness bias and
tracker bias [25,45]. The accuracy of the SSB is mainly up to the accuracy of estimated significant
wave height (SWH), varying with different retrackers. It is expected that the retracked SSHs can be
further improved by applying SSB correction corresponding to the specific retracker. Focusing on the
performance of various retrackers, SWH is not estimated in this study. It remains a topic of research to
assess the impact of SSB on the retracked results.

6. Conclusions and Recommendations

It is proved that removing the superimposed signals from non-marine surfaces by empirical
or model-fitting methods is helpful to improve the performance of waveform retracking [6,39,43].
In this paper, an improved empirical method for waveform decontamination was developed based on
the WM algorithm. According to the experiments over four coastal regions with different situations,
retracked SSHs using the decontaminated waveforms are superior to those using original waveforms
and modified waveforms. Comparison results also suggest the DW-TR retracker outperforms SGDR,
PISTACH and ALES retrackers in terms of accuracy and data coverage within 10 km offshore. It should
be emphasized that the WD method is appropriate for other altimeter data, although it was only
validated here using Jason-2 altimeter data. Moreover, only the 20% threshold retracker was applied on
the decontaminated waveforms as SSHs were concerned in the present study. In order to extract more
parameters, such as significant wave height, model-based retrackers should be used. Theoretically,
all retrackers can be exploited to retrack the decontaminated waveforms. Their performance, however,
should be further evaluated.

For the SGDR products, ICE provides more accurate measurements than OCEAN and MLE3
in coastal areas, which is consistent with previous studies [33,43]. It is reasonable since in some
degree, the ICE retracker moderates the influence of excessive energy in the trailing edge by combining
threshold and OCOG retrackers. The performance of ICE3 and RED3 in PISTACH products is not
stable. Generally speaking, the two retrackers have high accuracy beyond about 8 km offshore,
and become worse in the 0–8 km coastal band. The same performance can be found for ALES in the
four study regions. It indicates that these subwaveform retrackers encounter a barrier to accurately
extract noise-free subwaveforms in coastal oceans very close to land.

The main purpose of this study is to improve SSHs within 10 km offshore. Experiments in the
four study regions were performed using data in the 0–20 km coastal band. The subsequent test in
three particular cases shows the new retracking strategy based on the WD proposed here is not limited
to a 20 km wide strip along the coast, and can adapt to diverse complicated situations. So, it has
great potential for operational application in the global coastal zone. Another advantage of the WD
method is that it will not induce a bias between coastal regions and open oceans, as long as the same
retracker is applied on decontaminated waveforms and original waveforms. This feature may extend
applications of the new method to a larger area. With the help of the WD, the retracking process can
achieve more accurate coastal altimetry data with the ability to compare them to the data from open
oceans. It will greatly benefit coastal applications connected to sea level, such as coastal circulation
studies, coastal tide modelling and refining gravity field in coastal zones. By combining the WD with
sophisticated retrackers, significant wave height and backscatter coefficient are expected to be acquired
with a higher accuracy, which is helpful for monitoring coastal sea state. This work will be performed
in the future study.
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Abstract: The aim of this study is to assess the capacity of the Surface Water Ocean Topography
(SWOT) satellite to resolve fine scale oceanic surface features in the western Mediterranean. Using as
input the Sea Surface Height (SSH) fields from a high-resolution Ocean General Circulation Model
(OGCM), the SWOT Simulator for Ocean Science generates SWOT-like outputs along a swath and
the nadir following the orbit ground tracks. Given the characteristic temporal and spatial scales of
fine scale features in the region, we examine temporal and spatial resolution of the SWOT outputs by
comparing them with the original model data which are interpolated onto the SWOT grid. To further
assess the satellite’s performance, we derive the absolute geostrophic velocity and relative vorticity.
We find that instrument noise and geophysical error mask the whole signal of the pseudo-SWOT
derived dynamical variables. We therefore address the impact of removal of satellite noise from the
pseudo-SWOT data using a Laplacian diffusion filter, and then focus on the spatial scales that are
resolved within a swath after this filtering. To investigate sensitivity to different filtering parameters,
we calculate spatial spectra and root mean square errors. Our numerical experiments show that
noise patterns dominate the spectral content of the pseudo-SWOT fields at wavelengths below 60 km.
Application of the Laplacian diffusion filter allows recovery of the spectral signature within a swath
down to the 40–60 km wavelength range. Consequently, with the help of this filter, we are able to
improve the observation of fine scale oceanic features in pseudo-SWOT data, and in the estimation of
associated derived variables such as velocity and vorticity.

Keywords: satellite altimetry; SWOT; western Mediterranean Sea; fine scale; SWOT simulator;
ROMS model; filtering

1. Introduction

The Surface Water and Ocean Topography (SWOT) satellite mission is a joint mission by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the Centre National d’Études Spatiales
(CNES), with contributions from the UK and Canadian Space Agencies [1]. Presently, the satellite’s
launch is planned for 2021 [2]. It will provide water elevation maps for oceanographic and hydrological
purposes [3,4]. The novelty of this satellite is that it carries a wide-swath altimeter with unprecedented
horizontal resolution and global coverage. On the other hand, the associated irregular temporal
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sampling will constitute a challenge for the exploitation of the data. SWOT will have a 21-day repeat
cycle and the revisit time will vary from approximately 10 days at the equator to two days at the
poles [5,6]. This implies temporal variability in spatial coverage as the number of observations per
repeat cycle will increase with latitude. Moreover, there will also be a temporal variability within a
cycle. During each cycle, there are periods of time with a higher temporal sampling. This is due to a
longer revisit time so that SWOT also fulfills its hydrological objectives by providing coverage of the
bulk of the global land surface [7]. In satellite measurements, there is always a compromise between
spatial and temporal resolution. As SWOT aims for global coverage, i.e., high spatial resolution, we
lose in temporal resolution (SWOT’s repeat cycle will be longer than, for example, the 10-day repeat
cycle of the Jason altimeter satellites [8]).

One of the primary oceanographic objectives of the SWOT mission is to characterize the
ocean meso- and submesoscale circulation [9] determined from ocean surface topography at
spatial resolutions of 15 km (spatial resolution is defined to be perturbation wavelength in the
oceanographic context). The resolution capacity of current along-track one-dimensional altimeter data,
depending on the altimeter, has been found to be between 40 and 50 km at western boundary currents
and between 70 and 110 km at the eastern basins [10]. Two-dimensional gridded products based on the
altimetric constellation allow for mapping wavelengths down to 200 km [11]. The SWOT mission is
expected to allow to capture wavelengths down to 15 km on its two-dimensional swaths [12], therefore
increasing substantially the resolution capacity of present-day altimeter data. The possibility of
characterizing the submesoscale is a major breakthrough. While the mesoscale has historically received
a lot of attention [13], the submesoscale has previously been out of reach. Theoretical calculations and
advanced modeling suggest that submesoscale processes are key to understanding ocean fluxes [14–16].
A pertinent example is the occurrence of mid-ocean plankton blooms [17].

In the Mediterranean Sea, intense mesoscale and submesoscale variability interact across sub-basin
and basin scales [18–20]. This variability has an indirect impact on the Atlantic Ocean circulation due
to exchange through the Strait of Gibraltar and, subsequently, influence on the great ocean conveyor
belt [21–23]. Three scales of motion are therefore overlaid, making an amalgam of intricate processes
that require high resolution and can help assess the potential impact that SWOT will have on the study
of processes occurring at different scales.

Understanding small scale variability in the Mediterranean Sea is important as it is a region
with intrinsically smaller spatial scales than those found in other parts of the world ocean at similar
latitudes. Ref. [24] showed that the grid resolution necessary to resolve the first baroclinic deformation
radius in the Mediterranean is around 1/16o, whilst in the Atlantic Ocean at the same latitude it is
only 1/6o. This implies that smaller structures need to be resolved in the Mediterranean Sea compared
to the mid-latitudes of the Atlantic Ocean. This is further demonstrated by [25] who show that lower
values of the first baroclinic Rossby radius of deformation are present in the western Mediterranean
Sea. These values are approximately between 2 and 16 km, in comparison with a 20–30 km range
found at mid-latitudes of the Atlantic Ocean [26]. The Mediterranean values are actually closer to the
values found in the Arctic Ocean [27].

The western Mediterranean Sea is one of the areas of the global ocean that will be sampled during
the SWOT fast-sampling phase [28]. This phase covers the first 60–90 days after launch, during which
the satellite will provide daily high resolution Sea Surface Height (SSH) measurements over a limited
repeated orbit for purposes of calibration/validation of the SWOT sensor/instrument.

The goal of this study is to assess the capacity of SWOT to resolve the fine scales in the western
Mediterranean. Our first objective is to generate pseudo-SWOT data from numerical model outputs in
this region in order to understand its temporal and spatial sampling pattern in this area. We then apply
a noise-reduction processing technique to pseudo-SWOT data to find out the spatial scales that SWOT
may ultimately be able to resolve. Given SWOT’s irregular time sampling and consequent variable
spatial coverage, in this paper, we focus on the spatial scales resolved within a swath.
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2. Data and Methods

2.1. The SWOT Simulator

With a view to characterizing the potential of SWOT-derived SSH data, we consider a
simulation-based framework using the SWOT Simulator for Ocean Science (version 1). This simulator
accounts for both SWOT space-time sampling patterns and noise processes. Using as input the SSH
fields from an Oceanic General Circulation Model (OGCM), the SWOT simulator generates SWOT-like
outputs along a ground swath and the nadir following the orbit ground tracks [29]. Hereinafter,
we refer to these outputs as SSH outputs. Note that these simulated fields correspond to Absolute
Dynamic Topography (ADT) values in altimetric terminology.

A flowchart of the simulator workflow is provided in Figure 1. Two features should be pointed
out. Grid files, generated in the first step of the flowchart, account for the planned orbit of the satellite
and the specified domain. Instrument noise and geophysical errors are added during the last step of
the flowchart, following recent technical characteristics established by the SWOT project team [29].
Instrument noise is composed of Ka-band Radar Interferometer (KaRIN) noise, roll, phase, baseline
dilation and timing errors (see [30]). In this version of the simulator, the only geophysical error is
associated with the wet troposphere. Therefore, it is important to keep in mind that additional noise
patterns, such as sea state bias [29] or the effects of internal waves [2] are not accounted for in the
generated pseudo-SWOT data.

Figure 1. Flowchart of the SWOT simulator procedure.

For more details on the instrument noise and geophysical errors added by the SWOT simulator,
see Appendix B.

2.2. Input Data: The Western Mediterranean OPerational (WMOP) Model

A high resolution OGCM of the western Mediterranean region provides input data for the
SWOT simulator. We used the WMOP model [31] developed at SOCIB (Balearic Islands Coastal
Observing and Forecasting System). More specifically, we consider a 7-year free run simulation of
the model spanning the period 2009 – 2015, with spatial coverage from the Strait of Gibraltar to the
Sardinia Channel (Figure 2). WMOP is a regional configuration of the Regional Oceanic Model System
(ROMS) model [32] with a spatial resolution of approximately 2 km. WMOP is forced with high
resolution atmospheric forcing (HIRLAM model from the Spanish Meteorological Agency AEMET),
with temporal resolution of 3 h and spatial resolution of 5 km. These features make WMOP a suitable
choice to evaluate the potential of SWOT-derived SSH data to resolve mesoscale processes in the
western Mediterranean Sea. The presence of fine scale features of a few kilometers is illustrated
in Figure 2. In Figure 2, we show snapshots of model relative vorticity (normalized by f) for days
corresponding to pass 15 (Figure 2, left) and pass 168 (Figure 2, right) of cycle 2 of the SWOT orbit (see
Figure 3).
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Figure 2. WMOP relative vorticity normalized by f on 23 January 2009 (left) and 3 February 2009
(right). Black boxes indicate the two regions studied in Section 3: box 1, pass 15 (left) and box 2,
pass 168 (right).

2.3. Analysis and Processing of SWOT-Derived SSH Data

2.3.1. Geostrophic Velocity and Vorticity

Zonal (ug) and meridional (vg) (with respect to the SWOT grid) surface geostrophic velocity
components are calculated as:

ug = − g
f

∂η

∂y
, (1)

vg =
g
f

∂η

∂x
, (2)

where g is the gravitational acceleration, f the Coriolis parameter and η the sea level elevation.
The absolute geostrophic velocity (Vg) is obtained with:

Vg =
√

ug + vg2. (3)

Geostrophic relative vorticity, ζ, is calculated from the zonal and meridional velocities:

ζ =
∂vg

∂x
− ∂ug

∂y
. (4)

2.3.2. Noise Filtering

As illustrated in Section 3, noise greatly affects the computation of the velocities derived from the
pseudo-SWOT data. We therefore investigate filtering procedures for noise removal. The geometry of
the SWOT data prevents us from using classical Fourier and convolution-based low-pass filters [33].
Fourier-based filters impose circularity constraints, which cannot be fulfilled; the masks associated
with convolution-based filters should be significantly smaller than the width of the SWOT swath,
which greatly limits low-pass filtering capabilities. We then considered a Partial Derivative Equation
(PDE)-based formulation, such that the low-pass filtering results from an iterated Laplacian diffusion:

∂ta (t, y, x)−△a (t, y, x) = 0 ⇐⇒ ∂a
∂t

=
∂2a
∂y2 +

∂2a
∂x2 . (5)
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As the Green’s function for the heat equation is a Gaussian kernel, the implementation of this
PDE-based diffusion is equivalent to a Gaussian convolution and results in an isotropic filtering, that
is to say that the filtering acts equally in all directions [34]. Using a four-neighbourhood discretization
of the Laplacian operator, we can deal with missing data (e.g., nadir) or land (e.g., island) pixels.
The Laplacian operator comes to compute a local mean over the four neighbours of a given pixel.
Withdrawing land pixels and missing data from the computation of this local mean, we can iterate the
Laplacian diffusion to reach the expected filtering level for all pixels. Each iteration of the Laplacian
diffusion can be regarded as a low-pass filtering with a high cut-off frequency. The selection of the
number of iterations of the Laplacian diffusion then allows us to reach lower cut-off frequencies.
By contrast, the direct application of two-dimensional low-pass filters for cut-off frequencies in the
range [30 km, 60 km] would result in filter supports in the range [60 km, 120 km], meaning that no
filtering output could be computed for any pixel closer than 30 km (rest. 60 km) from the swath
boundaries or a missing data or land pixel. Overall, the filtering level is set by the number of iterations
of the Laplacian diffusion and the parameter lambda. This is shown in the following equation, which
shows the implementation that we use:

ak+1 = ak − λ△ak. (6)

With this being an iterative method, in contrast to a traditional Gaussian filter, we can apply
cut-off wavelengths greater than the width of a half-swath. In Appendix A, we apply the filter to white
noise to show how different combinations of the filter’s parameters (lambda and number of iterations)
are associated with different cut-off wavelengths (λcs).

2.3.3. Filter Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the filter and its different parameterizations, the following
variables are calculated:

• The radial power spectral density: This variable was calculated to obtain the SWOT spatial spectra.
The radially averaged power spectral density (power spectrum) of an image (in our case, the SWOT
swath data) is computed.

• The Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE): The RMSE was calculated for the SSH, velocity and vorticity
variables as follows:

RMSE =

√

∑(data − estimate)2

N
, (7)

where N is the number of points. Data is taken to be SSHmodel (or its derived variables, i.e., velocity
and vorticity) without filtering. An estimate is taken to be the simulated noisy SSHobs fields (or
its derived variables) without filtering, and filtered with different λcs. RMSE values are therefore
calculated for different estimates.

3. Results

3.1. Spatial and Temporal Sampling

Pseudo-SWOT data were generated for the full WMOP time period (1 January 2009 to
11 September 2015). This was done for the Science orbit and corresponds to a total of 123 cycles.
In a complete cycle, 292 passes are available over the globe, 12 of them crossing our study region
(Figure 3). Data were ingested and processed by the SWOT simulator at an across and along track
resolution of 2 km. As mentioned in Section 1, one of the specificities of future SWOT data will be
their irregular temporal sampling. To better illustrate this, the passes of cycle 2 are plotted in Figure 3.
During each cycle, there are periods of time with a higher temporal sampling. This is due to a longer
revisit time so that SWOT also fulfills its hydrological objectives as described in Section 1. For instance,
the temporal sampling during cycle 2 is as follows: from day 21.3 to 23.9 during which five passes
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are made; and from day 31.3 to 33.8 during which six passes are made. Then, from day 23.9 to 31.3
and from day 33.8 to 41.2, there are no measurements. Consequently, during each day within a cycle
in this study region, there can be two, one or no passes at all. Even with this irregular sampling and
without any processing of the data, the final SSHobs map (subplot of day 41.2) allows us to observe
some features such as, for example, the signal of the Algerian Current following the north African
coastline and several cyclonic and anticyclonic mesoscale eddies.

Figure 3. SSHobs (m) obtained for cycle 2. Time increasing from left to right, top to bottom. Days from
the beginning of the simulation are shown at the top left corner and the corresponding pass number
at the bottom right corner. Outline of the active pass is shown in black. The red boxes show box 1
(pass 15) and box 2 (pass 168).
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3.2. Pre-Filtering Analysis of Simulator Outputs

In this study, we focus on the analysis of spatial scales of individual passes. Due to the irregular
time sampling of the SWOT data, future studies will be devoted to temporal interpolation of passes.
Moreover, prior swath filtering is necessary to determine the quality of the dynamical variables that
can be derived from SWOT data, and how it can be improved before combining different swaths for
temporal interpolation. As an illustration, we focus on the treatment of two 2o × 2o boxes. Box 1 is
within pass 15 and was chosen close to the north African coast as it is a region where anticyclonic
eddies are shed from the Algerian Current [25,35]. For example, in the snapshot shown in Figure 4,
part of an anticyclonic eddy is present on the eastern part of the domain. Box 2 is within pass 168,
and this subdomain south of the Balearic island of Menorca was chosen because it contains smaller
structures than in box 1 (see Figure 2). In Figure 5, filament-like structures and smaller eddies can be
observed, especially at the northern part of the domain.

Figure 4. From top to bottom: SSH (m), geostrophic velocity (m/s) and relative vorticity (ζ) normalized
by f, on 23 January 2009 corresponding to pass 15 of cycle 2 (box 1). The first, middle and last columns
show the data obtained directly from the model (WMOP), from the model interpolated onto the SWOT
grid (SSHmodel), and with added noise (SSHobs), respectively.
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Figure 5. From top to bottom: SSH (m), geostrophic velocity (m/s) and relative vorticity (ζ) normalized
by f, on 3 February 2009 corresponding to pass 168 of cycle 2 (box 2). The first, middle and last columns
show the data obtained directly from the model (WMOP), from the model interpolated onto the SWOT
grid (SSHmodel), and with added noise (SSHobs), respectively.

The effect of the filter is assessed for SSH and its derived dynamical variables: absolute geostrophic
velocity and relative vorticity. These were calculated as explained in Section 2.3.1.

As observed in the first and middle columns (model and model interpolated onto SWOT grid
data, respectively) of Figures 4 and 5, SSH and its derived variables reveal fine scale features, but the
noise level masks the signal of these features when derived variables are obtained from pseudo-SWOT
SSH. We can also see how the effect of the noise is lower in regions with high SSH gradients. If we
compare the velocity derived from pseudo-SWOT data of box 1 and 2, for box 1, the region with high
values can still be appreciated as they reach 0.9 m/s, but not for box 2 as they only reach 0.4 m/s.

To have information on the spatial scales resolved and the effect of the noise, spatial Fourier
power spectra for each filter were calculated as described in Section 2.3.2. The spectra were calculated
for each individual cycle, and then averaged over the 122 cycles in which both passes 15 and 168
are available (cycle 123 stops at pass 132). Figure 6 compares the spectra of model data interpolated
onto the SWOT grid and the pseudo-SWOT data. The SWOT noise starts to dominate at wavelengths
lower than 60 km. In the top panel of Figure 6, the red and blue curves separate at around 60 km for
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both boxes. If we look at the zoom inset, we see that for pass 15 the lines separate at slightly higher
wavelengths than for pass 168.

Figure 6. (Top) Spectra of the data before filtering, from cycle 1 to 122, corresponding to box 1
(pass 15), (left), and to box 2 (pass 168), (right). Error bars denote 95% confidence intervals. (Bottom)
Corresponding Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), with a horizontal black line indicating where the noise is
more than 15% of the signal, and the vertical line the corresponding wavelength.

Nevertheless, there does not seem to be a significant difference between the mean spectra of both
passes. Note also how the power spectral energy level of SSHobs at wavelengths lower than 20 km
stabilizes around 3.7 × 10−9 for both passes, whilst the energy level of SSHmodel reduces until it reaches
the grid scale. If we look at the signal to noise ratio (SNR), we find that below 50 km wavelength
the energy of the noise is significant with respect to that of the signal (SNR values below 15 dB at
wavelengths smaller than 47.6 km, i.e., the energy of the noise accounts for more than 15% of the energy
of the signal for these scales). Such low SNR values make particularly challenging the denoising issue
for scales below 50 km [36]. Consequently, we expect that the best filter parametrization will be one
corresponding to λc between 47.6 and 60 km.

3.3. SWOT Data Filtering

The Laplacian diffusion filter was applied to remove the noise and, thus, reduce the difference
between the spectrum obtained from SWOT estimates with and without noise (Figure 6). Given the
results obtained from the non-filtered data spectra, λc is first chosen to be 60 km. We then choose
smaller λcs (50, 40, 30 and 15 km) to see how much lower we can go with this filter. We go down to
15 km, which is the expected wavelength at which SWOT will measure SSH. For comparison, we also
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choose λc = 200 km, which is the wavelength resolved by present-day altimeter constellation fields [11].
We lastly choose λc = 100 km as an intermediate value between 60 and 200 km.

In Figures 7 and 8, we show the effect of the filter on SSH at different values of λcs. For Figure 7,
the effect of the filter is mainly seen in the pseudo-SWOT data, especially in the northern part where
smaller structures are present. In Figure 8, as there are more, smaller structures, we can see more
differences between the filtered outputs with respect to the model interpolated and pseudo-SWOT
data. These differences are not only in the shape of the structures that are present, but also in their
intensity. On the top row of Figures 7 and 8, the original model is also included to show that differences
do also arise from the interpolation onto the SWOT grid. In Figure 7, especially for the 200 km λc, we
can observe that the original structure present is significantly altered. This emphasizes the importance
for development of interpolation techniques to fill the gap between the two swaths with the help of
the nadir altimeter data. In Figures 7 and 8, the SSH images for the different filters look very similar,
but the differences are amplified when the first derivatives (Figures 9 and 10) and second derivatives
(Figures 11 and 12) are calculated.

After applying the Laplacian diffusion filter, we can now retrieve the structures present in the
pseudo-SWOT SSH in the absolute geostrophic velocity plots (Figures 9 and 10). With a 15 km λc filter,
the effect of the noise can be still clearly observed, especially for box 2 where smaller structures are
present. As a result, although the main structures are recovered after filtering, their shapes are not
accurately retrieved. Even if spurious structures remain, with a 30 km λc there is a large improvement
with respect to the 15 km λc. This improvement seems greater for box 1 than box 2, as the noise seems
to have a greater effect within box 2 than box 1. For a 40 km λc, in box 1, we can no longer qualitatively
see any remaining noise, but we can see some in box 2. For λcs greater than or equal to 50 km, the
effect of the noise is no longer observed in either box 1 (Figure 9) or box 2 (Figure 10). On the other
hand, we observe a large decrease of the magnitude of the velocities from the 15 to the 200 km λc. With
this filtering method, the intensity of the structures present, and thus the signal, decreases with the
increase of λc.

In the relative vorticity plots, the loss of signal with the increase of λc is even more evident. With
no filtering, the relative vorticity of box 1 ranges from −1.82f to 1.66f for SSHmodel and from −15.22f
to 18.16f for SSHobs (Figure 4). With a 200 km λc, this reduces to −0.23f to 0.14f for both SSHmodel

and SSHobs (Figure 11). For box 2, with no filtering, the relative vorticity ranges from −0.71f to 1.50f
for SSHmodel and from −17.39f to 17.71f for SSHobs (Figure 5). For 200 km, it reduces to−0.07f to
0.10f for SSHmodel and from −0.09f to 0.06f for SSHobs (Figure 12). There is approximately two orders
of magnitude difference between the vorticity calculated from the original data, and that filtered at
λc = 200 km. For box 1, the velocity appears to contain no further noise with λc = 40 km, but this
filtering is not sufficient to properly reconstruct the relative vorticity. With a 50 km λc, some noise
is still present, and with 60 km λc, there appears to be no remaining noise. For box 2, the velocity
appears to have no further noise with a 50 km λc, and, similarly to box 1, we use a 60 km λc to
qualitatively remove remaining noise in the relative vorticity plots. The relative vorticity fields present
unrealistic small-scale structures at larger λcs values than SSH and velocity. This is expected as the
noise effects increase as higher order derivatives are reached. Nevertheless, the larger structures
present in the images are recovered from the non-filtered image with a 60 km λc filter for both box 1
and 2. Not as much signal is lost with a 60 as with a 200 km λc, but some is still lost. For the mesoscale,
given the relative vorticity and structures observed in Figures 11 and 12, this does not seem to have a
large impact. However, there may be an impact when wanting to observe finer scales as we retrieve
normalized relative vorticity much lower than 1.

Spectra were computed for λcs of 30, 60 and 200 km to visualize these effects. The corresponding
SNR is also calculated in two different ways by using two references. One is by dividing the filtered
model-interpolated data by the filtered pseudo-SWOT data, and the other by dividing the non-filtered
model-interpolated data by the filtered pseudo-SWOT data. This is shown in Figures 13 and 14.
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Figure 13. Box 1 region (pass 15) mean of cycles 1 to 122. (Left) Spectra of SSHmodel (blue) and SSHobs

(red) before filtering and after applying the different cut-off wavelengths shown in the different rows
(30, 60 and 200 km) in purple and orange, respectively. Error bars denote 95% confidence intervals.
(Right) SNR of SSHmodel and SSHobs, both filtered (solid line) and of SSHmodel non-filtered and filtered
SSHobs (dashed line).
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Figure 14. Box 2 region (pass 168) mean of cycles 1 to 122. (Left) Spectra of SSHmodel (blue) and SSHobs

(red) before filtering and after applying the different cut-off wavelengths shown in the different rows
(30, 60 and 200 km) in purple and orange, respectively. Error bars denote 95% confidence intervals.
(Right) SNR of SSHmodel and SSHobs, both filtered (solid line) and of SSHmodel non-filtered and filtered
SSHobs (dashed line).

As a consequence of the application of the filter, the separation of the spectral curves of SSHmodel

(model-interp.) and SSHobs (pseudo-SWOT) is reduced. As seen in Figure 6, with no filter, the
model-interp. (blue) and pseudo-SWOT (red) curves separate at a wavelength around 60 km. With a
30 km λc, the noise level is still high, as observed in Figures 7–12, but the power spectra difference at
wavelengths smaller than 60 km between the pseudo-SWOT filtered (yellow) and the model-interp.
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(blue) curves is much smaller than it is between the model-interp (blue) and pseudo-SWOT (red)
curves (top left panel of Figures 13 and 14). Moreover, the pseudo-SWOT filtered and the model-interp.
curves separate at smaller wavelengths. If we look at the dashed line of the top right panel of
Figures 13 and 14, we can more accurately determine this wavelength separation value by looking
at where the dashed curve starts decreasing. This corresponds to 30 and 40 km wavelengths for
box 1 and 2, respectively. Between wavelengths of 60 and 30 km (40 for box 2), the SNR (dashed
line) is greater than 1, indicating some over-filtering/smoothing, but this value is very low (1.064
for box 1 and 1.088 for box 2). The pattern of the SNR of the filtered model-interp. over the filtered
pseudo-SWOT data (solid line of top right panel of Figures 13 and 14) is similar to that of Figure 6.
The noise gains importance as the wavelengths reduce from 60 km, but the SNR values of the 30 km
λc are lower than the non-filtered ones. On the other hand, this indicates that, given that the filtered
model-interp. and pseudo-SWOT spectra are still quite different, a larger λc is necessary. In both the
left and right panels of the 30 km λc of Figures 13 and 14, anomalous patterns are observed below the
10 km wavelength. Not only are these spatial scales very small, but, if we look at the spectra values,
they are about 10−12 m2/km or lower. We consider these values to be too low for discussion.

With a 60 km λc, the noise is further reduced, but we lose more signal too. If we look at the
continuous line of the right panel of Figures 13 and 14, we see that it remains approximately constant
at 1. For box 1, it reaches a minimum SNR of 0.715 and for box 2 of 0.697. Looking at the dashed line,
the SNR becomes larger than 1 at wavelengths lower than 80 km for both boxes. This means that,
although we eliminate all the noise, we are also eliminating part of the signal that was initially present.
At wavelengths greater than 10 km, the power spectra of the filtered pseudo-SWOT reach a maximum
difference nearly two orders of magnitude smaller than the original model-interp. spectra.

Lastly, with a 200 km λc filtering, the model-interp. and pseudo-SWOT spectra curves are identical,
and the SNR (solid line) is approximately 1 (Figures 13 and 14, bottom row): however, as observed
in Figures 7–12, we lose a lot of signal. In the 20–80 km wavelength range, we can see how the SNR
curves (dashed line) rapidly increase and the values are greater with a 200 km λc than with a 60 km
λc. At wavelengths lower than 80 km, on average, there is about one order of magnitude difference
between the filtered spectra and the original SSHmodel . It is also interesting to note that the purple and
yellow curves separate from the red and blue at 80 km instead of 60, showing that this cut-off exceeds
that necessary to remove the noise. This also emphasizes how with SWOT a major advancement
could be made as lower cut-off wavelengths will be possible, and thus the observation of smaller scale
structures than with contemporary satellites. On the one hand, this result is expected thanks to the 2D
swath instead of only 1D nadir data, but, on the other hand, it is important to remember that these are
simulated from expected errors and that not all errors are implemented (see Appendix B).

To further quantify the differences observed between the different λcs in Figures 7–12, the RMSE
between the interpolated model and pseudo-SWOT data shown in these Figures were calculated as
described in Section 2.3.3.

In Figure 15, it is interesting to focus on the minimum points of the RMSE curves. Looking at the
λc corresponding to the different minimum points, for both boxes, the minimum of the curve for SSH
and the absolute geostrophic velocity (Vg) is found for a 30 km (29) λc. It is slightly higher, 40 km
(41), for relative vorticity. This directly relates to the amplification of fine scale structures, and thus the
effect of the noise, in the computation of second-order derivatives. It is also in accordance with what is
found in the SNR in Figure 6, which shows that we cannot recover the signal at wavelengths lower
than 40–50 km. With the qualitative (Figures 7–12) and the spectra (Figures 13 and 14) plots, we saw
that, for box 2, as the signal is lower than in box 1, the effect of the noise is greater, and larger λcs are
necessary. The RMSE plots show us another point of view. As the signal is not as intense in box 2 as
in box 1, the over-smoothing (signal lost) due to the Laplacian diffusion filter is lower, and thus we
observe lower RMSE values in Figure 15. Moreover, the improvement of the RMSE values is greater
for box 2 than box 1. For SSH, the RMSE reduces by 0.05 and 0.07 m from the no filter (0 λc) to the
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minimum RMSE, for box 1 and box 2, respectively. For Vg, the RMSE reduces by 0.42 and 0.455 m/s,
and for ζ/f by 3.2 and 3.35.

Figure 15. RMSEs of the different variables against the filter’s cut-off wavelengths applied to SSH,
for pass 15 (top) and pass 168 (bottom) of cycle 2. Insets show zoom of marked region for better
observation of the curves’ minimum points.

For SSH, we could say that with a 40 km λc it is sufficient, but if we do not want to see the effect
of the noise in vorticity, we need a greater λc of 60 km. Therefore, together with what is observed in
Figures 4–15, we consider that, with this filtering technique applied to this region, SWOT will be able
to resolve wavelengths down to a 40–60 km wavelength range. This is the λc range where we found
that there is a compromise between filtering out the noise of SSH and its derived variables (Vg and
ζ/f), and over-smoothing the original image as little as possible. It is important to note that λc depends
on the signal-to-noise ratio between SSH signals and instrument noise at fine scales. As such, it can be
expected to change from region to region (and from season to season) depending on the energy levels
at fine scales and on the noise level.

4. Discussion

We find that, by applying our filtering technique to pseudo-SWOT data in the western
Mediterranean region, we cannot reach the 15 km wavelength argued for by [12]. We are however
able to recover the signal within a swath down to wavelengths of 40–60 km. This wavelength range
is close to the one found by [10] at the western boundary currents and nearly half the wavelength
values found at the eastern basins by 1D altimeter data. In addition, with the characteristic of SWOT
providing 2D SSH data, this will imply a large improvement on the 200 km wavelength resolved by
present-day gridded altimetric fields [11]. The SWOT resolved wavelengths found will make it possible
to detect structures of 20–30 km in diameter (following [37]) and therefore opens the possibility for
observation of fine scales that are unobservable by contemporary altimetric products. This filter is
a useful tool for studies comparing the capacities of pseudo-SWOT data with the present altimetric
satellite constellation data. As this filter is particularly effective in removing the spatially uncorrelated
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KaRIn noise, it may allow the application of already developed techniques that more effectively remove
other correlated errors [38].

We find that the presence of structures of different scales and regimes governing—for example,
the mesoscale (Ro. order(0.1)) or submesoscale (Ro. order(1)) affects our results on the efficiency of
the Laplacian diffusion filter. This filter is therefore sensitive to the presence of different patterns,
depending on the region. To reach even smaller scales, it is important to use filtering techniques that
conserve and/or retrieve the gradients and, thus, the intensity of the signal present in the observed
field. Nonetheless, this sensitivity of the Laplacian diffusion filter could also be due to the effects
of noise, depending on the structure in question and its intensity. We also note that the differences
between box 1 and 2 found in, for example, the qualitative plots (Figures 7–12) and the minimum
RMSE values were not very large; this is not surprising when considering how close in time the two
snapshots are.

With this improvement of individual swaths, gridded and possibly daily SWOT SSH maps could
be obtained through different interpolation and/or reconstruction techniques. Current gridded
altimetric products are obtained using optimal interpolation (OI) [39]. OI may not be the best
interpolation method. OI exploits a covariance model of the field to be interpolated. The specification
of this covariance model typically relies on a trade-off between the space-time size of the missing
data areas and the space-time scales of interest. A covariance model with a large correlation length
may lead to an over-smoothing of fine-scale structures, whereas shorter correlation lengths result
in filling large missing areas with the background field. From a computational point of view, OI
requires a matrix inversion, whose complexity evolves as the cube of the number of observation
points. The image-like structure of SWOT data may then be highly computationally-demanding when
considering large correlation lengths to fill in large missing areas. Multi-scale OI may be an alternative.
However, we expect dynamical interpolation and other data assimilation methods [40–42] to be more
adapted both in terms of computational complexity and in their ability to embed relevant dynamic
priors to reconstruct horizontal scales down to a few tens of kilometres from SWOT data. On the other
hand, SWOT data will greatly improve the present-day OI altimetric products [5]. In addition, SWOT
gridded data could be improved in the 40–60 km wavelength range by combining it with the data of a
higher temporal resolution.

Dynamic interpolation is an example of a technique that has been investigated by [40] that
could help to obtain gridded, daily SSH maps from SWOT. When they apply this method to the Gulf
Stream region, they recover the SSH field down to 80 km wavelength. Data-driven schemes recently
introduced by [41,42] are also of interest to better reconstruct horizontal scales below 100 km. Overall,
for such approaches, it is important to recover the lowest wavelengths possible as spatial resolution
loss is likely when producing the gridded maps. Moreover, this spatial resolution loss might be even
higher when addressing gridded maps of derived variables. Therefore, the cut-off wavelength should
be adjusted to the variables that are to be studied.

Another reconstruction technique that has been investigated in the context of SWOT is a 3D
multivariate reconstruction of ocean state. Ref. [43] do this by combining information from SSH and
high resolution image structure observations. Once this is achieved, study of the capacity of SWOT to
detect fine scale structures could be improved by, for example, better characterizing eddies. As the
dataset would be of a higher spatial and temporal resolution than the L2 product, it would then be
possible to apply eddy-tracking algorithms like the py-eddy tracker [44] or the code developed by [45],
which have already been implemented in this region to characterize the western Mediterranean eddy
field. A comparison could then be made with the eddies characterized in data from the WMOP model,
in the presently available altimetric data and in pseudo-SWOT data.

In future work, the effect of the inter- and intra-annual (or seasonal) variability in the region
on the results obtained could be studied too. Although mean spectra were obtained, we focused on
two dates in winter. Refs. [46,47] found that there is a strong winter–summer difference in the upper
ocean dynamics due to the change of stratification, with the mixed layer depth being deeper in winter.
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For example, the reconstruction of mesoscale structures in the upper ocean from pseudo-SWOT data
in the Kuroshio Extension region has been studied. They found that the simulated and reconstructed
vorticity correlation coefficients varied both inter- and intra-annually [48].

The implementation of filtering techniques that take into account the first and second order SSH
derivatives has been started. With this, we hope that in future studies we will be able to recover even
smaller wavelengths and to conserve the intensity of the signal after having applied the filter.

New versions of the SWOT simulator will allow the simulation of pseudo-SWOT data during
the fast-sampling phase. This makes it possible to start preparing for the calibration/validation
phase including the comparison with high resolution in situ data collected during future intensive
multi-platform experiments in the western Mediterranean Sea. On the other hand, the only source of
geophysical error implemented in the SWOT simulator is still just that related to the wet troposphere.
New releases of the SWOT simulator may include the effects of sea state and internal tides [49].
Internal tides and waves are important sources of geophysical errors because, at wavelengths shorter
than 50 km, they can affect SWOT data [2]. Therefore, in future work, it would also be interesting to
compare our results with an updated version of the SWOT simulator and other OGCMs, especially
those that include tides.

5. Conclusions

We have generated simulated pseudo-SWOT data for the western Mediterranean Sea using a
SWOT simulator and outputs from an ocean numerical model. To evaluate the output SWOT data,
we derived absolute geostrophic velocities and relative vorticities from the pseudo-SWOT SSH data.
We find that, due to the satellite’s instrumental noise and geophysical errors, the features observed
in the pseudo-SWOT SSH are lost in the derived dynamical variables. Looking at the spatial spectra,
we find that noise dominates the signal at wavelengths smaller than 60 km. We applied a Laplacian
diffusion filtering technique to attempt to remove the noise and hence observe finer scales. We
estimated the appropriate cut-off wavelength for each parametrization. To filter out the noise, we
applied a series of ascending cut-off wavelengths: 15, 30, 40, 50, 60, 100 and 200 km. We find that in this
study region, using this technique, we cannot resolve the expected 15 km wavelength. On the other
hand, we are able to recover the signal within a swath down to a 40–60 km wavelength range. This is
still an improvement in comparison to wavelengths resolved by present-day 1D altimeters, especially
at eastern basins. Robust swath-filtering is an important first step towards meeting our goals for
reconstruction techniques that will enable us to combine SWOT and altimetric data in order to produce
gridded SSH maps of significantly higher resolution than contemporary products. New versions of the
SWOT simulator code include improved representation of instrumental and geophysical errors, and
also give us the option to obtain pseudo-data for the SWOT fast-sampling phase. New pseudo-SWOT
data will allow us to better refine the results of this study and to examine a wider range of scenarios.
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ADT Absolute Dynamic Topography
AEMET Spanish Meteorological Agency
CNES Centre National d’Études Spatiales
HIRLAM HIgh Resolution Limited Area Model
KaRIn Ka-band Radar Interferometer
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
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PDE Partial Derivative Equation
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SOCIB the Balearic Islands Islands Coastal Observing and Forecasting System
SSH Sea Surface Height
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio
SWOT Surface Water Ocean Topography
WMOP Western Mediterranean OPerational forecasting system

Appendix A

In order to know which number of iterations and lambda to set in the filter’s parametrization, the
filter was applied to a set of 100 randomly generated white noise fields. Spectra were then obtained
and the cut-off wavelength was found by identifying the one that corresponded to where the energy
was reduced to a half. An example is shown in Figure A1.

Figure A1. Illustration of how the parameterization corresponding to a 15 (16.72) km cut-off wavelength
(λc) is estimated. The blue line represents the mean spectra of the 100 non-filtered white noise fields.
The black line is the mean spectra of the 100 filtered white noise fields. The horizontal red line shows
the half-power spectra of the blue line, and the vertical red line the corresponding wavelength value of
the black line, and thus the cut-off wavelength.
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In Table A1, we show the different λc obtained for a set of lambdas and number of iterations and
in Figure A2 a plot of the values shown in Table A1 is presented. As can be observed in Table A1, in
most cases, several combinations of lambdas and iterations can give the same cut-off wavelength. We
decided to choose the combination corresponding to the smallest lambda, as the smaller the lambda,
the smaller the over-smoothing.

Table A1. Cut-off wavelengths (λc) values and their corresponding lambda and number of iterations
(iter) combinations. The cut-off wavelengths shown in Figures 7–12 are in bold.

Cut-off Lambda Iter Cut-off Lambda Iter Cut-off Lambda Iter Cut-off Lambda Iter

16.72 0.05 50 71.88 0.10 450 105.09 0.20 500 141.41 0.35 500

23.95 0.05 100 0.15 300 0.25 400 0.40 450
0.10 50 0.30 150 0.30 350 0.45 400

29.47 0.05 150 0.45 100 0.35 300 0.50 350

0.15 50 74.5 0.10 500 0.40 250 0.55 350

33.85 0.05 200 0.20 250 0.50 200 0.60 300
0.10 100 0.25 200 0.65 150 0.65 300

0.20 50 0.50 100 110.78 0.25 450 0.70 250

37.58 0.05 250 77.31 0.15 350 0.45 250 0.75 250

0.25 50 0.35 150 0.55 200 151.91 0.40 500

41.38 0.05 300 0.55 100 0.70 150 0.45 450

0.10 150 83.63 0.15 400 0.75 150 0.50 400

0.15 100 0.20 300 117.12 0.25 500 0.55 400
0.30 50 0.25 250 0.30 400 0.60 350

45.02 0.05 350 0.30 200 0.35 350 0.70 300
0.35 50 0.40 150 0.40 300 0.80 250

48.19 0.05 400 0.60 100 0.50 250 164.1 0.45 500

0.10 200 87.19 0.15 450 0.60 200 0.50 450
0.20 100 0.45 150 0.65 200 0.50 500
0.40 50 0.65 100 0.80 150 0.55 450

50.58 0.05 450 91.07 0.15 500 124.24 0.30 450 0.60 400
0.15 150 0.20 350 0.30 500 0.65 350
0.45 50 0.25 300 0.35 400 0.65 400

53.2 0.05 500 0.30 250 0.40 350 0.70 350
0.10 250 0.35 200 0.45 300 0.75 300
0.25 100 0.50 150 0.50 300 0.75 350
0.50 50 0.70 100 0.55 250 0.80 300

56.12 0.55 50 0.75 100 0.60 250 178.42 0.55 500

57.7 0.10 300 95.31 0.20 400 0.70 200 0.60 450
0.15 200 0.40 200 0.75 200 0.60 500

0.20 150 0.55 150 132.27 0.35 450 0.65 450
0.30 100 0.80 100 0.40 400 0.70 400

0.60 50 99.96 0.20 450 0.45 350 0.70 450

61.15 0.65 50 0.25 350 0.55 300 0.75 400

63.03 0.1 350 0.3 300 0.65 250 0.8 350
0.35 100 0.35 250 0.80 200 0.80 400

0.70 50 0.45 200 195.49 0.65 500

65.03 0.15 250 0.60 150 0.70 500

0.25 150 0.75 450
0.75 50 0.75 500

67.17 0.1 400 0.8 450
0.20 200 0.8 500

0.40 100
0.80 50
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Figure A2. Laplacian diffusion cut-off wavelengths (km) for different combinations of the number of
iterations and lambdas.

Appendix B

The noise added by the SWOT simulator can be divided into two types:

• Instrument errors: There are the different types of noise that can affect the signal due to the
satellite itself:

– Ka-Band Radar Interferometer (KaRIn)
– Roll
– Timing
– Phase
– Baseline dilation

Below are two example cycles of the instrument errors added by the simulator to passes 15 and
168 (Figures A3 and A4). Please note that the color-scale has been adjusted for each error type.

• Geophysical errors: In version 1 of the simulator, only the geophysical error due to the wet
troposphere is implemented. Other geophysical errors include those due to the dry troposphere,
the ionosphere and the sea state bias (electromagnetic bias). However, the wet troposphere is a
major source of geophysical errors and it is implemented via these following two variables:

– Path delay (pd),
– Residual path delay (pd_err_1b).

Below, we show two example cycles of the geophysical errors added by the simulator to passes 15
and 168 (Figures A5 and A6). Please note that the color-scale has been adjusted for each error type.
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Figure A3. The different instrument noise types (m) for passes 15 pass 168 over cycle 2 are shown.

Figure A4. The different instrument noise types (m) for passes 15 and 168 over cycle 30 are shown.
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Figure A5. The different geophysical errors (m) for passes 15 and 168 over cycle 2 are shown.

Figure A6. The different geophysical errors (m) for passes 15 and 168 over cycle 30 are shown.

For more details on instrument and geophysical errors, see [30,50].
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Abstract: As altimeter satellites approach coastal areas, the number of valid sea surface height
measurements decrease dramatically because of land contamination. In recent years, different
methodologies have been developed to recover data within 10–20 km from the coast. These include
computation of geophysical corrections adapted to the coastal zone and retracking of raw radar
echoes. In this paper, we combine for the first time coastal geophysical corrections and retracking
along a Jason-2 satellite pass that crosses the coast near the Hong-Kong tide gauge. Six years and a
half of data are analyzed, from July 2008 to December 2014 (orbital cycles 1–238). Different retrackers
are considered, including the ALES retracker and the different retrackers of the PISTACH products.
For each retracker, we evaluate the quality of the recovered sea surface height by comparing with
data from the Hong Kong tide gauge (located 10 km away). We analyze the impact of the different
geophysical corrections available on the result. We also compute sea surface height bias and noise
over both open ocean (>10 km away from coast) and coastal zone (within 10 km or 5 km coast-ward).
The study shows that, in the Hong Kong area, after outlier removal, the ALES retracker performs
better in the coastal zone than the other retrackers, both in terms of noise level and trend uncertainty.
It also shows that the choice of the ocean tide solution has a great impact on the results, while the
wet troposphere correction has little influence. By comparing short-term trends computed over the
2008.5–2014 time span, both in the coastal zone and in the open ocean (using the Climate Change
Initiative sea level data as a reference), we find that the coastal sea level trend is about twice the one
observed further offshore. It suggests that in the Hong Kong region, the short-term sea level trend
significantly increases when approaching the coast.

Keywords: Jason-2; Hong Kong coast; retracking; X-TRACK; ALES; PISTACH

1. Introduction

Sea level rise is one of the most threatening consequences of present-day global warming. About
10% of the world population currently lives in the world’s coastal zones and this number will increase
in the future. Therefore, it is crucial to monitor and understand sea level variations along coastlines [1].
Although the tide gauge network has expanded in recent years, some highly populated areas like
western Africa remain devoid of any station. For 25 years, satellite altimetry routinely monitored sea
level changes over the global open ocean, but was largely unexploited in the coastal areas. Indeed,
satellite altimetry was originally designed to precisely measure sea level in the open ocean, where
the shape of the pulse-limited radar altimeter echo (i.e., after reflection on the sea surface; called
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waveform), is well described by the classical mathematical Brown model [2], based on the assumption
of a homogeneous rough sea surface within the radar footprint. In that case, the sea level parameters
(range between satellite and sea surface, significant wave height and backscatter coefficient) are
extracted from the model via a Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) approach. In a coastal band
of a few kilometers wide (corresponding to the footprint size of the altimeter antenna), radar echoes
integrate reflections from nearby land, leading to complex waveforms that significantly depart from
the standard Brown model (e.g., [3–5] and references therein). Besides, in some shallow shelf areas, the
sea surface might be so calm that the waveform can display several peaks due to specular reflection.
Figure 1 shows two examples of waveforms, one over the open ocean (a) and the other in a coastal
zone (b).

Figure 1. Examples of typical open ocean waveform (left; the red line corresponds to the fitted Brown
model) and coastal ocean waveform (right).

Another difficulty arises from the geophysical corrections applied to the altimeter measurements
that usually suffer large uncertainties in the coastal zone. The most limiting corrections are wet
tropospheric delay, ocean tides correction, dynamic atmospheric correction (DAC), and sea state bias.
Near the coast, these corrections either have large spatio-temporal variability poorly reproduced by
numerical models (e.g., tides and DAC corrections), or are less precisely estimated by onboard sensors
than over the open ocean (e.g., the radiometer-based wet tropospheric correction that suffers severe
land contamination). As a consequence, most altimeter data in a band of 10–30 km from land are
declared invalid and discarded from the standard products. For about a decade, significant efforts
have been realized by the altimetry community and space agencies to overcome this difficulty and
retrieve as much as possible historical altimeter measurements near the coast. Corresponding coastal
altimetry products are based on improved coastal geophysical corrections [6,7] and/or dedicated
analysis approaches to extract the sea level parameters (range, significant wave height and backscatter
coefficient) from non-standard waveforms (a process called ‘retracking’) [3–5].

In this study, we investigate the relative performances of the experimental coastal altimetry
products available for the Jason-2 mission. Jason-2 is chosen here because it was consistently
operating for nearly one decade and, above all, because it has been reprocessed by most of the coastal
altimetry groups. Satellite pass 153 is considered. We used the following coastal altimetry products:
(1) X-TRACK [6] developed by LEGOS (Laboratoire d’Etudes en Géophysique et Océanographie
Spatiales, France); (2) PISTACH (Prototype Innovant de Système de Traitement pour l’Altimétrie
Côtière et l’Hydrologie, [8]) developed by CLS (Collecte Localisation Satellites, France); and (3) ALES
(Adaptive Leading Edge Sub-waveform, [3]) developed by NOC (National Oceanography Centre, UK).
The products propose either improved geophysical corrections or waveform retracking algorithms,
thus have different contents. X-TRACK products provide sea level time series on a nominal mean track
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and are available for all altimeter missions except HY-2A and Sentinel-3A. ALES products provide
products for Jason-2 and Envisat missions. The successor of the PISTACH product, PEACHI (Prototype
for Expertise on Altimetry for Coastal, Hydrology, and Ice), is dedicated to the SARAL/AltiKa mission
and provides sea level data along original, cycle-by-cycle tracks [9]. Because of these important
differences between products, very few attempts to inter-compare coastal sea level data have been
carried out so far, despite the importance of this type of exercise for defining the best processing
strategy to derive coastal altimetry data.

In this paper we focus on the South China Sea (Hong-Kong area), not only because of a variety
of climate processes impacting sea level (ENSO–El Niño Southern Oscillation-, eddies, storm surges,
monsoon, etc.), but also for its importance in the economy and security of Southeastern Asia and
the Western Pacific regions. An important consideration when selecting the study area was also the
availability of external tide gauge-based sea level data for validation. A dozen tide gauges exist along
the China coast, but all stations located along the Chinese mainland ceased to provide data after 1997.
Fortunately, a tide gauge remained in operation during the Jason-2 mission at Quarry Bay, Hong-Kong.
Corresponding hourly data are available from the University of Hawaii Sea Level Center (UHSLC) [10].
In this study, we considered the closest Jason-2 satellite track (which is ascending and numbered 153)
of the HK tide gauge (10.05 km away).

The paper is organized as follows: The study area and the data set are presented in Sections 2 and 3,
respectively. Section 4 describes the methodology while Section 5 shows the results. Some elements of
discussion are proposed in Section 6, followed by a conclusion (Section 7).

2. Study Area

Hong-Kong (HK) is located just south of the Tropic of Cancer. The climate is predominantly
subtropical and displays clear seasonal variations. The southwesterly/northeasterly monsoon give
rise to warm wet summers and cool dry winters. HK is also frequently impacted by typhoons.
On the western side of the HK island flows the Zhujiang River (Pearl River), which brings abundant
freshwater (~3.5 × 1011 m3 per year [11]), resulting in a high salinity gradient. All these factors increase
the complexity of the HK environment and have an impact on the regional sea level variations at
different spatio-temporal scales.

The HK coast has also an extremely complex geomorphology. As shown on Figure 2, tiny
islands lie within the radar footprint of the Jason-2 track chosen for this study. As a consequence,
the corresponding altimeter and radiometer measurements are expected to be severely impacted by
land effects. This makes this area particularly relevant for analyzing the performances of coastal
altimetry data.

The definition of the “coastal zone” in altimetry is somewhat arbitrary. In some studies the criteria
of 50 km from land is used (for example, ALES data are provided only in the 50-km coastal band),
while some others focus on the first 10 km or even 5 km off the coastline. In this paper we have chosen
to base the definition of the area on the “rad_surf_type” parameter provided in the Geophysical Data
Record products (GDRs). This surface classification flag is derived from the radiometer measurements
and indicates the type of observed surface. For the Jason-2 pass #153, the coastal area based on this
flag corresponds to the area where the satellite flies less than 70 km from the closest land (including
small islands).

The HK coastal topography is extremely irregular. Figure 3 shows a bathymetric profile along the
Jason-2 pass, from southwest to northeast (blue dashed line; from 21.8◦N to 22.3◦N latitude). Despite a
narrow band between 21.8◦N and 22◦N, where the depth is steeply falling down to ~−60 m, the
study area corresponds to very shallow waters. We can thus expect complex local tides and currents
influencing sea level variations. Figure 3 also shows the corresponding along track distance to land
(mainland or island). The “distance to land” profile is rather complicated. Coastward, it first decreases
to ~8 km, slightly increases to ~10 km, and then fluctuates between 10 and 0 km. It even reaches ~0 km
when the satellite flies over a small island called Wailingding Island (see Figure 2). Considering both
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distance to coast and water depth, we define three cases for our comparison exercise, corresponding
to three different overlapping segments along the Jason-2 pass. Segments 1, 2, and 3, correspond to
cases 1, 2, and 3. In Figure 2, these can be identified by the orange, green, and dashed blue colors,
respectively. They cover distances of 50 km, 30 km, and 10 km, and reflect increasing coastal conditions
(thus increasing difficulty to retrieve a coherent physical signal from altimetry data). For each case,
each satellite cycle, and each product analyzed, we spatially averaged all available 20-Hz (~0.3 km
resolution) along-track sea level data along the corresponding pass segment (up to the last valid
measurement at HK coast). We finally obtained three mean sea level values for each product and each
date. The corresponding altimetry-based sea level time series were then compared with the tide gauge
data for validation.

Figure 2. Map showing the study area, the selected Jason-2 pass 153 (black and colored line) and
the Quarry Bay tide gauge (red circle). The latter is located ~10 km away from the Jason-2 pass.
The along-track sections corresponding to study cases 1, 2, and 3 are also indicated (orange, green, and
blue-green dashed lines, respectively). The background map is from Google Earth.
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Figure 3. Bathymetry and shoreline distance at the Hong-Kong (HK) coast along 3 segments of the
Jason-2 pass identified as cases 1, 2, and 3 (see location in Figure 2).

3. Data Sets

The Jason-2 mission started operating in July 2008, while the high-quality tide gauge data were
accessible until 2014 only. Besides, the ALES data were available for cycle 1 to 252 (July 2008 to May
2015). These constraints define the study time period: from July 2008 to December 2014, corresponding
to cycles 1-238 of Jason-2 satellite, i.e., a time span of 6.5 years.

3.1. Coastal Altimetry Data Sets

3.1.1. General Description

The experimental coastal Jason-2 products analyzed in this study are X-TRACK
(CTOH/LEGOS, [6]), ALES (PODAAC, [3]) and PISTACH (CNES, [8]). These data sets are
available from the following websites: ftp.legos.obs-mip.fr; ftp://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov/allData/
coastal_alt/L2/ALES and ftp://ftpsedr.cls.fr/pub/oceano/pistach.

We have to keep in mind the differences between the products considered in this study. X-TRACK
is a level 3 (L3) product: using the GDR data and state-of-the-art altimetry corrections, along-track sea
level time series projected onto reference tracks (points at same locations for every cycle) are computed
at 1-Hz (~6 km along-track resolution). Both a raw and a spatially filtered version (40 km cutoff
frequency) of the product are distributed. It is simple to use, and is based on improved geophysical
corrections near the coast (see [6] for details) but its current version only includes the standard MLE4
retracker adapted to open ocean conditions. ALES and PISTACH are level 2 (L2, i.e., cycle-by-cycle)
products: the measurements are provided at 20-Hz (~0.3 km along-track resolution) and are not
projected onto reference tracks, which means that their location varies from one cycle to another
(this processing step needs to be done by the user). The ALES and PISTACH products do not include
improved geophysical corrections, but provide altimeter range estimates obtained using different
retracking algorithms (Section 3.1.2). PISTACH also includes a classification of the altimeter waveforms
which can be used to study the type of waveform analyzed. It also indicates if the waveform shape is
consistent to the retracker used.

3.1.2. Waveform Retrackers

Waveform retrackers can be classified into two categories: physically-based retrackers and
empirical retrackers [12]. The model-free retracker is purely based on the statistics of the waveforms
and does not require any echo model. Among the multiple model-free retrackers available, the
improved threshold retracker [13] is usually considered as the best one. It combines the advantages of
the OCOG (Offset Center of Gravity, [14]) and simple threshold [15] algorithms.
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Over the last decade, a new approach called “sub-waveform” has been developed. It consists of
fitting only the portion of the waveform that contains the leading edge but excludes the trailing edge
where most artifacts appear (e.g., [3,8,16–18]).

The retrackers that are available in the different L2 products are summarized in Table 1.
The standard GDRs include two solutions: MLE3 and MLE4. The rationale of these two retrackers
is similar: fitting the waveform to a Brown model based on the MLE (essentially non-linear least
squares) techniques. The main difference between them is the number of parameters included in
the model. MLE3 estimates three parameters: epoch (i.e., altimetric range), Significant Wave Height
(SWH) and amplitude (i.e., backscatter coefficient-sigma-0), while MLE4 also retrieves the square of
off-nadir angle.

Table 1. Overview of different retrackers applied in different altimetry products.

Retracker Product Idea Sub-Waveform Comments

MLE4 SGDR 1 Brown model No Official standard retracker.
MLE3 SGDR 1 Brown model No
OCE3 PISTACH Brown model No Same as MLE3
RED3 PISTACH Brown model Fixed: bins: t0 + [−10:20] Simplified version of ALES
ALES ALES Brown model Adaptive to the SWH Two-pass retracker
ICE1 PISTACH Modified threshold No
ICE3 PISTACH Modified threshold Fixed: bins: t0 + [−10:20]

1: SGDR contains all GDR parameters, plus some supplementary items such as the retracker outputs and waveforms.

The PISTACH products provide four retrackers: OCE3, RED3, ICE1, and ICE3 [8]. OCE3 is
essentially the same as the MLE3 parameters in the GDRs. ICE 1 is a modified threshold retracker.
RED3 and ICE3 are the counterparts of OCE3 and ICE1 respectively, where the retracker is executed in
a sub-waveform version instead of on the entire waveform.

ALES is based on an advanced retracker called sub-waveform retracker [3]. It is an improved
version of RED3, and the difference between them is the estimation of the sub-waveform. In RED3, the
sub-waveform has always 31 bins (t0 + [−10:20], where t0 is the 32nd bin of the entire waveform), while
in ALES, the sub-waveform length can vary from 39 bins (for SWH = 1 m) to 104 bins (i.e., the entire
waveform, for SWH ≥17 m). In practice, the content of the ALES product is the same as the standard
SGDR product (Sensor GDR) plus seven additional parameters specific to to the ALES retracker.

3.1.3. Geophysical Corrections

In PISTACH and X-TRACK, state-of-the-art geophysical corrections other than those of the official
GDR are provided. For X-TRACK, only the ocean tide solution and the DAC are provided individually,
while in PISTACH, two to three values are given for each correction. Different sets of correction terms
obviously lead to different coastal sea level estimates.

3.2. Tide Gauge Data

The Quarry Bay tide gauge is a float-type instrument. It provides sea level data with an accuracy of
1 cm for a single measurement and is regularly calibrated every other year [19]. The tide gauge is located
at 114.22◦E, 22.28◦N, near the northern coast of the HK Island, separated from the Kowloon Peninsula
by the Victoria Harbor (see Figure 2). Note that ~95% of the Victoria Harbor shoreline is shaped by
human activity [11]. Thus sea level on this area is likely influenced by anthropogenic local-scale factors,
in addition to more regional and global ocean variations. Hourly tide gauge data were downloaded
from the Sea Level Center of the University of Hawaii (https://uhslc.soest.hawaii.edu).

A harmonic analysis was first applied to the tide gauge data in order to compute and remove the
tidal signals from the sea level time series. A time-averagedsea level value was also removed from the
time series in order to be consistent with the altimetry sea level data. Finally, the hourly tide gauge
data were interpolated to the time of the Jason-2 observations. Note that the dynamic atmospheric
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correction was not removed from the tide gauge data. This will be discussed in Section 5.5. The tide
gauge-based sea level time series interpolated to the closest Jason-2 observations is shown in Figure 4.
We observe a large seasonal cycle, due to the monsoon, modulated by important high-frequency
variations which can reach several tens of cm. In particular, a peak is observed at cycle 228. It is caused
by a storm surge associated with the violent Typhoon Kalmaegi that sideswiped the HK coast before
dawn on 16 September 2014. The Jason-2 altimeter flew over the HK area at 3.45 am (local time) on 16
September 2014, and the peak in the tide gauge sea level series is coincident with the typhoon event.
Therefore, this peak was eliminated in our analysis as an outlier.

0 50 100 150 200 250

Jason-2 Cycle Number

-0.5

0

0.5

1

Figure 4. HK tide gauge sea level time series (in meters) interpolated to Jason-2 observations.

3.3. ESA Climate Change Initiative (CCI) Sea Level Data

Global altimetry sea level data sets are regularly produced by different groups worldwide. Five of
them are solely based on the TOPEX-Poseidon/Jason-1/2/3 satellites (reference missions): AVISO
(Archivage, Validation et Interprétation des données des Satellites Océanographiques) in France,
NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration), GSFC (Goddard Space Flight Center)
and CU (University of Colorado) in the United States, and CSIRO (Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organization) in Australia. The Climate Change Initiative (CCI) sea level (sl_CCI)
project of the European Space Agency (ESA) has been developed in the recent years to realize the full
potential of multi-mission altimetry as a significant contribution to climate research [20–22]). In the
context of the CCI, altimetry missions have been reprocessed using improved geophysical corrections
and improved links between missions, providing reduced errors of sea level products. In this study,
we use the sl_CCI (v 2.0) data from July 2008 to December 2014 to estimate sea level trends in the
open ocean away from the HK coast. The sl_CCI v 2.0 data set is a gridded product at 0.25◦ × 0.25◦

resolution. The Sl_CCI project was not dedicated to estimate sea level near the coast. However, it can
be used as a good independent reference to link open ocean sea level variations to coastal altimetry sea
level, thus providing a regional context to interpret the coastal results obtained in this study.

4. Methodology

4.1. Altimetry Data Processing

As indicated above, current coastal altimetry products differ in terms of content. Thus a first step
consists of processing the different data sets to obtain homogeneous variables for further comparison.
Because there is no waveform data in PISTACH, we used the waveforms provided in ALES, and
merged PISTACH and ALES using the measurement time common to all products. In Section 5.4, we
also projected all along-track, cycle-by-cycle L2 data onto the X-TRACK 1-Hz reference grids to benefit
from the XTRACK improved geophysical corrections.
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4.1.1. Sea Level Anomaly (SLA) Estimation

From the altimeter range, once all the propagation and geophysical corrections mentioned below
are removed, we can deduce the sea surface height (SSH, i.e., sea level referred to a reference ellipsoid).
If we further remove a mean sea surface in order to overcome the problem of geoid estimation, we
obtain sea level anomaly (SLA) data. In this study we use SLA data, computed as follows:

SLA = H − R − ΔRiono − ΔRdry − ΔRwet − ΔRssb − ΔRtide − ΔRDAC − MSS (1)

In Equation (1), H is the orbital height, R is the Ku-band altimeter range, ΔRiono is the ionospheric
correction, ΔRdry and ΔRwet are the dry and wet tropospheric corrections, respectively, ΔRssb is the
sea state bias, ΔRtide is the tide correction (composed of the ocean tide, pole tide and solid Earth tide),
ΔRDAC is the dynamic atmospheric correction, and MSS is mean sea surface (in practice we used the
MSS_CNES_CLS-2011 model).

In some cases, R is not directly available (for instance, there is no specialized range parameter in
the ALES product), so it can be computed as follows:

R = T + E × (c/2) + D + M + 0.180 (2)

where T is the onboard tracking range in the Ku band, E is the retracked offset (with time dimension),
the factor “c/2 (c is light velocity)” is the scaling factor from traveling time to range, D is the Doppler
correction in Ku band, M is the instrument bias due to PTR and LPF features ([23,24] and 0.180 is a
bias (in meters) due to wrong altimeter antenna reference point [25].

In this study, we computed SLA time series using the altimeter ranges issued from six retrackers:
ALES, MLE3, MLE4, RED3, ICE1, and ICE3. For the MLE3, MLE4, and ALES retrackers, we first used
Equation (2) to compute R, and then applied Equation (1) to compute the SLA (because R is often
flagged in the GDR and ALES products). To validate our calculation method, we compared the MLE4
SLA obtained with the equivalent official “ssha” parameter provided in the GDRs, and found good
consistency. For RED3, ICE1, and ICE3, we applied Equation (1) to directly compute the SLA, because
there were no valid E values in the PISTACH product.

4.1.2. Choice of the Geophysical Corrections

The geophysical corrections near the coast also need specific considerations. The first error
source comes from the wet tropospheric correction because the onboard radiometer suffers from land
contamination in the coastal area. A simple but effective approach is to extrapolate a model-based
correction (using for example atmospheric reanalyses from the European Center for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts, ECMWF) but the corresponding spatial resolution is relatively low for coastal
applications. Other approaches include an improved radiometer-based correction accounting for the
land contamination effect [26], or the computation of GNSS-derived Path Delay (GPD, [27]). Since the
GPD has not been included in the current versions of the three coastal products analyzed here, we
used the decontaminated radiometer solution provided in PISTACH.

Concerning the ionospheric correction, the imperfect coastal altimeter range measurements
lead to significant errors, generating outliers in the correction values. We use the MAD (median
absolute deviation) technique described in detail in Section 4.1.3 to detect and remove the outliers.
The along-track profile of ionospheric corrections is further spatially low-pass filtered using a LOESS
(LOcally Estimated Scatterplot Smoothing) method with a cutoff frequency at 100 km.

The coastal ocean tide corrections, provided by global models, are also far from accurate. There are
five different ocean tide solutions available in the products, computed by two scientific teams: (1) the
Goddard Ocean Tide (GOT) models developed by Ray et al. [28], and the Finite Element Solution (FES)
models developed by Lyard et al. [29]. Two ocean tide solutions are provided in the official GDRs:
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GOT4.8 and FES2004. PISTACH contains two older versions of GOT: GOT00.2 and GOT4.7 as well as
an upgraded version of FES: FES 2012. In Equation (1) we adopt the GOT4.8 ocean tide solution.

Ray [30] compared different tide solutions against 196 shelf-water tide gauges and 56 coastal tide
gauges. Their accuracy was characterized by the RSS (root sum square) error of the eight main tidal
components (Q1, O1, P1, K1, N2, M2, S2, K2). For the shelf-water gauges, the accuracy of GOT4.8
was 7.04 cm along European coasts and 6.11 cm elsewhere, while the accuracy of FES2012 was 4.82
cm and 4.96 cm respectively for the European coasts and elsewhere. For the coastal tide gauges, the
accuracy of GOT4.8 and FES2012 were 8.45 cm and 7.50 cm respectively. In comparison, the accuracy of
GOT4.7 and FES2004 in shelf-water were 7.77 cm and 10.15 cm respectively. These results illustrate the
significant improvement in coastal ocean tide solution during the last 10 years. In Section 5.5, we also
compare three tide solutions, GOT4.8, FES 2004, and FES 2012, to assess their relative performances.

Another important altimetry correction is the sea state bias (SSB). The SSB depends on the
retracking algorithm, because it contains the tracker bias. A careful analysis showed that for Jason-2
GDRs, the SLA obtained from MLE3 and MLE4 retrackers has large bias. From a statistical analysis
based on cycles 1 to 238 for a couple of altimeter passes over the open ocean, we obtained: SLAMLE3

− SLAMLE4 = +2.3 cm. Near the coast, this bias appeared to be even larger and even more critical
as it was not constant. Figure 5 shows both MLE3 and MLE4 SSB corrections as a function of SWH
for an arbitrary pass (cycle 16, pass #153). MLE3 SSB has a clear bias (~+3 cm) relative to MLE4 SSB.
Moreover, MLE3 SSB seems to have many outliers, in particular near the coast. We concluded that the
bias observed between MLE3 and MLE4 sea level estimates corresponds to a bias in the SSB corrections.

Deeper investigation showed that the MLE3 SSB outliers are often related to large off-nadir
angle values (not shown), probably erroneous given the good attitude control of Jason-2. For that
reason, we adopted the MLE4 SSB in the computation of all SLAs, resulting in a relative bias <1 cm for
all retrackers.

In Equation (1), some parameters are available at 20-Hz (e.g., E), and others at 1-Hz (e.g., D).
We interpolated all 1-Hz parameters at 20-Hz and finally computed 20-Hz SLA. The 20-Hz SLA is
more useful for the retracker performance analysis, and can also be used for subtle feature detection.

Figure 5. Sea state bias (SSB) difference with respect to Significant Wave Height.

4.1.3. Data Editing Strategy

Near the coast, the number of outliers in data sets is obviously much larger than over the open
ocean. Thus the data must be edited before being used. The outliers are detected and removed using
the MAD filter. It is based on the median value of the data analyzed, which is more robust than the
mean value in the presence of outliers. For a Gaussian random signal, MAD is defined as:
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MAD =

√

2
π
·σ (3)

where σ is the standard deviation of the data. For the Chauvenet’s criterion (0.5% outliers for a
Gaussian series, [31]), it will be appropriate to set a threshold of 2.81 × σ, equivalent to 3.52 × MAD.

Therefore, values satisfying:

|x − Median| > 3.52 × MAD (4)

are defined as outliers. This is very similar to the criterion (3.5 × MAD) adopted by Birol et al. [6] in
the ionospheric correction editing process of the X-TRACK product.

Objectively, all outliers cannot be thoroughly detected by the above criterion. In the presence of
distorted waveforms, retrackers such as ALES can occasionally produce unrealistic SLA values, up
to tens of meters and hence increase the MAD. Some outliers may remain after editing in this case.
So we have defined a threshold value before applying the MAD editing. All the SLA values beyond
±2 m are deleted. Some high amplitude real oceanographic features (such as storm surge) may also be
deleted. But for the purpose of the present study, the storm surge events can be removed from the
analysis. Finally, almost all outliers are detected after this threshold is applied.

A typical along track profile of 20-Hz SLA before and after editing is shown in Figure 6 for a given
cycle (cycle #5 is arbitrarily chosen here). ALES is not as robust as the MLE algorithms for the last few
coastal measurements: it has many outliers in almost all cycles (in fact, the mean number of outliers
beyond ± 10 m in ALES is ~9 per cycle, much larger than for MLE3 or MLE4). However, after editing,
ALES performs better than MLE3 and MLE4, since it displays the lowest noise level.
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Figure 6. 20-Hz sea level anomaly (SLA) before (left) and after (right) editing. Jason-2 cycle 5 is
considered here.

4.2. Sea Level Data Analysis

After computing the SLA for each cycle and each retracking, the time series can be analyzed
to retrieve useful oceanography information. Because of the monsoon, the annual and semi-annual
signals are both significant near the HK coast. Therefore, at a first order, SLA variations can be modeled
as follows:

SLA(t) = a1 cos(2πt/Tyear) + a2 sin(2πt/Tyear)

+a3 cos(4πt/Tyear) + a4 sin(4πt/Tyear) + a5t + a6 + ε(t)
(5)

where Tyear = 365.2425 days, ε(t) is the residual SLA, a1 to a6 are the regression coefficients to be
estimated: a6 is a bias, a5 is the sea level trend, the annual/semi-annual amplitude and phase can be
deduced from a1 to a4:

Aannual =
√

a2
1 + a2

2;Asemi−annual =
√

a2
3 + a2

4 (6)
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Φannual = arctan(a2/a1);Φsemi−annual = arctan(a4/a3) (7)

Coefficient uncertainty is defined as the square root of the diagonal elements in the covariance
matrix of the coefficient vector.

In practice, we estimated the seasonal terms and trend separately: the seasonal coefficients were
removed first from the detrended time series; then the short-term trend was estimated from the
residuals (i.e., initial time series corrected for the seasonal terms) after reintroducing the initial trend.
In the latter step, a nine-point moving window (corresponding to an about 3-month cutoff frequency)
was applied to the residuals to reduce the intrinsic 59-day erroneous signal presented in Jason altimetry
missions [32,33].

Note that the computed trends based on only 6.5 years of data essentially represent the
inter-annual variability. These short-term trends are expected to be significantly different for long-term
trends estimated over the whole altimetry era. In the following the term ‘trend’ means ‘short-term
trend’. In this work, it is used as a diagnostic to analyze the quality of near-coastal altimetry data and
not the long term sea level trend related to climate change.

5. Results

5.1. A First Analysis Based on Jason-2 Waveforms Observed along the Track

The HK coast considered in this study has a very complex topography, so the waveforms are
diverse. In order to go further in our analysis we used the waveform classification provided in the
PISTACH product. It classifies the altimeter waveforms into 16 classes, including a “doubt” class. Based
on considerations on all waveform shapes, we grouped these classes into five categories (see Table 2).
In Table 2, for each category, we provide a general description of the surface observed and propose a
specific retracker.

Table 2. Overview of the five categories defined from the 16 PISTACH classes.

Category Waveform Characteristics Possible Surface Observed Retracking Strategy

Brown
The waveform is close to the
Brown model.

The land contribution in the altimeter
footprint is null or small.

MLE4

Distorted
Brown

The waveform is similar to the Brown
model, but with distortions (either with
an increasing plateau, or with a sharply
decreasing plateau, or with a too broad
noise floor).

There is land signature at the fringe of
the altimeter footprint, with different
reflection than over open ocean
surface.

ALES

Peak
dominated

One (or a few) large peak(s) dominate(s)
the waveform; there may be a Brown
shape in the waveform, but its maximum
power is much lower than the peak(s).

There are one or a few strong bright
targets (e.g., extremely calm water
surface or effective corner reflector,
see [34]) within the altimeter
footprint.

MLE based on
Gaussian model or
improved threshold

Brown + Peak

The waveform is a mixture of Brown
shape and one (or a few) peak(s) with
comparable power levels. The location of
the peak can be in the leading edge or the
plateau.

The portions of ocean and land
surfaces within the altimeter footprint
are equivalent.

MLE based on BAGP
(Brown with
Asymmetric
Gaussian Peak [35])

Others
Unexplained waveform patterns (e.g.,
very noisy echoes or linear echoes).

Unexplainable surface features (e.g.,
very composite geomorphology or
some extreme events).

Should be rejected.

We use these five categories to classify all Jason-2 waveforms used in our study. The resulting
percentages of waveforms as a function of category and case (i.e., distance to the coast) are shown
in Figure 7. In all three cases the most frequent category is “Brown”, and the second is “Distorted
Brown”. Not surprisingly, the percentage of Brown-like waveforms decreases when approaching land.
In case 2, more than 52% of the waveforms are Brown-like and in case 3 this number decreases to 37%.
Concerning the distorted-Brown waveforms, logically, their percentage increases when the distance to
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the coast decreases. It varies from 17% in case 1 to 27% in case 3. These results suggest that within a
shoreline distance of 5 km, a significant number of waveforms are Brown-like and that using a classical
open-ocean retracker can still provide good quality sea level data in this very nearshore area. However,
the use of ALES is expected to increase the number of retrieved accurate data, which is what we found
in the previous section.

Figure 7. Percentages of waveform categories in the 3 cases.

5.2. Sea Level Trend

5.2.1. A regional View

We first used the gridded CCI sea level data to obtain a regional picture of the sea level trends
from July 2008 to December 2014 (Figure 8a). To compare the gridded CCI sea level with the coastal sea
level estimated in this study (see below), we interpolated the CCI trend grid along the Jason-2 pass at
1-Hz resolution (~7 km). Corresponding CCI-based along-track sea level trends are shown in Figure 8b.
The uncertainty associated with the trend estimation is also provided (blue bars). These error bars
are rather large because the time span of analysis is short and the inter-annual variability is large.
Trend estimates using the whole CCI altimetry record (i.e., 23-years, from January 1993 to December
2015) display much smaller errors, but a behavior similar to Figure 8b is also observed, i.e., larger
errors around 16◦N than near the coast.

(a)

Figure 8. Cont.
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(b)
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Figure 8. Regional 6.5 yr-long trends in sea level derived from the CCI sea level data. (a) using gridded
data and (b) interpolated along the Jason-2 pass 153. Vertical blue bars in Figure 8b represent the
uncertainty on the trend estimation.

In parallel, in order to see the impact of the different altimetry products used here (thus of the
different data processing) on the results, the linear 6.5-year trends were also estimated along the
Jason-2 pass from both the raw and filtered versions of the X-TRACK SLA time series. Results obtained
from the filtered X-TRACK SLA are shown in Figure 9 as a function of latitude.

From Figures 8 and 9, we observe a significant spatial variability in the regional sea level trends.
The CCI map (Figure 8a) displays values of −6 to −4 mm/yr over the open ocean which tend to
increase to +2 to +4 mm/yr near the coast. Figure 8b illustrates how Jason 2 pass 153 captures part of
this regional trend pattern, with values varying significantly from −2 mm/yr to +4 mm/yr along the
track. In X-TRACK (Figure 9), around 20◦N, the linear trend is also relatively small (~2–3 mm/yr),
in agreement with the CCI data. A change is observed near 19◦N, corresponding to the along-track
influence of a narrow trench (the bathymetry rapidly decreases to ~−2500 m and then recovers to
~−100 m). As in the CCI data, the X-TRACK trends increase towards the coast but the values obtained
in the vicinity of HK are much larger than for the CCI trends: +8 to +9 mm/yr against +2 mm/yr.
The sea level trend at the last point of the filtered X-TRACK SLA is: +8.6 ± 2.2 mm/yr. However,
gridded altimetry products, such as in the CCI data set, have too low resolution to capture near-shore
sea level variations. This also explains why the trends of the gridded CCI data have larger uncertainty
than the unsmoothed X-TRACK data.
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Figure 9. Regional 6.5 yr-long trends in sea level derived from filtered X-TRACK data along the Jason-2
pass 153. Vertical blue bars represent the uncertainty on the trend estimation.

5.2.2. The Tide Gauge Reference

Using Equation (5), we computed the tide gauge trend over the 6.5-yr time span considered in
this study. We found a linear sea level trend value of +5.2 ± 2.0 mm/yr (after eliminating the outlier
corresponding to the storm-surge event). However for further comparison with the altimetry-based
sea level data, the tide gauge time series needs to be corrected for vertical land motion (VLM) [36].
This can be done using GPS precise positioning techniques. Yuan et al. (2008) [37] analyzed data from
a GPS station named HKOH, which is close to the tide gauge. VLM at HKOH was estimated to +0.22
± 0.46 mm/yr. Lau et al. (2010) [38] analyzed GPS data (2006–2009) from HKOH and obtained a
VLM estimate of +0.3 mm/yr (uncertainty not provided). The time spans of these studies are different
from ours, but because the VLM at HK appeared to be fairly stable over the last decade, we assume a
VLM value of +0.3 mm/yr. After correcting for VLM, we find a trend of +5.5 ± 2.0 mm/yr at the tide
gauge site.

5.2.3. Solutions Derived from the Different Retrackers

For each of the three cases defined in Section 2 and each retracker, we computed a spatially
averaged 20-Hz SLA time series (see Section 4.1.1) as well as the associated 20-Hz noise level (estimated
by the standard deviation of the 20-Hz SLA series). The results are shown in Figure 10. In all cases,
ALES solution provides the lowest noise level after editing, and MLE4 is slightly less noisy than MLE3.
Concerning the three experimental retrackers used in PISTACH, ICE3 has the lowest noise level, and
RED3 is slightly less noisy than ICE1.

Note that a problem was detected in some of the PISTACH SLA solutions: around cycle #150,
both ICE3 and RED3 have much larger SLA than ICE1, the relative bias being about 0.2 m. Comparison
with the tide gauge sea level showed that ICE1 SLA roughly followed the tide gauge data, while
ICE3 and RED3 data display large jumps. The latter severely influences the corresponding sea level
trend estimates.

Sea level trends obtained from Equation (5) are summarized in Table 3 (except for OCE3 in
PISTACH, which is the same as MLE3).
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Table 3. Estimated linear trend and associated uncertainty (mm/yr) as a function of sea level data
source and case.

Data Source Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

ALES +5.9 ± 1.5 +9.7 ± 1.6 +17.3 ± 2.3
MLE3 +5.0 ± 1.6 +8.1 ± 2.2 +2.6 ± 3.1
MLE4 +4.2 ± 1.6 +4.3 ± 2.2 +5.5 ± 3.5
ICE1 −29.1 ± 2.4 −27.5 ± 2.8 −22.9 ± 4.0
ICE3 +57.5 ± 2.3 +60.1 ± 2.5 +52.9 ± 3.0
RED3 +55.3 ± 2.1 +58.0 ± 2.3 +58.5 ± 3.0

XTRACK +8.6 ± 2.2
Tide Gauge (in-situ reference) +5.2 ± 2.0
Tide Gauge (After VLM correction) +5.5 ± 2.0
Regional trend from the CCI data 2.7 ± 2.0

From Table 3 we note that, using the tide gauge as reference, case 1 provides the closest estimate to
the tide gauge trend. Besides, we note a difference of less than 1 mm/yr for ALES and M LE3. This can
easily be explained. As shown in Figure 2, case 2 includes a number of small islands while case 1
contains more land-free areas, thus more accurate SLA data. Finally, case 3 has very few valid altimetry
measurements (usually less than five valid points), which is not enough to provide robust results.

MLE3 and ALES trends are both close to the tide gauge trend (within 0.5 mm/yr). The trends
estimated from MLE4 are slightly lower than for ALES and MLE3 but the difference is within the
error bar. The trends deduced from the PISTACH retrackers highly disagree with the tide gauge trend:
both ICE3 and RED3 show unrealistic large values (>+5 cm/yr), while ICE1 shows a negative trend of
−2 cm/yr. The ICE1 retracker may be inherently not accurate enough to derive trends, but concerning
ICE3 and RED3 retrackers, since the processing procedure used in this work is homogeneous, the
large errors may not come from the retracker algorithm itself, but more likely from errors in the basic
products. For example, in a new PISTACH version, the 18 cm calibration bias used in Equation (2)
may no longer be applied in the computation of R. Since the retracked offset E parameter is no more
accessible in the current PISTACH version, this hypothesis could not be verified. Anyway, in the
remaining part of the study we discard ICE1, ICE3, and RED3 solutions and concentrate on MLE3,
MLE4, and ALES which, in the context of our study, appear as the best available retrackers to capture
coherent coastal sea level signals from altimetry.
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5.3. Coastal Seasonal Signal along the Jason-2 Pass

Using Equation (5) we also computed the amplitude and phase of the seasonal signal for all
sea level time series. The resulting values are shown in Table 4 (for the annual signal) and Table 5
(for the semi-annual signal). All three cases give rather similar results that agree well with X-TRACK.
The annual phases lie between 300◦–360◦ and are significantly larger than the tide gauge-based phase.
Amplitudes are also slightly larger. The semiannual phases lie between 220◦–270◦ and are close to
the tide gauge-based phase. Amplitudes are also slightly larger. We cannot exclude that some local
seasonal signal at the tide gauge site is responsible for the difference observed between altimetry and
tide gauge data.

Table 4. Estimated annual amplitude (cm) and phase (degree) as a function of sea level data source
and case.

Data Source Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

ALES 13.05/344 12.49/348 11.19/2
MLE3 13.29/338 12.39/339 13.17/343
MLE4 12.96/339 11.44/340 11.12/348

XTRACK 13.23/338
Tide Gauge 11.46/311

Table 5. Estimated semiannual amplitude (cm) and phase (degree) as a function of sea level data source
and case.

Data Source Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

ALES 6.03/235 5.67/239 7.38/260
MLE3 6.17/241 6.76/252 9.24/270
MLE4 6.02/236 6.96/245 11.80/262

XTRACK 6.81/223
Tide Gauge 7.62/236

5.4. Relative Performances of MLE4, MLE3, and ALES Near Hong Kong

Here, we examine the relative performance of the MLE3, MLE4, and ALES retrackers in the
H-Kcoastal zone. Because ALES and PISTACH are L2 products, we used the L3 X-TRACK product to
project ALES and PISTACH MLE3 and MLE4 SLA onto regular 1-Hz reference points along the track,
allowing us to obtain SLA time series over the study period. Figure 11a shows the percentage of valid
measurements obtained for the different retrackers. MLE3 seems to be the most robust near the coast
in the sense that it provides more valid data. Figure 11b shows the time-averaged SLA values for the
three retrackers. Over the open ocean, ALES and MLE4 agree well (within 1 cm); MLE3 has a negative
bias of 1–2 cm. Near the coast, ALES shows less variations, while MLE3 and MLE4 display large peaks
likely due to retracking errors. Figure 11c shows the trend estimates for the different retrackers. ALES
displays the smoothest pattern, which seems to indicate a better performance than MLE3 and MLE4.
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Figure 11. (a) Percentage of valid measurements; (b,c) mean values and 6.5-yr trend estimates for
ALES, MLE3, and MLE4 retrackers. Results are presented as a function of latitude.

The sea level residuals obtained after removing the trend and seasonal signal are shown in
Figure 12 for MLE3, MLE4, ALES and the tide gauge data. A 3-month low pass filter was applied
to the different SLA time series. For most cycles, the altimetry-based SLA have variations similar to
the tide gauge, but the latter occasionally shows larger anomalies. In the first few cycles, the tide
gauge residuals have surprising low values, and around cycle 135–160 have a few large negative peaks.
Very local small-scale tides, waves, and currents may cause these sea level signals. The standard
deviations of the altimetry SLA residuals with respect to the tide gauge residuals, before and after the
3-month smoothing, are given in Table 6. The improvement due to the smoothing is significant, the
standard deviations decreasing by more than 50%. The consistency between the altimetry and tide
gauge residuals is about 5 cm, which is encouraging given that the study area which is quite complex.
ALES SLA has slightly larger standard deviation with respect to tide gauge sea level.
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Figure 12. Detrended and deseasoned SLA time series based on ALES, MLE3, and MLE4, with 3-month
smoothing (tide gauge SLA—noted TG—is shown as reference).

Table 6. Deseasoned and detrended SLA standard deviation w.r.t. tide gauge sea level (cm) for case 1.

SLA Series ALES MLE3 MLE4

Agreement 5.12 4.82 4.88

5.5. Impact of the Geophysical Corrections

As mentioned above, different solutions for some of the geophysical corrections are provided with
the different coastal altimetry products. This is the case in particular for the wet tropospheric delay
and ocean tides correction. In order to test their relative impact on the quality of the coastal altimetry
sea level data, as well as to define the best choice of corrections, we use the different possibilities in
Equation (1) to derive different sea level data sets (only one term varies in each case). Concerning
the wet tropospheric correction, we tested both the decontaminated solution from the radiometer [26]
and the composite correction derived from ECMWF and the radiometer. Concerning the tides, we
considered both FES2004 and FES2012, besides GOT4.8. We also computed a version without the DAC.
Given the results obtained above, we concentrated on case 1 area. Different diagnostics are considered
to evaluate the impact of the correction choice:

(1) Secular trend and uncertainty (mm/yr) computed for different retrackers (results are shown in
Table 7), and

(2) Standard deviation of the SLA residuals with respect to the tide gauge data (results are shown in
Table 8).

Table 7. Secular trend and associated uncertainty (mm/yr) for case 1, with different geophysical
corrections choices. DAC = dynamic atmospheric correction.

Choice ALES MLE3 MLE4

Standard choice (Table 4) +5.9 ± 1.5 +5.0 ± 1.6 +4.2 ± 1.6
composite wet delay +6.1 ± 1.5 +5.1 ± 1.6 +4.3 ± 1.6
FES 2004 ocean tide +5.7 ± 1.5 +4.6 ± 1.6 +4.7 ± 1.6
FES 2012 ocean tide +9.1 ± 1.3 +7.8 ± 1.5 +7.1 ± 1.5

No DAC applied +6.3 ± 1.6 +5.1 ± 1.8 +4.5 ± 1.7
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Table 8. Residual SLA, standard deviation w.r.t. tide gauge-based sea level (cm), for case 1, after
3-month smoothing, with different geophysical corrections choices.

Choice ALES MLE3 MLE4

Standard choice (Table 4) 5.12 4.82 4.88
composite wet delay 5.02 4.80 5.01
FES 2004 ocean tide 4.87 4.76 4.82
FES 2012 ocean tide 4.89 4.56 4.88

No DAC applied 4.84 4.56 4.76

Inspection of Tables 6 and 7 indicates that the impact of the wet tropospheric correction is rather
low. For the trend estimates, the uncertainties are the same but the composite wet delay results are
+0.1–0.2 mm/yr larger. Some values of the standard deviations of the differences w.r.t the tide gauge
data increase, but some others decrease.

The impact of the ocean tide correction appears much more important. The use of FES
tide solutions introduces slightly less residual errors than GOT 4.8. FES2012 decreases the trend
uncertainties, but the trend estimate seems too large (large difference with respect to the tide gauge).
Correlations for different tide solutions with respect to the tide gauge data are also shown in Table 9.
All ocean tide solutions lead to excellent correlations between altimetry-based and tide gauge-based
sea level. FES 2012 gives the highest correlation, FES2004 the lowest.

Table 9. Correlations of different tide solutions with respect to the tide gauge tide height.

Ocean Tide Solution GOT 4.8 FES 2004 FES 2012

Correlation 0.91 0.89 0.95

Remember that we did not correct the HK tide gauge data from the DAC. Assuming that the tide
gauge and altimeter roughly capture the same dynamic atmospheric effects, we should obtain better
statistics if no DAC correction is applied to altimetry. It corresponds to what is observed in Table 8.

In conclusion, we note that the choice of the retracker and of the altimetry geophysical corrections,
especially the tide correction, has a very significant impact on the estimated coastal sea level trend.

6. Discussion

There is a long-standing debate in the coastal altimetry community concerning the choice of the
best retracking algorithms and still today, no consensus has emerged. From the results of this study,
we consider that regarding the complexity of the corresponding radar echoes associated with the
variety of existing coastal land surfaces, the choice of the retracker should be specific to the coastal
area considered. We have however to keep in mind that this option does not suit for regional or
global applications because we need homogeneous data sets, which would be difficult to obtain if one
switches from one retracker to another as a function of the oceanic region considered. This would
certainly produce bias in the estimated sea level.

Although the results obtained in this study with ALES in the HK coastal area are already
encouraging, we believe that they could be further improved. For example, one of the most useful
advances in altimeter waveform processing is the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) approach
proposed by Ollivier [39]. The idea of SVD is to eliminate the waveform components which are relative
to the minor singular value, since those components probably arise from system noises rather than real
ocean signals. Near the coast, the waveforms can be very different, so only the “Brown-like” waveforms
were singled out (according to the “wf_class” parameter in the PISTACH product) to establish the
waveform matrix. Results for cycle #100 are shown here as an arbitrary example. For cycle #100,
there are 420 waveforms considered as ocean waveforms offshore HK, 342 of which are Brown-like.
Therefore it is sufficient to carry out SVD processing. We tested two typical thresholds: 90% and 80%.
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The 20-Hz epoch noise characteristics are provided in Table 10 (the 1-Hz noise is roughly similar to
the 20-Hz one). The measurements are split into two regions: far from the coast (shoreline distance
>10 km) and near the coast (shoreline distance ≤10 km). For both regions, the epoch noises are
significantly improved when using the SVD. The present study is somewhat preliminary since we
have not computed nor analyzed the SLA performances after the SVD processing, but this strategy
looks like a serious option to consider in the future for coastal altimetry processing.

Table 10. 20-Hz epoch noise (cm) for different singular value decomposition (SVD) configurations
(cycle #100).

Threshold Percentage No SVD 90% SVD 80% SVD

Far from the coast 8.66 8.05 7.52
Near the coast 9.41 8.90 8.60

The last ocean-like waveform 39.17 36.18 34.68

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we attempted to compare for the first time the three most advanced coastal altimetry
products for Jason-2 satellite altimetry: ALES, PISTACH, and XTRACK. The HK coastal zone was
selected because it is the only candidate in the South China Sea with available hourly tide gauge data
for comparison and validation. Besides, the HK coast presents extremely complex geomorphological
and environmental conditions that lead to quite different waveforms. We considered six retrackers:
MLE4, MLE3, ALES, ICE1, ICE3, and RED3, and computed Jason-2 sea level for each retracker over
a 6.5-year time span (Jason-2 cycles 1–238). We generated a time series (cycle-by-cycle) for each sea
level estimate in three cases, each covering different spatial scales. We found that case 1 is a good
compromise between coherence and accuracy, and may represent the best sea level estimate at the
HK coast. This is probably because, in the study zone, it contains more land-free areas than cases 2
and 3 much contaminated by the presence of small islands. An interesting outcome is that averaging
along-track altimetry data over distances larger than 10 km provides better agreement with the tide
gauge record than using only altimetry data very close to the coast.

ICE3 and RED3 retrackers show surprising large jumps (~+0.2 m) around cycle #150, that prevents
further quantitative analysis. Data from other cycles need to be analyzed to determine whether these
jumps result from a software bug (possibly different algorithm versions). A number of studies have
shown that improved threshold retrackers sometimes outperform physically-based retrackers, so if
any jump is always present, the data set needs to be corrected.

The results indicate that, in spite of the presence of large outliers in ALES (up to tens of meters),
after outlier-editing, ALES performs better than MLE4 and MLE3, both in terms of noise level and
uncertainty in the sea level trend estimate. We validated the coastal altimetry-based sea level by
comparing with data from the HK tide gauge (located ~10 km away). Applying a 3-month smoothing,
the standard deviation between the altimetry and tide gauge sea level time series is about 5 cm, which
is quite encouraging given the complexity of the study area.

Another interesting result is that the computed sea level trend within 5 km from the coast is about
twice the trend estimated at larger distances from the coast. This result, based on merging the CCI
open ocean-based sea level with the retracked coastal data, suggests that offshore of the HK region, the
short-term trend significantly increases when approaching the coast. This result cannot be generalized
for several reasons, in particular because the estimated short-term trends essentially represent the
inter-annual variability that may be different from one region to another.

Although the results presented here are encouraging, as shown in Section 6, the HK coastal
altimetry sea level data could be further improved by applying an SVD processing before the waveform
analysis. There is also certainly room to develop better altimeter waveform retrackers. Geophysical
corrections, in particular tide corrections, also appear as an important limiting factor for coastal
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altimetry applications. In parallel, even if they provide much shorter time series of data than the
TOPEX/Poseidon and -Jason missions, we could consider additional altimetry missions (such as
HY-2A as well as SARAL/AltiKa and Sentinel-3 based respectively on Ka-band and delay-Doppler
technology). In the near future, it will be also highly beneficial to systematically combine the best
retrackers and geophysical corrections, to provide a coastal sea level data set with global coverage,
usable for climate studies and coastal impact investigations.
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Abstract: Radar altimetry was initially designed to measure the marine geoid. Thanks to the
improvement in the orbit determination from the meter to the centimeter level, this technique
has been providing accurate measurements of the sea surface topography over the open ocean since
the launch of Topex/Poseidon in 1992. In spite of a decrease in the performance over land and
coastal areas, it is now commonly used over these surfaces. This study presents a semi-automatic
method that allows us to discriminate between acquisitions performed at high tides and low tides.
The performances of four radar altimetry missions (ERS-2, ENVISAT, SARAL, and CryoSat-2) were
analyzed for the retrieval of sea surface height and, for the very first time, of the intertidal zone
topography in a coastal lagoon. The study area is the Arcachon Bay located in the Bay of Biscay.
The sea level variability of the Arcachon Bay is characterized by a standard deviation of 1.05 m for
the records used in this study (2001–2017). Sea surface heights are very well retrieved for SARAL
(R~0.99 and RMSE < 0.23 m) and CryoSat-2 (R > 0.93 and RMSE < 0.42 m) missions but also for
ENVISAT (R > 0.82 but with a higher RMSE >0.92 m). For the topography of the intertidal zone, very
good estimates were also obtained using SARAL (R~0.71) and CryoSat-2 (R~0.79) with RMSE lower
than 0.44 m for both missions.

Keywords: radar altimetry; coastal altimetry; sea surface height; topography of the intertidal zone;
ERS-2; ENVISAT; SARAL; CryoSat-2

1. Introduction

Coastal regions represent only 5% of Earth’s land area, yet their societal and economical
importance are larger than their surface area suggests [1]. The land area within 100 km from the coast
accommodates about 39% of the global population according to the CIESIN (Center for International
Earth Science Information Network) [2]. Coastal systems are experiencing high pressures due to
population growth and the overexploitation of their resources. Anthropogenic pressures exacerbated
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by sea level rise and the increase of global temperature lead to a rapid and threatening environmental
change of these systems, which requires effective long-term coastal management initiatives.

Common features of coastal systems are coastal lagoons, occupying 13% of coastal areas
worldwide [3]. Coastal lagoons are defined as “inland water bodies, separated from the ocean
by a barrier, connected to the ocean by one or more restricted inlets which remain open at least
intermittently, and have water depth which seldom exceed a few meters” [4]. They are subject
to forcings from rivers, wind stress, tides, precipitation to evaporation balance, and surface heat
balance [4]. These ecosystems provide important services and societal benefits (e.g., food provision,
recreational, water regulation, etc.); however their subsistence is threatened by global climate
change [5]. Understanding the physical dynamics of these systems is of great importance in order to
direct the planning and implementation of coastal management strategies in coastal lagoons.

In the need for a better understanding of lagoons’ dynamics, satellite radar altimetry measuring
the variation of the surface elevation could be a very useful tool providing key information, especially
for non-monitored areas. However, using altimetry in coastal regions remains a great challenge
due to numerous issues including land contamination in the footprint that impacts the radar echo
(or waveform), but also the lower quality of the corrections applied to the distance between the satellite
and the surface (or altimeter range) than over open ocean [6]. Despite these shortcomings, recent
improvements in processing techniques (e.g., careful recovering of flagged data, applying specialized
retracking, improving the correction terms) extended the capabilities of altimeters in coastal areas [7].

This study analyzes the performance of radar altimetry to monitor sea level and to provide,
for the very first time, topography of the intertidal zone along the altimeter tracks in the Arcachon Bay,
a coastal lagoon situated in the south-west of France. The choice of this lagoon as a case study was
motivated by the coverage provided by ERS-2, ENVISAT, SARAL, and CryoSat-2 altimetry missions.
Our goal is to assess the evolution of measurement accuracy at Ku-band (ERS-2, ENVISAT) and the
benefits of the Ka-band (SARAL) in Low Resolution Mode (LRM). An assessment of instrumental
performance was undertaken as well for observations made by the Ku-band satellite mission CryoSat-2,
the first altimeter to operate in Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) mode.

The aim of this study is threefold: (i) to investigate the limitations and potential improvements of
altimetry to monitor lagoons Sea Surface Height (SSH), (ii) to test the capability of altimetry to retrieve
topographic variations and (iii) to optimize (time wise and accuracy wise) the processing of altimetry
data in coastal lagoons environment. Tide gauge measurements and lidar topography datasets were
used to evaluate SSHs and topography estimation made by satellite radar altimetry.

2. Study Area

The Arcachon Bay (44◦40′N, 1◦10′W) is a mesotidal shallow semi-confined lagoon, located in the
southeast of the Bay of Biscay (Figure 1). The total lagoon surface (174 km2) is composed of channels
(57 km2) that drain the intertidal area (117 km2). The main channels have a maximum depth around
20 m and are extended by a complex network of secondary channels [8]. The tidal cycle is semi-diurnal
with a weak diurnal inequality. The tide amplitudes vary from 0.8 to 4.6 m for neap and spring tides
respectively. The Arcachon Bay connects to the Atlantic Ocean through two narrow passes of 1–1.5 km
width and around 12 km long. The two passes are separated by the Arguin Bank. Important seawater
exchanges, reaching up to 384.106 m3 occur during each tidal cycle [9]. Freshwater inputs from small
rivers and groundwater are coming mostly from the Eyre River and the Porges Canal, located south-east
and north of the Bay respectively (see Figure 1). They represent more than 95% (73% and 24% respectively)
of the total annual freshwater inflows [10]. The intertidal area is composed of a mix of muddy and sandy
material [8]. A large zone of 70 km2 of the mudflats in the inner lagoon is covered with Zostera noltii
seagrass [11].
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Figure 1. (a) The Arcachon lagoon is located in the Bay of Biscay along the south part of the French
Atlantic coast. (b) The Arcachon lagoon is a mesotidal shallow semi-confined lagoon. Several altimetry
missions’ ground-tracks cover the lagoon: (c) ERS-2 (1993–2003, since 2003 ERS-2 has experienced
a number of failures), (d) ENVISAT (2002–2010 on the nominal orbit), (e) SARAL (2013–2016 on the
nominal orbit), and (f) CryoSat-2 (since 2010).

3. Datasets

3.1. Altimetry Data

Table 1 presents a summary of the main characteristics of the altimetry missions used in this study,
which are described in more detail below.
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Table 1. Main characteristics of the altimetry missions used in this study.

Mission ERS-2 ENVISAT SARAL CryoSat-2

Agency ESA ESA CNES/ISRO ESA
Launch on 21/04/1995 01/03/2002 25/02/2013 08/04/2010
End date 06/07/2011 08/06/2012 Present Present

Altimeter name RA RA-2 AltiKa SIRAL
Radar frequency Ku-band Ku and S-bands Ka-band Ku-band

Altitude 785 km 790 km 790 km 717 km
Orbit inclination 98.52◦ 98.54◦ 98.54◦ 92◦

Repetitivity 35 days 35 days 35 days 369 days
Ground-track spacing at the equator 85 km 85 km 85 km 7.5 km

Along track sampling 20 Hz (350 m) 18 Hz (~400 m) 40 Hz (175 m) 20 Hz (350 m)

3.1.1. ERS-2

The ERS-2 satellite (European Remote Sensing-2) was launched in 1995 by ESA
(European Space Agency). Its payload is composed of several sensors, including a radar altimeter
(RA), operating at Ku-band (13.8 GHz). It was sun-synchronously orbiting at an altitude of 785 km
with an inclination of 98.52◦ with a 35-day repeat cycle. This orbit has a ground-track spacing about
85 km at the equator. ERS-2 provided observations of the topography of the Earth from 82.4◦ latitude
north to 82.4◦ latitude south. ERS-2 data are available from 17 May 1995 to 9 August 2010 but with
a limited coverage after 22 June 2003.

3.1.2. ENVISAT

ENVISAT (ENVIronmental SATellite) mission was launched on 1st March 2002 by ESA. It carries
10 instruments including the advanced radar altimeter (RA-2). RA-2 is a nadir-looking pulse-limited radar
altimeter operating at two frequencies at Ku- (13.575 GHz) and S- (3.2 GHz) bands. ENVISAT orbits at an
altitude of 790 km, with an inclination of 98.54◦, on a sun-synchronous orbit with a 35-day repeat cycle,
providing observations of the Earth surface (ocean and land) from 82.4◦ latitude North to 82.4◦ latitude
South. This orbit was formerly used by ERS-1 and 2, with an equatorial ground-track spacing of about
85 km. ENVISAT remains on its nominal orbit until October 2010 [12]. From November 2010 to April 2012,
ENVISAT was put into the extending phase consisting of a drifting on a 30-day orbit lowered by 17 km.

3.1.3. SARAL

SARAL (Satellite for Argos and ALtika) is a CNES-ISRO (Centre National d’Etudes
Spatiales—Indian Space Research Organization) joint-mission that was launched on 25 February 2013.
Its payload is composed of the AltiKa radar altimeter and bi-frequency radiometer, and a triple system
for precise orbit determination: the real-time tracking system DIODE of DORIS instrument, a Laser
Retroflector Array (LRA), and the Advanced Research and Global Observation Satellite (ARGOS-3).
Its orbital characteristics are the same as ENVISAT (see above). The first four cycles of SARAL do not
follow precisely the ENVISAT orbit. AltiKa radar altimeter is a solid-state mono-frequency altimeter
that provides accurate range measurements. It is the first altimeter to operate at Ka-band (35.7 GHz).
Its accuracy is expected to be about 1 cm over ocean. Over the coastal regions, it is expected to provide
measurements significantly better than those from the previous Ku band missions. Improvements come
from the reduced footprint of the Ka-band (about ten times smaller in surface than it is in Ku-band)
and from the higher along-track sampling rate of 40 Hz (~175 km), twice that of ENVISAT [13].

3.1.4. CryoSat-2

CryoSat-2 mission was launched on 8 April 2010 by ESA. This mission is dedicated mainly to
polar observations. However, its acquisitions can be useful for ocean and inland monitoring as it
provides a global monitoring of the Earth’s surface [14]. The mission’s main payload consists of
a radar altimeter, SIRAL (Synthetic Aperture Interferometric Radar Altimeter), operating at Ku-band
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(13.575 GHz) in three different modes: Low Resolution Mode (LRM), Synthetic Aperture Radar mode
(SAR), and Synthetic Aperture Interferometric mode (SARIn). CryoSat-2 orbits at an altitude of 717 km,
with an inclination of 92◦, on a non-sun-synchronous orbit with a 369-day repeat cycle. The equatorial
ground-track spacing is about 7.5 km shifting every 30 days. The short inter-track distance increases
the sampling over the study area during one cycle [15]. For this study region and period, CryoSat-2
operated in SAR mode.

All altimetry data used in this study come from the Geophysical Data Records (GDR) made
available by the Centre of Topography of the Oceans and the Hydrosphere (CTOH—http://ctoh.legos.
obs-mip.fr/). They are sampled along the altimeter track at 18 Hz for ENVISAT, 20 Hz for ERS-2 and
CryoSat-2, and 40 Hz for SARAL (high-frequency mode commonly used over land and coastal areas
where the surface properties are changing more rapidly than over the open ocean).

3.2. Ancillary Data

3.2.1. Arcachon-Eyrac Tide Gauge

The Arcachon-Eyrac tide gauge is managed by the French hydrographic service
(Service Hydrographique et Océanographique de la Marine—SHOM) and the Gironde sea and land
state office (Direction Départementale des Territoires et de la Mer—DDTM). It is operating since
November 1967. The tide gauge (Figure 1) (1.163550021◦W and 44.66500092◦N) is a non-contact radar
sensor providing sea level measurements at 1-min time intervals since June 2000. These data are
made available by REFMAR (available online: http://refmar.shom.fr/, accessed on 10 February 2018).
Altimetry and tide gauge data timeline is shown in Figure 2.

 

Figure 2. Temporal coverage of the in situ Arcachon Eyrac tide gauge and altimetry datasets used in
this study.

3.2.2. Lidar-Derived Topography of the Intertidal Zone

The LIDAR data is extracted from RGE ALTI® product provided by the French national institute
for geography and forest information (IGN). Arcachon Bay raw data have been acquired by airborne
topographic LIDAR at low tide, on 25 June 2013, and interpolated on a regular 1 × 1 m grid for RGE
ALTI® product. The controlled altimetric precision for this data is 0.2 m. For the convenience of the
study, these data have been subsampled on a 10 × 10 m grid.

4. Methods

The following flowchart exhibits the different steps of the methodology (Figure 3). All steps are
described in the corresponding sections.
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Figure 3. The different steps of the method presented in the form of a flow chart.

4.1. Altimetry Data Processing

The principle of radar altimetry is the following: the altimeter emits a radar pulse and measures
the two-way travel-time from the satellite to the surface. The distance between the satellite and
the Earth surface—the altimeter range (R)—is thus derived with a precision of a few centimeters.
The satellite altitude (H) referred to an ellipsoid is also accurately known from orbitography modeling.
Taking into account propagation delays due to interactions of electromagnetic wave in the atmosphere
and geophysical corrections, the height of the reflecting surface (h) with reference to an ellipsoid or
a geoid can be estimated as [16,17]:

h = H −
(

R + ∑ ΔRpropagation + ∑ ΔRgeophysical

)

(1)
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where H is the height of the center of mass of the satellite above the ellipsoid, R is the nadir
altimeter range from the center of mass of the satellite to the sea surface taking into account
instrumental corrections, ΔRpropagation and ΔRgeophysical are the sums of the environmental and
geophysical corrections to apply to the range and respectively given by Equations (2) and (3).

∑ ΔRpropagation = ΔRion + ΔRdry + ΔRwet + ΔRSSB (2)

ΔRion is the atmospheric refraction range delay due to the free electron content associated with the
dielectric properties of the ionosphere, ΔRdry is the atmospheric refraction range delay due to the dry
gas component of the troposphere, ΔRwet is the atmospheric refraction range delay due to the water
vapor and the cloud liquid water content of the troposphere, ΔRSSB is the range correction due to the
interaction of the electromagnetic pulse emitted by the altimeter with the scatterometers within the
footprint. It is known as Sea State Bias (SSB) and is the sum of the electromagnetic (EM), skewness,
and tracker biases.

∑ ΔRgeophysical = ΔRocean + ΔRsolid Earth + ΔRpole + ΔRatm (3)

where ΔRocean is the value of the ocean tide, ΔRsolid Earth and ΔRpole are the corrections respectively
accounting for crustal vertical motions due to the solid Earth and polar tides, ΔRatm is the dynamic
atmosphere correction.

Altimetry-derived heights are automatically obtained from the GDR data using the Multi-mission
Altimetry Processing Software (MAPS) that is commonly used for the selection of valid altimetry
data and their processing over land and ocean [18–20]. More details on MAPS can be found in
Frappart et al. [21]. As the ΔRSSB values were most of the times flagged in the GDR, they were not
applied for the consistency of the series of observations. ΔRSSB corresponds to cm-level correction
applied to the range as it varies typically from −1% to 4% of the Significant Wave Height (SWH)
(e.g., Gaspar et al. [22]). In the Arcachon Bay, SWH is generally lower than 0.2 m but can exceptionally
reach 0.5 to 0.7 m for wind intensities greater than 20 m·s−1 [23]. ΔRocean and ΔRatm were not applied
as they also affect the measurements from the Arcachon-Eyrac tide-gauge. Due to the width of the
altimeters and radiometers footprints of several kilometers and several tenths of kilometers, radar
echoes are a mix of returns from ocean, intertidal zone, and from the surrounding environment (forests,
cities, roads, etc.) and microwave brightness temperatures are the combination of emissions from
a very inhomogeneous environment. The same set of corrections used for land hydrology will be
applied in this study.

The geophysical corrections applied to the range are derived from the Global Ionospheric
Maps (GIM) and Era Interim model outputs from the European Centre Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) for the ionosphere and the dry and wet troposphere range delays respectively.
The environmental corrections are obtained from the solid Earth tide [24] and polar tide [25] tables
for SARAL, and using the IERS (International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems) convention for
ENVISAT. Ranges used to derive altimeter heights were those processed with the Ice-1 retracking
algorithm [26,27] (formulation in Appendix A) because they are present in the ERS-2, ENVISAT and
SARAL GDRs and were shown to be more suitable for hydrological studies in terms of accuracy of
water levels and availability of the data (e.g., Frappart et al. [28,29]). For CryoSat-2, altimeter heights
were those processed by the Sea-Ice retracker [30].

4.2. Leveling to a Common Datum

The datasets used in this study are referenced to various datums. ENVISAT and CryoSat-2
altimetry data are referenced to WGS84 ellipsoid, SARAL altimetry data to the Topex/Poseidon (T/P)
ellipsoid, the lidar-based topography of the intertidal zone to the French reference system NGF/IGN69,
and the Arcachon-Eyrac tide-gauge to the French chart datum. A datum conversion from T/P ellipsoid
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to WGS84 is automatically performed for SARAL measurements using Equation (4) adapted from [31]
in the new version of MAPS implemented for this study:

Δh =
a′
(

1 − e′2
)

√

1 − e′2sin2 ϕ
− a

(

1 − e2)

√

1 − e2sin2 ϕ
(4)

where Δh is the variation of height at latitude ϕ due to the change of ellipsoid from T/P to WGS84
datum, a = 6,378,137 m and e = 0.081819190842621 are the semi-major axis and the eccentricity of the
WGS84 datum, a’ = 6,378,136.3 m and e’ = 0.081819221456 are the semi-major axis and the eccentricity
of the T/P datum.

For comparison purposes, they were all referenced to the Mean Sea Level (MSL). Datum conversion
for all data (altimetry, topography, and tide gauge data) were made using the French maritime altimetry
references [32] giving the vertical differences between the different datum (−44.8 m between WGS84
and the French chart, −1.98 m between the French chart and the French reference system, and −2.48 m
between the French chart and the MSL).

4.3. Extraction of the Topography of the Intertidal Zone under the Altimeter Tracks

For comparison purposes, the topography of the intertidal zone was extracted along the altimeter
ground tracks. For each altimetry measurement, the closest topography point was selected. The maximum
distance obtained between an altimetry measurement and its corresponding topography point is 10 m,
which is consistent with the spatial resolution of the lidar-derived topography (10 m). This extraction
was performed for every ERS-2, ENVISAT, SARAL, and CryoSat-2 cycle as the orbit of the satellites is not
exactly repetitive and generally varies within 1 km around the nominal track (Figure 1).

4.4. Manual Classifications of Altimetry Measurements and Cycles

Two types of classification based on ancillary data were made. The first one consists of separating
altimetry measurements between submerged and emerged measurement points. This classification
was made in order to use submerged points for SSH estimation, and emerged points for topography
measurements. The resulting altimetry levels were compared to Arcachon Eyrac in-situ gauge
measurements and lidar topography data respectively. To discriminate between land and water,
the topography along the altimeter tracks is filled with the water levels measured at the Arcachon-Eyrac
tide gauge. For each gridpoint of the Lidar-based topography, the gridpoint is considered submerged
if the water level is greater than the topography, emerged if not (see Figures 6 and 7 in Section 5).

The second type is a classification by cycle and it was made to separate cycles with emerged land
from completely submerged cycles. The cycle is considered as an emerged cycle if more than 20% of
the altimeter ground track flew over land. This classification was performed to assess the performance
of the automatic classification presented in Section 4.5.1.

4.5. Automatic Selections of Valid Altimetry Measurements

A method to automatically select the altimetry measurements (used for SSH estimation) over
emerged and submerged areas was tested. It is composed of the following steps.

4.5.1. Classification of Cycles between Submerged and Emerged Cycles

This first step discriminates submerged from emerged cycles using intrinsic altimetry parameters
in order to be completely independent of in-situ data. The rationale behind this step is the use of
different selection criteria for submerged and emerged cycles. The classification was made using
the unsupervised k-means clustering algorithm [33]. The number of clusters (k) was chosen to be
two for submerged and emerged classes and the distance measure technique used is the cityblock
(Manhattan) technique [34]. In contrast to the Euclidean distance (straight line distance between
two points in Euclidean space), the cityblock distance is calculated as the distance in x plus the
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distance in y (in 2D). The backscattering coefficient and the peakiness (the average of these parameters
per cycle) are the two parameters used to perform the clustering technique (peakiness formulation
can be found in Appendix A). Before data clustering, the latter parameters were normalized and
centered in order to unify their influence on distance. The use of these two parameters is based on
a priori knowledge that they present significant descrepancies between water-dominated footprints
and water-land-mixed footprints.

4.5.2. Grouping of Cycle’s Measurements into Four Equal Parts

In this step, the altimetry measurements made during a given cycle were separated into
four equally-sized groups. The four groups were separated by the following scores: Quartile 0
(the minimum), Quartile 1 (larger than 25% of the data points), Quartile 2 (the median), Quartile 3
(bigger than 75% of the data points), and Quartile 4 (the maximum). For each group, the standard
deviation is computed to assess its dispersion.

4.5.3. Data Automatic Selections

For cycles classified as submerged cycles, the groups with the least standard deviation
(least dispersion) are preserved. For cycles classified as emerged cycles, the first groups with the lowest
25% of values (values between Quartile 0 and Quartile 1) are preserved because these groups are the only
groups able to reach the water when land emerges.

The results of the two types of selections are compared in Section 5.2.

4.6. Passing-Bablok Regression for Method Comparisons

Passing-Bablok is the regression method used to account for agreement and systematic bias
between two methods (altimetry/tide-gauges or altimetry/lidar). We opted for Passing-Bablok method
instead of ordinary linear regression because it is not sensitive to the outliers or the distribution of
errors and because the independent variable (water level from tide gauge records or bathymetry from
lidar) is not free of error. This robust, non-parametric method consists of fitting a line describing the
relationship between the two variables (X and Y) and testing whether the slope is 1 and the intercept is 0.
In-depth details on the method can be found in [35]. The results are presented as a scatter plot between
X (method 1) and Y (method 2), a regression line, and a linear regression equation where the slope
and the intercept represent proportional and constant systematic bias respectively. A statistical test
of the assumption of linearity is performed using cumulative sum linearity test. Non-linear samples
are not suitable for concluding on method agreement. Furthermore, a 95% Confidence Interval (CI) is
also computed for the slope and the intercept to test the hypothesis that the slope is equal to 1 or the
intercept is equal to 0. These hypotheses are accepted if 1 corresponds to the slope’s 95% CI (if not,
there is a proportional difference between the two methods) and if 0 corresponds to the intercept’s 95%
CI (if not, there is a constant difference or bias between the two methods).

4.7. Absolute Calibration of Altimetry Missions over the Intertidal Zone

Comparisons between altimetry-based and in situ SSH from tide gauge were performed.
They require simultaneous in situ and altimetry measurements in the same terrestrial reference
frame at the exact same location or comparison point (e.g., Cancet et al. [36]). The absolute altimeter
bias (Biasaltimeter) is estimated as follows [37]:

Biasaltimeter =< haltimeter − hin situ > (5)

where haltimeter and hin situ are the height of the reflecting surface estimated from altimeter and in situ
measurements respectively. In this study, an absolute calibration is performed for estimating the bias of
ERS-2, ENVISAT, SARAL and CryoSat-2 for sea level measurements and topography of the intertidal
zone in the Arcachon Bay.
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5. Results

Depending on their overflight time, radar altimetry missions acquired observations of the
Arcachon Bay all over the tidal cycle. During low tide, they provide observations of the surface
topography of the intertidal zone whereas, at high tides, they monitor the sea surface height.
These changes in the nature of the reflecting surface, from wet sand and mud to sea water, modify
the radar echo acquired by the altimeter. Lidar-based topography profiles were extracted along the
altimetry ground tracks in the intertidal zone of the Arcachon Bay. They were filled with water using
the record from Arcachon-Eyrac tide-gauge corresponding to the altimeter overflights. They were
compared to the along track profiles of altimeter height, backscattering coefficients and waveform
peakiness (not available for ERS-2 in the CTOH GDR and only available at 1 Hz for ENVISAT)
estimated using the Ice-1 retracking algorithm for ERS-2, ENVISAT and SARAL and the SeaIce
retracking algorithm for CryoSat-2 (see [27]) for details about the computation of these two latter
parameters that are available in the altimeter GDRs). Examples for high and low tides using SARAL
and CryoSat-2 data are respectively presented in Figures 4 and 5 (same type of figures is available in
the Supplementary Material for ERS-2 (Figure S1) and ENVISAT (Figure S2)). SSH estimated using
altimetry data was given by the median of submerged points’ altimeter heights. For high and low
tides, SARAL and CryoSat-2 missions show relatively good correspondence with in situ measurements
while ERS-2 and ENVISAT show low accuracy, especially at low tides. ERS-2 is unable to accurately
retrieve topography variations due to both, the coarse resolution of its footprint and changes in the
range resolution between ocean (bandwidth of 300 MHz) and ice modes (bandwidth of 20 MHz).
As for ENVISAT, despite the important bias obtained, altimetry measurements follow the topography
variations and give an acceptable correlation coefficient as a result (see Sections 5.2 and 5.3). We observe
a significant increase in the backscattering coefficients and waveform peakiness values between high
and low tide (Figure 4c,d, and Figure 5c,d). This is due to the contribution of the emerging land to the
received signal. A slight variation of these parameters is observed as well at the extreme sides for high
tides where land and water fall together in the altimeter footprint.

 

Figure 4. (a,b) Examples of SARAL along-track profiles of altimetry height over water (purple crosses)
and land (green crosses) at high (a) and low (b) tides, the topography under the altimeter ground
track is represented in brown and it is filled with water (in blue) using leveled tide-gauge records;
(c,d) Variation of Ice-1 backscattering coefficients of Ka-band (red dots) and Peakiness (blue dots) at
high (c) and low (d) tides.
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Figure 5. (a,b) Examples of CryoSat-2 along-track profiles of altimetry height over water (purple crosses)
and land (green crosses) at high (a) and low (b) tides, the topography under the altimeter ground
track is represented in brown and it is filled with water (in blue) using leveled tide-gauge records;
(c,d) Variation of Retracker 1 backscattering coefficients of Ku-band (red dots) and Peakiness (blue dots)
at high (c) and low (d) tides.

5.1. Auto-Classification Using the k-Means Algorithm

Using the k-means algorithm, the altimetry cycles were classified between emerged and
submerged cycles. The evaluation of the auto-classification was made using the classification based
on in-situ data as explained in Section 4.4. It should be noted that the clustering technique was
made using two parameters (the backscattering coefficient and peakiness) for SARAL and CryoSat-2
(Figure 6), and using only the backscattering coefficient for ERS-2 and ENVISAT. SARAL showed the
best classification results with 100% accordance with manual classification. A good consistency was
shown also by CryoSat-2 and ENVISAT with ~80% accordance and ERS-2 with 82%.

Figure 6. Cont.
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Figure 6. Comparisons between manual (left) and automatic (right) classifications (made using an
unsupervised clustering technique) of cycles for SARAL (a,b) and CryoSat-2 (c,d).

5.2. Water Levels Comparison

For the selections made using MAPS, SSH estimation was given by the median of submerged
altimetry measurements made during one crossing (cycle). An automatic selection of altimetry data was
performed in addition to the manually refined data selections in MAPS. The automatic technique uses the
less dispersive quartile of measurements in each cycle for cycles classified as submerged by the clustering
technique, and the lowest quartiles for cycles classified as emerged. The SSH was given by the median of
the chosen quartile without eliminating measurement points classified as emerged by the classification
based on ancillary data. Figure 7 presents the comparisons made between SSHs acquired by altimetry
and tide gauge measurements for MAPS manual selections (left) and for automatic selections (right) for
ERS-2 (a and b), ENVISAT (c and d), SARAL (e and f), and CryoSat-2 (g and h).

Figure 7. Cont.
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Figure 7. Comparisons between in-situ and altimetry-based SSH for ERS-2 (a,b), ENVISAT (c,d),
SARAL (e,f), and CryoSat-2 (g,h) using two different approaches for selecting the valid measurements:
MAPS manual selections (left) and automatic selections (right).

Linearity exists between altimetry and the tide gauge measurements, for ERS-2, SARAL, and CryoSat-2
data for the two types of selections and for the automatic selections made for ENVISAT (Table 2).

Table 2. Passing-Bablok regression model and statistical results for the comparisons made between
in-situ and altimetry-based SSH (ERS-2, ENVISAT, SARAL, and CryoSat-2) for manual (MAPS) and
automatic selections.

Mission
MAPS Auto

ERS-2 ENVISAT SARAL CryoSat-2 ERS-2 ENVISAT SARAL CryoSat-2

Linearity 3 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
Slope 0.16 0.60 0.93 0.94 0.64 0.74 0.95 0.92

Slope LB 1 −0.05 0.51 0.87 0.85 0.23 0.67 0.91 0.79
Slope UB 2 0.44 0.71 0.97 1.02 2.07 0.83 1.01 1.01
Intercept 1.06 0.70 −0.06 0.10 1.43 0.66 −0.06 0.13

Intercept LB 1.36 0.74 −0.09 0.10 1.68 0.69 −0.13 0.11
Intercept UB 0.91 0.69 −0.02 0.15 1.02 0.65 −0.05 0.22

R 0.39 0.82 0.99 0.93 0.11 0.86 0.99 0.95
RMSE (m) 1.75 1.04 0.23 0.42 1.70 0.92 0.22 0.39

Mean Bias (m) 1.47 0.88 0.18 0.23 1.50 0.79 0.17 0.24
1 Lower Bound. 2 Upper Bound. 3 1 for accepted linearity and 0 for refused linearity.

ERS-2 showed the most unsatisfactory results with slopes lower than 0.64 and intercepts higher
than 1 (Table 2). The results obtained by the Passing-Bablok method could not be interpreted for
ENVISAT MAPS selections since no linear relationship exists with the tide gauge measurements
(a break is observed in the slope at 0 m (Figure 7c)). Low accuracy for MAPS selections made for
ENVISAT could be inferred from the RMSE and the mean bias obtained (1.04 m and 0.88 m respectively).
The automatic selections significantly improved the estimation of SSH obtained using ENVISAT data
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and rendered the linearity test positive. The slopes given by ENVISAT increased from 0.60 to 0.74 and
were accompanied by an improvement of R (from 0.82 to 0.86) and RMSE that remains important
(RMSE~0.92 m) (Table 2). As explained in Section 4.6, the method does not show proportional or
constant biases if 1 belongs to the slope CI (slope(LB) < 1 < slope(UB)) and 0 belongs to the intercept
CI (intercept (LB) < 0 < intercept (UB)) respectively. For SARAL, a better result is obtained using the
automatic selection showing only constant bias with no proportional bias (the confidence interval
of the slope contains the value 1). Slight proportional and constant biases are obtained for MAPS
selections. MAPS selections present better results for CryoSat-2 that shows slight constant biases with
no proportional biases for the two types of selections.

5.3. Topography Comparison

Figure 8 presents topography comparisons between lidar and altimetry measurements for ERS-2
(a), ENVISAT (b), SARAL (c), and CryoSat-2 (d). For topography comparisons all measurements from
every cycle were used along with the corresponding lidar topography measurements. Table 3 lists all
regression models obtained. Linearity was rejected only for ENVISAT data. Therefore, the slope and
the intercept obtained for ENVISAT could not be interpreted. Good comparison results are obtained for
SARAL giving a slope of 1.06 and an intercept at 0.01 with no proportional or constant bias observed
for topography monitoring. CryoSat-2 provides as well acceptable results with slight systematic
and proportional biases. Showing a positive linearity test, ERS-2 slope and intercept showed large
differences from 1 and 0.

Figure 8. Comparisons between lidar and Altimetry-based topography measurements for: (a) ERS-2,
(b) ENVISAT, (c) SARAL, and (d) CryoSat-2.
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Table 3. Passing-Bablok regression model and statistical results for the comparisons made between
lidar and altimetry-based topography estimation for ERS-2, ENVISAT, SARAL, and CryoSat-2.

Mission ERS-2 ENVISAT SARAL CryoSat-2

Linearity Test 3 1 0 1 1
Slope 1.39 0.92 1.06 0.96

Slope LB 1 1.08 0.84 0.96 0.86
Slope UB 2 1.75 1.02 1.19 1.09
Intercept 2.09 0.83 0.01 −0.09

Intercept LB 2.31 0.89 0.08 −0.04
Intercept UB 1.92 0.77 −0.04 −0.13

R 0.17 0.54 0.71 0.79
RMSE (m) 2.01 0.95 0.23 0.44

Mean Bias (m) 1.93 0.90 0.17 0.25
1 Lower Bound. 2 Upper Bound. 3 1 for accepted linearity and 0 for refused linearity.

6. Discussion

For each altimetry cycle of ERS2, ENVISAT, SARAL, and CryoSat-2, the water level of the
Arcachon Bay was estimated by computing the median of submerged points, and compared to tide
gauge measurements carried out at the same time (in a 5 min interval). Altimetry measurements above
emerged points were considered as topography measurements and were compared to the nearest lidar
bathymetry points.

Over coastal areas, the altimeter footprint is contaminated by signals from different surface types
which reduce the accuracy of the measurements [6]. For water levels estimation, SARAL operating at
Ka-band frequency shows significant improvement in the measurement accuracy (vertical resolution)
comparing to the ERS-2 and ENVISAT Ku-band altimeters, allowing better observations in coastal
areas like lagoons [38,39]. This improvement comes from the reduced footprint area (~6 km) of SARAL
which reduces the impact of land on SARAL waveforms. It should be noted that the use of Ka-band
is not the only factor that governs the size of the footprint, the larger bandwidth (~480 MHz) used
by SARAL has an impact on the footprint size as well. According to [6], SARAL AltiKa’s footprint
is ~0.8 times smaller than a Ku-band altimeter for a given bandwidth. CryoSat-2 shows as well
major improvements in the accuracy for water levels estimation comparing to ERS-2 and ENVISAT.
Operating in the same band (Ku) as the latter missions, the better performance of CryoSat-2 comes
from the use of the SAR mode of acquisition. The processing of CryoSat-2 SAR data is based on the
delay Doppler technique that reduces the footprint size in the along-track direction which makes
CryoSat-2 more suitable for coastal monitoring. The lower consistency with in-situ measurements was
obtained using data from LRM missions operating at Ku-band (ERS-2 and ENVISAT) especially at
low tides where its spatial resolution could not resolve the complex water-land mixture of the bay.
Figure 7 shows that above mean sea level ENVISAT was capable of estimating the water level of the
bay with a relatively low bias.

The results also show a great potential for radar altimetry to retrieve the topographic variation
of the intertidal zone. SARAL and CryoSat-2 show a large consistency with the lidar measurements.
ENVISAT was able to follow the variation of the intertidal zone bathymetry producing a correlation
coefficient (R) of 0.57 but with an important bias (due to the large footprint of ENVISAT).

CryoSat-2 was the only mission that flew over the “ile aux oiseaux” sandbank (Figure 1b).
Some altimetry measurements made by CryoSat-2 underestimated the elevation of topography in
this area. It is very likely that the cause of the high discrepancy is due to the penetration of the
electromagnetic wave in the dry soil (long time after high water). We calculated the maximum
penetration depth that corresponds to the electromagnetic wave frequency and the dielectric properties
of the sand (Appendix B). The differences obtained between the underestimated measurements made
by altimetry and the corresponding lidar measurements are lower than the maximum penetration
depth of 1.35 m which is consistent with our hypothesis. We eliminated the underestimated points
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from CryoSat-2 measurements and we observed an improvement in terms of slope (from 0.96 to 0.98),
intercept (from −0.09 to −0.08), and R (from 0.79 to 0.89).

In this study, an automatic classification of cycles was performed to discriminate between
submerged and emerged cycles. An automatic process was also envisaged to classify each measurement
point, using the backscattering coefficient that tends to increase for land-dominated areas. However,
an important limitation was encountered during the automating process. During low tides,
some altimetry points above water showed as well high backscattering coefficients, which complicated
the separation of emerged and submerged points using the backscattering coefficient parameter.
The high values of the backscattering coefficient obtained for water at low tides is most likely due
to smoother water surfaces in the channels than in the bay, caused by the reduced wave activity.
This reduced roughness increases the specular reflection and thus the power received by the sensor
(the backscattering coefficient). An example is shown in Figure 9 (left) for the cycle 20 of SARAL.
The backscattering coefficient of water in large channels (zone 5 and zone 3) is lower than the
backscattering coefficient of water in narrow channels (zone 4 and zone 2) showing values that
match land-dominated areas (zone 1).

 

Figure 9. Spatial variation of the backscattering coefficient for SARAL (cycle 20) at low tide along with
the corresponding waveforms of the indicated zones.

Figures 9–12 show the spatial variation of the backscattering coefficient for a given cycle and the
waveforms corresponding to different points in the bay. Figures 10 and 12 correspond to cycles crossing
the bay at high tides for SARAL and CryoSat-2 respectively (same type of figures is available in the
supplementary material for ENVISAT (Figures S3 and S4)). For SARAL (Figure 10) and CryoSat-2
(Figure 12), we observe at the middle of the bay (zone 3 and zone 4) that the waveforms look like
typical ocean waveforms. However, the waveforms at the edges of the bay (zones 1, 2, 5, and 6 for
SARAL and zones 1 and 6 for CryoSat-2) show a sharp rise. It is not the case for ENVISAT at high
tides (Figure S3). The waveforms of ENVISAT in the middle of the bay (zone 3 and zone 4) differ
from the typical ocean waveforms due to the larger footprint of ENVISAT. It should be noted that the
waveforms of CryoSat-2 at high tides maintain typical ocean waveforms closer to the coastline than
SARAL due to the SAR mode of CryoSat-2 that increases the resolution in the along-track direction of
the satellite. Another consequence of the SAR mode is the highly energetic waveforms.
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Figure 10. Spatial variation of the backscattering coefficient for SARAL (cycle 2) at high tide along with
the corresponding waveforms of the indicated zones.

 

Figure 11. Spatial variation of the backscattering coefficient for CryoSat-2 (cycle 2) at low tide along
with the corresponding waveforms of the indicated zones.
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Figure 12. Spatial variation of the backscattering coefficient for CryoSat-2 (cycle 5) at high tide along
with the corresponding waveforms of the indicated zones.

Figures 9 and 11 correspond to cycles crossing the bay at low tides for SARAL and CryoSat-2
respectively. At low tides, SARAL (Figure 9) shows peak shaped waveforms (relatively similar to
ENVISAT waveforms at low tides (Figure S4)) while CryoSat-2 (Figure 11) shows mixed shaped
waveforms. Typical ocean waveforms were not observed for low tides even in areas dominated
by water.

The use of satellite radar altimetry to monitor SSH and topography has the potential to be applied
in any tidal zone especially in remote areas where no tide gauge record or topography data are
available. Radar altimetry parameters (SSH, σ0 and peakiness) can be used to discriminate between
high (parameter values almost constant for a given cycle) and low (larger variability) tides. Until now,
only large submerged and emerged areas can be discriminated during low tides. Analyses of the radar
echoes (waveforms) can provide valuable information to improve the characterization of the nature of
the surface (emerged or submerged).

The new-era coastal altimetry satellites contribute to the advancement of coastal ocean observing
systems [40]. The launch of the SWOT mission in 2021 will offer new opportunities for monitoring
of coastal lagoons topography and changes in time thanks to (i) the acquisitions of elevation along
two swaths of 60 km of width that will provide 2D maps, (ii) its better vertical accuracy, (iii) its shorter
repeat period, (iv) the use of the Ka-band that has a smaller penetration depth.

7. Conclusions

This study is the first to demonstrate the capabilities of altimetry to retrieve the Sea Surface Height
and the topography of the intertidal zone in a coastal lagoon. Data from four altimetry missions were
analyzed over Arcachon’s Bay coastal lagoon located in the South-East of the Bay of Biscay: (i) ERS-2,
(ii) ENVISAT, (iii) SARAL, and (iv) CryoSat-2. The two first missions were operating at Ku-band in
low resolution mode whereas SARAL is the first mission to operate in Ka-band in LRM and CryoSat-2
is the first mission to operate at Ku-band in SAR mode. Altimetry measurements were validated using
tide gauge and lidar bathymetry datasets.
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Considering data from the classical LRM missions operating at Ku-band (ERS-2 and ENVISAT),
SSH and topography retrievals from ERS-2 are inaccurate whereas ENVISAT measurements provide
better results for SSH (R > 0.82 and RMSE < 1.04 m) than for topography (R~0.54 and RMSE~0.95 m).
However, SARAL and CryoSat-2 showed very satisfying correspondence with ancillary data with
correlation coefficient (R) higher than 0.93 and RMSE lower than 0.42 m for SSH estimations and R
higher than 0.71 for topography with RMSE lower than 0.44 m. It should be noted that the standard
deviation of the whole sea level records is 1.05 m.

Furthermore, a successful and simple statistical method (based on a combination of
a non-supervised clustering technique and grouping altimetry data into quartiles) was introduced in
order to select valid altimetry data. The purpose of this method is to accelerate the processing phase of
altimetry data and to optimize the accuracy of Sea Surface Height estimation. This selection method
showed very satisfying results with similar accuracy performance as the manual selections made using
MAPS software.

The most important limitation lies in the large footprint of altimeters. This coarse resolution
prevented us from automatically discriminating land from water using intrinsic altimetry parameters
like the backscattering coefficient or waveforms peakiness. However, we were able to discriminate
acquisitions made during low tides from the ones made during high tides, because at the scale of the
bay good contrast between low and high tides was obtained by the backscattering coefficient and
the peakiness.

While altimetry was able to monitor the topography of the bay, caution must be taken when using
altimetry data to retrieve topographic variations in similar environments. Dry sandy features are most
likely problematic due to the important penetration depth of electromagnetic waves in such mediums.
It is recommended to use this approach in areas exposed frequently to water.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/10/2/297/s1,
Figure S1: (a,b) Examples of ERS-2 along-track profiles of altimetry height over water (purple crosses) and land
(green crosses) at high (a) and low (b) tides, the topography under the altimeter ground track is represented in
brown and it is filled with water (in blue) using leveled tide-gauge records; (c,d) Variation of Ice-1 backscattering
coefficients of Ku-band (black dots) at high (c) and low (d) tides., Figure S2: (a,b) Examples of ENVISAT
along-track profiles of altimetry height over water (purple crosses) and land (green crosses) at high (a) and low
(b) tides, the topography under the altimeter ground track is represented in brown and it is filled with water (in
blue) using leveled tide-gauge records; (c,d) Variation of Ice-1 backscattering coefficients of Ku-band (black dots)
at high (c) and low (d) tides. Figure S3: Spatial variation of the backscattering coefficient for ENVISAT (cycle
21) at high tide along with the corresponding waveforms of the indicated zones. Figure S4: Spatial variation of
the backscattering coefficient for ENVISAT (cycle 9) at low tide along with the corresponding waveforms of the
indicated zones.
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Appendix A.

The Ice-1 (OCOG—Offset Centre of Gravity) retracking algorithm approach consists of replacing
the waveform with a box that has the same center of gravity as the waveform. The box is defined using
three measurements:

centre of gravity =
∑

n=N−aln
n=1+aln ny2(n)

∑
n=N−aln
n=1+aln y2(n)

(A1)

amplitude =

√

√

√

√

∑
n=N−aln
n=1+aln y4(n)

∑
n=N−aln
n=1+aln y2(n)

(A2)
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width =
(∑n=N−aln

n=1+aln y2(n))
2

∑
n=N−aln
n=1+aln y4(n)

(A3)

where N is the total gate number, aln is the number of eliminated gate in the starting and ending of
waveform and y(n) is the power of the nth gate. The middle of the leading edge point (LEP) is given by:

LEP = centre of gravity − 0.5 × width (A4)

Peakiness is a measure of how sharply peaked an echo is. It is the ratio of the maximum power
(highest bin value) to the accumulated echo power above the retracking point. The peakiness in AltiKa
GDR is given by:

PeakinessAltiKa =
Pmax × Nright

∑
NWF
i=1 Pi

(A5)

where NWF is the total number of the registering gates, and Nright is a number of points to the right
from the tracking point (i.e., above the retracking point). For SIRAL:

PeakinessSIRAL =
Pmax × 30

∑
NWF
i=1 Pi

(A6)

Appendix B.

The penetration depth (δp) of an electromagnetic wave in an homogeneous medium can be
expressed as a function of its dielectric permittivity. According to [41], it can be written as follows:

δp =
λ
√
ε′

2πε′′
(A7)

where λ is the wavelength of the electromagnetic wave, ε′ and ε′′ are the real and complex parts of
the dielectric permittivity respectively. Empirical relationships between dielectric permittivity (ε) and
soil nature and its water content were established. In this study, we used the empirical relationships
from [42] that have the following form:

ε = a0 + a1S + a2C + (b0 + b1S + b2C)mv + (c0 + c1S + c2C)mv (A8)

where S and C are the sand and clay fraction of soil given in percent, mv is the volumetric water content
given in percent, a0, a1, a2, b0, b1, b2, c0, c1, c2 are the constants of the empirical relationship given in
Table 2 of (Hallikainen et al., 1985).

Maximum penetration depth are obtained for dry soils (i.e., mv = 0). (A1) becomes:

max(δp) =
λ
√

a0′+ a1′S + a2′C
2π

(

a′′0 + a′′1 S + a′′2 C
) (A9)

Over the sandbank known as “île aux oiseaux”, we consider S = 100 and C = 0. This latter
equation becomes:

max(δp) =
λ
√

a0′+ 100a1′
2π

(

a′′0 + 100a′′1
) (A10)
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Abstract: Radar altimetry provides unique information on water stages of inland hydro-systems.
In this study, the performance of seven altimetry missions, among the most commonly used in land
hydrology (i.e., European Remote-Sensing Satellite-2 (ERS-2), ENVIronment SATellite (ENVISAT),
Satellite with Argos and ALtika (SARAL), Jason-1, Jason-2, Jason-3 and Sentinel-3A), are assessed
using records from a dense in situ network composed of 19 gauge stations in the Inner Niger Delta
(IND) from 1995 to 2017. Results show an overall very good agreement between altimetry-based and
in situ water levels with correlation coefficient (R) greater than 0.8 in 80% of the cases and Root Mean
Square Error (RMSE) lower than 0.4 m in 48% of cases. Better agreement is found for the recently
launched missions such as SARAL, Jason-3 and Sentinel-3A than for former missions, indicating
the advance of the use of the Ka-band for SARAL and of the Synthetic-aperture Radar (SAR) mode
for Sentinel-3A. Cross-correlation analysis performed between water levels from the same altimetry
mission leads to time-lags between the upstream and the downstream part of the Inner Niger Delta
of around two months that can be related to the time residence of water in the drainage area.

Keywords: altimetry; water levels; validation; Inner Niger Delta

1. Introduction

Surface waters, which are part of the continental branch of the terrestrial water cycle, play an
essential role in supplying fresh water for basic human and economic needs. They are strongly
impacted by climate changes and anthropogenic pressures caused by population growth and changes
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in agricultural practices [1–3]. Despite the importance of their monitoring for addressing integrated
water resource management, use in operational flood forecasting or disaster mitigation, reliable in situ
measurements of water stage and discharge has become increasingly scarce information due to either
the disappearance of the gauge networks or the difficulty to get access to data [4,5].

Satellite radar altimetry, initially developed for the measurement of the ocean surface topography
through the measurement of the distance between the Earth’s surface and the spaceborne radar
altimeter [6], has demonstrated its efficiency for deriving water levels of inland water bodies
(see Crétaux et al. [7] for a recent review). Radar altimetry, was initially used over land to retrieve water
levels over homogeneous surfaces such as large lakes and enclosed seas [8,9], but also at cross-sections
between rivers and altimetry ground-tracks of several kilometers of width in large river basins [10,11].
These early results were obtained using Geosat and Topex/Poseidon (T/P) ranges (i.e., the distance
between the satellite and the surface) derived from the Ocean retracking algorithm. Root Mean Square
Errors (RMSE) lower than 0.05 m and 1.1 m through comparisons with in situ water stages were
obtained over lakes and rivers respectively. The comparisons are performed at the so-called Virtual
Stations. Virtual stations (VS) are defined as the cross-sections of an altimetry ground-track and a
water body (i.e., lake, reservoir river channel, floodplain, or wetland) where the temporal variations
of the height from one cycle to the next can be associated with changes in water level [7]. With the
launch of ENVISAT in 2002, ranges processed using other retracking algorithms were included in the
Geophysical Data Records (GDR) made available by space agencies. Among them, the Offset Center
Of Gravity (OCOG, also known as Ice-1) was found to provide, most of the time, the most accurate
estimate of river water levels (with RMSE generally lower than 0.3 m and correlation coefficient R
greater than 0.9) [12]. Combined with the availability of land-dedicated corrections of the ionosphere,
wet troposphere delays and improvements in the data processing, this allowed the generalization of
the use of radar altimetry for the monitoring of inland waters [7,13].

Thanks to these different improvements and the use of high-frequency data (10, 18, 20 or 40 Hz
depending on the altimetry mission) instead of 1 Hz data (~7 km of sampling along the track) as over
the open ocean water bodies of a few or below one hundred meters of width can now be monitored with
very good accuracy (e.g., [14–16]). As radar altimetry data have global coverage and are freely available,
they are now commonly used in a wide range of hydrological applications ( see Crétaux et al. [7] for a
recent review), and, even in support for the management of in situ networks [17]. Until now, no study
provided a systematic assessment of the performance over rivers of different altimetry missions that
were operating since the beginning of the high-precision altimetry era, which started with the launch
of Topex/Poseidon (T/P) in 1992, contrary to that done over lakes [18,19].

The goal of this study is to evaluate the quality of altimetry-based water levels for all missions
in repetitive orbits whose data contained in the GDR were processed using the OCOG retracking
algorithm. For this purpose, comparisons between altimetry-based water stages and in situ
measurements from a dense gauges network were performed in the Inner Niger Delta (IND).

Several studies already used altimetry-based water levels to better understand spatio-temporal
dynamics of the flood in this region [20–22] and to estimate river discharges [23,24]. The IND was
chosen as study area as it is densely covered with (i) in situ gauge stations whose records are available
over the whole high-precision altimetry era and (ii) cross-sections between altimetry ground-tracks
from different missions and rivers of various widths.

A dense network of VS was built in the IND, composed of 52, 63, 623 VS for European
Remote-Sensing Satellite-2 (ERS-2), ENVIronment SATellite (ENVISAT), Satellite with Argos and
ALtika (SARAL) respectively, 31 for Sentinel-3A and 8, 8, 9 for Jason-1, Jason-2 and Jason-3 respectively.
At each virtual station, time variations of river levels from radar altimetry are constructed.

In this study, comparisons between altimetry-based water stages derived from acquisitions of
Jason-1, Jason-2 and Jason-3, ERS-2, ENVISAT, SARAL and Sentinel-3A and in situ water levels from
19 gauge stations located in the IND are presented in terms of RMSE and R. Intra-mission results
consistency were also assessed through cross-correlations between virtual stations along the river.
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2. Method

2.1. Principle of Radar Altimetry and Data Processing

2.1.1. Principle of Altimetry Measurement

The principle of radar altimetry is the following: a radar altimeter emits an electromagnetic
wave in the nadir direction and measures its round-trip time. The distance between the satellite
and the Earth surface—the altimeter range (R0)—is derived with a precision of a few centimeters.
The satellite altitude (H) referred to an ellipsoid is determined from precise orbitography technique
with accuracy better than 2 cm. Taking into account propagation corrections caused by delays resulting
from interactions of electromagnetic wave with the atmosphere, and geophysical corrections, the height
of the reflecting surface (h) with reference to an ellipsoid can be estimated as [25,26]:

h = H −
(

R0 + ∑
(

ΔRpropagation + ΔRgeophysical

))

(1)

where H is the height of the center of mass of the satellite above the ellipsoid estimated using precise
orbit determination (POD) technique, R0 is the nadir altimeter range from the center of mass of the
satellite to the sea surface taking into account instrumental corrections.

∑ ΔRpropagation = ΔRion + ΔRdry + ΔRwet (2)

where ΔRion is the atmospheric refraction range correction due to the free electron content associated
with the dielectric properties of the ionosphere, ΔRdry is the atmospheric refraction range correction
due to the dry gas component of the troposphere, ΔRwet is the atmospheric refraction range correction
due to the water vapor and the cloud liquid water content of the troposphere.

∑ ΔRgeophysical = ΔRsolid Earth + ΔRpole (3)

where ΔRsolid Earth and ΔRpole are the corrections respectively accounting for crustal vertical motions
due to the solid Earth and pole tides.

2.1.2. Time Variations of River Levels from Radar Altimetry Measurements

In this study, the Multi-mission Altimetry Processing Software (MAPS), developed by
Frappart et al. [27] was used to visualize and process the altimetry data over land [22,28–30] and
ocean [31,32] to build the VS in the IND. Data processing is composed of three main steps: (i) a coarse
delineation of the VS using Google Earth; (ii) a refined selection of the valid altimetry data based on
visual inspection; and (iii) the computation of the time series of water level. The altimetry-based water
level is computed for each cycle using the median of the selected altimetry heights, along with their
respective deviation (i.e., mean absolute deviation). This process is repeated each cycle to construct the
water level time series at the virtual stations and illustrated in Figure 1.

Altimetry datasets are referenced either to WGS84 ellipsoid or to Topex/Poseidon ellipsoid.
A datum conversion from T/P ellipsoid to WGS84 is automatically performed using Equation (4)
adapted from Jekeli et al. [33] and implemented in the version of MAPS used in Salameh et al. [34]:

Δh =
a′
(

1 − e′2
)

√

1 − e′2 sin2 ϕ
− a

(

1 − e2)

√

1 − e2 sin2 ϕ
(4)

where Δh is the variation of height at latitude ϕ due to the change of ellipsoid from T/P to WGS84
datum, a = 6, 378, 137 m and e = 0.081819190842621 are the semi-major axis and the eccentricity of the
WGS84 datum, a’ = 6,378,136.3 m and e’ = 0.081819221456 are the semi-major axis and the eccentricity
of the T/P datum.
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Figure 1. The different steps of the altimetry data using Multi-mission Altimetry Processing Software
(MAPS). First, a rough selection of the altimetry data (represented with crosses of color) is performed:
(a) all altimetry data located a few kilometers away from the center of the river are selected (left panel),
the major topographic features, such hills, river banks, tributaries, etc. can be identified (central panel),
temporal variations of the altimetry signal cannot be related to any hydrological signal (right panel).
Then, a more accurate selection is made; (b) the number of data is decreasing and outliers are removed
(left panel), the shape of the river and its temporal variations in width (central panel) and height
(left panel) becomes clearer. This process is repeated until final selection is achieved; (c) all subfigures
are derived from the MAPS Graphical User Interface (GUI).

Some along-track altimetry profiles exhibit a parabolic shape caused by non-nadir reflections
known as hooking effect (see Figure 2). Hooking effect is corrected as follows:

h(s0) = h(si) +
1

2Rcorr(s0)

(

1 +
(

∂H
∂s

(si)

)2
)

ds2 (5)

where s is the along-track coordinate, h(s0) is the altimeter height at nadir, Rcorr(s0) the altimeter range
at nadir corrected from the geophysical and environmental effects, s0 the location of the nadir along
the altimeter track, si the coordinates of the slant measurements, ∂H/∂s the rate of altitude variation
of the satellite along the orbital segment, and ds the along track difference between s0 and si. Then,
the altimeter height at nadir is computed using the summit of the parabola representing the actual
water level:

h(s0) = as2
0 + bs0 + c (6)

where a, b and c are parabola coefficients calculating using a least-square fitting of the altimeter data
affected by hooking.
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Finally, s0 and h(s0) are defined as follow:

s0 = − b
2a

and h(s0) = c − b
4a

(7)

h(s0) = as2
0 + bs0 + c (8)

Figure 2. Example of the hooking correction. (a) On a rough selection, parabolic profiles in different
cycles were identified. (b) Zooming on them, it appears that they are responsible for deviation of
several tenths of centimeters of the river levels. (c)Once the correction of the hooking effect is applied,
the deviation is reduced to a maximum of a couple of tenths cm).

2.2. Validation of the Altimetry-Based Water Levels

Validation of the altimetry-based water levels is performed against records from the closest in
situ gauge stations. The along-stream distance between a VS and the closest in situ gauge stations is
generally lower than 100 km (see Tables S1–S5). Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), R and R2 values
were estimated between altimetry-based water levels and in situ ones measured the same day using
the classical formulas:

RMSE =

(

1
n

n

∑
i=1

(halti(ti)− hin situ(ti))
2

)1/2

(9)

R =
∑

n
i=1 (halti(ti)− 〈halti(ti)〉)(hin situ(ti)− 〈hin situ(ti)〉)

(

∑
n
i=1(halti(ti)− 〈halti(ti)〉)2

)1/2(

∑
n
i=1(hin situ(ti)− 〈hin situ(ti)〉)2

)1/2 (10)
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R2 =
∑

n
i=1(halti(ti)− 〈hin situ(ti)〉)2

∑
n
i=1(hin situ(ti)− 〈hin situ(ti)〉)2 (11)

where halti and hin situ are the altimetry-based and the in situ water stages respectively, ti is the
measurement time and n the number of common observations. The average of a variable x is written
<x>.

As the in situ gauge stations are leveled against a reference unavailable to us, no bias estimates
were computed between the in situ and the altimetry-based water levels, but they were between the
different missions in the same orbit as follows:

Bias =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

(halti1(ti)− halti2(ti)) (12)

while halti1 is the more recent mission in the orbit and halti2 is the older one.
The consistency of the intra-mission altimetry-based water levels as well as likely time-lag between

water stages in the IND were estimated using the maximum of the cross-correlation function Rhh and
the argument of the maximum:

Rhh(τ) =
∑

n
i=1 (halti(ti)− 〈halti(ti)〉)(hin situ(ti − τ)− 〈hin situ(ti)〉)

(

∑
n
i=1(halti(ti)− 〈halti(ti)〉)2

)1/2(

∑
n
i=1(hin situ(ti − τ)− 〈hin situ(ti)〉)2

)1/2 (13)

where τ is the time displacement.

3. Study Area and Datasets

3.1. Study Area

The IND is an extensive Sahelian floodplain located between longitudes 3–5◦ W and latitudes
13–17◦ N in Central Mali (Figure 3a). It is encompassed between the in situ gauge stations of Macina
(−5.37◦ W, 13.95◦ N), on the Niger River, and Douna (−5.9◦ W, 13.22 ◦N), on the Bani River, upstream,
and Diré (−3.38◦ W, 16.27◦ N), downstream. Its drainage area represents a surface of 73,000 km2 [35].
The flooded area extent depends on the intensity of the West African Monsoon and can reach 35,000 km2

during the wettest rainy seasons [36–40]. The flooding period ranges from August to December and
during the dry season, from March to May, the area dries out with the exception of the rivers mainstem
and the permanent lakes3.2. Radar Altimetry Data

The data used in this study come from the acquisitions of the following radar altimetry missions
in their nominal orbit: Jason-1 (2002–2008), Jason-2 (2008–2016), Jason-3 (since 01/2016), ERS-2
(05/1995–06/2003), ENVISAT (03/2002–10/2010), SARAL (02/2013–2016), Sentinel-3A (since 02/2016).
The main characteristics of these missions are presented below.

3.1.1. Missions with a 35-Day Repeat Period (European Remote-Sensing Satellite-2 (ERS-2),
ENVIronment SATellite (ENVISAT), Satellite with Argos and ALtika (SARAL))

ERS-2, ENVISAT and SARAL orbited at an average altitude of 790 km, with an inclination of
98.54◦, in a sun-synchronous orbit with a 35-day repeat cycle. They provided observations of the Earth
surface (ocean, land, and ice caps) from 82.4◦ latitude north to 82.4◦ latitude south. This orbit was
formerly used by ERS-1 mission, with an equatorial ground-track spacing of about 85 km.

ERS-2 was launched in 1995 by the European Space Agency (ESA) as ERS-1 follow-on mission.
The satellite carries, among other instruments, a radar altimeter (RA) operating at Ku-band (13.8 GHz)
developed for measuring height over ocean, land and ice caps. ERS-2 data are available from 17 May
1995 to 9 August 2010. After 22 June 2003, the dataset coverage is limited to ground station visibility.

ENVISAT mission was launched on 1 March 2002 by ESA. It carried 10 instruments including the
advanced radar altimeter (RA-2). It was based on the heritage of the sensor on-board the ERS-1 and
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2 satellites. RA-2 was a nadir-looking pulse-limited radar altimeter operating at two frequencies at Ku-
(13.575 GHz), as ERS-1 and 2, and S-(3.2 GHz) bands [41]. ENVISAT remained in its nominal orbit
until October 2010 and its mission ended on 8 April 2012. RA-2 stopped operating correctly at S-band
in January 2008.

Figure 3. (a) Location of the IND in Africa; (b) Altimetry tracks over the IND from European
Remote-Sensing Satellite-2 (ERS-2), ENVIronment SATellite (ENVISAT), Satellite with Argos and
ALtika (SARAL) (blue dots), Jasons-1/Jason-2/Jason-3 (yellow dots) and Sentinel-3A (red dots);
and (c) Location of virtual stations to calculate water levels (colored circles) using altimetry data
and in situ gauge stations (black diamonds) in IND.

SARAL mission was launched on 25 February 2013. SARAL is a new collaboration between Centre
National d’Etudes Spatiales (CNES) and Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO). Its payload
comprises the AltiKa radar altimeter and bi-frequency radiometer, and a triple system for precise
orbit determination: the real-time tracking system Détermination Immédiate d’Orbite par Doris
embarqué (DIODE) of the Doppler Orbitography and Radio-positioning Integrated by Satellite (DORIS)
instrument, a Laser Retroflector Array (LRA), and the Advance Research and Global Observation
Satellite (ARGOS-3). AltiKa radar altimeter is a solid-state mono-frequency altimeter that provides
accurate range measurements. It is the first altimeter to operate in the Ka-band (35.75 GHz) [42]. It has
been put in a drifting orbit since July 2016.

3.1.2. Missions with a 10-Day Repeat Period (Jason-1, Jason-2 and Jason-3)

Jason-1, Jason-2 and Jason-3 orbit at an altitude of 1336 km, with an inclination of 66◦, on a 10-day
repeat cycle, providing observations of the Earth surface (ocean and land) from 66◦ latitude North to
66◦ latitude South, with an equatorial ground-track spacing of about 315 km. This orbit was formerly
used by Topex/Poseidon mission.

Jason-1 mission was launched on 7 December 2001 by a cooperation between CNES and
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Jason-1 sensors are based on the former
Topex/Poseidon missions, composed of the Poseidon-2 altimeter which is a two-frequency altimeter
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with C (5.3 GHz) and Ku (13.575 GHz) -bands. Its payload is also composed of the Jason Microwave
Radiometer from NASA and a triple system for precise orbit determination: DORIS instrument from
the CNES, Black Jack Global Positioning System receiver from NASA and a LRA from NASA/Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) [43]. Jason-1 remained in its nominal orbit until 26 January 2009 and was
decommissioned on 21 June 2013.

Jason-2 mission was launched on 20 June 2008 as a cooperation between CNES, the European
Organization for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT), NASA and the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Its payload is mostly composed of the Poseidon-3
radar altimeter from CNES, the Advanced Microwave Radiometer (AMR) from JPL/NASA, and a triple
system for precise orbit determination: the real-time tracking system DIODE of DORIS instrument from
CNES, a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) receiver and a LRA from NASA/JPL. Poseidon-3
radar altimeter is a two-frequency solid-state altimeter that measures accurately the distance between
the satellite and the surface (range) and provides ionospheric corrections over the ocean [44]. It operates
at Ku and C bands. Raw data are processed by SSALTO (Segment Sol multimissions d’ALTimétrie,
d’Orbitographie). Jason-2 remained in its nominal orbit until 3 July 2016.

Jason-3 mission was launched on 17 January 2016 as cooperation between CNES, EUMETSAT,
NASA and NOAA. This satellite is composed of Poseidon-3B radar altimeter with a Precise Orbit
Determination (POD) package with a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver, DORIS and a LRA
from NASA/JPL.

3.1.3. Mission with a 27-Day Repeat Period (Sentinel-3A)

Sentinel-3A mission was launched on 16 February 2016 by ESA to an orbit of altitude 814 km.
The satellite caries one altimeter radar called SRAL (SAR Radar ALtimeter), a dual-frequency SAR
altimeter (Ku-band at 13.575 GHz and C-band at 5.41 GHz). Its payload comprises also a Microwave
Radiometer (MWR) instrument for wet path delay measurements and a triple system for precise orbit
determination: a POD including a GPS receiver, a LRA and a DORIS instrument [45].

All this information is summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Major characteristics of the high-precision radar altimetry missions used in this study.

Mission Jason-1/2/3
ERS-2

ENVISAT
SARAL Sentinel-3A

Instrument
Poseidon-2
Poseidon-3

Poseidon-3B

Radar Altimeter (RA)
Radar Altimeter (RA-2)

AltiKa
Sar Radar Altimeter

(SRAL)

Space agency
Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales
(CNES), National Aeronautics and

Space Administraion (NASA)

European Space Agency
(ESA)

CNES, Indian Space
Research Organization

(ISRO)

European Space Agency
(ESA)

Operation
2001–2013
Since 2008
Since 2016

1995–2003
2002–2012

Since 2013 Since 2016

Acquisition mode Low Resolution Mode (LRM) LRM LRM
Pseudo Low Resolution

Mode (PLRM), SAR

Acquisition Along-track Along-track Along-track Along-track

Frequency (GHz)
13.575 (Ku)

5.3 (C)

13.8 (Ku)
13.575 (Ku)

3.2 (S)
35.75 (Ka)

13.575 (Ku)
5.41 (C)

Altitude (km) 1315 800 800 814.5

Orbit inclination (◦) 66 98.55 98.55 98.65

Repetitively (days) 9.9156 35 35 27

Equatorial cross-track
separation (km)

315 75 75 104

The data used in this study are summarized in Table 2. Ranges used to derive altimeter heights
and backscattering coefficients are those processed with OCOG/Ice-1/Ice retracking algorithm [46].
Previous studies showed that Ice-1-derived altimetry heights are the more suitable for hydrological
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studies in terms of accuracy of water levels and availability of the data (e.g., [12,47,48]) among the
commonly available retracked data present in the GDRs.

Table 2. Major characteristics of the high-precision radar altimetry missions used in this study.

Altimetry
Mission

Jason-1 Jason-2 Jason-3 ERS-2 ENVISAT SARAL Sentinel-3A

GDR E D D

Centre de
Topographie des

Océans et de
l’Hydrosphère
(CTOH) [13]

V2.1 T
ESA IPF

06.07 land

Along-track
sampling

20 Hz 20 Hz 20 Hz 20 Hz 18 Hz 40 Hz 20 Hz

Retracker ICE ICE ICE ICE-1 ICE-1 ICE-1

Offset
Centre of
gravity

(OCOG)

ΔRiono GIM-based

ΔRdry

European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)-based

using Digital Elevation Model (DEM)

ECMWF-based
using h from

altimeter
ECMWF-based using DEM

ΔRwet ECMWF-based using DEM

ΔRsolid Earth Based on Catwright et al. [49]

ΔRpole Based on Wahr et al. [50]

3.2. In Situ Water Levels

Daily stage records from 19 in situ gauge stations located in the IND were used in this study
to validate altimetry-based water levels (see Table 3 for their names, locations and periods of data
availability and Figure 3c for their locations). Measurements were acquired at 12:00 a.m. local time.
They are made available by the Malian water agency (Direction Nationale de l’Hydraulique—DNH).

Table 3. List of in situ gauge stations in the IND used this study.

In Situ Gauge Station Longitude (◦) Latitude (◦) Validation Period

Akka −4.23 15.39 1992–2017
Diondiori −4.78 14.61 2008–2010

Diré −3.38 16.27 1991–2017
Douna −5.90 13.22 1991–2004

Goundam −3.65 16.42 2009–2017
Kakagnan −4.33 14.93 2008–2010

Kara −5.01 14.16 1992–2011
Kirango −6.07 13.7 2015–2017
Konna −3.9 14.95 1992–1999

Koryoumé −3.03 16.67 1992–2017
Macina −5.29 14.14 1991–2017
Mopti −4.18 14.48 1991–2017
Sévéri −4.19 14.75 2008–2010
Sormé −4.4 14.87 2008–2010

Sossobé −4.67 14.56 2008–2010
Tilembeya −4.98 14.15 1991–2006

Toguéré Kou −4.59 14.93 2008–2010
Tonka −3.76 16.11 1991–2017

Tou −4.52 14.13 2008–2010
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4. Results

4.1. Direct Validation of the Altimetry-Based Water Stages

The nominal altimetry ground-tracks from ERS-2, ENVISAT, SARAL (35-day repeat orbit),
Sentinel-3A (27-day repeat orbit), Jason-1, Jason-2 and Jason-3 (10-day repeat orbit) missions present a
large number of cross-sections with river streams and floodplains in the IND (see Figure 3b). A dense
network of virtual stations from different missions was defined in the IND (see Table 4). Virtual station
(VS) locations in the IND are presented in Figure 3c.

Table 4. Number of virtual stations defined in the IND for each mission.

Mission ERS-2 ENVISAT SARAL Sentinel-3A Jason-1 Jason-2 Jason-3

Number of virtual
stations (VS)

52 63 62 31 8 8 9

Altimetry-based water levels were compared to water stage records from close in situ gauge.
These comparisons were performed for VS located on the rivers and not on the floodplains for distances
between the in situ gauge and the VS lower than 100 km. In situ gauge records from 19 stations were
used to perform the 89 following comparisons:

• 19 against ERS-2-based water stages;
• 32 against ENVISAT-based water stages;
• 14 against SARAL-based water stages;
• 3 against Jason-1 and Jason-2-based water stages;
• 2 against Jason-3-based water stages;
• 16 against Sentinel-3A-based water stages.

The complete results of these comparisons (distance between the in situ gauge and the VS,
number of data used for comparisons (N), RMSE, R and R2) are presented in Tables S1 to S5 for ERS-2,
ENVISAT, SARAL, Jason-1/2/3 and Sentinel-3A missions (in supplementary information). The results
of these comparisons are also presented as maps in Figure 4 for the altimetry missions that were
launched before 2010 (ERS-2, ENVISAT, Jason-1 and 2) and in Figure 5 for the most recent missions.
The number of data used for the comparison is, most of the time, statistically significant, except for
15 comparisons against ENVISAT (less than 20 common observations), 4 against SARAL (less than
15 common observations) as well as the whole comparisons against Sentinel-3A as only 16 cycles
were used:

• between 28 and 70 for the 19 ERS-2-based time series of water level (out of 85 available cycles);
• between 7 and 81 for 32 ENVISAT-based time series of water level (out of 89 available cycles);
• between 6 and 28 for the 14 SARAL-based time series of water level (out of 35 available cycles);
• between 46 and 147 for the 3 Jason-1-based time series of water level (out of 262 available cycles);
• between 37 and 72 for the 3 Jason-2-based time series of water level (out of 303 available cycles);
• between 45 and 50 for the 2 Jason-3-based time series of water level (out of 55 available cycles);
• between 3 and 15 for the 16 Sentinel-3A-based time series of water level (out of 16 available cycles).

Very good agreements were generally found between altimetry-based and in situ water stages
for all the missions over a total of 89 comparisons performed. Values of R greater than 0.95 were
obtained 41 times (45%), between 0.95 and 0.9, 18 times (20%), and between 0.8 and 0.9, 18 times
(20%). Correlation coefficients R lower than 0.7 were obtained only 4 times (4%) (Figure 6a). The
minimum R value is 0.57. RMSE lower than 0.3 m were obtained 12 times (13%), between 0.3 and 0.5 m,
17 times (19%), between 0.5 and 0.75 m, 29 times (32%) and above 1 m, 19 times (21%) (Figure 6b).
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Better agreement was found for the recent missions such as SARAL, Jason-3 and Sentinel-3A than for
the older ones (ERS-2, ENVISAT, Jason-1 and Jason-2). Focusing on the correlations, for instance R
was greater than 0.9 in 10 out of 19 comparisons for ERS-2 (52%), in 19 out of 32 (59%) for ENVISAT,
in 10 out of 14 (71%) for SARAL, in 14 out of 16 (88%) for Sentinel-3A, 1 (R = 0.89) out of 3 (33%) for
Jason-1, 3 out of 3 for Jason-2 (100%) and 3 out of 3 (100%) for Jason-3 (Tables S1–S5). The first results
of the use of Sentinel-3A are very encouraging as only very few cycles were available, keeping in mind
that among the three correlation coefficients lower than 0.9, three were already higher than 0.85.

Figure 4. Comparisons between in situ and altimetry water levels for several missions (a) ERS-2
and Jason-1 data and (b) ENVISAT and Jason-2. For each comparison, the number of samples (N),
correlation (R), and RMSE is presented. Diamonds points correspond to Jason data and circles with
black contours to ERS-2/ENVISAT.
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Figure 5. Comparisons between in situ and altimetry water levels for several missions (a) SARAL and
Jason-3 data and (b) Sentinel-3A. For each comparison, the number of samples (N), correlation (R),
and RMSE is presented. Diamonds points correspond to Jason data and circles with black contours to
SARAL/Sentinel-3A.
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Figure 6. Histograms of (a) correlations and (b) RMSE between altimetry-based and in situ water
stages for all missions.

Combining altimetry-based time series of water levels from missions in the same nominal orbits
(i.e., ERS-2, ENVISAT and SARAL, and Jason-1, Jason-2 and Jason-3) or at inter-mission cross-overs
(ERS-2/ENVISAT/SARAL with Sentinel-3A ground-tracks), multi-mission time series of water levels
were obtained. In this latter case, the maximum difference in time between SARAL and Sentinel-3A
acquisitions is half the length of the shortest repeat period of the two satellites (i.e., 13 days considering
the 27 days of Sentinel-3A repeat period). Inter-mission biases were removed:

• using the acquisitions made during tandem phases when two missions were in the same orbit
a few seconds or minutes apart from each other (e.g., Jason-1 and Jason-2, Jason-2 and Jason-3,
ERS-2 and ENVISAT);

• averaging the acquisitions made during the common period of observations at low water stages
(April–May–June) for Sentinel-3A and SARAL;

• averaging the acquisitions made during low water periods (April–May–June) on different years
for ENVISAT (2003–2010) and SARAL (2013–2016).

Low water periods were chosen, rather than high water periods or the complete hydrological
cycle, to minimize the effect of the difference in temporal sampling, assuming that water levels are
more stable during low water stages.

Examples of multi-mission time series of water levels are presented in Figures 7 and 8 for
ERS-2/ENVISAT/SARAL and Sentinel-3A (when there is a cross-over) and for Jason-1, Jason-2 and
Jason-3 respectively along with in situ gauge station gauge records of Diré upstream part of the IND,
Mopti, central part and Macina, downstream part, over 1995–2017 (Figure 7a–c respectively), and of
Macina, over 2002–2017 (Figure 8).

In examples presented in Figure 7, a very good agreement is found between altimetry-based and
in situ water stages. There is a gap in the time series between November 2010 and January 2013 as no
altimetry mission was in the 35-day repeat orbit during this period. In spite of the distance between
the VS and the two first in situ gauge stations (77 and 40 km, with Diré and Mopti stations respectively,
but only 1 km from the Macina station under the ERS-2/ENVISAT and SARAL ground-tracks, and 8 km
from Macina station under Sentinel-3A ground-tracks), better results were found in the first examples
than in the latter one, with higher R2 and lower RMSE for ERS-2 and ENVISAT and similar ones for
SARAL and Sentinel-3A. An underestimation of the annual amplitude of the water levels is observed
during the ERS-2 observation period. In the example presented in Figure 8, the VS and the Macina in
situ gauge station are separated by only 1 km. The quality of the water stage retrieval is increasingly
better from Jason-1 to Jason-3. It is important to mention that Jason-1 data contained in the GDR E,
released in May 2016, allow the accurate and continuous estimation of water stages over the IND
contrary to the previous GDR versions that contained few useful data over land (except over large
lakes, see [18,51,52] for instance).
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Figure 7. Altimetry-based water levels from 1995 to 2017 from ERS-2/ENVISAT/SARAL/Sentinel-3A
(red/black/blue/green respectively) and in situ (grey) data (left). Scatter plots of water levels anomalies
from radar altimetry and in situ gauge stations at (a) Diré (upstream IND), (b) Mopti (center IND) and
(c) Macina (downstream IND).

Figure 8. Altimetry-based water levels from 2002 to 2017 from Jason-1/Jason-2/Jason-3 (red/black/blue
respectively) and in situ water levels (light green) data (left). Scatter plots of water levels anomalies
from radar altimetry and in situ gauge stations at Macina (right figure, downstream IND).
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4.2. Intermission Water Stage Comparison

Comparisons between water levels estimated by altimetry missions during their tandem phase
(i.e., few cycles during which two missions were orbiting a few minutes apart from one another) were
performed between ERS-2 and ENVISAT from June 2002 to July 2003 (11 cycles in common), Jason-1
and Jason-2 from July 2008 to January 2009 (21 cycles in common), Jason-2 and Jason-3 from January to
September 2016 (23 cycles in common). They allow the increase of the number of comparisons in the
IND, not only on the rivers but also on the wetlands that are monitored using in situ gauges.

A total of 48 comparisons between ERS-2 and ENVISAT-based water levels were performed in
the IND with several samples (N) varying from 3 to 11 (Figure 9). On the total number of comparisons
between ERS-2 and ENVISAT missions, 22 were performed on more than 8 samples (45%) (Figure 9a).
Very good agreement was generally obtained between altimetry-based water stages from the two
missions (Figure 9a,b). The value R greater than 0.95 was obtained 24 times (50%), between 0.95
and 0.9, 7 times (15%), and between 0.8 and 0.9, 7 times (15%) (Figure 10a). Correlation coefficients
(R) lower than 0.5 were obtained 5 times (10%) (Figure 9b). Values of RMSE lower than 0.3 m were
obtained 13 times (27%), between 0.3 and 0.5 m, 10 times (21%), between 0.5 and 0.75 m, 13 times (27%)
and above 1 m, 8 times (17%) (Figure 10b). Large biases are observed between ERS-2 and ENVISAT
(−1.16 ± 0.38 m on average) (Figure 9d).

Figure 9. Comparisons between ERS-2 and ENVISAT water levels in terms of (a) number of samples
(N), (b) correlation (R), (c) RMSE, and (d) bias.
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Figure 10. Histograms of (a) correlation coefficients and (b) RMSE for ERS-2/ENVISAT intermission
water stages comparisons.

A total of 5 and 7 comparisons between Jason-1 and Jason-2, and Jason-2 and Jason-3-based water
levels were performed in the IND with several samples (N) varying from 5 to 15 for Jason-1/Jason-2,
and from 13 to 22 for Jason-2/Jason-3. Three of these comparisons were performed on more than
10 samples (60%) for Jason-1 (Figure 11a). Very good agreement was generally found between
altimetry-based water stages from Jason-1 and 2. Values of R greater than 0.95 were obtained 3 times
(60%). In the two other cases, R equal to 0.80 and 0.69 were found (Figure 11b). Values of RMSE
lower than 0.3 m were obtained 3 times (60%). In the two other cases, RMSE lower than 0.35 m were
found (Figure 11c). Biases between Jason-1 and 2 ranged between 0.34 and 1.06 m (0.75 ± 0.28 m)
(Figure 11d).

Better agreement is found between altimetry-based water stages from Jason-2 and 3. Correlation
coefficients R greater than 0.95 were obtained in all the cases except one (86%) for which R equals to
0.84 (Figure 12b). Values of RMSE lower than 0.30 m were obtained in all the cases except one (86%)
for which RMSE equals to 0.40 m (Figure 12c). Biases between Jason-1 and 2 are very similar, ranging
from −0.36 to −0.14 m (−0.27 ± 0.08 m) (Figure 12d).

Figure 11. Comparisons between Jason-1 and Jason-2 water levels in terms of (a) number of samples (N);
(b) correlation (R); (c) RMSE; and (d) bias.
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Figure 12. Comparisons between Jason-2 and Jason-3 water levels in terms of (a) number of samples (N);
(b) correlation (R); (c) RMSE and (d) bias.

Examples of time series combining ERS-2 and ENVISAT, Jason-1 and 2, and Jason-2 and 3 are
presented on Figure 13a–c. Virtual stations from close locations were chosen: ERS-2/ENVISAT VS
0545-a and Jason-1/Jason-2/Jason-3 VS 046-d. They are located in the upstream part of the IND
at an approximate along-stream distance of 45 km. Seasonal amplitudes of between 4 and 5 m are
observed during the common period of availability of the different altimetry-based water levels.
The agreement is better for the recent missions than for the older ones: R increases from 0.92 to
0.99 whereas RMSE decreases from 0.62 to 0.22 m as well as the bias from −1.35 to 0.36 m. Lower
deviations are generally observed on the time series from the more recent missions than other the
older ones: 0.13 ± 0.11, 0.13 ± 0.15, 0.19 ± 0.22, 0.21 ± 0.16, 0.15 ± 0.11 m were obtained averaging
the mean absolute deviation from individual cycles for ERS-2, ENVISAT, Jason-1, 2 and 3 respectively.
Please note that, for readability purpose, biases between the time series were removed in Figure 13.

4.3. Multi-Mission Time Series on Floodplains

Floodplains and wetlands are generally not monitored using in situ gauges. Radar altimetry is a
unique tool for the long-term observations of the changes in water levels over inundated areas [53–57].
Among the VS defined in the IND, 16 were built in floodplains under ERS-2/ENVISAT/SARAL
ground-tracks and 9 under Sentinel-3A ground-tracks, but none under Jason-1, Jason-2 and Jason-3
ground-tracks. Their consistency was checked during the tandem phase between ERS-2 and ENVISAT
(Figure 14). Values of R greater than 0.95 were obtained 10 times (63%), between 0.95 and 0.9, twice
(12%), and between 0.8 and 0.9, 3 times (19%). However, R lower than 0.5 was obtained once (6%)
(Figure 14a). Values of RMSE lower than 0.3 m were obtained 7 times (44%), between 0.3 and 0.5 m,
5 times (31%), between 0.5 and 0.75 m, 3 times (19%) and above 1 m, once (6%) (Figure 14b).
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Figure 13. Intermission quality time series: (a) for the VS 0545-a located in the upstream part in the IND
between ERS-2/ENVISAT; (b) for the VS 046-d (upstream part) between Jason-1/Jason-2; and (c) for
the VS 046-d between Jason-2/Jason-3. The two VS are separated by 45 km.

Figure 14. Histograms of (a) R and (b) RMSE for ERS-2/ENVISAT intermission water stages comparisons
on floodplains virtual stations.
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Three examples of multi-mission time series of water levels (corrected for inter-mission bias)
over the IND floodplains are presented for VS located in the center, in the north east and in the south
(Figure 15a–c respectively). They provide time-variations of water stages between 1995–2016 with the
exception of a gap between November 2010 and January 2013.

Figure 15. Water levels time series on floodplains derived from radar altimetry multi-mission
(ERS-2/ENVISAT and SARAL) from 1995 to 2016 at 3 different locations in the Inner Niger Delta:
the center of the delta (a); the north eastern (b) and the southern (c) parts.

4.4. Consistency of the Altimetry-Based Water Levels in the Inner Niger Delta (IND)

A consistency check was performed between a reference VS located either in Niger River
mainstem or in the Bani major tributary and the other VS from the same altimetry mission
located upstream and downstream on the same river course estimating the maximum of correlation
using the cross-correlation function and the associated time-lag, similarly as in Bogning et al. [29].
Cross-correlation function maxima and associated time-lags are presented for ERS-2 and ENVISAT
in Figure 16 and Figure S1 respectively and for SARAL and Sentinel-3A in Figure 17 and Figure S2
respectively for three different VS locations in the IND: near Douna, over the Bani tributary, near Mopti,
in the downstream part of the IND, and near Diré in the upstream part of the IND. As the repeat
period of these missions is either 35 or 27 days in their nominal orbit, only time-lags of plus or minus
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one repeat period and a half (i.e., 53 and 41 days) were considered due to the relatively small scale of
the IND. Due to the changes of the river features (slope, depth, width, etc.), biases and RMSEs were
not computed between the time series of altimetry-based water levels.

Figure 16. Maxima of cross-correlation between time series of water levels derived from ERS-2 (left)
and ENVISAT (right) data in the IND for three different VS near Douna (a,d); Mopti (b,e) and Diré (c,f).
Red crosses symbolize the VS chosen as reference (auto-correlation of 1).
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Figure 17. Maxima of cross-correlation between time series of water levels derived from SARAL (left)
and Sentinel-3A (right) data in the IND for three different VS near Douna (a,d); Mopti (b,e) and Diré

(c,f). Red crosses symbolize the VS chosen as reference (auto-correlation of 1).

Correlation coefficients (R) higher than 0.7 are generally observed for ERS-2 and ENVISAT, except
in the upstream part of the delta for ERS-2, with correlation ranging from 0.5 to 0.7 (Figure 16c).
Correlations higher than 0.8 are observed in the IND downstream and central parts for ENVISAT
(Figure 16). Very high correlations, generally higher than 0.85, especially in the downstream part, except
on a few locations, were observed for SARAL and, especially, for Sentinel-3A (Figure 17). No time-lag
was observed over the Bani River for none of the altimetry missions (Figures S1a, d and S2a,d).
Time lags of plus or minus one cycle were respectively found for the upper and lower stations
along the Niger mainstem (Figures S1 and S2).
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5. Discussion

The coverage of altimetry tracks from missions of the 35-day (ERS-2/ENVISAT/SARAL) and the
27-day (Sentinel-3A) repeat orbits allows the construction of a dense network of VS on both rivers and
floodplains in the IND, completed by a few VS from missions in the 10-day repeat orbit (Figure 3c).
Yet, a larger number (more than 15%) of ENVISAT (6) and SARAL-based (62) VS than ERS-2-based (52)
ones were built on the ground-tracks of the 35-day repeat orbit. These VS with no valid ERS-2-based
water levels are located on the upstream part of the IND for 5 of them, central part for 3 others and
downstream part for the last 3 ones.

Due to the relative flatness of the IND, the no-construction of VS cannot be attributed to data
losses caused by tracking issues, but to incorrect range estimates. They were likely to be caused by the
narrow width of the river streams, especially in the upstream part, where they are generally lower than
300 m. They can also be accounted for the possible complexity of the waveforms (e.g., multi-peaked
over areas with several bright targets encompassed in the altimeter footprint such as several river
streams that can reach 1 km of width as in the downstream part of the IND, or several floodplain lakes
as in the central part).

Comparisons with a high number of in situ gauge records show an overall very good agreement
between in situ and altimetry-based water levels, increasingly better for the most recent missions
than the older ones. Contrary to what was found in other study areas with variations of topography
(e.g., [28,29]), the data used to build the VS were mostly acquired at 330 and 320 MHz Ku chirp
bandwidth operation mode by both ERS-2 and ENVISAT (i.e., with the better range resolution in
more than 95% of the cases for any VS—Figure 18). This is the reason quite similar results when
comparing ERS-2 and ENVISAT-based water stages with in situ water levels were found in terms of R,
with generally higher RMSE for ERS-2 (see Figure 4, Tables S1 and S2), and also a good agreement
when comparing ERS-2 and ENVISAT-based water levels during their tandem phase, except in terms
of bias (Figure 10). In the same orbit, better results were found using SARAL data (Figure 5 and Table
S3), as already observed in other river basins, resulting from the use of the Ka-band with its smaller
footprint and higher chirp frequency of 500 MHz [29,58].

Very similar numbers of VS were built using Jason-1, Jason-2 and Jason-3 data. The release of the
Jason-1 GDR E, which contained valid data over land and not mostly only over large lakes as in the
previous versions, allowed the extension of the duration of the time series of water levels over rivers
for the missions in the 10-day repeat orbit down to 2001, at the expense of lower accuracy than using
Jason-2 and Jason-3 data (Figures 4 and 5 and Table S4). This lower accuracy can be accounted for the
small river widths, most of the time lower than 500 m, except in some locations in the downstream
part of the IND.

On the contrary, Jason-2 and Jason-3 confirm their great capability for detecting and accurately
estimating water levels over narrow rivers, especially over flat areas [28,30]. Comparisons performed
during the tandem phase logically confirm the lower agreement between Jason-1 and Jason-2 than
between Jason-2 and Jason-3 (Figures 11 and 12). In terms of bias, if high and variable biases were
found between Jason-1 and Jason-2-based time series of water levels, much lower ones with low
variability were found between Jason-2 and Jason-3 ones during their tandem period. Poseidon-3,
on-board Jason-3, is nominally operating in open loop or DIODE/DEM tracking mode over land
surfaces, meaning that the reception window is controlled by an a-priori elevation from an along-track
DEM loaded in the altimeter [30].

Very good results were also found using one year and a half of measurements from Sentinel-3A,
the first altimeter to operate in SAR over all types of surfaces. During this short time period, the results
obtained are almost as good as the ones obtained using SARAL, confirming the strong potential of this
technique for monitoring inland water stages. This is likely due to the sharper waveform obtained in
SAR mode compared with Low Resolution Mode (LRM) [59] as OCOG is particularly well adapted
for very specular echoes from a single reflector (e.g., a river stream). On the contrary, less accurate
estimates can be expected from multi-peak waveforms.
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Figure 18. Percentage of acquisition in the different Ku chirp bandwidth operation mode for each VS
in the IND for ENVISAT at 320 MHz (a); at 80 MHz; (b) and at 20 MHz; (c) ERS-2 at 330 MHz (d) and
at 82.5 MHz (e).

The consistency of intra-mission water levels derived from radar altimetry measurements was
analyzed using cross-correlations for ERS-2, ENVISAT, SARAL and Sentinel-3A. In this case, too,
higher correlations were found for the most recent missions operating in (LRM) at Ka band (SARAL)
and in SAR at Ku band (Sentinel-3A). Time-lags corresponding to the maximum of cross-correlation
(Figures S1 and S2) also showed that there is a time-lag of around two months between the upstream
and the downstream part of the IND, in accordance with the water residence time estimated using
satellite images [39].
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6. Conclusions

An extensive assessment of the performance of almost all the missions put in orbit from ERS-2 to
Sentinel-3A was performed over the IND. Around 90 comparisons between in situ and altimetry-based
were performed as well as more than 75 intermission comparisons between ERS-2 and ENVISAT,
Jason-1 and Jason-2, and Jason-2 and Jason-3. Results of these comparisons show (i) a better agreement
between altimetry-derived and in situ water stages over rivers of width varying from a few hundreds
of meters to ~1.5 km and floodplains, (ii) an increase in accuracy in water level estimates for the most
recent missions such as SARAL, Jason-3 and Sentinel-3A benefiting from the use of the Ka-band for
SARAL and of the SAR acquisition mode for Sentinel-3A.

Due to the small number of VS defined on Jason-3 ground-tracks, the DIODE/DEM was not
evaluated. Intra-mission consistency check performed on ERS-2, ENVISAT, SARAL and Sentinel-3A
missions exhibits a time-lag for the maximum of around 2 months that can be related to the residence
time of the water in the IND.

Very good performance of the recently launched altimeter SARAL onboard Sentinel-3A ensures
the continuity of the monitoring of the IND whose data density should increase with the launch,
in 2018, of Sentinel-3B, in the same orbit as Sentinel-3A but Sentinel-3B flies at ±140◦ out of phase
with Sentinel-3A.

This network of VS will present a strong interest for (i) assessing the impacts of climate variability
and human effects (e.g., dam operation and rice production), and (ii) validating the measurement of
the future Surface Water and Ocean Topography (SWOT) mission, the first mission to operate in close
nadir interferometry SAR for providing elevations in two swaths, to be launched in 2021, on both
rivers and floodplains.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/10/6/833/s1,
Figure S1: Time-lag corresponding to maxima of cross-correlation between time series of water levels derived from
SARAL (left) and SENTINEL-3A (right) data in the IND for three different VS near Douna (a and d), Mopti (b and
e) and Diré (c and f). Light blue crosses symbolize the VS chosen as reference (auto-correlation of 1 and time-lag
null), Figure S2: Time-lag corresponding to maxima of cross-correlation between time series of water levels
derived from SARAL (left) and SENTINEL-3A (right) data in the IND for three different VS near Douna (a and
d), Mopti (b and e) and Diré (c and f). Light blue crosses symbolize the VS chosen as reference (auto-correlation
of 1 and time-lag null), Table S1: Results of the comparisons between in situ and altimetry water levels derived
from ERS-2 mission: number of sample (N), correlation coefficient (R), determination coefficient (R2) and Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE), Table S2: Results of the comparisons between in situ and altimetry water levels
derived from ENVISAT mission: number of sample (N), correlation coefficient (R), determination coefficient (R2)
and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Table S3: Results of the comparisons between in situ and altimetry water
levels derived from SARAL mission: number of sample (N), correlation coefficient (R), determination coefficient
(R2) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Table S4: Results of the comparisons between in situ and altimetry
water levels derived from Jason-1, Jason-2 and Jason-3 missions: number of sample (N), correlation coefficient (R),
determination coefficient (R2) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Table S5: Results of the comparisons between
in situ and altimetry water levels derived from Sentinel-3A mission: number of sample (N correlation coefficient
(R), determination coefficient (R2) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE).
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Abstract: In this study we use CryoSat-2 SAR (delay-Doppler synthetic-aperture radar) data in the
Mekong River Basin to estimate water levels. Compared to classical pulse limited radar altimetry,
medium- and small-sized inland waters can be observed with CryoSat-2 SAR data with a higher
accuracy due to the smaller along track footprint. However, even with this SAR data the estimation
of water levels over a medium-sized river (width less than 500 m) is still challenging with only very
few consecutive observations over the water. The target identification with land–water masks tends
to fail as the river becomes smaller. Therefore, we developed a classification approach to divide
the observations into water and land returns based solely on the data. The classification is done
with an unsupervised classification algorithm, and it is based on features derived from the SAR and
range-integrated power (RIP) waveforms. After the classification, classes representing water and
land are identified. Better results are obtained when the Mekong River Basin is divided into different
geographical regions: upstream, middle stream, and downstream. The measurements classified as
water are used in a next step to estimate water levels for each crossing over a river in the Mekong
River network. The resulting water levels are validated and compared to gauge data, Envisat data,
and CryoSat-2 water levels derived with a land–water mask. The CryoSat-2 water levels derived
with the classification lead to more valid observations with fewer outliers in the upstream region than
with a land–water mask (1700 with 2% outliers vs. 1500 with 7% outliers). The median of the annual
differences that is used in the validation is in all test regions smaller for the CryoSat-2 classification
results than for Envisat or CryoSat-2 land–water mask results (for the entire study area: 0.76 m vs.
0.96 m vs. 0.83 m, respectively). Overall, in the upstream region with small- and medium-sized rivers
the classification approach is more effective for deriving reliable water level observations than in the
middle stream region with wider rivers.

Keywords: satellite altimetry; inland water; CryosSat-2 SAR; Mekong Basin; water level time series;
classification; stack data

1. Introduction

River waters are crucial as suppliers of water for irrigation and fresh water for drinking. However,
river floods can destroy crops, settlements, and infrastructure. For this reason, it is essential to monitor
the water level of river systems. However, an increasing number of in situ gauges have been derelicted
since the 1980s [1], or the data is not publicly available. Therefore, it is more and more important to
close this data gap with satellite altimetry.

Remote Sens. 2017, 9, 1238; doi:10.3390/rs9121238 www.mdpi.com/journal/remotesensing352
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In recent years many studies have been published that apply satellite pulse-limited altimetry
over rivers of various sizes (e.g., [2–7]). CryoSat-2, launched in 2010, is the first satellite carrying
a delay-Doppler altimeter [8] that operates in three measuring modes: the classical pulse-limited
low resolution (LR) mode, the delay-Doppler synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) mode, and the SAR
interferometric (SARin) mode.

Compared to conventional radar altimeters, delay-Doppler SAR measurements have a higher
along-track resolution and a smaller footprint. This improves the observation of water levels of
inland water bodies like lakes (e.g., [9–11]) or rivers (e.g., [12,13]). The advantage of SAR altimetry
observations is that they are especially effective for measuring smaller inland waters like rivers.
However, CryoSat-2 has a long repeat time of 369 days compared to 35 days for Envisat and SARAL,
and 10 days for Topex/Poseidon, Jason-1, Jason-2, and Jason-3. This restricts the estimation of water
level time series over lakes and even more over rivers. The advantage of the long repeat time is the
very dense spatial distribution of observations. This spatial distribution enables better river monitoring
in the continuous progression. Unlike lakes, rivers can change their water levels rapidly over their
course which makes a denser spatial distribution of observations desirable.

To derive water levels from lakes or rivers it is necessary to identify the water returns of the
altimeter. A land–water mask can be used for this purpose, like the mask provided by the World
Wildlife Fund (https://www.worldwildlife.org/pages/global-lakes-and-wetlands-database). Such a
mask is constant over time; therefore, it neither accounts for the seasonal variations of the water extent
nor inter-annually shifting river and lake banks. Extracting dynamic land–water masks from optical
remote sensing images is difficult in the tropics, which includes the study area of the Mekong Basin,
since cloud-free optical data is only available during the dry season with low water level. Moreover,
SAR images with sufficient spatial resolution are only available from the launch of Sentinel-1 in
2014. Although a high accuracy land–water mask is provided by the Mekong River Commission
(http://portal.mrcmekong.org/map_service) for the study area with an accuracy of 30 m, this accuracy
might not be sufficient for medium- and small-sized rivers. Additionally, the mask has no seasonal
variations included.

Within this study, an innovative classification approach for SAR altimetry data is developed
and validated, which is independent of the accuracy and availability of land–water masks. With this
approach, reliable river levels, even for small and medium-sized rivers, are derived. Compared to
classical approaches based on land–water masks, the number of valid measurements is increased and
the water level precision is improved.

For the classical pulse-limited altimeter data, classification has been done successfully for the
last decade worldwide (e.g., [14,15]). Even very small water areas in wetlands have been classified
successfully with Envisat data by [16].

In these classifications, the shape of the waveform is used to discriminate between different
reflecting surfaces. Also, CryoSat-2 SAR data has been classified based on the SAR waveform for
lakes [11], lakes and rivers [17], or ice [18]. This study takes a step further and uses not only the
waveform but also the range-integrated power (RIP) for a classification of the altimeter measurements
in water and non-water returns over the Mekong River Basin in Southeast Asia. The RIP is only
available for delay-Doppler SAR altimetry and gives additional insight to the reflective surface that
the waveform alone could not provide [19].

The unsupervised k-means algorithm is employed for the classification [20] as not enough reliable
training data is available for a supervised classification. The k-means algorithm is a widely used
unsupervised clustering algorithm and has been used for altimetry classification before (e.g., [11]).

This paper is structured as follows: First, an introduction is given about the study area of the
Mekong River Basin in Section 2, afterwards more information of the CryoSat-2 SAR data is given
in Section 3. The classification and the used features are described in Section 4.1 followed by an
explanation of the water level estimation in Section 4.2. The results and validations are presented
in Section 5. These results are discussed in Section 6 and an outlook is given. The paper ends with
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the conclusions in Section 7. An overview over all relevant processing steps of this study is given
in Figure 1.

CryoSat-2 stack data: 

Clipped to +-20km around river 

Division in regions (see section 3) 

Lower 

Classification 

Features: pRIP, pwf, stdRIP, w, off, 

s, maxwf, leading edge, 

waveform, RIP (see Section 4) 

Classification failed 

Middle Upper 

Classification 

Features: pRIP, pwf, stdRIP, w, off, 

s, maxwf, leading edge, 

waveform, RIP (see Section 4) 

Classification 

Features: pRIP, pwf, stdRIP, w, off, 

s, maxwf, leading edge (see 

Section 4) 

Data set  water levels 

region middle 

Data set  water levels 

region upper 

For each crossing estimation of the water level (see Section 5) 

Merging of the data sets               (see Section 5) 

Outlier detection and removal   (see Section 5) 

Resulting data sets of water levels 

Figure 1. Processing steps used in this study for extracting water levels from the CryoSat-2
synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) data. RIP: range-integrated power.

2. Study Area

The Mekong River Basin in Southeast Asia (China, Myanmar, Thailand, Laos, Cambodia, and
Vietnam) is investigated in this study, with a focus on the part of the basin south of the Chinese border.
Further upstream the river gorge is too narrow for reliable altimeter observations. Downstream,
the study area is limited by by the confluence with the Tonle Sap River from where the river is under a
tidal influence. The tributaries, namely the large left bank side tributaries in Laos, are investigated as
well. The hydrology of the Mekong Basin is primarily influenced by the precipitation on the Tibetan
Plateau and the south-eastern monsoon [21].

In the Mekong River Basin the river width varies between 20 m to more than 2 km. Most of the
tributaries and the upstream reach of the main river stream are less than 100- m-wide small rivers.
The medium rivers, which are less than 500- m but more than 100- m-wide, are the main tributaries for
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the upstream main river. In the downstream reach of the river, before it splits into the delta, the river
has a width of over 2 km (see also Figure 2 for a map of the basin).

The Mekong River and its tributaries flow through different topographic regions (Figure 2).
The main river upstream from Vientiane and the left bank tributaries in Laos are surrounded by
mountainous areas with steep banks where the rivers have a greater slope and have a width smaller
than 500 m or even less than 100 m. Downstream of Vientiane and up to the Mekong Falls the river
widens and flows with less slope over the Khorat plateau. Below the Mekong Falls the river is
surrounded by seasonal wetlands and widens to more than 1 km. For further processing we defined
three overlapping data masks according to these regions (Figure 2). The regions are determined by
the roughness of a topography model and the absolute height. Afterwards a margin around each
subregion allows for an overlap.

Figure 2. Map of the study area with the regional masks (black areas with different hachures) and the
SAR mode mask with their validity period (red boxes).

3. Data

3.1. CryoSat-2 SAR Data

In this study we use delay-Doppler SAR altimeter data measured by CryoSat-2 between 2010 and
2016. CryoSat-2 measures in three different modes (LR, SAR, and SARIn mode), which are set in a
geographical mask (https://earth.esa.int/web/guest/-/geographical-mode-mask-7107): The LRM is
active mostly over the oceans and the interior of the ice sheets of Antarctica and Greenland, whereas
the SAR mode measures over sea ice and other selected regions, and SARin focuses mostly on glaciated
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regions [22]. This mask has changed over the life time of the satellite. The entire study area of the
Mekong River Basin has only been measured in SAR mode since July 2014 (see Figure 2 for the extent
of the SAR mode mask). In SAR mode the along-track foot print size is reduced to 300 m while it
remains at 14 km in the across-track direction [23].

The delay-Doppler SAR altimeter measures a point on the surface several times from different
looking angles [24]. Unlike pulse limited altimetry, which is only able to measure the returning signal
from the whole foot print, SAR altimetry discretizes the returning signal corresponding to 300- m-wide
stripes of the footprint in along track direction. The signals from each of these stripes are recorded in
the so-called single-look waveform. All single-look waveforms for the same surface area are collected
in the stack matrix.

In Figure 3, two exemplary stack matrices are presented. The first (a) is measured over the Tonle
Sap lake and the second (b) over a medium-sized river in the upstream region of the Mekong River.
Each row is a single-look waveform. The integration of this matrix over all single-looks results in
the multi-look SAR waveform (in Figure 3 with integration over each row of the stack) hereafter
referred to as the waveform. The integration over the range bins results in the range-integrated power
(RIP). In Figure 3 this corresponds to the integration over the columns. Detailed information on the
delay-Doppler measurements is described in [8].

Here, we use the CryoSat-2 baseline C SAR Level 1b data provided by ESA GPOD SARvatore
(https://gpod.eo.esa.int/) for the period 2010–2016. SARvatore is the official ESA platform for the
dissemination of the CryoSat-2 level 1b SAR data. The data is processed on user request with different
processing parameters. The most important data processing parameters of the data in this study are:
the applied Hamming window, fft zero-padding, 20-Hz data, and stack data in the output file.
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Figure 3. Two exemplary stack matrices with their RIP and waveform. The color of the stack plot
indicates the power of the signal. The example on the left-hand side is measured over the Tonle Sap
lake, the one on the right-hand side over a medium upstream river.

3.2. Envisat Data

Envisat water level observations are used for the validation in this study. The water levels are
taken from the DAHITI database [4]. DAHITI uses a throughout outlier detection in combination
with a Kalman filter approach to derive reliable water level time series for lakes and rivers. More
information on the processing strategy is available in [4]. The Envisat water level time series in the
Mekong Basin has a temporal resolution of 35 days, even though data gaps may occur for some cycles.
For small tributaries, a correction for the Hooking effect is applied additionally in [5].
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3.3. In Situ Data

For validation, in situ gauge data is used which is provided by the Mekong River Commission
(http://ffw.mrcmekong.org/). The gauge data has a daily temporal resolution but the time series ends
with 2012. No absolute height of the gauge is provided.

Additionally, we use a river polygon which is also provided by the Mekong River Commission
(http://portal.mrcmekong.org/map_service). The polygon was derived from aerial images and
topographic maps. The accuracy of the river mask is ~30 m, but no information about the seasonality
of the polygon is given.

4. Methods

4.1. Classification Approach

For the medium and small rivers in our study area of the Mekong basin no reliable land–water
mask is available. Thus, a classification by means of the k-means algorithm is performed to extract the
water measurements.

The k-means algorithm [20] is an unsupervised method to cluster the data on the basis of different
features. For the land–water classification a set of features derived from the CryoSat-2 stack data over
the intermediate step of the waveform and the RIP is used. The features are summarized in Table 1.
The features derived from the waveform are the maximum power, the peakiness, and the position of the
leading edge. It is well known that waveforms of water reflections have a higher power than those of
land reflections. Medium, and to a greater degree small, water bodies have smooth mirror-like surfaces
which can only be measured by signals emitted close to nadir. This leads to a very peaky waveform
and RIP with a high power. Following [25] the peakiness pwf is calculated with

pwf =
max(wfi)

∑
i

wfi
, (1)

where wf is the waveform and wfi the power of the ith bin.

Table 1. Features used for the classification.

RIP Features Waveform Features

Peakiness: pRIP pwf
Standard deviation: stdRIP Maximum power: maxwf
Width: w Relative position of leading edge
Off-center: o f f
Symmetry: s

To estimate the relative position of the leading edge in the waveform, the waveform is retracked using
an improved threshold retracker with a threshold of 50% on the best sub-waveform [26]. The on-board
tracking system always tries to hold the leading edge of the main reflection at the nominal tracking
point. This is not always possible and leads to a deviation of the leading edge from the nominal
tracking point. Over wider rivers the tracking system can manage to keep the leading edge close to the
tracking point. In Figure 4 (left panel), one exemplary waveform with its features maximum power and
position of the leading edge is shown (the peakiness cannot be displayed).

Features based on the RIP are the peakiness pRIP, the standard deviation stdRIP, the width, the off-center,
and the symmetry. Water reflections over large water bodies result in a overall smoother RIP than water
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reflections over small water bodies that in turn have a smoother RIP than land reflections(see Figure 3).
This smoothness is measured with a standard deviation feature stdRIP. The stdRIP is then

stdRIP =

√

1
N ∑

i
(RIPi − mean(RIP))2, (2)

where RIPi is the ith entry of the RIP and N the number of looks in the RIP, usually 246.
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Figure 4. One example of a waveform and the corresponding RIP with some of their derived features.

As mentioned before, small and medium inland waters with a smooth surface only reflect the
signal back to the satellite at near nadir. Therefore, the RIP is both very peaky and narrow. The width
w is derived with:

w =

(

∑
i

RIP2
i

)2

∑
i

RIP4
i

. (3)

The off-center feature o f f describes the deviation of the main reflection from the nadir point.
It should be close to zero for measurements of water, whereas land measurements are more disturbed
and often show the maximum return in the side lobes. We measure the off-center feature o f f as the
difference between the middle look of the RIP and the mean point of the RIP which is calculated with:

o f f =
246

2
−

∑
i

iRIP2
i

∑
i

RIP2
i

. (4)

A positive o f f value indicates that the majority of the returning power was detected before the
satellite passed the nadir position, a negative value vice versa.

The last feature is a measure of the symmetry of the RIP s. For an ideal smooth water reflection, like
a small lake, the RIP should be perfectly symmetrical. However, for a sloped target, such as a river, the
reflection depends on the relative orientation between the satellite and the water surface. The reflection
is stronger when the satellite looks on a water surface that is sloped towards it. A positive s indicates
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a water surface sloped towards the approaching satellite. This effect leads to an unsymmetrical RIP.
To quantify this, an unsymmetrical exponential function RIP is fitted to the RIP with

RIPi =

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎩

a exp
(

(i−b)2

2c2
1

)

, if i < b

a exp
(

− (i−b)2

2c2
2

)

, if i ≥ b.
(5)

Here, a is the amplitude of the exponential function, b the look where the function reaches its
maximum, and c1 and c2 are the two decay parameters. The symmetry feature is then

s = c1 − c2. (6)

Figure 4 (right-hand side), displays an RIP with the feature w marked. The off-center feature o f f
is too small to be visible in this example, but the symmetry, or the lack thereof, is clearly showing.

Additional to these eight features, both the whole waveform and the whole RIP are used as
features. Each bin is then considered as a single feature. The waveform needs to be shifted so that
the leading edge is positioned on the nominal tracking point. We found that including waveform
and RIP as features only improves the results for the middle region and does not change them in
the upstream regions. Therefore, the upstream region is classified without waveform and RIP as
features. Since the features span different orders of magnitude, it is necessary to normalize the feature
set. All of these features were chosen according to their sensitivity for the posed problem of water
classification in the Mekong River Basin and independently from each other. More features were tested
but discarded because they were either not sensitive for the classification or highly correlated to one of
the used features.

The k-means algorithm is used to cluster the data on the basis of the above features in 20 classes.
An unsupervised clustering algorithm is applied because no reliable training data is available.
The k-means algorithm assumes normally distributed features with equal variance, which we ensured
and tested by the normalization of the features.

The number of classes depends on the application and variation in the input features. An estimate
for the number of classes can be done with knowledge of the classified data. In our study case, a look at
the spatial distribution of the features tells us that only two classes, land and water, are not sufficient as
altimeter measurements of land can be very diverse (this holds also for water measurements, but they
are less diverse than land). The diversity of the returning waveform and RIP can be explained by the
reflective properties of e.g., land, water, vegetation. With this it can be concluded that at least 10 classes
are needed. We tested the classification and validated resulting water levels for several numbers of
classes (10, 15, 20, 30) and found similar results for all with the results of 20 classes slightly superior.

Each of the clusters is defined by their centroid which are the mean features of all points in this
cluster. New data is classified by grouping it to the closest centroid. Here, the clustering is done
on one randomly drawn third of the data. The residual two-thirds of the data are then classified
into the cluster classes. The clustering is not done on the whole data set due to computational
efficiency. The repeatability of the clustering and classification will be validated in Section 5. After the
classification, it is determined which classes represent water and land returns. This was done by visual
inspection of the mean waveform and RIP for each class and the locations of the observations in each
class related to the approximate location of the river known from the land–water mask (see Section 3).

As described in Section 2 the Mekong Basin is divided into different regions: upstream, middle,
and downstream. We classify each of the regions separately as they are too diverse in the reflectivity
properties of the water bodies to be classified together. Additionally, the classification is done only on
altimeter data not further away than 20 km from the river polygon due to computational efficiency
(the polygon can be seen in Figure 2).
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4.2. Water Level Estimation Approach

4.2.1. Altimetric Water Levels

The classification results in a set of measurements considered as water returns. From these
measurements the water level at each crossing of the satellite track with a river in the Mekong River
Basin is determined. A river polygon is employed to locate all crossings in the river basin (see Section 3).
We used all measurements less than 5 km away from the river crossing that were classified as water
and retracked the SAR waveforms with an improved threshold retracker with 50% threshold [26].
The retracked range is corrected for dry and wet tropospheres, ionospheres, solid Earth and pole
tides, and geoid undulation. To ensure consistency for both the Envisat and CryoSat-2 data, the same
corrections are used. Instead of using a median or mean over all classified measurements, we search for
a horizontal line in the heights, which is assumed to represent the water surface. It is still possible that
some of the water-classified measurements do not represent the river surface and need to be excluded
from the water level computation (across-track of nadir effects or water bodies surrounding the river).
These outliers do not necessarily have to be at the margin of the river but can also be located in the
middle due to islands or sandbanks in the river. This can restrict the use of an along-track standard
deviation of the heights for outlier detection.

To find the line of equal water height, a histogram of the water levels with Doane bins [27] is
used. Doane bins are more suitable for small (less than 30) non-normally distributed data sets than the
classical Sturge bins [28]. The Doane bin method not only uses the number of data points to estimate
the number of bins and thus bin size, but the shape of the distribution is incorporated with a skewness
parameter as well. The range of the data in the data set is indirectly considered in the Doane bins.
If a horizontal line is present in the heights, one of the bins is distinctively larger, e.g., contains more
observations, than the others and collects the heights of nearly equal water level. The median of the
heights in this bin is then taken as water level. If less than five height points are classified as water,
the median of the heights is taken as the water level. The advantage of this approach is that it is
better suited for rivers wider than 1 km with islands and sandbanks that cause outliers in the heights.
However, in many cases this histogram approach or only taking the median of all observations delivers
similar results.

4.2.2. Outlier Detection

In spite of careful data selection through the classification and in the height retrieval, some of the
water levels have to be considered as outliers. The height retrieval with a horizontal line only prevents
outliers if more than five observations are labeled as water observations. In particular, along the small
and medium-sized rivers many crossings have less than five observations. A considerable number
of crossings have only one observation. The long repeat time of the CryoSat-2 satellite of 369 days
complicates the detection of outliers. Unlike altimetric water levels of short repeat time missions,
such as Envisat and the Jasons, we do not have a water level time series at a location which can be
investigated for outliers by the estimation of and the comparison to an annual signal.

To find the CryoSat-2 outliers we make use of the said repeat time of 369 days. With the knowledge
of the very stable annual signal of the Mekong River one can assume that two measurements of the
same CryoSat-2 track 369 days apart should measure a similar height [21]. Based on this, a water
level is considered as an outlier if the mean difference to all other heights of the same pass is larger
than 7 m; the choice of threshold will be discussed below. This is only applicable if other water level
measurements of the same track exist. Due to the changing mode mask (see Section 3) some regions
are only measured in the last two years. To overcome this, a second outlier detection is applied which
compares the water level with water levels of other tracks that are close in space and season (day of
the year). To this end, we used all measurements that were less than 10 km away along the river and
less than 30 days of the year apart. If the water level was different by more than 10 m from the distance
weighted mean water level of all these points, it was considered as an outlier.
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The thresholds for the outlier detection were chosen as a conservative upper bound. It is expected
that there is an average water level difference of 40 to 60 cm in the five days during the rising water
season, but it could be as high as 4 or 5 m [29]. Additionally, some inter-annual changes in the flood
season can be expected, and the slope of the river has to be considered which is has a median value of
30 cm/km for the Mekong River. Of the three thresholds used for the outlier detection the difference of
7 m w.r.t. the year is the most sensitive for the later result. The time and distance weighted mean in the
second part of the outlier detection limits the sensitivity of the other threshold.

4.2.3. Merging of the Overlap Regions

From the classification we derive a set of heights for each of the different geographical regions
which have a certain overlap (see Figure 2 and Section 2). In this overlap, for the same crossing two
water levels were computed. Therefore, it has to be decided which height shall be used. To resolve this,
we use the distance-weighted mean water level as in the outlier detection (see Section 4.2.2). The water
level that is closest to this mean water level is applied.

5. Results and Validation

We applied the described methodology for the classification and water level determination on
CryoSat-2 SAR data in the Mekong River Basin. In this section, both the results of the classification
and the water level determination are presented and validated.

5.1. Results of the Classification

After the clustering and classification of the CryoSat-2 measurements in the Mekong Basin we
select the classes of water returns. In the upstream region we identify three and in the middle region
six out of 20 classes as water classes. In the downstream region the rivers are surrounded by seasonal
wetland, which makes it difficult to distinguish water return related to the river from the surroundings.
Therefore, the downstream region will not be investigated further.

In Figure 5 the mean waveform and mean RIP of some classes are shown (note the different
power axes). The classes displayed are selected to best represent all 20 classes for the upstream and
middle region. As can be seen, the shape of the mean waveform and mean RIP of water classes in the
upstream region reappear in the middle region, but not as water classes. In the middle region small
lakes or paddy fields have the same signature as the river upstream. This observation leads to the
decision to classify the two regions separately. Some classes have very similar mean waveforms and
RIPs (e.g., second water class and first land class in the middle region) but are either classified as water
or as land. In this case the maximum power is the important discriminant between the classes. In the
upstream region not all stacks over land are ‘full’, i.e., not every single-look recorded the returning
power. This leads to strongly distorted RIPs as shown for the third land class. All mean waveforms
and RIPs are displayed in Appendix A for the interested reader.

In Figure 6, a section of the river network in the upstream region with the results of the
classification is shown. The course of the river is well depicted, however, not every crossing of
the satellite track with the river water is identified. At some crossings no water reflection of the river
is measured since the river is too narrow. On the other hand, some points classified as water are not
close to the given polygon (blue line). However, the topography model (HydroSHEDs, as presented in
Lehner et al. [30]) shown in the background indicates river valleys in the three circled areas. Therefore,
one can assume that the classification is able to find rivers that are so small (down to 20 m width) that
they are not present in the high-resolution river polygon provided by the MRC. Figure 7 shows the
classification for one exemplary track in the upstream region. The measurements classified as water
(red dots) line up to a nearly constant water level at all crossings of the satellite track with the river.
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Figure 5. The mean waveforms and RIP of some selected classes; the waveforms and RIP above each
other belong to the same class.
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Figure 6. An example of the classification. The red dots are classified as water measurements, and black
lines are the land-classified measurements. The three circles indicate areas where water was detected
in river valleys which are not included in the river polygon. The background shows the HydroSHEDs
topography model.
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5.2. Resulting Water Level

In the entire Mekong Basin we estimate water levels at more than 2000 crossings, which means
approximately one measurement every 4 km along the main river (compared to 50 km for Envisat).
The water level was not measured at every crossing. As mentioned before, at some crossings the river
was so small that a reliable measurement could not be made in every pass, and some other water levels
were discarded during outlier detection. Furthermore, at some crossings the classification failed to
identify the water. However, we are still able to retrieve at least some measurements from rivers as
narrow as 20 m. In Figure 8 all measured heights at all dates are presented in a map, which shows the
overall topography of the river network well but cannot show details like seasonal variations.

For one track the heights and the classification are displayed in Figure 7 with a Landsat map of
the river network and the surrounding area. In this track four water crossings are found where the
two most northern ones are very close together with a difference of the water level of 20 cm. There the
river meanders under the track which causes two crossings close together. The two southern crossings
belong to two different rivers which explains the large height difference. It is visible that only few
measurements are used to estimate the water level at each crossing. Approximately 180 water levels
(or 8%) are estimated by just one measurement, with the majority in the upstream region. Hence, the
outlier detection is more important in this area. In the upstream region, the outlier detection removes
113 of 1740 water level observations; all of them are detected by the comparison with surrounding
water level measurements. The comparison with water levels of the same pass reveals only 37 of
the 113 outliers. In the middle region only 13 of 529 observations are rejected as outliers: 10 by the
comparison with surrounding observations, 9 by the comparison with the same pass, and 6 by both
outlier detections.

For crossings with more than one water measurement we can calculate the standard deviation of
the measurements used for water level estimation. More than 85% of the water levels have a standard
deviation of less than 0.5 m.
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Figure 8. Resulting water levels in the Mekong River Basin.

5.3. Validation

In this section both the classification and the water levels are validated. We test and validate the
repeatability of the classification with cross-validation. The altimetric water levels cannot be validated
against in situ gauge data without an absolute height reference as is common for short repeat time
missions because no time series can be built from CryoSat-2 data without reducing the unknown
topography of the river. Therefore, we validate the resulting water levels with respect to the stable
seasonal signal and compare these results with the performance of Envisat water levels and CryoSat-2
data extracted with a land–water mask in the same validation.

5.3.1. Validation of the Classification

The classification is validated with a cross-validation. To this end, we cluster the data in a first
step. The resulting classes are considered as the ‘true’ classes. In the second step only parts of the data
are clustered with the other parts classified in this second clustering. The cross-validation compares
the resulting classifications of the two steps.

Table 2 summarizes the results of the cross-validation; water and non-water classes are
distinguished. The overall accuracy is 97.9%. This cross-validation shows that the classification
is stable and does not change with the data subset used for the clustering.
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Table 2. Results of the cross-validation. The first classification is a clustering on the whole data set, and
the second classification is based on clustering on a subset of data with classification of the residual
data set.

Second Classification
Water No Water

First Classification
Water 7321 205
No water 423 22,660

5.3.2. Validation of Water Levels

Unlike water level time series measured by short repeat time missions, CryoSat-2 measurements
cannot be validated against the time series of in situ gauges without reducing the topography as done
by [12]. The Mekong River and its tributaries have topography that is too complex to allow for reliable
reduction. Besides this, the temporal overlap between the CryoSat-2 data and the gauge data is only
about 1.5 years or even less (April 2011 until December 2012).

To validate the water levels we use the nearly one-year repeat time of CryoSat-2. We investigate the
differences between two subsequent tracks at the same river crossing. A histogram of the differences is
shown in Figure 9a. Table 3 displays the median, mean, and standard deviation of these differences for
the merged results as well as for the two regions (upstream and middle) separately. The results of the
validation are compared to a validation with in situ gauge data, Envisat data, and CryoSat-2 data with
a land–water mask.
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Figure 9. Histogram of the differences of height measurements 369 days apart for CryoSat-2 water levels
with classification, CryoSat-2 water levels inside the land–water mask, gauge water level, and Envisat
water level.
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For this validation, we take the differences between gauge measurements that are 369 days apart
and Envisat measurements where the day of the year has a less than 5-day difference. The gauges
give a measure of how stable the annual signal is in the Mekong Basin, i.e., a benchmark on how
small the differences between the water levels could be. The Envisat observations are the most
commonly used data for inland waters with a pulse-limited altimeter. The comparison to the water
levels which are derived from CryoSat-2 by simply averaging measurements inside the land–water
mask allows for evaluation of the benefits of the classification approach. The land–water mask water
levels underwent the same outlier detection as used on the results of the CryoSat-2 classification for
better comparability. The median of the differences in Table 3 for the CryoSat-2 classification results are
in both the upstream and the middle stream region better than the ones from the Envisat results. In the
upstream region the improvements of the CryoSat-2 classification results compared to the Envisat
results are more apparent than in the middle region where the validation results are more similar.
However, the CryoSat-2 classification results have a higher standard deviation in the upstream regions,
and thus larger differences than the Envisat results. The land–water mask approach for CryoSat-2 in
the upstream region has even larger differences, which can also be seen in Figure 9. In the middle
region no large differences between the validation of the two CryoSat-2 approaches are to be seen.
The land–water mask approach yields to more valid water level observations in the middle region but
at the same time also a higher number of outliers in both regions (see Table 4).

Table 3. Analysis of the differences of height measurements 369 days apart for the whole study area,
only the upstream region, and only the middle stream region.

Median (m) Mean (m) Standard Deviation (m)

Whole study area

CryoSat-2 classification 0.76 1.43 1.59
CryoSat-2 land–water mask 0.83 1.86 4.55
Gauge 0.45 0.82 1.09
Envisat 0.96 1.42 1.44

Upstream region

CryoSat-2 classification 0.79 1.54 1.70
CryoSat-2 land–water mask 0.85 2.00 5.44
Gauge 0.42 0.72 1.05
Envisat 1.01 1.46 1.49

Middle region

CryoSat-2 classification 0.76 1.15 1.10
CryoSat-2 land–water mask 0.84 1.55 1.87
Gauge 0.54 1.00 1.14
Envisat 0.81 1.26 1.26

Table 4. Comparison of the two approaches for CryoSat-2 water levels in terms of absolute number of
water levels and number of outliers.

Upstream Region Middle Region
No. of Water Levels % of Outliers No. of Water Levels % of Outliers

Classification approach 1703 2 520 2
Land–water mask approach 1534 7 1364 4
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6. Discussion

In the results and validation section above we demonstrated the advantages and limitations of
the classification approach for CryoSat-2 SAR data over the Mekong Basin. Compared to CryoSat-2
water levels extracted with a fixed land–water mask, the classification approach yields water levels
with a higher quality according to the used measures with fewer outliers. The difference between
the two approaches is most pronounced in the upstream region with rivers as small as 20 m in width.
However, the land–water mask approach yields more water levels in the middle region. This reveals
the opportunity that SAR altimetry provides for rivers in the Mekong Basin which are too small to be
reliably identified in optical (e.g., Landsat, resolution: 30 m) or SAR (e.g., Sentinel-1, resolution: 10 m)
images. As shown in Section 5.1 and Figure 6 the classification of SAR altimetry is able to identify
rivers which are not visible in the land–water mask derived from satellite images. On the other hand,
the classification fails to identify all crossings with a river, which leads to data gaps in the water level
measurements. Some of the undetected rivers are very small and shadowed by surrounding river
gorges. At other crossings the returning signal is too noisy and disturbed to be identified correctly
even by visual inspection.

The better performance of the classification approach in the upstream part of the river is probably
caused by the feature selection which is more focused on the reflective properties of small water
bodies. The main drawback of the classification approach is its failure in the downstream area.
The classification is not able to discern between river water and water in seasonal wetland regions.
This problem can only be solved by using a high-resolution seasonal land–water mask that could be
derived from Sentinel-1 or 2 data for example.

The existence of outliers after the classification process indicates a certain amount of
misclassification. Some of these might be related to reflections from river banks, concrete areas,
or other flat regions causing river-like waveforms. Moreover, water surfaces close to the river (such as
paddy fields) can provoke outliers.

The inevitable outlier detection is challenging due to the long-repeat orbit of CryoSat-2 preventing
the application of the usual virtual station concept. In this study, the outlier detection approach exploits
the stable annual water level cycle within the Mekong Basin. Hence, this method is not transferable to
other river systems with less stable annual signals. The second outlier detection approach of this study
relies on a certain density of water level observations along the river. Without any observation close by
a water level cannot be checked to be an outlier.

The validation inherits the problems of the outlier detection as no direct comparison with in situ
gauge data is possible. As the gauge data has no absolute reference, not even the absolute height of
CryoSat-2 water levels in the vicinity of a gauging station can be validated.

Using CryoSat-2 over rivers improves the knowledge for the river topography, as with this
mission the spatial distribution of water level observations is much denser than with any prior satellite
altimetry mission (as can be seen in Figure 8). Even small tributaries are observed successfully with
CryoSat-2 SAR, which allows monitoring of the entire river network. However, this high spatial
resolution entails a sparse repeat time and thus, precludes the application of the classical virtual station
concept for data screening, interpretation, and validation.

Nevertheless, using the derived CryoSat-2 data set—in combination with short repeat altimetry
mission results—for building a mathematical water level model (as done in [31]) or for assimilation
in hydrological models [32] will certainly improve our knowledge of the water regime in the
Mekong region.

7. Conclusions

We demonstrate in this study the advantages of CryoSat-2 SAR altimetry data for measuring rivers
in the Mekong Basin identified by a classification which is independent of an accurate land–water
mask. The classification uses features derived not only from the waveform but also from the RIP.
The RIP contains more information about the reflecting surface than the waveform on its own can
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provide. This improves the classification and allows us to identify even very small rivers with a width
as small as 20 m. In fact, the classification works better on medium and small rivers than on large rivers.
The cross-validation of the classification shows that it is stable and repeatable. However, we were not
able to use this classification to isolate the river in the downstream region where the Mekong River is
surrounded by seasonal wetlands.

The classification in water and land measurements is used to derive water levels at the crossings
of the CryoSat-2 track with a river in the whole Mekong Basin. Overall, more than 2000 water levels are
measured, after outlier detection. However, it is not possible to derive a water level at every crossing.
The altimeter is not able to measure a water return at every possible river crossing due to too-small
rivers or overly-disturbed returns. Additionally, some measured water levels are discarded in the
outlier detection.

The water levels are validated using the 369-day return time of CryoSat-2 and the very stable
annual signal in the basin. The same validation is performed on Envisat water levels, gauge
measurements, and by using a precise land–water mask on CryoSat-2 data. In particular, for small
rivers in the upstream region the classification improves the water level determination compared to
the use of a land–water mask: The median differences between consecutive passes in the upstream
region are 0.79 m compared to 0.85 m for the land–water mask approach. The reduction of the standard
deviation by a factor of four is even more significant. Moreover, the number of outliers is significantly
smaller for the classification approach than for the land–water mask approach, with only 2% for the
classification but 5.6% for the CryoSat-2 land–water mask.

Compared to Envisat water levels the CryoSat-2 water levels are of higher quality in the whole
river basin due to the smaller footprint of the SAR compared to pulse-limited altimeter on Envisat.
The median differences for Envisat are as high as 1.01 m in the upstream region, and 0.96 m for the
whole basin (CryoSat-2 classification 0.76 m).

The classification of CryoSat-2 data allows to exploit the full along-track resolution of the data
set. Therefore, it is possible to observe the water levels of rivers as small as 20 m that are usually not
correctly mapped in land–water masks. Moreover, due to the dense spatial resolution of CryoSat-2
most of the smaller tributaries are observed, which is not possible with the short repeat missions
Envisat, SARAL, or Jason-2 and Jason-3. Information on the water level variations for all rivers within
the basin helps to further understand the hydrology of the river network.

The resulting water levels of this study will be used in combination with other altimetric
water levels following the ideas of [31] to build basin-wide multi-mission water level time series.
With CryoSat-2 data we will be able to significantly improve the spatial resolution of the water level
observations and better close the data gap between the end of the Envisat mission and the launch of
the SARAL mission. Since the launch of Sentinel-3A in February 2016, SAR altimetry data with a short
repeat time of 27 days has been available. This enables testing of the transferability of the application
and validation of the proposed classification approach based on a new data set.
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Appendix A. Mean Waveforms and RIPs
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Figure A1. Upstream region mean waveforms. Water classes: 0, 4, 13.
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Figure A2. Upstream region mean RIPs. Water classes: 0, 4, 13.
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Figure A3. Middle region mean waveforms. Water classes: 2, 5, 6, 8, 11, 12, 14.
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Figure A4. Middle region mean RIPs. Water classes: 2, 5, 6, 8, 11, 12, 14.
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Abstract: Radar altimetry provides information on the topography of the Earth surface. It is
commonly used for the monitoring not only sea surface height but also ice sheets topography
and inland water levels. The radar altimetry backscattering coefficient, which depends on surface
roughness and water content, can be related to surface properties such as surface soil moisture
content. In this study, the influence of surface soil moisture on the radar altimetry echo and
backscattering coefficient is analyzed over semi-arid areas. A semi-empirical model of the soil’s
complex dielectric permittivity that takes into account that small-scale roughness and large-scale
topography was developed to simulate the radar echoes. It was validated using waveforms acquired
at Ku and Ka-bands by ENVISAT RA-2 and SARAL AltiKa respectively over several sites in Mali.
Correlation coefficients ranging from 0.66 to 0.94 at Ku-band and from 0.27 to 0.96 at Ka-band were
found. The increase in surface soil moisture from 0.02 to 0.4 (i.e., the typical range of variations in
semi-arid areas) increase the backscattering from 10 to 15 dB between the core of the dry and the
maximum of the rainy seasons.

Keywords: radar altimetry; waveform; dielectric permittivity; soil moisture

1. Introduction

The semi-arid region of West-Africa has been identified by [1] as a hot-spot for surface-atmosphere
coupling, and where the routine monitoring of soil moisture would improve boreal summer seasonal
forecasting. Moreover, the monitoring of the temporal variations of the surface soil moisture (SSM),
i.e., the water content in the upper soil profile, is of primary importance in semi-arid regions, since SSM
drives the evapotranspiration flux to the atmosphere via the partition between infiltration and run-off,
and between soil evaporation and plant transpiration [2]. The surface soil moisture thus modulates
the latent and sensible energy fluxes at the surface [3]. In semi-arid conditions, SSM also influences
the main ecohydrological surface processes such as the plant germination, growth and mortality [4],
the degradation and mineralization of the organic matter and the emission of gaseous compounds [5].
Accordingly, in semi-arid regions (i.e., in water limited systems), SSM is probably the main relevant
Essential Climate Variable (ECV) that needs to be monitored at different temporal and spatial scales.

Remote Sens. 2018, 10, 582; doi:10.3390/rs10040582 www.mdpi.com/journal/remotesensing373
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Spaceborne active microwave remote sensing offers different techniques and instruments to
monitor SSM in semi-arid regions. Low spatial resolution systems between approximately 25 and
50 km, but with a high temporal resolution of a few days, such as the wind scatterometers onboard the
European Remote Sensing (ERS) Satellites, QuickSCAT, and the Advanced SCATterometer, (ASCAT),
on board METOP, and radiometers such as the advanced microwave scanning radiometer, AMSR-E
and the salinity moisture and ocean salinity satellite, SMOS, have shown considerable potential for
monitoring SSM over semi-arid regions [6–10].

Specifically, it was demonstrated with the wind-scatterometer on-board ERS-1&2 [6,11,12] that
spaceborne scatterometers can be used for estimating SSM. Wind scatterometers derived-SSM products
are now widely used in combination with microwave radiometers products [13–15]. At higher spatial
resolutions, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) such as ERS-1 and -2 SARs and ASAR onboard ENVISAT,
have also shown great potentialities for deriving SSM [16–19].

Following the study conducted in Australia by the authors of [20], who demonstrated the effects of
soil moisture and soil roughness on the nadir C- and Ku-band backscattering coefficients, recent studies
demonstrated the capabilities of spaceborne altimeters for estimating SSM in semi-arid regions such as
in west-Africa [21–24] and in Australia [25]. Indeed, thanks to their nadir-looking capability, altimeters
minimize the attenuation by the vegetation layer and a relationship can be directly found with the
moisture content of the underlying soil. Over the Sahel region where the vegetation density is generally
low, a very good linear correlation was found between the backscattering coefficient measured at
Ku-band by the ENVISAT RA2 radar altimeter and SSM, with correlation values higher than those
found with SAR data over the same sites [19,21]. However, the effects of the altimeter frequency and
of soil roughness were not investigated. Moreover, the dynamic range of the backscattered coefficient
must be known in order to be taken into consideration in the inversion procedure of SSM.

The present study aims to investigate how the spatio-temporal variations of SSM and soil
roughness impact the radar altimetry echoes or waveforms at Ku- and Ka- bands over a semi-arid
region. To this end, a physically-based model which takes into account the interaction between the
incident wave and the surface was developed. This manuscript is organized as follows: the altimetry
waveform model, named Continental waveform ALtimetry Model (CALM), is presented in Section 2.
Then the dataset used for simulating the scenes and used for validating the model, as well as the
study sites are described in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. Modeling results are confronted to real data
acquired by the Ku-band ENVISAT and Ka-band AltiKa altimeters, over five contrasted sites in terms
of landscape, relief, roughness and heterogeneity of the illuminated surface, including the presence of
open waters. The performance of the model in terms of waveform generation is analyzed in Section 5
and the impact of SSM on the altimetry signal is eventually studied through a sensitivity analysis
(Section 6).

2. Radar Altimetry Backscattering Modeling

To simulate the electromagnetic interaction between the wave emitted by the altimeter antenna
and the illuminated soil, a two scale approach is used. The antenna footprint on the soil is sampled
using triangular facets in order to be able to take into account any topography. Each facet is
characterized by small scale roughness parameters and soil dielectric permittivity. The approach
consists in vectorially summing the complex contributions of all the facets at the receiver. The vectorial
contribution of each facet is computed assuming that the field distribution over the facet is the same as
if it were infinite. Note that the large scale sampling may be adapted to a multi-scale one all the more
easily as the computations are very fast.

The Kirchoff model was used to take into account the small-scale roughness. It is used to simulate
the electromagnetic (EM) response of a rough surface taking into account rms height (hrms) and
the correlation length of the local surface. The macroscopic scale integrates the effect of the surface
topography in the altimeter footprint (several to several tenths of km2 depending on the wavelength of
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the EM wave) through the use of a Digital Elevation Model (DEM). Due to the roughness parameters
used in this study, the Kirchoff model was preferred to other models at our wavelengths [26].

2.1. Simulation of the Surface Backscattering Using the Kirchoff Model

2.1.1. Kirchoff Model of the Stationary Phase

The Kirchhoff model for the stationary phase, also known as Geometric Optics (GO) backscattering
model, is based upon the tangent plane approximation. The surface is represented as a mosaic of
randomly orientated planes, each one of them locally tangent to the surface. This model can be applied
under the following assumptions:

kl > 6 (1)

l2 > 2.76sλ (2)

kscosθ > 1.5 (3)

where k = 2π/λ is the wavenumber and λ the wavelength, s the root mean square height (m)
representing the surface roughness, l the surface correlation length (m), θ the wave incidence angle.
s and l are the rms height and the correlation length.

In the GO model, each elementary surface has a proper backscattering coefficient (which is valid
for VV and HH polarization) as expressed in the following equation:

σHH(θ) = σVV(θ) =
Γ0

2m2(cos θ)4 exp (− (tan θ)2

2m2 ) (4)

where Γ0 is the Fresnel reflection coefficient at nadir incidence and m the autocorrelation function that
depends on the nature of the surface.

For a Gaussian surface, the autocorrelation function is:

m =

√
2s
l

(5)

For an exponential surface, the autocorrelation function is:

m =
s
l

(6)

As Low Resolution Mode (LRM) altimeters are nadir-looking sensors, if the local slope is small,
(3) becomes:

ks > 1.5 (7)

The Fresnel coefficients at nadir incidence can be written as:

Γ0 =

∣

∣

∣

∣

√
ε − 1√
ε + 1

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

(8)

where ε is the soil dielectric permittivity.

2.1.2. Soil Dielectric Permittivity Estimates at Ku and Ka Bands

Soil dielectric permittivity estimates are determined using the semi-empirical from [27,28].
According to this model that extends earlier works from [29,30], the complex dielectric permittivity of
a medium (εm) is defined as:

εm = (1 +
ρb

ρs
(εs

α − 1) + mv
βε f w

α − mv)
1
α (9)
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where εs and εfw are the relative dry soil and effective free water permittivities respectively, ρb and
ρs are the soil bulk and specific soil densities respectively, mv is the volumetric soil moisture given
in percent, α and β are the shape and empirical constants respectively. All details about the complex
dielectric permittivity from [27,28] are given in Appendix A.

To our knowledge, no dielectric permittivity model has been specifically designed for the Ka-band.
In this study, the semi-empirical model for soil complex dielectric permittivity, validated for the
Ku-band was extended to the Ka-band as in previous studies [30,31].

2.2. Altimeter Waveform Generation

2.2.1. Vectorial Polarimetric Backscattering

The Forward Scattering Alignment convention (FSA) was chosen for all the computation at each
elementary surface (see Appendix B for the description of the surface discretization), following the
conventions detailed in [32]. To take into account the polarization, the emitted wave is considered to
be linearly polarized with the electric field parallel to the X-axis (Figure A1).

Over a given triangular sample of barycenter Oi, the incident electromagnetic wave emitted by
the altimeter (S for source in Figure 1) is directed along the wave vector →

ki

, defined as:

→
ki =

→
SOi
∣

∣

∣

∣

→
SOi

∣

∣

∣

∣

(10)

The components of the incident electric field →
Ei

following the three axes of the global vector set

are defined by:

→
Ei =

→
ki ∧

→
y =

⎡

⎢

⎣

EXi

EYi

EZi

⎤

⎥

⎦
(11)

where y is the norm vector in the y direction.

Figure 1. Forward Scattering Alignment (FSA) convention applied to an elementary triangle surface of
the meshgrid used in the study.
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The incident electric field is then projected on the unitary vectors →
Hi

and →
Vi

which form with →
ki

a

direct base. The →
Hi

vector is defined by:

→
Hi =

→
ni ∧

→
ki

|→ni ∧
→
ki |

=

⎡

⎢

⎣

HXi

HYi

HZi

⎤

⎥

⎦
(12)

where →
ni

is the perpendicular vector to the elementary surface considered. The →
Vi

vector is defined as:

→
Vi =

→
Hi ∧

→
ki =

⎡

⎢

⎣

VXi

VYi

VZi

⎤

⎥

⎦
(13)

The projection of →
Ei

on the (→
Hi

, →
Vi

) base is done through a scalar product:

EHi =

⎡

⎢

⎣

EXi

EYi

EZi

⎤

⎥

⎦
·

⎡

⎢

⎣

HXi

HYi

HZi

⎤

⎥

⎦
(14)

EVi =

⎡

⎢

⎣

EXi

EYi

EZi

⎤

⎥

⎦
·

⎡

⎢

⎣

VXi

VYi

VZi

⎤

⎥

⎦
(15)

Now the components of the incident electric field in terms of horizontal polarization H and
vertical polarization V are known in the global set (O,X,Y,Z). A local set is defined at the sample i with
center Oi, vertical axis Oi Z directed along the normal to the facet plane and horizontal axes in the
sample plane. The vectors →

Hi
and →

Vi
are projected on the local polarization vectors →

Hil
and →

Vil
through

a rotation matrix [R].
The scattering matrix [S] of the facet in the local set is defined as follows, with the backscattering

coefficient σHH and σVV corresponding to the HH and VV polarizations respectively [33]. The ground
cross-polarization is neglected in this study.

S =

[ √
σHH 0
0

√
σVV

]

(16)

The scattered electric field components towards the backscattering direction (same directions as
→
Hi

and →
Vi

are obtained as follows:

[

EHsl

EVsl

]

= S·
[

EHil

EVil

]

(17)

The Equations (11)–(17) define the aspects relative to the electric field scattering. The local
scattered field is afterward expressed in the global set, and then projected on the incident polarization.
In order to take into account all factors impacting the attenuation amplitude of the EM field, a weighting
coefficient is applied to the electric field for each elementary surface, corresponding to the attenuation
factor present in the radar equation, and defined as follows:

Ci =
AiG2Pλ2

Ri
4(4π)3 W(θi) (18)
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where Ai is the elementary triangle area (see Appendix B), G the antenna gain, P the emitted power,
λ the wavelength, Ri the distance between the antenna and the ith surface element (SOi in Figure 1),
W(θi) the antenna diagram used in the radar system (see Appendix C for the definition of the
radar parameters).

The final electric field backscattered by the elementary surface following the X-, Y- and Z-axis is
then determined by:

⎡

⎢

⎣

EXFi

EYFi

EZFi

⎤

⎥

⎦
= EHSCi

⎡

⎢

⎣

HXi

HYi

HZi

⎤

⎥

⎦
+ EVSCi

⎡

⎢

⎣

VXi

VYi

VZi

⎤

⎥

⎦
(19)

A final phase component is added, taking into account the propagation term and a random phase
Φi for removing the speckle component:

EYi = e−jki Ri+jΦi (20)

The final electric field backscattered by the elementary surface is the complex sum of the fields
scattered by all the facets.

2.2.2. Monopulse Waveform

When reaching the surface, the electric field is reflected and partly backscattered to the satellite
following a power distribution, function of time. This power distribution of the radar echo is known
as an altimeter waveform. The received power is sampled in time gates, each of them integrating the
backscattered power during its aperture time. The contribution of each portion of the illuminated
surface is received at a different time related to the topography of the surface (Figure 2). Based on the
distance between the satellite and the surface, the recording of any individual waveforms starts when
the first backscattered signal reaches the satellite position. The backscattered signal is sampled in a
collection of time gates. The time gates have a duration (dgate) of length τ, function of the radar system
bandwidth Bw, as defined in [34]:

dgate = τ =
1

Bw
(21)

Each elementary surface backscatters an electric field towards the satellite, which arrives at time ti

after the emission time t0. The three components of the waveform (WF) for any gate n can be expressed as:

WFX(n) =
Tn

∑
ti=Tn−1

|EXFi(ti)|2,WFY(n) =
Tn

∑
ti=Tn−1

|EYFi(ti)|2, WFZ(n) =
Tn

∑
ti=Tn−1

|EZFi(ti)|2 (22)

where Tn−1 and Tn are the starting and ending times of the gate n.

Figure 2. Example of modeled surface. The colors correspond to the corresponding radar time gate
(here for 384 time gates).
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Each waveform corresponds to a duration of a few milliseconds (a typical time gate lasts a
few nanoseconds). The number of time gates generally varies from 64 to 128 on the current satellite
altimeters and corresponds to the duration of the reception mode of the radar altimeter sensor.
The opening of the reception window of the radar altimeter sensor is based either on the series of
estimated ranges from a series of previous echoes (closed-loop mode) or, on the most recent altimetry
missions, is forced by an estimate of the range based on a DEM to limit the problem of non-detection
of open water targets as rivers flowing at the bottom of narrow valleys (open-loop mode, see [35]
for more details). The altimeter waveform model developed in this study does not take into account
these modes of operation. It is necessary to select n time gates over all the possible responses to obtain
the individual altimeter waveform (red square on Figure 3). In order to calculate the backscattered
power at a particular time of interest, a time lag variable is introduced corresponding to the switch of
the sensor to the reception mode (see Figure 3). This time lag is determined manually by seeking the
maximum cross-correlation between modeled and measured waveforms using 512 time-gate samples.
The retained time-lag value for each site is then used for modeling the proper 128 time-gates waveforms.

Figure 3. Example of a “raw” waveform simulated using the Continental waveform ALtimetry Model
(CALM). We show the position of the first return signal, the time lag duration, and the interest waveform
window (here composed of 128 points).

For each one of these time gates, the 3 components of the electric fields corresponding to the
elementary surfaces whose surface-altimeter travel time corresponds to the gate’s time interval are
added. Finally, for each gate, the total complex electric field is multiplied by its conjugate to obtain the
power received by the altimeter for an individual waveform.

2.2.3. Averaged Waveform

In order to model as precisely as possible the satellite’s orbit impact on the radar measurement,
the satellite movement on its orbit was taken into account. From the satellite’s orbit speed, which
can be approximated as a radial speed, the satellite’s movement is simulated. In the model, Earth
surfaces are represented using a planar approximation that is acceptable considering the dimension
of the surfaces used in the simulation (a couple of tenths kilometers by a couple of tenths kilometers
typically). The satellite’s movement can be assumed as a one dimension translation, following the
Y-axis in CALM (see Appendix B).

The radar altimetry systems on orbit operate continuously along their tracks. The emission of
the EM wave towards the surface is regularly performed according to the pulse repetition frequency.
The pulse duration itself depends on the radar system parameters, and is different from one satellite to
another. The repetition frequency, along with the satellite’s orbit speed, not only provides the apparent
satellite ground speed, but also the ground space between two consecutive altimetry measurements.

During the backscattering process of the electromagnetic field, some of the coherent reflections
vary much from one measurement to another during the satellite’s movement. Thus it is preferable to
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make an average over a similar surface of many consecutive waveforms, which from a statistical point
of view measure very similar surfaces. That is the procedure made onboard of both satellites, except for
the “burst mode”. Examples of simulated waveforms taken from a series of consecutive 100 modeled
radar echoes are presented in Figure 4a. The corresponding average waveform is presented in Figure 4b.

Figure 4. (a) Three examples of simulated waveforms (numbers 1, 50 and 100) taken from a series of
consecutive radar echoes; (b) Mean waveform obtained averaging 100 simulated burst echoes.

3. Datasets

3.1. Radar Altimetry Data

Radar altimetry data used in this study comes from the acquisitions on the nominal orbit of
the following missions: ENVISAT (2002–2010) and SARAL (2013–2016). These two satellites orbited
a sun-synchronous polar orbit at an altitude of about 800 km, with a 35-day repeat cycle and an
inclination of 98.6◦, providing observations of the Earth from 81.5◦ latitude North to 81.5◦ latitude
South, with a ground-track spacing of around 80 km at the Equator. RA-2, onboard the European
Space Agency (ESA) ENVISAT mission, is a nadir-looking pulse-limited radar altimeter operating
at Ku- (13.575 GHz) and S- (3.2 GHz) bands. The latter is available until January 2008, and is not
used in the present study. SARAL is a CNES-ISRO joint-mission that was launched on 25 February
2013. Its payload is composed of the AltiKa radar altimeter and bi-frequency radiometer, and a
triple system for precise orbit determination: the real-time tracking system DIODE (Détermination
Immédiate d’Orbite par Doris Embarqué—Immediate Onboard Orbit Determination by Doris) of the
DORIS (Doppler Orbitography and Radio-positioning Integrated by Satellite) instrument, a Laser
Retroflector Array (LRA), and the Advanced Research and Global Observation Satellite (ARGOS-3).
It is the first altimeter to operate at Ka-band (35.75 GHz). The main characteristics of RA-2 and AltiKa
are summarized in Table 1.

The Sensor Geophysical Data Records (SGDRs) delivered by CNES and ESA include accurate
satellite positions (longitude, latitude and altitude of the satellite on its orbit) and timing, altimeter
ranges, instrumental, propagation and geophysical corrections applied to the range, measured
waveforms, and several other parameters such as the backscattering coefficients. These parameters
are available at high frequency (i.e., 18 and 40 Hz for ENVISAT and SARAL data respectively).
The waveforms from ENVISAT RA-2 at Ku band are sampled on 128 timegates, whereas waveforms
from SARAL/AltiKa are sampled on 116 timegates. In this study, data from cycles 75 to 85 of ENVISAT
RA-2 (January–December 2009) and cycles 1 to 35 (from February 2013 to June 2016) for SARAL
AltiKa. These data were made available by the Centre de Topographie des Océans et de l’Hydrosphère
(CTOH) [36].
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Table 1. Main characteristics of ENVISAT and SARAL altimetry missions and of RA-2 and AltiKa
sensors from [37,38].

ENVISAT RA-2 SARAL AltiKa

Mean satellite altitude (km) 800 800
Velocity on orbit (km s−1) 7.45 7.47

Apparent ground velocity (km s−1) 6.62 6.64
Frequency bands Ku (13.575 GHz), S (3.2 GHz) Ka (35.75 GHz)

Pulse duration (chirp sweep time) (μs) 20 110
Effective pulse duration (ns) 3.125 1

Bandwidth (MHz) 320, 80, 20 (Ku) 160 (S) 500
Pulse repetition frequency (Hz) 1795 (Ku) 449 (S) ~3800

Time between two pulses (T, en μs) 557 (Ku) 2230 (S) ~263

3.2. ASTER DEM

ASTER is a Japanese sensor which is one of the five instruments onboard the Terra satellite,
launched in 1999 by the NASA in low Earth orbit. It has collected ground data since February 2000.
ASTER provides high-resolution images of the Earth in 14 bands of the electromagnetic spectrum,
from the visible domain to the thermic infrared. The resolution of these images varies between 15 m
and 90 m. Data from ASTER are used to create detailed maps of the surface temperature, emissivity,
reflectance, and what is of interest to us, maps of elevation.

The first version of the ASTER Global Data Elevation Model (GDEM), which was released
in 2009, has been generated using stereoscopic images collected by the instrument. The global
coverture was extending from 83◦S to 83◦N, covering 99% of the global continental surface. The second
version [37] added 260,000 stereoscopic images to the previous version, improving the global coverage
and reducing the number of artefacts. The data production algorithm provides a better spatial
resolution, an improved horizontal and vertical precision, along with an improved water surfaces
coverture. The distributed data format remains GeoTIFF, and the same sampling grid is used, with a
resolution of 30m and cells of 1◦ × 1◦. ASTER GDEM data are freely available worldwide. They can be
downloaded from the internet on the Land Processes Distributed Active Archive Center (LP DAAC)
(https://lpdaac.usgs.gov/).

4. Study Area

The selected sites are distributed along a north-south rainfall gradient in the Gourma region,
Mali in the west-African Sahel. The Gourma region (14.5–17.5◦N and 1–2◦W), is a vast peneplain at
between 250 and 330 m altitude and has been previously used by numerous remote sensing studies,
based on active and passive microwave sensors (e.g., [7,9–11,18,19,21]). Indeed, the presence of large
homogeneous and flat surfaces characterized by a high seasonal and inter-annual variability makes this
region particularly well suited both for methodological development and for multi-product validation
exercises [39]. Predominantly sandy (58% of the region) or shallow (23%) soils are distributed in
large alternant swaths of contrasted land cover (fixed sand dunes, eroded surfaces locally capped by
iron pan). Besides these two major landforms, remnants of alluvial systems and lacustrine depressions
form a web of narrow bands often slotted in between sandy and shallow soils [39]. In this region, the mean
annual rainfall varies between 150 and 400 mm from north to south with interannual variations ranging
between 15 and 30% of the annual rainfall. Rainfall occurs during the northern hemisphere summer,
starting between May and July until September or October with a maximum in August [40].

Five study sites are selected on the 302, 373 and 846 ground tracks of ENVISAT and SARAL
altimeters (see Figure 5). The site 1 is located on SARAL/ENVISAT track 846. The satellite goes from
north to south over the reference point at latitude 16.75◦N and longitude 1.842◦W, at the north of the
In Zaket area. This site presents mostly sand dunes along with some rock formation in the center of
the area. At the east of the site, the beginning of a great dune can be seen. No open water surface is
present here.
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Figure 5. Location of the five study sites distributed on satellite tracks 302, 373 and 846 of
ENVISAT/SARAL over the Gourma region, Mali © Google Earth. The azimuthal direction of the
satellite on orbit, the site numbers and the corresponding DEM extraction area are indicated. The water
areas limits over each site are marked with black lines.

Site 2 is located on SARAL/ENVISAT track 373, with the satellite going from south to north.
The reference point is at latitude 16.8◦N and longitude 1.478◦W. The site is a sandy plane with nearly
no dune pattern. No open water surface is present in this area.

Site 3 is located on SARAL/ENVISAT track 302, close to the Gossi village. The satellite goes from
north to south over the latitude 15.82◦N and longitude 1.339◦W reference point. The site presents
mainly sand dunes, which in the center presents a structure of three ponds along with a flood area in
the southern part. The DEM has been reworked to simulate these water ponds by quadrangular areas,
with heights of 278 m, 277 m and 275 m from north to south respectively.

Site 4 is located at coordinates 17.02◦N and 1.059◦W on the SARAL/ENVISAT track 302. The site
is composed of a sandy soil, through which flows the Niger River from northwest to southeast of the
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extraction area (see Figure 5). The Niger River is simulated by six quadrangular areas at the same
altitude of 245 m, which is considered to be the height of the high river bed at the end of the monsoon.

Site 5, located on SARAL/ENVISAT track 302, is close to the Agoufou pond. With coordinates
of 15.345◦N and 1.45◦W, this sandy plain with dune formations presents a pond composed of two
triangular areas (see). These two ponds are simulated by two triangular areas with the same altitude of
275 m. A rocky peak at the northeast of this area (the red “V” on Figure 5) implies adding a consequent
time-lag on the waveform formation.

5. Results

5.1. Comparison between Simulated and Real Waveforms

Radar altimetry waveform simulations were performed over the five sites presented in Section 4.
Study area for both ENVISAT RA-2 and SARAL AltiKa missions. The representation of the scene
is described in Appendix D. Parameters used in this study are presented in Appendix E. As no
information on the power amplification applied to the received signal in the electronics onboard the
satellites is available, an empirical gain determination was applied (see Appendix F).

Radar altimetry waveforms were simulated for the dry season (i.e., SSM = 0.02) over the five test
sites for both ENVISAT RA-2 and SARAL AltiKa missions. They were compared to radar altimetry
waveforms present in the SGDR. The real waveforms were selected at the closest acquisition location
to the reference location of the test sites. As the orbit slightly change with time, the footprint center is
not exactly the same from one cycle to another, the scene encompassed is different.

In our study, ENVISAT RA-2 measurements for the thirty-five chosen cycles, corresponding
to the dry season from January to May, are close to the reference point and, are encompassed in
a circle of 500 m of radius. SARAL/AltiKa are more scattered, within a 2500 m buffer along the
nominal orbit track. This deviation is similar for the five study sites, and introduces variations on
each waveform observed. These variations are limited for ENVISAT data, the footprints being similar
between measurement times. The impact on SARAL/AltiKa data is stronger, seeing that a distance
of 2500 m between two different footprints implies that only 60% of the same scene is observed.
Finally, the selected waveforms were averaged over the whole period of observation for each satellite.
The resulting averaged waveforms are presented in Figure 6.

An overall good agreement is found between the averaged observed waveforms and the simulated
ones with correlation ranging from 0.66 to 0.94 at Ku-band for ENVISAT RA-2 and from 0.27 to 0.96 at
Ka-band for SARAL/AltiKa. Over site 1 at Ku-band, both simulated and real waveforms have a similar
shape with a correlation coefficient of 0.94. On the same site at Ka-band, the modeled waveform
presents a slower increase of the leading edge contrary to the average of real waveforms, but with
a similar trailing edge. The correlation coefficient between simulated and waveforms is of 0.96.
Over site 2, both simulated and averaged observed waveforms have close profiles at Ku and Ka-bands
with correlation coefficients of 0.91 for both bands. However, the simulated waveform has a much
lower amplitude (150 against 400) at Ka-band compared to Ku-band. Over site 3, both simulated
and real waveforms are very similar until gates 80 at Ka-band and 90 at Ku-band. After those time
gates, the modeled waveforms present a huge peak at both Ku and Ka-bands which is not present in
the average measured waveforms. This peak is due to the presence of temporary ponds in the scene.
The issue of the pond levels, considered for the simulation as high and which is oppositely low for the
dry season measured waveforms considered, leads to these differences and low correlation coefficient.
Besides, due to the drifts of the satellite ground-track from one cycle to another, larger for SARAL
than for ENVISAT, the location of the signature of the ponds also changes. Correlation coefficients
of 0.66 and 0.27 were found at Ku and Ka-bands respectively. Over site 4, corresponding to the
cross-section with the Niger River, the average of the observed radar echoes are very specular at both
Ku- and Ka- bands. Very huge power is reflected by the surface of the river acting as a mirror at
microwave frequencies. The modeled waveforms exhibit more important trailing edge slopes resulting
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in larger radar echoes. This may result from issues in the modeling of water surfaces considered as
flat surfaces, and hence neglecting the surface roughness responsible for the decrease of the signal
aside from the nadir-looking angle. The correlation coefficients of 0.72 and 0.88 were found at Ku and
Ka-bands respectively. Over site 5, the modeled and the average of the waveforms are characterized
by one large (at Ka-band) or two peaks (at Ku-band) corresponding to the two small ponds present in
the scene. The correlation coefficients are of 0.88 and 0.79 at Ku and Ka-bands respectively. As it can
be seen in Figure 6, important changes in amplitude can be observed from one cycle to another, that
cannot be attributed neither to the filling of the temporary ponds nor to the drift in the altimeter orbits.

Figure 6. Individual (black) and mean (red) waveforms on the five study sites over the observation
periods from ENVISAT RA-2 at Ku-band (left of the left panel) and from SARAL/AltiKa at Ka-band
(left of the right panel). Comparison over the five study sites between the modeled waveform (in blue)
and the mean observed waveform (in red), with the correlation coefficient r indicated from ENVISAT
RA-2 at Ku-band (right of the left panel) and from at SARAL/AltiKa at Ka-band (right of the
right panel).

5.2. Impact of Surface Soil Moisture on Altimetry Signal

Previous studies showed that the temporal variations in SSM in semi arid areas have a strong
impact on the radar altimetry backscattering coefficients reaching up to 25–30 dB between the dry and
the wet seasons [20–25]. Over the five sites considered previously, new simulations were run at Ku
and Ka-bands considering the following values of SSM: 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 that encompass the
range of SSM variations in the Gourma region of Mali. The backscattering coefficients derived from the
modeled waveforms were also estimated. Following [20–25], backscattering coefficients were derived
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using the Offset Center of Gravity (OCOG) or Ice-1 retracking algorithm [41] that is commonly used
for the application of satellite altimetry to land hydrology [42]. The results of these simulations are
presented in Figure 7 along with the variations of the backscattering coefficient against SSM.

Figure 7. Simulated waveforms for increasing values of surface soil moisture (SSM) (2%—blue,
5%—green, 10%—red, 20%—light blue, 30%—purple, 40%—yellow) on the five study sites at Ku-band
(left of the left panel) and at Ka-band (left of the right panel). Corresponding backscattering coefficients
(dB) as a function of SSM (%) at Ku-band (right of the left panel) and from at Ka-band (right of the
right panel).

The amplitude of the simulated waveforms rises with increasing SSM over sandy sites without
water (sites 1 and 2), at both Ku and Ka-bands. The amplitude of the maximum of the waveform is
multiplied by a factor between 5 and 8 at Ku-band and between 4 and 6 at Ka-band for variations in
SSM between 0.1 and 0.4. Backscattering values range from ~25 to ~35 dB over site 1 and from ~15 to
~30 dB over site 2 at Ku-band, and from ~20 to ~30 dB over the two sites at Ka-band. These results are
in good agreement with what was observed in earlier studies [20–25]. Nevertheless, lower values of
backscattering during the dry season and higher amplitude would have been expected at Ka rather
than at Ku band. This discrepancy is likely to be due to (i) the configuration of the scenes that are
not homogeneous; (ii) the extension of the semi-empirical model of the soil complex permittivity at
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Ka-band that is not completely valid; and (iii) the values of the correlation length and of the RMS of
the roughness height that are not completely adequate, especially at Ka-band (see Appendix E).

Over site 4, corresponding to the presence of the Niger River in the scene, the radar echo is
dominated the peaky waveform corresponding to the signature of the river. Increases in returned
power are observed on the sides of the peak corresponding to changes in SSM on the river banks.
They are negligible compared with the value of the maximum observed at the peak. As a consequence,
the backscattering coefficient is constant for any value of the SSM and equals to ~35 dB at Ku-band
and ~30 dB at Ka-band. Please note that the width of the Niger River remains constant for all the
simulations, i.e., effects of the flood were not taken into account. An increase of the width of the river
would have caused an increase in the backscattering coefficient at both bands, as observed in [23].

The configuration of sites 3 and 5 leads to a mix between the two former situations. The ponds,
considered permanent, and hence present in all the simulations, occupy a smaller surface than the
Niger River in site 4. As a consequence, the amplitude of the simulated waveforms rises over all
the gates, even the ones corresponding to the ponds (i.e., from gates 95 to 100 and from gates 80 to
110 over site 3, from gates 50 to 75 and from gates 60 to 85 at Ku and Ka-bands respectively) with
increasing SSM. However, the backscattering coefficient remains almost constant and equals to ~30 dB
(with slight increase at ~31 dB for SSM equals 0.4) and ~25 dB at Ku and Ka-bands respectively
over site 3, almost constant and equals to ~24 dB at Ka-band over site 5, with a slight increase from
~21 to ~24 dB at Ku-band over site 5. The reason for these lacks of change in the backscattering
coefficient with SSM when the radar altimetry waveforms are impacted is due to the retracking
algorithm. In the case of OCOG/Ice-1, the waveform is simulated by a rectangular box encompassing
the maximum of the power returned. Over the two sites, the box width corresponds to the extent
of the signature of the small ponds. Most of the increase of the SSM on the backscattered power is
filtered out. As a consequence, the backscattering coefficient is almost constant. This is the reason why,
the measurements contaminated by temporary floods were excluded from SSM inversion by [21].

6. Conclusions

This study analyzed the impact of SSM on the radar altimetry waveform over semi-arid areas,
and as a consequence, on radar altimetry backscattering coefficient through a modeling approach.
A two-scale model, coupled with a semi-empirical model for the complex dielectric permittivity
of the soil, was applied to simulate the altimetry radar echoes at Ku and Ka-bands through an
approach taking into account the surface roughness (microscopic scale) and the surface topography
(macroscopic scale). Comparisons between simulated and real waveforms from ENVISAT RA-2 and
SARAL AltiKa acquired at Ku and Ka-bands show a good agreement with correlation ranging from
0.66 to 0.94 at Ku-band and from 0.27 to 0.96 at Ka-band over the five study sites representative of
the Sahelian zone of Gourma in Mali. Increase in SSM over typical range of variations in semi-arid
conditions (from 0.02 to 0.4), show a rise of the power received by the altimeter over sandy areas that
causes a raise of 10 to 15 dB of the backscattering coefficient. Such large changes can be observed
when the radar altimeter made its acquisitions a short time after an intense rain event. The presence of
open water in the scene observed by the altimeter (river and even small ponds) cancelled the effect of
the increase in SSM. The waveform is dominated by the peak corresponding to the presence of open
water, especially in the case of a large river such as the Niger. As the retracking algorithm derives
the waveform parameters from this peak, including the backscattering coefficient, changes in SSM
are negligible compared with the presence of open water. These results are in good agreement with
what was previously observed analyzing radar altimetry backscattering coefficients acquired over
semi-arid areas.

The modeling approach developed in this study (CALM) could benefit from the
following improvements:
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(1) a more realistic description of the open water areas taking into account the small undulations of
the surface as in [43],

(2) accurate values of the roughness parameters at Ku and Ka-bands and their spatio-temporal
variations over the study sites,

(3) DEM at higher spatial resolution and with a better accuracy, to obtain more accurate
simulation results.

The next steps would be the analysis of the impact of the vegetation on the simulation results and
the application of this model to the SAR acquisition mode operating at low incidence angles and the
comparisons to the Sentinel-3A data.
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Appendix A

The parameters of the soil complex dielectric permittivity model from [27,28] are detailed below.
The effective free water permittivity εfw of the soil is defined as:

ε f w = εw∞ +
ε0 − εw∞

1 + j2π f τ
− j

σe f f

2π f ǫ0
∗ ρs − ρb

ρs ∗ mv
(A1)

where f is the frequency of the electromagnetic wave emitted by the sensor, mv is the volumetric
soil moisture given in percent, The water dielectric permittivity for very high frequencies converge
towards an “infinite” value εw∞ taken at εw∞ = 4.9, εw0 is the non-salted water permittivity for the null
frequency estimated using the following equation [29]:

εw0 = 87.74 − 0.4008 ∗ T +
(

9.398 × 10−4
)

∗ T2 +
(

1.410 × 10−6
)

∗ T3 (A2)

T is the ground temperature in Celsius degrees, τ is the water relaxation time, which is also
function of the temperature, and defined as follows:

2πτ =
(

1.1109 × 10−10
)

−
(

3.824 × 10−12
)

∗ T +
(

6.938 × 10−14
)

∗ T2 −
(

5.096 × 10−16
)

∗ T3 (A3)

σeff is the effective water conductivity in the ground, and depends on the soil bulk density ρb and
on the sand and clay composition of the ground S and C:

σe f f = −1.645 + 1.939ρb − 0.02013 ∗ S + 0.01594 ∗ C (A4)

The relative dry soil permittivity εs is defined as:

εs = (1.01 + 0.44ρs)
2 − 0.062 (A5)

where ρS is the specific soil density defined as:

ρs =
ρb

1 − νa
(A6)
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va is the void fraction of the ground (taken further on at 0.65), and ρb is the soil bulk density, in g/cm3.
The shape constant (α) is further on taken at 0.65 and the empirical constant (β) is defined as:

β = βr + j ∗ βim (A7)

where
βr = (127.48 − 0.519 ∗ S − 0.152 ∗ C)/100 (A8)

βim = (1.33797 − 0.603 ∗ S − 0.166 ∗ C)/100 (A9)

Appendix B

In the Continental waveform ALtimetry Model (CALM), the surface illuminated by the EM wave
emitted by the sensor (i.e., the radar altimeter footprint) is represented using a meshgrid of triangles.
This meshgrid is considered uniform in both directions (X and Y-axis, see Figure A1). The altimetry
backscattering is assumed to occur in a rectangular surface, which size is determined by the number
of mesh Nx in the X-axis (a mesh corresponds to a basic elementary triangle) and Ny in the Y axis
encompassing the theoretical altimeter footprint. The surface resolution R is then the distance between
two consecutive meshes, taken in this study as constant in both axes. The surface parameters are
defined in a matrix that has a 2Nx + 1 by 2Ny + 1 size representing each point position on the meshgrid
(position in X and Y axis, point height in the Z axis and the surface of each triangle). The center of the
matrix is the origin point of the coordinate system defined as the instant of emission of the EM wave
for each measurement, and is located on the satellite groundtrack.

Figure A1. Meshgrid representing the coordinate system and norms used in CALM. In this example,
Nx = Ny = 2.

Each elementary surface composing the meshgrid is characterized by the lengths ai, bi and ci of
the triangle sides and its barycenter Oi, as represented in Figure A1. By numbering each elementary
surface, we create a matrix with—among other information—the coordinates of the triangles vertices
and their surface, calculated from the Heron formula:

Ai =
√

pi(pi − ai)(pi − bi)(pi − ci) (A10)
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where

pi =
1
2
(ai + bi + ci) (A11)

The perpendicular vectors to each triangle are determined using a normalized vectorial product.
Each elementary surface is also attributed to a proper dielectric permittivity εri, computed as explained
in Section 2.1.2. In the different cases considered in this study, dielectric permittivity and roughness
parameters (root mean square height, correlation function type and correlation length) have the same
value for all the non-inundated grid elements at each time step.

Finally, each elementary surface is given an 11-variables vector:

- the mean X position (noted as Xi further on),
- the mean Y position (noted as Yi further on),
- the mean Z position (noted as Zi further on),
- the X axis component of the perpendicular vector (noted as Nx),
- the Y axis component of the perpendicular vector (noted as Ny),
- the Z axis component of the perpendicular vector (noted as Nz),
- the nature of the elementary surface (−1 for water, 0 for ground is the default value),
- the root mean square height hrms (noted as hi),
- the surface correlation length (noted as li),
- the triangle area (noted as Ai),
- the surface complex dielectric permittivity (noted as εri),

All these parameters characterize each elementary surface, and can be further on changed to
attribute new properties to selected areas.

Appendix C

The antenna field of view depends on the wavelength λ and the antenna diameter D, and is
expressed in radians by the following formula:

θ3dB =
70λπ

D180
(A12)

Knowing this antenna field of view and the distance between the satellite orbit and the ground,
the observed ground area can be limited to a disc of radius corresponding to the observable ground,
given by the 3 dB power attenuation.

The antenna gain is expressed by:

G =
4 log(2)

θ3dB
2 (A13)

Taking into account the antenna diagram, the ponderation is then defined as:

W(θ) = exp(−2Gθ) (A14)

Appendix D

The definition of the simulation scene is composed of three main steps: the resizing of the DEM
data according the altimeter footprint, the delineation of open water areas present in the scene and the
orientation of the scene depending whether the altimetry tracks are ascending or descending.
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• Resizing of the DEM

This first step allows to take into account the different altimeter footprint sizes (see Figure A2),
the location of the open water surfaces, and to improve the computation time. As the extracted
gridded ASTER DEM data are provided by tiles of 1◦ × 1◦, each tile largely encompasses the size of an
individual altimeter footprint. For each individual footprint, the DEM is cropped to encompass the
altimeter footprint in the square of minimum area containing it. For instance, using the 30 m resolution
GDEM ASTER data, and for an ENVISAT RA-2 simulation at Ku-band, a square of Nx = Ny = 646
grid elements is selected. This implies corresponds to a scene of 19,380 m, to be compared with
the approximated 18,000 m footprint diameter of ENVISAT RA-2 at Ku-band (see the example in
Figure A3).

• Delineation of surface water extent

Water surface extent in the study areas were delineated using Google Earth and added to the
scene. As the elevation of this surface is often non-uniform in the DEM, the lowest elevation in
this area and its surroundings is attributed to the whole open water area (see Figure A4). As many
information on these surfaces is missing, a default backscattering coefficient of 17 and 20 dB at Ku and
Ka bands respectively was attributed. Those values correspond to the mean backscattering value over
the Niger River at both bands.

• Orientation of the scene

In CALM, the orbit trajectory is considered linear following the Y-axis of the modeled surface.
The original DEM extraction is orientated with the North as the top of the extraction area. To take
into account the satellite movement on orbit it is then necessary to apply a surface rotation of 90◦,
clockwise for a movement from south to north, and anticlockwise from north to south (green arrow in
Figure A2). The real and simulated orbits are not exactly in the same direction, but rather present an
angle with the meridian. Rigorously, the rotation of the observed area should respect the same angle to
be in the same measurement conditions. Nevertheless, over a hundred successive measurements, the
satellite ground movement does not exceed 500 m, for a footprint diameter going from 8 km to 18 km
for the considered altimetry satellites. The error on orbit simulation is considered as negligible.

Figure A2. Size of the theoretical footprints for a totally plane surface as a function of the frequency
used for ENVISAT RA-2 and SARAL AltiKa.
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Figure A3. Example of a scene using ASTER GDEM data centered close to the Gossi pond in Mali.
The real altimeter satellite path 0302 of ENVISAT RA-2 is represented in yellow, and the simulated
orbit (green), along with the reference point of the simulation. The shadowed area around the reference
point corresponds to the Ku-band footprint of ENVISAT RA-2.

Figure A4. Example of processing applied to surfaces with water areas. (a) The raw DEM without any
water surface treatment; (b) DEM with corrected water surfaces; (c) Surface nature as entered in CALM
(water in blue, ground in orange).

Appendix E

All the parameters used in the CALM simulation for ENVISAT RA-2 at Ku-band and
SARAL/AltiKa at Ka-band are listed in Table A1.
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Table A1. Main characteristics of ENVISAT and SARAL altimetry missions and of RA-2 and AltiKa
sensors from [37,38].

ENVISAT RA-2 SARAL AltiKa

Mean satellite altitude (km) 800 800
Velocity on orbit (km s−1) 7.45 7.47

Apparent ground velocity (km s−1) 6.62 6.64
Frequency bands Ku (13.5 GHz), S (3.2 GHz) Ka (35.5 GHz)

Pulse duration (chirp sweep time) (μs) 20 110
Effective pulse duration (ns) 3.125 1

Bandwidth (MHz) 320, 80, 20 (Ku) 160 (S) 500
Pulse repetition frequency (Hz) 1795 (Ku) 449 (S) ~3800
Time between two pulses (T, μs) 557 (Ku) 2230 (S) ~263
Antenna parabola diameter (m) 1.2 1

Footprint diameter (km) ~18 ~8
Antenna gain 37 dB 44 dB

Emitted power (W) 161 100
Distance between two consecutive

measurements
3.69 m 1.66 m

Void fraction (νa) 0.36
Sand ground component S 60
Clay ground component C 20

Soil bulk density (rb) 1.69
Alpha parameter 0.65
Temperature (◦C) 30
Correlation length 4.5 cm

Height rms (roughness) 0.35 cm

Very few in situ data are available over this area for the roughness parameters (hrms, correlation
length). The roughness data were measured at the Agoufou site in August 2005 (60 profiles) and
February 2006 (16 profiles) in the heart of the wet and dry seasons respectively [19]. These data were
obtained using a 2 m-long profilometer linear needle roughness device, which needles are separated
from one another by 1 cm, allowing the estimation of standard deviation of roughness heights and the
autocorrelation length. The mean values determined over the Agoufou site allowed to estimate a mean
hrms height of 0.7/0.5 cm, for a mean correlation length of 12.6/13.5 cm during the dry and the rainy
seasons. The 1 cm separation length between two needles is too long for Ku (2.3 cm of wavelength)
and Ka (0.8 cm wavelength) bands. As these in situ roughness values cannot be used in this study,
roughness parameters determined in [26] for dry and smooth sandy soils similar to the Gourma soil
types (hrms of 0.35 cm and correlation length of 4.5 cm). Due to the limited anthropogenic impact
in this region, the ground is considered Gaussian. Using this values, the validity of the assumptions
allowing the use of this GO model were checked (Table A2). All the criteria are validated at Ka band,
and 2 out of 3 at Ku-band, except ks > 1.5.

Table A2. Variables used for the validity of the GO model.

Ku Band Ka Band

kl (rad) 12.72 33.46
l2 (10−3 m2) 2.0 2.0

2.67sλ (10−3 m2) 0.21 0.08
ks (rad) 0.99 2.60
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Appendix F

The electronic systems onboard the satellites contain amplificators that increases the power of
received electromagnetic signal, strongly attenuated after 1600 km of propagation. No information
concerning the amplificators onboard the satellites is avaialble. In order to take into account the
amplificatory gains, the Automatic Gain Control (AGC) and the system calibration on the waveforms
modeled with CALM to compare them with real satellite waveforms, a gain factor is applied. This gain
is determined empirically to make for the simulated waveforms to correspond to the mean measured
satellite waveform over the observation periods (11 cycles for ENVISAT, 18 for AltiKa). Along with
the added time lag, this leads to a decent waveform modeling with the proper timeframe.

Table A3 shows that the empirical gain to apply is important. It remains though quite constant
for each satellite (only a maximum 10 dB difference). Of course, this gain is insufficient to provide
precise modeling, but this method has proven to give satisfactory results. The timelag is inherent
to each observed surface, and thus vary strongly from one site to another. In order for the modeled
waveform to correspond to the mean measured waveform, the time-lag has been determined using
cross-correlation maxima.

Table A3. Empirical gains and time lags applied to each study site for both ENVISAT RA-2 and
SARAL/AltiKa configurations.

Simulation Site
ENVISAT RA-2 SARAL/AltiKa

Empirical Gain (dB) Timelag (ns) Empirical Gain (dB) Timelag (ns)

Site 1 343.42 0 339.03 33
Site 2 337.78 −30 336.53 18
Site 3 341.76 35 336.02 158
Site 4 339.03 100 327.78 160
Site 5 335.44 425 330 164
Mean 340.37 n/a 335.59 n/a
STD 2.28 n/a 2.62 n/a
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Abstract: The South Aral Sea has been massively affected by the implementation of a mega-irrigation
project in the region, but ground-based observations have monitored the Sea poorly. This study is
a comprehensive analysis of the mass balance of the South Aral Sea and its basin, using multiple
instruments from ground and space. We estimate lake volume, evaporation from the lake, and the
Amu Darya streamflow into the lake using strengths offered by various remote-sensing data. We also
diagnose the attribution behind the shrinking of the lake and its possible future fate. Terrestrial
water storage (TWS) variations observed by the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE)
mission from the Aral Sea region can approximate water level of the East Aral Sea with good
accuracy (1.8% normalized root mean square error (RMSE), and 0.9 correlation) against altimetry
observations. Evaporation from the lake is back-calculated by integrating altimetry-based lake
volume, in situ streamflow, and Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) precipitation.
Different evapotranspiration (ET) products (Global Land Data Assimilation System (GLDAS),
the Water Gap Hydrological Model (WGHM)), and Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS) Global Evapotranspiration Project (MOD16) significantly underestimate the evaporation
from the lake. However, another MODIS based Priestley-Taylor Jet Propulsion Laboratory (PT-JPL)
ET estimate shows remarkably high consistency (0.76 correlation) with our estimate (based on the
water-budget equation). Further, streamflow is approximated by integrating lake volume variation,
PT-JPL ET, and GPCP datasets. In another approach, the deseasonalized GRACE signal from the
Amu Darya basin was also found to approximate streamflow and predict extreme flow into the
lake by one or two months. They can be used for water resource management in the Amu Darya
delta. The spatiotemporal pattern in the Amu Darya basin shows that terrestrial water storage (TWS)
in the central region (predominantly in the primary irrigation belt other than delta) has increased.
This increase can be attributed to enhanced infiltration, as ET and vegetation index (i.e., normalized
difference vegetation index (NDVI)) from the area has decreased. The additional infiltration might
be an indication of worsening of the canal structures and leakage in the area. The study shows how
altimetry, optical images, gravimetric and other ancillary observations can collectively help to study
the desiccating Aral Sea and its basin. A similar method can be used to explore other desiccating lakes.

Keywords: lake level; lake volume; evaporation; streamflow; Gravity Recovery and Climate
Experiment (GRACE); altimetry; Landsat; Aral Sea

1. Introduction

Lakes and reservoirs store 87% of the Earth’s total fresh open water [1]. Unfortunately, many
of them are gradually receding over the years due to climatic or/and anthropogenic forcings [2].
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There are several feedbacks between the lake and its environment. Thus, quantifying the changes in
the lake is critical to understanding the interactions among various components of the region better.
For example, fluctuations in a lake/reservoir can be linked to different climatic changes at a regional
scale, including desertification, dust storms, melting of glaciers, and changes in the vegetation and
land types. For instance, lake volume loss reduces its heat capacity, and thus it can warm up and cool
off faster than before.

One of the examples of massive lake volume reduction is the Aral Sea. In the 1960s, Soviet
Russia started the world’s second largest irrigation program, under which the Amu Darya and the Syr
Darya rivers were diverted across the Karakum desert. The average annual combined pre-irrigation
streamflow of the Amu Darya and the Syr Darya into the Aral Sea was 56 km3 [3], which was reduced
to less than 10 km3 by 2002 [4]. The world’s fourth-largest freshwater lake (until the 1960s) eventually
separated into two parts, the vast South Aral Sea located in the south and the small North Aral Sea
situated in the north. After the construction of Dike Kokaral dam between the north and south part
of the Aral Sea, the Syr Darya streamflow has stabilized the North Aral Sea. However, in the past
few decades, the perennial Amu Darya has transformed to an intermittent river as it runs through
the desert and Khorezm oasis before merging into the South Aral Sea [5]. Consequently, the South
Aral Sea continued its journey of desiccation and became a hypersaline and almost non-habitable lake.
The Aral Sea is in the lowland climate zone [6], but studies have suggested that it may move towards
a monsoon climate [4], which is characterized by seasonal climate change due to warming and cooling
of the Aral Sea.

Hydrologic analysis of the Aral Sea and surrounding regions has been an active area of
research in the last two decades [7–11]. The present study tries to advance previous studies by
quantifying different hydrological parameters of the lake using various remote-sensing datasets that
can complement each other. This is an essential step as in situ observations are limited and often
not available. A comprehensive analysis of the dynamics of the South Aral Sea is performed using
a mass balance equation as an example of how integrated multisensor data can be used to monitor
different hydrological variables in an endorheic basin. This study demonstrates a framework of
how a lake volume calculated from different remote-sensing data can act as a thermometer of the
hydrological state of the basin. Lake volume variations are used to estimate evaporation loss from the
lake, and to evaluate existing evaporation products, which are hard to validate otherwise. Furthermore,
we estimated runoff from two different methods. Runoff is a product of hydrological processes acting
in the watershed. To evaluate the cause of change in runoff, the saptio-temporal changes of the entire
basin are analyzed.

2. Study Area

Here we study the South Aral Sea (Figure 1, blue polygon) and the Amu Darya basin (Figure 1,
green polygon). The South Aral Sea is a remnant of the vast Aral Sea where the Amu Darya terminates.
It has a shallow, broad east lobe and a deep, elongated west lobe, and a narrow channel connects them
towards the north. The Amu Darya primarily runs through Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan covering
an area of nearly 617,000 km2. It receives water almost entirely from glaciers in the Pamir Mountains
and the Hindu Kush and mainly originates from Tajikistan and northern Afghanistan, forming the
border between the two countries. The high Pamir and Tian Shan ranges are significantly wet, creating
massive glaciers and snowfields, and the Amu Darya streamflow brings the water to the severely arid
southeast of the Aral Sea. The streamflow from these glaciers is heaviest during the spring thaw.

The Amu Darya basin mask is derived from the global river basin database obtained from
http://www.wsag.unh.edu/Stn-30/stn-30.html [12,13]. The South Aral Sea land-water mask time
series are generated from the multi-temporal Landsat dataset [14].
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Figure 1. Study area: the Amu Darya originates from the glaciers of Hindukush and Pamir and
terminates into the South Aral Sea (blue polygon).

3. Observation and Model Data

3.1. Lake Water Storage (LWS)

Remote-sensing-based lake-water-storage estimation can be done using altimetry and optical
images. Since 1992, satellite altimetry is used successfully for monitoring the water levels of large
rivers, lakes, and floodplains [15–17]. Satellite altimetry measures the water surface height along its
pass based on the reflection from the ground of the emitted radiations from the satellite. Different
missions have different pass location, repeat cycle, and footprints. However, there are significant
inter-pass gaps, which lead to limited coverage of the terrestrial water bodies. For instance, the East
Aral Sea could not have reliable altimetry observations for more than four years (2012–2016) as none
of the altimetry mission’s pass was over the dry lake. Singh et al. (2015) demonstrated the use of
Landsat and bathymetry to obtain the water level, as an alternative to altimetry. In this study, a linear
regression between altimetry water level and the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE)
terrestrial water storage (TWS) is examined as another alternative to estimate water level (discussed in
Section 4.1).

Many studies intersected the digital elevation model (DEM) with the water level obtained
from satellite altimetry to compute water storage changes of a lake/reservoir [18–20]. In this
study also, the South Aral Sea volumetric variations are estimated by intersecting the Aral Sea
bathymetry with the satellite altimetry water level time-series obtained from the Database for
Hydrological Time Series of Inland Waters (DAHITI), developed by the Technische Universität
München (http://dahiti.dgfi.tum.de/en/) [21]. Jason-1, Jason-2, and Jason-3, (10 days repeat pass)
observe the East Aral Sea, while the West Aral Sea has additional observations from Envisat and
Saral/Altika (35 days repeat pass).

Multiple Landsat missions’ (Thematic Mapper (TM), Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+),
and Operational Land Imager (OLI)) near-infrared (NIR) images are mosaiced and classified to generate
land-water mask time series. Landsat bathymetry intersection is used to create water level time-series
(Singh et al. 2015).
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3.2. Terrestrial Water Storage (TWS)

Since 2002, variations in the terrestrial water storage within the Earth’s system is routinely
observed by GRACE [22–24]. The availability of monthly observations from the time variable GRACE
mission has revolutionized the hydrological estimations by providing a possibility for the closure of
water budget over a study area. In this study, 0.5◦-gridded, JPL mascon solutions are downloaded from
https://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov [25–27]. The mascon cell size varies with latitude, and for this region, it is
4◦ × 5◦. Thus the GRACE signal includes mass changes occurring in the large extended area (4◦ × 5◦)
as shown in Figure 1 (black box). The study uses GRACE signals from the lake region (Figure 1, black
box) to estimate its water level. However, the lake area is less than one-tenth of the area observed by
GRACE, but lake volume is a major driver in the mass variation of the region. Additionally, the GRACE
signal from the Amu Darya basin is also analyzed to examine the spatiotemporal pattern of the basin
and to estimate long-term streamflow into the East Aral Sea. For the analysis of the Amu Darya basin,
the GRACE mascon solution is scaled to sub mascon 0.5◦ resolution by multiplying it with 0.5◦ gain
factor obtained from https://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov. These gain factors derived from the Community
Land Model do not have a lake component. Therefore, we can not use the scaled mascon product
for the lake analysis, and the mass conservation within a mascon unit is more reliable than in 0.5◦

sub-mascon level.

3.3. Vegetation Index

The global Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) based normalized
difference vegetation index (NDVI) product (MYD13C2) is retrieved from the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) Land Processes Distributed Active Archive Center (LP DAAC)
https://lpdaac.usgs.gov/ [28].

3.4. Evapotranspiration (ET)

Since 2002, the MODIS satellite has been providing a wide range of information about global
dynamics at 250 m to 1 km spatial resolution. The spectral signatures captured by its 36 spectral
bands are used for many applications such as optical imaging of the Earth, estimation of radiation
budget, and calculation of vegetation indices. The study investigated two MODIS derived ET products:
MOD16 and Priestley-Taylor Jet Propulsion Laboratory (PT-JPL).

Global monthly 0.5◦ MOD16 ET product is downloaded from http://ntsg.umt.edu/project/
modis/mod16.php [29,30]. The MOD16 algorithm [31] is based on the Penman–Monteith (1965)
equation for ET.

The PT-JPL actual evapotranspiration (AET) product [32] is based on the Priestley-Taylor potential
evapotranspiration (PET) formulation. To reduce PET to AET, Fisher et al. introduced ecophysiological
constraint functions based on atmospheric moisture (vapor pressure deficit and relative humidity) and
vegetation indices (NDVI and soil-adjusted vegetation index). The driving equation in the model is
the following:

AET = ETs + ETc + ETi (1)

where ETs, ETc, and ETi are evaporation from the soil, canopy and intercepted water, respectively.
Each is calculated explicitly based on relative surface wetness, green canopy fraction, plant temperature
constraint, plant moisture constraint and soil moisture constraint. No calibration or site-specific
parameters are required for this approach.

In addition to MODIS-derived ET, we have also evaluated ET from global hydrological models
(GHMs). Monthly ET estimates from the Water Gap Hydrological Model (WGHM) obtained by
personal contact and the National Oceanic, and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) Global Land
Data Assimilation System (GLDAS) is retrieved from the http://disc.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/ [33,34].
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3.5. In Situ Data

The Aral Sea was one of the well-sampled inland water bodies on the planet until the 1980s.
However, following the collapse of the USSR, field research into its advanced stages of desiccation
has reduced significantly [4]. The Amu Darya monthly streamflow (2003–2010) and the historical
annual hydrological data of the lake (1780–2009) are obtained from the http://www.cawater-info.
net/ database. The Aral Sea bathymetry (from the 1960s) at 1 m contour spacing is provided by
Prof. Renard [35] by personal communication. The East Aral Sea section of the bathymetry is updated
to 30 m spatial resolution by Singh et al. [36] by combining Landsat and altimetry, and it is publicly
available. Therefore, in this study, the West Aral Sea analysis is done using 1960s bathymetry while the
East Aral Sea analysis used the updated bathymetry of Singh et al.

3.6. Precipitation

Monthly precipitation estimates are obtained from the latest Global Precipitation Climatology
Center (GPCC V6) [37], and Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP V2.3), and 1◦ daily data
are retrieved from https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/ [38,39].

All datasets (except streamflow, Landsat, and altimetry) are harmonized to monthly, mm level
water height on 0.5◦ (180◦ meridian) grid. Landsat-based 30 m resolution masks of the East and West
Aral Sea are resampled to a 0.5◦ grid. The land-water mask time series is interested in the respective
monthly evaporation and precipitation data to estimate the volumetric variations in evaporation and
precipitation only from the water body.

4. Methods and Results

In this section, we demonstrate how remote-sensing observations are used to quantify the water
budget components of the Aral Sea and Amu Darya basin. The retrieval method, challenges, solutions,
and results are discussed as follows:

4.1. South Aral Sea Volume Dynamics

For hundreds of years (historical records began in the 1780s) until the 1960s, the Aral Sea level
fluctuation was less than 5 m (Figure 2a). However, predominantly due to the massive irrigation
project in the 1960s, it receded in shape and size dramatically. By 1985, the small North Aral Sea
separated from the vast South Aral Sea. The North Aral Sea went through some fluctuations as seen in
Figure 2a (red plot) due to many failed dam-building attempts between the two parts of the Aral Sea.
It eventually stabilized after the construction of dike Kokaral dam in 2005 (Figure 2a, magenta plot).
However, the South Aral Sea continued to shrink and further separated into the shallow East Aral Sea
and the deep West Aral Sea by 2003 [9].

The annual water level of the South Aral Sea was estimated by a set of altimetry sensors
(i.e., Jason1, Jason2, Envisat and Saral/altika) and compared with the available in situ water level.
The results show a good agreement (Figure 2a) with more than 0.99 correlation and ~60 cm RMSE
(root mean square error) or 1.8% normalized RMSE (by the mean of the observed data). Figure 2b
(red and blue plots) shows that East and West Aral Sea had similar water level until 2009 and they
were disconnected for the first time in late 2009. However, the 2010 flood resumed the equipotential
status between the two parts of the South Aral Sea for nearly a year. Afterward, they started their
independent paths of desiccation. The reason behind their different progression since 2010 has been
that the East Aral Sea reached approximately its lake bed later in 2009, so it needs to rise for about
2 m to get reconnected with the West Aral Sea. The West Aral gets water only from the East Aral
overflow; there was a 3–4 months lag between the increase in water level in 2010 among the two parts.
Meanwhile, the West Aral continuously undergoes evaporation loss, as its lakebed is 13 m below mean
sea level (MSL), while the flat East Aral dries up at 27 m.
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Figure 2. Water level above mean sea level (a) historical annual Aral Sea data (b) altimetry-based
monthly South Aral Sea observations.

Satellite altimetry missions have continuously observed the West Aral Sea. However, the East
Aral Sea lacks reliable observations after its water level went below 28.5 m (Figure 2b, red plot) because
none of the altimetry missions has passed through the dry lake. Therefore, other remote-sensing
observations have to be explored to explain the missing water level for nearly four years from 2011.
Singh et al. (2015) demonstrated that Landsat together with bathymetry can provide 0.97 correlation
with the altimetry water level and can act as a good alternative. However, optical images fail in
bad weather (dust storm, and cloud). Consequently, observations from Landsat are not available
for many months, especially during winters over the Aral Sea (Figure 3b). Therefore, we examined
another potential way to fill the gaps by linear regression between GRACE-based terrestrial water
storage (TWS) from the Aral Sea region (Figure 1). Study area black box) and the East Aral Sea
water level from altimetry. First, seasonal components from the TWS and water level time series are
removed. Then deseasonalized TWS and water level (Figure 3a) are linearly regressed using nine years
(2003–2011) of monthly data. The best fit model (r2 = 0.82, RMSE = 49 cm) is used for the estimation of
the deseasonalized water level for the 2003–2017 time frame, and then the altimetry-based seasonal
component is added. The derived GRACE-based water level and altimetry observations showed
0.9 correlation and ~54 cm RMSE or 1.8% normalized RMSE. Figure 3b shows that GRACE-based
estimates agreed well with the altimetry observations except for the 2010 flood. The GRACE-based
estimate observed an early peak in spring 2010, while altimetry saw it in summer 2010. It can be
attributed to the integral nature of the GRACE signal, which observes mass changes not only from the
surface water but also from the soil moisture and groundwater.

Although the TWS variability in this mascon also includes signals from the West Aral Sea, it obtains
water only from the East Aral Sea overflow. Therefore, the empirical relation between the increase in the
TWS and water level of the East Aral Sea remains valid. The East Aral acquires a similar water surface
area as the West Aral as soon as it floods due to its flat topography and eventually has similar evaporation
loss progression. However, the impact of consecutive evaporation loss from the West Aral on TWS may
lead to the overestimation of the water-level drop, but it soon reaches the cutoff as the East Aral dries up.
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Therefore, the GRACE-derived sea level for the East Aral Sea stops at 27 m, as in late 2014, and it resumes
with an increase in the TWS of the lake. Whenever the two parts of the South Aral are connected, then they
have mostly similar progression but different water levels since 2010.

However, due to the limited spatial resolution of GRACE, the GRACE mask (Figure 1, black
box) extends beyond the lake. Spring 2010 was relatively wet, (which increased the soil moisture in
the entire 4◦ × 5◦ box and the lake size was at its diminished level. It seems that whenever snow
accumulation or soil moisture variation is more than lake mass change, TWS has less ability to estimate
the water level. Furthermore, the GRACE mask also includes the Amu Darya delta, which absorbs
a significant amount of the floodwater before it reaches the South Aral Sea (discussed in Section 4.2).
Figure 3b also shows that in spring 2009, GRACE-based estimates were nearly 29.5 m, which cannot be
correct because there is no altimetry observation for that period, suggesting that water level had to be
below 28.5 m. In this case, the time series is interpolated to fill the data gaps.

Nevertheless, for rest of the time-series, TWS in the GRACE box is driven by the lake mass
variation, and thus the GRACE-based water level shows good agreement with altimetry observations.

Figure 3b shows the complete disappearance of the East Aral Sea in 2014, consistent with the
analysis of the Landsat data (Singh et al. 2016). The East Aral Sea bed is approximately 27 m above
MSL, and when its water level reaches 28.5 m from MSL, the lake expands enough to be observed
by altimetry missions. Therefore, to obtain a complete time series, the water level is estimated from
a combination of altimetry (when the water level is above 28.5 m) and Landsat (when the water level is
below 28.5 m). GRACE-based estimates are used when neither altimetry nor Landsat could is available.

Figure 3. The East Aral Sea water level. (a) Best fit between de-seasonalized terrestrial water storage (TWS)
and altimetry water level; and (b) altimetry water level observations compared with the derived water
height from Landsat and Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE). The gray area shows the
uncertainty range of the GRACE-based estimate, calculated by the ± root mean square error (RMSE).

In this study, we have three independently generated datasets of lake structure. Lake level is
estimated by satellite altimetry, lake water-surface-area or contours are estimated by the Landsat
imageries and bathymetry of the lake derived from 1960s field observations. A combination of any
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of the two can calculate the third, for example, the altimetry and Landsat/MODIS combination
can generate the bathymetry of a lake [36,40] or estimate lake volume from [18,41]. In this work,
the bathymetry of the East and West Aral Sea are intersected with their respective water levels to obtain
water surface area time-series due to data gaps in the Landsat observations (Figure 3b). Volumetric
variations of the lakes are calculated using a truncated pyramid model (Equation (2)) by integrating
the change in water level and surface area [18].

VV(t) =
n

∑
t=1

1
3
× (Ht − Ht−1)×

(

At + At−1 +
√

(At × At−1)

)

(2)

where,

VV(t) = Volumetric variations with respect to the initial state (t0) at the nth month
At = Area of the water extent at month t
At−1 = Area of the water extent at the previous month
Ht = Level of the water body at month t
Ht−1 = Level of the water body at the previous month.
n = Number of months.

Between 1993 and 2017, the South Aral Sea lost approximately 195 km3 water (Figure 4a).
Since 2009, the East Aral Sea has been fluctuating on its almost flat lakebed. Eventually, most of
the streamflow evaporates within a year. The West Aral Sea seasonally receives some water when
the East Aral Sea water level exceeds 28.5 m above MSL. However, due to evaporation loss, the West
Aral Sea was still losing water at approx. 2.7 km3/annum rate and reduced below 25 m by late 2016
(Figure 2b). Considering the geometry of the West Aral Sea (Figure 4b), nearly 43 km3 of its volume
might still exist below the 25 m water level. If the current trend of water loss (almost 2.7 km3/year)
continues, then the West Aral Sea might disappear by nearly 2032. The seasonal expansion and
shrinking of the East Aral Sea are neither enough to revive the east part nor maintain the West Aral
Sea due to massive evaporation loss. The South Aral Sea dynamics are driven by the Amu Darya
streamflow and evaporation loss from the lake. Therefore, we further explored these two parameters.

Figure 4. (a) the South Aral Sea volume variations and (b) the West Aral Sea bathymetry below 25 m MSL.
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4.2. Evaporation from the South Aral Sea

The Aral Sea is a terminal inland water body, and evaporation is the only major water outlet.
The annual evaporation rate of the lake was nearly 66 km3 [9] before the 1960s. The historical vertical
flux data from the Aral Sea shows a substantial difference between the total annual precipitation and
evaporation to/from the waterbody (Figure 5a). However, the recent annual fluxes from the lake
shown in Figure 5b demonstrate that MOD16 ET is almost equal to GPCP precipitation. It cannot be
realistic, knowing the fact that the lake is shrinking and it has an additional Amu Darya streamflow
into it.

Figure 5b shows that the difference between annual AET and PET has decreased due to accelerated
AET with the decreasing lake size. The positive feedback between sea surface temperature (SST) and
evaporation can explain the increase in the rate of AET from the Aral Sea. As the lake loses water,
it not only reduces water surface area but also becomes shallower. Shallow water like the shrunken
East Aral Sea (especially since 2009) heats up faster than deep water as it has less volume per square
area. With decreasing lake area, specific humidity near the lake surface is decreased, and thus the rate
of evaporation is increased. Another distinguishing factor of the East Aral Sea is its increasing salinity,
which is above 130 ppm [10]. The salinization of the lake leads to vertical stratification, which is
characterized by a rapid change in water temperature and salinity level at a given horizontal or vertical
region. Consequently, the surface of the lake heats up faster as the salt concentration is not distributed
evenly but stratified from lower salt concentration at the surface to the highest at the bottom of the
lake [42].

Considering the significance of the evaporation for the water balance of the Aral Sea, we compared
potential ET from PT-JPL, and actual ET estimates from WGHM, GLDAS, MOD16, and PT-JPL for the
South Aral Sea.

Figure 5. Time series of the South Aral Sea precipitation and evaporation; (a) historical annual in-situ
observations; (b) recent annual evapotranspiration (ET) and Global Precipitation Climatology Project
(GPCP) observations; and (c) monthly precipitation observations over the lake.
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Evaporation from open water is considerably different from land. Terrestrial open water
evaporation dynamics needs to be added in the current evaporation estimates taking into account the
land-water conversion. The presence of a lake and its size have a significant impact on its surrounding
climate. Total evaporation decreases with the reducing size of the lake, but most of the ET models
do not use a dynamic water mask. Consequently, the impact of available water in the system can be
miscalculated. In this study, the time-variable Landsat-based water-surface masks are intersected with
all the ET estimates to calculate volumetric evaporation loss from the waterbody.

As an independent estimate of evaporation, we back-calculated evaporation from the lake using
lake volume dynamics (Figure 4a) and based on the water balance equation (Equation (3)):

BCE = Δ(VV(t)) + R − P (3)

where,

BCE = Back-calculated evaporation from the lake (magenta plot in Figure 6)
Δ(VV(t)) = Diffrential of the lake volume (calculated by Equation (2)) with respect to its
previous month
R = Amu Darya streamflow into the South Aral Sea
P = Precipitation

This alternative and independent approach to calculate the lake evaporation provides
an additional tool for evaluating the evaporation products. However, groundwater infiltration
into the lake has been ignored in this estimation due to non-availability of the data. The lake
volume estimates have limited uncertainty compared to other hydrological parameters because of the
well-established water level estimation methods from satellite altimetry with cm-level accuracy [21].
However, the bathymetry of the lake is more than half a century old, and it has experienced some
restructuring due to floods [18]. This may introduce an unknown uncertainty (likely to be small) in the
estimation of the lake volume. Nevertheless, the estimated lake volume variations can be considered
as a strong constraint in the water balance equation.

Additional uncertainty in back-calculated evaporation (BCE) comes from the lack of the exact
coordinate of the streamflow gauge, which measures Amu Darya streamflow into the Aral Sea.
The Amu Darya terminates in a massive delta with many small lakes. During the low/normal flow,
water reaches directly into the East Aral Sea. However, during heavy streamflow (2005 and 2010)
a significant amount of water is consumed in the delta region. Therefore, except during the flood
months, the BCE can be considered as the nearest approximation of the evaporation loss from the
South Aral Sea. The BCE estimates (Figure 6, magenta plot) are limited by the availability of the
streamflow data (until 2010).

Precipitation is relatively a smaller direct input in the region with 80–200 mm annual range [43].
GPCP observations are closer to this range compared to GPCC (Figure 5c). Therefore, for the
back-calculation of evaporation from the lake (Equation (3)), GPCP is used. Furthermore, GPCP
utilizes the nearest rain-gauge stations to reduce potential biases. Figure 6 shows that most of the
products severely underestimate ET compared to the BCE estimation. The PT-JPL ET, however,
indicates notably different and reasonable agreement with the BCE.
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Figure 6. Evaporation from the South Aral Sea back-calculated evaporation (BCE) compared with the
other ET products.

The BCE shows an even better agreement with the PT-JPL AET given a month’s time lag because
the BCE is estimated based on changes in the lake volume compared to its previous month. Except
for the flooding months, the PT-JPL AET shows 0.83 correlation with the BCE and 0.76 cubic km
RMSE (42% NRMSE). Theoretically, AET should be similar to PET over open water, but we found
that they differ because a lot of the radiation/energy to drive ET gets absorbed deep into the water
without actually ever evaporating any water. Therefore, the actual ET ends up being less than the
potential. The MOD16 and GHMs ET showed very low seasonality in the lake volume estimation. Thus,
our analysis indicates that PT-JPL ET is more consistent with the rest of the water cycle component
for the evaluation of evaporation over the open water. PT-JPL has been widely and independently
assessed as the top-performing global ET remote-sensing algorithm for evaporation [44–51]. However,
this paper is the first to compare it with other ET products over open water. This shows that PT-JPL
probably has a good representation of surface-atmosphere moisture coupling.

4.3. Amu Darya Streamflow into the Lake

As global lakes are not always well instrumented, this analysis provides insights on how well
streamflow might be estimated using other water-cycle components. The study attempted to determine
the Amu Darya streamflow into the South Aral Sea by two independent methods.

• A water balance-based streamflow estimate (R1, Figure 7b, green plot) is generated by combining
PT-JPL ET (assuming it as actual evaporation from the lake), GPCP and South Aral Sea volumetric
variations (Equation (4)). The average annual Amu Darya streamflow into the lake (except 2005
and 2010 flow) ranges between 0–1 km3/month while the accumulated error from different
datasets in Equation (4) is more than one km3/month. Consequently, accurate estimation of the
streamflow is not possible with this method. Therefore, three-monthly weighted-average (3MWA)
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by 0.25, 0.5, 0.25 weights, is calculated to obtain a long-term trend of the streamflow into the lake.
The derived estimate (R1, Figure 7b) showed 0.71 correlation with the in situ 3MWA streamflow.

R1 = 3MWA (Δ(VV)− P + ET) (4)

where,

R1 = Streamflow estimated from lake water budget (green plot in Figure 7b)
3MWA = three-monthly weighted-average
ET = Evaporation from the lake (PT-JPL ET) and P = Precipitation (GPCP)

• Second streamflow (R2, Figure 7b, red plot) is calculated from the deseasonalized GRACE signal
obtained from the Amu Darya basin (DGADB) (Figure 1, green polygon). An empirical relation
between 3MWA of the in-situ Amu Darya streamflow and 3MWA of the DGADB is used to
generate GRACE-based streamflow (R2). The Least-absolute-residuals method based two-degree
polynomial curve showed a good agreement (r2 = 0.94 and RMSE = 0.2 km3) between the two.
The derived curve (R2, Figure 7b) showed 0.68 correlation with the in situ 3MWA streamflow.

Furthermore, the dashed vertical lines in Figure 7a shows that the DGADB observes flood peaks
into the lake about two months earlier than the in situ data (compare red and blue dashed lines).
Reager et al. [52] also demonstrated that basin-scale TWS could be used to characterize regional
flood potential with longer lead times in flood warnings. This two months’ early warning of heavy
streamflow into the Amu Darya delta could be useful for the water resource management of the region.

Figure 7. The Amu Darya streamflow. (a) Deseasonalized GRACE signal from the Amu Darya basin
(DGADB) compared with the in-situ streamflow. The red vertical lines are peaks of DGADB, and the
blue vertical lines are peaks of in situ streamflow; (b) three monthly-smoothed Amu Darya streamflow
observed by in situ data compared with the two derived estimates (R1 and R2).

As discussed above, the streamflow during the flood events (2005 and 2010) was significantly
absorbed in the massive Amu Darya delta. Therefore, the estimated R1 and R2 have a relatively
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smaller peak in 2005 and 2010 than in situ streamflow. Figure 7b suggests that R1 and R2 provide only
a general idea of the long-term trend and are likely to be far from true streamflow. However, they have
captured well the extreme weather events in the long-term patterns of the streamflow into the lake,
i.e., 2005 and 2010 floods and 2009 and 2014 droughts. R2 produces low flow reasonably well (except
in 2004), but underestimates peak flow, yet the pattern of the peak flow is captured. R1 is relatively
skillful in capturing peak flows but overall provides many false signals not observed by either in situ
observation or GRACE. The GRACE signal (DGADB, Figure 7a red plot) indicates that 2015 and 2016
had high seasonality, but they do not exceed 2005/2010 peak flows or 2009/2014 low flows.

4.4. The Amu Darya Basin

Figure 8 shows the spatiotemporal linear trend in the Amu Darya basin between 2003 and 2017
of (a) TWS from GRACE, (b) precipitation from GPCP, (c) MODIS NDVI and (d) ET from MOD16.
The figure shows that during this period TWS went down in the Amu Darya delta and the southwestern
Hindukush region. The decrease in the delta TWS can be attributed to the increasing absorption of
water in the central and northeastern part of the Amu Darya basin. This area is a major irrigation
belt (other than a delta region) of the basin. The figure shows that in the irrigation area water mass
increased (Figure 8a), ET decreased (Figure 8d), and the precipitation trend remained relatively flat
(Figure 8b), which indicates a possible increase in infiltration. Furthermore, a decrease in total annual
Amu Darya streamflow into the Aral Sea from more than 10 km3 in 2002 to less than 4 km3 by 2009
shows that either precipitation has gone down during those years (which is not seen in GPCP dataset)
or abstraction of water has increased upstream. On the other hand, the reduction of NDVI in the central
part of the basin (Figure 8c) supports the assumption of increased infiltration loss. However, vegetation
loss can also be attributed to increasing salt deposition in the soil profiles and desertification [8].
Forkutsa et al. [53] discussed the fact that more than 40% of the river water is lost to evaporation
and infiltration from the canal. Water escapes the route to form lakes and ponds along the way.
Consequently, the rise in groundwater level has brought soil salt to the surface, leading to widespread
salinization [9]. It is probable that during this time frame the canal conditions are deteriorated, leading
to more infiltration loss.

Figure 8. The Amu Darya basin: (a) GRACE TWS; (b) GPCP; (c) normalized difference vegetation
index (NDVI); and (d) MODIS based ET (MOD16).
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5. Discussion

Accurate monitoring of the world’s lakes in a changing climate is increasingly essential, as lakes
often significantly contribute to regional climatology and ecosystems. Several lakes are drying
(e.g., Aral Sea, Urmia, Lake Chad) due to climate change and anthropogenic activities (e.g., through
water abstractions for irrigation). These not only lead to loss of Lake Habitat and biodiversity but
also can trigger several adverse impacts on the environment and life in the surrounding region,
like desertification, dust storms, and the salinization of land. All these processes can eventually
offset economic growth near the lakes. Similar processes can be seen in various global lakes like
Lake Urmia [54,55], Lake Chad [56,57], the Dead Sea [58–60], and Lake Poopo [61,62]. Therefore,
careful monitoring of the changes in lake/inland sea properties is becoming critical more than
ever. Unfortunately, many of these lakes are not well instrumented. Thus exploiting the potential
of integrating multi-dimensional remote-sensing data with other complementary data is essential.
The following are the highlights of this research:

1. Lake level estimate: this paper suggests methods for filling gaps in the altimetry observations.
These data gaps may occur due to intermission time lag or loss of altimetry ground track due to
changes in the shape of the water bodies. Landsat images together with bathymetry can provide
an alternative water level estimate. However, sometimes, optical images have limitations during
lousy weather. In that case, GRACE signals from lakes like the Aral Sea have a potential to
estimate water level. The linear regression between the TWS and water level has been explored
to generate the water level from GRACE.

2. The rate of evaporation loss: most of the models/data products do not estimate
evapotranspiration (ET) from inland waterbodies well, except for one. We have back-calculated
the lake evaporation (BCE) by integrating altimetry-based lake volume variations, with the in
situ runoff and GPCP precipitation. This study found the PT-JPL ET estimate to have the closest
approximation to the BCE compared to the other existing ET products MODIS (MOD16) and
hydrological models (WGHM and GLDAS). While PT-JPL has never been tested over open water
bodies, our findings are consistent with multiple studies that have consistently found PT-JPL to
be the top-performing ET remote-sensing algorithm over terrestrial vegetation [44,45,48,49,51,63].

3. Estimating river streamflow to the lake: the study also suggests that the GRACE signal from
the Amu Darya basin can provide a long-term trend of streamflow into the lake and may
predict flood events one or two months in advance. Another streamflow is estimated based on
the lake water budget, which showed a good long-term progression but has some false highs.
The back-calculated streamflow (R1) indicated strikingly high seasonality, which demonstrates
possible seasonal groundwater infiltration into the lake, assuming error in other datasets are not
seasonally biased. Nevertheless, in the absence of any in-situ streamflow, these methods can
be explored.

4. Assessing the spatiotemporal variations in the water cycle of the Amu Darya basin: finally,
we monitored the spatial changes of the Amu Darya basin to examine the cause of reducing
streamflow. Various insights could be gained through analyzing the maps of a temporal trend in
ET, TWS, NDVI, and Precipitation. The decrease in TWS in the Amu Darya delta region is mainly
due to the increase in water mass in the central part of the Amu Darya basin, which is probably
due to rising infiltration with the worsening of the canal system. This assumption cannot be
validated due to lack of ground-based observations but is supported by the decrease in ET and
NDVI in the region with the increase in TWS.

5. Future of the Aral Sea: the low Amu Darya streamflow and huge evaporation loss from the vast
open body have endangered the existence of the South Aral Sea. If the present trend continues,
the remnant West Aral Sea will also disappear by nearly 2032 or reach the level of its base flow.
One possible solution is to drain the Amu Darya streamflow directly into the West Aral Sea to
avoid evaporation loss from the vast shallow East Aral Sea. Assuming 4 km3/year water flows
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into the West Aral Sea based on the current the annual Amu Darya streamflow (without any
flood), the West Aral Sea will start increasing at a rate of more than 1 km3/year. Additionally,
a dam is also required to be built between the East and West Aral Sea to stop flooding from the
west when it reaches more than 28 m above MSL.

6. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we show how the combination of various remote-sensing products can help gain
more information on the fate of the Aral Sea lake. A framework that can be extended to study other
endorheic lakes. The Aral Sea was well instrumented in the Soviet era, after which it gradually lost
ground-based stations. However, some in situ records for streamflow to the lake (until 2010), and lake
bathymetry (from the 1960s) are available. These enable us to assess current remote-sensing potential
and determine challenging areas for further improvement. Our study over the Aral Sea mainly consists
of using remote-sensing data to quantify changes in the lake level and volume, the rate of evaporation
loss, estimating river streamflow to the lake, and assessing the spatiotemporal variations in the water
cycle of both the lake and the Amu Darya basin. The study demonstrated that in addition to altimetry,
optical and GRACE data can help to estimate the lake level. Also, GRACE may predict flood events
one or two months in advance. Furthermore, lake evaporation was calculated using runoff, altimetry,
and precipitation. In comparison to the other global ET products (for example WGHM, GLDAS,
MOD16), PT-JPL ET showed the best approximation to the estimated ET for the open water. The Aral
Sea basin analysis by the GRACE and other datasets suggests a rise in infiltration, potentially due to
worsening of the canals.

Efforts are ongoing to monitor other world’s inland lake. Given the lack of quality in situ
observations, remote sensing has shown great potential. However, several areas require further
improvement by the community, some of which are highlighted below:

• Higher spatial resolution GRACE signals can improve its application tremendously by reducing
the impact of contributions from other hydrological compartments.

• Evaporation estimates from the waterbodies need to be better estimated. The lake’s volume
variations and its salinity need to be incorporated in the models.

• With the recent operation of Global Precipitation Measurements (GPM) and Soil Moisture
Active Passive (SMAP) missions, precipitation, soil moisture is expected to be monitored better
than before. The role of new observations in studies like that presented here needs to be
further investigated.

• The upcoming Surface Water and Ocean Topography (SWOT) mission is expected to provide
volumetric variations of most of the inland water bodies because of its wide swath altimetry.
This can potentially advance water balance studies such as that investigated in this work.

• By increasing confidence in the quality of surface/sub-surface estimates (surface water and soil
moisture), the role of groundwater dynamics can be better explored from GRACE.

The study demonstrated the potential of deriving some proxy estimates of the missing or
inadequate hydrological variables by combining multi-dimensional, multi-sensor and multi-mission
earth observation datasets to undertake a comprehensive analysis of the hydrological state of a basin.
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Abstract: Radar altimetry is now commonly used for the monitoring of water levels in large river
basins. In this study, an altimetry-based network of virtual stations was defined in the quasi ungauged
Ogooué river basin, located in Gabon, Central Africa, using data from seven altimetry missions
(Jason-2 and 3, ERS-2, ENVISAT, Cryosat-2, SARAL, Sentinel-3A) from 1995 to 2017. The performance
of the five latter altimetry missions to retrieve water stages and discharges was assessed through
comparisons against gauge station records. All missions exhibited a good agreement with gauge
records, but the most recent missions showed an increase of data availability (only 6 virtual stations
(VS) with ERS-2 compared to 16 VS for ENVISAT and SARAL) and accuracy (RMSE lower than 1.05,
0.48 and 0.33 and R2 higher than 0.55, 0.83 and 0.91 for ERS-2, ENVISAT and SARAL respectively).
The concept of VS is extended to the case of drifting orbits using the data from Cryosat-2 in several
close locations. Good agreement was also found with the gauge station in Lambaréné (RMSE = 0.25
m and R2 = 0.96). Very good results were obtained using only one year and a half of Sentinel-3 data
(RMSE < 0.41 m and R2 > 0.89). The combination of data from all the radar altimetry missions near
Lamabréné resulted in a long-term (May 1995 to August 2017) and significantly improved water-level
time series (R2 = 0.96 and RMSE = 0.38 m). The increase in data sampling in the river basin leads
to a better water level peak to peak characterization and hence to a more accurate annual discharge
over the common observation period with only a 1.4 m3·s−1 difference (i.e., 0.03%) between the
altimetry-based and the in situ mean annual discharge.

Keywords: altimetry; water level; discharge
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1. Introduction

Inland waters have a crucial role in the Earth’s water cycle through complex processes at
interfaces with the atmosphere and oceans. They also strongly influence socio-economic practices
through their impacts on primary needs, agricultural and industrial activities [1]. Recent and future
global changes and increase of population will intensify the stress on water resources [2,3]. However,
in many parts of the world, reliable field measurements of water level and water discharge are either
completely unavailable or difficult to access for addressing integrated water resource management,
use in operational flood forecasting or disaster mitigation [4,5]. In the large rainforest of Central
Africa, hosting the Congo river basin and associated small neighboring river basins, the number of
hydrological stations has dramatically dropped off because of the irregular maintenance of stations;
furthermore, the spatial distribution of the stations often hinder the effectiveness of the network [6].

Spaceborne radar altimetry, although originally designed for the study of ocean topography
by continuously measuring the distance between the Earth’s surface and the sensor onboard the
satellite [7], has proved to be very useful for continental hydrology [8]. In spite of limitations over
land, radar altimetry has demonstrated a strong capability to accurately retrieve water levels of large
lakes and enclosed seas where the observed surfaces are sufficiently homogeneous [9,10] but also in
large river basins where the cross-sections between river and altimetry ground-tracks can reach several
kilometers [11,12]. These early results were obtained using Geosat and Topex/Poseidon data processed
with the Ocean retracking algorithm. With the launch of ENVISAT in 2002, other retracking algorithms
started to be commonly used for processing radar altimetry data. Among them, the Offset Center Of
Gravity (OCOG, also known as Ice-1) was found to provide, most of the times, the best results for the
determination of river water stages [13]. Combined with availability of land dedicated corrections
of the ionosphere and the wet troposphere delays and improvements in the data processing, this
allowed the generalization of the use of radar altimetry for the monitoring of inland waters. Currently,
all these improvements allow detection of water bodies of a few or below one hundred meters of width
(e.g., [14–16]).

With the decrease in number and availability of river discharges around the world, altimetry-based
water stages are used to estimate river discharges among several other techniques based on remote
sensing [17]. Among them, some commonly used are (i) the application of either power law or
a polynomial relationship between stage and discharge (rating curve) to altimetry-based water
stages [18–21], (ii) the use of flood routing and hydrodynamics models to derive rating curves under
altimetry ground-tracks [22–24], (iii) the calibration of hydrodynamics and hydrological models using
altimetry-based water stages [25–29].

This study presents the multi-mission altimetry-based hydrological network setup in the Ogooué

River Basin (ORB) to provide a continuous water stage and discharge monitoring in this almost
ungauged basin. It aims at answering the following questions:

• what are the performances of the different altimetry missions, from ERS-2 to Sentinel-3A,
to retrieve water levels?

• how does the combination of data from several altimetry virtual stations improve the retrieval of
the annual discharge in the ORB?

2. Study Area

The Ogooué River is the largest Gabonese river. Its length is about 900 km from its source in the
Mounts Ntalé, in Congo, at an altitude close to 840 m.a.s.l. to its mouth in the southern part of the
Atlantic coast of Gabon. The Ogooué river flows northwestward in upstream until the confluence
with the Ivindo and southwestward from the confluence with the Ivindo river to a 100 km long and
100 km width delta it forms in the south of Port Gentil where it discharges into the Atlantic ocean [30].
The Ogooué river basin (ORB) is located between 9◦ and 15◦E, and 3◦S and 2.5◦N (Figure 1) stretching
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on about 80% of the total area of Gabon and It is bounded on the east by the Congo basin, on the south
by the Niari and Nyanga basins, on the west and north-west by the coastal river basins [31].

 

Figure 1. (a) Location of the Ogooué River Basin in Gabon in Equatorial Africa. (b) In this basin,
delineated with a white line, the Ogooué and its major tributaries appear in light blue. Altimetry tracks
are represented in red for the missions on a 10-day repeat cycle on their nominal track (Jason-1/2/3),
in black for Sentinel-3A on its nominal track (27-day repeat cycle), in yellow for the missions on a
35-day repeat cycle on their nominal track (ERS-2/ENVISAT/SARAL), (c) zoom of the downstream of
the Ogooué River Basin with altimetric tracks of Cryosat-2 on its nominal track (369-day repeat cycle)
in cyan lines.

Due to its location crossing the Equator, the ORB receives the largest annual precipitation in Africa
(1600–2200 mm yr−1), making the annual discharge of the river of 4750 m3·s−1, the third along the
African West Coast after the Congo River (40,000 m3·s−1) and the Niger River (5590 m3·s−1) [30,32].
The annual variation of the discharge of the Ogooué river passes by two maximum : in spring and
autumn corresponding to the rainy seasons [31]. On the ORB at Lambaréné, before the 1970’s, river
discharge of spring floods were equivalent to those of the autumn floods. After the 1970’s, spring
floods differ significantly from autumn floods with differences between 2000 and 3000 m3·s−1 [33].

3. Datasets

3.1. Radar Altimetry Data

Radar altimetry data used in this study comes from the measurements on the nominal orbit of the
following missions: Jason-2 (06/2008–10/2016), Jason-3 (since 01/2016), ERS-2 (06/1995–07/2003),
ENVISAT (06/2002–10/2010), SARAL (02/2013–07/2016), Sentinel-3A (since 02/2016) and Cryosat-2
(since 04/2010—operating in low resolution mode—LRM), but also from the second (drifting) orbit
of ENVISAT (10/2010–06/2012). The Jason missions have a 10-day, ERS-2, ENVISAT and SARAL
a 35-day, Cryosat-2 and 369-day and Sentinel-3A a 27-day repeat-periods. Jason-2 and Jason-3 data
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come from Geophysical Data Records (GDRs) D, GDR v2.1 for ENVISAT, GDR T for SARL, GDR C
for Cryosat-2 and GDR ESA IPF 06.07 land products for Sentinel-3A delivered by CNES/ESA/NASA
processing centers. These data were made available by Centre de Topographie des Océans et de
l’Hydrosphère (CTOH) [34]. ERS-2 data were reprocessed by CTOH to ensure the continuity with
ENVISAT for land studies [35].

3.2. In Situ Water Levels and Discharges

Long-term datasets of field measured water level and discharge are not available in the ORB
since it is was completely ungauged between the 1980s and 2001 [31]. Only the Lambaréné gauge
station gathered data from July 2001 to September 2017, sometimes with non operating periods up
to a month. These in situ data of water level (collected at Lambaréné by the Société de l’Energie et
de l’Eau du Gabon, SEEG) were used to calculate the river discharge, using a historical calibration
formula provided by the HydroSciences Montpellier (HSM) laboratory of the University of Montpellier
(France). Both are used for validating altimetry-based water level and discharge.

4. Methods

4.1. Altimetry-Based Water Levels

Initially developed to provide accurate measurements of the sea surface topography, radar
altimetry is now commonly used for the monitoring of inland water levels (see [8] for a recent review).
The variations of the altimeter height from one cycle to the other can be associated to changes in
water level.

In this study, we used the Multi-mission altimetry Processing Software (MAPS), frequently used
for processing altimetry data over land and ocean (e.g., [36–40]), that allows a refined selection of the
valid altimeter data to build time-series of water levels at a so-called virtual station. Data processing is
composed of four main steps:

(i) the rough delineation of the cross-section between the altimeter tracks and the rivers using
Google Earth,

(ii) the loading of the altimetry over the study area and the computation of the altimeter heights
from the raw data contained in the GDRs,

(iii) a refined selection of the valid altimetry data through visual inspection,
(iv) the computation of the water level time-series as the median of the selected water levels

every cycle.

A detailed description of the processing of altimetry data using MAPS can be found in [41]. MAPS
is made available by CTOH. Previous studies showed that Ice-1-derived altimetry heights are the
more suitable for hydrological studies in terms of accuracy of water levels and availability of the data
(e.g., [13,37]) among the commonly available retracked data present in the GDRs. In this study, the data
used were processed using the Offset Center of Gravity (OCOG) [42] also named Ice-1 or Ice retracking
algorithm depending on the mission for all the missions.

Time series of water levels are generally obtained processing data from altimetry missions
with a repeat period between 10 and 35 days [8]. It is what was done in this study to build the
network of altimetry virtual stations under Jason-1/2/3, ERS-2/ENVISAT/SARAL and Sentinel-3A
groundtracks. Considering the life cycles of these different missions and excluding the Jason missions
whose crosstrack is too coarse (315 km at the Equator) to allow the definition of a dense network of
virtual stations in, most of the river basins, there is a lack of data between the end of the ENVISAT
mission in October 2010 on the nominal orbit, or in April 2012 considering its extended orbit, and the
launch of the SARAL mission in February 2013. The only option to fill this gap is to consider the data
acquired by the Cryosat-2 mission. Due to its long revisit time (369 days), its data are used to retrieve
time series of water levels over large lakes [43], but are generally considered useless to define virtual
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stations over rivers [44,45]. The long repeat cycle of Cryosat-2 is compensated by a small crosstrack of
7.5 km at the Equator leading to a large number of cross-sections between the river and the altimetry
tracks in a close vicinity. Under the assumption that the temporality of water stages is not changing on
a few tenths of kilometers of distance, it is possible to build VS gathering Cryosat-2 from tracks in a
short distance thanks to the high spatial coverage and the sub-cycle period of 30 days of this mission.
Changes in river characteristics (width, depth) over distances of a few kilometers are likely to impact
the amplitude of the water stage but not its dynamics, a linear regression between altimetry-based
water levels and in-situ data was applied to altimetry data to retrieve time series of water levels (see (2)
in sub-section 4.2 Conversion into river discharges).

4.2. Discharge Estimates

River discharge is classically estimated from water level measurements through a functional
relationship between the two quantities known as stage-discharge rating or rating curve (Rantz et al.,
1982). It has the following form:

Q(t) = α(h(t)− h0)
β (1)

where Q is the river discharge, h the water level, h0 the null-discharge elevation, and α and β are related
to the geometry of the channel cross-section and to the friction coefficient modulating the discharge.

This technique have been successfully applied to estimate river discharge using altimetry-based
water levels when it was possible to derive the rating curve a common period of observation. It permits
to derive river discharge with accuracy better than 20% (e.g., [18–20,22,46–48]).

As the altimetry crossing over the river does not generally occur at the location of the in-situ
station but several tenths of kilometers upstream or downstream, the flow cross-sectional area is likely
to vary over these short distances. To avoid errors caused by these changes, previous studies used
a linear regression between altimetry and in situ water levels (halti and hinsitu respectively) when the
dynamic of the flow is quite similar (e.g., [20,46]):

hinsitu = ahalti + b (2)

where a and b are the coefficients of the linear regression that allows the radar altimetry data to exactly
fit the variations from the in situ gauge used to estimate the river discharge.

5. Results

5.1. Altimetry-Based Network of Gauging Stations

An altimetry-based network of 34 virtual stations (VS) was defined across the Ogooué river and
its major tributaries (Ivindo and Ngounie rivers in northeast and southwest of the ORB respectively).
Water level time series were mostly derived from Envisat, Saral and Sentinel-3A observations.
As ENVISAT and SARAL missions were orbiting on the same nominal orbit, 15 of them provide
a pluri-annual record from June 2002 to October 2010 and from February 2013 to June 2016, one of them
from June 2002 to October 2010 and one of them from February 2013 to June 2016. As this orbit was
formerly used by ERS-2, this record was extended from May 1995 to July 2003 for the 6 VS located closer
to the mouth. Due to the small width of the rivers in the upstream part of the ORB and the presence
of topography, VS could not be defined 125 km upstream Lambaréné because of the narrow width
of the Ogooué river and its surrounding rugged topography. This network is completed with 2 VS
created using observations from Jason-2 (from July 2008 to August 2016) and Jason-3 (since January
2016). Due to the large cross-track of these missions (315 km at the Equator), very few cross-sections
between the rivers and the altimeter ground tracks occur. The network was also completed by 11 VS
defined under Sentinel-3A ground tracks, which was launched in February 2016. The locations of the
VS from the different altimetry missions are presented in Figure 2 and Table 1.
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Figure 2. Locations of the altimetry virtual stations in the Ogooué River Basin. VS from ERS-2,
ENVISAT, ENVISAT 2nd orbit, SARAL, Sentinel-3A, Cryosat-2, Jason-1, Jason-2, Jason-3 are represented
using orange stars, white stars, brown dots, red dots, blue squares, cyan triangles, green squares and
orange diamonds respectively. For readability purpose, virtual stations from missions with repeat
period shorter than 35 days are presented in (a) and virtual stations from Cryosat-2 are presented in (b).

Table 1. List of VS where water stages are derived from altimetry measurements.

Virtual Stations Missions Longitude (◦) Latitude (◦)
River

Width (km)
Distance to the

River Mouth (km)

SV_229_Ogooué ENVISAT, SARAL 13.3533 −1.3082 0.22 693.09
SV_272_Ivindo ENVISAT, SARAL 12.4228 0.2542 0.20 524.91

SV_272_Ogooué ENVISAT, SARAL 12.3051 −0.2816 0.36 477.59
SV_315_Ogooué ENVISAT, SARAL 11.6422 −0.0618 0.37 386.57
SV_358_Ngounié ENVISAT, SARAL 10.6490 −1.2761 0.20 274.948
SV_401_Ngounié ENVISAT, SARAL 10.3227 −0.5958 0.62 193.531
SV_401_Ogooué ERS-2, ENVISAT, SARAL 10.3045 −0.5129 1.30 198.222
SV_444_Ogooué ERS-2, ENVISAT, SARAL 9.2569 −1.0722 0.59 42.582
SV_730_Ogooué SARAL 12.9154 −0.8316 0.19 607.233
SV_773_Ogooué ENVISAT, SARAL 12.4700 −0.5595 0.23 494.696

SV_902_lake_Onangué ERS-2, ENVISAT, SARAL 9.9912 −1.0001 160.97
SV_902_Ogooué ERS-2, ENVISAT, SARAL 10.0280 −0.8323 1.25 141.66

SV_902_Ogooué_2 ENVISAT, SARAL 10.0551 −0.7091 0.32 152.215
SV_945_lake_Louandé ENVISAT 9.6497 −0.8047 107.174
SV_945_lake_Ogognié ENVISAT, SARAL 9.6844 −0.9624 101.671

SV_945_Ogooué ERS-2, ENVISAT, SARAL 9.6755 −0.9220 1.19 97.413
SV_945_Ogooué_2 ERS-2, ENVISAT, SARAL 9.6571 −0.8382 0.47 103.125

Station 1 ENVISAT 2nd orbit 10.6414 −0.1864 0.49 127.826
Station 2 ENVISAT 2nd orbit 10.0208 −0.8328 0.88 138.166
Station 3 ENVISAT 2nd orbit 9.9445 −0.8082 1.17 252.246

SV_128_Ogooué SENTINEL-3A 9.2788 −1.0638 1.23 45.271
SV_378_Ogooué SENTINEL-3A 9.8069 −0.8454 1.24 112.654

SV_185_lake_Onangué SENTINEL-3A 10.1962 −1.0009 169.463
SV_050_Ogooué SENTINEL-3A 10.9045 −0.1177 0.30 298.329
SV_107_Ogooué SENTINEL-3A 11.8457 −0.0803 0.37 412.048
SV_164_Ogooué SENTINEL-3A 12.6126 −0.8438 0.31 564.01
SV_356_Ogooué SENTINEL-3A 12.9676 −0.8423 0.30 617.561
SV_164_Ivindo SENTINEL-3A 13.0280 1.0330 0.19 677.105

SV_050_Ngounié SENTINEL-3A 10.6477 −1.2728 0.35 301.24
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Table 1. Cont.

Virtual Stations Missions Longitude (◦) Latitude (◦)
River

Width (km)
Distance to the

River Mouth (km)

SV_378_lake_Avanga SENTINEL-3A 9.7878 −0.9345 112.299
SV_050_Ngounié SENTINEL-3A 9.8386 −0.7021 0.23 301.24

Lambaréné CRYOSAT-2 10.2220 −0.7139
SV_185_Ogooué JASON-2, JASON-3 12.0035 −0.1148 0.36 430.318
SV_096_Ivindo JASON-2, JASON-3 13.0790 1.0758 0.18 687.576

5.2. Altimetry-Based Water Levels Validation Using the Lambaréné Gauge Record

The network of gauge stations was not maintained after the 1980s in the ORB. Only the gauge
station from Lambaréné provided measurements of water stages and discharge estimates during the
period of acquisition of altimetry data. Four ERS-2/ENVISAT/SARAL tracks (401, 444, 902 and 945)
are crossing the Ogooué River close to Lambaréné, at 22 and 135.5 km upstream and at 38 and 89
downstream respectively. Sentinel-3 tracks 050, 128 and 378 are crossing the Ogooué River at 121
km upstream and 66 and 133 downstream of Lambaréné respectively, as well as 32 Cryosat-2 tracks.
Comparisons between altimetry-based and in situ water stages were performed for measurements
acquired the same day. The results are presented in Figures 3–7 for ERS-2/ENVISAT/SARAL,
Sentinel-3A and ENVISAT 2nd orbit and Cryosat-2 respectively. For the different missions except
Cryosat-2, the water levels are presented from upstream (a) to downstream (c or d), (b) corresponding
to the closest distance between the VS and the in situ station of Lambaréné.

Figure 3. Results of the comparison between the altimetry-based water stages from ERS-2/ENVISAT/
SARAL for tracks 401 (a), 902 (b), 945 (c), 444 (d) and the in situ ones from Lambaréné gauge station.

Overall very good results are obtained for all these stations. As expected, the quality of the water
stage retrieval decreases as the distance to the in situ station increases. Better results were generally
obtained using SARAL data, the first mission to operate in Ka-band, than using ERS-2 and ENVISAT
ones (Ku-band, Figures 3 and 4). Results obtained using Sentinel-3A data, the first mission to operate
in SAR mode on a frequent repetitive orbit, are very encouraging (Figure 5). In spite of the few cycles
available (15), altimetry-based water levels obtained using data from this mission already exhibit a
similar quality as the ones obtained using data from SARAL when considering the closer distance to
the Lambaréné in situ station (Figure 5b). A very good agreement is also found with Cryosat-2 at the
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Lambaréné (R2 = 0.96 and RMSE = 0.25 m) demonstrating the potential of this mission for the retrieval
of water stages (Figure 6).

Figure 4. Results of the comparison between the altimetry-based water stages from ENVISAT on
its second orbit for (a) Station 1, (b) Station 2 and (c) Station 3 and the in-situ ones from Lambaréné

gauge station.

Figure 5. Results of the comparison between the altimetry-based water stages from Sentinel-3A for
tracks (a) 050, (b) 378 and (c) 128 and the in-situ ones from Lambaréné gauge station.
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Figure 6. Results of the comparison between the altimetry-based water stages from Cryosat-2 and the
in-situ ones from Lambaréné gauge station.

Figure 7. Maps of maximum of cross-correlation between time series from ENVISAT data in the ORB
for the four VS around Lambaréné.

5.3. Consistency of the Altimetry-Based Water Levels in the Ogooué River Basin

Only one in-situ gauge station record had water stage measurements during the altimetry
period in the ORB. Even if this record can be used to validate 4 SV from ERS-2/ENVISAT/SARAL,
3 from Sentinel-3A, and one combining Cryosat-2 water level estimates at different cross-sections,
a consistency check was performed for the other stations in the ORB. It consists in estimating the
cross-correlation between the different time-series of water levels from the same mission. Maxima of
correlation were reported on Figures 6 and 7 for ENVISAT and SARAL respectively. As the repeat
period of these mission is 35 days on their nominal orbit, only time-lags of plus or minus 53 days
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(one repeat period and a half) were considered due to the relatively small scale of the ORB. Due to the
changes of the river features (slope, depth, width, . . . ), bias and RMSE were not computed between
the time-series of altimetry-based water levels. This consistency-check was applied neither to the
ERS-2 VS that are not sufficiently numerous (only 6 located on the downstream part of the river)
nor to the ENVISAT VS from the second orbit because of the short period of operation of ENVISAT
(17 cycles available).

It can be seen that maximum values of cross-correlation between the time series are greater
downstream than upstream of the ORB whatever the VS considered to make the comparisons (Figures 7
and 8). Larger maxima of cross-correlation are obtained with the ENVISAT mission than with the
SARAL mission. They are above 0.7 between ENVISAT VS in the downstream part of the basin up to
the confluence between its two major tributaries, the Ivindo and the Ngounié Rivers. On these two
tributaries, the maximum of cross-correlations generally range from 0.6 to 0.8 (Figure 7). Much lower
agreement was found between the SARAL VS. If maxima of cross-correlation are generally above
0.6 on the downstream part of the ORB but they rapidly decrease down to 0.4 upstream. Higher
consistency is found using ENVISAT VS on a larger part of the ORB.

No time-lag is present in most of the cases. Nevertheless, a few maxima cross-correlation
coefficients between time series occurred with a time-lag of one month, for both ENVISAT and SARAL
missions. This situation happened in the case of two stations located upstream of the Ogooué River
(ENVISAT SV_229_Ogooué using SV_401_Ogooué, SV_902_Ogooué and SV_945_Ogooué validated
against records from Lambaréné in situ gauge as reference and SARAL SV_ 773_Ogooué using
SV_401_Ogooué and SV_945_Ogooué as reference) and in the case of the station SV_945_Lake_Ogognié
located on the Lake Ogognié downstream of the ORB in cross-correlation with the validated time series
from SV_401_Ogooué.

Figure 8. Maps of maximum of cross-correlation between time series from SARAL data in the ORB for
the four VS around Lambaréné.

Due to the lack of in situ gauge station in the ORB with the exception of the one from Lambaréné,
no validation was performed for the water stages derived from Jason-2 and Jason-3 data. As the
two cross-sections between Jason-2 and 3 ground-tracks (185 on the Ogooué and 096 on the Ivindo)
are close from cross-sections between Sentinel-3A ground-tracks (107 on the Ogooué and 164 on the
Ivindo) (see Table 1 and Figure 2), cross-comparisons between the water levels derived from Jason-2,
Jason-3 and Sentinel-3A were performed during the common period of availability of the different
datasets. For this purpose, data from the 10-day repeat orbit missions (Jason-2 and Jason-3 that were
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orbiting 2 minutes appart) were interpolated at the date of acquisition of Sentinel-3A. In both cases,
Jason-2 time-series of water levels exhibit a clear seasonal cycle, especially for track 096 on the Ivindo,
with high stages observed during the primary peak from October to December and the secondary
peak in April-May and low stages observed in January-February (small dry season) and from June to
August for the large dry season, which is consistent our knowledge of the hydrological cycle in the
ORB (Figure 9). This also the case for Jason-3 time-series that agree well with the ones from Jason-2
(R = 0.88 and 0.87 and RMSE = 0.51 and 0.68 m for tracks 185 on the Ogooué and 096 on the Ivindo
respectively). If similar but smoother water levels variations were observed in the Ivindo at the SV
built under Sentinel-3A track 164 (R = 0.92 and 0.95, RMSE = 0.71 and 0.56 m, Figure 9a), no realistic
water level variations were observed at the SV built under Sentinel-3A track 107 (Figure 9b). This SV
was discarded.

Figure 9. Time series of water level from Jason-2 (blue), Jason-3 (dashed green) and Sentinel-3A (dashed
red) on the Ivindo (a) and upstream Ogooué (b) rivers.

5.4. Multi-Mission Discharge Estimates

The time-series of water level from the VS, that were validated against the stage record from
the Lambaréné in situ gauge, were combined using Equation (2) to form a unique time series over
May 1995-July 2017 time period. It is presented in Figure 10 along with the time-series of water
levels from Lambaréné gauge station. The combined altimetry-based time series of water levels is
in good agreement with the in-situ one (R2 = 0.96 and RMSE = 0.38 m). Contrary to the individual
altimetry-based time-series of water levels used in this study that are constrained by the revisit time of
the satellite (27 days for ENVISAT on its second orbit, 35 days for ERS-2/ENVISAT and SARAL on
their nominal orbit, 369 days for Cryosat-2), the combined time-series present the advantage to have
between 3 to 4 (during the ERS-2 and the ENVISAT periods between 1995 and 2010) and 9 (during the
SARAL and the Sentinel-3A periods since 2013 when combining with the Cryosat-2 measurements
available since 2010) measurements each month.
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Figure 10. Time series of water level at Lambaréné from the in-situ gauge record (black continuous
line), the multi-mission altimetry-based record (ERS-2 data are represented with diamonds, ENVISAT
with blue crosses on its nominal orbit and with green triangles on its second orbit, Cryosat-2 with
green-blue stars, SARAL with red circles, Sentinel-3 with purple dots).

Applying the rating curve relating water stages and discharge, established for the Lambaréné

gauge using in situ measurements of water levels and discharge, an altimetry-based time series of
discharge was obtained. Figure 11 shows discharges estimated from altimetry-based and in situ water
levels at Lambaréné. A very good agreement between both sources (R = 0.94 and RMSE = 701.6 m3·s−1 for
a mean annual discharge of 4253.4 m3·s−1 or 16.5% of the mean annual discharge over the observation
period). Considering the total annual discharge over the common observation period, altimetry-based
and in situ estimates only differs by 1.4 m3·s−1 (or 0.03% of the mean annual discharge) in average
(Table 2).

Figure 11. Time series of river discharge at Lambaréné from the in-situ gauge record (black continuous
line), the multi-mission altimetry-based record (ERS-2 data are represented with diamonds, ENVISAT
with blue crosses on its nominal orbit and with green triangles on its second orbit, Cryosat-2 with
green-blue stars, SARAL with red circles, Sentinel-3 with purple dots).
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Table 2. Average annual flow derived for the different VS of every altimetry mission and also combining
their different records.

Missions Stations
Estimated

Discharge (m3·s−1)
Relative
Error (%)

R(-)
RMSE

(m3·s−1)

In situ Lambaréné 4253.427 0 1 0

ERS-2

SV_401_Ogooué 4951.475 16.41 0.850 1107.647
SV_444_0gooué 5465.756 21.45 0.141 2466.262
SV_902_Ogooué 4498.633 5.76 0.987 332.152
SV_945_Ogooué 5104.026 19.99 0.886 920.226

Combined 4848.378 13.99 0.755 1440.860

ENVISAT

SV_401_Ogooué 4311.470 1.36 0.969 431.757
SV_444_Ogooué 4281.369 0.66 0.884 804.946
SV_902_Ogooué 4316.212 1.47 0.981 352.028
SV_945_Ogooué 4342.597 2.09 0.922 722.334

Combined 4340.594 2.049 0.942 604.321

SARAL

SV_401_Ogooué 3927.343 −7.67 0.975 470.446
SV_444_Ogooué 3103.856 −27.023 0.947 409.759
SV_902_Ogooué 3851.170 −9.46 0.986 346.980
SV_945_Ogooué 2898.672 −31.85 0.973 335.693

Combined 4060.427 −4.537 0.978 396.820

ENVISAT 2nd Orbit

Station 1 3850.274 −9.47 0.816 868.273
Station 2 3740.297 −12.06 0.963 450.838
Station 3 3841.379 −9.69 0.895 654.027

Combined 3839.296 −9.736 0.898 679496

SENTINEL-3A

SV_050_Ogooué 4454.109 4.72 0.915 757.845
SV_378_Ogooué 4210.519 −1.01 0.983 316.740
SV_128_Ogooué 4373.213 2.82 0.931 629.888

Combined 4262.683 0.22 0.942 597.610

CRYOSAT-2 Lambaréné 4188.220 −1.53 0.971 408.739

SENTINEL-3A + CRYOSAT-2 Combined 4118.9275 −3.162 0.967 462.141

CRYOSAT-2 + SARAL Combined 4136.3508 −2.752 0.977 405.978

CRYOSAT-2 + ENVISAT 2nd orbit Combined 4243.2487 −0.239 0.956 515.057

All missions Combined 4252.052 −0.03 0.936 701.645

6. Discussion

Despite the relatively small size of the ORB and the small length of the Ogooué River (~900 km),
the distance between Equatorial cross-tracks of the missions (80 km for ERS-2/ENVISAT/SARAL,
and 315 km for Topex-Poseidon/Jason-1/Jason-2/Jason-3 on their nominal orbits), make possible
the construction of a dense network of altimetric VS. It is composed of 16 SV using ENVISAT and
SARAL, 6 SV using ERS-2 data, 10 SV using Sentinel-3A data, and only 2 SV using Jason-2 and Jason-3
data. In spite of the improvements made in the processing of data from early high precision missions,
too few valid data were found in the GDR E data for Jason-1 to provide a continuous monitoring of
water stages at two locations where the SV were constructed. These two cross-sections are located in
the upstream parts of the basin where the river widths are between 180 and 360 m. Similarly, even if a
very good agreement was found between ERS-2 based water levels in the downstream part of the basin,
up to several tenths of kilometers upstream Lambaréné in situ station, no SV was defined either on the
upstream Ogooué River or on its tributaries. Due to the small width of the river and the presence of
higher topography, ERS-2 was affected more by tracking loss than ENVISAT. Furthermore, the accuracy
of the data was degraded due to more frequent changes of acquisition modes than ENVISAT (Table 3).
ENVISAT was, most of the time, operating in the 320 MHz Ku chirp bandwidth acquisition mode than
in the 80 MHz or the 20 MHz modes, that is to say with the better range resolution as the size of the
range detection window is 64, 256 and 1024 m respectively. For ERS-2, different cases were observed.
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When no valid water level time series were obtained from ERS-2 acquisitions, it can be attributed
to either rapid changes in the topography along the track causing changes in Ku chirp bandwidth
acquisition modes (with a large number of acquisitions at 82.5 MHz causing a loss of accuracy of the
data) or altimeter lock on the hills on top of the river (with acquisitions mostly at 330 MHz but a few
tenths of meters above the river, see the example presented in [37] for ENVISAT). When time-series of
water levels were derived, the percentage of acquisition at high frequency is high but lower than the
one for ENVISAT causing a loss of accuracy compared with ENVISAT (Table 1).

Compared to earlier missions on the same nominal orbit operating at Ku-band (ERS-2 and
ENVISAT), SARAL, the first mission to operate at Ka-band, agrees better with gauge records. Higher
R and lower RMSE were found between the time-series of water stages from in-situ and from
altimetry-based measurements for the four SV close to Lambaréné (Figure 3). In spite of the short period
of observation of SARAL on its nominal orbit (35 cycles from February 2013 to June 2016 and even
shorter considering that SARAL started to drift since July 2016), the benefits of the Ka-band smaller
footprint compared to the Ku-one can be clearly observed as it was reported in other locations [49].
The use of other cycles would have lead to large errors in the water stage retrievals because of (i)
slope effects causing large changes of water base levels, (ii) changes in the characteristics of the river
(width, depth) responsible changes in amplitude of the water levels, (iii) detection of other water
bodies (e.g., lakes) than the Ogooué River.

Only considering ERS-2, ENVISAT and SARAL on their nominal orbit would have resulted in
gaps in the monitoring of water levels in the ORB between October 2010 and February 2013 and
after July 2016, and especially in Lambaréné where the river discharge is estimated. To complete the
time-series, data from the ENVISAT 2nd orbit were considered from October 2010 to April 2012. Three
SV were build giving water estimates of equivalent quality as the ones obtained on the nominal orbit
(Figure 4). Applying an innovative processing, time-series of water levels were derived from Cryosat-2
measurements, the first altimetry mission to operate in SAR mode. The results show, that the data from
this mission, that are of very good quality (R2 and RMSE of very similar quality as ENVISAT or SARAL,
see Figure 6). The monitoring of the water levels in the Ogooué can continue using acquisitions from
the Sentinel-3A mission and soon, from the Sentinel-3B. Comparisons performed against the in-situ
gauge records from Lambaréné of one year and a half of Sentinel-3A-based water levels show the high
quality of the data acquired in SAR mode (R2 = 0.98 and RMSE < 20 cm for the SV located at the closer
distance to Lambaréné station, see Figure 5).

Table 3. Acquisition modes of the ERS-2 and ENVISAT measurements for the VS in the ORB.

Virtual Stations
Rivers or

Lakes
Missions

ENVISAT Data Modes ERS-2 Data Modes

320 Hz
(%)

80 Hz
(%)

20 Hz
(%)

330 Hz
(%)

82.5 Hz
(%)

SV_229_Ogooué Ogooué ENVISAT, SARAL 99.786 0.213 0 100 0
SV_272_Ivindo Ivindo ENVISAT, SARAL 96.893 1.804 1.302 58.0 42.0

SV_272_Ogooué Ogooué ENVISAT, SARAL 98.267 0.533 1.2 6.25 93.75
SV_315_Ogooué Ogooué ENVISAT, SARAL 91.896 6.212 1.890 100 0
SV_358_Ngounié Ngounié ENVISAT, SARAL 88.76 10.3 0.939 70.270 29.729
SV_401_Ngounié Ngounié ENVISAT, SARAL 98.776 1.146 0.077 81.132 18.867
SV_401_Ogooué Ogooué ERS-2, ENVISAT, SARAL 98.776 1.146 0.077 81.132 18.867
SV_444_Ogooué Ogooué ERS-2, ENVISAT, SARAL 99.887 0.113 0 85.0 15.0
SV_730_Ogooué Ogooué SARAL 92.347 6.152 1.5005 34.426 65.573
SV_773_Ogooué Ogooué ENVISAT, SARAL 99.178 0.821 0 70.588 29.411

SV_902_lake_Onangué lake Onangué ERS-2, ENVISAT, SARAL 99.669 0.259 0.070 87.804 12.195
SV_902_Ogooué Ogooué ERS-2, ENVISAT, SARAL 99.669 0.259 0.070 87.804 12.195

SV_902_Ogooué_2 Ogooué ENVISAT, SARAL 99.669 0.259 0.070 87.804 12.195
SV_945_lake_Louandé lake Louandé ENVISAT 99.513 0.487 0 100 0
SV_945_lac_Ogognié lake Ogognié ENVISAT, SARAL 99.513 0.487 0 100 0

SV_945_Ogooué Ogooué ERS-2, ENVISAT, SARAL 99.513 0.487 0 100 0
SV_945_Ogooué_2 Ogooué ENVISAT 99.513 0.487 0 100 0
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Due to the presence of only one in-situ station with records during the altimetry acquisition
period, the consistency of the altimetry-based time-series of water levels was checked for ENVISAT and
SARAL through cross-correlation estimates. They were performed choosing as reference the SV close
to Lambaréné station whose records were validated. The difference observed for the cross-correlations
between ENVISAT and SARAL occur in the upstream parts of the basin (Figures 7 and 8 respectively).
The lower scores for SARAL can be attributed to the shorter observation period of SARAL compared
with ENVISAT (35 cycles for SARAL against 85 for ENVISAT, that is to say, more or less a ratio of one
third). This difference in number of observations has a smaller impact on the downstream part of the
ORB as the water stages are mostly driven by the flow from the upstream parts. On the upstream
part, changes in rainfall conditions between two VS are likely to strongly modify the water stage
at these two locations. Even a few of this kind of changes can reduce the correlation between the
two time-series of river levels between these two stations, especially for shorter records. Due to the
relatively small length of the basin and the quite long repeat period of ENVISAT and SARAL (35 days),
maxima of correlation are generally observed with no time-lag, except for a limited number of stations
in the upstream parts of the ORB where differences lower than one month were obtained.

Based on the good agreement found between in situ and altimetry-based water stages for the
VS located around Lambaréné gauge station, the stage discharge rating curve was applied to any
individual VS but also for the combination of VS for the same mission. The results are presented in
Table 2. This combination represents a good compromise between quality of the resulting time series
of discharge and number of observations. For all the missions, the results of the combination are very
close to the best result obtained with a single one. It also decreases the risk to miss a rapid flood event
that will modify the annual discharge. The combination of data from several missions (ENVISAT
2nd orbit + Cryosat-2, SARAL + Cryosat-2, Sentinel-3A + Cryosat-2) also increase the quality of the
discharge estimate. When combining the data from the missions (Cryosat-2 period of availability of the
data is overlapping the ones from ENVISAT, ENVISAT 2nd orbit, SARAL and Sentinel-3A), very good
performances are obtained (see Table 2).

7. Conclusions

This study provides one of the first assessments of the performances of multiple satellite
altimetry-based water levels in a river basin, from ERS-2 to Sentinel-3A. Comparisons between
altimetry water stages and in situ gauge records from Lambaréné, the unique station still in operation
in the ORB showed the improvement in performances of the missions in operation since ERS-2. In spite
of good performances in the downstream part of the ORB (R2 > 0.82 and RMSE < 0.6 m for 3 of the
four comparisons), no VS using ERS-2 data were created in the upstream part of the basin due to
the small width of the rivers and the presence of topography. On the contrary, the whole basin was
sampled using ENVISAT (R2 > 0.82 and RMSE < 0.5 m) and SARAL (R2 > 0.90 and RMSE < 0.4 m)
on the same orbit. A very good consistency was also found for these two missions when computing
cross-correlations between altimetry-based water stages all over the basin. As SARAL orbit control was
not as strict as is generally is for high precision altimetry missions, the drifts of several kilometers from
the nominal paths lead to lower agreement in the upstream parts of the basin than using ENVISAT.
Missions operating in SAR mode also exhibit very good accuracy (R2 > 0.88 and RMSE < 0.4 m for only
one year and a half of Sentinel-3A data and R2 = 0.96 and RMSE = 0.25 m for Cryosat-2). For Cryosat-2,
the concept of VS was extended: data acquired on close cross-sections were combined to build the
time series of water level. The use of Cryosat-2 (and ENVISAT 2nd orbit) data allowed a continuous
monitoring of the ORB for all the altimetry period, showing the potential of the data acquired during
geodetic (drifting) orbit of the altimetry missions for land hydrology.

The altimetry-based time-series of water levels from the different altimetry missions close to the
Lambaréné in situ stations were converted to discharges using the rating curves from the in situ station.
Very good agreement was also found, the quality of which is directly linked to the accuracy of the
water levels at the VS for the different missions. This study also shows the interest to combine the
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data from different missions to improve quality of the monitoring of level and discharge in terms of
sampling frequency and annual discharge estimates.

The network of altimetry VS built in this study and associated discharge estimates has a strong
interest for the scientific community. It will allow (i) the continuous monitoring of water stages in an
almost ungauged basin, (ii) the analysis of possible effects of climate variability and anthropogenic
effects (i.e., deforestation) on the hydrological cycle of the ORB. It will be very useful for the calibration
and validation of the NASA/CNES Surface Water and Ocean Topography (SWOT) mission, that will
use the SAR interferometry technique to map surface water elevation at a spatial resolution of 100 m
as its one day calibration orbit encompass the downstream part of the Ogooué Basin.
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Abstract: In polar regions, sea-ice hinders the precise observation of Sea Surface Heights (SSH) by
satellite altimetry. In order to derive reliable heights for the openings within the ice, two steps
have to be fulfilled: (1) the correct identification of water (e.g., in leads or polynias), a process
known as lead classification; and (2) dedicated retracking algorithms to extract the ranges from the
radar echoes. This study focuses on the first point and aims at identifying the best available lead
classification method for Cryosat-2 SAR data. Four different altimeter lead classification methods are
compared and assessed with respect to very high resolution airborne imagery. These methods
are the maximum power classifier; multi-parameter classification method primarily based on
pulse peakiness; multi-observation analysis of stack peakiness; and an unsupervised classification
method. The unsupervised classification method with 25 clusters consistently performs best with an
overall accuracy of 97%. Furthermore, this method does not require any knowledge of specific ice
characteristics within the study area and is therefore the recommended lead detection algorithm for
Cryosat-2 SAR in polar oceans.

Keywords: leads; satellite altimetry; CryoSat-2; classification; peakiness; polar ocean

1. Introduction

Satellite altimeter missions have been providing precise measurements of the Sea Surface Height
(SSH) on a nearly global scale for more than 25 years. This data set has significantly improved our
understanding of the sea level dynamics. However, in the polar regions, the altimetry measurements
are contaminated by the sea-ice resulting in a degradation in the precision or even usefulness of the
results. Radar altimeter observations in the vicinity of sea-ice typically result in an over-estimation of
SSH [1]. Knowledge of the locations of openings within the sea-ice, known as leads, can help improve
the SSH estimation and the understanding of the global climate. For instance, the SSH derived through
leads is assumed to be the instantaneous ocean elevation which can be used to estimate the sea-ice
freeboard [2,3]. Therefore, it is clear to see that a reliable SSH is essential for the estimation of the
freeboard thickness. Freeboard estimates can be negatively biased when an unreliable lead detection
is imposed and the SSH precision is degraded by ice samples detected as leads [1]. Accordingly,
the reliable identification of leads is an essential criteria for precisely monitoring the Arctic ice volume
decrease, as well as for Arctic sea level change studies.

Indications to the usefulness of satellite altimetry for finding open water within sea-ice were
provided as early as 1980 by Dwyer and Godin [4]. They were able to determine the sea-ice boundary
using GEOS-3 satellite altimetry data with the knowledge that within sea-ice regions, the altimetry
backscattering properties are in stark contrast to that of open water. The altimeter returned signal,
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known as a waveform, provides this backscattering information. Leads are known to produce high
power and single peak specular returns in altimeter waveforms. This is because leads typically have
a smooth (relative to the radar wavelength) surface as they generally are absent of any wave field, meaning
a large percentage of the radiated energy is reflected back towards the antenna of the satellite [4,5].

To date, many methods to find leads based on altimeter observations have been implemented.
Laxon [5] developed a parameter based on the maximum power of ERS satellite altimeter waveforms,
pulse peakiness, which could be used for charting the open water areas within the Arctic regions.
Connor et al. [6] also used the pulse peakiness parameter with Envisat data to find leads in order to
make estimates of the sea-ice freeboard. Röhrs and Kaleschke [7] used a maximum power threshold
on Cryosat-2 (CS-2) SAR altimeter waveforms to identify leads. Zygmuntowska et al. [8] developed
a supervised classification method based on Bayesian classification [9] applied to ASIRAS (airborne
version of the SIRAL instrument on-board CS-2) waveform shape parameters. Passaro et al. [10]
developed a parameter based on the stack waveforms of CS-2 known as the stack peakiness.
This parameter also considers multiple consecutive observations in an attempt to isolate a lead at the
nadir position. Müller et al. [11] developed an unsupervised classification method based on K-medoids
partitional clustering [12] of model waveform features and classification of observation data relative to
the model using K-nearest neighbor (KNN) classification [13]. Shen et al. [14] aimed to find an optimal
classifier–feature assembly for sea-ice classification. They tested a number of waveform feature
statistical methods with different combinations of waveform features. Just recently, Lee et al. [15]
proposed a promising new method for detecting leads using CS-2 waveforms. Their method is based
on a waveform mixture analysis, which assumes that each footprint of the waveform is a linear
combination of leads and various types of sea-ice.

Most of the above mentioned studies include a validation of the presented results. However, since
they are based on different input data, different ground truth data sets and different accuracy metrics,
they are not directly comparable. To overcome this deficiency and to recommend the best classification
method for further applications is the motivation of this investigation.

Within this study, four lead classification methods are tested for CS-2 SAR data and evaluated
using high resolution imagery acquired during CS-2 dedicated underflights. The aim is to find the best
existing CS-2 SAR altimeter lead classification algorithm that provides low false classification. The four
classification methods under investigation are (1) the waveform maximum power as introduced,
e.g., by Röhrs and Kaleschke [7]; (2) the multi-parameter classification method primarily based on
pulse peakiness developed by Ricker et al. [16]; (3) a method based on the stack peakiness presented
by Passaro et al. [10]; and (4) the unsupervised classification method published by Müller et al. [11].

This is the first study that compares different classification approaches using exactly the same
input data and the same very high resolution (<1 m) ground truth. Previous studies have used
space-based evaluation techniques that have suffered from a relatively low resolution, meaning that
small scale leads are not observed by the ground truth and, therefore, they bias the classification results.
Furthermore, observations with time differences of multiple hours have been utilized, also distorting
the results. In contrast, here, almost time coincident ground truth data is used.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the CS-2 altimeter SAR data sets and some
of their processing parameters as well as the ground truth image data sets. A brief description of
each employed lead classification method together with an overview of the threshold optimization
technique is given in Section 3. A quantitative comparison of all lead classification methods relative to
the ground truth combined with a discussion of the results is provided in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion
summarizes the results and provides the reader with a recommendation for the “best” lead classification
method based on the available data.

2. Data Sets and Study Areas

This section will discuss the CS-2 data sets, the ground truth used for evaluating the classification
methods, and the corresponding study areas.
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2.1. CryoSat-2 Data

The CS-2 mission is the first satellite altimeter utilizing the so-called Delay-Doppler or SAR
concept in some geographical regions, among them large parts of the Polar Oceans (depending on
a changing mode mask [17]). The basic idea behind the SAR principle is that the antenna size is
synthetically increased (in the along-track direction) allowing to create a coherence of the emitted
pulses [18]. SAR altimeters are described as being beam-limited in the along-track direction while
being pulse-limited in the across-track direction. Along-track processing improves the respective
resolution and furthermore, the multi-looked processing greatly improves the signal-to-noise ratio [19].
While the footprint of CS-2 yields about 300 m in the along-track direction, in the cross-track direction
up to 15 km are covered by the signal [20].

For this study, in addition to the averaged multi-looked waveforms, full stack data is needed. ESA
grants access to an online service called Grid Processing On-Demand (GPOD), which provides the full
stack (L1B-S) for the CS-2 mission. The CS-2 data sets used within this study (mainly multi-looked
waveforms and derived parameters) are all taken from the SAR Versatile Altimetric Toolkit for Ocean
Research & Exploitation (SARvatore) GPOD service (see acknowledgments). The GPOD service allows
for free and easy access to two main data products, namely ESA Baseline C L1B-S and L2 data [21].
The online service allows for tailored processing of each product. Dinardo [22] has described in detail
the processing steps for L1B data. For the present study, a Hamming window is applied before the
along-track Fast Fourier Transform in an attempt to stop signals coming from leads that are outside
the synthetic along-track 3 dB beam-width (main-lobe), as recommended by Passaro et al. [10].

2.2. Ground Truth Data

For evaluating lead classification results, the contemporaneity between altimetry measurements
and ground truth observations is of great importance in order to exclude any differences due to sea-ice
drifts. The NASA Operation IceBridge (OIB) mission [23] includes several CS-2 underflights, following
the CS-2 groundtracks in Arctic and Antarctica with very short time discrepancy in overpassing [24].
Moreover, airborne sensors acquire cloud-free images with a very high resolution.

The ground truth validation data used within this study is the Operation IceBridge Digital
Mapping System (DMS) L1B geolocated and orthorectified images [25]. These images are panchromatic
and provide a very high resolution, making them an ideal choice for lead detection. The pixel resolution
for a flight height of 450 m is about 10 cm × 10 cm, resulting in an image size of approximately
775 m × 690 m. Within this study, the images are resampled into 1 m resolution in order to reduce the
computational costs. This resolution is deemed sufficient for detecting even small leads, especially
since the CS-2 resolution is significant lower (see Section 2.1).

2.3. Flight Lines

In order to ensure a reliable validation, CS-2 observations are selected on tracks that are
simultaneous and almost time-coincident with the airborne underflights from the NASA Operation
IceBridge mission. In total, 12 data sets were found defining the validation data set from polar
regions within this study (eight on the northern hemisphere, four on the southern hemisphere).
Figure 1 illustrates the locations of these data sets for the Arctic and Antarctic regions, respectively.
The majority of the data sets are taken from the spring season.

Airborne images that were acquired later than 90 min after the satellite overpass and earlier
than 90 min before the satellite overpass are discarded from the analysis. This threshold is chosen
as an optimum balance between having sufficient data to perform this study and preventing lead
positional errors due to the sea-ice motion which may bias the statistical results. Additionally, adapting
the methodology from Ricker et al. [16] to coarsely discriminate between open ocean and sea-ice,
only those data observed with a sea-ice concentration greater than 70% are used, since the theoretical
basis for lead detection may no longer hold in low sea-ice concentration areas. The sea-ice concentration
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values used in this study are the interpolated sea-ice concentration values available from the Ocean
and Sea-Ice Satellite Application Facility (OSI SAF) (see acknowledgments).

Figure 1. Illustration of Operational IceBridge (OIB) flight lines taken for validation in the Arctic
Region (left) and the Antarctic Region (right).

3. Methodology

This section gives an overview of the employed four lead classification methods, whose performances
will be compared within this paper. Moreover, the methods used for ground truth image classification
and for optimal threshold definition will be described.

3.1. Maximum Power Classifier (MAX)

The maximum power classifier [7] has the simplest implementation of all the classification
methods used within this study. It relies on the application of a threshold to the maximum power of
multi-looked altimetry waveforms. If the maximum power is above the threshold, then the corresponding
observation is classified as a lead. In a similar previous study, Wernecke and Kaleschke [1] found the
maximum power classifier to be the best lead classification method with their ground truth validation
data—MODIS satellite imagery. Although the maximum power classifier has an easy implementation,
it does require knowledge of the study area in order to correctly define the threshold, which is usually
not assured. Moreover, the maximum waveform power—and thus the correct threshold—is known to
vary substantially across different regions and seasons [10].

3.2. Multi-Parameter Classification Method (MULTI)

The second lead classification method used in this study is the one proposed by Ricker et al. [16],
which uses six parameters in order to discriminate a lead observation from one over sea-ice.
The parameters are:

• Pulse Peakiness (PP): Defined as the ratio of the waveform maximum power to the accumulated
power and also in this case scaled by the number of range bins. Larger values are indicative of the
presence of a lead within the altimeter footprint.

• Stack Kurtosis (K): An additional measure of the peakiness of the range integrated stack power [26].
A high value suggests that the distribution is prone to an outlier, e.g., caused by the presence of
a lead within the altimeter footprint.

• Stack Standard Deviation (SSD): This value provides information to the variation of surface
backscattering power with incidence angle [26]. Therefore, small values of SSD are used as
an indicator for the presence of leads.
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• Modified PP (two parameters PPl and PPr to consider the bins “left” and “right” of the maximum
power bin): This is meant to disregard lead observations which are not at nadir. The assumption
here is that off-nadir lead reflections do no show as specular a reflection as an observation at nadir.

• Sea-ice concentration: This is used as a coarse discrimination between ocean and ice areas.
Only observations in areas with significant sea-ice concentration (>70%) are allowed as leads
in case all other conditions are met.

The MULTI method also requires the definition of thresholds for all parameters, which are used
to discriminate lead observations from sea-ice observations. Furthermore, the correct setup of the
thresholds requires knowledge of the sea-ice characteristics and are usually not transferable between
different regions.

3.3. Stack Peakiness Classifier (STACK)

The stack kurtosis and SSD can be used to classify a waveform that might contain a lead, but they
are independently insufficient in isolating a nadir return from a stack of waveforms which has observed
a lead backscatter. This was the motivation of Passaro et al. [10] to develop the Stack Peakiness (SP)
parameter that is defined using the Range Integrated Power (RIP) normalized against its maximum
value. For CS-2 Baseline C, the SP parameter must be computed using the stack data available from the
GPOD website, as it is not available in the official Baseline C L2 data product. However, it is included
in the Baseline D L2 data.

The assumption behind the algorithm is that larger local maxima in SP are likely to be evoked
by a lead at nadir. Therefore, a multi-observation analysis occurs before a lead classification is made,
which considers the current, forward and aft observations. The forward and aft observations must
be above the median SP (SPmedian) plus Median Absolute Deviation MAD (SPMAD) of all CS-2 tracks
within this study for the current observation to be considered a lead. This is done in an attempt to
reduce false lead observations as a lead within the altimeter footprint influences the SP value even
when not at nadir. The current observation must also be above a predefined minimum threshold
(SPminlead) in order for it to be classified as a lead.

The SP strategy developed in Passaro et al. [10] had the objective of isolating one single return
in each lead, without distinguishing other reflecting surfaces. In contrast, within this study all
observations above a lead are considered as part of the statistical analysis. This therefore increases the
percentage of points considered as erroneous ice detections in this study (see Section 4).

The performance of this classification method depends on the correct threshold definition as
much as the two previous methods. Section 3.5 will handle the threshold optimization.

3.4. Unsupervised Classifier (UNSU)

The unsupervised classification method developed by Müller et al. [11] is believed to be the
first attempt using this method applied to satellite altimetry over sea-ice areas. There are many
different approaches to unsupervised learning including clustering (e.g., K-means, K-medoids [27]),
latent variable models (e.g., Hidden Markov Models [28]) and others. Müller et al. [11] employed
the clustering K-medoids algorithm for their unsupervised classification on pulse-limited altimetry
waveforms (Envisat and SARAL). In this study, the unsupervised classification method is tested for
the first time with SAR altimeter data.

The first step in the unsupervised classification process is to cluster or group model data applying
the K-medoids algorithm. The six waveform features defined by Müller et al. [11] are also used for the
clustering in this study, with minor changes in some computation parameters:

• Waveform maximum (Wm): As described in Section 3.1, the maximum power can be used to
characterize the surface below the satellite altimeter.
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• Trailing edge decline (Ted): The Ted is a characterization of the trailing edge of the waveform,
i.e., from the maximum power range bin to the last range bin, by means of a fitting to a power series
model. A rapid decay (low value) would be associated to the typical waveform shape of a lead.

• Waveform noise (Wn): In the context presented here, the Wn represents the MAD of the residuals to
the fitting of the power series model. Very small values for specular lead type returns are expected.

• Waveform width (Ww): The amount of range bins with their power greater than 1% of the
waveform maximum is used to determine the waveform width. A small waveform width is
expected in the presence of a lead.

• Leading edge slope (Les): The first waveform bin containing more than 12.5% of the waveform
maximum power subtracted from the maximum power bin provides relative information regarding
the Les. Again, low values are indicative of a lead surface.

• Trailing edge slope (Tes): Conversely, the Tes is obtained by a subtraction of the maximum
waveform power bin from the last bin position containing more than 12.5% of the waveform
maximum power. The characteristics of the Tes is similar to the Les for single peak waveforms,
but it can also be used to identify strong multiple peaks.

The features produce varying orders of magnitudes, which causes biased weighting within the
K-medoids algorithm. Therefore, before used for clustering, all features are reduced using the standard
score (sometimes referred to as z-score) to give more reliable clustering results [29].

In order to have a model that is representative of as many waveform types as possible, a large
collection of waveforms is required from the CS-2 mission. This has to include waveforms from sea-ice,
leads and ocean surfaces. The maximal extent of the Arctic sea-ice is in March [30] and therefore,
the beginning of the melt-season (April/May) is assumed as the most likely period to cover as many
sea-ice types as possible. Figure 2 shows the location of the model data taken for this study from the
Greenland Sea. The data used corresponds to when CS-2 was operating in SAR mode during the time
period of April through to May 2015, corresponding to 361,977 model waveforms.
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Figure 2. Map of the locations (red areas) of CS-2 waveforms used for the unsupervised classification
model taken within the time period of April–May 2015.

To initialize the K-medoids algorithm, the number of clusters k needs to be decided. The value
for k should be larger than the final amount of surface classifications, i.e., k > 3 (lead, sea-ice and
ocean). Müller et al. [11] used k = 30 which was empirically derived by means of visual analysis
of the resulting clusters and sums of distances. Within this study, a test of seven cluster numbers is
performed ranging from k = 5 to k = 35 in steps of 5.

After the K-medoids algorithm has finished, the clusters have to be classified manually to one of
the surface types. The final step is then to classify observation data relative to the classified cluster
model. This is done using K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) classification. The KNN size must also be chosen
and this is done using a 10-fold cross-validation method as described in detail in Müller et al. [11].
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3.5. Threshold Optimization

Three of the four classification methods under investigation (namely MAX, MULTI, and STACK)
depend on one or more predefined thresholds that can be determined using a reliable ground
truth. Wernecke and Kaleschke [1] developed an optimization technique, which is also applied
here. It minimizes a cost function to derive the threshold value Θ

cost(Θ) = w × False Ice(Θ) + False Lead(Θ) (1)

where w is a weighting defining how the false classifications are minimized. “False Ice” are observations
classified as ice but are actually lead samples and “False Leads” are observations classified as leads but
are actually ice samples. For small values of w (i.e., <1) False Lead observations are primarily reduced
and for w = 1, the total false classifications are minimized. The ground truth is used to randomly
separate the data into a training (50%) and testing (50%) subset with an equal number of sea-ice
and lead samples within each subset. Θ is derived from the training subset by testing all potential
threshold values as initial guesses to the Nelder and Mead [31] minimization algorithm. The random
sub-sampling is repeated 200 times in order to find the global minimum of the cost function and to
have an estimation of the spread of performance on each testing subset. This is done for different
values of w.

For MULTI, only the PP and modified PP parameters thresholds are derived using this
optimization. This is done in an attempt to reduce computation time. The sea-ice concentration
value does not depend on the satellite altimeter so the threshold of 70% remains. The thresholds of
40 and 4 from Ricker et al. [16] for K and SSD respectively also remain as it was found that the vast
majority of lead observations fell inside these thresholds.

For STACK, the SPmedian and SPMAD found through the ground tracks used in this study resulted
in SPmedian = 9.76 and SPMAD = 6.33, meaning a slightly lower sum compared to Passaro et al. [10].
For this reason, it was decided to use the values from the literature. When developing the SPminlead,
due to the random sampling of the data, the multi-observation analysis was not conducted for the
threshold optimization.

The optimized threshold values and their corresponding weight value are given in Table 1. All of
them are used to generate different classification results that are shown and discussed in Section 4.

Table 1. Optimized thresholds and their corresponding weight.

w Max. Power PP PPl PPr SP

0.5 4.356 × 10−11 W 120.75 175.08 30.84 345.02
1 2.714 × 10−11 W 116.18 152.58 158.11 300.43
2 1.892 × 10−11 W 99.93 63.25 145.29 156.61
3 1.051 × 10−11 W 99.67 63.38 124.28 102.86
4 4.513 × 10−12 W 96.71 66.05 69.28 91.28
5 4.958 × 10−12 W 97.01 63.92 51.59 78.61
6 3.609 × 10−12 W 97.03 64.15 50.89 73.47
7 2.219 × 10−12 W 97.00 62.25 56.19 71.14
8 1.654 × 10−12 W 97.15 53.80 51.43 70.41
9 1.399 × 10−12 W 90.18 63.20 53.98 70.41
10 1.359 × 10−12 W 80.47 57.32 30.40 54.03

3.6. Ground Truth Image Classification

In order to be able to compare and validate the different altimeter lead classification methods,
a reliable ground truth image classification must be used. In optical images, such as the ones from
IceBridge used here, leads are known to have typically dark optical features that translates to low
image pixel intensities. Lead attributes can be dynamic due to different types of thin ice within the
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lead itself, formed by rapid ice growth due to the cold polar temperatures. Additionally, leads with
thin ice may even be covered by snow and frost flowers [32].

The ground truth data for this study is set up applying the automatic Sea-Ice Lead Detection
Algorithm using Minimum Signal (SILDAMS) developed by Onana et al. [33], which has been shown
to give favorable results using NASA Operation IceBridge image data. The SILDAMS algorithm is
based on an affine time-frequency distribution analysis which uses the minimum signal transform in
order to perform a localization around low frequencies. The minimum signal is given by

Sz
min( f ) = f 2πze−2πz f (2)

where f represents the frequency or image pixel intensities and z is a positive parameter for adjusting
the spectral width (bandwidth). With a careful selection of the z parameter, it is possible to highlight
features of interest from the image, such as leads. The bandwidth parameter is defined as z = 0.001,
since this value has been shown by Onana et al. [33] to provide good results for images acquired in
clear conditions with daylight. As one of the OIB data sets (taken on 28 October 2010) was acquired
in ever decreasing lighting conditions. From a visual analysis of the images, it was decided to change z
according to the lighting conditions from z = 0.003 for the first 450 images, to z = 0.005 (from 451 to 1035),
z = 0.006 (from 1036 to 1103), and z = 0.015 (for the remainder of the images).

The last step in the image classification is to apply a threshold to the minimum signal
transformation of the image. Within this study, only a binary classification is used between sea-ice and
lead/open water. In accordance with Onana et al. [33], a threshold of 0.3 is used for water detection
(smaller values = sea ice; larger values = lead). This results in a binary map for each image with a one
indicating a lead pixel and a zero indicating a sea-ice pixel. Nearest-neighbor interpolation is then
used to associate the binary classification to the CS-2 surface sample ground track.

All images are assumed to be cloud-free since a manual inspection of completeness of laser
measurements from the laser-based Airborne Topographic Mapper (ATM) revealed almost no
missing values.

Onana et al. [33] specify the lead detection capability of SILDAMS to be 99%. The manual
inspection of the ground truth data set established in the present study shows that all open water
areas are correctly flagged without any false detections. However, the distinction between open water
and thin ice was only correct at about 90%. For this reason, the open water class also contains thin
ice—which is uncritical for altimetry waveform classification which can also not differentiate very thin
ice from leads [6].

4. Results and Discussion

In order to be able to assess each altimeter classification method, they must be compared with
the same ground truth, which is derived from the image classification described earlier. This section
provides and discusses the results of the ground truth evaluation and comparison between each
altimeter classification method. In total, there are 14,231 satellite observations from all the data sets,
and of these, 365 observations (i.e., about 2.5%) are defined as leads (including leads with thin ice)
according to the ground truth.

4.1. Quantitative Comparison between Altimeter Classification and Ground Truth

A Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) graph [34] is used to visualize the performance of
the different classifiers (see Figure 3). It shows the change in performance of the different altimeter
classification methods relative to the ground truth depending on different thresholds. Two criteria are
computed for the evaluation: the True Lead Rate (TLR), which is the percentage of leads classified by
the altimeter classification and confirmed by the ground truth classification (see Equation (3)) and the
False Lead Rate (FLR), which is the percentage of altimeter lead classifications that are classified as
sea-ice by the ground truth to the total sea-ice ground truth samples (see Equation (4)).
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TLR =
True Lead

True Lead + False Ice
(3)

FLR =
False Lead

False Lead + True Ice
(4)

True Lead is the number of observations classified as lead confirmed by the ground truth. False Ice
is classified as ice observations but are lead samples according to the ground truth. False Lead
observations are classified as a lead but are ice samples according to the ground truth. True Ice are
observations classified as ice samples and are confirmed by the ground truth.
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Figure 3. ROC graph depicting the change in performance for different thresholds and different
cluster numbers. Each line and marker represents a different altimeter classification method and the
different weight for optimized threshold respectively. The square markers represent thresholds that
were determined in previous studies. The 1% False Lead Rate (FLR) line is also shown.

The aim of the ROC graphs in Figure 3 is threefold: It helps to find the best threshold for
each classification method, it can be used for an inter-comparison of the methods, and it provides
a quantitative performance measure for all classifiers. In general, with an increasing weight w
(as defined in Equation (1)) there is an increase in the TLR and also the FLR for all classifiers with
a higher rate of increase in the TLR. However, this behavior is not linear, and there seems to be
a maximum TLR reachable for each method. When further increasing the weight (i.e., lowering the
threshold) this only results in a larger FLR. This effect was already shown by Wernecke and Kaleschke [1].

Simply from looking at Figure 3, it is not immediately clear what is the best threshold/number
of clusters to use. This strongly depends on the application, i.e., on the acceptable FLR. In case
it is important to reach a very low FLR, a conservative threshold (small weight) should be used.
This comes at the cost of identified leads. However, if the application requires as many leads as
possible, one should use a higher w. All three classifiers reach TLR between 30% and 55% when FLR
of 5% are acceptable. From Figure 3, it seems that the MAX classification method performs best for
the majority of weights compared to all other classification methods, followed closely by UNSU and
MULTI. The STACK classification method appears to be the poorest performing classifier, showing
a narrow ROC curve with a small TLR/FLR ratio that is about half of that from MAX. The highest
overall TLR of about 75% is achieved by MAX (with FLR of about 10%).

In order to quantify and compare the performance of the different classifiers, a fixed FLR is
defined and the corresponding TLR are compared. A FLR of 1% is chosen as an optimum balance
between a relatively high TLR and low number of false open water observations. For the MAX classifier,
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this results in a TLR at 23.05% (closest threshold w = 3; 1.05 × 10−11 W). The MULTI method results
in a 18.09% TLR (closest threshold w = 3; PP = 99.67, PPl = 63.38, PPr = 124.28). The STACK
gives a performance of 10.38% TLR (closest threshold w = 3; SPminlead = 102.86). The above TLR
values were derived by a polynomial curve fitting to the points of each threshold classifier. From all
threshold based classifiers, this appears to show that the maximum power classifier is performing the
best relative to the ground truth.

The UNSU classification method is independent from any threshold definition. Instead,
the classification performance clearly depends on the number of clusters used within the process
(see Section 3.4). It can be noted that for smaller k, there is typically a larger TLR and FLR. However,
in contrast to the threshold-based methods, a continuous change in performance is not observed for a
change in cluster number. This is illustrated in Figure 4; the figure shows the ROC graph for UNSU
in dependence of k. The optimal cluster number depends on the size and variability of the input
waveform data set. If only a small number of clusters is allowed, the number of observations per
cluster (i.e., the cluster size) increases and the probability for correct classification decreases. In other
words: the clustering is too coarse [35]. This is the case for k ≤ 10. If k is large enough, the results only
change marginally, depending on the manual preprocessing step assigning each cluster to one surface
type (lead, ice, or ocean). The cluster number with FLR closest to 1% will be chosen as the optimum for
this study. This corresponds to k = 25 and results in a 18.08% TLR and 0.73% FLR. The interpolated
value at 1% FLR is 22.37% TLR.
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Figure 4. ROC graph depicting the change in performance for different cluster sizes. The performances
calculated from the study from Müller et al. [11] are also shown.

ROC graphs are useful for analyzing the performance of classifiers relative to a ground truth,
and to identify the best parameters (i.e., thresholds or number of clusters) for the respective application.
However, in order to understand the overall performance of the different altimeter classifiers, different
accuracy metrics must be analyzed. Producer and user accuracies are used for this purpose for both
sea-ice and lead samples. While producer accuracies give an indication of the probability that a ground
truth sample will be correctly classified, the user accuracy is an indication to the reliability of the
classification and is defined as the ratio of the sum of correct classifications (leads and ice) to the total
number of classifications [36].

Table 2 lists the overall lead and sea-ice accuracies for each altimeter classification with respect to
the ground truth. The largest overall accuracy is achieved by the unsupervised classification method
at 97.2%. This method also yields the best lead user accuracy and the largest ice producer accuracy.
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However, the lead producer accuracy scores only second behind the maximum power classifier. Even if
the numbers in some of the metrics only slightly differ, it is obvious that the two methods utilizing the
maximum power for the classification (UNSU and MAX) score better than the other two (MULTI and
STACK). While interpreting the numbers, it should be kept in mind,that all values have been optimized
to score a FLR of about 1%. Since only integer weighting factors w are used, slightly different FLR
are achieved and the numbers are not fully comparable. The good performance of UNSU is even
emphasized, taking the lower FLR into account.

Table 2. Accuracies for each classifier in (%). Values provided for FLR of about 1% (w = 3, k = 25).
The best performance for each of the accuracy metrics is marked in bold.

MAX MULTI STACK UNSU

FLR 1.02 0.79 1.51 0.73

Overall Accuracy 97.03 96.94 96.36 97.18
Lead User Accuracy 37.44 32.50 21.13 39.29

Lead Producer Accuracy (TLR) 23.29 17.81 15.34 18.08
Ice User Accuracy 98.00 97.86 97.79 97.87

Ice Producer Accuracy 98.98 99.03 98.49 99.26

4.2. Comparison to Other Studies

The statistics presented above are not directly comparable to results from previous studies. This is
mainly due to different input data sets (e.g., different missions [11] or different Cryosat-2 Baselines [1]),
different thresholds used within the studies [1,10,16], and a different ground truth used for validation.
Most of the older studies used ground truth data sets whose resolutions were limited to many meters
(40 m to 250 m; instead of 1 m used here) and therefore, potentially, many leads have been missed.
Furthermore, the time between image acquisition and satellite overpass has been limited here to 90 min,
meaning there is less of a possibility of induced sea-ice drift related biases in the ground truth results.

In comparison to Passaro et al. [10], the validation approach differs significantly. Their study
was focused on the detection of leads with different sizes, whereas here, the detection of altimetry
returns over leads is the aim. Thus, instead of counting each lead observation separately, they
considered consecutive lead observations to be the same lead. If a single observation from a lead with
multiple observations was correctly classified, the overall lead was assumed to be correctly classified.
This directly influences the corresponding statistics and for that reason, the results presented in this
study appear poorer. However, for lead prospection, they found that the MULTI classification performed
on par with the STACK when compared using the ratio of correctly classified leads to false detections.

Müller et al. [11] used exactly the same metrics to validate their results, however, a different
ground truth was applied. From Figure 4 it seems that in this study a better performance can be
achieved. This is presumably related to the fact that CS-2 has an improved along-track resolution
with respect to Envisat and SARAL (i.e., SAR stack data compared to classical pulse-limited altimetry
performs better). Though, in order to prove this, the validation of Müller et al. [11] should be repeated
based on a high-resolution ground truth.

4.3. Discussion of Altimeter Classification Methods

Threshold Definition: From the previous sections it became clear that those classification
methods based on the maximum waveform power perform better than the rest. However, the success
of MAX strongly depends on the defined threshold. Many factors affect the backscattering power
received at the altimeter antenna. This is clearly evident in Figure 5, which shows the mean and
standard deviation of the maximum power at lead surfaces (at nadir) according to the ground truth for
each data set used within this study. The mean power varies greatly across each data set which can be
a completely different region or season. The backscattering power is not just a function of the lead
within the altimeter footprint but also the sea-ice, lead width, lead orientation, refrozen areas of the
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lead, melt-ponds and more within the illuminated area. These all contribute to varying statistics across
different study areas and also make it very difficult to establish an absolute threshold that can be used
for all regions and seasons. Figure 5 also displays the threshold developed for the MAX classifier.
Since it is optimized based on all data, it matches relatively well. However, some leads are completely
missed. This can be even worse for other regions, seasons, or conditions not included in this study.
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Figure 5. Mean and standard deviation of maximum power for leads across all data sets with the
optimized threshold (1.05 × 10−11 W) for FLR = 1% developed here shown as a dotted line.

Nevertheless, it is clear that the maximum power is a good discriminator between leads and
sea-ice compared to other index-based classification methods. The definition of a relative power
threshold as proposed by Passaro et al. [10] could account for the problem of finding an absolute
value and still exploit the returned power as classifier. In that study, the relative power threshold was
calculated as the ratio between the maximum power of CS-2 returns classified as leads to the median
of the maximum power observations for a given region/segment. A fixed power ratio threshold of
10 was derived a posteriori based on a comparison with Sentinel-1 SAR images across different regions
and time of the year. The subsequent classification based on this threshold gave the best ratio of
correctly classified leads to false detections among the methods trialled in their study.

Lead Location: Another important effect influencing the performance of all classifiers are off-nadir
leads. When located within the satellites footprint but not directly in nadir, they strongly impact
the returned radar echo even if not detected by the ground truth. This effect becomes more evident
when high-resolution ground truth is used. MULTI and STACK both define dedicated parameters
to disregard off-nadir leads. These methods rely on the assumption that the multi-looked waveform
(in case of MULTI) or the RIP (in case of STACK) will be less peaky for a lead that is not at the
nadir position. However, this is not always true. From Figure 6, it can clearly be seen that even
for sea-ice observations (waveform #1159), the multi-looked waveform still exhibits a very peaky
shape and therefore, the PPl and PPr will unlikely disregard these waveforms. This is confirmed
by the classification result of MULTI, which identifies all measurements except the first one as lead
observation (waveforms #1156 to #1159). Once a lead falls inside the altimeter footprint, the backscatter
return is highly influenced by the presence of this lead and therefore, doubt is cast in the ability of the
modified PP in disregarding off-nadir returns as the multi-looked waveform can still be influenced by
leads in off-nadir positions.

The STACK method also claims to handle off-nadir leads. However, it relies on the assumption
that a lead within the vicinity of the altimeter will be crossed by the satellite track (e.g., will be the
local maximum), which is not always the case. Cross-track off-nadir leads cannot be detected by
this method.
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Figure 6. CS-2 descending track #15632 (taken on 20 March 2013) showing five waveform surface
sample locations (a). Image is acquired at 17:03:15 GPS time, approximately 30 min before satellite
overpass. Waveforms associated with the locations are also shown. (b) is waveform #1155; (c) #1156;
(d) #1157; (e) #1158 and (f) #1159.

This is evident in Figure 7: local maxima in SP (i.e., measurements identified as leads;
blue triangles) do not always correspond to a lead at the nadir position (red squares). An example
of when the SP works well is visible between 84.05◦ and 84.1◦ latitude. Here, the two SP peaks
correspond to lead surfaces at nadir according to the ground truth. These particular lead observations
are orientated along-track relative to the satellite and belong to the same lead.
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Figure 7. Evolution of CS-2 stack peakiness in data set taken on 20 March 2013. Observations classified
as leads by the STACK classifier are marked in blue. Actual nadir leads identified by the ground truth
are highlighted in red.

All results presented here are also influenced by a potential CS-2 mispointing angle in along-track
direction (pitch angle) related to biases of the on-board star trackers [37]. Such an effect may result in
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the location of the CS-2 surface sample also being biased. This is especially relevant for narrow leads
where, for example, the SP would peak in the observation before the lead (assuming satellite pitched
up) resulting in a false classification.

In order to unambiguously isolate nadir leads from off-nadir leads, the usage of the CS-2 InSAR
mode will be beneficial. The exploitation of signals from both antennas will allow for an exact
location of the reflection point of the signal (in cross track direction). However, depending on the CS-2
geographically mode mask, currently, these data sets are only available in a few areas, mostly not in
sea-ice ocean regions.

Stack Information: From the four methods under investigation, STACK and MULTI use the full
CS-2 stack information, with respectively derived parameters (SSD and SP). Theoretically, one may
expect that this additional information helps to improve the lead classification. However, it seems
that using only stack data without taking the maximum power into account is not an optimal method.
This might also be related to residual side-lobe effects in the RIP even after the application of the
Hamming window function. Passaro et al. [10] have shown that without the use of the Hamming
window, leads that have influenced the signal through the side-lobes can influence the statistics of
the stack data. The SP value is being influenced by high power returns in the non-nadir look angles.
This has the effect of making the RIP return for these observations wider than what might be expected
for a lead at nadir and therefore, it contributes to a lower SP value. An analysis of the RIP for the
locations shown in Figure 6 found that the sea-ice (#1155) SP was much larger than that of the central
lead location (#1157) and this was attributed to residual side-lobe effects as much larger RIP was
observed in the non-nadir look angles. In spite of this, it will be useful to combine stack information
with maximum power information to develop an improved classification approach.

Unsupervised Classification: From all the lead classification methods presented in this study,
the UNSU method has performed the best when aiming at a low FLR of better than 1%. In general,
the UNSU method has a similar performance as the MAX classifier, and the difference between the
two classification methods is minimal. The most prominent feature among the six features used in the
unsupervised classification method is the maximum power for distinguishing lead surfaces. This may
explain the similar performances when using the MAX approach.

The most distinct advantage of the unsupervised classification method is that no training data is
necessary and that the approach does not rely on the development of a threshold. Therefore, no prior
knowledge of the study area is required. The only requirement is that the general characteristics of
altimeter waveforms are understood and meaningful features are defined. The clustering can be done
in one region (e.g., the Greenland Sea) and transferred to other study areas (such as the Arctic Ocean or
the Weddell Sea) in case all relevant waveform types are included in the clustering process. This will
not affect the classification results.

The used cluster number k has only marginal influence on the classification results in case the order
of magnitude is correct and matches to the number of waveform features and variability of waveforms
used for the clustering process. Moreover, the approach is applicable to different altimetry missions
(e.g., Envisat and SARAL [11]) and different measurement techniques (i.e., traditional pulse-limited
and SAR altimetry) with only slight modifications to the waveform features used for the clustering.
In contrast, all threshold-based methods must be tuned for each mission separately. Last but not
least, the UNSU method can be adopted for the marginal sea-ice zones to include ocean returns in the
classification whereas the other methods are not easily adaptable to ocean retrievals.

5. Conclusions and Outlook

The aim of this paper is to find a CS-2 altimeter lead classification algorithm that provides low
false classification. Four altimeter classification methods are trialled and compared to high resolution
automatically classified airborne images. Twelve dedicated airborne underflight image data sets
acquired within 90 min before and after satellite overpass are used for the validation of all altimeter
classification methods.
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The unsupervised classification method (UNSU) is found to be the best classification method
within this study with an overall accuracy at 97%. The maximum power classification method (MAX)
closely followed with basically the same overall accuracy. The achieved lead user accuracies are 39%
and 37%, respectively. Both methods perform very similar and in the case that larger false detection
rates (larger than about 1%) are acceptable, the maximum power classifier is superior. The performance
is expected to be further improved when a relative power threshold is applied instead a fixed one for
all data sets. It is clear from this study that the maximum power index remains the most favorable
index for reducing false lead observations. The two methods that do not use this parameter perform
worse within this study.

In contrast to all other methods under investigation, the unsupervised classification method does
not rely on any knowledge of the study area, especially on ground truth for threshold optimization.
Moreover, it is applicable to all altimetry missions independent of the used measurement technique
(pulse-limited or SAR). For these reasons, the unsupervised classification method (with 20 to 30 clusters)
is the recommended lead classification method for Cryosat-2 SAR data.

The tested altimeter classifications within this paper have high misclassification compared to
previous studies. This can be primarily associated with a much more robust and high resolution
ground truth validation, which is much higher than the CS-2 along-track resolution.

The CS-2 waveforms are found to be very sensitive to the presence of leads within the altimeter
footprint even when the lead does not cross the nadir point. This influences each waveform feature in
the vicinity of a lead and thus, can result in many false classifications. The modified pulse peakiness
(MULTI) and the stack peakiness (STACK) were designed to disregard off-nadir leads. However,
these parameters are still strongly influenced by the presence of leads within the altimeter footprint,
especially if these are located cross-track (in parallel to the satellite’s track).

The utilization of CS-2 stack data in modified pulse peakiness and the stack peakiness methods
cannot outperform the approaches using the maximum power parameter (alone or in connection with
other parameters). Thus, a combination of stack data with a relative maximum power is expected to
help to improve the existing classifiers.

The CS-2 mission also provides the opportunity to operate in SAR-interferometric (SARIn) mode
which may help to reliably separate all types of off-nadir leads from nadir leads. Armitage and
Davidson [38] have shown that the localization of nadir leads can be improved compared to the use of
SAR mode. However, currently, the availability of SARIn mode is limited to certain regions.
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Abstract: Open water areas surrounded by sea ice significantly influence the ocean-ice-atmosphere
interaction and contribute to Arctic climate change. Satellite altimetry can detect these ice openings
and enables one to estimate sea surface heights and further altimetry data derived products.
This study introduces an innovative, unsupervised classification approach for detecting open water
areas in the Greenland Sea based on high-frequency data from Envisat and SARAL. Altimetry radar
echoes, also called waveforms, are analyzed regarding different surface conditions. Six waveform
features are defined to cluster radar echoes into different groups indicating open water and sea
ice waveforms. Therefore, the partitional clustering algorithm K-medoids and the memory-based
classification method K-nearest neighbor are employed, yielding an internal misclassification error of
about 2%. A quantitative comparison with several SAR images reveals a consistency rate of 76.9% for
SARAL and 70.7% for Envisat. These numbers strongly depend on the quality of the SAR images
and the time lag between the measurements of both techniques. For a few examples, a consistency
rate of more than 90% and a true water detection rate of 94% can be demonstrated. The innovative
classification procedure can be used to detect water areas with different spatial extents and can be
applied to all available pulse-limited altimetry datasets.

Keywords: satellite altimetry; Envisat; SARAL; unsupervised classification; K-medoids; Greenland
Sea; Fram Strait

1. Introduction

The Arctic Ocean, including its peripheral seas, e.g., the Greenland Sea, is considered one of the
most important components of the Earth’s climate system [1]. In particular, these areas show strong
responses to global warming and may affect climate conditions globally, for example, by changing the
oceanic thermohaline circulation. The north polar regions are crucial contributors to the global ocean
current system by carrying cold and fresh water southwards. Most of the Arctic Ocean is covered by
varying extents of sea ice with open water areas and floes with different spatial extents as well as fully
closed ice surfaces. The seasonal fluctuations of ice covers significantly impacts the atmosphere-ocean
interaction (e.g., ice-albedo). While a closed sea ice cover prevents the ocean from heat emission,
openings in the ice lead to a warming of the first atmospheric layers.

The evolution of sea ice is strongly influenced by sea surface temperature, wind, waves and
ocean currents [1]. During recent decades, increasing sea surface temperatures and an enhanced warm
water inflow in the Arctic Ocean resulted in decreased sea ice extent and volume [2,3]. Additionally,
the Greenland ice sheet experienced strong environmental changes due to an increasing mass loss
enhancing melt water influx into the Arctic Ocean [4].
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The monitoring of the changing north polar ocean conditions, especially in the Greenland Sea,
allows investigating interconnections between land, ocean, and atmospheric processes as well as their
climate forcing. Today, remote sensing systems provide a large set of different sensors for monitoring
the polar regions. Radar satellite altimetry is able to provide quantitative information about sea surface
heights, significant wave heights, and dynamic ocean topography [5,6]. However, in order to derive
reliable altimetry products, a careful selection of measurements from open water areas is necessary.
By analyzing the radar return signal of the altimeter, the so-called waveform, information about
the reflecting surface can be derived. This allows the classification of waveforms in water- and sea
ice-returns and the detection of open water areas in sea ice regions. For example, calm open water
areas within the footprint cause a very single-peak shape. With an along-track resolution of less than a
kilometer using high-frequency data, conventional satellite altimetry missions (such as Envisat and
SARAL) are able to detect small open water areas that might be missed by imaging Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SAR) satellite missions (Sentinel-1A/B, Radarsat-1/2, etc.) in case a high-resolution acquisition
mode is not available. Additionally, small water areas have insufficient backscatter properties to be
mapped by passive microwave satellite missions (e.g., Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I) and
SSM/I Sounder (SSM/IS)). However, altimeter radar echoes reflected from non-uniform scatterers,
like sea ice regions, are challenging to interpret because the large surface footprint of several kilometers
usually covers several ice types.

The first studies dealing with satellite altimetry in sea ice regions were published in 1980 by
Dwyer and Godin [7] and in 1992 by Fetterer et al. [8]. After the launch of the ESA satellites ERS-1
and ERS-2, covering high latitudes in a repeat orbit, further studies were conducted by Laxon [5] and
Laxon et al. [9]. They analyzed the potential of ERS-1 sea ice monitoring and the interannual variability
of sea ice thickness by employing ERS-1 and ERS-2 altimetry data. Furthermore, Peacock [10] provides
a first sea surface height determination in the Arctic ocean. In recent years, several sea ice applications
have been explored e.g., the detection of openings in the ice. Connor et al. [11] applied a peakiness
parameter, defined by Peacock [10] in order to detect small open water bodies in the sea ice cover
using high-frequency data of Envisat. Zakharova et al. [12] continues with the development of a lead
detection algorithm by using the Centre National d’ Études Spatiales (CNES) and Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO) satellite SARAL and maximum power threshold. Currently, all pulse-limited
altimetry-based approaches for detecting water returns in sea ice regions use thresholds for different
parameters. This has the disadvantage that the thresholds have to be set manually and individually
for every altimetry mission. Furthermore, a deep knowledge about the different scatter characteristics
in sea ice regions is required. Besides Zygmuntowska et al. [13] developed another approach
using the waveforms shape for classifying airborne SAR altimeter echoes over the Arctic sea ice
in a supervised way.

The present study proposes a new strategy to detect open water areas based on an unsupervised
classification of high-frequency altimetry radar echoes. The approach is able to detect water domains
with different spatial extents and can be easily applied without any deeper knowledge about
surface-dependent backscatter characteristics. The method is applicable to all available pulse-limited
altimeter data and is independent of mission-specific radar frequencies and characteristics.
Furthermore, the results are compared to processed SAR images using the method described in [14] to
obtain quantitative information about the classification performance.

The present paper is structured into three main parts. First, the study area and the applied datasets
are introduced. Section 3 presents the method and processing procedure as well as the comparison
process of the obtained results. Section 4 presents the classification results and provides evidence
of the classification performance. At first, quantitative information considering the entire available
validation dataset (Section 4.1) is derived before some visual comparisons between the SAR images
and the altimetry overflights are provided. The paper finishes with a conclusion and an outlook to
future research.
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2. Study Area and Data Sets

This section provides an introduction to the study area and the different remote sensing datasets
used for classification and validation.

2.1. Greenland Sea and Fram Strait

The study area ranges from 70.0◦N to 81.5◦N in latitude and from the north-east coast of Greenland
to 28.0◦E in longitude and covers the Greenland Sea and the Fram Strait (see Figures 1 and 2).
The Greenland Sea belongs to the peripheral seas of the Arctic ocean. It connects the Fram Strait in
the north, a narrow passage between north-east Greenland and Svalbard, with the Norwegian Sea
as well as the Iceland Sea in the south. This area is affected by the East Greenland Current (EGC),
which transports more than 90% of fragmented sea ice from the Arctic Ocean through the Fram Strait
southwards [15]. Therefore, the EGC represents the main and most important freshwater outlet of the
Arctic Ocean. According to Serreze and Barry [16] the Greenland Sea and the region of the Fram Strait
is strongly influenced by rapid atmospheric and changing sea ice conditions as well as comparatively
fast ocean currents with a mean velocity of 20–30 cm/s [17] and maxima up to 80 cm/s [18]. The sea
ice state reaches from a nearly closed sea ice cover, showing straight lined and circular shaped open
water bodies, leads and polynyas, up to individual ice floes ranging from a few meters to kilometers in
diameter [16]. Applying open water detection to the Greenland Sea and the Fram Strait offers one the
chance to sensitize the unsupervised classification method for a various number of different sea ice
and ocean conditions.

Figure 1. Black rectangles indicate locations of the SAR images from ALOS and Radarsat-2 used for
comparison with Envisat classification results against the background of nominal sun-synchronous
ground tracks of one Envisat cycle. The four subsets discussed in Section 4.2 are highlighted by
different colors.
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Figure 2. Black rectangles indicate locations of the SAR images from Sentinel-1A used for comparison
with SARAL classification results against the background of nominal sun-synchronous ground tracks
of one SARAL cycle. One subset discussed in Section 4.2 is highlighted in orange.

2.2. Radar Altimetry Data

In the present investigation, the high-frequency radar altimetry data of the ESA satellite Envisat
and the CNES/ISRO altimetry satellite SARAL are used. Data of the missions Jason-1, Jason-2 and
Jason-3 are disregarded due to their low orbit inclination (about 66◦) not covering the Greenland Sea
and Fram Strait.

Envisat and SARAL carry pulse-limited radar altimeters and are placed on the same 35 day
repeat-orbit covering polar areas up to ±81.5◦ geographical latitude. Envisat was launched in March
2002 and orbits the Earth at an altitude of nearly 800 km. In October 2010, Envisat left the repeat-orbit
and started to drift until in May 2012, the ESA mission was decommissioned after an unexpected
signal loss. SARAL was placed in orbit in February 2013 and is still active even though in July 2016,
the satellite started its drifting orbit phase without fix repeat period.

All computations and methodologies used in this study are based on official high-frequency Sensor
Geophysical Data Record (SGDR) v2.1 dataset of Envisat’s radar altimeter (RA-2) and the SGDR-T
dataset of the AltiKa radar altimeter mounted on SARAL. In case of SARAL, data until July 2016
and in case of Envisat, data until the end of the mission are used. In this study, waveforms observed
in the Greenland Sea and Fram Strait (see Section 2.1) are employed in the classification process.
In order to calculate the altimeter backscatter values, different features stored in the SGDR dataset, for
example, atmospheric attenuation and instrumental corrections (e.g., sigma naught calibration factor)
are additionally used.

The two satellite missions differ mainly in the emitted radar bandwidth, the pulse repetition
frequency and the footprint size of the illuminating area onto the surface. RA-2 emits Ku-band
signals with an repetition frequency of 1800 pulses per second, covering an nominal elliptic area of
approximately up to 10 km diameter [11] depending on the surface conditions. Before transmitting to
earth, the waveforms are sampled to 18 Hz by the on-board processing. AltiKa works in the Ka-band,
with a repetition frequency of 4 kHz, generates 40 Hz averaged waveforms and has half the antenna
aperture of Envisat. This leads to a smaller footprint size up to 8 km diameter and an improved spatial
resolution [19]. Beside instrumental influences, the waveform’s shape is mainly affected by various
surface characteristics. Detailed explanations referring to the representation of the varying waveform’s
shape can be found in Section 3.1.
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2.3. Imaging Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Data

A possible source for validating the classification results is the usage of imaging synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) data. Beside the altimeter satellites, several multispectral and SAR imaging satellite
missions regularly provide snapshots of periodically changing ocean conditions. In contrast to
multispectral sensors, working mostly in the visible and infrared spectrum, SAR sensors are unaffected
by cloudiness and lighting conditions, which makes it easier to identify appropriate scenes. However,
SAR sensors are side-looking instruments, which can cause a shadowing of very flat and smooth
surface structures (e.g., leads or polynyas) due to interjacent higher topography (e.g., ice floes, ridges).
Additionally, the recorded backscatter values do not only depend on the surface characteristics (e.g.,
roughness) but also on the incidence angle of the reflected radar waves, which makes it more complex
to provide information about different surface types. Furthermore, it has to be mentioned that most
SAR satellites are placed on sun-synchronous orbits, which allows for a uniform capture of ice state
but limits the minimum time lag between the acquisition dates of the SAR images and the altimetry
measurements of Envisat and SARAL also using sun-synchronous orbits.

Aiming at a small time lag between SAR images and satellite altimetry, wide swath data are
qualified best since these images cover a spatially extended area with medium pixel spacing. For this
investigation, SAR images of the JAXA Advanced Land Observing Satellite (ALOS) [20], MDA’s
Radarsat-2 [21] and ESA’s Sentinel-1A (S-1A) [22] are used. The Envisat classification results are
compared with ALOS PALSAR Level 1.5 Wide Beam (WB) images offered by the Alaska Satellite
Facility (ASF) DAAC and with Radarsat-2 (R-2) Scan SAR Mode data provided by ESA. The SARAL
classification outcomes are compared with Level-1, S-1A extra wide swath mode data. S-1A images are
made available through the ESA/Copernicus Sentinel Data Hub. Specifications, temporal availability
in the target region, and information about the used imaging SAR products are listed in Table 1.
To distinguish between open water pixels, appearing in near black, and sea ice pixels, appearing in
bright gray, HH-polarized images are used. For more information regarding SAR polarization and the
influence of different surface scattering see Dierking W. [23] and Jackson et al. [24].

Table 1. Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) image specifications [20–22] and altimeter satellites covering
same time periods.

SAR Satellite Band Mode Swath Width (km) Pixel Size (m) Period (mm/yyyy) Altimeter Satellite

ALOS L-Band Wide Beam 250–350 100 × 100 June 2007–May 2008 Envisat
Radarsat-2 C-Band Scan SAR Wide 500 50 × 50 June 2008–present Envisat/SARAL
Sentinel-1A C-Band Extra Wide 400 40 × 40 October 2014–present SARAL

In order to ensure similar sea ice conditions and allow for an unbiased comparison between
SAR and altimetry, only images with a time lag less than about 3.5 h, with respect to the altimetry
crossings, are used. The comparison is based on 16 grayscaled SAR images during the lifetime of
Envisat and 19 images for SARAL. The SAR data are selected from different epochs considering a
varying sea surface state with a focus on periods with various sea ice coverage. Figures 1 and 2 display
the locations of all used SAR images. The scenes are mainly located in the Fram Strait and near the
north-east coast of Greenland. Tables 2 and 3 list sensor and temporal information for all conducted
comparison pairs. Two of the R-2 images are used for multiple satellite overflights. In the case of
SARAL classification, it has to be mentioned that, due to sun-synchronous orbits and fixed revisit
times of Sentinel-1A and SARAL, it is not possible to find suitable pairs for comparison that show
good spatio-temporal coverage with a time gap smaller than 2 h 40 min during the study period.
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Table 2. Acquisition date of the SAR images and time gap between altimetry observations and imaging
data used for comparison with Envisat classification results.

SAR-Satellite Acquisition Date Time Gap hh-mm

ALOS 14 June 2007 02-30

ALOS 1 October 2007 02-57

ALOS 7 October 2007 01-55

ALOS 10 November 2007 03-07

ALOS 10 December 2007 02-50

ALOS 26 December 2007 02-13

ALOS 5 January 2008 02-40

ALOS 7 January 2008 01-46

ALOS 12 January 2008 02-49

ALOS 4 May 2008 01-25

R-2 4 November 2008 01-47

R-2 20 April 2009
02-09
00-29

R-2 21 April 2009 02-07

R-2 10 February 2010 03-04

01-52
R-2 14 March 2010 00-13

01-27

R-2 16 October 2010 02-04

Table 3. Sentinel-1A acquisition date of the SAR images and time gap between altimetry observations
and imaging data used for comparison with SARAL classification results.

Acquisition Date Time Gap hh-mm

23 October 2014 02-41
16 November 2014 03-34
14 November 2014 02-49
18 November 2014 02-42
3 December 2014 02-40
6 December 2014 02-58
27 December 2014 03-33

1 January 2015 02-59
15 January 2015 03-20
18 January 2015 03-27
16 March 2015 03-08

6 February 2015 03-29
6 February 2015 03-28
10 February 2015 03-22
22 February 2015 02-59

2 March 2015 02-44
9 March 2015 02-56
19 April 2015 02-53
15 May 2015 02-54

2.4. Sea Ice Data

Polar sea areas are affected by moving sea ice due to the influences of wind and ocean currents [16].
This results in a rapid change and high diversity of the sea surface conditions. To reach a realistic
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comparison of altimetry results and SAR images, the compensation for sea ice motion within the
time interval between the two observation sets is required. For this purpose, daily ice vector velocity
fields are exploited within the validation process. Therefore, the “Polar Pathfinder Daily 25 km
EASE-Grid Sea Ice Motion Vectors, Version 3” of the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC)
are employed [25]. This dataset contains zonal and meridional sea ice velocity observations of active
and passive sensors as well as in situ measurements interpolated to a 25 km spacing grid referring to
an azimuthal equal area map projection. This dataset covers the entire altimetry era until the end of
May 2015.

The sea ice velocity data are used to shift the SAR image, respectively, the image pixel coordinates,
assuming an averaged ice motion (direction and velocity) over the time interval between the altimetry
measurement and the SAR image. For this purpose, only homogeneous data represented by small
standard deviations in direction and velocity inside a predefined box (±35 km) around the altimetry
track are selected to compute a mean displacement vector. Sea ice velocity vectors located close to the
coastlines (within 25 km) are eliminated due to erroneous ice observations [25].

The comparison is performed only in areas affected by sea ice to suppress the influence of
falsely detected SAR ice pixels caused by diffuse scattering behavior due to rough swell in the open
ocean. Therefore, daily “Sea Ice Concentrations from Nimbus-7 SMMR and DMSP SSM/I-SSM/IS
Passive Microwave Data, Version 1” of the NSIDC [26] with a spatial resolution of 25 km × 25 km are
interpolated to the altimetry high-frequency data. Observations outside the ice edge without sea ice
are excluded from the comparison process.

3. Methods

This study is based on an unsupervised classification process of altimetry waveforms.
Unsupervised classification algorithms group unassigned data into a predefined number of classes
without any background information about the data and their sources using only “natural“ and hidden
intra-cluster similarities [27]. The classification is performed based on a set of features characterizing
the input data. In contrast, supervised classification is based on a-priori information of a well known
or labeled dataset to classify and assign the observations [28]. Examples for unsupervised classification
methods are artificial neural networks (e.g., Self-Organizing Maps [29]) or partitional clustering
algorithms (e.g., K-means and K-medoids [30,31]). In the present investigation, a partitional cluster
algorithm, K-medoids, is used for separating a set of unlabeled waveform data into clusters indicating
different waveform properties. Therefore, features have to be defined describing various waveform
characteristics. Based on the clustering results, K-nearest-neighbor is applied to assign unclassified
waveform data.

In this section, at first, features for describing the various waveform shapes and their
characteristics are specified and explained. This is followed by the description of the methodical
background of the clustering and classification process. The last part of Section 3 presents the validation
approach for the classification procedure. The presented methods are applied independently to Envisat
and SARAL.

3.1. Waveform Features

The shape of altimetry waveforms strongly depends on the surface characteristics within the
altimeter footprint. Figure 3 shows Envisat/RA-2 and SARAL/AltiKa radar pulses reflected by ocean,
leads, and sea ice. Major differences can be detected in the power magnitude and the number and
shape of the signal peaks. Leads produce very narrow and peaky waveforms due to the specular
scattering of calm and flat water. In contrast, radar pulses originating from ocean or sea ice surfaces are
influenced by waves or interlaced and piled ice floes, respectively, leading to multi peaks and wider,
noisier shapes.
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Figure 3. Waveform examples for Envisat (top row) and SARAL (bottom row) for three different
surface scatterers: Ocean (left), Lead (middle), and Sea Ice (right).

In order to characterize a waveform and identify the main evocative surface scatterer, a number of
waveform features are defined. The computed values constitute a waveform feature space that provides
the input for the clustering and classification process. To increase the efficiency of the algorithm and to
get a reliable open water detection, the selected features should fulfill the following conditions:

1. The features should characterize different waveform types.
2. The selected features should be stand alone and without linear dependence and major correlations

among each other.
3. The feature space should be adaptable to any altimetry waveform.
4. All features should exhibit the same order of magnitude for equal weighting among each other.

In the present investigation, six features are defined to describe the waveforms mainly focusing on
the reflected radar pulse shape (width) and the recorded power intensity. These features are applicable
for each pulse-limited altimeter waveform, i.e., for Envisat as well as for SARAL.

• Waveform maximum (Wm)
The waveform height is described by the maximal power of the returning radar pulse σmax.
It provides information about the backscatter of calm or rough surface conditions. To compute σmax

for Envisat as well as SARAL, the maximum waveform power and mission specific rectifications
are applied by using instrumental and atmospheric corrections from the provided datasets
(see Section 2.2).

• Trailing edge decline (Ted)
The trailing edge decline is computed by fitting an exponential function, considering an
exponential decay of AltiKa waveforms, from the waveform power maximum to the last bin.
The estimated decay rate is used to characterize the decline of the trailing edge after the maximum.

• Waveform noise (Wn)
This feature quantifies the trailing edge scattering. It is computed as median absolute deviations of
the trailing edge fitting (see Ted) residuals. This parameter is very small for single peak waveforms
(leads) and moderate for oceans.

• Waveform width (Ww)
The number of bins where the power is equal to zero provides information about the
waveform’s width.

• Leading edge slope (Les)
The leading edge slope is obtained by subtracting the first bin position containing more than 30%
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of the power maximum from the bin position of the maximum power. The difference provides
relative information about the width and steepness of the leading edge independent of the absolute
position of the leading edge, i.e., the range.

• Trailing edge slope (Tes)
In contrast to the leading edge slope, the trailing edge slope is obtained by subtracting the last
bin position containing more than 30% of the maximum from the bin position of the maximum
power. This difference provides similar information to Ted in the case of single-peak waveforms
but supports the identification of strong specular peaks in front of an ocean-like trailing edge.

The selected features in the present investigation show a varying order of magnitudes, which
results in an irregular weighting in the clustering algorithm. In order to comply with condition 4
(see above) a standardization has to be processed. Before conducting the unsupervised classification
procedure, the features are reduced by subtracting their average and divided by their standard
deviation (standard-score).

The features are calculated for RA-2 and AltiKa waveforms in the same way. In the case of SARAL,
the maximum power is limited to 1250 counts. Power counts above this limit are not recorded due to
too high backscatter values that cannot be resolved by the tracking window [12]. The waveforms are
cut without a clear maximum peak in the radar echo, which makes it impossible to compute all features
(e.g., leading edge slope) and to constitute the complete feature space. These waveforms, which are
not flagged in the SGDR dataset, are skipped from the further classification process. Furthermore, all
waveforms are neglected, for which no reliable computation of the defined features is possible (e.g.,
if trailing edge fitting is impossible with 95% confidence).

3.2. Clustering

Within the clustering process a representative subset of all waveforms from a single mission will be
used to define waveform groups, so-called clusters, that will later be used to also classify all remaining
observations. In a first step, this reference model has to be created. For this purpose, a set of several
waveforms, containing a majority of all possible scatter types, has to be selected. To this end, waveform
data covering an area in the central Greenland Sea within bounds of 15◦W/10◦E longitude and 68◦N/80◦N
latitude are used. To cover as many sea ice types as possible, the epoch is selected at the beginning of the
melting period in early summer from April to May [32]. For Envisat, Cycle 57 (2007, containing about
307,000 waveforms), and for SARAL, Cycle 12 (2014, ca. 670,000 waveforms) are selected.

To group the reference data, a K-medoids cluster algorithm is implemented that clusters
unsupervised data into K clusters. K-medoids performs a distance minimization between the features
and the most centrally located feature (medoids) based on the feature space itself. Thereby, K-medoids
is more robust to outliers and noise in contrast to K-means, which tries iteratively to estimate an
optimal partition of unlabeled data by minimizing the distances between the coordinates of a mean
cluster center (centeroids) and the features. However, in contrast to K-medoids, K-means integrates
every value of the feature space into the arithmetic average [27].

At first, K-medoids randomly chooses K medoids of the feature space and computes the distances
to every feature. In the next steps, the algorithm rearranges every single feature until there is no motion
within the K clusters and the minimal distances to the medoids are found. However, the clustering
result depends on the initial randomly chosen medoids. This is why the algorithm is repeated several
times and the best solution is selected by analyzing the final sum of all distances within the clusters.
This leads to high computational efforts by employing large input datasets, but it is considerable that
the clustering has to be performed just once per altimetry mission. To reduce the computation times,
the algorithm examines only a random sample of cluster members during each medoids updating
step. The size of the sample is set by default to 0.1% of the total number of data points. The iteration
terminates if the medoids are stabilized.
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Partition clustering algorithms require an initialization of the number of clusters K. In the present
investigation, K is chosen empirically after several test runs by evaluating the best segmentation
results [31]. Indicators for defining an appropriate K are, for example, the analysis of the sum of
all distances within the clusters and, additionally, a visual analysis of all clusters. In order to obtain a clear
partitioning of waveforms, it is useful to set K larger than the desired number of the three surface types, the
present investigation is looking for, namely, calm open water, ocean or sea ice conditions. Figure 4 shows
the clustering for 30 classes based on derived waveform features of about 307,000 Envisat waveforms
(the clustering results for SARAL waveforms can be found in the Supplementary section, Figure S1).
The displacements between the points and the medoids are computed using Euclidean distances.

Figure 4. Envisat waveform clusters (K = 30) after K-medoids clustering showing segmented
waveforms (every twenty fifth per cluster).

After running K-medoids, each cluster has to be assigned to one surface condition. The 30 clusters
need to be manually condensed to three main classes indicating ocean, sea ice, and lead/polynya
returns. This is done based on the feature statistic per cluster (see Figure 5) and knowledge on
the physical backscattering behavior of different surfaces. It is well known that radar returns from
dominant scatterers (i.e., a lead with a calm, mirror-like surface) cause single-peak waveforms with
high power and narrow shape. Radar echoes nearly entirely reflected by sea-ice show a more diffuse
scattering, weak power and no clear peaks. Using these relationships and transferring them to the
cluster statistics enable a nearly unambiguous assignment. However, questionable clusters with
ambiguous feature properties remain and are labeled as ”undefined“.

Figure 5 indicates the cluster assignment by different colors. Lead and polynya returns (clusters 2,
10–12, 20, and 26) are characterized by a very narrow and peaky shape and high maximum power
values. In contrast, ocean returns (clusters 1, 3, 6, 18, 22, 23, 25, 27–29) are wider and show a greater
trailing edge decay. Waveforms belonging to the ice class (clusters 5, 7–9, 13, 14, 16, 21, 24, and 30)
are between these two groups. They are defined by a smaller trailing edge decay and slope as well as
bigger power values than ocean returns. However, there are clusters (4, 15, 17, and 19), that cannot
clearly be assigned to one surface type. As an example, cluster 19 shows an ocean like behavior, but
is characterized by an indistinct leading edge as well as a steeper ice-like trailing edge. Undefined
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waveform classes show, apart from more noise in the cluster itself, no clear signature or trend to the
underlying feature space or to the three main surface classes.

Figure 5. Means and standard deviations of waveform features (see Section 3.1) per cluster. Four classes
are illustrated using different colors: “lead/polynya” (cyan), “ocean” (purple), “ice” (green), and
“undefined” (red).

3.3. Classification

The waveform model created by the clustering (Section 3.2) can now be used to classify all
waveforms. For this purpose the K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) classifier is employed. In general,
K-NN belongs to the memory-based classifiers and does not require a stochastic model [28]. Basically,
K-NN searches for the closest distance between a query point and a given input model. Similar to the
K-medoids algorithm, the K-NN uses the euclidean distance. However, K has a completely different
meaning than in the K-medoids algorithm. The K is now defined as the number of neighbors used
for the classification. The cluster assignment of a specific waveform is done based on the majority of
clusters of these K nearest neighbors. K must be set before the classification process starts.

In the present study, K is estimated by performing a 10-fold cross-validation. Therefore the
reference model used for the clustering and already assigned to the clusters is divided into 10 randomly
sorted, but equally sized subsets and validated against each other. This means, that every subset is
used as a test sample and the remaining subsets as training sets. In order to find an appropriate K for
K-NN, the cross-validation is performed based on different numbers of neighbors. Figure 6 shows the
mean misclassification error as a percentage of the 10-fold cross-validation in the case of SARAL and
Envisat. Similar errors can be expected for the classification of the remaining unlabeled waveforms.
The minimum error defines the optimal number of neighbors. SARAL displays less variability and a
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smaller misclassification rate than Envisat. The K-NN method seems to be more stable with clustered
SARAL than with Envisat waveforms, which can be explained due to less variability in the AltiKa
waveforms and a more robust waveform clustering. For SARAL a minimum error rate is obtained
with K = 20 (1.93 ± 0.05%). In the case of Envisat, nearest-neighbor number K = 44 (2.3 ± 0.08%) is
used, providing a good balance between low error and variance.

The misclassification rate in connection with the defined number of neighbors gives information
about the K-NN prediction error based on the reference model and class labels. This parameter can be
used to estimate the internal precision of the classification approach. In this study, a minimal error of
about 2% has to be expected from the methodology itself.

Figure 6. Misclassification error and its standard deviation for SARAL (red) and Envisat (blue) with
varying number of K neighbors as computed by 10-fold cross-validation.

After defining an appropriate K, the remaining waveforms are applied to K-NN. In the end of the
classification process every waveform is labeled by a certain cluster and, consequently, assigned to a
specific surface type.

3.4. Validation Approach

In order to conduct an external validation for the waveform classification, a comparison with
independent SAR images is performed. For this purpose, the defined waveform classes of ocean,
lead/polynya, sea ice are assigned to water (ones) and non-water (zeros) observations. Undefined
waveforms classes are also labeled with zeros. In order to provide quantitative information about
the classification performance, it is necessary to compare the results to an external dataset. For this
purpose, imaging SAR data are used, as they regularly provide snapshots of different sea surface states
in the study area.

Before performing an automatic comparison between SAR and the classification results, the SAR
images are pre-processed by using the ESA toolbox SNAP, version 4.0.0 for Sentinel-1A as well as
Radarsat-2 and the MapReady toolbox, version 3.1.22 for ALOS image data offered by ASF. Basically,
the following standard routines are applied to the imaging SAR data:

1. Thermal noise removal (only S-1A)
2. Radiometric calibration
3. Speckle filter (only Radarsat-2)
4. Delay Doppler terrain correction
5. Reprojection to Lambert Azimuthal Equal Area map projection
6. Converting backscatter values to db
7. Datatype conversion in uint8
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On the pre-processed SAR images, linear and circular shaped black and near black areas indicate
openings inside the sea ice cover generated by a smooth surface and specular reflection of the radar
waves. To automatically extract these areas, the SAR images have to be converted into binary pixel
values by applying several image processing tools. The applied approach is described in detail by
Passaro et al. [14]. Briefly summarized, the images undergo a noise and minimum filtering in order to
emphasize dark pixel regions, followed by an adaptive thresholding that considers local illumination
changes. Finally, a mathematic morphological closing operation is applied to the black and white
coded images to link fragmented open water regions. To control the effect of the morphological closing
operation a structure element (kernel) or convolution matrix is needed. Regarding linear and circular
shapes of open water areas, an octagon with various size, considering the nominal pixel spacing of the
SAR images, is employed. In the case of ALOS, the octagon size is six pixels around the center pixel,
and in the case of Sentinel-1A and Radarsat-2, a kernel size of 12 pixels is used. Moreover, the image
coordinates are shifted to compensate for sea ice-motion, for the acquisition time difference between
altimetry and SAR (see Section 2.4). In a last step, the locations of the altimetry returns are interpolated
to the SAR pixel locations by using nearest neighbor method.

4. Results and Discussion

In this study, 15,025 Envisat and 19,919 SARAL observations are investigated for which SAR
image classification results are available for validation. 31.2% of the Envisat waveforms and 15.0%
of the SARAL returns are assigned to water classes. Furthermore, 4.7% of Envisat and 14.2% of
SARAL waveforms are set to undefined and defined as non-water returns. For a quantitative rating,
19 comparison pairs for SARAL and Envisat, respectively (see Section 2.3), are used. The results of this
comparison are presented in the following section. Afterwards, examples are displayed to illustrate
and discuss the functionality of the validation approach.

4.1. Automatic Comparison to SAR Images

As mentioned above, the automatic comparison process only relies on observations in areas with a
semi-closed sea ice layer. This allows one to reduce false SAR classifications outside the ice edge due to
an unreliable SAR image processing. Table 4 provides the numbers of measurements assigned to water
and ice by the two observation techniques and, therefore, allows for an assessment of the altimetry
classification performance. The absolute number of water and ice detections are listed column-wise for
the altimetry classification results and row-wise for the SAR open water detection. The table shows
that 1124 of the 15025 Envisat observations are identified as water by both, altimetry and SAR, whereas
837 locations are assigned to non-water by altimetry and to water by SAR. Assuming the SAR to
be the ground truth validating the altimetry water detection, four dependencies are derived to rate
the classification results. The total consistency rate, P(CR) is computed by summing up the bold
values and dividing them by the total number of comparison points. In addition, three conditional
frequencies are derived: The true water detection rate (P(Alt|SAR)) is computed by dividing the
“correct” altimetry water detections by the total number of SAR water observations, whereas the false
water detection rate (P(Alt|SAR)) is defined as the relation between the water altimetry detections not
confirmed by SAR and the total number of SAR ice detections. Moreover, the percentage of correctly
classified water returns P(SAR|Alt) represents the “correct” water altimetry detections in relation to
the total number of open water detections by altimetry.

In the case of Envisat, a consistency rate of 70.7% is reached. In detail, nearly 60% of SAR water
detections are truly classified by Envisat (P(Alt|SAR) = 0.57) in contrast to below 30% of SAR ice
observations that are falsely assigned to water areas by Envisat (P(Alt|SAR) = 0.27). However, only
about a quarter of all Envisat open water detections are also classified by SAR (P(SAR|Alt) = 0.24).

The comparison between SARAL and Sentinel-1A water detection yields a higher consistency
rate of 76.9% but a smaller true water detection rate of less than 30% (P(Alt|SAR) = 0.28). At the
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same time, the false water detection rate P(Alt|SAR) is very small and yields only 12.3%. Moreover,
the correctly classified water return rate P(SAR|Alt) = 33% is better as for Envisat.

It has to be noticed that for the interpretation of these numbers it is important to consider that
inconsistencies are not only due to altimetry classification but that the SAR open water detection as
well as the sea ice-motion correction also contribute to the error budget. For example, most of the
SARAL comparisons take place during the sea ice maximum between January and mid March, when
the pack ice is very close and exhibits only small openings in the ice, which makes it challenging to be
detected by the SAR image processing.

Analyzing the absolute water detection numbers of Envisat versus SAR images, it is remarkable
that the number of open water points differs by 2732 between the SAR detection and the Envisat
classification. The Envisat classification identifies significantly more open water areas than the SAR
processing (factor of nearly 2.4). In the case of SARAL, a transposed situation can be found. This can
be explained by different SAR sensor characteristics and an insufficient pixel resolution as well as
an imprecise SAR image processing, including an unreliable sea ice-motion correction. Additionally,
the altimeters are affected by off-nadir returns, which can cause an enhanced number of open water
detections. In the case of Envisat, a larger footprint size than SARAL intensifies off-nadir effects.

Overall, it is important to understand, that the classification performance numbers of SARAL and
Envisat are not directly comparable with each other. The underlying different instrumental, sensor,
and spatio-temporal conditions differ too strongly to provide qualitative information that would allow
for a comparative assessment of the two altimetry satellites. More details related to the impacts of SAR
and altimetry processing on the quantitative comparison process can be found in Section 4.2.

Analyzing, for example, P(CR) of Envisat and SARAL, the quantitative comparison confirms
the reliability of the altimetry-based classification method and a good performance of their results.
However, it has to be kept in mind that a data comparison of two totally different Earth observation
techniques for open water detection in a very dynamic study area is not possible without a variety
of uncertainties and inaccuracies. In order to provide a better impression of the difficulties of a
quantitative comparison approach, the next section shows a couple of examples in a visual comparison.

Table 4. 2D contingency tables based on Envisat—ALOS/R-2 (top) and SARAL—S-1A (bottom)
comparisons. The table shows the number of points classified as water/ice from altimetry (Alt) with
the corresponding classification from SAR.

Alt (Water) Alt (Ice) ∑

SAR (water) 1124 837 1961
SAR (ice) 3569 9495 13064

∑ 4693 10332 15025

Alt (Water) Alt (Ice) ∑

SAR (water) 987 2600 3587
SAR (ice) 2007 14325 16332

∑ 2994 16925 19919

4.2. Visual Comparison

Using different SAR image subsets, this section will provide some visual comparisons between
open water classification by altimetry and SAR images. The images were selected in order to indicate
possible difficulties due to uncertainties in the SAR image or altimetry processing as well as sea ice
motion correction. Figures 7 and 8 show five visual examples before (left) and after (right) image
processing. The altimetry measurement locations are superimposed on the SAR image. Cyan colored
altimetry observations identify open water classifications. These regions are plotted in white in
the binary coded SAR images (right column). Figure 7a–f display Envisat-ALOS and Figure 7g,h
Envisat—Radarsat-2 comparisons. Figure 8 shows a visual example of one SARAL—Sentinel-1A
comparison. Metadata information, i.e., acquisition date and applied sea ice motion correction on each
comparison is provided next to the images (visualized classification results without class assignment can
be found in supplementary Figures S2–S6). Moreover, Table 5 displays quantitative comparison results.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 7. Examples of open water detection from Envisat against ALOS (a–f) and Radarsat-2 (g,h)
before (left) and after SAR image processing (right) with open water indicated in white. Boxes
provide additional image and processing information. Red: ice detection, cyan: open water detection.
The geographical locations of the image subsets are displayed in Figure 1; from top to bottom in green,
blue, yellow and magenta.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8. Example (orange highlighted in Figure 2) of open water detection from SARAL against
Sentinel-1A before (a) and after SAR image processing (b) with open water indicated in white. Box
provides additional image and processing information. Red: ice detection, cyan: open water detection,
yellow: saturated AltiKa observations.

Table 5. Table providing percentage statistical information about conditional P(X|Y) and consistency
P(CR) rates of visual examples discussed in Section 4.2. “SAR” and “Alt” indicate imaging SAR and
altimetry. Ice detections are indexed by overline character marked shortcuts.

Subset P(CR) P(Alt|SAR) P(SAR|Alt) P(Alt|SAR)

Figure 7b 90.63% 15.91% 91.86% 94.05%
Figure 7d 85.10% 16.04% 64.58% 88.57%
Figure 7f 12.61% 88.99% 2.02% 100.00%
Figure 7h 76.22% 22.36% 0.00% 0.00%
Figure 8b 72.07% 12.41% 40.68% 25.53%

The first example (Figure 7a) demonstrates very good accordance between altimetry and SAR
classification.The L-band image displays different sea ice and open water conditions. From West to
East, various sized open water areas ranging from 200 m up to 3.5 km are visible. A large region
appearing in dark reaches from the image center at 11◦W to the eastern edge. It indicates a mixture
of differently sized ice floes interrupted by open water sections. Analyzing the colored altimetry
observations, the open water detection is in good accordance with the grayscaled as well as with the
binary coded SAR image (Figure 7b). The quantitative comparison yields a consistency rate P(CR) of
90.63%. Moreover, the altimetry classification approach provides a true classification rate close to 100%
(P(Alt|SAR) = 0.94). This comprises small leads as well as larger areas of open water.

An almost perfect accordance between altimetry classification and SAR images can also be
observed in Figure 7c, detecting an expanded lead in the southern image part and some small leads
in the central part of the image. However, comparing Figure 7c and d to the altimetry classification
results at 75◦36.00′N, it is clearly visible that SAR image processing is not always able to segment very
narrow lead fragments. This might happen because of a poor spatial pixel resolution of the SAR sensor
(100 m), an insufficient identification of the ice-water transition, or a too restrictive threshold level in
the SAR image processing. This deficiency in the automatic SAR image processing results in reduced
performance in the quantitative comparison with a total consistency rate of about 85% and a true water
detection rate of 88.6%.
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However, there are also problems related to the altimetry observation technique. The example
displayed in Figure 7e,f is characterized by a very long (ca. 47 km) and in most parts narrow lead
located parallel to the satellite track. The SAR image is shifted about 1.2 km in the northeastern
direction, assuming a steady sea ice motion. Even if the altimeter track is still located northwards at the
off-nadir position of the lead, almost all measurements are classified as open water. As a consequence,
in the quantitative comparison, just 2% of all Envisat open water detections are confirmed by SAR
classification although they can be visually connected with the dominant lead in the image center.
The overall consistency rate yields only 12.6%—probably due to the fact that the altimetry classification
approach is not able to separate off-nadir water returns from nadir water returns or the mean sea ice
motion correction is not enough to consider the total sea ice drift.

Additional discrepancies between altimetry and SAR classification can occur in areas with new,
very thin ice coverage. Figure 7g shows those areas, appearing light gray in C-band, only a little
darker than the surrounding older ice. These areas are correctly set to ice by the SAR image processing
(see Figure 7h) because of the small brightness differences between the thin and surrounding ice types.
In contrast, the altimetry returns within these areas are falsely classified and interpreted as calm open
water since they show a very narrow and single-peaked lead/polynya-like shape. One explanation for
this mis-interpretation is the dominant scattering of all flat and specular surfaces. Connor et al. [11]
found that strong reflective surfaces, for example, leads/polynyas, can also affect the waveform shape
if covered by very thin ice. A distinction from open water is not possible based on the altimetry
waveform’s shape. Since the ice is very thin, the retracked ranges should represent the water level well
enough, even if the classification is wrong.

Related to the comparison process itself, uncertainties in sea ice motion correction can reduce the
quantitative consistency rate. Figure 8a,b are corrected by ice-motion considering a time difference
of more than 3 h. Analyzing Figure 8b, it can be shown that only 25.53% of the SAR detected ice
openings are well identified by the altimetry data. A visual image inspection suggests that the applied
ice motion correction is too small to completely compensate for the effect of the time lag.

Further challenging issues using SARAL SGDR-T data are so-called saturated waveforms.
Zakharova et al. [12] pointed out that leads or strongly reflecting surfaces can exceed the maximum
permissible power count value of 1250. The waveforms are cut and feature no clear peak due to
a saturated power tracking window. Figure 8 highlights saturated SARAL observations in yellow.
They are mainly located near small and calm open water areas, producing very high backscatter
returns. In the classification process, they are omitted because of an unknown maximum peak position.
In general, saturated SARAL waveforms are mainly traceable within the sea ice edge, but can provide
evidence about the location of further open water areas. However, just 0.14% (i.e., 288 waveforms) of
the comparison data are affected by a saturated power tracking window.

The present section shows a number of challenging and unavoidable impacts on the validation of
the waveform classification process. Considerable parts of the inconsistencies do not originate from
the altimetry classification but from the SAR classification or the ice-motion correction. In order to
adequately rate the quantitative comparison results, it is necessary to keep these effects in mind.

5. Conclusions and Outlook

The present paper introduces an unsupervised classification approach based on pulse-limited
multi-mission altimetry data to detect open water areas in a largely sea ice covered region. The study
demonstrates the successful application of the clustering of pulse-limited altimeter waveforms for
the automatic identification of open ocean, sea ice, lead and polynya observations. The approach
is based on known partition cluster strategies (i.e., K-medoids) and memory-based classification
methods (i.e., K-nearest-neighbor). A 10-fold cross-validation for the assessment of the precision of
the classification method is performed. It indicates an internal misclassification error of about 2% for
Envisat and SARAL. The algorithm is applicable to every pulse-limited altimetry satellite mission
without requiring any deeper knowledge about mission specific details. Moreover, it can be assumed
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that the developed approach also works for SAR altimetry waveforms if the waveform feature space
is adapted adequately. Additionally, the presented method can be adapted to a number of open
water detection or waveform classification tasks, e.g., for the identification of lake returns [33] or in
inundation areas.

In order to evaluate the classification results, a comparison with SAR images is performed.
In contrast to previous studies, the present validation relies not only on visual and manually selected
examples, but also on a larger set of images and an automated comparison procedure. The comparison
procedure allows for a quantitative assessment of the classification performance by assigning the
altimetry observations to open water and sea ice returns and checking them against processed SAR
images that indicate sea ice and open water areas. We reach consistency rates of 70.7% for Envisat and
76.9% for SARAL. However, it has to be underlined that the quantitative comparison results of Envisat
and SARAL are not directly comparable because of significant differences in the underlying sensor
and instrument characteristics of the available SAR missions.

When interpreting the comparison results, different sources of inconsistencies have to be
considered, e.g., effects from the altimetry data and their classification procedure and uncertainties in
SAR image processing as well as in the ice-motion correction. The Fram Strait and the Greenland Sea
are one of the most dynamic areas on Earth. Fast changing sea ice conditions due to short, periodic
melting and refreezing as well as rapid climate change make it hard to provide a high reliability in the
comparison as well as in the altimetry classification results. Local phenomena, such as melt ponds (i.e.,
open water pools on the sea ice surface) and their impacts on the open-water detection, have to be
investigated. Over specific sea ice types, altimetry waveforms show ambiguities, which prevents a
clear attribution to sea ice or open water returns. In particular, specular thin and flat ice produces very
specular returns resembling open water returns. In contrast, big ice floes or landfast ice can imitate
ocean-like returns due to similarities in ocean surface roughness and reflectivity.

Further improvements of the classification method are possible. In particular, saturated SARAL
waveforms have to be included in the classification process. In addition, the application of more recent
sea ice motion data in combination with Sentinel-1B data could lead to a better spatio-temporal ratio
within the validation process.

A reliable classification is an indispensable requirement for a meaningful estimation and an
efficient computation of sea surface heights in the Arctic by retracking only open water waveforms.
In addition to Envisat and SARAL, more pulse-limited (e.g., ERS-1/2) as well as delay-doppler
altimetry data (e.g., CryoSat-2, Sentinel-3A) may be employed in the classification process and, thus,
contribute to the generation of a long-term sea level record for the Arctic ocean.

Supplementary Materials: The following folder and figures are available online at www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/
9/6/551/s1, Figure S1 displays SARAL waveform clusters, Figures S2–S6 and folder S2 contain Figures 7 and 8
showing the classification results without class assignment.
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